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INTRODUCTION 

The community-Oriented policing (COPS) pilot worJ(shop series 
has been developed by ICMA through a grant from the National 
Institute of Justice. The purpose is to provide municipal 
executives with an overview of policing that emphasizes coPS. It 
has been approximately ten years since COPS was recognized as a 
viable alternative to what is now called traditional policing. 
Much has been learned in these past ten years. This; workshop is a 
composite of information based upon the experi,.:nces of this 
nation's most progressive law enforcement agencies .. 

This source book is provided as a supplemental text for 
workshop participants. It complements the work book which serves 
as the foundation for the workshop. In this manual are selected 
readings from various distinguished researchers, authors and 
practitioners. All the materials have been carefully seiected on 
the basis of their relevance to police work and, more specifically, 
their insights into community-oriented policing. 

We are grateful to each of the authors whose work appears in 
this manual. Also, we wish to acknowledge the advisors, trainers 
and staff listed on page vi, who assisted in the development of 
this pilot training. We thank each and everyone of them for their 
vision, concern, and courage as they contribute to the incremental, 
but fundamental changes occurring in the delivery of a critical 
public service, policing. 

September, 1991 

NIJ46 

E. Roberta Lesh 
Director, Police Programs 
ICMA 
777 North capitol street, N.E. 
Washington, D. C. 20002-4201 
(202) 962-3575 FAX: (202) 962-3500 
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---------------, _________ ·~i---------

ABOUT THE NATIONAL' INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE 

The National Institute of Justice is the research and 
development agency of the U.S. Department of Justice established to 
improve the criminal justice system and to prevent and reduce 
crime. 

Specific mandates established by Congress in the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, and the Anti-Drug 
Abuse Act of 1988 (Public Law 100-690) direct the National 
Institute of Justice to: 

• Sponsor special proj ects and research and development 
programs that will improve and strengthen the criminal 
justice system and reduce or prevent crime; 

• Conduct national demonstration projects that employ 
innovati ve or promising approaches for improving criminal • 
justice; 

• Develop new technologies to fight crime and improve 
criminal justice; 

• Evaluate the effectiveness of criminal justice programs, 
identify programs that promise to be successful if 
continued or repeated, and recommend actions that can be 
taken by Federal, State, and local governments, and 
private organizations and individuals to improve criminal 
justice; 

• Develop new methods for the prevention and reduction of 
crime and delinquency, and test and demonstrate new and 
improved approaches to strengthen the justice system; 

• Provide to the Nation's justice agencies information from 
research, demonstration, evaluations, and special 
projects; 

• Serve as a domestic and international clearinghouse of 
justice information for Federal, State, and local 
government; and 
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• Deliver training and technical assistance to justice 
officials about new information and innovations developed 
as a result of Institute programs. 

The Director of the Institute is appointed by the President 
and confirmed by the Senate. The Director establishes the 
objectives of the Institute, guided by the priorities of the 
Department of Justice and the needs of the criminal justice field. 
The Institute actively solicits the views of criminal justice 
professionals to identify the most critical problems confronting 
them and to devel,op projects that can help resolve them. Through 
research and development, the National Institute of Justice will 
search for answers to what works and why in the Nation's war on 
drugs and crime. 

Charles Be DeWitt 
Director 
National Institute of Justice 
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ABOUT leMA 

Founded in 1914, ICMA is the professional and educational 
organization for more than 7,500 appointed administrators and 
assistant administrators serving cities, counties, regions, and 
other local governments. The membership also includes directors of 
state associations of local governments " other local government 
employees, members of the academic community, and concerned 
citizens who share the goal of improving local government. ICMA 
members serve local governments in the Uni ".:.ed States, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and other countries. 

Mission and Goals 

The purposes of ICMA are to enhance the quality of local 
government through professional management and to support and 
assist professional local government administrators 
internationally. The specific goals that support this mission are 
to 

1. support and actively promote council-manager government 
and professional management in all forms of local government 

2. Provide training and development programs and 
publications for local government professionals that improve their 
skills, increase their knowledge of local government, and 
strengthen their commitment to the ethics, values, and ideals of 
the profession 

3. support members in their efforts to meet professional, 
partnership, and personal needs 

4. Serve as a clearinghouse for the collection, analysis, 
and dissemination of local government information and data to 
enhance current practices and to serve as a resource to public 
interest groups in the formation of public policy 

5. Provide a strong association capable of accomplishing 
these goals. 
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Program and Activities 

To meet its goals, ICMA has developed and implemented a number 
of pr0grams, including member publications, professional 
activities, books and other publ ications , and management 
information services. Activities include but are not limited to 
annual awards program, annual conference, citizenship education, 
contract and grant research, international management exchange 
program, local government consortia and special interest programs, 
public policy, survey research, and training institute. 

For further information, contact ICMA, 777 North capitol 
street, N.E., suite 500, Washington, D.C. 20002-4201, 202/289-
4262, FAX 202/962-3500. 

William H. Hansell 
Executive Director 
ICMA 
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C·OMMUNITY 
POLICING 

The New Model for the Way 
the Police Do Their Job 

Camille Cates Barnett and Robert A. Bowers 

S
ome police have begun to think differ
ently about how they do their· job. The 
results could be llignificant for those of 

us who manage local governments and see 
substantial resources going to police forces 
(often at the expense of funding other ser
vices). No longer can we assume that our col
leagues in policing will deploy re:-.ources and 
do their jobs in familiar patterns. Consider 
the following. 

Some police have begun to think differently 
about how they do their job. The results 
could be significant for those of us who 
manage local governments .... 

In Austin, police educate citizens about pe
lice practices through a 12-week academy. 
Police are walking beats, working out of 
neighborhood centers, organizing crime-watch 
programs, and working with school chil
dren-all to build better partnerships with 
the community. 

In Tulsa, under the banner of community 
pc'licing, patrol officers organize an apart
ment complex to reduce thefts and burglar-

Camille Cates Barnett. Ph.D .• is city manager of Austin. 
Texan. She is a member of the Executive Session on Policing. 
Harvard University's Jolln F. Kennedy School of Govern· 
ment. Robert Bowers is the assistant director of finance and 
admilnistration. Houston, Tcxas. 
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ies, work closely wlith public housing tenants 
to combat drug trafficking, and form a so
phisticated task force to end assaults by hate 
groups. 

[n Baltimore County, Maryland, the: ban
ner is Citizen Oriented Police Enfgrcement, 
or COPE. There, a. task force of fou~' dozen 
~ice officers works with citizens to combat 
the fear of crime. Research shows that fear is. 
spawned not only by the incidence of actual 
felonies but also by such signs of disorder in 
a neighborhood as vandalism, bands of rowdy 
youths, graffiti, and abandoned cars. So the 
police work to prevent or reverse cycles of 
neighborhood deterioration that invite crime, 
added decay, and apathy. 

In San Diego, using what is call~d prob
lem-oriented policing, the police are moving 
department-wide to have street officers seek 
out the underlying \;auses of crime and disor
der problems and aJ:leviate them. For eum
pie, the police are f,eeking ways to prevent 
small groups of re-cent migrants both from 
being victims of fires in nearby canyons and 
fram turning to drunkenness at a neighbor
hood shopping center when they don't find 
day work. 

In Newport News, Virginia, where the 
term problem-oriented policing first came to 
prominence, the police have used the ap
proa,ch to address problems ranging from 
spouse abuse to street prostitution. For exam
ple" the police attacked prostitution in a 
neighborhood by striking a deal with a local 
judge. The judge put prostitutes arrested in· 
the neighborhood on probation with the pro
viso that they no longer frequent the area. If 
they did so, their probation would be immedi-



ately revoked and they would go straight to 
jail. Problem solved. Prostitution was elimi
nated in the neighborhood. (For more in
formation on Newport News, see William 
Mitchell's article beginning on page 13.) 

In New York City, the department has 
CPOP teams in each of the city's 75 pre
cincts. The acronym stands for the Commu
nity Patrol Officer Program; like the other 
programs, its goals include building solid, sus
tained police-community relations, restoring 
citizens' sense of safety, and getting the po
lice to identify and attack the probl~ms that 
underlie groups of criminal incidents. 

A New Model of Policing 
These programs should not be mistaken for 
tinkering at the edges of police tactics or be
ing short-tenn public relations efforts. They 
are the result of attempts by some of the na
tion's most innovative police departments and 
leaders to respond to real and chronically per
sistent problems of crime, fear, drugs, and ur
ban decay. The programs represent a wave of 
police thinking and experimenting that is 
developing a new model of policing. 

The new model could mean a watershed 
change in how the police are trained, man
aged, and deployed, and in how they deal 
with citizens. Could because perhaps only a 
few score departments as yet have begun to 
examine and adopt parts or most of what is 
most frequently called community policing. 

The community policing model-a new 
paradigm of policing-has these principal el
ements: (1) partnership with the community. 
(2) participative management, (3) problem 
solving, and (4) visionary leadership. But it is 
still in its formative stage, and no single defi
nition of community policing is generally ac
cepted. Because the Houston Police Depart
ment helped to pioneer development of 
neighborhood-oriented policing (the local 
name for community policing) in the early 
1980s, the department's definition is cited 
frequently. 

Neighborhood-oriented policing is an inter
active process between police officers as
signed to specific beats and the citizens 
that either work or reside in these beats to 
mutually develop ways to identify probll!ms 
and concerns and then to assess viable solu
tions by providing available resources f~om 
both the police departments and the C(i~
munity to address the problems and/or 
concerns. I 

What does all this mean? Several ye~lrs 
ago, a police chief gave this example of how 
he interprets community policing. 

When there's a disturbance on the street 
and we're arresting someone, we don't dis
perse the crowd. We no longer tell those 
who've gathered to go back to their busi
ness and let us take care of ours. We say, 
"Don't leave. Stay here. This is your com
munity and we want you to know what's 
going on. This is why we're arresting this 
person. If you know anything that would 
help us to solve these problems, please let 
us know." 

A Major Break with Police Custom 
This chiers remarks denote a major break 
with the ways the police customarily operate. 
Most of us in local government management 
are familiar with police departments that be
have along traditional lines. They are central
ized and bureaucratic; there is a division of 
labor and unity of control. Police officers as
sume a measured distance from citizens. This 
remoteness is caricatured as necessary to ob
tain "Just the facts, Ma'am." On the streets, 
police perform routine patrol while waiting to 
respond to 911 calls for service. The police 
function is seen overwhelmingly in terms of 
crime control. 

The new community policing model pro
vides marked contrasts, nowhere more so 
than in organizational design. The traditional 
style of policing relies on a strong chain of 
command. The assumption is that those in 
the higher ranks of a police department know 
more than those in the lower ranks. At best, 
only lip service is given to the notion that 
"patrol officers are the backbone of 
policing. " 

Community policing not just calls for but, 
if it is to be successful, demands decentraliza
tion of authority. To a considerable degree, 
patrol officers are to be freed from the fetters 
of down-the-line control. They are told to 
think for themselves, be generalists, seek the 
underlying reasons for crime and disorder 
problems in a neighborhood, devise solutions, 
and apply them. 

The Three Eras of Po~icing 
An historical perspective is helpful in under
standing what is meant by community polic
ing. George L. Kelling and Mark H. Moore, 
leading criminal justice scholars and col
leagues at Harvard University'S John E Ken
nedy School of Government, distinguish the 
emerging era of community and problem
solving policing from earlier eras. In a paper 
prepared for the John E Kennedy School's 
Executive Session on Policing, they write: 

The political era, so named because of the 
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Legitimacy and 
authorization 

The police 
function 

Organizational 
design 

External 
relationships 

Demand 
management 

Principal programs 
and technologies 

Measured 
outcomes 

-----------------------

close ties between police and politics, dated 
from the introduction of police into munici
palities during the 18405, continued 
through the Progressive period, and ended 
during the early 1900s. The reform era de
veloped in reaction to the political. It took 
hold during the 1930s, thrived during the 
1950s and 1960s, began to erode during 
the late 1970s. The reform era now seems 
to be giving way to an era emphasizing 
community problem solving.! 

The accompanying table not~s the 
attributes that K~l1ing and Moore assign to 
each era. The reform era stressed a "profes
sional" crime-fighting style of policing that 
relied heavily on routine patrol in cars, rapid 
response to calls for service. and criminal in
vestigations. But research published during 
the past 15 years has shown that doubling the 
number of cars patrolling the streets did not 
affect the levels of serious crime or fear of 
crime; that rapid police response did not af
fect the probability of making an arrest; and 
that forensic technology contributed less to 
the investigative process than the stories of 
crime victims and witnesses. 

Political Era 

Primarily political 

Crime control, order 
maintenance, broad social 
services 

Reform Era 

Law and police 
professionalism 

Crime control 

Evidence such as this served to undermine 
the beliefs and practices of the reform era. 
So did such other factors as rates of crime 
and the fear of crime that started to spiral in 
the 1960s; chQruses of complaints from mi
norities that the police did not treat them 
fairly or with adequate protection; the civil 
rights and antiwar movements that chal
lenged the police; and myths of the reform 
era that could not be supported. One myth 
was that poli.;:e officers had and exercised lit
tle discretion. Another portrayed the police as . 
solitary crime fighters needing little help 
from the community. 

As Kelling and Moore note, the police 
strategy of the reform era "was unable to ad
just to the changing social circumstances of 
the 1960s and 1970s." So emerged commu
nity policing with its four elements of part
nership with the community, participative 
management, problem solving, and visionary 
leadership. 

Partnership with the Community 
Partnership with the community is a basic te
net of community policing. It is a principle 

Community Problem-Solving Era 

Community support (political) law, 
professionalism 

Crime control, crime prevention, 
problem solving 

Decentralized and 
geographical 

Centralized. classical 
scientific management: 
division of labor and unity 
of control, bureaucratic 

Decentralized, task forces, matrices 

Close and personal 

Managed through links 
between politicians and 
precinct commanders and 
face-ta-face contacts 
between citizens and foot 
patrol officers 

Foot patrol, call boxes, and 
rudimentary investigations 

Maintaining citizen and 
political satisfaction with 
social order 

Professionally remote 

Channelled through central 
dispatching activities 

Automotive preventative 
patrol calls for service, 
telephones, radios 

Crime control (Uniformed 
Crime Reports) 

Consultative, police defend values 
of law and professionalism, but 
listen to community concerns 

Channelled through analysis of 
underlying problems 

Foot patrol, problem solving, team 
policing, crime watch groups 

Quality of life and citizen 
satisfaction 

Adapted from: "The Evolving Strategy of Policing." Kelling and Moorel 
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that acknowledges that the police alone can
not solve the complex problems of crime, 
fear, drugs, and urban decay that so afflict 
our municipal life. So police must create 
partnerships with communities. 

These partnerships imply shared power and 
require changing relationships between the 
police and citizens and within police depart
ments. They mean that the police must ask 
communities what they want and what they 
think of the police. Consulting communities 
means that the police: 

o do not alone define tile problems facing 
communities or devise tactics for resolving 
them 

• may lead or initiate, but not unilaterally 
control, the process of partnership 

• support and encourage citizen self-help 
• accept that their effectiveness depends on 

cooperation with the community and that a 
main measure of their performance is com
munity satisfaction. 

The police begin to see themselves not just 
as enforcing law and maintaining order-the 
traditional police missions-but also as serv
ing a mediative role in communities and pro
viding service. In a sense, citizens are not just 
criminals, victims. and witnesses, but also 
customers. 

PartiCipative Management 
Police departments typically are organized in 
classic bureaucratic hierarchy that is rein
forced by military trappings of rank and 
chain of command. Community policing sug
gests significant modifications in bureaucratic 
organizational structures by encouraging 
collaboration among the ranks and by using 
task forces and temporary organizations to 
deal with specific problems. Problem defini
tions and strategies come from the bottom up 
as well as from the top down. For police de
partments that are implementing community 
policing, there can be changes in organiza
tional structure, reward and. evaluation sys
tem~, recruiting, training, job descriptions, 
and deployment strategies. 

The matter of police discretion illustrates 
how community policing encourages partici
pative management. It not only acknowledges 
that police officers have a wide range of dis
cretion, but calls on them to use it. Patrol of
ficers are in the best position to see problems 
first hand and, with proper training and guid
ance, are in the best position to. obtain in
formation vital to analyzing problems. If the 
information they gather is to be used effec
tively, patrol officers must participate in the 
police department's decision making that ad
dresses problems. Their job must not be 

viewed narrowly as responding to calls and 
making arrests to reduce crime but viewed 
broadly as using their discretion to help solve 
problems that produce or contribute to crime. 

The community policing model implies 
changes in how police departments are evalu
ated. Traditional measures include reported 
crime and arrest rates, response times to calls 
for service, the number of traffic citations, 
and crime clearance rates. Criteria for eval
uating a department dedicated to community 
policing include citizen satisfaction with p0-
lice service, the rate of citizen complaints 
against the police, and quality-of-life factors. 

Criteria change also for evaluating individ
ual officers. They include the ability to assess 
and solve problems and officer effectiveness 
in relationships with diverse groups and indi~ 
viduals and in participation within the dep~.rt
ment. A chief who is moving his department 
into community policing says, "I no longer re
ward acts of valor, but rather for going the 
second mile." 

Community policing also suggests changes 
in recruiting police officers. "1 recruit for ser
vice, not for adventure," says a police chief 
dedicated to community policing. Training is 
also affected. In one department, both sworn 
and civilian personnel were required to take 
40 hours of community policing-related in
service training. 

And community policing provides new 
roles for administrators and managers. The 
emerging model calls for them to spend less 
time in command and control functions and 
more time in assisting officers as they work 
with the community to identify and solve 
problems. 

Problem Solving 
Solving problems is an essential element of 
community policing. It reflects an attitude 
captured in In Search of Excellence by 
Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman, 
Jr. 

Treat people as adults. Treat them as part
ners; treat them with dignity; treat them 
with respect. Treat them-not capital 
spending or automation-as the primary 
source of productivity gains.) 

Thus, in community policing, officers on 
the street are expected to do more than run 
from ~all to call. They are trained and ex
pected to see patterns, not just a series of un
related events. The patterns of events that 
make up the problem, the analysis, and p0-
tential solutions to the problem are discussed 
with police management and the community. 

An example of the type of problem solving 
that community policing can foster occurred 



in Houston during implementation of Project 
Oasis, a precursor of the department's neigh
borhoodoOriented policing effort. Project Oa
sis was a program designed to address qual
itYoOf-life issues, including crime pl'oblems, A 
low-income housing project was chosen. The 
police department and other city agencies, 
working with community residents, analyzed 
problems confronting housing project resi
dents. The department focused on drug deal
ing. Patrol officers worked their normally as
signed beats and shifts, but were allowed out 
of service for as long as needed to work in the 
housing project. Increased community con
tact combined with more traditional enforce
ment tactics led to a dramatic reduction for 
calls for service and in shifting drug traffick
ing out of the neighborhood. 

Visionary Leadership 
Perhaps the most significant implication of 
community policing is the type of leadership 
it demands. To the extent that it is growing, 
community policing is taking hold because of 
a group of police leaders who share a vision 
and are working hard to impart that vision to 
others. These leaders are seeking to transform 
the organizational cultures of police depart
ments by managing through a set of values. 
Values can set the direction of an organiza
tion, give it purpose, and unite its members in 
a common purpose. 

Mark Moore and Robert Wasserman, an
other Kennedy School colleague, distinguish 
the values of community policing from those 
of traditional policing. 

Traditional Policing 
• Police authority is based solely in the law. 

Professional police organizations are com
mitted to enforcement of that law as their 
primary objective. 

• Communities can provide police with assis
tance in enforcing the law. Helpful commu
nities will provide the police with informa
tion to assist them in carrying out their 
mission. 

• Responding to calls for service is the high
est police priority. All calls must receive 
the fastest response possible. 

• Social problems and other neighborhood is
sues are not the concern of the police un
less they threaten the breakdown of the so
cialorder. 

• Police, being experts in crime control, are 
best suited to develop police priorities and 
strategies. 

Community Policing 
• Community policing is committed to a 

problem-solving partnership: dealing with 
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crime, disorder, and the quality of life. 
• Under community policing, police service 

delivery is decentralized to the neighbor
hood level. 

• The highest commitment of the community 
policing organization is respect for and sen
sitivity to all citizens and their problems, 
Community policing values the skills of 
positive social interaction, rather than sim
ply technical application of procedures to 
situations, whether dealing with crime, dis
order, or other problem solving. 

• The communitYoOriented police department 
views both the community and the law as 
the source of the department's authority, 

• The communitYoOriented police department 
is committed to furthering democratic val
ues. Every action of the agency reflects the 
importance of protecting constitutional 
rights and ensuring basic personal freedoms 
of all citizens.4 

The values of a community policing organi
zation are not those of elite law enforcers iso
lated from citizens and neighborhoods. They 
are values that are inclusive and supportive, 
based on respect and interdependence be
tween the police and the community, They 
convey a sense that communities do not have 
to be victims, that a partnership between po
lice and citizens can make a marked differ
ence in reducing the problems of crime. 
drugs, fear, and urban decay. 

Relatively few police leaders scattered 
around the nation have incorporated these 
values into a vision that is establishing the 
new community policing model for the na
tion. They are experimenting with ideas that 
seem to work. What police are doing is apply
ing some management concepts that focus on 
the customer. Where their still-evolving 
model leads them could determine the na
ture, goals, and effectiveness of municipal po
licing for decades to come. For the rest of us 
in local government, this new way of policing 
could playa principal role in determining 
how government affects the quality of urban 
life. 

'''Developing a Policing Style for Neighborhood-Oriented 
Policing: Executive Session 1/1." T. N. Oettmeier and W. H. 
Bieck, Houston Police Department. 1987. p. 8. 

!Kelling. George L .• and Mark H. Moore. "The Evolving 
Strategy of Policing," Perspectives on PoliCing. No.4. :-fa
tionallnstitute of Justice. U.S. Department of Justice. and 
the Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management. 
John F. Kennedy School of Government. Harvard University. 
November 1988. 

) Peters. Thomas J •• and Robert H. Waterman, Jr .• In 
Search oj Excellence, Harper and Row. New York. 1982. p. 
238, 

'Wasserman, Robert, and Mark H. Moore. "Values in Po
licing." Perspectives on Policing. No.8, National Institute of 
Justice. U.S, Department of Justice. and the Program in 
Criminal Justice Policy and Management. John F. Kennedy 
School of GO'lernment. Harvard University, Novembel' 1988. 
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Com~unity Policing: 
A Practical Guide for Police Officials 

By Lee P. Brown 

Like many other social institutions. American police depart
ments are responding to rapld SOCIal change and emergmg 
problems by rethmking their basIC strategIes. In response to 
problems such as cnme. drugs. fear. and urban decay. the 
police have begun experimenting with new approaches to 
their tasks. 

Among the most promment new approaches IS the concept of 
community policing. Viewed from one perspectt\e. It i~ not a 
new concept: the pnnciples can be traced back to ~omt! of 
policing's oldest traditions. :'1ore recently. ,orne ot the Impor
tant principles of community policing have been retlected in 
particular programs initiated in a vanety of places within 
police departments. 

Whac is new is the idea that commumty policing is not a 
particular program within a department. bUlmslead shQuld 
become the dommant philosopny throughout the department. 
Exactly what it means for communtty policmg to become a 
department-wide phtiosophy and how a pollct! execu!\ve can 
shift an organization from a more traditional philosophy to a 
community-policing philosophy ha" been unclear. 

Our experience in Houston is beglnntng to clanfy these 
issues. We are developing a clear. concrete pIcture of what It 
means to operate a police department committed to a philoso
phy of community policing. We have also learned how to 
manage the process of evolution rowards a philosophy of 
community policing. And we:ire learning how the 'basic 
administr..ttive and managerial systems of the dt!partmenr 

A.ulhor's .Vote: Spc('ill' lhanh urI! "",,,n'ssl'd (() Lt. Timmil\' S, 
Oelfmeier tor his il1lllul rescarch. IIOtlll \I'll/ell rill;; e,\Sa" 
is hased. 
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TIm IS one In a ~ene~ of reports ongmally developed with 
,orne of the leadmg ligures In Amencan policmg dunng their 
pemxhc meetings at Harvard Universlly', John F. Kt!nnedy 
School ot Government. The reports are published so thai 
.\mencans interested In the Improvement and the future of 
policmg can share 10 the Informallon and perspecllves lhat 
\~ere part 01 extensIve debate:. at the School' ~ EXt!cullve 
Se~~lOn on PoliCing. 

The polict! l:hlet\, m~yors. ~cholars. and others Invtled to lhe 
meellng~ have iocused on the use and proml~e 01 ~uch 
\trategles a:. community-based and problt!m-onc:nted poliCing. 
The testing and adoptton of lhese strategies by ~ome police 
agt!ncles signal Important changes 10 the way Amencan 
poliCing now does bus mess. What these changes mean for the 
welfare ot citizens and the fulfillment of the police mission in 
the next decades has been at the heart of the Kt!nnedv School 
mt!t!ungs and thIS senes uf papers. . 

Wt! hop<! that lhrough these publicallons poitct! olficlals and 
other pollcymakers who alfeet the cOUr<;(! of pullcmg wtll 
debalt! and challenge their beliefs just as thost! ot us In the 
E.~t!cullve SessIOn have done. 

The Execullve Ses!>lOn on Policing has been developed and 
Jdmmlstt!red by the Kennedy School's Program In Crimtnal 
Jusllce Policy .md .\1anagemem and funded by the Nallonal 
[nstJlute of JUstlct! anll pnvate sources thaI Include the Charles 
Sle\\an MOil and Guggenheim Founllauon!l. 

James K. Stewart 
Director 
~atlonalln~tltute of Jusuce 
U.S. Dep:mmemof JUSIICC 

\-Iark H. :-'1oore 
racul~ Chairman 
Progr.tm III Crimlllallu~lIcc Polic: and M:m:u:!t!mt!nt 
hJhn F Kennell)· School ot Government 
Harvard l'f1Iver\ltv 



must be changed to accommodate and encourage community 
policing. The purpose of this paper is to make this experi
ence available to the field, and to give concrete. operational 
content to what are otherwise mere abstractions and 
possibilities. 

The origins of community policing 

Houston's interest in community policing as an overall phi
losophy of policing did not spring full-blown from any 
particular person' s mind. Instead. it has emerged from the 
evolution of police thought. That police leaders are challeng
ing the assumptions they have held for several decades 
should not be construed as an attempt to debunk all that has 
worked well for many years. Rather the rethinking should be 
seen as a sign of police leaders' commitment to ensuring that 
the strategies they adopt will be viable not only now but in 
the future as well. Only by refining what works well and 
scrapping or reshaping what no longer meets the commu
nity's needs can police departments face up [0 the problems 
and deliver the services that citizens deserve and should 
expect. 

, , ... police leaders are challenging the 
assumptions they have held for several 
decades. .. " . 

The evolution [0 community policing is not complete. What 
is commonly called traditional policing remains this coun
try's dominant policing style. From its introduction in the 
1930's through the 1970·s. when it reached its peak of 
popularity. traditional policing has developed a number of 
identifying characteristics. such as the following; 

• The police are reaccil'e [0 incidents. The organization 
is driven by calls for police service. 

~ In/ormatioll from and about the community is 
limited. Planning efforts focus on Internally gener.I 
ated police data. 

• Planning is narrow in its focus and centers on 
internal operations such as policies, procedures. rules. 
and regUlation:;. 

• RecrlIilmelll focuses on the spirit of ad\<!nture rather 
thun the spirit of service. 
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• Patrol officers are restrained in their role. They are 
not encouraged or expected to be creative in address
ing problems and are not rewarded for undertaking 
innovative approaches. 

• Training is geared toward the law enforcement role 
of the police even though officers spend only 15 to 
20 percent of their time on such activities. 

• Mana~ement uses an authoritative style and adheres to 
the military model of command and control. 

• Supervision is control-oriented as it reflects and rein
forces the organization' s management style. 

• Rewards are associated with participating in daring 
events rather than conducting service activities. 

• Petformance evaluations are based not on outcomes 
but on activities. The number of arrests made and the 
number of citations issued are of paramount 
importance. 

Q Agency effectiveness is based on data-particularly 
crime and clearance rates-from the FBI's Uniform 
Crime Reports. 

• Police departments operate as entities unto them
.;elves, with few collaborative links to the 
community. 

" Traditional policing gave citizens a 
false sense of security . .. Fortunately for 
the police profession, the 1970's fostered 
a full-scale attempt to analyze a host of 
policing issues. " 

For -l0 years. traditional policing ostensibly served the public 
well. primarily because it was seen as a marked improvement 
over the policing style it had rep!aced--one that was charac
terized by negative political control and widespread corrup
tion. Traditional policing gave citizens a false sense of 
'iecurity about police officers' ability to ensure the safety of 
the community. That the policing style might not be as 
effective us it seemed came into sharp focus by the middle 
1960's and early 1970's when riots and protests exploded 
with rampant regularity across America. As citizens and 
polie!! officials alike watched ~he scenario !-Infold. probing 



questions were raised about the apparent inability of the 
police to prevent-or at least control-such outbreaks. 

By the time the 1960's arrived. j[ was increasingly clear that 
both elected officials and the public knew little about the 
police and their operations. The situation called for decisive 
action and led to the fonnation of a number of commissions to 
examine the events surrounding the riots and to offer recom
mendations for improving police operations. The commis
sions' discussions included topics ranging from violence in 
cities and on college campuses to criminal justice standards 
and !Zoals. 

• w 

The' attempts to remedy what was seen as an intolerable situ
ation. however. were not confined to meeting-room discus
sions. Massive amounts of money for police operations and 
research were funneled through the Federal Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration as pan of the Government's re
sponse to the concern. 

Fortunately for the police profession. the 1970's fostered a 
full-scale attempt to analyze a host of policing issues. The 
extensive research effort. which continued into the 1980·s. 
produced findings that prompted many thoughtful police 
professionals to rethink how best to use police resources. 
Some of the more signiticant findings are described below:: 

• Illcreasin~ rhe numher of police officers does not 
necessarily reduce the incidence of crime nor 
increase the proportion of crimes that are solved. The 
relationship that does exist is between crime and 
adverse social conditions. such as poverty. illiteracy. 
illegal drugs. unemployment. population density. and 
social heterogeneity. 

• Random patrol produces inconsistent results. It does 
not necessarily reduce crime nor enhance an officer's 
chances of apprehending a criminal suspect. h also 
does not bring the police closer to the public or 
reduce citizens' fear of crime. 

The use of foot patrols (a popular tactic of community 
policing). on the other hand. has been shown to reduce the 
fear of crime though not necessarily the actual number of 
crimes that are committed. 

• The assignment of one officer per patrol car is just as 
effective and just as safe as the assignment of two 
officers per car. The number of crimes committed 
does not rise. and the number of criminals appre
hended does not fall when officers parrol solo. Nor 
do officers face a greater risk of injury or death when 
they travel alone. 
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• 

• Saturation patrol reduces crime by temporarily sup
pressing the illegal activities or displacing them to 
other areas. 

• Seldom do patrol officers encounter a serious crime 
in progress. 

• Rapid response is not as important as previously be
lieved because there generally is an extended delay 
before citizens call the police. A rapid police re
sponse is important only in the small percentage of 
cases where a life is being threatened or apprehension 
of the suspect is possible. Citizens are satisfied 
instead with a predetermined response time ~pon 
which they can depend. For incidents that are minor 
and do not require an officer's presence at the scene. 
citizens are satisfied with alternative methods. 
such as having the incident report taken over the 
telephone. 

• Criminal investigations are not as successful as previ
ously believed. Because crimes are more likely to be 
resolved if the suspect is apprehended immediately or 
a witness can supply the person's name. address. or 
license-plate number or recognizes him in a photo
graph. successful investigations occur when the 
suspect is known and when corroborating evidence 
can be obtained for arrest and prosecution. A key 
source of infonnalion aboU[ crimes ami criminal 
suspects is the public. 

Additional proof-beyond the reams of data generated by 
researchers-that time-honored policing strategies were inef
fective came in the fonn of a widespread fear of crime 
3mong citizens. record-high crime rates. and record-high 
prison popUlations despite the availability of more officers 
and more funds for law enforcement efforts. As a result. pro
gressive police administtators soon began to question the 
efficacy of traditional policing strategies. Their review of the 
situation heralded the beginning of an incremental transition 
to community-oriented programs and thus the beginning of 
Phase I of community policing. 

Two phases in community policing: 
from programs to style 

The growing awareness of the limitations of the traditional 
model of policing stimulated police depanments across 
America to experiment with new approaches to reducing 
crime. stilling fears. improving police community relations. 
and restoring community confidence in the police. For the 
most pan. these experiments were conceived and execU[ed as 
discrete programs within traditional departments. 'Dlat is. the 
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" ... begun with fanfare, they pro
duced important results, and then they 

faded . .. ", 

programs were typically initiated as a response to a panicular 
problem. involved only a small fraction of the organization. 
were time-limited. were explicitly identified as experiments. 
and were subject to particularly close scrutiny by research
ers. Often the programs had their own champions and 
command structures within the departments. 

Examples of these programs include the foot patrol experi
ments in Newark. New Jersey. and Rint. Michigan: the 
problem-solving project in Newport News. Virginia: the fear 
reduction programs in Houston. Texas. and Newark: the 
Community Patrol Officer Program in New York City: (he. 
Directed Area Responsibility Team experiment in Houston; 
the community policing experiment in Santa Ana. California: 
the Basic Car Plan and Senior Lead-Officer programs in Los 
Angeles: and the Citizen-Oriemed Police Enforcement 
program in Baltimore County. Maryland. Often these 
programs had a curious fate. They were begun with fanfare. 
they produced important results. and then they faded within 
the departments that had initiated them. These programs. and 
their fates. constituted Phase I of the'tle1d's experience with 
community policing. They taught two important lessons. 

First. the programs taken together pointed toward some new 
frontiers for p'olicing. They taught the field that if i( viewed 
incidents as emerging from problems. then new avenues for 
contributing to the solutions of the underlying problems 
opened up. They taught the tield that fear was an important 
problem jn its own right. and there were things that police 
departments could do to reduce fear quite apart from 
reducing actual criminal victimization. They taught the tield 
that the community could be an important partner in dealing 
with the problems of crime. fear. and drugs and that to build 
thar. partnership with the community. the police had to find 
more effective ways of intemcting with the community and 
responding to their needs. These basIC ideas provided the 
intellectual foundations for the emerging new conceptlons of 
community policing. 

Second. the ultimate demise of many of the programs 
showed the difficulty of trying to operate programs that 
embodied some of the important principles of community 
policing in the context of organizations whose administrative 
systems and managerial styles were designed for more 
traditional models of policing. It seemed clear thaI if the tield 
as a whole or any police department "'ilhin the field were to 
succeed in implementing communtty policing. it would have 
(0 be as :10 overall phtlo~oph: of the department. 
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The development of community 
policing in Houston 

Houston took these lessons to heart. We were tempted by the 
potential of community policing. but worried about the tend
ency of individual programs to collapse after they had been 
operating for a while. It was also hard to see how one· could 
move from a department committed to traditional policing 
to a depanment that had adopted community policing as a 
philosophy. Our solution to these problems was to follow the 
expe.riem:e of the field and to understand that the implemen
tation of community policing in Houston would also have to 

have two phases. 

Phase I of community policing is the implementation of pro
grams designed to provide the public with meaningful ways 
to participate in policing efforts. The initial phase does not 
require a complete change in the organization's operating 
style. Phase II. on the other hand. does require the organiza* 
tion to make such a change. 

Because Phase I involves only the implementation of 
individual programs. the systems that support the organiza
tion's policing style-SUCh as recruitment. training. perform
ance evaluation. rewards. and discipline-do not change. In 
other words. the individual programs are separate entities 
that do not involve the entire department or affect the entire 
community. 

, , Phase II, however, involves more 
sweeping and more comprehensive 
changes. " 

Phase II. however. involves more sweeping and more com
prehensive changes. It is not merely programs that are being 
implemented-it is the department's style that is being re
vamped. Unlike individual programs. style affects the entire 
department and the entire community. 

The Houston Police Department evolved from Phase I to 
Phase II over :l 5-year period starting in 1982. The depart
ment operated under a set of values that emphasized problem 
solving and collaboration with the community. It also 
redesigned its patrol beats to reflect natural neighborhood 
boundaries. Most important. though. were its experiments 
with a \'ariety of community-oriented programs that resulted 
111 greater community involvement with the department. 
At the end of the 5-year evolutionary period. the departme,u 
madt! an organizational commitment to adopt community 



policing as its dominant operating style, The department's 
experiences during Phase I were invaluable and made the 
transition to Phase II much easier. for the individual pro
grams enabled the department to accomplish the following:: 

• Break down barriers to change. 

• Educate its leaders and rank-and-file members on the 
merits of community policing. 

• Reassure the rank-and-file that the community 
policing concepts being adopted had not been 
imported from outside the department but instead 
were an outgrowth of programs already in place. 

• Address problems on a small scale before making the 
full transition to community policing. 

• Reduce the likelihood that members of the depart
ment would reject the concepts of community 
policing as "foreign" or not appropriate for the 
department and the community. 

• Demonstrate to the public and elected officials the 
benefits of community policing. 

• Provide a training ground for community policing 
concepts and strategies. 

• Create advocates among those persons who would 
become community-policing trainers. 

• Demonstrate its willingness to experiment with new 
ideas. 

Based on Houston's experience. it is clear that organizations 
that have not operated Phase I community policing programs 
will have to begin Phase II with a clear understanding of 
what community policing is and how it differs from tradi
tional policing. 

Although it is an operating style. community policing also is 
a philosophy of policing that contains several interrelated 
components. All are essential to the community policing 
concept and help distinguish it from traditional policing. 

ResulJs vs. process. The first component of the community 
policing philosophy is an orientation toward problem 
solving. Embracing the pioneering work of Hennan Gold
stein.3 community policing focuses on results as well as 
process. Incorporated into routine operations are the tech
niques of problem identification. problem analysis. and 
problem resolution. 
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Values. Community policing also relies heaVily on the 
articulation of policing values that incorporate citizen 
involvement in matters that directly affect the safety and 
quality of neighborhood life. The culture of the police 
department therefore becomes one that not only recognizes 
the merits of community involvement but also seeks to 
organize and manage departmental affairs in ways that are 
consistent with such beliefs. 

Accountability. Because different neighborhoods have differ
ent concerns. desires. and priorities. it is necessary to have an 
adequate understanding of what is important to a particular 
neighborhood. To acquire such an understanding. officers 
must interact with residents on a routine basis and kt:ep them 
infonned of police efforts to fight and prevent neighborhood 
crime. As the communication continues. a cooperative and 
mutually beneficial relationship develops between the police 
and the community. Inherent in this relationship is the re
quirement that officers keep residents abreast of their 
activities. This ensures accountability to the community, as 
well as to the department. 

Decentralization. The decentralization of authority and struc
ture is another component of community policing. Roles are 
changed as the authority to participate in the decisionmaking 
process expands significantly. The expansion of such 
authority in tum ma~s it necessary to alter organizational 
functions throughout the department. 

Power sharing. Responsibility for making deCisions is shared 
by the police and the community after a legitimate partner
ship--one that not only enables but also encourages acti~'e 
citizen involvement in policing efforts--between the two 
groups has been established. Passive citizen involvement will 
not suffice. Active participation is essential because citizens 
possess a vast amount of infonnation that the police can use 
to solve and prevent neighborhood crime. Power sharing 
means that the community is allowed to participate in the 
decisionmaking process unless the law specifically grants that 
authority to the police alone. 

" Individual neighborhoods are not 
placed in multiple beats. " 

Beal redesign. Beat boundaries are drawn to coincide with 
natural neighborhood boundaries rather than in an arbitrary 
fashion that meets the needs of the police department. Indi
vidual neighborhoods are not placed in multiple beats. If 
questions arise about the neighborhood to which a citizen 
belongs. that person is asked to help the police detennine the 
neighborhood with which he identifies. 



Permanent assignments. Under community policing. ~hift 
and beat assil:mments are issued on a permanent. rather than a 
rotating. basi~. This allows the beat officer to become an 
integral part of the community that he has been assigned to 
protect. When a beat officer is reassigned to another area. his 
replacement is required to participate in an orientation period 
with the outgoing officer. During this time the outgoing 
officer briefs his replacement on the contacts he has made and 
the knowledge he has gained over the past several months or 
years. thus providing a continuity of service to the 
community's citizens. 

, , ... . beat officers . .. must be given the 
authority to make decisions. .. " 

Empowerment of beat officers. Rather than simply patrolling 
the streets. beat officers are encouraged to initiate creative 
responses to neighborhood problems. To do so. beat officers 
must become actively involved in the affairs of the commu
nity. In addition. they must be given the authority to make 
decisions as they see fit. based on the circumstances of [he 
situation. This empowerment reflects the trust that police 
leaders have in their officers' ability to make appropriate 
decisions and to perform their duties in a professional. 
productive. and efficient manner. 

Investigations. The premise that neighborhood crime is beSt 
solved with information provided by residents is an aspect of 
community policing that makes it necessary to decentralize 
the investigative function and focus on neighborhood. or area
specific. investigations. Centralized investigations. however. 
cannot be eliminated entirely as these are needed to conduct 
pattern- or suspect-specific CItywide investigations. Both lev
els. despite their different focus. are responsible for develop
ing a knowledge base about crime in their area and for 
developing and carrying out strategies designed to resolve 
crime problems. Investigations under community policing. 
however. are viewed from a problem-solving perspective." 

Supervision and management. tInder community policing. 
the role of persons at all levels within the organization 
changes. For example. the patrOl officer becomes the "man
ager" of his beat. while the first-line supervisor assumes 
responsibility for facilitating the problem-solving process by 
training, coaching. coordinating. and evaluating the officers 
under him. Management's role ino suppon the process by 
mobilizing the resources needed to address citizen concerns 
and problems. In carrying out this role. management needs to 
be not only flexible but also willing to allow officers to take 
necessary and reasonable risks in their effons to resolve 
neighborhood problems and concerns. 
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Training. Also changed under community policing are all 
aspects of officer training. At the recruit level. cadets are 
provided information about the complexities and dynamics 
of the community and how the police tit into the larger 
picture. Cadet training also enables the future officer to 
develop community-organizing skills. leadership abilities. 
and a problem-solving perspective based on the understand
ing that such effons will be more effective if departmental 
and community resources are used in concen. 

Supervisory training. on the other hand. is designed to 
provide the skills needed to facilitate the problem-solving 
process. This is accomplished by traming officers to solve 
problems. coordinating officers' activities. planning commu
nity-organizing activities, and mapping out criminal investi
gations. 

Because the v must be the leaders of the chan!!ed roles that 
characterize'community policing, manageme;t personnel's 
traming includes the funher development of leadership skills. 
including the ability to excite people about the concept of 
community policing. 

, , ... management personnel's training 
includes . .. the ability to excite people 
about the concept of community 
policing. , , 

Performance evaluation. With the changed roles for all per
sonnel comes the need for a revised system for evaluating 
officer performance. Rather than simply counting numbers 
(e.g .. number of citations issued. number of arrests made. 
number of calls handled). performance quality is based on 
the officer's ability to solve problems and involve the 
community in the depanment's crime-fighting efforts. The 
criterion then becomes the absence of incidents such as 
criminal offenses. traffic accidents. and repeat calls-for
service. 

J.Janaging calls-for-service. Inherent in the community po
licing philosophy is the understanding that all police re
sources will be managed. organized. and directed in a 
manner that facilitates problem solving. For example. rather 
than directing a patrol car to each request for police service. 
alternative response methods are used whenever possible and 
appropriate. Such alternative techniques include the taking of 
incident repons over the telephone. by mail. or in person at 
police facilities: holding lower-priority calls: and having 
officers make appointments with an individual or a group. 
The result is more time available for officers to engage in 
problem-solving and community-organizing activities that 



lead to improvements in the quality of neighborhood life. 
Equally important. officers will be able to remain in their 
beats and handle those calls that require an on-scene 

response. 

" Officers now are expected to develop 
innovative ways of solving neighborhood 

problems. " 

The Houston Police Department is committed to community 
policing and is in the process of implementing it with the 
name of "neighborhood-oriented policing:' It is a policing 
style that is responsive to the needs of the community and 
involves the redesigning of roles and functions for all 
departmental personnel. 

One significant role change is that of the beat officer. ;':0 

longer is his job structured solely around random patrols and 
rapid response to routine calls-for-service. Officers now are 
expected to develop innovative ways of solving neighbor
hood problems. Inherent in this expanded role is the need for 
increased communication and interaction with the people 
who live or work in the officer's beat. 

For more than u full year now. the department has been 
engaged in its version of community policing. resulting In a 
wealth of experience and insights that can be used to 
construct a definition of community policing. By definition 
then. community policing is an interactive process between 
the police and the communiry to mwua//y identify and 
resolve community problems. 

Inherent in this definition is a rather dramatic change in the 
traditional orientation of the police toward the public. The 
formal separation of the police from the public no longer 
suffices. What is called for under community policing is the 
formation of a union between officers and citizens mutually 
committed to improving the quality of neighborhood life. 
The formation of such a partnership requires the police to 
develop appropriate management systems. use available 
resources more effectively. and work with the community to 
resolve problems and prevent and control crime. 

When considered in light of the necessary reorientation of 
management attiludes toward the public. community policing 
also can be thought of as a managt;ment philosophy. As such. 
community policing provides a conceptual framework for 
directing an array of depamnental functions and requires 
management personnel to do the following: 
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• Ensure cooperative interaction among various depart
mental functions. 

• Ensure collaborative interaction between officers and 
citizens so that a consensus can be reached on what 
needs to be done to improve the quality of 
neighborhood life. 

• Integrate the desires and expectatIOns of citizens with 
the actions taken by the police to identify and address 
conditions that have a negative effect on the quality 
of neighborhood life. 

• Ensure that all actions are designed to produce 
planned results. 

• Begin addressing a number of organizational issues 
(such as determining the exact nature of manage 
mem's responsibilities. deciding which activities best 
enable management to carry out irs responsibilities. 
and establishing an accountability system for 
monitoring progress and documenting results). 

The Houston experience has shown that community policing 
is a better. smarter. and more cost-effective means of using 
police resources and that a new culture in which officers. 
supervisors. and managers strive to become a part of and not 
apanti'om the community is needed as well. These findings 
serve to illustrate the dual nature of8community policing. 
That IS. it embodies both an operational philosophy and a 
management philosophy. and each benefits not only the 
police but also the community. The benefits to the commu
nity are as follows:s 

• A commitment to crime prevention. Unlike tradi
tional policing, which focuses on the development of 
efficient means of reacting to incidents. community 
policing strives to reaffinn Sir Robert Peel's premise 
that the basiC mission of the police is to prevent 
crime and disorder. 

• Public scrutiny of police operations. Because 
citizens will be involved with the police. they will be 
exposed [0 the "what." "why," and "how" of police 
work. Such involvement is almost certain to prompt 
critical examinations and discussions about the 
responsiveness and efficiency of police operations in 
addressing the community'S problems. 

• Accountability to the public. Until the advent of com
munity policing. officers were accountable for their 
actions only to police management. Now officers also 
will be accountable to the public with whom they have 
fonned a cooperati ve partnership. Because citizens will 
be involved in activities such as strategic planning, 
tactic implementation. and policy development. police 



personnel will need to become more aware of and more 
concerned about the consequences of their actions. 

• Customized police senice. Because police services wi 11 
be localized. officers will be required to increase their· 
responsiveness to neighborhood problems and citizens' 
concerns. As police-citizen partnerships are fonned and 
nurtured. the twp groups will be better equipped to work 
togetherto identify and address problems that affect the 
quality of neighborhood life. For their part. police 
officers will develop a sense of obligation or commit
ment to resolving neighborhood problems. The phi
losophy underlying traditional policing does not pro-
vide for such a commitment. • 

• Community organization. The degree to which the 
community is involved in police efforts to address 
neighborhood problems has a significant bearing on the 
effectiveness of those efforts. In other words. the suc
cess of any crime-prevention strategy or tactic depends 
oS' the police and citizens working in concert-not on 
q'ne or the other carrying the entire load alone. Ci tizens 
therefore must learn what they can do to help them
~.;elves and their neighbors. The police. in tum. should 
take an active role in helping citizens achieve that 
objective. 

The benefits of community policing to the police are as 
follows:b 

• Greater citizen suppon. As citizens spend more time 
working with the police. they learn more about the 
police function. Experience has shown that as 
citizens' knowledge of the police function increases. 
their respect for the police increases as well. This 
increased respect. in tum. leads to greater support 
for the police. Such support is important not only 
because it helps officers address issues uf community 
safety but also because it cultivates the belief that the 
police honestly care about the people they serve and 
are wiiling to work with all citizens in an attempt to 
address their concerns. 

• Shared responsibility. Historically the police have 
accepted the responsibility for resolving the problem 
of crime in the community. Under community polic
ing. however. citizens develop a sense of shared 
responsibility. They come to understand that the 
police alone cannot eradicate crime from the commu
nity-that they themselves must play an active role in 
the crime-tighting effort. 

• Greater job satisfaction. Because officers are able to 
resolve issues and problems within a reasonable 
amount of time. they see the results of their efforts 

fairly quickly. The net result for the officer is 
enhanced job satisfaction. 

I 

o Better internal relationships. Communication prob-
lems among units and shifts have been a long
standing problem in police agencies. Because com
munity policing focuses on problem solving and ac
countability. it also enhances communication and 
cooperation among the various segments of the 
department that are mutually responsible for address
ing neighborhood problems. This shared responsibil
ity facilitates interaction and cooperative relation
ships among the different groups. 

• Support/or orga.nizationai change. The implemen
tation of community policing necessitates a change in 
traditional policing roles and in tum a change in func
tional responsibilities. Both modifications require a 
restructuring of the department' s organizational 
structure to ensure the efficient integration of various 
functions. such as patrol and investigations. The 
changes that are needed include new manag.ement 
systems, new training cuniculums and delivery 
mechanisms. a new perfonnance-evaluation system. a 
new disciplinary process. a new reward system. and 
new ways of managing calls-for-service. 

Questions asked and answered 

[n their book Communiry Policing: Issues and Practices 
Around the World. David Bayley and Jerome Skolnick urge 
police leaders to be cautious about the success of community 
policing. It is advice well taken. The process of going from a 
traditional style of policing to a community-oriented style is 
not an easy task. It therefore is essential to identify. acknowl
edge. and address any obstacles or legitimate concerns that 
might impede the rransition. Some of the questions most 
often raised about community policing are discussed below.7 

• Is communiry policing social work? 

Community policing calls for an expansion of the role of the 
police in that it focuses on problems from the citizen's point 
of view. Experience has shown that the concerns of citizens 
often are different from what the police would say they are. 
For example, before listening to citizens' concerns became 
routine. officers assumed that the public wonied most abom 
major crimes such as rape. robbery. and burglary. After 
talking with the people who live and work in their beat. 
officers found that the community's main concerns were 
quality-of-Iife issues such as abandoned cars and houses. 
loud noiseS. and rowdy youngsters. 

It is for this reason-the need to address citizen concerns
that the role of the police has been expanded. This is not 
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" Rather than being soft on crime, 
community policing is a more effective 

method ... " 

meant to imply. however, that the police are expected to 
solve the problems by themselves. On the comrary. it means 
[hat the police should be able to do at least one of two things: 
mobiliz~ the community [0 solve [he problem (e.g., organize 
a neighborhood clean-up program) or enlist the services of 
the appropriate agency to address the problem (e.g .. the city 
Public Works Department to clean away debris). 

Concerns that such activities are akin to social work are ilI
founded. The police officer's expanded role does not even 
come close to meeting the definition of social work. As a 
profession. social work is an ongoing and often long-tenn 
relationship between the social worker and the client. This is 
in contrast to the usually short-term. problem-focused rela
tionship that develops under community policing. 

• Will commllniry policing resu/r ill less safe 
neighborhoods? 

By any standard. the police working alone have been unable 
to control crime effectively. Expenence has shown that 
increased citizen involvement results in more efficient cnme
control efforts. The success of Neighborhood Wench groups 
is but one example of the effet:tiveness of making crime 
fighting a joint effort. Other programs. such as Crime 
Stoppers. have led to the solution of many serious offenses. 
Because community policing includes the public as a full 
partner in the provision of crime-pl'evennon and crime
tighting services. it stands to reason that public safety wi II 
increase rather than decrease. 

• Will officers he relucram 10 enforce the law under 
comml/nit)' policing/ 

Among the tenets of community policing is the need to 
develop a close relationship between beat officers and the 
people who live and work in that area. In most neighbor
hoods only a small percentage of the popUlation commits 
illegal acts. The goal of community policing is to become a 
part of the law-abiding majority and thereby develop a 
partnership to effectively deal with the law-violating 
minority. 

Experience has shown that if police work closely with the 
"good" citizens. the "bad" ones arc either displaced or driven 
our of the area. It therefore is incorrect to suggest that as the 
police develop close relationships with the Citizens in their 
beat. law violators will nOt be arrested. 
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• Is commllniry policing soft on crime? 

The police always will have as one of their primary roles the 
enforcement of laws. Under community policing, police offi
cers not only will have all expanded skills-base at their 
disposal, but they also will have access to a previously 
untapped resource-input from members of the communitv. 
The two resources together provide officers with a most . 
effective means of enforcing the laws and should eliminate 
any concerns that community policing will weaken officers' 
ability to perfonn this task. Rather than being soft on crime. 
community policing is a more effective method for fighting 
crime. 

" Will community policing result 
in unequal services to minority 
communities? " 

Because community policing calls for the tai!onng of police 
services to meet the unique needs of each neighborhood. 
minority c0:'T\mumties can expect to receive better. rather 
than unequal. services. This is not to imply that one commu
nity will receive preferential treatment at the expense of 
another. Rather. it means that each community will receive 
services that are appropriaTe to its particular problem'!;, 
concerns. and priorities. 

• Will communiTy policing result in police corruption? 

Experience has nO( shown nor even suggested thatcommu
nity policing leads to corruption. For corruption to arise. 
there must be a culture ripe for its development. and such 
certainly is not the case with community policing and irs 
emphasis on police officer professionalism. expanded 
discretionary det:isionmaking authority. trust in officers' 
sound judgment and good intentions, and officers' accounta
bility to law-abiding citizens. This does not mean. however. 
that the police can ignore their responsibility to detect and 
respond to corruptive influences and incidents should they 
occur. 

• Will access to commlllliIY policing be distrihllleci 
[air/v? 

This question would be appropriate only if community 
policing were no more than a program: however. it is an 
overall opC!rating sry/e and philosophy of policing. Nowhere 
among the tenets of community policing is rhere anythimr 
that would. in and of itself. result in the unequal distnbution 
of services between the poor and the aft1uent. Bv its verv 
nature. community policing calls for the approp~iate deli"erv 
of servIces to all neIghborhoods. • 



• Will community policing /i~qllire more resources? 

Because community policing is an operating style and not a 
new program. no additional officers are needed. M:ore 
pertinent is the issue of how the agency' 5 resources will be 
used. Experience has shown that community policing is a 
more cost-effective means of using available resources than 
is traditional policing for ,wo reasons: community participa
tion in the crime-control function expands the amount of 
available resources. and the solving of problems (rather than 
responding again and again to the same ones) makes for a 
more efficient deployment of combil1ed police and commu
nity resources. 

• Is community policing GHrirechnology? 

The use of high-technology equipment and applications is 
essential to the eificient practice of community policing. 
Without high technology. officers would find it difficult to 
provide the level and quality of services the community 
deserves. Computer-aided dispatching. computers in patrol 
cars. automated fingerprint systems. and on-line offense
reporting systems are but a few examples of the pervasive
ness of technology in agencies that practice community 
policing. 

• Will older officers resist community polici/1~? 

Experience with both community-oriented pro~rClm:f and 
community p.:>licing as an operating style has shown that 
older officers are more likely to accept community policing 
than are younger officers. The maturation that comes with 
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age plays a significant role in older officers' greater willing
ness to adopt the new policing styl'e. Research has shown 
that younger officers tend to become police officers because 
they are looking for adventure. As officers grow older. they 
become less interested in action and more interested in 
providing services. 

Conclusion 

As an operating style. community policing evolves and exists 
in two phases. Phase I involves the implementation of com
munity-oriented programs designed to improve the ability of 
the police to address problems such as crime. drugs. fear. and 
urban decay, Thest!' programs. however. are not intended to 
involve all members of the department or all members of the 
community, Phase I also is marked by a continuity in the 
organization's operating style and the systems that support it. 

" Because community policing becomes 
the dominant service-delivery style, the 
corresponding support systems must 
change as well. " . 

Phase II involves significant changes in the police mission 
and the organization' s operational and management philoso
phies. Because community policing becomes the dominant 
serv,ice-delivery style. the corresponding support systems 
must change as well. 

The transition. however. is not instantaneous: rather. it is 
evolutionary. An institution that traditionally has delivered 
services on the basis of time-honored conventional wisdom 
cannot be expected to easily or quickly adopt a new method 
of operating. 

The phase of community policing in which an agency finds 
itself should not be used as a criterion for evaluating the 
agency. Experience has shown, however. that implementing 
Phase II is easier if the agency has had experience with 
individual community-oriented programs. 

Because community policing is relatively new as a style of 
policing. questions have been raised about its effectiveness. 
Any doubts. however. should be put to rest. Experience has 
shown that community policing as a dominant policing style 
is a better. more efficient. and mQre cost-effective me:ms of 
using police resources. In the final analysis. community 
policing is emerging as the most appropriate means of using 
police resources to improve the quality of life in neighbor
hoods throughout the country, 
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The Execullve Session on Policing. like other Executive 
SessIOns at Harvanfs Kennedy School of Government. 
I~ designed to encourage a new form of dialog between 
high-level practitioners and scholars. with a view to 
redefining and proposmg solutions for substantive policy 
issues. PraCtitioners rather than academicians are given 
majority representation in the group. The meetings of the 
SessIon are conducted as loosely structured semmar.; or 
policy debates. 

Since it began in 1985. the Executive SessIOn on Policing 
has met seven tunes. Dunng the 3-dav meetmgs. the 31 
members have energetically-discussed the facL~ and values 
that have gUIded. :.md lho~e that ~hould gUide. policing. 
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How Local Governments Are 
Providing For Our Safety 

P ublic safety is a crucial service 
that local governments provide 
for their citizens. Public safety 

services cover a wide range, from lifesav
ingemergency medical services to seem
ingly unimJY.Irtant parking enforcement. 
These services are highly visible, and 
because they are funded by taxes, the 
public demands ihey be provided effi
cientlyand effectively. Local govern
ment officials are continuously search
ing for the best methods to provide these 
services for their citizens. 

To study the various ways that local 
government officials are providing 
public services, leMA conducted the 
survey "Profile of Alternative Service 
Delivery Approaches" in February and 
March of 1988. The results show that 
cities and counties are using a variety of 
innovati ve, cost-savin g programs to meet 
the particular needs of their communi
ties. Public safety is one of the service 
areas that is rapidly changing, in part 
because more efficient and manageable 
programs are being created. 

Comprehensive Crime 
Prevention Programs 
Although trained law enforcement offi
cials are the core of any local 
government's crime prevention program, 
citizen awareness and involvement are 
important components of successful 
crime prevention programs. 

Thc author thanks the local goycmma'il mana gers and 
dCp'mmalt heads who contnbuted to thIS Spu:al Data 
fsrlA4. 

Dover, Delaware. This city, with a 
population of 28,000, has a comprehen
sive program for crime prevention. Corp. 
Robin Case, who heads the city's crime 
prevention unit, implements the various 
community programs sponsored by the 
Daver Police Depanment. Dover has 
eight public high schools, three nursing 
homes, four colleges, the Dover Air 
Force Base, and counLiess civic and YOtith 
organizations. Due to the diversity of 
the Dover residents and the unit's SLrong 
commitment to crime prevention, the 
main focus of many of the programs is 
on personal safety. To achieve the per
sonal safety goals that the police depart
ment has identified, numerous educa
tional and victim assistance programs 
and neighborhood watch groups have 
been formed. 

For the younger people in Dover, the 
crime prevention unit offers bicycle 
safety, pedestrian safety, buckleup, and 
drug and alcohol awareness programs. 
When the officers speak at these pro
grams, they arrive in full policeuniform, 
which helps reinforce in the chiIdrens' 
minds that police officers are friendly 
and the ones to look to when children 
find themselves in a crisis situation. 

In the Dover community there are 16 
very active neighborhood watch groups. 
The crime prevention unit provides them 
with information on burglary preven
tion, home security measures, and occu
pant protection plans. City funds cover 
the expenses of neighborhood watch 
signs, and private donations from com
panies and businesses in the city meet 
the other expenses of running the pro
grams. In addition to selting up and 
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administering the watch groups. lhe 
police publish alistofthecrimes that are 
commited in the watch areas, to further 
heighten citizen crime awareness. 

The most unusual tool that the crime 
prevention unit uses to communicate its 
crime prevention message is a five-fOOL 
computerized robot named Sgt. Safely. 
Corp. Case operates Sgl. Safety by 
remote control; she relays voice mes
sages to children in malls and to the 
elderly in nursing homes. Of len shop
ping malls are targeted asa placeforSgt. 
Safety to broadcast its message. Corp. 
Case hides and directs the robot by 
remote control toward the people she 
thinks should hear the city's crime pre
vention information. She often quizzes 
children on what to do when talking to 
strangers and tells them the importance 
of wearing seal belts. SgL Safety has 
also been known to race wheel chairs for 
fun at nursing homes, an application the 
city surely did not forescc. 

Kansas City, Kansas. An extensive 
crime prevention program in Kansas 
City (pop. 162.000) includes neighbor
hood watch programs. youth block 
watch, victim assistance programs, and 
community crime prevention packages 
that arc given out to lower income resi
dents and paid for by the city. With its 
own funds and contributions from the 
Department of Justice. Kansas City has 
590,000 in its budget for this purpose. 
One of the special approaches taken by 
Kansas City is to provide security de
vices to low-income families that ac
tively attend the neighborhood watch 
programs. The city has had great suc
cess with this method of getting neigh-



borhoodsand families involved in crime 
prevention. The city also provides free 
safely lighting for dangerous areas thal 
do nol have adequate lighting such as 
alleys and the backs of houses. After 
residents apply for the free lighting for 
their homes and the community, the city 
evaluates the various needs. Approxi
mately 40 to 50 lights are provided each 
year in unsafe areas as a result of this 
program. 

Kansas City's Youth Block Watch is 
a program that educates children on the 

Crime prevention! 
patrol 

Police/fire 
communication 

dangers of city living and shows them 
whom to look for when searching for 
safcty. The police officers who run this 
program emphasize to the children that 
they notice many things that adults do 
not, and for this reason children can help 
the city by identifying suspicious ·per
sons and activities. Children in Kansas 
City are learning through the police 
deparonent that they must take care of 
and look out for one another when going 
to and from school and at other times 
when they are not closely supervised. 

On February 1, 1989, the city estab
lished a drug hollinc in the police depan
ment enabling citizens to anonymously 
ca1l in information about drug dealers 
,md drug-related activities. Since the 
houine was created, the city has re
ceived approximately 100 calls each 
week. The city emphasizes that this 
program alone cannot stop the flow of 
drugs into the community, but it can 
rattle the established drug markets by 
forcing the dealers to change locations. 
cutting into their profits. and discourag-
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ing overall use. The program's intent 
has been to discourage the irate citizen's 
vigilante activity against drug dealers 
by providing a system to report drug 
users and dealers. 

Largo, Florida. A unique crime 
prevention program called "business 
watch" has been implemented in Largo, 
Florida (pop. 62,000). It is offered 
through the police department as an 
educational tool for local businesses in 
the war on crime. The program is funded 

. and staffed by the city. Due to a small 
but efficient staff, the program has re
sulted in a high crime apprehension rate 
in participating shopping districts. The 
officers target malls and other high 
profile shopping areas that are good 
locations for different types of crime; 
then police provide the store employees 
with training to identify shoplifters, spot 
credit card fraud, and handle these situ
ations when they have been identified. 
The philosophy of the training staff is to 
cover extensively one shopping area at a 
time. 

Emergency Services 
There are many types of emergencies 
that fall under the public safety domain: 
medical, criminal, and fire. Frequently 
an emergency comprises all of these 
elements, such as a fire in a crack house 
with the inhabitants suffering from bums. 
ConsequenL1y, some local governments 
involve several departments in provid
ing emergency services. 

Lincoln County, Oregon. A public
private agreement that greatly enhances 
the city's ability to respond to emergen
cies has been developed by Lincoln 
County, Oregon (pop. 37,000) and the 
Pacific Power and Light Company. To 
assist law enforcement agencies in 
combatting crime, reporting medical and 
fife emergencies, and identifying suspi
cious persons, all radio-equipped ve
hicles from the county's public works 
department and the power company's 
numerous service vehicles report such 
activities to their respective dispatchers 
who then relay the messsage to the local 
police authorities. Gary Donnelly of 
Pacific Power says it is the "most suc
cessful public-private venture initiated 
in this area in the last 15 years." The 

program has resulted in the police aver
aging two calls a day from "radio help," 
and it has increased cooperation be
tween the police department and the 
local utility company and renewed citi
zen commiunent to fighting crime. 

Ashland, Kentucky. Recently Ash
lanJ (pop. 27,000) implemented an auto
mated emergency-alert system, called 
the Public Emergency Alert System. 
PEAS, as this system is known, elec
tronically notifies key personnel in an 
emergency situation directing their ini
tial movements to rapid response and 
recovery. The system alerts the news 
media, disaster and emergency service 
agencies, and off -duty public safety 
personnel. Only one employee is re
quired to activate and monitor PEAS, 
and the alert system can cover several 
geographic areas. In addition to emer
gency situations, the system provides a 
crime alert to businesses and checks on 
the welfare of elderly and home-bound 
citizens who live alone. PEAS is ex
pected to save the city thousands. of 
dollars by streamlinillg emergency and 
crime alert procedures. 

Wake County, North Carolina. In 
providing emergency medical services 
for its citizens, Wake Coumy (pop. 
365,(00) combines its own paid EMS 
staff with the nine volunteer rescue 
squads that exist throughout the courlty. 
Wake County provides a large subsidy 
for the rescue squads and helps maintain 
the highest level of expertise possible in 
the paramedic positions. To accomplish 
this, the county offers major assistance 
in training and developing the paramed
ics into highly skilled workers. In addi
tion, the county funds and helps main
tain half of the equipment needed by the 
volunteer squads. 

Largo, Florida. Dedicated to pro
viding the best, most inexpensive emer
gency medical services for its citizens, 
Largo, Florida (pop. 62,000), decided 
that to cominue its high calibcl perform
ance, it must look at alternatives to the 
traditional manner of providing these 
services. As a result, in 1985 the city 
decided to create Advanced Life Sup
port Systems (ALS). which combines 
the city's paramedic and fife personnel 
imo one force. Since the city was going 
to pwvide these services anyway. the 
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administrators felt thalto minimize la
borcostsand to provide the best possible 
emergency medical service (EMS), they 
would include the paramedics with the 
firefighters on one piece of equipment. 
Typically there are five crew members 
on the ALS vehicles--three firefighters 
who are also emergency medical techni
cians and two paramedics who provide 
the technical life-saving assistance. 
Largo has five such vehicles, each ca
pable of carrying up to six persons at a 
time. Phil Davis, administrative assis
tant for the po lice deparunenl, rem arked 
that this system has created much more 
productive firefighters since they now 
respond to EMS calls as well. Of all the 
calls the ALS units respond to, 70% are 
EMS related. The public safety j)(:rson
nel are kept busy and productive. In 
addition to theirresponsibilities wilth the 
ALS vehicles, the firefighters of course 
respond to emergency fire situations. 

Mesa, Arizona. In order to make 
better use of its resources, the Mesa 
(pop. 152,0(0) fire deparunent started 
serving its citizens with special ,emer
gency response vehicles. The program 
began in 1976 with the-primary pu.flJOse 
of providing the community with highly 
visible multi-purpose fire patrol units. 
The patrol units carry out various dluties, 
but the most frequent task is assisting 
motorists with disabled vehicles. Capt. 
Bruce Weimer, training officer :in the 
Mesa fire department, said that one of 
the unit's goals is to stop stranded 
vehicles from bccoming a hazard to other 
vehicles. To do this, the trucks carry 
five gallons of gas and some basic: tools 
to assist stranded vehicles. The opera
tors of these vehicles are not concerned 
with major repair jobs, only with pro
viding enough assistance to get the 
veh icle off the streets and into a garage. 
When motorists need minor repairs or 
gasoline in order to get to a St~rvice 

station, the lire patrol units are right on 
the spatta assist. 

In addition to standard vehicle: serv
ice. the mUlti-purpose units' dUllies in
clude rapid response to fire and medical 
emergencies, fire prevention inspections. 
inclemem weather patrol, and many other 
public service programs. The commu.
nity service vehicle program uscs read
ily available departmental resources. 

I 
~ I 

I 
I 



including five Chevy SolO pickups that 
nonnaUy would be underused. Station 
personnel are used to staff these ve
hicles, but staffmg at the station does 
not suffer because of these vehicles' 
emergency response capabilities. Many 
emergency scenes are reached more 
quickly by having the community serv
ice vehicles out on patrol. 

Wake County, North Carolina. 
Mentioned earlier, this county provides 
fIre services to its citizens through the 
use of twenty-one volunteer fire depart
ments. The county has no paid ftrefIght
ers. Each district provides operating 
funds for its fIre department through 
local taxes and other methods. But to 
ensure that the firefIghters are provided 
with proper and up-to-date training, the 
county offers each district the opportu
nity to auend numerous training ses
sions free of charge and provides the 
department with a small subsidy for 
operations. In doing so the county spends 
little on the actual programs yet is help
ing provide quality service for its citi
zens. 

Marion County, West Virginia. 
Ambulance service needs have cnanged 
in the past 18 months for Marion County 
(pop. 64,000). Recently the county's 
Cooperative Ambulance Service ex
panded its function to convalescent 
centers. The patients in private resi
dences and in the convalescent centers 
throughout the county are transported in 
emergency situations through a coop
erati ve effort between the regular county 
ambulance service and the centers. The 
county has arranged for special phone 
numbers for these individuals to call 
when assistance is needed from the 
paramedics who have training in aiding 
the elderly. These paramedics are the 
same volunteers who are a pan of the 
county's regular EMS program. 

Downey, California. Downey (pop. 
86,000) fInances a second paramedic 
unit without using addi tional tax dollars. 
The city has an innovative way of pro
viding this service by charging a fee for 
emergency transponation to the hospi
tal. Residents can be billed after the 
service has been used or can pay an 
annual subscription feeofS14 perhouse
hold. Over 14,000 households are now 
involved with this program, and it has 

been a huge success. High school serv
ice clubs and other youth groups helped 
the city distribute infonnation about the 
program. The revenue generated by the 
program pays for approximately 90% of 
the cost of the second paramCdic unit 

Prisons 
A great deal of media publicity is given 
to prison overcrowding. However, spe
cial programs that allow prisoners to go 
back into the community before their 
sentences have been served have also 
generated negative media attention. 
Some local governments have estab
lished successful prerelease programs 
that meet several goals. 

Worcester County, Massachusetts. 
Like many other jurisdictions around 
the country, Worcester County (pop. 
661,(00) is having difficulties with 

Table 1 SURVEY RESPONSE 

No. 01 
cities 

surveyed 
Classification (A) 

Total. all cities and counties ....... 3.259 

Population group 
250.000 and over ........................ 59 
50.000 - 249,999 ............. ........ 417 
10,000 - 49,999 ..................... 2.239 

Under 10.000 ............................. 544 

Geographic region l 

Northeast ..................................... 914 
North Central .............................. 924 
South ........................................... 877 
West ............................................ 544 

Metro status' 
Metro ........................................ 2.372 
Nonmetro ..................................... 887 

'Geographic regions: Northeast· the New England 
and Mid·Manne DIVISions. whld"i Indude the 
states of Connecllcut, Maine, Massad"iusens. 
New Hampshire. New Jersey, New # York. 
PennsylvaOla, Rhode Island, and Vermont;Nonh 
Central· the East and West North Central 
DiVISions. whICh mdude the states of illinOIS. 
Indiana. Iowa, Kansas, MiChigan, Minnesota. 
MiSSOUri. Nebraska, North Dakota, OhiO. South 
Da~ota, and WisconSin; South • the South 
Mantic and the East and West South Central 
DiVISions. whld"i Include the states of Alabama. 
Arkansas, Delaware, FlOrida. Georgia. 
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prison overcroWding. To help relieve 
the stress of overcrowding, the county 
has developed the correctional opportu
nityadvancememprogram,COAP. This 
is a prerelease program that is targeted to 
individuals who can pass the strict clas
sification criteria, which includeastipu
Iation that the crimes the individual rom· 
mitted were not violentor sexual crimes. 
When the individuals are chosen for this 
program, they are issued an electronic 
wrist band that enables a computer to 
track their movements and allows social 
workers assigned to their case to keep in 
constant contact. The COAPpanicipant 
must create a daily itinerary and is al
lowed to work and have some mobility 
under strict program rules. There are 26 
individuals participating in this program. 
They are not only expected to behave in 
an exemplary manner, but tiley must 
also pass drug and alcohol urine tesLS. 

Cities No. 01 Counties 
reporting counties reeorting 

No. 

1.311 

27 
203 
893 
188 

262 
385 
382 
282 

945 
366 

%01 surveyed %01 
(A) (8) No. (8) 

40.2 1,611 370 22.9 

45.8 167 54 32.3 
48.7 612 177 28.9 
399 744 118 15.9 
34.6 88 21 23.9 

28.7 180 44 24.4 
41.7 499 101 20.4 
43.6 731 167 22.B 
51.8 200 58 2B.9 

39.8 644 187 29.0 
37.9 967 183 18.9 

Kentucky. LOUISiana, Maryland. MiSSISSIPPI. 
North Carolina. Oklahoma, South Carolina. 
Tennessee. Texas. VltglOla, and West Virglma, 
plus the DlstrictolColumbla; West· the Mountam 
and Pacllic Coast DIVISions. Which mdude the 
states 01 Alaska. Amona. Call forma, Colorado. 
HawaII. Idaho, Montana. Nevada. New MeXICO. 
Oregon. Utah. Washmgton, and Wyoming. 

, Metro status: Metro - those cilles and counues 
located Within a metropolitan stausncal area 
(MSA): Nonmetro - those Cllles and counties 
that are located outSide 01 an MSA. 



Parking Enforcement 
Although parking enforcement is not an 
urgent priority when weighed against 
life-threatening public safety issues, 
parking regulation monitoring and en
forcement may bring in welcome reve
nue for local governments. 

West Valley City, Utah. In West 
Valley (pop. 92,000) handicapped citi
zens often complained about people 
misusing handicapped parking zones at 
area shopping locations. Due to staffing 
shortages in the police department, en
forcement in "these shopping areas was 
often neglected. Previously citations 
could only be issued for violations on 
public property like municipal parking 
lots, but a strengthened state law allows 
citations to be written for violations of 
handicapped parking on private prop-

erty. The city decided to train handi
capped persons who were enthusiastic 
about issuing parking citations on a 
volunteer basis. Officer Dan Campion 
says there are 22 participants in the 
program, and they write aboUt 500 tick
ets a year generating $22,500 for the 
city. The participants patrol, write cita
tions, and attend quarterly training 
meetings. They also coordinate with 
service organizations to encourage more 
handicapped parking zones where they 
are needed. 

Summary 
It is evident from the cases described 
that local governments are creating more 
efficient and cost-effective public safety 
programs. In this effort, public officials 

• 
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are experimenting and involving citi
zens who depend On these services
together public employees and citizens 
are putting safety flI'St 

Appendix: Methodology 
The "Profile of The Alternative Service 
Delivery Approaches-1988" survey 
instrument was mailed to all municipali
ties 10,000 and over in population. A 
random sample of every eighth munici
pality was selected from those munici
palities under 10,000 in population. All 
counties over 25,000 in population re
ceived the survey instrument and a ran
dom sample of every eighth county was 
selected from those counties under 
25,000 in population. Table I shows the 
survey response rate . 



Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE OEUVERY APPFIOACHEs-PUBUC SAFETY 

Survey respondents ate included in the table 
only if the particular data shown in the table 
are applicable to the respooding municipality 

• or county. Those juriscflCtions that deliver all 
services by local government employees are 
not listed. The term municipality refers to 
cities, towns, boroughs, Villages, and town
ships. 

Population eatlmate: The population esti
mates are based on 1986 figures reported by 
the U.S. Bureau 01 the Census for municipali
ties and 1985 figures for counties. The 
amounts are reflected in thousands. 

ALABAJoIA 

AUIlURN •••••• ' ••••••••••• m 

BIRM[NGHAM ••••••••••••• m 
CULLMAN •••••••••••••••. m 

EUFAULA •••••••••••••.•. m 
FAIRFIELD •••••.•.•.•••• m 
HUNTSVILLE •.•.•.•••..•. m 
MADISON •••••••••••••••• C 

OXFORD •••••.••••••.•.•• m 

PRATTVILLE ••••••.•••••• m 
VESTAVIA HILLS •••.•.... m 

ALASKA 

30 291 
278 3,460 
13 227 
13 117 
13 103 

163 3,486 
234 626 

11 99 

21 
16 

FTEJI: The actual number of full·time equiva
lent personnel is, shown in this column. This 
number was obtained from the U,S. Bureau 
of ihe Census and reflects 1986 data. 

Total general expenditures: The amount, 
which is reHected in $ millions, comprises all 
expenditures of the local government, ex
cluding utility,liquor stores. intergovernmen
tal payments, and insurance trust expendi
tures. 

11 h 

218 
12 p,l 
4 E 

9 E 

172 9,l 
29 l 

5 
s,l 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

P 

P 

E 

E 

E 

KATANUSKA SUSITNA ••..•• C 39 842 108 •. 9 

ARIZONA 

APACHE •••••••.•.••.•••. c 
COCH I SE ••.•••..••.••.•. C 

59 
92 

223 

627 
GLENDALE .•••••..•..•.•• m 114 985 

LA~E HAVASU CITy ••.•••• m 18 198 

MARICOPA ............... C 1,885 8,511 

PEORIA ................. m 17 
PHOENIX •.•••••••••••••• m 
PIMA ................... C 

PINAl ••••••••••••••••.. C 
PRESCOTT .•••••••.•••••• m 
SCOTTSOAlE .•••••••••.•• m 

853 9,230 
594 '4,423 

99 1,106 

22 317 
99 970 

29 E 

37 E 
68 s 

11 P 

636 E 

E 

794 E 
388 p 

50 
12 h 

124 E 

E E 

E 

9 E 

E E 

E 

9 E 

E E 
E 

9,P. l 
E E 

P P 
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c County 
E Service delivered entirely by local 

government employees 
9 Contact with another local government 

for service delivery-intergovernmental 
agreements 

p Private firm 
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s Subsidy 
v Voucher 
l Volunteer 
h Self·help 
i Incentive 

Service not provided or data not available 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVEAY APPROACHE5-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

ARIZONA (CONTINUED) 

TUCSON ••••••••••.•••••• m 359 4,441 291 
YUMA ••••.•••••.•••••••. m 47 474 

ARKANSAS 

CAMDEN ••••••••••••••••• m 17 150 
336 
106 
434 

FAYETTEVILLE ••••••••••• m 4Q 
HOPE ••••••••••••••••.•• m 10 
JACKSONVILLE ••.•••••.•• m 30 
HILLER ••••••••••.••.••• C 39 
OSCEOLA ••••••••.••••••• m 9 
·PULASKl •••••••••••••••• C 356 

115 

n8 
93 SHERWOCO ••••••••••••••. m 15 

CALIFORNIA 

ADELANTO ••.•••••••••••• m 4 
AGOURA HILLS ••••.•••••• m 17 13 
ALAMEDA •••••••••••••••. C 1,"209 9,108 
ANAHEIM ••••.••.•••••••• m 241 2,092 
ARCADIA •••••••.•..••••• m 

ARCATA • ., •••••.•••••••. m 

48 
14 

313 

88 

ARTESIA •••.•..••.•••.•. m 15 
ATUATER ••.•••••..•••••. m 

. BELL GARDENS •••••••.••• m 

BELLFlOUER ••••.••.••••• m 
BELMONT ••••.•..••••.•.. m 
BERKElEY •.••••.•..••••• m 

BEVERLY HILLS •.•.••.•.• m 
BRENTUOOO •••••••••••.•• m 
BUENA PARK ••••••••••••• m 

BURBANK •••••.•••••••..• m 

BUTTE •••••••••••••••••. C 
CAMPBELL ••••••••••••••• m 

CARPINTERIA •••••.•••.•. m 
CARSON •.•••••••••••.••• m 
CERES •••••••.•.•••••••• m 

CHINO ••.•••.•••••..•••• m 

CHULA VISTA ••••..••.••• m 
ClAREHONT .•..••••••.••• m 

CLOVIS •••••.•••••.••••. m 

COLTON •••..••••..•••••• m 
COLUSA ••••••••••••••••• m 

CORONADO ••••••••••••••• m 

20 
37 

79 
89 

59 100 
25 120 

104 1,498 
34 708 

6 

66 381 

89 1,064 
167 1,551 
34 174 
12 
88 356 
18 70 
51 208 

119 480 
35 155 
41 
29 

21 

249 
252 

5 P 
22 l 
3 h 

17 
E 

4 l 

59 E 

3 E 

E 

6 h 
688 E 

175 l 
25 E 

8 E 

9 
5 l 

12 9 
8 l 

91 E 

85 l,h 

E 

31 E 

93 l,h 

105 E 
12 E 

E 

42 9 
5 l,h 

18 E 

36 E 
12 E 

15 E 
23 l,h 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

l 

E 
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E 
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E 

E 

l 
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E 

E 

E 
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9 

E 

E 

E 

E 

9 

E 
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E 

E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
condnued 

CAl.IFORNIA (CONTINUED) 

CULVER CITy •••••••••••• m 40 532 53 E 
DALY CITy •••••••••••••• m 83 448 30 h 
DAVIS •••••••••••••••••• m 41 278 

DINUBA ••••••••••••••••• m 11 66 5 l,h 
DOWNEY ••••••••••••••••• m 85 434 33 E 
DUARTE ••••••••••••••••• m 

DUBLIN ••••••••••••••••• m 
EL CENTRO •••••••••••••• m 
EL CERRITO ••••••••••••• m 
EL MONTE ••••••••••••••• m 

EL PASO DE ROBLES •••••• m 
EL SEGUNDO ••••••••••••• m 
ESCONDIOO •••••••••••••• m 
EURE~ ••••••••••••••••• m 
FAIRFIELD •••••••••••••• m 
FOLSOM ••••••••••••••••• m 
FONTANA •••••••••••••••• m 
FORT BRAGG ••••••••••••• m 

FREMDNT •••••••••••••••• m 
FULLERTON •••••••••••••• m 
GARDEN GROVE ••••••••••• m 
GARDEHA •••••••••••••••• m 

GLENDALE ••••••••••••••• m 
GLENDORA ••••••••••••••• m 

HAWTHDRNE •••••••••••••• m 
IMPERIAL ••••••••••••••• C 
IHGLEIJOa) •••••••••••••• m 
IRV1NE •••••.••••.•••.•• m 

LA HABRA .•••••••••••••• m 
LA PUENTE •••••••••••••• m 
LAFAYETTE •.•••••••••••• m 

LANCASTER •••••••••••.•• m 

LARKSPUR ••••••••••••••• m 
LA~NDALE ••••••••••••••• m 
LEMON GROVE •••••••••••• m 
LEMOORE •••••••••••.•••• m 

Loo I ••• '" ••••••••••••• m 

LOMITA ••••••••••••••••• m 

LONG BEACH •••••••.••••• m 
LOS ALAMITOS ••••••••••. m 
LOS GATOS ••••••.••••• ".m 
HADERA •••••••••••.••••. m 

MANHATTAN BEACH .••••••• m 
MroESTO •••••••••••••••• m 

21 44 
19 
28 565 
23 109 
97 386 

14 92 
15 
84 511 
25 229 
69 350 
18 110 
55, 244 
6 47 

154 637 
109 718 
135 622 
49 375 

154 1,414 
41 190 
61 331 

107 1,121 
103 790 
88 583 
48 265 
34 32 
23 
64 71 
11 44 
26 66 

22 

12 55 
44 321 
20 

3'il6 4,795 
12 57 
28 172 
26 171 
35 222 

133 881 

14 9 , l 

\I 
33 l,h 
8 l,h 

20 E 

7 E 
l,h 

38 E 

17 l,h 
43 E 
9 l 

20 
3 E 

160 E 
49 E 

45 E 
E 

82 l 
15 h 
31 E 
68 E 

76 E 

54 E 
20 E 

5 9 
•• 9 

34 9 
5 E 

g,p 
.• 9 
4 

20 E 

9 
452 E 

E 

22 E 

8 E 

18 P 
76 E 
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E 

II 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES--PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

. CALIFORNIA (CONTINUED) 

HONTEREY ••••••.•••••••. m 30 2n 
11 
97 

981 
688 

167 

MOORPARK ••••••••••••••• m 16 
MORGAN HILL •••••••••••• m 21 
NAPA ••••••••••••••••••• C 105 
NEVAOA ••••••••••••••••• C 71 
HEIJARK ••••••••••••••••• m 37 
NORIJALK •••••••••••••••• m 

NOVATO ••••••••••••••••• m 

OCEANSIDE •••••••••••••• m 
ONTARIO •••••••••••••••. m 
ORANGE ••••••••••••••••• m 
ORINOA ••••••••••••••••• m 

OXNARD ••••••••••••••••• m 
PACIFICA ••••••••••••••• m 

PALM SPRINGS ••.•••••••• m 

PALHDALE ••••••••••••••. m 
PALO ALTO •••.•••••••••• m 
PARAOISE ••••••••••••••• m 
PARAMOUNT •••••••••••••• m 

PETALUMA ••••••••••••••• m 

PISMO BEACH •••••••••••• m 
PLACENTIA •••••...•.•••• m 

PLACER ••••••.••.••••••• C 
PLE~SANT HILL •.•••••••. m 
PORTERViUE •••••••••••• m 

POIJAY ••••••••...••••••• m 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA ••••..• m 
RANCHO MIRAGE ••••••..•• m 
RANCHO PALOS VERDES .••• m 
REODING •••••••••••••••• m 
REEOLEY ••••••.•••••••.. m 
RIALTO ••••••••••••••••• m 
ROLLING HILLS ESTATES •• m 

90 242 
46 149 
99 643 

,,4 6n 
101 627 
17 

127 919 
37 184· 
31 494 

27 78 
56 973 
25 90 
43 123 
39 218 
7 49 

38 140 
143 1,485 
28 111 
24 169 
38 176 
76 
8 

47 
51 
14 
54 
8 

120 
38 
35 

509 
68 

245 

ROSEMEAD ••••••••••••••• m 48 44 
ROSEVILLE •••••••••••••• m 30 356 
SALINAS •••••••••••••••. m 97 sn 
SAN BUENAVENTURA ••••••• m 83 564 
SAN CLEMENTE ••••••••... m 33 239 
SAN DIEGO ••••••..•••••• m 1,015 7,963 
SAN FERNANDO ••••••.•..• m 20 
SAN GABRIEL •••••••••••• m 33 155 
SAN JOSE ••••••••••.•••• m 712 4,453 
SAN MARINO •••••••.••••• m 14 
SAN MATEO .............. m 81 595 

24 E 

9 

10 E 

59 
43 9 

17 P 

19 9 

9 E 

57 h 
53 E 
39 1 

I,h 

731 
12 E 
44 h 

25 9,1 
661 

5 E 

22 9 
19 E 

4 E 

10 E 

93 E 

12 E 
10 E 

12 9 

28 9 

.. 9 

28 E 
4 I 

20 E 

9 

9 9 
19 E 

40 E 
46 E 

16 E 
584 E 

E 
E 

478 E 

E 

48 E 

E 

9 
E 

9 
E 
E 

E 

E 
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E 
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E 
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Tabf.2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
conUnued 

CALIFORNIA (CONTINUED) 

SAN PABLO •••••••••••••• m 
SANGER ••••••••••••••••• m 
SANTA MOH/CA ••••••••••• m 
SARATOGA ••••••••••••••• m 
SEAL BEACH ••••••••••••• m 
SEASIDE •••••••••••••••• m 
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE ••••••• m 
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO •••• m 

STOCKTON ••••••••••••••• m 
SUISUN CITy •••••••••••• m 
SUTTER ................. C 

TEHAMA ••••••••••••••••• C 
THOUSAND OAKS •••••••••• m 
TULARE ••••••••••••••••• C 
UNION CITY ••••••••••••• m 
UPLANO ••••••••••••••••• m 
VISTA •••••••••••••••••• m 

22 106 

14 

93 1,346 

30 55 

27 128 

37 138 

21 239 

52 395 

18:i 1,372 

17 63 

59 699 

45 594 

93 363 

287 2,693 

51 172 
57 299 

48 186 

~ALNUT ••••••••••••••••• m 21 

~ASCO ................... m 12 

~HITilER ................ m 73 379 

209 \oIOCX)LAIiD ••••••••••••••• m 34 

COLORADO 

ADAMS .................. C 278 1 ,285 

BOULOER ................ m 76 852 

CHAFFEE •••••••••••••••• C 
COLOft/\DO SPR I NGS ••••••• m 

OENV~:;J., •••••• " ••••••••• m 
OOOr.·I,J,\S ................. C 

DUR.Ui~f.iO ................ m 
EI4(it!:\,I(.\CX) •••••••••••••• m 

ES'I"!!:1i P,ARK ............. m 

FORT t'OLLINS ........... m 

GARFLE"(.O ••••••••••••••• C 

GLEIII.\:.\'10 SPRINGS ....... m 

JEFFE~SQ~ •••••••••••••• C 

LAFAYE!TE •••••••••••••• m 
llTTlETON •••••••••••••• m 

LONGMONT ••••••••••.•••• m 

NORTHGLENN .•••.•••••••• m 

13 
273 4,424 

505 11 ,232 

39 267 

13 

31 465 

3 76 

74 924 

27 220 

5 104 

1.,27 1,631 

12 84 

32 322 

49 488 

30 208 

PUEBlO ••••••••••••••••• m 101 874 

102 

405 

TELlER •.•••••..••...•.• C 12 

THORNTON •••••••••••.••. m 46 

21 

E 
81 E 

6 9 
11 ~ 

/l; E 

15 l 

34 E 

92 E 
3 E 

43 l 

36 l,h 

33 9 
218 h 

15 E 
25 

19 9 

9 

9,l 
25 v, l 

E 

p,l 

58 E 

E 

155 p, l 

711 l,h 

E 

E 

39 E 

E 

69 E 

E 

E 

132 E 

E 

24 9 

41 E 
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E 

E 

E 

9 

E 

E 

9 

E 

9 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE OEUVERY APPROACHES-PU8UC SAFETY 
continued 

COLORADO (CONTINUED) 

~STHINSTER •••••••••••• m 67 493 
Y1JMA ••••••••••••••••••• m 3 35 

COfjNECTICUT 

AVO>:'. ••••••••••••••••••• m 

BERLIN ••••••••••••••••• m 
8LOOMFIELD ••••••••••••• m 
CHESHIRE ••••••••••••••• m 
DARIEN ••••••••••••••••• m 

EAST HARTFORD •••••••••• m 
ENFIELD •••••••••••••••• m 
GlASTONBURY •••••••••••• m 
HAMOEH ................. m 

MADiSON •••••••••••••••• m 
MANCHESTER ••••••••••••• m 
MANSFIELD •••••••••••••• m 
HEY BRITAIH ••••• , •••••• m 
NEY HAVEN •••••••••••••• m 
NE\lTOIJN •••••••••••••••• m 

NORTH HAVEN •••••••••••• m 
NOR\JALK ••• , •••••••••••• m 

PLAINVILLE ••••••••••••• m 

PRESTON •••••••••••••••• m 
ROCKY HILL ••••••••••••• m 
TOLLAND •••••••••••••••• m 

WATERTOWN •••••••••••••• m 
\JEST HARTFORD •••••••••• m 
\JETHERSfIELD ••••••••••• m 

\JIl.LINGTON ••••••••••••• m 

WINDSOR •••••••••••••••. m 

DELA\lARE 

DOVER •••••••••••••••••• m 

KENT ................... C 
NEWARIC ••••••••••••••••• m 

SUSSEX ••••••••••••••••• C 
\JILHIIIGTON ••••••••••••• m 

FLORIDA 

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS •••••• m 
BOCA RATON ....... ...... 16 

13 380 

16 397 
20 617 
24 578 
18 530 

49 1,393 
43 1,109 
26 948 
52 1,254 

16 403 

50 1,382 

20 222 
n 1,635 

123 4,177 
21 534 

22 653 
77 2,021 

17 373 
5 87 

16 346 

11 287 
20 513 
58 1,618 

26 604 

5 90 
26 717 

23 318 

105 197 
24 228 

110 226 

70 1,362 

29 

59 
343 
886 

l,h 
2 

16 I,h 
19 E 
231 

27 h 
27 p,l 
51 E 

39 E 
27 E 
55 E 
16 E 

50 E 

14 

77 
228 E 

20 E 

29 E 

101 

15 

3 l 
17 E 

10 9 

20 E 

79 E 
25 E 

4 

28 E 

9 p, I 
12 .. 

9 9 
13 
84 E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 
l 
E 

E 

E 

E 

E 
E 
E 

E 

9,5 
E 

E 

E 

P 
E 

E 

P 
E 

9 

E 

E 
E 

l 
E 

E 

9 

9 
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E 

E 
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l 
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9 
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E E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHE5-PUBUC SAFETY 
conUnued 

FLORIDA (CONTINUED) 

BRCMJARD ................. c 1,142 6,517 
CASSELBERRy •••••••••••• m 19 166 
CLEARWATER ••••••••••••• m 
COCOA .................. m 

COCOA BEACH •••••••••••• m 
COLLIER ................ C 
COOPER CITy •••••••••••• m 
DAYTONA BEACH •••••••••• m 
DE LAND •••••••••••••••• m 

GREENACRES CITY •••••••• m 

GULF BREEZE •••••••••••• m 

GULfPORT ••••••••••••••• m 

98 1,371 
19 250 
12 173 

17.1 1,227 
16 
58 
18 
24 
6 

12 

808 
234 

127 
HALLANDALE ••••••••••••• m 37 436 
HERNANDO ••••••••••••••• C 78 212 
HILLSBOROUGH ••••••••••• C 776 8,744 
HOMESTEAD •••••••••.•••• m 22 638 
INDIAN RIVER ••••••••••• C 81 527 
JAC~SONVILLE ••••••••••• m 610 
JACKSONVILLE BEACH ••••• m 19 284 

KEY WEST ••••••••••••••• m 25 316 
KlSSIHHEE •••••••••••.•• m 26 499 

LA~ .•••••••••••••••••• C 133 588 
LAKE YORTH •••••.••••••• m 

LARGO •••••••••••••••••• m 

.LAUOERHILL ••••••••••••• m 

LEESBURG ••••••••••••••• m 

LEOW ••••••••••••••••••• C 
MARION ................. C 
MIAMI BEACH •••••••••..• m 
MOHROE •••••••••.••••••• C 

27 520 
62 581 
43 267 
14 288 

173 678 
171 627 
95 1,443 
73 574 

NASSAU •••••••••••••..•• C 42 269 
NORTH LAUDERDALE •••.••• m .23 .158 
NORTH MIAMI ••••••••••.• m 43 448 
NORTH P~LM BEACH ••...•• m 12 
OCOEE •••••••••••••••••• m 
OKALOOSA •••.•••••••••.• c 
OPA-LOCKA •••••••••••••• m 
PALATKA •••••••••••.•••• m 
PALM BAY ••.••••••••••.• m 
PALM BEACH •••••.•.••••• m 
PANAMA CITY ••••••••••.• m 
PARKLAND •••••••••.•••.• m 
PINELLAS ••••••••••.•••• C 
PINELLAS PARK •••••••••. m 

12 100 
141 618 

15 142 
10 
46 281 
11 349 
36 449 

815 3,805 
41 360 

526 E 
E 

69 E 
E 

E 
64 E 

E 

33 E 
7 E 

E 

E 

E 

20 v 
36 E 

562 l,h 
E 

27 h 
434 9 

l 
16 E 

E 

23 E 
17 E 

E 

E 

9 
E 

E 

E 

9 

E 
E 
E 

9, l 

E 

9 
E 

9 

E 

E 

9,P 

E 

E 

E 

E 

29 9,p,l,h 9 
.. 9 E 

p,h E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE OEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAfETY 
continued 

FLORIDA (CONTINUED) 

POLK ••••••••••••••••••• C 
PORT ORANGE •••••••••••• m 
PORT ST. LUCIE ••••••••• m 
RIVIERA BEACH •••••••••• m 

ST. AUGUSTINE •••••••••• m 

ST. JOHNS •••••••••••••• C 
ST. PETERSBURG ••••••••• m 
SANFORD •••••••••••••••• m 

SARASOT~ ••••••••••••••• C 

SUNRISE •••••••••••••••• m 

TAAP ..................... m 

TEMPLE TERRACE ••••••••• m 

VENiCE ................. m 
VERO BEACH ••••••••••••• m 

WILTON MANORS •••••••••• m 

GEORGIA 

ALBANy ••••••••••••••••• m 

AAERICUS ............... m 

CARROlL •••••••••••••••• C 
CLAyTON •••••••••••••••• C 
COlQUITT ••••••••••••••• C 
FAyETTE •••••••••••••••• C 
FOREST PARK •••••••••••• m 

FORSYTH •••••••••••••••• C 
FUL TOIl ••••••••••••••••• C 
GARDEN CI TY •••••••••••• m 

GORDON ................. C 

H.INESVllLE ............. m 

LA GRANGE •••••••••••••• m 
lIBERTy •••••••••••••••• C 
LOIJNOES ................ C 
PERRy •••••••••••••••••• m 

ROME ••••••••••••••••••• m 

SAVANNAH ••••••••••••••• m 

TERRELL ................ C 
THOMAS ••••••••••••••••• C 

WILKES ••••••••••••••••• C 

IDAHO 

377 2,749 

30 284 
35 143 
28 372 
12 233 
73 492 

239 2,791 
30 302 

248 1,348 

53 544 
278 3,870 

12 160 
14 205 

18 
12 

473 

72 

85 1,'62 
16 182 
65 172 

171 ',081 
37 109 
47 190 

·18 218 
38 140 

623 3,892 

9 45 
33 137· 
16 154 
27 
42 

74 
11 

378 
160 
252 

31 576 

147 1,729 

12 

38 

11 

134 g,h 
10 E 
5 E 
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29 
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12 E 
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16 E 
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E 

E 

BANNO(', •••••••••••••• C 68 627 32 E 
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---------------------------------
Tobl.2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
IDAHO (CONTINUED) 

COEUR D'ALENE •••••••••• m 

POCATELLO •••••••••••••• m 
TUIN FALLS ••••••••••••• m 

ILLINOIS 

25 
44 
28 

173 
380 
168 

ADDlSOW •••••••••••••••• m 31 190 
ARCOLA ••••••••••••••••• m 3 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS •••••• m 70 457 
BARTLETT ••••••••••••••. m 16 63 
BLOOMINGOALE ••••••••••• m 13 91 

BUFFALO GROVE •••••••••• m 27 138 
CHAHPAIGN •••••••••••••• C 171 562 
CRYSTAL LAKE ••••••••••• m 20 139 
DEERFIELD •••••••••••••• m 17 116 
D~NERS GROVE ••••••.••• m 42 283 
ELGIN •••••••••••••••••• m 72 442 
ELK GROVE VILLAGE •••.•• m 32 310 
ELMHURST •••••••••••••.• m 44 297 
EUREKA •••••••••••••••• ,m 
FULTON ••••••••••••.•••• m 
GLENWOOO ••••••••••••••• m 

HAZEL CREST .•••••••••.• m 

Hll4E\o'OOO ••••••••••••••. m 
JACKSONVILLE •••.•.••••• m 
JOLIET ••••••.•••••..•.• m 

KANKAKEE •••••••••••.••• C 
LA GRANGE PARK .•••••••• m 
LIBERTYVILLE_ ••.••.•••• m 
LINCOLN ••••••••••..•••. m 
LINCOLNSHIRE ••••••••••• m 
LctlBARD •••••••.•..••••. m 

MOLINE ••••••••••••..... m 

MORTON GROVE ••..••••.•• m 

MOUNT MORRIS •••••.•..•. m 
MOUNT PROSPECT •••.•.••. m 

MOUNT VERNON .••••.•.••• m 
NORTHBROOK •.••..••.•... m 
O'FALLON •••.••••••••••• m 
OAK FOREST ••••••...•.•. m 
ORLAND PARK ••.••.•••.•• m 

4 

4 

10 
14 
19 

20 
76 
98 
13 
17 
15 
5 

38 
45 
23 
3 

53 
17 
32 
15 
27 
26 

PALATINF. •.••••.••.•.••• m 32 
PARK RIDGE ••••••••••.•• m 38 
PEORIA ••••••••••••••••• m 117 

17 

178 
598 
264 

106 

35 
224 
905 
185 

289 
155 
247 
56 
92 

206 
235 
910 

10 E 
15 E 

13 E 

12 E 

E 

25 E 

5 E 
6 E 

E 

22 E 
13 E 

5 E 
21 E 

25 E 

9 

19 l 
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E 

E 

E 

7 P 
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Tebl. 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

ILLINOIS (CONTINUED) 

PEORIA ••••••••.•••••••• C 183 720 

30 
402 

PLAINFIELD ••••••••••••• m 4 
OUINCy ••••••••••••••••• m 40 
RANDOLPH ••••••••••••••• C 35 
RANTOUL •••••••••••••••• m 

RIVER FOREST •••.••••••• m 
RIVERWOOOS ••••••••••••• m 

ROCK ISLAND ............ m 
ROCKFORD •••••••••••••.• m 
ROLLING HEAD~S •••••..• m 
ROUND LAKE BEACH ••••••• m 

ST. CHARLES •••••••••••• m 
SCHAUHBURG ••••••••••••• m 
SKOKIE ................. m 

STEPHENSON ••.•••••••••• C 
STONE PARK ••••••••••••• m 

STREAHWOOO ••••••••••••• m 

TAYLORVILLE •••••••••••• m 
TINLEY PARK •••••••••••• m 

VERNON HILLS ••••••••••• m 
WEST CHICAGO •••••••••.• m 

WESTCHESTER ••••.•••••.• m 
WHEATON •••••.•••••••••• m 

WILHETTE ••••••••••••••• m 

\lII/NETO ••••••••••••••• m 

WOOO DALE ••.••••••.••.• m 

WOODRIDGE ••••••.•••••.• m 

II/DIANA 

BEOFORD •.•••.••••••..•• m 
BlOCl'tI NGTOH ............ m 

CRAWFORDSVILlE ••.•••••• m 
ElKHJ'RT •••...•••••••.•.• C 
EVANSWlllE .••••••.•••.. m 

FRANKFORT .............. m 

HAMILTON ................ C 
HENRy •••••••••••••••..• C 
HCBART .•••••••••...•••• m 

lOGANSPORT ••••••••••••. m 
MARION .................. m 

HISHAIJ.c.lCA .............. m 

HUNSTER ••••••.••••.•••• m 
NOBlES\llLU: •••••••••.•• m 

21 101 
12 
3 

45 462 
136 1,044 
22 
14 69 
18 163 
60 414 
60 518 
49 223 
4 

25 
11 106 
28 94 
12 
13 80 

17 
46 226 
27 220 

13 170 
11 
24 

67 
109 

14 172 
53 513 
14 201 

146 691 
129 1,180 

15 200 

94 616 
50 704 
22 149 
17 260 

36 302 
41 426 

173 113 
15 9S 

36 E 
E 

19 p, I 

10 E 
E 

9 

31 I 
69 

E 

2 E 

8 I 

20 E 
28 
8 E 

E 

E 

4 

7 E 
E 

14 E 
E 

14 E 

E 
E 

13 
12 E 

5 E 
20 I 
6 

45 E 
56 E 

6 E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

INDIANA (CONTINUED) 

TIPPECANOE ••••••••••••. C 124 

IOWA 

ANKENy ••••••••••••••••• m 17 
AUDUBON ••••••••••••.••• m 3 
BOONE •••••••••••••••••• m 12 
BREME~ ••••••••••••••.•. C 24 
BURLINGTON ••••••.•••••• m 28 
CLINTON •••••••••••••••. m 30 
DAVENPORT •••••••••••••• m 99 
DUBUQUE ••• : •••••••••••• C 91 
FORT MADISON ••••••••••• m 12 
IOWA CITy •••••.•••••.•• m 50 
KNOXVILLE ••••..••.•.•.• m 8 
MARION ••••••.••.•.•.••• m 21 
MARSHALL •••••.•••.•...• C 41 
HARSHALLT~N •••••••••.. m 26 
MUSCATINE ••••••••••.••• m 24 
OSKALOOSA •••••••••••••• m 11 
POTTAWATTAHIE ••••..•••. C 88 
RED OAK •••••••••.••..•• m 6 
SCOTT •••••••.••••.••.•• C 157 
SHELDON ••••.•.••••••••• m 5 
SIOUX Cliy •••.•••.••••. m 80 
STORM LAKE •.•.•••.••..• m 9 
URBANDALE ••••••••..•..• m 20 
IIAVERLy •••.••.... : .•••• m 8 

KANSAS 
" 

410 

91 

247 
217 
905 
375 
135 
472 

52 
106 
234 
213 
487 
100 
265 
48 

442 
31 

767 

102 

ATCHISON.j •••••••..••.• m 11 109 
BUTLER •••••••.••...•••• C 
DODGE CITY •••••••••..•• m 

FAIRIIAY ................ m 

GARDEN CITY ••••••••••.. m 

GREAT BEND •••.••••••••. m 

HESSTON •. · .•.••.•••.••.• 10 

JOHNSON ••••••..•••..•.. C 
JUNCTION CITY ••.•••••.. m 
KANSAS CITY •••..••..••. m 

LABETTE •.•.•.•..•.•.••. C 
LA'.IRENCE •.•.•••..••••.. m 

LIBERAL •••••••.••..•..• m 

48 
20 152 
5 

23 209 
17 162 
3 

318 1,389 
20 227 

162 ',940 
25 366 
56 
17 

781 
138 

18 E 

9 E 
E 

h 

E 

,4 E 
15 E 

64 E 
20 
8 E 

27 E 
E 

... l,h 

12 E 
13 E 

18 P 
15 E 

17l 

6 E 

27 E 
2 E 

56 E 
E 

6 E 

E 

6 E 

E 

10 E 
h 

27 P 
9 l 

E 
75 9 
8 p,v 

164 5, l,h 
24 E 
42 9 
8 l,h 

E 

E 

9 

E 

E 

E 

9 
E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

9 

E 
E 

E 

9 

E 

9 

E 

E 

E 

9 
E 

E 

9 

9 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 
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5 

E 

9 
E 
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E 

l 
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E 

E 
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E 

E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC ~AFETY 
conUnu4ld 

KANSAS (CONTINUED) 

MC PHERSON ••••••••••••• m 12 
MC PHERSON ••••••••••••• C 28 

150 

122 

238 MANHATTAN •••••••••••••• m 34 
HERRIAM •••••••••••••••• m 11 69 

353 
136 
144 

258 

OLATHE ••••••••••••••••• m 47 

OTTAWA ••••••••••••••••• m 11 
PARSONS •••••••••••••••• m 13 
RENO ••••••••••••••••••• C 65 
SABETHA •••••••••••••••• m 

SHAUNEE ••••.••••••••••• m 
SMI TH •••••••••••••••••• C 
TOPEKA ................. m 
UIHFIELD ••••••••••••••• m 

WCJa>SON ................ C 

KENTUCKY 

ASHLAND •••••••••••••.•• m 

BEREA •••••••••••••••••• m 

BOWLING GREEN •••••••••• m 

CARTER ••••.•••.•••.•••• C 
OANVILLE •••••••••••.••• m 
ERLANGER ••••.••••.••.•• m 

FLORENCE ••••••••••••••• m 

FORT THOMAS •.•••••••••• m 
GALLATIN ••••••••••••••• C 
HENDERSON •..••••••••••• m 
HOPKINSVILLE •.••.• , ••.• m 

NEUPORT •••••••••••••.•. m 
OUENSBORO ••••••••••..•• m 

SPRINGFIELD •••.••.••••. m 
WARREN •••••••••.••••••• C 
IJEBSTER •.• , • , •••••••••• c 

LOOISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA •••••••••••.• m 
BEAUREGARD .•••••.••.••• C 
DENHAM SPRINGS ••••••.•. m 

2 

30 108 
6 57 

119 1,424 
12 373 

4 

26 
9 

41 

380 
60 

479 

25 66 

13 
15 36 
18 52 
16 71 
5 

26 406 
29 322 
20 
56 1,976 
3 

82 108 
15 51 

51 
33 

l' 
GRETNA ................. m 21 

860 

195 
133 
230 

JENNINGS •.••.••.•••...• m 13 
KENNER ... , ............. m 76 
lAFAyETTE •••••••••••.•• C 172 
RAPIDES ••.•••••..••••.• C 140 

572 

736 

548 

17 E 
9 E 

26 9 
5 E 

45 l 

7 E 
,5 E 

15 E 
E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

LOUlSIANA (CONTINUED) 

ST. CHARLES ••••••.••••• C 44 253 
SHREVEPORT ••••••••••••• m 220 2,884 
SLIOELL •••••••••••••••• m 36 243 
THIBOOAUX •••••••••••••• m 17 159 

MAINE 

BANGOR ••••••••.••.••••• m 

BRUNS~ICK •••••••••••••• m 

HERMON ••••••.••••.••••• m 

MADA~ASKA •••••••••••••• m 

MOUNT DESERT ••••••••••• m 
PORTLAND ••••••••••••••• m 
SANFORD •••••••••••••••• m 
SOUTH PORTLANO ••••••••• m 
STOCKHOLM •••••••••..••• m 
~SHINGTON ••••••••••••• C 
1.I1I11DHAM ................ m 

MARYLAND 

BOOIE .................. m 

CALVERT •.••••.••••••.•• C 
CARROLL ...... , ......... C 
CECIL •••••••.•.••••••.• C 
COLLEGE PARK •••••••.••• ~ 
CUMBERLAND ••••••••.•••• m 

FREDERICK •••••••.•••..• m 

H~ARD ••.••• '" .••••..• C 

30 1,069 
18 506 
3 114 
5 178 

2 97 
63 2,246 
19 534 
22 718 
o 

34 
13 

36 

10 
28 

366 

123 
44 1,105 

112 2,251 
68 1,574 
22 68 

23 295 
34 334 

151 4,327 

42 E 
134 l,h 
10 E 
8 l 

37 l,h 
15 E 
3 ., 

6 E 

2 E 
87 E 
18 h 
23 E 

10 E 

7 .. 

50 9 
99 g,p 

58 
4 9 

11 E 

27 E 

218 l 
HOHTGOHERY ••••••••••.•• C 
PRINCE GEORGE'S ••..••.• C 
ROCKVILLE ••.••••••••.•. m 
SALISBURy •••••••••••.•• m 
TAKOMA PARK ••.•.•.••••. m 
YASHINGTON ••••••••.•••. C 

665 18,381 1,020 p,h 
681 17,865 815 l 

47 352 
';'8 230 

14 111 

114 2,537 

MASSACHUSETTS 

AGA~AH ................. m . 27 
AMESBURY ............... m 15 
ANDOVER •••••.•.•••.•.•• m 27 
ASHLAND .•••••.••.••.••. m 11 
AUBURN ................. m 15 
BARNSTABLE •••••.••••••. m 37 

566 

611 
738 

246 
365 
906 

23 h 

10 

7 9 
94 E 

23 
26 E 

39 E 
11 E 
16 E 

66 E 

E 
E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 
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E 
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Tabl.2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUO SAFETY 
contJnued 

MASSACHUSETTS (CONTINUED) 

BARNSTASlE ••••••••••••• C 
BELMONT ••••••••••••••.• m 
SlllERICA ••••••••••••• im 
BRIDGEWATER •••••••••• ,.m 
CAHBRIDGE •••••••••••••• m 
CAHTDN ••••••••••••••••• m 

EASTHAMPTON •••••••••••• m 
GREENFIElD ••••••••••••. m 
HOPKINTON •••••••••••••• m 

lAWRENCE •••••••••••.••• m 
lEXINGTDN •••••••••••••• m 
MlllSURY ••••••••••••••• m 
NEEDHAM •••••••••••••••• m 
READING •••••••••.•••••• m 

REH080TH ••••••••••••••• m 

ROCKLAND ••••••••••.•••• m 

SHREWSSURy ••.••.••••••• m 

SOMERSET ••.•••••••••••• m 
SOUTHBRIDGE •••••••••••• m 

SUTTOU •••••••••••.••••• m 
TOWNSEND •.••••••••••••• m 

YAlPOlE •••••••••••••.•• m 

liE ST\IOa) •.••.•••••••••. m 
~CESTER •••••.••.••••• m 

~CESTER •.••.•.••••••• C 
YARHCXJT H ............... m 

MICHIGAN 

ALBION ••••••.•••••••••• m 

A~MA .••.••••.•••..•.•.• m 

ANN ARBOR ••••.•••••.••• m 

ARENAC ••••••••••••..•.• C 
BAD AXE ................. m 

BARRY ••••••.•••.••..••• C 
BAY CITY •••••••••••••.• m 

BERRIEN •••••••...••..•• C 
BIRMINGHAM ............ , .m 
CADIllAC ............... m 

171 337 
25 686 

38 967 
18 321 
91 3,452 
18 472 

16 350 
18 533 
8 187 

63 2,035 
29 846 
12 270 
27 1,093 
23 680 

8 178 
15 427 
23 559 
18 538 
17 351 
7 144 
9 46 

20 488 
13 369 

158 6,080 
661 647 

20 198 

10 310 
9 87 

108 1,063 
15 
3 

48 327 
40 416 

164 1,218 
21 202 
11 102 

11 g,p 
28 E 
42 E 
14 

173 E 

21 E 
12 E 
17 E 

6 1 

87 
42 E 
11 
46 E 
25 E 
6 E 

17 E 
23 
22 E 
26 E 
5 E 

5 v,h 

25 E 
23 E 

251 p, l,h 
20 
21 E 

13 E 

4 E 

67 E 

E 

14 E 
31 E 

69 E 
16 1 
5 h 

DEARBORN .••.••••.•••.•• m 86 913 70 l,h 
DETROIT ................ m 1,086 19,487 1,194 g,p,l 
EATON .................. C 91 295 20 h 
FARMINGTON ............. m 10 57 4 E 
FERNDAlE •.••• , .•••••••• m 25 182 13 1 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE OEUVERY APPROACHES--PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

MICHIGAN (CONTINUED} 

FRASER ••••••••••••••••• m 

FREIolONT •••••••••••••••• m 

GRANO T~AVERSE ••••••••• C 
GRANDVILLE ••••••••••••• m 
GREENVILLE ••••••••••••• m 
HARPER UOOOS ••••••••••• m 
ISABELLA ••••••••••••••• C 
JACKSON ••••••••••.••••• m 
KALAMAZOO •••••••••••••• C 
KENTUOOO ••••••••••••••• m 

LENA~EE •••••••••••••••• C 
MADISON HEIGHTS ••••••• :m 
MARINE CITy •••••••••••• m 
MECOSTA •••••••••••••••• C 
MIDLAND •••••••••••••••• m 

MONROE ••••••••••••••••• m 

HOUNT CLEHENS •••••••••• m 

NORTHViLLE ••••••••••••• m 

NORTON SHORES •••••••••• m 
OAK PARK ••••••••••••••• m 
OTSEGO ••••••••••••••••• c 
PLyMOUTH ••••••••••••••• m 

ROYAL OAK •••••••••••••• m 
SAGINA~ •••••••••••••••• m 

SAGINAY •••••••••••••••• m 

ST. CLAIR •••••••••••••• C 
TRENTON •••••••••••••••• m 

TROy •••••••••••.••••••• m 

WASHTENA~ •••••••••••••• C 
WAyNE .................. m 
WESTLAND ••••••••••.•••• m 
yPSILANTI •••••••••••.•• m 

MINNESOTA 

ANOKA .••••••••••••••••• m 

ANOKA •••••••••••••••••• C 
APPLE VALLEY ••••••••••• m 
BLAINE .............. , •• m 

BL()(loI I NGTON •••••••••.•• m 

BROWN ••••••••••••••.••• C 
BURNSVllLE •••••••••••.• m 
CARVER ••••••••••••••••• C 

CASS ••••••••••••••••.•• C 
COON RAPIDS •••••••••••• m 

14 94 
4 

59 486 

14 67 
9 

15 
54 171 
38 398 

218 822 
36 109 
89 572 
34 221 
4 34 

38 
36 357 
22 272 

19 163 
6 53 

21 82 
31 204 
16 
10 78 
67 383 
72 660 
37 106 

141 751 
21 199 
67 380 

266 1,218 
21 
81 403 
23 139 

15 135 
221 1,040 

28 103 
34 
86 
28 
41 
41 
22 

41 

103 
491 
130 

172 

239 
219 
201 

6 E 

E 

26 E 

5 E 
E 
E 

24 E 

22 E 
62 P 

8 E 

23 E 

21 l,h 
2 E 
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18 l,h 
17 E 

13 E 

3 E 
6 E 

18 l 
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7 E 
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44 E 

8 E 
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39 l 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

MINNESOTA (CONTINUED) 

COTTAGE GROVE •••••••••• m 
CRySTAL •••••••••••••••• m 
EAGAN •••••••••••••••••• m 
FAIRMDNT ••••••••••••••• m 
FERGUS FALLS ••••••••••• m 

FRIDLEy •••••••••••••••• m 

HENNEPIN ••••••••••••••• C 
HOPKINS •••••••••••••••• m 

INVER GROVE HEIGHTS •••• m 
HANKATO •••••••••••••••• m 

MINNEAPOLIS •••••••••••• m 
MOUNDS VIEW •••••••••••• m 
NEW HOPE ••••••••••••••• m 
NEW ULM •••••••••••••••• m 
NORTH ST. PAUL ••••••••• m 
NORTHFIELD ••••••••••••• m 
PIPESTONE •••••••••••••• m 
RAMSEy ••••••••••••••••• m 

RICHFIELD •••••••••••••• m 

ROSEVlllE •••••••••••••• m 
ST. CLOOD •••••••••••••• m 

ST. JOSEPH ••••••••••••• m 
ST. LooIS •••••••••••••• C 
ST. LOUIS PARK ••••••••• m 

~ST ST. PAUL •••••••••• m 
UllLMAR •••••••••••••••• m 

Io'OCOBURY ••••••••••••••• m 

MISSISSIPPI 

BllOXI ................. m 

ClEVELAND •••••••••••••• m 
CLINTON •••••••••••••••• m 

FRANKLIN ••••••••••••••• C 
GULFPORT ............... m 

HINDS •••••••••••••••••• C 
LAHAR •••••••••••••••.•• C 
LAUREL ••••••••.•••••••• m 

HC COMB •••••••••••••••• m 

HADI SON ................ C 
HERIDIAN ••••••••••••••• m 
HORTON ••••••••••••••••• m 

PASCAGOULA ••••••••••••• m 

VICKSBURG •••••••••••••• m 
\JARREN ••••• , •••••••• " • C 

21 86 
25 103 
32 89 
12 121 
12 105 
29 145 

988 7,705 
14 96 

1a 66 
30 247 

358 4,557 
13 
23 77 

14 160 

12 60 
13 219 
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9 E 

11 E 

20 E 
7 P 

11 E 

22 9 
606 
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9 E 

14 E 
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9 E 
10 E 

3 E 
16 E 

E 

11 
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35 

21 3 E 

270 16 E 

131 561 h 

43 326 
3 11 
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18 86 
16 596 

14 51 
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15 99 

19 109 
9 134 

43 1,297 
260 1,608 

27 
21 369 

12 571 
50 207 
43 604 
3 

31 320 
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51 19B 
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Tabla 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
conUnued 

MISSISSIPPI (CONTINUED) 

IoIAYNE ••••••••••••••.••• C 

MISSOORI 

ARNOlD •••••••••••••••.• m 

BELTON ••••••••••••••••• m 

BERKElEY ••••••••••••••• m 

BRIDGETON •••••••.•••••• m 
CARTHAGE ••••••••••••••• m 
COLE ••••••••••••••••••• C 
CRESTWOOO ••••••.••••••• m 
CREVE COEUR •••••••••••• m 
FULTON ••••••••••••••••• m 

INDEPENDENCE ••••••••••• m 
JEFFERSON CITY ••••••••• m 

.JOPLIN •••••••••••••.••• m 

KANSAS CITY •••••••••••. m 

KIRKSVILLE •••••••••.••• m 

lEE'S SUMMIT ••••••••••• m 
MAPLEWOCO ••••• '" •••••• m 
MOBERly •••••••••••••••• m 

0' FAlLOIl ••••••••••••.•• m 

PETTIS ••••••••••••••••• C 
POPLAR BlUFF ••••••••••• m 
RICHMOND HEIGHTS •••••.• m 
ROLLA •••••••••••••••••. m 

ST. CHARlES •••••••••••• m 

ST. JOSEPH ••••••••••••• m 

ST. LooIS .............. m 

SPRINGFIElD •••••••••••• m 
UNIVERSITY CITY ••.••••• m 

MONTANA 

20 260 

20 93 

15 88 
17 136 

18 134 

11 316 

63 140 

12 lOS 

9 
10 150 

113 967 

36 318 
40 352 

441 7,408 

17 128 

36 213 

10 80 

13 146 

12 60 

36 111 

17 222 

11 

13 167 

42 300 

75 633 
429 7,928 
137 2,134 

43 309 

8ILlINGS ••••••••••••••• m 80 669 

DANIELS •••••••.•••••••• C 3 
GREAT FAllS ••••..•••••• m 57 

HElENA •••••.•••.••••••. m 25 

MISSoolA ••••••.•.•••••. m 34 

MISSooLA •••••••••...••. c 78 

YELL~STONE ••.•••••••.• C 120 

432 

228 

248 

425 
496 

10 l 

5 E 

6 E 

6 l 

7 E 

9 E 

5 l,h 

4 E 
E 

3 l,h 
39 l 

17 
17 E 
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5 E 
11 E 

3 E 
5 E 
8 E 

4 E 
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6 9,P 

15 E 
30 E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DfUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

NEBRASKA 

CHERRy ••••••••••••••••• C 
FREMONT •••••••••••••••• m 

HALL ••••••••••••••••••• C 
KEARNEy •••••••••••••••• m 
LINCOLN •••••••••••••••• m 
O'NEILL •••••••••••••••• m 
SCOTTSBlUFF •••••••••••• m 

NEVADA 

CARSON CITy·ORMSBY ••••• m 
CHURCHILl •••••••••••••• C 
CLARK •••• , ••••••••••••• C 
NORTH LAS VEGAS •••••••• m 
SPARKS ••••••••••••••••• m 

NEil HAMPSHIRE 

BERLIN ••••••••••••••••• m 
CLAREMONT •••••••••••••• m 

CONCORD •••••••••••••••• m 

EXETER •••••••••••.••••• m 
HAMPTON •••••••••••••••• m 

KEENE •••••••••••••••••• m 
LACONIA •••••••••••••••. m 

HEREDITH ••••••••••••••• m 

7 
24 

49 

125 
275 
193 

23 148 
183 2,865 

4 26 
14 132 

36 737 
15 193 

570 6,751 
50 435 
52 379 

12 
14 
3~ 

12 
12 
22 
17 
5 

348 
122 
459 
103 
122 
202 
478 

ROCKINGHAM ••••••••••.•• C 222 

SOHERSIlORTH •••••••••••• m 11 
482 
265 

NEil JERSEY 

ATLANTIC CITY •••••••••• m 

BERNARDS ••••••••••••••• m 
BLOOHFrELD •••.••• : ••••• m 
BRIDGEIlATER •••••••••.•• m 
CINNAHINSON •••••••••••. m 
ClIFTON •••••••••••••••• m 
DUMONT ••••••••••••••••• m 
EATONTOIlN •••••••••••••• m 
EDiSON ••••••••••••.•••• m 
ESSEX ••••.••••••••••••• C 

36 2,632 
15 108 
48 482 
29 193 
16 
76 1,267 
18 78 
13 94 
82 1,745 

8428,018 

I;. 9 

9 
E 

88 E 

E 
E 

E 
527 9 
23l 

p 

15 
11 E 

24 E 
5 E 
8 E 

11 E 
16 E 
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14 E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVEAY APPROACHES-PlIBUC SAFETY 
continued 

HEY JE~SEY (CONTINUED) 

E\JING •••••••••••••••••• m 
GAR\.lOOO •••••••••••••••• m 

GLEN ROCK •••••••••••••• m 

GLOUCESTER ••••••••••••• C 
HACKENSACK ••••••••••••• m 
HADDONFIELD •••••••••••• m 
HAMILTON ••••••••••••••• m 
HAZLET ••••••••••••••••• m 
HILLSDALE •••••••••••••• rn 
MAPLE SHADE •••••••••••• m 
ABERDEEN ••••••••••••••• m 
MEDFORD •••••••••••••••• m 

MIDDLESEX •••••••••••••• C 
MIDDLETOWN ••••••••••••• m 
MONTCLAIR •••••••••••••• m 
MOORESTOWN ••••••••••••• m 

MORRISTOWN ••••••••••••• m 
MOUNT HOLLY •••••••••••• m 

MOUNT LAUREL ••••••••••• m 
MOUNT OLIVE •••••••••••• m 

NEW MILFORD ............ 111 

NEWARK ••••••••••••••••• m 

OAKLAND •••••••••••••••• m 

OCEAN CITY ••••••••••••• m 
PEOUANNOCK ••••••••••••• m 
PISCATAIoIAY ••••••••••••• m 
RAMSEY ................. m 

RANDOLPH ••••••••••••••• m 
R I NG\oIOOO ............... m 

ROCKAWAY •••••••••••.. ,.m 
SADDLE BROOK ••••••••••• m 

SADDLE RIVER ••••••••••• m 
SECAUCUS ............... m 

SDMERVILLE ••••••••••••• m 
SOUTH BRUNS\JICK ••.••••• rn 

SOUTH ORANGE VILLAGE ••• m 
TEANECK •••••••••••••••• m 
TENAFLY •••••••••••••••• M 
TRENTON ••••••••••.••••• m 

UNION CITY ............. m 

VERONA •••••••••••.••••• m 
VINELAND •••••••••..•••• m 
IoIALDWICK ••••••••••••.•• m 
\JALL ••••••••••••••••••• m 

35 201 
5 

11 
212 1,518 
36 1,015 
12 111 
87 650 
23 83 

10 69 
20 74 

19 103 
20 99 

638 4,915 
69 357 
38 1,218 
16 152 

17 187 

" 25 114 

19 123 

16 

316 4,882 
13 99 
15 265 
13 102 

43 266 

13 96 
19 lOS 

13· 90 
20 
14 
3 

15 
12 

22 

16 

38 
13 

110 
n 

157· 

102 
203 

199 
376 
121 

91 1,635 

56 655 
14 113 

54 1,766 

10 55 

20 140 

" E 

75 
44 E 

5 h 

37 E 

5 E 
4 E 
4 E 

5 E 
4 E 

230 
22 s,l 
42 E 

7 E 
15 l,h 

l 
5 

6 E 

E 
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6 E 

16 E 
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14 l 

6 E 

5 E 
5 E 

7 9 
5 E 

E 

13 E 
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11 
9 E 

16 

6 
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26 E 
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5 E 
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E 
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T.bI.2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
I;';Of'lthm·4Id 

NE~ JERSEY (CONTINUED) 

iJOCX>BURY ••••••••••••••• m 
~CKOFF •••••••••••••••• m 

NE~ MEXICO 

ALBUOUERQUE •••••••••••• m 

AZTEC •••••••••••••••••• m 

10 
16 

99 

103 

367 5,227 
7 63 

CARLSBAD •••••••••••.••• m 28 
DONA ANA •••••••••.••••• C 123 

288 
934 
142 
688 

715 
1n 

EDDY ••••••••••••••••••• C 52 
FARMINGTON ••••••••••••• m 39 
LAS CRUCES ••••••••••••• m 54 

LAS VEGAS •••••••••••••• m 16 
LOS RANCHOS DE ALBUQnQ.m 3 6 

510 ROS\JE~!. •••••••••••• , ••• m 44 

NEW YORK 

AMSTERDAM •••••••••••••• m 
CANANDAIGUA •••••••••••• m 
CAyUGA ................. C 
CHESTNUT RIDGE ••••••••• m 
CLINTON ••••••••••••••.• C 
CORNING •••••••••...•.•• m 
EAST ROCKAWAY ••••.••.•• m 
FAYETTEVILLE .•••••••••• m 
FULTON •.••••••••••.•••• C 
GENESEE ••.••••••••••.•. C 
GENEVA •••••••••••••.••• m 
ILIOH •••••••••••••.•••• m 
JAHESTC1WN •••••••••••••• m 
JEFFERSON ••••••••••.••• C 
LANCASTER •••••••••••••• m 
lINDENHURST •••••••••••• m 
LIVING$TON •••.••.•••.•• C 
LOCKPORT ••••••••.•••.•. m 
MAHARONECK ••.••••••••.• m 
HONTGOMERY •••.••.••••.• C 
NEW PAlTZ •• , •••••••••.• m 
HEW ROCHELLE •••••..•••• m 
NEWBURGH •.•••••••..•.•• m 
NIA~R~ fALLS •••••.•••• m 
NORTHPORT .••••••••••••• m 
ONEIDA ................. C 

21 
12 
80 
8 

81 

12 
11 

5 

104 

801 

814 

55 557 
59 848 

16 
9 

35 1,135 
91 n4 

13 
27 81 
59 572 
25 286 

17 188 
52 711 

5 21 
69 794 

24 281 
65 937 

8 

249 2/027 
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rable 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

NEW YORK (CONTINUED) 

ONEONTA •••••••••••••••• m 
ONONDAGA ••••••••••••••• C 
ORANGE ••••••••••••••••• C 
OSSINING ••••••••••••••• m 

OMGO ••••••••••••••••• m 

OTSEGO ................. C 
PAL~YRA •••••••••••••••• m 
PLATTSBURGH ••••••.••••• m 
POUGHKEEPSIE ••••••••••• m 

ROCHESTER •• , ••••.••.••• m 
SCARSOALE •••••••••••••• m 
SCHENECTADY •••••••••••• m 

SOLVAY ••••••••••••••••• m 

STEUBEN •••••••••••••••• C 
SyRACUSE ••••••••••••••• m 
TOMPKINS •••••••••••.••• C 
TUCKAHOE ••••••••••••••. m 

ULSTER ••••••••••••••••• C 
WHITE PLAINS ••••••••••• m 

WYOMING ................ C 

NORTH CAROLI NA 

ALAMANCE ••••.••••••••.• C 
ALBEHARLE ••.••••••••••• m 
BEAUFORT ••••.•••••.•••. C 
BRUNSWICK .••••.••••.••. C 
BURLINGTON .••••••••.••• m 

CALDWELL ••••.•.•..••••• C 
CARTERET •••••.••••••.•• C 
CARy ••••••.•••.•..••.•• m 

CATAWA ................ C 

CHAPEL H1LL .••••••••••. m 
CHARLOTTE ••••••••.••.•• m 
CLEVELAND ••••.••••..•.• c 
CONCORD ••••••••.••.•.•• m 

CUMBERLAND •.••.•..•..•• C 
DURHAM ......... · .•...•.. m 
DURHAM •••••.••••.•••..• C 
FORSYTH •••••••••••••.•. C 
FRANKLIN ••••••••••••.•• C 
GOLDSBORO .............. m 
GREENSaORO •••••••...••• m 

GREENVILLE •.•.••.•••.•• m 
GUILFORD ••••••.••••••.• C 

14 10i 
463 5,659 
282 2,220 

21 145 
19 
59 

4 

366 

570 

21 261 
30 406 

236 7,698 
18 250 
67 895 

7 79 
97 811 

161 5,498 
88 763 
6 62 

164 1,728 
45 967 
41 676 

102 2,434 
15 241:-
44 1,264 
48 1,288 
37 502 
YO 1,999 
51 1,083 
31 272 

115 3,363 
34 360 

352 3,930 
87 2,383 
20 386 

259 8,673 
,14 1,415 
167 4,589 
260 5,9/.6 
34 909 
35 384 
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39 729 

328 8,226 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVEIQY APPROACHES-PUBUC ~AFETY 
conUnued 

NORTH CAROLINA (CONTINUED) 

HALIFAX •••••••••••••••• C 
HENDERSON •••••••••••••• C 
HiCKORy •••••••••••••••• m 

HIGH POINT ••••••••••••• m 
HILLSBOROUGH ••••••••••• m 
JACKSONVILLE ••••••••••• m 
JOHNSTON ••••••••••••••• C 
KANNAPOLIS ••••••••••••• m 
LAURINBURG ••••••••••••• m 

LENOIR ••••••••••••••••• m 

LINCOLN •••••••••••••••• C 
MECKLENBURG •••••••••••• C 
MONTGOHERY ••••••••••••• C 
NAGS HEAD •••••••••••••• m 
NEW BERN ••••••••••••••• m 
ONSLOIJ ••••••••• , ••••••• C 

ROCKINGHAM ••••••••••••• m 
. ROCKY HOUNT. ........... m 

SANFORD ................ m 

SCOTLAND ................ C 
STANLY ••••••••••••••••• C 
STATESVILLE •••••••••••• m 
TARBORO •••••••••••••••• m 
TRANSyLVANIA ••••••••••• C 
VANCE ••••••••••••••••.• C 

WAKE. " •••••••••••••••• C 
WILKES ••.•••••••••••••. C 
WiLSON ••••••••••••••••• m 

WfNSTON-SALEM •••••••••• m 

NORTH DAKOTA 

BISHARCK •••••••••••.••. m 
DICKINSON .............. m 

MANDAN ••••••••••••••••• m 

VALLEY CiTY ••••••••••.• m 
\JILLISTON •••••••••••••• m 

OHIO 

ALLIANCE ............... m 

BEAVERCREEK ••••••••••.• m 

BEDFORD ................ m 

BELLEFONTAINE •••••••••. m 
BLUE ASH ............... m 

56 1,824 
67 1,917 
26 449 
67 1,093 
4 

29 334 
78 2,311 
32 68 

12 
14 254 
46 1,078 

451 11,667 
24 663 

19 251 
127 2,355. 

9 122 
48 722 
18 205 
34 1,046 
50 1,243 
19 351 
10 172 
26 651 
39 1,170 

366 8,234 
61 1,629 
35 588 

148 2,119 

48 
17 
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16 
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15 
12 
10 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
contlnuod 

OHIO (CONTINUED) 

BRUNSWICK •••••••••••••• m 

CANTON ••••••••••••••••• m 

CIRCLEVILLE •••••••••••• m 

COLUMBUS ••••••••••••••• m 
CONNEAUT ••••••••••••••• m 

29 76 
89 1,021 
12 193 

566 6,471 
13 141 

CUYAHOGA ••••••••••••••• C 1,445 13,791 
DAYTON .................. m 181 2,615 
DELAWARE ••••••••••••••• m 19 
DELTA •••••••••••••••••• m 3 
FAIRBORN ••••••••••••••• m 28 220 
FOREST PARK •••••••••••• 111 18 62 
FREMONT •••••••••••••••• m 17 151 
GARFIELD HEIGHTS ••••••• m 33 232 
GOLF HANOR ••••••••••••• m 
HAMILTON ••••••••••••••• m 

KNOX ••••••••••••••••••• C 
LEIPSIC •••••••.•••••••• m 
LUCAS •••••••••••••••••• C 
LYNDHURST •••••••.•••••• m 
MAHSFIELD •••••••••••••• m 

MAPLE HEIGHTS •••••••••• m 

4 

64 696 
48 277 
2 

462 2,m 
17 115 
51 534 
29 234 

MARIETTA •••••••.••.•••• m 16 
MASON •••••••••••••••••. m 11 
HAYFIELD HEIGHTS ••••••• m 20 
MEDINA ••••••••••••...•• C 117 600 
MIDDLETOWN ............. m 4,6 484 
MONTGOMERY •••••••.•••.• C 
NEWARK ••••••••••.•••••• m 
NORTH OLMSTED ••••••.••. m 
OREGON ••••••••.•••••••• m 

ORRvtLLE ••.•••••••••.• ,m 
OTTAWA ••••••••••••••••• C 
OTTAWA HILLS ••••••.•••• m 
PARMA HEIGHTS •.•.•.••.• m 
SHARONVILLE •.•••••.•..• m 
SHEFFIELD LAKE ••••••..• m 
SPRINGDALE ••••••••••... m 
SyLVANIA ••••••••••••..• m 

TALLMADGE ••••••••• " ••• m 

TOLEDO •••••••.••••••••• m 
TWINSBURG .•••••.••••.•• m 
UNION •••.•••••••••••.•• m 

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS •.•.• m 
URBANA .••••••••••••••.• m 

WARREN ••••••••••••••••• m 

566· 3,691 
41 345 
36 368 
18 157 
8 146 

40 443 
4 

23 127 
11 75 
10 44 
11 n 
16 107 
14 101 

344 3,204 
8 ,66 
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Tl,W.2 LOCAL GOVERNMEN1' SERVICE LlEUVERY APPROACHES-'PUBUC SAFETY 
ctmllnued 

OHIO (CONTINUED) 

YASHINGTON ••••••••••••• m 
VEST CARROLLTON •••••••• m 
~STERVILLE •••••••••••• m 

~ITEHALl •••••••••••••• m 

~IC~LIFFE •••••••••••••• m 
UILLOUGHBy ••••••••••••• m 

uYANOOT •••••••••••••••• C 
XEHIA •••••••••••••••••• m 

OKLAHa4A 

13 
13 

27 
23 
15 

19 
23 

24 

AROHORE ••••••••••••••.• m 25 
BARTLESVILLE ••••••••••• m 30 
DEL CITy ••••••••••••••• m 26 
O'JIlCAN ••••••••••••••••• m 22 

78 

195 

105 
216 

188 

624 
397 

196 
276 

l,h 
5 E 
8 E 

E 

7 l,h 

13 E 

8 E 

E 

18 p,l 
7 E 

8 h 

EDHONO •••••••••••••••.. m 51 
EL RENO •••••••••••••••• m 17 
GUTHRIE •••••••••••••••• m 12 

494 24 E 
268 8 l 

131 5 

Me ALESTER ••••••••••••• m 19 697 E 

MID~ST CITy ••••••.•••• m 53 987' 64 E 

HEWKIRK •••••••••••••••• m 3 32 1 I 
SAPULPA ................ m 
TAHLEQUA~ •••••••••••••• m 

TULSA •••••••••••••••••• m 
UARR ACRES ••.•••••••••• m 

OREGai 

18 168 
13 358 

374 4,149 
10 

ALBAMy ••.••••••••••••.• m 29 226 
ASHLANO •••••••••••••••• m 16 251 
BROOKIHGS •••••••••••••. m 3 35 
CORVALLIS •••••••••••••• m 40 322 
FOREST GROVE •••••••.•••• m 12 105 
GRAHlo PASS •••••••••••• m 17 109 
GRESHAM •••••••••••••••• m 39 199 
HERHISTOU •.•••••••••••• m 10 73 

HIllSBORO .............. m 31 173 

JACKSOH •••.•••••••.•••. C 140 570 
JOSEPHINE ••••••••.••.•• C 68 355 
KEIZER ••••••••••••.•••• m 20 27 
LAKE OSUEGO •••••••••••• m 26 232 

LANE ••••••••••••••••••• C 263 ~59 

LEBANON •••••••••••••••• m 10 
LIHCOLH •••••••••••••••• C 37 321 
LINCOLN CITy ••••••••••• m 6 65 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES--PUaUC SAFETY 
continued 

OREGON (CONTINUED) 

MARION ••••••••••.•••••• C 
MEDFORD, ••••••••••••••• m 
OAKRIDGE ••••••• J ••••••• m 

ONTARIO •••••••••••••••• m 

PEN~LETON •••••••••••••• m 
PORTLAND ••••••••••••••• m 
SALEH •••••••••••••.•••• m 

SPRINGFIELD •••••••.•••• m 

TIGARD ••••••.•••.•••••• m 

TUALATIN ••••••••••••••• m 

WOClOBURN ••••••••••••••• m 

PENNSYLVANIA 

215 744 

44 337 

3 
10 90 

14 130 

388 t,,281 
94 965 

38 422 

19 74 

l' 56 

'1 103 

ALLENTOWN •••••••••••••• m 104 901 

41 

379 
AMBLER ••••••••••••••.•• m 

ARMSTRONG ••.••••••.•••• C 
ASTON ••••••••••••••.••• m 

BEAVER ••••••••••••••••• C 
BENSALEH ••••••••••••••• m 

BETHEL PARK •••••.•••••• m 

BETHLEHEH •.••••.••••••• m 

BLAIRSVILLE ••••.••••••• m 

CHELTENHAM .••••••.••••• m 

CHESTER ••.••••••••••••• m 

CUMRU ••••••••••••.••••• m 

DERRy •••••••.•.••••••.• m 

DOVER ••.•••.••••••••••• m 

EAST NORRITON •.•.••••.• m 

EPHRATA ••.••••••.•••••• m 

ERIE •••••••••••••••••.• m 

FAIRVIEU •••••••••••••.. m 

HURRySVILLE ••••••••.••• m 

GIRARD ••••.•.•.•.••.••• m 

GROVE CITy ••••.•....•.• m 

HARRISBURG ••••••••••••• m 

HARRiSON ...•••.•.•.••.. m 

JiH THORPE ••••••••.••.. m 
KINGSTON •••••.•..•••••• m 

LOWER MERION •••••••••.• m 

MEADVILLE •••••••..•••.• m 

MIDDLETOWN •.••••.••••.. m 

MONESSEN ••••••.•...•••• m 

MONROE ••.•••••.•••••.•. C 
MONTGOMERy ••..••••.•••• m 

7 

79 
15 

193 494 

57 129 

34 125 

70 644 
4 26 

36 200 
44 379 

12 30 

18 65 

15 15 

13 42 

11 72 

115 1,109 

13 33 

16 48 

3 15 

8 47 

52 741 

12 32 

5 
15 77 

60 413 

14 150 

12 

10 52 

83 278 
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42 
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T.bIe 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE. DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

PENNSYLVANIA (CONTINUED) 

MOON ••••••••••••••••••• m 

NEW KENSINGTON ••••••••• m 
NORTHAMPTON •••••••••••• C 
PETERS ••••••••••••••••• m 

PLYMOUTH ••••••••••••••• m 
PORT CARBON •••••.•••••• m 
RADNOR ••••••••••••••••• m 

RIDLEY ••••••••••••••••• m 
SCOTT •••••••••••••••••. m 

SPRINGFIELD •••.•••••••• m 

STATE COLLEGE ••••••.••• m 
STO'JE •••••••••••••••••• m 
SUNBURy •••••••••••••..• m 

TOWAMENCIN ••••••••••••• m 
TREDyFFRIN ••••••••••••• m 

UPPER G~NEDD •••••••••• m 
UPPER HERION ••••.•••••• m 

UPPER PROVIDENCE ••••.•• m 

UPPER ST. CLAIR •••••••• m 

20 53 
18 71 

234 1,235 
14 48 
17 
3 

29 
34 
19 
20 
34 

9 

12 
13 
25 
10 
26 
10 
19 

147 
127 

n 
176 

43 

89 

148 
17 

!JARRINGTON •••••..•.•.•• m 11 
IJASHINGTON ••••••••••••• C 213 686 
!JEST CHESTER ••••.•.•••. m 

!JEST MANCHESTER ••••.••• m 
IJESTMORELAND ••••••••.•• C 
!JHITEHALL •.••••••••.••• m 
IJHITEHARSH ••••.••.•••.• m 

RHOOE ISLAND 

CRANSTON ••••••••.••.••. m 
LINCOLN •••••••••••••••• m 
NE!JPORT ••..••...••••••. m 
PA!JTUCKET •••.•.••••••.• m 

SOOTH CAROL! NA 

ANDERSON .••••••.•••.••• ~ 
CHARLESTON •••..••••••.. m 
CCNIJAy •••••••••••••..•• m 

19 96 
13 31 

381 1,304 
22 97 
15 61 

74 1,895 
18 393 
29 853 
73 1,582 

141 357 
69 1,320 
14 92 

GREENVILLE .•••••.••.... m 57 
HORRY •.•••••••.•....••• C 131 
LANCASTER ••••.•.•••••.• m 10 

847 
520 
121 

lEXINGTON .••.•••••..••• C 170 1,593 
MYRTLE BEACH. '" ••.•••• m 28 361 
N:)~TH AUGUSTA ••••.••••• m 15 124 
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6 E 
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3 E 
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Table2. LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBLIC SAFETY 
continued 

SOUTH CAROLINA (CONTINUED) 

ORANGEBURG ••••••••••••• C 
ROCK HILL •••••••••••••• m 
SALUDA ••••••••••••••••• m 
SIMPSONVILLE ••••••••••• m 

SPAftTANBURG •••••••••••• C 
WEST COLUHBIA •••••••••• m 

YORK .... " ••••••••• < •••• C 

SOOTH DAKOTA 

BROOKINGS •••••••••••••• m 

HURON •••••••••••••••••• m 

LYMAN .................. C 
MCXXlY •••••••••••••••••• C 

PlERRE ••••••••••••••••• m 

VERMILLION ••••••••••••• m 

YANKTON •••••••••••••••• m 

TENNESSEE 

BRENTWOOD •••••••••••••• m 

BRISTOL •••••••••••.•••• m 
CLAIBORNE •••••••••••••• C 
CLARKSVILLE •••••••••••• m 
COFFEE ••••••••••••••••• C 
ELIZABETHTON ••••••.•••• m 

GERMANTO'WN •••..•••••••• m 

HENOERSON ••••••••.•.••• m 

HENRY •••••••••••••••••• C 
KINGSPORT ••••••••.••••• m 

(NOX ••••••••.•••••••••• C 
MC MINN •••••••••••••••• C 
OA( RIOGE •••••••••••••• m 
PARIS .................. m 

ROBERTSON •••••.•••••••• C 
SEVIERVILLE ••••••••.••. m 
~ILLIAMSON ••••••••••••• C 

TEXAS 

ALLEN •••••.•••.•.•••••• m 

AMARILLO ............... m 

ANDRE~S ••••••..•••••••• m 
ARANSAS PASS ••••.••.••• m 

87 1,123 
42 516 

3 
11 58 

213 2,817 
11 99 

121 258 . 

15 

12 
4 

7 
13 
10 

12 

13 
23 

27 
61 

41 

386 

112 

30 
37 

119 
87 

121 

672 

803 
476 
478 

12 462 
29 188 

4 
29 791 

31 1,101 

330 3,325 
43 792 
27 821 

11 

40 1,000 

5 
72 1,428 

15 87 
166 2,811 

14 

8 

40 9, l,h 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES--PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

TEXAS (CONTINUED) 

ARLINGTON ••••••••••.••• m 

ATHENS ••••••••••••••••• m 
AUSTIN ••••••••••••••••• m 

BASTROP •••••••••••••••• C 
BAYTOWN •••••••••.•••••• m 
BEAUMONT •••••.••••••••• m 

BELL ••••••••••.•••••••• C 
BELLAIRE ••••••..•••••.• m 

BENBROOK •••••..•••••••• m 
BROWNI.'OOO •••••.•.•.•••• m 

BRyAN •••••.••••••••••. m 

BURLESON •••••••••••.••• m 
CALDIJELL ••••••••••••••. m 

CISCO •••••••••••••••••• m 

CLARKSVILLE •••••••.•••• m 

CONROE ••••••••••••••••• m 

250 1,886 

11 
467 9,778 
37 
63 494 

120 1,278 
175 480 

15 176 
17 79 
19 
62 
17 
4 

4 

5 
21 

755 

280 
CORPUS CHRISTI ••••••••• m 264 3,089 
CORSICANA ••••••.••••••. m 24 244 
DALLAS •••.•••••••.•..•• m 1,004 14,500 
DEER PARK •••••.••.••••• m 25 190 
OENISON •••••••••.••.•.. m 25 269 
DENTON •••.•••..•••••.•. m 46 1,076 
ECTOR .................. C 133 1,518 
EL LAGO •••••..••..••••• m 3 
EULESS ••.••••••••••..•• m 28 226 
FAIRFIELD •..•..•.•...•• m 
FOREST HILL ••......••.• m 

FORT YORTH ••.•..••••.•. m 
GAINESVI LLE ............ m 
GARLAND •••••••••••.•••. m 

GRAND PRAIRIE •••.••.•.. m 

GRAPEVINE .•.••.•..••.•• m 
GRAYSON ••.••••.••.••••• C 
GREENVILLE •••••.•..•••• m 
GROVES •••.••••.•.••.•.• m 

GUADALUPE ••••••.•.•.•.. C 
HAyS .••••.•••..•.•.•••. C 
HED~IG VILLAGE .•.••.••• m 

HENDERSON .....••.•...•• m 

HILL ••••.••••..•....••• C 
HURST •••.••.••••.•.•... m 
JACKSBORO .•....••.•.•.. m 
JEFF DAVIS ............. C 
KERRVILLE •.•.••.•...... m 

4 

13 

415 4,915 
14 

177 1,461 
96 663 

21 230 
98 324 
25 297 
16 106 
57 172 
61 

3 

12 
27 
34 267 

4 

2 

20 

120 9 

E 

472 E 

E 

30 P 
67 9 

23 E 

11 E 

4 h 

P 
27 E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

16 l 
143 

7 E 
619 

11 E 

10 E 

44 E 

66 E 
E 

10 E 

E 

E 

258 l 
h 

86 h 

41 E 

25 E 

12 E 
11 E 

5 E 
7 E 

l 

E 

l 

13 l 

E 

p,l 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

9 

f 

E 

E 

E 

l, i 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

f. 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

9 

9,l 

E 

E 

l 

9 
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E 

E 

E 

9 

E 

E 

9 
E 

E 
E 

E 

l 
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E 

E 

E 

E 

l, i 

E 

E 

9, l 
p,l 
E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

9 
E 

E 

l 

g, l 

9 

E 

l 

E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC'SAFETY 
continued 

TEXAS (CONTINUED) 

LA PORTE ••••••••••••••• m 24 
12 LAMESA ••••••••••••••••• m 

LAREDO ••••••••••••••••• m 117 1,172 
LEAGUE CITy •••••••••••• m 23 170 

LEWISVILLE ••••••••••••• m 28 
LIBERTy •••••••••••••••• C 55 
LONGVIEW ••••••••••••••• m 74 
MC ALLEN ••••••••••••••• m 83 

MC KINNEy •••••••••.•••• m 18 
MARBLE FALLS ••••••••••• m 5 
HARTIN ••••••••••••••.•• C 5 

MESQUITE ••••••••••.•••• m 77 
MIOLAND •••••••••••••••• m 98 

MINERAL WELLS •••••••••• m 16 
MISSION •••••••••••••••• m 31 
PAMPA •••••••••••••••••• m 22 
PARKER ••••••••••••••••• C 60 
PLANO •••••••••••••••••• m 111 
PORTLAND ••••••••••••••• m 12 
REAL ••••••••••••••••••• C 3 
RICHI./OOO ••••••••••••••• m 3 
SAN BENITO ••••••••••••• m 22 

SMITH •••••••••••••••••• c 152 
SNyOER ••••••••••.•••••• m 14 

SULPHUR SPRINGS •••••••• m 14 

TERRELL •••••••••••••••• m 14 

TOM GREEN •••.•••••.•••• C 98 

327 

227 

751 
805 

189 

732 
922 

218 

901 

156 
419 

116 
293 

TRAVIS ••••••••••••••••• C 

TyLER •••••••••••••••••• m 

551 1,541 
73 890 

UNIVERSAL CITY ••••••••• m 

UNiVERSITY PARK •••••••• m 
12 82 
23 

VICTORIA ••••••••••••••• C 76 
VIDOR .................. m 12 
WALKER •••••••••••••.••• C 54 
WEATHERFORD •••••••••••• m 14 
WEIMAR ................. m 2 
\JEST UNIVERSITY PLACE .. m 13 

WHITE SETTLEMENT .••.••• m 16 
\JICHITA FALLS •••.•••••• m 100 

UTAH 

CEDAR ClTY ••••••••.•••. m 
lCAYSVILLE •••••.•••••••• m 

12 
12 

992 

181 
180 

87 
991 

66 

44 

E 

l,h 

39 E 

8 E 

15 l,h 

10 l,h 
28 E 
38 l,h 
13 E 

l 

E 

40 E 

58 p, l,h 

E 

6 l 

E 

h 
50 

E 

9 

4 E 
20 E 

E 

E 

6 E 

12 E 
107 E 

46 P 
3 E 

E 

33 E 

E 

5 

8 E 

E 

E 

3 E 
38 

5 9 
2 E 

E 

E 

E 
E 

E 

s, l 
E 

9 

E 

E 
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E 

E 
E 
E 

E 

E 

E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHEs-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

UTAH (CONTINUED) 

LAYTON ••••••••••••••••• m 
LOGAN •••••••••••••••.•• m 

NEPHI •••••••••••••••••• m 
~EH ••••••••••••.•••.•• m 
PAYSON •••• ~ •••••••••••• m 
ROy ••••••••••••••••.••• m 
SALT lAKE •••••••••.•••• C 
SPANISH FORK •••••••..•• m 
SPRINGVILLE •••••••••••• m 
TOOELE •••••••••••.•••.• C 
UINTAH •••••••••.•••••.• c 
~ASHINGTON ••••••••••••• C 
~ST JORDAN •••••••••••• m 

VIRGINIA 

AlEXANDRIA ••••••••..••• m 
ARLINGTON ••••••.••••.•• m 
ARLINGTON •••••.••••••.• C 
AU'GUSTA •••••••••••••••• C 
BEI')fORD ................ C 
BUCHANAN ••••••••••••••. C 
CHRISTIANSBURG ••••••••• m 
DANVILLE ............... m 
DINIJIDDIE .............. C 

35 106 
29 229 

4 30 

62 304 

10 66 

24 81 

703 3,322 
11 73 

13 105 
29 133 

24 
39 
44 

176 
77 

144 

107 3,387 

154 4,918 
159 
52 1,278 
39 963 

36 1,177 
12 93 

45 1,m 
21 549 

10 E 
14 E 

l 
17 p 

3 
7 E 

232 l,h 
7 E 
6 E 

12 l 

18 E 

4 
9 E 

208 E 

245 l,h 
245 

41 E 
25 E 
45 E 

3 E 

59 E 
18 E 

FAIRFAX ................ m 20 298 31 E 

FALLS CHURCH ••••.••••.. m 10 431 18 E 

FAUQUIER ••.•••••••.•.•• C 42 830 28 E 

FRONT ROYAL •••••••••••• m 12 115 6 E 

HAHPTON •••••••••••.••.• C 126 
HARRISONBURG •••.••••••• m 
HENRiCO ................ C 
LYNCHBURG •••.•••••.••.. m 
MANASSAS ............... m 
HONTGOMERY •••••••.••..• C 
PETERSBURG •.•••.•••..•. m 
PORTSHOUTH ••••.••.••..• C 
PRINCE ED~ARD ..•.••••.• C 
RAPPAHANNOCK ••.•••.••.. C 
SPQTSyLVANIA •...•...••. C 
STAFFORD •••.••.••••.... C 
STRASBURG.~ ............ m 
SUFFOLK ................ m 
ViENNA ..•••••..•••••••• m 

2"6 689 

196 5,641 
67 2,219 
17 630 

66 1,215 
41 1,579 

111 

17 374 

6 188 
39 999 

50 1,284 

2 22 
49 1,617 
17 152 

156 l 
19 E 

249 l,h 

84 l,h 

22 E 
39 E 

52 l 
162 p,l,h 

7 l 
4 

40 h 

46 E 

1 l 

51 

7 E 

E 

9 

9 
E 

E 

l 

9 

E 

l 

9 
E 

E 

E 

E 

E 
E 

E 

E 

E 

9 

9 

E 

9 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

9 

E 

E 
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E 

E 

E 
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E 

E 

E 

E 
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9 
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E 
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E 

E 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

VIRGINIA (CONTI~UED) 

VIRGINIA BEACH ••••••••• m 

~AYNESBORO ••••••••••••• m 
~ISE ••••••••••••••••••• C 

~ASHINGTON 

309 9,957 
15 558 
45 1,124 

ABERDEEN ••••••••••••••• m 17 
BELLEVUE ••••••••••••••• m 81 
BELLINGHAM ••••••••••••• m 45 
CENTRALIA •••••••••••••• m 12 

184 

851 
552 
131 

CHENEY ••••••••••••••••• m 8 
CLARK •••••••••••••••••• C 211 

61 
988 

CLARKSTON •••••••••••••• m 7 

DES MOINES ••••••••••••• m 13 54 
322 
240 

GRANT •••••••••••••••••• C 53 
ISLAND ••••••••••••••••• C 
KENNEWICK •••••••••••••• m 
KENT ••••••••••••••••••• m 

LACEy •••••••••••••••••• m 

HAso.<C •••••••••••••••••• C 

MEiHN .................... m 

MERCER ISLAND •••••••.•• m 
MOJNTt.AKE T ERRt\CE •••••• m 

NDRMI.NDY PARK •••••••••• m 

OAK F1ARBOR ............. m 

OLyMPiA ................ m 

PASCO ••••••••••••••.••• m 
PULLMAN •••••••••••••••• m 
QUiNCy ................. m 

REOMOND •••••••••••••••• m 
RENTON ••••••••••••••••• m 
SHELTON •••••••••••••••• m 

SNOHOM I SH •••••••••••••• C 

50 
39 229 
26 390 
16 95 
36 218 
3 

21 151 
16 109 
6 

13 82 
30 324 
19 131 
23 123 
4 30 

27 197 
33 407 
8 75 

389 1,349 

386 l,h 
26 E 
45 9 

9 

53 E 

30 f,l 
5 g,p, l 

3 l,h 
48 E 

E 

3 E 
18 l,h 

12 
15 l,h 
29 p, l 
7 E 

10 E 
E 

l' l 
8 9 

E 

4 E 

E 

8 E 

8 l 

2 E 

18 E 
36 l 

3 E 

95 
SPOKANE ................ m 173 1,783 107 l,h 

IIEST VIRGINIA 

CHARLESTON ••••••••••••• m 
MARION ••••••••••••••••• C 
MINGO •••••••••••••••••• C 
S1. ALBANS ............. m 

58 
64 

37 
12 

932 
136 

94 
160 

42 E 
8 h 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

9 
E 
E 

9,P 

9 

9 

E 

9 

E 

9 

E 

9 

9 

9 

E 

9 

9 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

l,h 
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E 
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E 

E 

l 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROAcHES-PUBUC SAFETY 
continued 

~ST VIRGINIA (CONTINUED) 

VlENNA ••••••••••••••••• m 
YEIRTON •••••••••••••••• m 

WISCONSIN 

BELOIT ••••••••••••••••• m 

BOSCOBEl ••••••••••••••• m 

BROOKFIElD ••••••••••••• m 

BRO\JN •••••••••••••••••• C 
COLUHBIA ••••••••••••••• C 
CUDAHy ••••••••••••••••• m 

DANE ••••••••••••••••••• C 
DE PERE •••••••••••••••• m 
EAU CLAIRE ••••••••••••• m 

EAU ClAIRE ••••••••••••• C 
FOND DU LAC •••••••••••• m 

FOND DU LAC •••••••••••• C 
FRANKLIN ••••••••••••••• m 
GERMANTO\JN ••••••••••••• m 

GRANT •••••••••••••••••• C 
JANESVILLE ••••••••••••• m 
KENOSHA •••••••••••••••• m 
MAN I TO\JOC •••••••••••••• m 

MANITO\JOC •••••••••••••• C 
MARINEHE •••••• , ••••••• C 
MARSHFIELD •••••.••••••• m 

MENASHA •••••••••••••••• m 
MENC»ION IE ••••••••••.••• m 

MEQUON ••••••••••••••••• m 
MERRILL ••••••.••••.•••• m 
MIDDLETON •••••••••••••• m 
NEENAH •••••.•••••••.••• m 
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Table 2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES-PUBUe SAFETY 
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Quiteoften, the quality oflife for citizens ota panicularcommunity is reflected in the availability of recreational activities, cultural 
events, and health services. But how many local governments rely on volunteers and subsidy programs to provide these services? 
This SDI shows how local governments nationwide handle 

• Recreation services and facility maintenance 
• Programs for the elderly 
• Public health prognms 
• Homeless shelters and related food programs 
• Drug, alcohol, arid mental health programs 

and facilities 
(40300) $29.75 

• Parks landscaping and maintenance 
• Library services 
• Cultural/arts programs 
• Sanitary inspection and rodent control 
• Child welfare programs 
• Animal control 

Administrative and Management Services - How They're Delivered Today 
Because more and more local governments have begun using computers, fewer communities contract out their data processing 
services. This SDllists the ways in which individual cities and counties provide data processing and other support functions such 
as tax bill processing, tax assessing, delinquent tax collection, iaborrelations, title record/plat map maintenance, and legal services. 
(40298) $29.75 

Public Works Service Delivery Approaches in Use Today 
Individual city and county listing plus a series of short case studies show how jurisdictions use contracting, volunteers, subsidies, 
franchises, vouchers, self help, or incentives to provide local public works services including 

• Solid waste disposal 
• Street and parking lot cleaning 
• Traffic sign and signal installation and management 
• Management and maintenance of heavy equipment, 

emergency equipment, and other vehicles 
(40297) $29.75 
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• Street repair 
• Snow plowing and sanding 
• Tree trimming and planting 
• Inspection and code enforcement 
• Operation of parking lots and garages 
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SAMPLE 

Community Involvement Brochure 
Tucson, AZ Police Department 
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TEAM TUCSON ... Together, we're better! 
We can make Tucson better. Think about it! 

We Can: 
• Take an extra minute to help a neighbor 
• Share our time and talents with charitable 

organizations 
• Help out 2 hours each week at our neighborhood 

schools 

• Work with neighbors to clean up our homes and 
streets ... making them safer and more attractive 

• Call on City government to assist with 
reighborhood projects 

• Learn to fight crime and drug abuse ... making 
our homes, schools and neighborhood parks safer 

Don't put it off any longer ... Join TEAM TUCSON today with a telephone call to CIVICS at 791-4655 or 
to the Volunteer Center at 327-6207. If you wish to volunteer with the Tucson Police Department, 
call them directly at 791-4404. 

TEAM TUCSON Needs Youl When everyone plays a part. we all winl 
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Community-Oriented 
Policing 

When Professor Herman Goldstein of the University of 
Wisconsin Law School developed the concept of 
problem-oriented policing (also known as community 
policing and neighborhood-policing), he must have 
envisioned what an important role this theory would 
have on the future of police work. Professor Goldstein's 
theory is based mostly on what seems to be a common
sense way of approaching crime problems in the com
munity, that is, to address the problems that cause or 
encourage criminal activity, not merely to enforce the 
laws that prohibit such activities. At the heart of every 
community-oriented policing program is this concept. 

In theory community-oriented policing is straight
forward and easy to understand, but in many places 
implementing such a program has proven difficult and 
time consuming because for decades police work has 
generally focused on highly traditional and rigid law 
enforcement tactics. These traditional tactics generally 
include the police officer responding to a call from help 
from a citizen, then recording all the relevant data sur
rounding the case, then attempting to solve the individ
ual erune. "But if responding to incidents is all that the 
police do, the community problems that cause. Or ex· 
plain many of these incidents will never be addressed, 
and so the incidents will continue and their number will 
perhaps increase,"l 

Three elements must be present before a crime can 
be committed: someone must be motivated to commit 
the crime; a suitable target must be present; the target 
must be (relatively) unguarded.2 Community-oriented 
policing works to eliminate one or more of those ele
ments, reducing motivation or opportunities for in
dividuals to commit crimes. Indepth analysl'~ of the 
factors that encourage crime can lead to a successful 
crime reduction program. For example, in community-

The author wishes to acknowledge the invaluable help received 
from John E. Eck, the Police Executive Research Foundation; Lt. Bill 
Smith, San Bernardino Police Department; Sgt. Mike Masterson, 
Madi<;on Police Department; Chief Lee P. Brown, Houston Police 
Department; and Chief John H. Cease, Morgantown Police 
Department. 

The author of titis month's rt?port is Michael A, 
Freeman, a research assistant for ICA·1A'$ lllqlllry 
Sen.ice and all MPA candidate at George Washington 
University. 
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Getting to know community residents is one of the strategies 
community-oriented departments use to gain citizen support. 
(Alexandria Police Department, Alexandria, Virginia) 

oriented policing, after responding to many requests 
for service in a particularly dark alley, the police might 
take steps to improve the lighting to reduce the oppor
tunity that exists for thieves and robbers to attack 
people. 

Community-oriented policing is easily linked to the 
"broken window" theory (invented by well-known 
police theorist James Q. Wilson), which holds that 
simply fixing broken windows, improving lighting, 
and cleaning up an area that is associated with high 
crime has a much greater impact on reducing crime and 

. the opportunity to commit crime than merely assigning 
more police personnel to the area. By fixing these 
"broken windows/' whatever they may be, the com
munity slowly regains pride in living in the area. As a 
result, citizens who once feared the streets begm to 
come out and use them again, reinforcing the com
munity'$: .' .. pport for the police and community-
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Private citizens become the eyes and ears of the police department 
when good relations exist between police officers and neighborhood 
residents. (Alexandria Police Department, Alexandria, Virginia) 

oriented policing. In the past several years many com
munities have experienced tremendous benefits from 
community-oriented. police programs. 

The benefits that come with community-oriented 
policing are numerous. Almost immediately the police 
department establishes a better rapport with the com
munity. Police officers enter an area that is experiencing 
high rates of crime and become not only law enforcers, 
but social agents who are really concerned about the 
community's problems and the reduction of Lnme and 
fear. When police officers become involved in the com
munity at this level, they become community organizers, 
planners, and educators. This not only benefits the 
community but it gives the individual police officer 
increased job satisfaction. It does away with some of the 
frustrations commonly associated with the public's 
image of the police as unresponsive and the feeling that 
traditional police tactics have no lasting effect on crime. 
Community-oriented policing introduces philosophical 
changes in the nature of police work that allow police 
executives to implement more modern management 
practices that would be ineffective in the traditional 
highly centralized, bureaucratic organizational struc
tures existing in many police departments. These prac
tices include allowing lower ranking officers to become 

more involved in crime reduction programs and" mid
level managers can further encourage effective and 
innovative efforts by rewarding the officers who under
take them." Instead of concentrating on ticket writing 
and responding to calls, officers become problem 
solvers and innovators who are seen bv citizens as com
munity leaders. The entire police department must 
shift its focus from" internal efficiency to external effec
tiveness."3 The end result is that police officers and de
partments learn how to work together with the citizens 
they serve, within the department and with other 
police departments and other local government agen
cies. United police efforts benefit society and the 
department, as citizens begin to wholeheartedly sup
port the efforts of the police department. 

Crime is often concentrated in minority sections of 
cities and in public housing. A community-oriented 
method for dealing with cn."l1e can be helpful in these 
particular areas because community-oriented policing 
generally improves strained relations between minority 
citizens and the police. With time, these areas gradually 
begin to become more participatory in community 
events and planning. This approach makes perfect 
sense because undoubtably the citizens living in these 
high crime areas KNOW what the local problems are 
and have good ideas about how to deal with them, and 
community-oriented policing gives these citizens an 
outlet for their suggestions and fears. 

The city manage~ county manage~ or elected of
ficials can provide the impetus for community-oriented 
policing programs. Community-oriented policing should 
not be an initiative of the police department alone. It 
takes a coordinated effort to successfully plan and 
implement such a program. The role of the local gov
ernment administrator is often a unique one: he or she 
must have the "vision" and dedication to see that the 
program is planned and enacted in a manner that will 
be substantive and meaningful. The administrator 
must orient the employees to think in a totally new way 
and provide them with the time and resources to act in 
accordance wit~ the new program. Ultimately the chief 
administrator must be the risk taker. 

Undoubtably the citizens living in 
these high crime areas know what 
the local problems are and have 
good ideas about how to deal with 
them ... 

To succeed in community-oriented policing, the 
local government administrator, with support from the 
police department, must first introduce the idea to the 
mayor and the council as a program that is needed and 
can be successfully run in the community. Often this 
selling job consists of merely introducing the idea to the 
right council member or the mayor, who will shepherd 
it through the council's agenda. When the time is right, 
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the administrator then begins the planning process, 
which includes recruiting key personnel to plan fer the 
implementation of the program. Identifying key per
sonnel is one crucial aspect of planning for community
otiented policing; another is creating a realistic time 
table to work from and mandating that certain changes 
are going to be made by certain dates. Lieutenant Bill 
Smith, San Bernardino Police Department, a veteran of 
community-oriented policing, tells local government 
officials that are considering such a program to "just do 
it-don't waste time studying the problem forever, set a 
time table and stick to it, delegate tasks to responsible 
parties: you either pay now or you pay later with inter
est:' He is saying that government officials should not 
waste time studying and analyzing the problem to the 
point of ineffectiv~ness. He suggests that they look to 
other communities for assistance and guidance and, 
above all, learn from others' mistakes. There are many 
cities that are experimenting with community-oriented 
policing, and there is a great deal of information on the 
subject. Instead of recreating what has already been 
done, a local government can look at what these com
munities who are experienced in community-oriented 
policing have achieved and take a lesson from their 
failures. 

It is crucial in implementing a community-oriented 
approach that all of the various local government de
partments become involved. The local government 
administrator's job does not end when the police de
partment becomes interested in community-oriented 
policing; the administrator must include influential and 
interested personnel from the fire department, the code 
enforcement department, the building and safety de
partment, and the planning department in the design 
and implementation stage to create a successful pro
gram. The police are the most visible entity in com
munity-oriented policing, but the other departments 
can be just as important in reducing the opportunities 

. for criminal activity. For example, if the task is to rid an 
area of vacant housing that has become a haven for 
drug users and sellers, it is equally important to include 
the powers of the fire and code enforcement depart
ments in condemning and razing these structures. 

At the core of community-oriented policing is 
developing a problem-solving process that all employees 
in the department can use. In developing their problem
solving process the Police Department in Newport 
News, Virginia, came up with a four-step process: 

Scanning: As part of their daily routine, officers are 
expected to look for possible problems. 
Analysis: When they notice a problem, officers then 
collect information about it. They rely on a problem 
analysis guide developed by the task force, which 
directs. officers to examine offenders, victims, the social 
and physical environment, and previous responses to 
the problem. The goal is to understand the scope, 
nature, and causes of the problem. 
Response: The knowledge gained in the analysis stage 

is then used to develop and implement solutions. Of
ficers seek the assistance of other police units, other 
public and private organizations, and anyone else ."ho 
can help. 
Assessment: Finally, officers evaluate the effectiveness 
of their response. They may use the results to revise 
the response, collect more data, or even redefine the 
problem.4 

:V10RGANTOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT: 
The Community Action Committee 

Morgantown, West Virginia (population 26,000), is a 
unique community made up of permanent citizens and 
businesses as well as the University of West Virginia. 
The police department must be as responsive as pos
sible to both the permanent residents as well as the stu
dents. In 1984 Chief John H. Cease and then Vice Presi
dent Dr. George Taylor of West Virginia University 
founded the Community Action Committee (CAC). 
The CAC is a facilitating body that strives to keep the 
communication lines open between the police, the uni
versity, local government officials, local businesses, and 
the student population. It is an informal group that sees 
its informality as a crucial element in the problem
solving process. The meetings remain open to all inter
ested parties and are regularly attended by the press. 
Typically the meetings attract 15 to 20 committee mem-

The local business community shows its appreciation for an officer . 
on the downtown beat. (Morgantown Police Department, 
Morgantown, West Virginia) 
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bers. The group meets twice a month from mid-August 
thru April and monthly during the summer-the sched
ule corresponds with the University calendar. The 
meetings are held in the student union from 8:00 a.m. 
to around 9:15 a.m. and refreshments are provided. 

During each meeting new members are introduced 
and are allowed to voice their concerns to the commit
tee. Some of the topics are merely informafional while 
some are introduced with the intention that the com
mittee should act. When problems are introduced in 
this committee, the attendees act as problem solvers, 
expressing their opinions and proposing possible solu
tions. When unusual or special problems arise the 
group may decide to hold a special meeting. Examples 
of problems that have been discussed in these circum
stances are the proposed building of a major power 
plant in the center of the city and how to deal with 
rowdy and often destructive students at a yearly cele
bration held in the city. Chief Cease stresses the im
portance of having all the groups that can influence 
community problem solving represented at the CAC 
meetings; it is a mistake, he says, to assume that busi
ness interests are radically different from those of the 
students and the university-he feels that effective 
problem solving should be a jOint effort of many seem
ingly unrelated parties. 

"We gradually get to know each 
other and establish levels of trust 
that are advantageous to all when 
a crisis occurs." 

"Perhaps the single most important benefit to local 
government officials has been the establishment of on
going communications and relations with our counter
parts in the business, student, and academic com
munity. We gradually get to know each other and 
establish levels of trust that are advantageous to all 
when a crisis occurs," says Chief Cease. The CAC has 
done an excellent job of remaining cohesive despite 
many changes in membership due to office changes, 
students graduating, or key community leaders relocat
ing. Chief Cease says that the media has played a key 
role in relaying to the public what issues are potential 
problems for the community and what types of solu
tions are being looked at. An important aspect of 
Morgantown's dedication to community-oriented 
policing has been their willingness to share their experi
ences with other cities experiencing the same problems. 

Police Ride-Along Program: 
The Inter Fraternity Council 

The police ride-along program started as a general ride
along program for university news media writers who 
reported problems that students caused in the town. 
Many of the responses the police were making were to 

fraternity houses on the university property. These 
offenses were usually the results of parties: underage 
drinking, noise, and disorder. After repeated offenses 
and displays of tempers on the part of students and 
police, some members of the inter-fraternity council 
(IFC) volunteered to join in on the ride-along program 
to witness firsthand what the police officers had to deal 
with on typical weekend nights. This began during the 
1984-1985 school year. 

The approach was simply to take an IFC officer in 
the police car whose beat included the majority of the 
fraternity houses where many of the problems were 
arising. The interaction between the officer and the 
volunteer did a great deal in breaking down the stereo
type that many of the officers had about the university 
students and vice versa. This interaction greatly re
duced much of the tension. More important, the IFC 
officer acts in an official capacity in easing relations 
between the police and the fraternities: when an inci
dent is reported, the IFC officer initiates the contact 
with the "offending" fraternity and requests the 
assistance of that fraternity to solve the problem with
out the use of police intervention. If the fraternity 
refuses to heed this warning from their peer, the police 
will intervene. At this point, the IFC officer maintains 
the role of witness in the further proceeding between 
the frat and the police, to judge whether the fraternity is 
treated fairly by the police. Often the IFC officer uses 
this information when the IFC decides to issue a sanc
tion against the fraternity for violations of university 
policies. 

In addition to the ride-along program, the police 
work with the fraternities and sororities in an educa
tional program designed to make the students aware of 
the laws that particularly apply to them, the local 
criminal process, their responsibilities, and the services 
available to them through the Morgantown Police De
partment. Volunteers sign a written waiver of liability 
and are given some basic informational training on the 
department and get to know the personnel. Baseball 
hats for the IFC officers with a police-fraternity logo on 
it help publicize the partnership. 

The Pollee Beat Program 

In downtown Morgantown large numbers of students 
coexist with non-university residents and retail busi
nesses. There are also several recreational strips, which 
include restaurants and bars and other student-oriented 
businesses. Some of these neighborhoods were identi
fied by police department computers as high activity 
areas ideally suited to patrol by officers on foot. During 
football weekends and other periods of heavy activity 
especially, extra police presence is needed. The police 
department decided to bring back the beat officer to 
help keep order in these areas. 

The department currently has an extensive "beat" 
officer program. The downtown beat officers follow 
specific job requirements that are different from those 
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for the ordinary police officer. The requirements specify 
that the officer must attend mainstreet business meet
ings, meet his constituents, and become heavily in
volved in the numerous activities in the area. 

The beat concept allows the officers to become 
familiar with the area, its business owners, the resi
dents and the particular problems that arise in that area, 
and the beat officers are there befort- the outbreak of 
problems. "A long history of benign neglect and the 
practice of sending in the troops after the problems 
began made the program difficult to sell in the begin
ning," says Chief Cease. After hand-picked officers 
were chosen and late night activities gradually became 
mNe peaceful the program really began to take off. 

In the. beginning of the. "beat" program, the of
ficers participated in a media wall<-along: the officers 
interacted with students, attended classes and parties 
and generally made the community aware that they 
were going to be around to help on these busy nights. 
In addition, the police department lobbied hard to 
improve lighting in the neighborhood, improve street 
cleaning, install decorative lamp posts, and install 
chains to channel pedestrian traffic along safe routes. 
The beat officers have also become very involved with 
the community business groups. They regularly attend 
their meetings and are often extremely helpful in solv
ing problems. 

"Students now come to expect the beat officer with 
the coming of the fall semester. By the end of the first 
year, it is interesting to note how many students know 
the officers by name and vice versa," sc.~ys Chief Cease. 
Overall the program has worked extremdy well and the 
city is very pleased with the program. 

MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT: 
The Process of Implementation 

(This section is based on I11ilterial supplied by the Madison 
Police Department, including IIPlanning Report for the 
Experimental Police District," 1988.) 

During the past seven years, the police department 
in Madison, Wisconsin (population 170,000), has gone 
through an organizational transformation, particularly 
in the areas of service delivery and management. The 
first step in implementing the change was the creation 
of the officer advisory council, which makes decisions 
on matters such as the . selection of semiautomatic 
weapons, choice of patrol vehicles, uniform apparel, 
and so on. With the establishment of this decision
making body, Madison began to create a participatory 
environment and it now has considerable employee 
input into decisions affecting the police organization 
and its work force. Recentiy the police department 
undertook an extensive examination of the citizen com
plaint system and the promotional process. . 

In addition, Madison has slowly integrated com
munity-oriented policing and problem-solving into its 
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EXHIBIT i-Mission Statement and Leadership 
Principles-Madison, Wisconsin 

VISION OF THE 
MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT 

We are ,'J dynamiC organizatior:l devoted 10 
improvement, excellence. maintaining 
customer satisfaction. and operating on 

Ihe Principles of Quality Leadership. 

MISSION STATEMENT 

We believe in the DIGNITY and WORTH of ALL PEOPLE 

We are committed to: 

• PROVIDING HIGH-QUAUT'(. COMMUNITY-ORIENTED 
POUCE SERVICES WITH SENSITIVITY; 

c PROTECTING CONSmUTIONAl RIGHTS; 
• PROBLEM SOLVING; 
• TEAMWORK; 
• OPENNESS; 
.. PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE; 
• PROVIDING LEADERSHIP TO THE POUCE PROFESSION. 

We are proud of the DIVERSITY of our work force which 
permits us to GROW and which RESPECTS each of us as 
Individuals. ond we strive for a HEALTHFUL workplace. 

PRINCIPLES OF 
QUALITY LEADERSHIP 

1. Believe In. foster, and support TEAMWORK. 
2. Be committed to the PROBLEM-SOLVING process; 

use it and let DATA. not emotions. drive decisions. 
3. Seek employees INPUT before you make key dec!

sions. 
4. Believe that the best way to Improve the quality of 

work or service is to ASK and USTEN to employees 
who are doing the work. 

5. Strive to develop mutual RESPECT and TRUST among 
emr.>loyees. 

6. Have a CUSTOMER orientation and focus toward 
employees and citizens. 

7. Manage on the BEHAVIOR of 95% of employees 
and not on the 5% who cause problems. Deal with 
the 5% PROMPiLY and FAIRLY. 

8. IMPROVE SYSTEMS and examine proqesses before 
blaming people. 

9. Avoid "top-down:' POWER-ORIENTED declson
making whenever possible. . 

10. Encourage CREATIVITY through RISK-TAKING ant:: be 
tolerar'ltof honest MISTAKES. 

11. Be a FACILITATOR and COACH. Develop on OPEN 
atmosphere that encourages providing and 
accepting FEEDBACK. 

12. With teamwork •. develop with employees agreed
up?n GOALS and a PLAN to achieve them. 



services. In 1984 a planning group was formed that con
sisted of both commissioned and civilian members of 
the department who had at least 15 years of service 
remaining with the department. This group examined 
events, developments, and trends in the Madison 
social setting that could effect the delivery of police 
services in the future. After a year of study, the commit
tee submitted a report outlining three primary themes, 
citing the need to: 

• Get closer to the people they serve 
• Make better use of available technology 
• Develop and improve health and wellness in the 

work place. 

In 1985, the department announced the decision to 
initiate a community-oriented policing style. Integrat
ing such a new.program into the operations of a police 
staff of more than 400 would be an overwhelming task, 
so Madison decided to initiate a small, visible program 
to begin with. In the fall of 1985, the experimental police 
district project (EPD) was formed by reassigning per
sonnel from more traditional areas. In the beginning 
eight police officers were assigned to small geographic 
areas to answer calls for service, conduct follow-up 
investigations on non-assigned criminal investigations, 
and maintain neighborhood order on top of their pri
mary duties of providing community organizing, 
problem-solving, and other "high-touch" services. 
Madison Police Chief Couper's definition of the EPD 

. staff provides the best insight into Madison's philosophy 
of community-oriented policing: "Police who function 
as community workers and organizers, and work along
side citizens to help them prevent, resist, and eliminate 
crime and disorder in their neighborhoods." 

It was very coincidental and helpful that the city 
government had simultaneously launched a program 
called the City of Madison's Quality and Productivity 
Program. The basic goal of the QP program is to im
prove the quality of services to the city's citizens. By 
interacting with their "customers," city staff identify 
where the quality of service needs improvement. 
Behind the QP program is the understanding that the 
people who are most closely involved with work pro
cesses are in the best position to identify and develop 
ways to improve these processes. The QP project brings 
together key personnel who work with each other to 
identify problems with work processes, to clarify 
causes of these problems, and to recommend actions to 
improve the work processes. After discussion, the 
police reached a consensus that the newly created 
experimental police district project would greatly bene
fit from the city's QP program. 

The next task the planning group undertook was 
establishing criteria for selection of members for the 
EPD team. Using a nominal group process, the group 
identified selection criteria (Exhibit 3). After deciding 
what characteristics would be most desirable in the can
didates applying for positions in the experimental 

police district, the next task was determining eligibility 
for select10n to the project team. There was debate over 
whether to consider only candidates who had expressed 
interest in the department's community-policing efforts 
from the beginning, or to expand the selection process 
to include all departmental personnel. After consider
able discussion there was still no consensus on this 

EXHIBIT 2-EPD Project Steps-Madison, Wisconsin 

1986 1.0 Develop Mission statement· 
1.1 Define overall purpose 
1.2 Identify the decisions and tasks 

already known to us 
1.3 Identify future areas of 

decision·making 

1986 2.0 Identify Target Patrol District 
2.1 Develop criteria for selection 
2.2 Research all of the possibilities 

utilizing developed criteria 
2.3 Prese;'ltatlons, discussions, 

decision 

1987 3.0 Analysis of Area 
3.1 Calls for seNlce 
3.2 Crime profile 
3.3 Other service providers: neigh-

borhood associations and other 
organized groups 

Ongoing 4.0 Customer Research 
4.1 Identify Internal customers and 

create a mechanism to get 
their Input on an ongoing basis 

4.2 Identify external customers 
and their needs 

4.3 Identify vendors and their 
Impact 

Ongoing 5.0 Declslon-Maklngl 
5~1 Develop agenda of decisions 

to be made 
5.2 Develop criteria for and select 

a suitable station 

Ongoing 6.0 Implementatton 
6.1 Selection of personnel 
6.2 Orientation of personnel 
6.3 Start-up 

Constant 7.0 Evaluation 
7.1 Plan 
7.2 Do 
7.3 Check 
7.4 Act 
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issue, so a vote was called and the group voted to open 
up the selection process to all Madison police personnel. 

Next a selection committee was formed, which 
then developed five potential methods for selecting 
project team members. Again after much debate and a 
vote by the participating officers, the planning group 
designated a selection committee consisting of three 

EXHIBIT 3-Project Team Criteria
Madison, Wisconsin 

Toto I Votes 
Crlterio Score Received 

1. Members committees 
-flexible 128 15 

2. Representatives of all 
work groups within 
department-commis
sioned and non-
commissioned 118 17 

3. Demonstrated skill 
level In group process 
and Inter-personal skills 98 16 

4. Brood range of . 
experience (tlme-on) 
from most senior to 
least senior 97 1.6 

5. Prior demonstrated 
Interest In change 89 15 

6. Prior training/knowl
edge In project devel-
opment and resea(ch 84 14 

7. Maximum number In 
project .team of 8-10 
persons 80 14 

8. Representative of work 
force composition 61 11 

9. Someone familiar with 
manpower allocation. 
budget. and opera-
tiona I logistics 54 13 

10. Someone familiar with 
city's QP program 41 9 

11. Writing ability 34 8 
12. Willing to accept staff 

assignments 30 8 
13. Account for individual 

talents . 24 ·9 
130 Statistical background 24 6 
14. People Involved In 

project remain willing 
to stay with experiment 
during Implementation 
If needed 21 6 

15. Union Input 11 4 
16. Volunteers from work 

areas affected by 
project 10 2 

persons: one captain. a union representative, and 
one planning group member. A memo was circulated 
throughout the department announcing plans for the 
formulation of a project team to develop the EPD con
cept. The memo provided an overview of the EPD con
cept and specified target dates for planning and re
search, as well as for implementation. The memo 
addressed the relationship between the EPD project 
and the city's QP program and described the rol~ of 
project team members were expected to play. The 
memo also announced that all interested personnel 
were eligible to submit an application for consideration 
as a project team member. 

The selection committee reviewed resumes and 
letters of interest from each applicant, looking for 
experience, education or relevant outside interests and 
activities. A Likert scale was developed (5-excellent; 
4-good; etc.) to rank each applicant's paper qualifica
tions. The second part of the selection process was an· 
interview to assess each candidate's reasons for want
ing to participate. At the conclusion of the interview 
process, the ~election committee combined the scores 
from both portions and then ranked them, to select 11 
project team members. 

A separate project coordinating team was desig
nated by Chief Couper to provide leadership and sup
port to the project team. In addition to Chief Couper, 
the coordinating team included other top management 
personnel, but it was a radical departure from other 
coordinating teams, most of which are the 11 natural" or 
existing departmental management team or a group 
that includes only managers directly affected by the 
project. . 

Responsibilities of the coordinating team were 
described as follows: 

• 'Work with the project team to develop and refine a 
written project mission statement 

• Assist with the development of and approve the 
project team's general plans 

• Provide the project team with the resources it needs 
• Regularly meet with the project team leader to 

discuss progress reports 
• Remove barriers to the project team's progress 
• Approve and facilitate changes recommended by 

the project team. 

Now that the personnel had been chosen for the proj-' 
ect, the next step was to formulate a plan for the direc
tion of the project. This included a self-evaluation of the 
police department, noting its negative and unrespon
sive aspects. The project team carne up with a list of 
problems they planned to change in the new com
munity-oriented policing program. They found that 
many of these problems were common to all organiza
tional structures, and although the problems were not 
unique or surprising, the exercise provided the officers 
an opportunity to express their dissatisfaction with the 
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current system. It was the first step in moving to intro
duce a formula for successful. change. 

After much debate and study, the members choose 
an area of town with a wide variety of cultural and 
ethnic groups, including Caucasians, African Ameri
cans, Native Americans, Asians, and Hispanic Ameri
cans. The upper region of the district contains a large, 
off-campus student population from the University of 
Wisconsin. The area is represented by eleven neighbor
hood groups and three business groups. 

In April and May of 1987, the project team con
ducted an "external customer" research effort de
signed to solicit citizen input to identify problems or 
concerns of the neighbqrhobds. Eight community 
meetings were held, two meetings in IO'ach of the four 
EPD districts. Project team members served as facilita
tors for each group and recorded their responses. In 
each meetin~ the facilitator solicited ideas by going 
around the table several times in brainstorm fashion, 
and then condensed the list of problems and concerns 
by having the citizens combine similar problems. After 
the problem identification exercise, the group was 
asked how the police can work with the citizens to solve 
the specific problems they had identified. Some sug
gestions were for patrol officers to get out of their cars 
more, to get to know the neighborhood children bette~ 
and to focus on drug and alcohol problems more. As 
important as these suggestions were, the acceptance 
the citizens showed for the police officers was even 

Police officers on horseback and on foot build relationships 
of mutual trust with community residents. (Madison Police 
Department, Madison, Wisconsin) 

EXHIBIT 4-Customer Survey-Madison, Wisconsin 

The Madison Police Department's Experimental 
Police District was established in January 1988. 
One of our goals Is to achieve a closer relation
ship with the community we service. Recently an 

. officer or detective from the Experimental Police 
DistrIct handled or did follow up on a case in 
which you were involved. The officers or detec
tives would now like to receive feedback from 
you on the quality of service you experience. 
Please take a moment to complete the questions 
below and return In the enclosed postage paid 
envelope. 

1. NUMBER OF CONTACTS WITH THE MADISON POLICE IN 
THE LAST 12 MONTHS: 
__ one __ two __ three or more 

2. WHAT WAS THE NATURE OF YOUR MOST RECENT 
CONTACT? 

__ 1 called to report a problem or incident. 
__ i was the victim of a crime or offense. 
__ I was a witness to a crime or incident. 
__ I was Involved In a motor vehiCle accident 
__ I requested Information from the Department. 
__ I was arrested or Issued a cltallon. 
__ I was contacted about a problem or 

disturbance. 
__ I was Involved In another way with the 

Department (please specify the nature of 
vour other contacts) 

3. PLEASE RATE YOUR MOST l<ECENT CONTACT IN THE 
FOLLOWING AREAS OF SERVICE: 

a.Concern 
b. Helpfulness 

VERY 
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR POOR 

c. Knowledge 
d. Fairness 
e. Solving the 

PrOblem 
f. Puttingyou 

at ease 
g. Professional 

Conduct 
h. Response. 

TIme 

4. PlEASE CHECK THOSE THAT APPLY TO YOU: 
I AM: __ mole __ female 
MY RACE IS: __ white _ black 

__ Hispanic , __ other 
MY AGE IS: __ under 17 __ 18:"20 

__ 21-24 __ 25-39 
__ 40+ 

I EARN: __ under $5,000-. __ $5-19,000 
__ $20-34,000 __ $35,00001' 

more 

Thank you tor your feedbackl 
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. more important: they invited the officers to neighbor
hood block parties for the first time; nearly every per
son offered to help and expressed the support for the 
police that until then they could only assume existed. 
Many successful programs have come out of Madison's 
community-oriented policing program. The develop
ment of a customer survey to monitor the quality of ser
vice citizens are receiving from the police and a "neigh
borly" warning program for speeders that was a joint 
effort by the police department and a neighborhood 
watch group. 

HOUSTON POLlCE DEPARTMENT: 
Neighborhood-Oriented Policing 

(This section was written by Lee P. Brown, Chief of Police, 
Houston Police Department, Houston, Texas.) 

Located in the southwestern United States, Houston 
ranks as the COUJ;l.try's fourth most populous city. It also 
is perhaps one of the most diverse in terms of ethnic 
composition. Of the city's 1.7 million residents (3.5 
million in the Houston metropolitan area), 28 percent 
are black, and 23 percent are Hispanic. Because of the 
city's proximity to Mexico, most members of the 
Hispanic community are of Mexican heritage. Houston 
ruso is home for an increasingly large number of Asians, 
particularly Vietnamese immigrants. 

Values 

To provide police services to the Houston community, 
which spans a land area of appr{)ximately 600 square 
miles, the Houston Police Department has roughly 4,300 
officers. Since 1982 the nature of the services they 
provide has been based on needs as expressed by 
citizens themselves. 

A departmental assessment was launched in 1982. 
Individuals and community groups we:(e asked to dis
cuss their concerns about policing in Houston. Based on 
the data collected, the department prepared a plan of 
action that not only outlined the reforms needed to im
prove the delivery of police services but also articulated 
a set of ten values the department would use to guide 
the revamping of current programs and policies and the 
fonnulation of new ones. At the time, the documenta
tion of a set of values was unprecedented among U.S., 
law enforcement agencies. 

The department's values were designed to be con
sistent with its mission of enhancing the quality of life in 
Houston: by forging cooperative working relationships 
with the community and working within the framework 
of the Constitution to enforce the laws, preserve the 
peace, redu~ fe~ and provide for a safe environment. 

Taken as a whole or individually, the ten docu
mented values represent ideals that the department 
believes will benefit not only itself but also the citizens 
of Houston. Because these values are the basis upon 

which the department's policing decisions are made 
and because an increasing number of American cities 
are developing values of their own, three of the 
Houston Police Department's values will be discussed 
here. Each should help illuminate the department's 
philosophy of policing and highlight the trend toward 
community-oriented policing. 

Value 1: Police/citizen cooperation. One of the keys to 
controlling crime is the development of tooperative 
working relationships between the police and the citi
zens they serve. The department's message to the citi
zens of Houston is that crime is not a problem the police 
alone can solve-that the community has an extremely 
important role to play in efforts to fight neighborhood 
crime. 

Such a strategy, however, differs from the norm of 
traditional policing, which considered police officers to 
be professional crime fighters who saw no need to 
involve citizens in crime-fighting efforts to any great 
degree. The department's decision to change course 
indicates its recognition oJ crime as a problem that can
not be solved without the active involvement of both 
the police and citizens. 

Why people commit crime, however, is still open to 
debate. Some theorists believe that biological factors 
cause crime-that criminal behavior is an inborn charac
teristic. This is known as the "born-criminal" theory. 
Other theorists believe that social and economic cottdi
. tions cause crime. Between these two extremes are 
many variations with varying degrees of emphasis on 
sociological, psychological, or economic factors as the 
causes of crime. . 

What is certain is that no one individual or group
not even the police-can control the causes of crime. 
The problem of crime therefore must be addressed by a 
partnership between the police and the community. 

Value 2: Crime prevention as the first priority. For any 
organization to meet its goals, it must set priorities. In 
Houston, the number one priority is crime prevention. 
The rationale for such a choice is obvious: It is more effi
cient to prevent a crime from occurring than to set the 
police machinery into motion after a citizen has been 
victimized. The focus on crime prevention, however, 
does not mean that the department has abandoned its 
efforts to enforce the laws and solve those crimes that 
do occur. An aggressive law enforcement prograrn 
designed to apprehend those persons who choose to 
violate the law will continue unabated. 

Value 3: Use of police resources to reinforce the con
cept of community and neighborhoods. Social analysts 
in the United States have said that citizens of this country 
are concerned about what goes on in their community 
and that they are relying less on government ana more 
on themselves to improve the quality of life at the neigh
borhood leveL The Houston Police Department 
believes the self-help movement is a positive trend and 
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has pledged to use its resources to reinforce the concept 
of community and enhance the quality of neighborhood 
life. 

Programs 

With the department's values now in place, the next 
step was to translate these concepts into actions (I.e., 
the delivery of police services on the streets of Houston) 
and into a comprehensive policing style. Over the past 
six years, the department has experimented with a 
variety of programs to determine what works and what 
does not work. In the area of decentralization, four of . 
these programs have proven to be highly successful: 
the Directed Area Responsibility Team, the Fear Reduc
tion Project, the Positive Interaction Project, and Project 
Oasis. 

Because the city of Houston encompasses such a 
vast land area, one of the police department's major 
efforts has been the decentralization of police services. 
This has been done by dividing the city into four dis
tricts. A new police station will be built in each of these 
districts by the mid 199Os, and this network of regional 
police facilities will function in conjunction with a cen
tral facility in downtown Houston. Each station's deputy 
chief will be responsible for delivering police services to 
his particular area. 

Directed Area Responsibility Team. The preparation 
for decentialization began in 1983 with the implementa
tion of several innovative programs. The first of these 
was the Directed Area Responsibility Team (DART), a 
pilot project based on the concept of team policing. 
Used briefly during the 1970s, team policing relies on 
the expertise of more than just patrol officers to address 

Officers and community residents discuss mutual problems. 
(Houston Police Department, Houston, Texas) 

citizens' concerns and fight crime. The department's 
adaptation of the team-policing concept brought to
gether the expertise of patrol officers, detectives, crime 
analysts and crime-prevention specialists. As a group 
they worked to address the concerns of Houston citi
zens as identified in the department's 1982 assessment 
of community needs. 

An evaluation of the three-year experiment found 
the DART program to be extremely effective in 
responding to citizen concerns such as fear of crime. 
Comments from Houston citizens about feeling more at 
ease within their neighborhood provided convincing 
evidence that the strategies employed. brought positive 
results. Some examples: 

• The use of one-officer cars rather than two-officer 
cars not only doubled the number of cars in circula
tion within the DART area but also shortened re
sponse times to calls-for-service since more units 
were available to respond. 

• The crime rate went down, and the clearance rate 
went up because officers were able to remove law 
violators from the streets of Houston. 

• Citizens' ratings of the quality of life in their neigh,,; 
borhood improved greatly. 

• Officers' attitudes toward their job improved as the 
gains accomplished through the DART program 
reinforced the positive image of the police in the 
minds of the community and the officers themselves. 

Fear reduction project. In 1983, the U.S. Department of 
Justice sponsored a national research study to deter
mine what police agencies could do to reduce citizens' 
fear of crime. Two police departments-Houston and 
Newark (New Jersey)-were selected as the demonstra
tion sites. 

Each department independently developed a com
plement of programs to meet the city's unique needs. In 
Houston, there were five: Victim Recontact, Community 
Organizing Re5ponse Team, Direct Citizen Contact Pro
gram, Neighborhood Information Network, and Police 
Community Centers. Each is descnbed below: 

• The Victim Recontact program was implemented to 
determine whether citizens' fears would be lessened 
if the police tended to the needs of crime victims in 
addition to targeting the resources of the criminal 
justice system on the offender. Police officers were 
instructed to call recent crime victims and ask them 
if they had any problems the police could handle 
and whether they had any additional information 
about their case. 

e Another strategy the department tested was the 
use of a Community Organizing Response Team 
(CORT). Officers were taught how to organize 
neighborhood residents around quality-ai-life 
issues. What these officers found was surprising. 
Residents were more concerned about the signs of 
crime (e.g., juveniles loitering on street comers, 
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abandoned buildings, vacant lots filled with weeds 
and uncut grass) than they were about major 
crimes {e.g., burglary, robbery). CaRT officers 
therefore focused their attention on helping resi
dents find and use city and community services 
designed to address the problems identified. 

• The Direct Citizen Contact program allowed of
ficers to use their uncommitted time (Le., the time 
when officers are not responding to calls for ser
vice) to meet and talk with the people on their beat. 
Ofiicers knocked on residents' and business 
owners' doors and said, "I am Officer Brown.l am 
your police officer for this neighborhood. What 
concerns do you have?" 

• The Neighborhood Information Network provided 
residents with firsthand information about crime in 
their community. The department distributed a 
newsletter to the approximately 2,000 people living 
within a designated communi!:' Each month, resi
dents were given tips on how to prevent crime and 
a block-by-block listings of -crimes committed in 
their neighborhood. No longer were area citizens 
forced to rely on secondary sources, such as the 
news media and other citizens. With information 
received directly from the police department, they 
were able to develop an accurate and balanced 
picture of crime and the measures being taken to 
combat problems. 

• The final strategy involved the use of a community 
center, or storefront, patterned on the Japanese 
Koban system. Officers assigned to the center pro
vided a variety of police services designed to meet 
the specific needs of the target neighborhood's 
2,000 to 3,000 residents. A number of other com
munity centers have since been established through
out Houston. 

Each center is strategically located to provide residents 
with maximum accessibility. Officers assigned to the 
centers take complaints, write reports, give crime
prevention tips, and answer residents' questions about 
city services. These officers also serve as a backup 
unit when an arrest is made and a prisoner must be 
transported. 

The Direct Citizen Contact program 
proved to be the most successful in 
reducing citizens' fear of crime. 

At the end of the test period, each strategy was 
evaluated by the Police Foundation, a research organi
zation with headquarters in Washington, D.C. Results 
of the evaluation showed that some of the strategies 
were successful in reducing citizens' fear of crime while 
others were not. It is important to note, however, that 
most of the programs implemented required no addi
tional expenditure of financial resources. 

Neighborhood policing includes helping residents find and use 
community services. (Houston Police Department, Houston, 
Texas) 

Of the strategies tested in Houston, the Direct Citi
zen Cuntact program proved to be the most successful 
in reducing citizl 'ns' fear of crime. Also highly success
ful was the community-center strategy. The study 
showed that citizens were less fearful of crime because 
the officers assigned to the center interacted with the 
persons who lived and worked in the area. 

Positive Interaction Program. The Positive Interaction 
Program (PIP) also seeks to involve citizens in policing 
efforts. Cited by th~ Police Foundation as one of 18 
exemplary programs around the country, the PIP helps 
citizens and police officers forge a working relationship 
geared toward the identification and resolution of 
neighborhood problems. Each substation captain is 
required to organize his neighborhood and to meet 
monthly with area leaders, such as civic club presi
dents, business owners, and religious officials. During 
the meetings, citizens can discuss neighborhood prob
lemswith the police captain responsible for that area. 
The captain then assumes responsibility for addressing 
the problems with available police resources. 

For their part, beat officers attend meetings of 
neighborhood associations. They try to stay as long as 
possible, but even a five-minute appearance makes a 
significant difference if the citizens attending the meet
ing get to know their officers ~nd the officers get to 
know the citizens in their beat. The result is better 
police/citizen relationships. 

The PIP, however, is more than a problem-solv;ng 
vehicle. It also has an educational function as com-
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EXHIBIT 5-Traditional vs. Community Policing: 
Questions and Answers 

Question: Who are the police? 

Question: What Is the relationship . 
01' the police force to other public 
service departments? 

Question: What Is the role of the 
police? 

Question: How Is police efficiency 
measured? 

Question: What are the highest 
priorities? 

Question: What, specff/cally, do 
police deal with? 

Question: What determines the 
effectiveness of police? 

Question: What view do police 
take of service calls?· 

Question: What Is police 
professionalism? 

Question: What kind of 
intelligence Is most important? 

Question: What Is the essentlaJ 
nature of police accountability? 

. . 
Question: What Is the role of 
headquarters? 

Question: What is the role of the 
press liaison department? . 

Question: How do the poIlce regard 
prosecutions? 

Traditional 

A government agency principally 
responsible for law enforcement. 

Priorities often conflict. 

Focusing on solving crimes. 

By detection and arrest rates. 

Crimes that are high value (e.g., 
bank robberies) and those involv
ing violence. 

Incidents. 

Response times. 

• Deal with them only if there is no 
real police work to do. 

Swift effective response to serious 
crime. 

Crime intelligence (stUdy of par
ticular crimes 6r series of crimes). 

Highly centrplized; governed by 
rules, regulations. and policy 
directives; accountable to the 
law. 

To provide the necessary rules 
and policy directives. 

To keep the "heat" off opera
tional officers so they can get on 
with the job. 

As an Important goal. 

Community policing 

Police are the public and the 
public are the police; the police 
offiers are those who are paid to 
give full-time attention to the 
duties of every citizen. 

The police are one department 
among many responsible for 
Improving the quality of life. 

A broader problem-solving 
approach. 

By the absence of crime and 
disorder. 

Whatever problems disturb the 
communlly most. 

Citizens' problems and concerns. 

Public cooperation. 

Vital function and great 
opportunity. 

Keeping close to the community. 

Crlmlnollntelilgence (Information 
about the activities of Individuals 
or groups). 

Emphasis on local accountability 
to community needs. 

To preach organizational values. 

To coordinate an essential 
channel of communication with 
the ;r:,ommunlty; 

As one tool among many. 

. Source: "implementing Community Policing," Perspectives on Policing series, published by the Natic."allnstitute of Justice, U.S. 
Deportment of Justice, and the Program in Criminal Justlce Policy and Management. John F. Kennedy School of Govemment. 
Harvard University, November 1988. 
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munity leaders take what they have learned about 
police activities back to their organizations. This allows 
the department to reach thousands of people who 
would be missed if officers tried to speak with each 
person individually. 

Project Oasis, Another project undertaken to meet the 
department's goals is Project Oasis. Central to the proj
ect is the oasis technique, a comprehensive system for 
improving living conditions and the quality of life in 
neighborhoods blightea by vandalism, illegal drugs, 
burglary, theft, assault and other crimes. 

The technique was developed by the Oasis Institute 
in Fort Lauderdale} Florida. The theory behind the tech
nique is that if "good" things are placed in blighted 
areas, the" good" things can infiltrate the "bad" things 
and transform the area into something better. 

The project's target area was one of Houston's 
worst public housing projects-an area where crime 
and drugs were such serious problems that even police 
officers did not want to go into the neighborhood. For 
the people who lived there, it was a grim situation. 
Application of the oasis technique meant marHhaling 
the resources of the Houston Housing Authority and 
other government agencies to install locks on doors and 
put up lamps on the area's streets. 

By working with area residents to devise solutions 
to the problems, the police enhanced their presence in 
the area (with no increase in personnel). The crime 
problem was reduced, drug dealing was curtailed, and 
the number of calls for service coming from the target 
area dropped by 60 percent. Many of the resources that 
once had to be funneled into the project could now be 
used in other areas. 

Policing Style 

The programs discussed above all share two common 
. traits~ they are neither citywide nor deparlmentwide in 
scope. However, they serve as a key element in the 
development of an overall operating style known in 
Houston as neighborhood oriented policing. The pro
cess of adopting a new policing style began in October 
1986 when the first of several executive session meet
ings was convened. Approximately 30 members of the 
department-from patrol officers to police chief-met 
for two months to review the department's experience 
with community-oriented programs and to determine 
the feasibility of developing a new style of policing. 

Committee members also looked at the depart
ment's mission and values, at what was being done in 
other parts of the nation and the world, and at two 
decades worth of police research. By raising questions, 
depating the issues, and bringing in consultants, the 
committee was able to determine how the city of Houston 
should be policed in the future. "Neighborhood 
oriented policing" was selected as the name for the 
department's new policing style and management 
philosophy. 

\ '~ 

~ .. 
~ 

~~ 
~~ I: . 

--In the Direct Citizen Contact program, officers on residents' 
doors and introduce themselves. (Houstall Police Di!pClrlmfllt, 
Houston, Texas) 

Neighborhood oriented policing. The new style is 
rooted in the belief that effective prevention and control 
of crime is dependent upon interaction between citi
zens and police officers as they work to identify and 

. resolve the neighborhood's crime and noncrime prob
lems. As an active partner in the struggle to improve the 
quality of neighborhood life, citizens combine their 
resources with those of the police to attack crime and 
the fear of victimization. 

The following elements of the neighborhood polic
ing philosophy distinguish it from nore traditional 
styles of policing: 

• Joint police/community efforts to achieve common 
goals 

• Joint identification of the neighborhood's crime and 
crime-related problems 

• Joint identification of solutions to the neighbor~ 
hood's crime and crime-related problems 

• Use of both police and community resources to 
address identified problems. 

This philosophy challenges many of the theories asso
ciated with traditional policing practices. For example, 
the notion th~t random preventive patrols .effectively 
control crime is replaced by the acknowledgement that 
random patrols produce random results. Houston 
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police officers therefore are expected to devote their un
committed time to performing self-directed and struc
tured activities that atterr.pt to address neighborhood 
problems. 

Neighborhood-oriented policing also requires police 
officers to assume a multiplicity of roles rather than the 
single role of crime fighter or keeper of the peace. 
Because of the uniqueness of individual neighbor
hoods, officers must learn to become neighborhood 
managers, crime prevention specialists, planners, 
problem solvers, community organizers and skilled 
communicators. Development of the~e skills is essen
tial to the officer's ability to form working partnerships 
with the citizens in his or her beat. 

The roles of sergeants and lieutenants must change 
as well. Instead of spending all their time on the tradi
tional task of controlling their officers' activities and 
their working environment, sergeants must encourage 
participatory management, facilitate group cohesive
ness, become resource allocation specialists, and above 
all else, become coaches capable of developing each 
officer's maximum potential. 

As shift managers, lieutenants must work to elimi
nate bottlenecks that impede the attainment of results. 
They also must learn how to manage multifunctional 
teams, assume more responsibility for strategic plan
ning, and become more actively involved in mobilizing 
community participation toward the prevention and 
control of neighborhood crime. 

Neighborhood-oriented policing is a results-oriented 
management process with an explicit focus-namely, to 
integrate the desires and expectations of citizens with 
actions taken by the police department to identify and 
address conditions that have a negative effect On the 
city's neighborhoods. Meaningful interaction between 
police officers and citizens is essential if consensus is to 
be reached on what needs to be done to improve a par
ticular neighborhood. 

Neighborhood-oriented policing therefore t'e<Juires 
administrators to be more flexible in providing otficers 
with opportunities to interact with neighborhood citi
zens. The Houston Police Department fdciiltlated the 
interaction process by organizing its dist,dcts and beats 
along neighborhood boundaries. Officen' are respon
sible for providing services to a particular neighbor
hood and then become accountable to that community's 
residents. 

Ijames Q. Wilson and George L Kelling, "Making Neighborhoods 
Safe," The Atlantic Monthly. February 1989, 

1 Lawrence E. Cohen and Marcus Felson, "Social Change and Crime 
Rate Trends: A Routine Activity Approach," AmerICIIrl Soc1ologieal 
Review August 1979, pp. 588-608. 

'John E. Eck and William Spelman, "The Police and the Delivery of 
Local Government Services: A Problem-Oriented Approach," 
working draft, 1989, p.17. 

'Eck and Spelman, p. 9. 
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Improvinll Pollch:l~: A Problem-Oriented Approach 
by Herm .. n Coldstein 

A.bstract . 

The police have been particularly susce~tiole to the "means over 
ends" I!\yndrome. placin~ more emphasis in their improvement 
efforts on ol'llanization and operatin~ methods than on the 
subsuntive outcc)me of their work. This condition has been fed by 
the profes.ional mov,:ment within the poBce field. wiLb it. 
concentratioa oa the aUfCiZlil, manaliirement, and ortrani%ation or 
police a~enci!! •• More, and more persons are Cluestionina' the widely 
held .I.surrtption thAt, ~royementa in the internal tnanairement 01 
police departme~it. 'will enable the police to deal more effectively 
with the ]:Iroblem& f.hey are called UPOI!2 to bu~dle. II the police are 
to realize • STeat/u' retW"tl on the investment made in impro· .. insr 
their o]:leratioaa, 'Ind if they are to 'mature a. a profession. they 
must COQcenl themselves more dh"ctly with the end product or 
their enarts. 

Meetinsr this aeed require. WIlt the ]:Iolice develo]:l a more 
systematic proceas Cor exalninin~ aad ac:!d.ressi::6 the problems that 
the public eX]:Iec:ts them to handle. It requires ic:!eati!yina' these 
]:Iroblema in more ]:!reci.. terms. researchinir each ]:Iroblem, 
documentina the nature of the C,WTeat police respocse. assess ina' 
its adequacy and the adequacy oli existin2 authoritY and resource:a, 
ena-Kina in a b.road exploration at alternatives to ]:Ircseat, 
res]:lon~e., weia'hi11lt the merit. clf these alternative~. and chooaina' 
from arnona' them.. 

Improvements in sUCfin;:. orv;anizatioa. and m.a::ta~em~ilt remain 
important. but. they should be achieved--and may. in bet. be more 
achievable--witbin the context of a more direct concern with the 
outcome of policina. 

Complainu from P,"&1!:Z2~er. wisl:inl, to U'Je tbe Ba~nall to Greenfields bus 
service that -tbe drivers were s1,7eedjD~ past queues of up to 30 people with II 

smile and a wave of " hand'" h.'U'c been met by • statement poirninsl out chllt "ie 
is impossible for ~e driver. to keep their cimecilble if they h.ve to stop (or 
p"ssen~e rs'". ' 

All bureaucracies risk becOfr'Jna so preoccupied with runnina their 
oqanizations and a~ttinc ao involved in their method. of operatina that they 
los-e si~ht or the primary purposes for which they were created. The police seem 
unusually susceptible to this p,hecom>l!aon. 

On~ of the moat :PClNlu ~ew developments in policing is the use oC oCficers a. decoys to appnilend o!fenden in hilih-erime areas. A s]:leaker at a recent 
cQnference (Of' pelic. ac!ministtators. whea aaked to summarize new 
developments in the field. re"otted on a sh~teen-... eek. experiment in hi. a~ency 
with the use. or decoys, aimed at reduciaa' s~eet robberies. 
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One major ·yalue or the project. the speaker claimed. wa. it. contribution to 
the police department's public ima~e. Apparently, the public wa. in~ed by the 
clever. seductive chatacter o~ the project. esp~cially by the widely publicized 
demonst.ration~ or the makeup artists' AbilitY to dis:;tUise burly officers. The 
speaker also claimed that the p~ject ereatly increa.ed the mcrrale of the 
personnel workina in the unit. The officer. found the as.iaument. excititli acd 
chal1en"ic". a welcome chan"e from the tedious routine that characterizes so 
much of rei'Ular police work. and they developed a hi"h esprit de corps. 

'The effect oa robberies. howevt!r. wa. much Ie •• clear. The methodolo2Y 
used and the problems in me.suria" crime apparently prevented the project sU.rr 
from reachiai aay firm conclusions. But it was reported that. of the 216 persolls 
attested by the u.nit lor robberY durina the experiment, more than half 'WOuld not 
have committed a robbery, ia 'Che jud~ent of 'ChI!: unit members. if they had'not 
been t.empted by the situation ~eseated by the police decoys. Thus. while the 
total impact of the project remainS! unclear. it can be said with certaintY that the 
experiment actually increased the number of robberiesby oyer 100 in the sixt:en 
weeks of the experimeat. 

. . 
'The account of this particular decoy project (othera have claimed &treater 

succes .. )· ia an especially l)Oia:nant remiode,r of just how serious an imbala:ce 
there i~ within the police field between the interest in Ot1Iani:Z:ational aDd 
procedural matters and the concem .for the .ubau.Dco of' ~lic~. The 
.s.umptil;)n. ot course, is that the two are related, that imprOvementa in internal 
ftUna"ement win evcatualty increase the capacit)' of the p'olice to meet the 
objectives for which pelice a~encies are cre.ated. But the relationship is not that 
clear and direct aad is increa.in"ly beinE questioned. 

Perhaps t!le best example of such questionina relates to response time. 
Tremendous resourcell were invested durina the pa.t decade ill person:sel. 
vehicles. cOlTmunications equipment. and aew procedu,r"a in order to increa.e 
the speed with which the police respond to can. {or a.sistance. lluch le.s 
attention w ... ~iven in this .ame period to what the officer doe" in b.and1i=a- the 
variety ot problems he contronts on arrivina. albeit tact. where he ia aurr:moncd. 
Now. ironically. even the value o( a quic;k reaponse is bEil1&' queationed.% 

'This article summarizes the nature of the -meaas over ends- syndZ'eme iD 
POlicin" and explore.. ways of (ocusil1&' anater attention on the resul~ o( 
pOlicina--on the effect that police elforts have on the T'J"'Oblema wt the police 
are expected to handle. 

The '"Means over End.- Syt:ld.rcme 

Cnti! the late 1960s, effons to improve policina in tI.'1ia countr.f coaceDuated 
almost exclusively on inten •• l rruana"ement: atreamtinina the ora.ci=~tie~. 
U~aradin" personnel. modemizina equipment. and estabU.hin" men buai=e.5!i~~ 
o::eratin~ ;:rocedures. An of the major commentator. CD the police sinct!' the< 
be~lnnin" o( the century--Leonhard F. Fuld (1909). Raymond 8. Fosdick (19151. 
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AU\lUst Vollmer (1936). Bruce Smith (1940). and O. W. Wilson (1950)--ltressed 
the need to improve the ol"i:ani~ation and manai'ement of police Ai'eacies. Indeed, 
t.!:le emphasis on internal manali/:ement was so strOCi' that. professioaal poiicini' 
was defined primarily as the application of modem macali/:ement eoncepts to the 
l'"W1llinlit of .. police deparunent. 

The sharp increase in the demands on the police in the late 1960. 
Oncreased crime. civil riahts demdnstrations. and political protest) led to 
se .. ·eral national assessmenta of Ule state of policina.S The published (inc:tini's 
contained some critici&m of the \\:Irofessional model of police oTirl!nization • 
.,rinurily because of its impersonal ,:haracter aBc:t failure to respond. to lesritimate 
pf~ssurea (rom within the cccmnunity.4 Many recommendations were made (or 
i~troducin4r a &rTeat.er concern (or tht.~ human (actora in policina. but the vast 
majority or the recommendations that emertied from the reassessments 
demonstrated a continuina belief that the way to improve the police wa s to 
improve the oTiranization. HiEher recruitment standareb. collesre education (or 
police personnel. rea.sia-nment and reallocation of personnel. additional 
trainina. and iTeater mobility were proposed. Thus the rruanasrement-dominated 
concept ot police ~torm spread and aained "Teater Uature. 

The emphasis on secondary £Oals--oa improvina the oTirlnization-
cClltinues to this day. reflected in the prev.ilina interests of police 
aciministrators. in the factors considered in the selection 01 police chiefs and 
the promotion of subordinates. in the subject m~tter of police periodicals and 
texts. in the content of recently developed educatiotul prciTams (or the police. 
acd even in the focus 01 major research projects. 

At one time this emphasis was appropriate. When Vollmer. Smith. and \\"ilscn 
fcrmulued their prescriptions tor impro'Ved policinll. tbe state of the "'aat 
majority of poliee allcncies wa. chaotic. Personnel were disorganized. poorly 
equipped. poorly trained. inetncient. lackina accountabilitY. and often corrupt. 
The lirst prioritY was puttinll the police house in order. Otherwise. the endless 
crises that. are produced by an ortianization out of control would be toully 
cocsumina. Without. " minimum level of order and acc:ountabilitY. an Ajlency 
C3anot. be' redirected--bowever committed ita administrators may be to 
aderessin" more substantive mattera. 

What i. trOublinll is that administrators of those aaeccies that bave 
succeeded in developinrr a hi,,!! level of operatinll ~fncieccy bave not Roce on to 
cOllLeem themselves with the end results of their etforu--with the actual impAct 
that their· streamlined Qr'Ilanizations bave on the problems the police ar~ called 
upon to handle. 

The police seem to have reached" plateau at wbich the bisrhest objective to 
which tlIey aspire is administrative competence. And. with some scattered 
exceptiona. they seem reluctant to move beyond this plateau--toward ereatina a 
more systematic concern for the end product of their effons. But atronll pressures 
aenuated ~ s.veral Dew developments may now lorce them to de so. 
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1. TIle Financial Crisis 

The gt'Owini: cost of police services and the financial pli~bt of most city 
Iloveruments. especially those under threat of Proposition 13 movements. are 
makillil municipal oUicials increasin~ly reluc~ant to appropriate still more money 

.for police service without ~eater assurance that that their investment 'will have 
an impact on the problems that the police are expected to handle. Those cities 
'''at are already reducing their bud~ets are beini' forced to make seme of the hard 
choices that must be made in weig;hinll the impact of sucb cuts on the ,nature of 
the service rendered to the public. 

Recently completed research questions the value of twO major. aspects of 
police operations--preventive patrol and investillations conducted by 
detectives.S Some police administrators hav!!! challeni'ed the findini's;; others ar-e 
awaitini' the results of replication.7 But those who concur with the results have 
be2Un to search for alternatives. aware of the need to measure the effectiveness 
of a new response before makini' a substantial inve$tment in it. 

3. Growth of a Consumer Orientation 

Policini' has not yet felt the full impact of consumer ad·.rocacy. As citizens 
press for improvement in police service. improvement will increasin~ly be 
measured in terms of results. Those concerned about battered wives. for 
example. could not care lells whether the police w.llo respond to such calls 
op(:rate with one or two officers in a car, whether the officers are short or tall. 
or whether they have a collelle education. Their attention is on what the police 
do for the battered wife. 

4. Ouestionin~ the Effectiveness of rhe Besr-M.na~ed A~encies 

A number of police departments have carried out most. if not all. of the 
numerous recommendations for .tren~theninll a police ofltanization and enjo'y a 
national reputation for their efficiency, their hillh standards of personnel 
selection and trainini'. and their application of modem tecbnology to their 
operations. Nevertheless. their communities apparently continue to have the 
same problems as do others with.les~ advanced police allencies.3 

5. Increased ResistIJnce ro Or~lJnizarion .. l Chan~e 

Intended improvementll that are primarily in the fonn of ofltaniz41tional 
chanRe. such as team pOlicinll. almost inv41riably run into resistance from 
rank-and-rile personnel. Stronller and more militant unions have enlla",ed some 
police administrators in bitter and pl"olonlled rillhts over such chanlles.; Beca\: ~': 
the costs in terms of disruPtion and discontent are so srreat. pol: 
administrators initiaung- chan~e will be under incre"asinll pressure to demonstr:: 
in advance that the results of their efforts will make the strugfj;le worthwhile. 
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A2ainat this bac:kiTOund, the exceptions. to the dominant concern with the 
polk~ oTirani::atign aed its personnel take on greater si~i(icance. Althou.b 
scattered and quite mode~t. a numcer of projects and trainin~ proilT'ams carried 
out in recent year~ have focused on a sinille problem that the public expects the 
police to handle. such as child abuse. sexual assault. arsoa, Of the drunk 
driver:: These projects and pro ilT'a m a , by their very nature, subordinate the 
customary priorities of police reform. such aa stafnall, maallilement, and 
equipment. to a concern ~boUt a specific problem and the police response to it. 

Some of the earliest support for this type of effort wall reflected in the 
crime-specific projects funded by the L.aw En(orcement Assistance 
Admini stration." Cornmuaities--not just the police--were encourall~d to direct 
their attention to a specific type of crime and to make those cha~esin existinil 
operations that were deemed necessary to reduce its incidence. The widespread 
move to rashioll a more ef!ective police response to dome'stic disturbances is 
probably the best example of a major reform that baa. as its principal objective. 
improvement in the quaIit:1' of service delivered. and that c:all,s for ehanlles in 
otilanization. su(fiai;. aad tr .. ini~ only aa these a~ necellsary to acbieve the 
primary itoal. 

Are these scattered e{(orts a harbiniler of tbinil. to come? Me they a aatural 
development in the ateadily cvolvinil search (or ways to improve palice 
operalioas? Or are they. like the proiTams dealinil with sexual .ssault and cbild 
abuse. simply the result of the lIudden availabilitY of tunds becaus~ of 
itl'tensifiecl citizen concern about a specific problemi' Whateiv~r their cri&rin. 
those projects that do subordinate administrative eoasidera.tiol'1s to the task of 
improvinil police eftectivenes. in dealig3sr with 'II apec~Jic problem have a 
reCreshi.a2 qualitY to them. 

WHAT IS THE EZ,"D PROOCCT OF PO!:.ICING~ 

To utile a more direct focus Ott the primary obfectives of • police .. gency 
requires apellinsr out thea., objectives more clearly. But this i. ao easy task. 
iliven the conglomeration of unrelated. in-defined. and often inseparable jobs 
that the ~o1ice are eX;lected to handle. 

The ask is com;:lticated further because so ma~y people 'believe that the job 
ot the police is. first and foremost. to enforce the law: to re&r'!llate conduct by 
applyinsr the criminal ,law of the jurisdiction. One commentator 012 the police 
recently claimed: -",oe do riot say to the police: 'Here is the problem. Deal with 
it.' We sal': 'Here is a detailed code. Enforce it.,·,2 In realitY, the police job is 
perhaps most accurately described aa de.1i~ with problema. U Moreover. 
enforcia&r the crimhul cO:de is itself only a means to an end--one of several that 
the police employ in ilettitlil their job done. '4 The emphasis on law enforcement. 
therefore. ia cothiail more than a contiauinil preoccupation with means. 
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Considerable effort has been invested in recent years in attempting to define 
the police function: inventorying the wide rani'e of police responsibilities. 
categorizing various aspects of policing. and identifying some of tilt: 
characteristics commOll to all police tasks.'s This work will be of iTeat value in 
refocusing attention on the end product o( ""olicing. but the fact that it is stilL 
going on is not cause to delay iiving iTeater attention to substantive matters. It 
is sufficient. (or our purposes here. simply to acknowl~dge that the police job 
requires that they deal with a wide range o{ behavioral and social problems that 
arise in a communitY--that the end product o( policing consists of dealing with 
these problems. 

By problems. 1 mean the incrediblY broad range of troublesome situations 
that prompt citizens to tum to the police. such liS street robberies. residential 
burglaries. battered wives. vandalism. IIpeeding ears. runaway children. 
accidents. acts of terrorism. even fear. These and other similar problems are the 
essence of police work. They are the reason {or having a police agency. 

Problems of this nature are to be distinguished from those that frequently 
occupy police ad.tninistrators. such as lack of manpower, inadequate lSupervision, 
inadequate trainina-. or strained relations with police unions. They di([er trom 
those most oCten identified by operatinsr personnel, such as lack of adequate 
equipment, frustrations in the prosecution of criminal cases, or inequities in 
working conditions. And they differ, too, from the problems that have occupied 
those advocatina- police reform. such as the multiplicitY of police aa-encies, th~ 
lack o( lateral entry, and the absence'of effective controls over police conduct. 

Many of the problems cominll to the attention of the police become their 
responsibilitY because no other means bas been found to solve them. They sre 
the residual problems of society. It follows that expectinll the police to solve or 
eliminate them is expecting too much. It is more realistic to aim at reducina
their volume. preventina- repetition. al1eviatin~ sufterinll. and minimi:z:ing the 
other adverse effects they produce. 

Developina- the Overall Process 

To address the substantive problems of the police requires developina- a 
commitment to a more systematic process for inquirinsr into these problems. 
Initially, this calls for identifyinll in precis.e tenns the prob1ems that citizens 
look to the police to handle. Once identified. ~ach problem must be explored in 
(lreat detail. What do we know about the problemil Has it been researched~ If so, 
with what results? What more should we know? Is it a proper concern of 
!il:overnment? What authority and resources are available for dealina' with it? What 
is the current police response? In the broadest·rana-ing search for solutions. 
what would constitute the most intetli.ent response? What factors should be 
consjdered in cho~)sinll from amonll alternatives? If a neW response is adopted. 
how du~s one 110 about evaluatin. its effectiveness' And finalIy. what changes, 
if any, does impleme~\tation of iii more effective response require in the police 
O'lra ni%a tion? 
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This type of inquiry is not forei&-n to the police. Man:;, departments conduct 
ri\iorous studies of administrative and operational problems. A police aEency may 
undel"ta'ke a l1etailed study of the relative merits of adopting Ol1,e of several 
different types of uniforms. And it may re~lar1y develop military-like plans for 
handlinE special events that ~equire the assignment of large numbers of 
personnel. 15 However, systema tic ana lysi sand planninE have rarely been appl ied 
to the specific -behavioral and social problems that constitute the agency's 
routine business. The situation is somewhat like that of a private industry that 
studies the speed of its assembly line, the productivitY of its employees, and 
the nature o( its public relatioos proj,tram. but does not examine the quality of its 
product. 

Perhaps the closest police aieocies bave come to developing a system for 
. addressin\i substantive problems has been their work in crime analysis. Police 

routinely analyze informatioa 011 reported crimes to identify patterns of criminal 
conduct, with the \ioa! of enablillli': opentin~ personnel to apprehend. specific 
offenders or develop strate\iies to prevent similar offenses (rom occurring. Some 
police departments have. throuli':h the use of computers. developed sophisticated 
prolifams to analyze reported crimes. 17 UnfortunatelY, these aoalyses ar~ almost 
always put to very limited use--to apprehend a professional .car thief or to deter 
a well-known cat bUf\ilar--rather than sen-in\i as a basis for tethinkin2 ~.he 

ove:rall police response to the problem of car theft or eat bUr&laries. 
Ne ... 'ertheless. th., practice of plannin2 operational responses based on au 
anOllysis of hoard data, oOW." familiar concept to the police, is a helpful point of 
referenc~ in advocatin2 development' o( more broadly based research and 
pla,nuin2. 

The most silZ"nificant effort to use a problem orientation (or imprcvin2 police 
responses was embodied in the crime-specific concept initiated in California in 
197118 and later promoted with LEM funds tb.rou2hout the country. The concept 
was made an intelifal pan o( the anti-crime proiTam.launched in ei\iht cities iu 
January 1972. aimed at brin\iin2 about reductions in five crime cate2ories: 
murder. rape. assault. robbery, and bUf\ilary.19 This would have provided an 
excellent opportunitY to develop and test the concept. were it not (or the 
commitment that this politically motivated prOlifam carried to achievin\i (ast and 
dumatic results: a 5 percent reductioll in each cate\iory io two years and Ii 20 
percent reduction in five years. These rather naive. unrealistic \ioals aod the 
emphasis on quantifying- the results placed a heavy shadow over the pro\iram 
(rom the outset. \vith the eventual abandonment of the. projects. me: 
crime-speoific concept seems to have lost irfound &5 well. However. the national 
evaluation o( the prolifam makes' it clear that prolifess was made. despite the 
va:n-ous pressures, in plannin\i a eommunity's approach to the five 2eneral crime 
ca'te20ries. The "crime-oriented plannio\i, implementation and evalu.Miou" 
process employed io a11 ei\iht cities had many of the elements one would want. to 
in(:lude in a problem-oriented approach to improvin\i police service.20 
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.Definin~ Probl~ms with Greater Speci!icity 

The importance of defininli/: problems more precisely becomes apparent when 
one reflects on the 10aE-standinli/: practice of usinli/: overly broad cateli/:ories to 
describe police business. Attackinli/: police problems. under a cateEorical 
heading--"crime" or "disorder," "delinquencY." or eve a "violence"--is bound to be 
futile. While police business is often further subdivided by means of the .labels 
tied, to the criminal code, such as robbery, bufitlary, and theft, these are not 
adequate, for selferal reasoas. 

First. they frequently mask diverse forms of beha ... ·ior. Thus, for example. 
incidents classified under "arson" miiht include fires set by teenali/:ers as a. form 
of vandalism. fires :et by persons sufCerin~ severe psYcholo"ical problems, fires 
set for the purpose of desU'Oyin~ evidence of a crime. fires set by persons (or 
their hired .~ents) to collect insurance. and fires set by orlt'anized criminal 
interests to intimidate. Each type of incident poses a radically different p.rob\em 
for the police. 

Second. if police de;lend heavily OD. catelitories of criminal offenses to 
define problems of concern to them. others may be misled to believe that. if a 
s.iven form of behavior is not criminal. it is of no concern to the police. This is 
perhaps best reflected in the proposals fot decriminali:in~ prostitution. 
~amblin~. narcotic use. V3lll'ancy. and public intoxication. The ara-umel",t, made 
over .ana over Alitain. is that re~ovinlit the criminal label will reduce the 
mafZnitude and complexity' of the polic~ function. !reein~ personne.l to work on 
more serious matters and riddinlit the ;::olice of some of the ne~ative side effects. 
such as corruption, that tbese problems produce. But decriminali:ation does 
notrelieve the' police of responsibility. The public expects drunks to be picked 
up if only because they rind their presence on the sU'eet annoyin~ or because 
they feel that the &t0vemment has an obligation to care for persons who cannot 
care for themselves. The public expects prostitutes who solicit openly on the 
streets to be stopped, because such conduct is offensive to innocent passersby. 
blocks pedestrian or motor traffic. and contributes to the deterioration of a 
neilIhborhood. The problem is a problem for the p'olice whether or not it is 
defined as a criminal offense. 

Finally, use of offense cate~ories as descriptive of police problems implies 
that the police role is restricted to ;I1Testin~ and prosecutinir offenders. In' fact. 
the police job is much broader. extendinll. in the 'case of bwv;l ary , tcJ 
encoura~inir citi:ens to lock their premises more securely. to eliminatin~ some 
of the conditions tbat mi&tht attract potential bur21ars. to counse1in~ bU1'glary 
victims on ways they can avoid similar attacks in the future. and to recoverinll 
and returninir burglari:zed prOperty. 

Until recently. tbe police role in re&tard to the crime of rape was perceived 
primarily as respcindin~ quickly when a ~eport of a rape was received. 
determininlt whether a rape had really occurred (fZiven current le~al definitions). 
and then attempting to identify and apprehend the perpetrator. Today, the police 
role has been radically redefined to tnclude teachinfZ women. how to avoid attack. 
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o1"2'anl%lng transit programs to provide safe mOvemen~s in areas where there is a 
high ri.k of attack. deali,ng with the full rans~ of sexual assault n,ot previously 
covered by the narrowly dra"".,. rape statutes, and--perhaps most 
importan,t--providing needed care and suppen to the ra;:Je victim to minimize the 
physical and mental da-mage resulting from s~:::h an attack, Police are nc'.,,-, 
concerned with sexual assaul,t not simply because they have a direct role in the 
arrest and prosecution of violators. but also because sexual assault is a 
community problem which the police and others can affect in a variety of ways. 

It seems desirable, at least initially in the development of problem-solving 
approach to improved policin&r, to press for as detailed a breakdown of problems 
as possible. In addition to distin~ishin\ii different forms of behavior and the 
apparent motivation, as in the' case o( incidents commonly gTOuped under the 
heading of "arson," it is helpful to be much more precise regarding locale and 
time of day, the type o( people involved. and the type of people victimized. 
Different combinations of these variables may present different problems, posing 
different policy questions and callin\ii (or radical1:t different solutions. 21 

For example, most police agencies already separate the problem of purse 
snatchinsr in which force is used from the "'arious other (orms of conduct 
co.mmonly !irI'Ouped under robbery. But an a"eccy is likely to (ind it much more 
help(ul to ,,0 further--to pinpoint. (or exa:r.ple. the problem o( te-enagers 
snatchinsr the purses of elderly women waitin6 fo:, buses .in the downtown section 
o( the city durin&r the hours of early c!arkr.ess. Lrkewise. a police agency might 
find it helpful to isolate the robberies of ,,-ocer.,,' stores that are open all nig-ht' 
and are typically sta(fed by a loDe attendant: or the theft of vehicles by a hi"hly 
organized ~oup eng-aged in the business of tr3:lsportin&r them (or sale in another 
jurisdiction: or the problem posed by teenailers who "ather around hamburg-er 
stands each eveninQ' to the annoyance o( nei 6 hbc:'s. customers. and mana6cment. 
Eventually, similar problems callin\ii for similar respO(lses may be vouped 
tOli'ether~ but one cannot be certain that they are similar until they have been 
analyzed. 

In the analysis o( a &riven problem, oae may find, for example. that the 
concern of the citizenry is primarily (ear o( attack" but the fear is nClt warranted, 
&riven the pattern of actual offenses. Where th!S situation becomes apparent. the 
+lolic~ have two quite different problems: to deal me,lre ,e((ectively with the actual 
incidents where they occur. and to respond to the srroundless (ears. Each calls 
(or a different response. 

The importance o( subdividinll problems was dramatically illustrated by the 
recent experience of the New York City Police Department in its effort to deal 
more constructively with domestic disturbances. AL\ experimental prosrram, in 
whiCh police were trai~ed to use mediation techniques, was undertaken with 
obvious public support. But. jn applying the mediation techniques, the 
department apparently failed to distinirUish sufficiently those cases in which 
wives were repeatedly subject to pbysical abuse. The allgravated nature of the 
latter easel; resulUd ill 6J suit 81i'ainst the dep~rtment in which the plaintiffs 
argued that the police are mandated to enforce the law when any violation comes 
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to their IAueption. In the settlement. the department agreed that its personnel 
would not· attempt to reconcile the parties or to mediate when a felony was 
committed.22 However. the net effect of the suit is likely to be more far reaching. 
The vulnerability of the department to criticism for not havinll dealt more 
all2t'essively with tile aglitTavated cases has dampened support--in New York and 
elsewhere--for the use of altern'atives to arrest in less serious cases. even 
thouiib. altemativtls still appear to represent the more intelligent response. 

One of tile major values in subdividing police business is that it Ilives 
visibility to some problems which have traditionally been given short shrift. but 
which warrant more careful attention. The seeminllly minor problem of noise. for 
example, is typically b!.1ried in the mass of police business lumped' '!'ther 
under such headinlls as "complaints," "miscellaneous," "nc~-criminal inc "ItS," 

or "disturbances," Both police ofCicers and unaffected citiz:!:1s would mos .kely 
be inclined to rank i~ at the bottom in any list ot problems. Yet the number of 
complaints about noise is high in many communities--in fact. noise is probably 
among the most common problems, brought by tile public to the police.23 While 
some of t.."1ose complaininll may be petty or unreasonable. many are seriously 
all2t'ieved and justified in their appeal for relief. Sleep is lost. schedules are 
disrupted. mental and emotional problems are .~'t'avated. Apartments may 
become uninhabitable. The elderly woman liviniit alone. whose life has been made. 
miserable by iQconsiderate neighbors. is not easily convincr:d that the daily 
intrusion into her Ufe of their noise is l'_,,' less serious than other forms of 
intrusion. Fot this "erson. and for many like her, improved policinll would mean a 
more effective res;:Ionse to the prcblem o( the noise created by her neighbors. 

Researchitlll, the Problem 

Without a tradition (or viewing in sufficiently discrete terms the various 
problems makinQ; up the poliee job. gatherinll even the most basic information 
about. a specific problem--such as complaints about tloise--can be extremt:ly 
diCficuit. 

First:"'the mallDitude of the problem and the various forms in which it 
sUrlaces l'tUi'St be established. One is inclined to tum initially· to police reports 
tor sueh information. BUl ovet"ienera lization in catellorizin&t incidents. the 
impossibilitY of separatin&t some "roblems. va\>iations in the reportinll practices 
of the communitY; and inadequacies in rcport'writin&t seriouslY limit their value 
(or "urposes of obtaininiit a (ull picture of the problem. However." if used 
cautiously. som~ of the information in police files may be helpful. Police 
allencies routinely collect and store lat'lle amounts of dtita, even though they may 
not use them to evaluate tile eCfectiveness of their responses. Moreover. if 
needed information is not available. often it can be collected expeditiously in a 
well-manalled department. owiniit to the hillh deiitree of centralized eontrol of 
field opctations. 

How does one discover the natur~ of the current police res"onse? 
Administrators and their immediate subordinates are not a &tood source, Quite 
naturally. they have a desire to provide an answer that reflects well on the 
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a&reney. is consistent with le&ral requirements. and meeU th: (omul expectat.ions 
of both the public and other a&rencies that mi&rht have a responsibilitY relatini' to 
the llroblem. But even if these conc;:ems did not color their .answers. top 
administrators are often so far removed (rom street op'entions. in both distance 
and time. that they would ha.ve i"%'eat difficulty de"o:::ibin&r current responses 
accurately. 

Inquiry. then. must focus on the operatina- level. But mere Questlonin&r of 
line of!icen is not likely to be any more productive. We know from the various 
efCorts to document police activity in the field that the1"e i. often trel't'!.endous 
variation in the way in which different officers respond to the same ",ype of 
incident.24 Yet the hi&rh value placed On unitonnity and On adherina- W (onnal 
requirements and the, pressures from peeta inhibit ocricers from candidly 
discussina- the manner in which they respond to the multitude of problems they 
handle--espeeially it the inquiry comes from outside the a&rency. But one cannot 
afford to i'ive up at this point. for the individua1i:ed practices o( police officers 
and the vast amount o( knowIed&re they acquire about the .situations they handle. 
uken toa-ether. are an extremely rich resource! that ia too often overlooked by 
those concemed about improvirli' the quality of police servio:es. Serious research 
into the )trob!ems police hAndle requires observina- police officers over a ;;leriod 
of time. Thi. meanil, aecompanyinR' them .s they perlorm their re&n111lr 
.essi;nmenu ,and cultivaticR' the kind o{ relationship that en~bles them to talk 
candidly about the way in which they handle specific aspects of their job. . 

The difference. in the way in which police respo~d. even in deaUna- with 
relatively simple matte",. may be siiUificant. When a tunaway child is reported. 
one officer may limit himsel1' to obtaininR' the basic faeu. Another officer, 
sen.ine .1. much o( • responsibilitY for dealinR' with the parents' fears as (or 
!indine the child and lookine out for the child's interests. m~y endeavor to 
relieve the parents' anxiety by providin&r in(omultion about the runaway problem 
and about what they mia-ht expect. From the standpoint of the consumers--in this 
ca •• ~ the parents--the respon.e o( the second off1cer is vastly superior to that 
of the first. 

In handline more eomplicated matters. the need to improvise has prompted 
some officers to develop what appear to be unusuaUy e{(ectiyc ways of dealinlZ 
with specific problema. Many officera develop • unique undenundina- of 
problems that (requently come to their attention. learni~R' to make importaat 
distinctions amone difCerent {onns of the same problem and becoming (amili&:' 
with the many compIicatiq bcton that are oCten present. And they develop a 
feel for what. under the circumsunces, constitute the most e((ective responses. 
After careful evaluation. these types o( responses miaht profiubly be adopted as 
sund.ard (or an entire police asrency. It the knowledae of officers at the 
operatiq level were. more readily available. it miaht b. useful to those 
responsible for draftina crime-related le&rishltion. Atany o{ the di(ficu!ties in 
implementina recent chana-es in statutes reladnR' to seXtal .ssault. public 
drunlc.ennes •• dru.nk drlvinR'. and child abu •• eould have been avoided had police 
eXpertise b~en Upped. 
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By way 0(. example. if a police aiency were to decide to explore the problem 
of noise. the followin.· questions miiht be asked. What is the mag-aitude of the 
problem as reflected by the number of complaints received? What is the source of 
the complaints: industrY. traCfic. iT'OUps of people iathered outd.oors. or 
neie;hbors? How do noi~e complai~ts from resid.ents break down bet\veen private 
dwellin;:s and apartment houses? How often are the police summoned to the same 
location? How often are other forms of misconduct. such as fii/:hts. attributable to 
conflicts ov.er noise? What is the responsibilitY of a landlord or an a?anment 
house mana2er re2ardin;: noise complaints? What do the po1ic'~ now do in 
respondin2 to $uch complaints? How much of the police procedure has been 
thot.lljtht t!lrouljth and formalized? What is the authority of the police in such 
situatiolls? Is it. directly applicable or must they lean on somewhat nebulous 
IHlthOrity. such as threatenin2 to arrest for disorderly conduct or for failure to 
obey a lawful order. if the parties fail to quiet down! What works in police 
practice and what does not work? Are specific officers reco2'llized as more 
capable of handlin2 such complaints? If so. what makes them more effective? Do 
factors outside the control o( a police &ljtency influence the frequency with which 
complaints are received? Arc. noise complaints from apartment dwellers related to 
the man.ner in which the buildin2s are constructed? And what influence. it any. 
does the relative eHectivenl'.lss of the police in hand1in~ noise complaints have 
OD the complainin2 citizen'S willinarncss to cooperate with the police i:1 dealinlit 
with other problems. includin&r criminal conduct traditionally defined a.s much 
mON serious? 

Considerable knowledic abc:wt some of the prgblems \~tl\ whicb t!:e ?Qlice 
str'Ui'.le has been &renerated outside police agencies by crimicolc'iists. 
socioleljtists. psychololjtists. and psychiatrists. But as has been poin,ted out 
frequently. relatively few of these findings have influenced the formal policie.s 
and operatinll decisions of practitioners.25 Admittedly. the quality of rr.any such 
studies is poor. Often the practitioner finds it difficult to draw out Crem the 
research it!S .. istniCicance for his operations. But most important. the police bave 
cot needed to employ these stUdies because they have not been ex?ected to 
address specific problems 'in .. '!\ystematic manner. Ii' the police were pressured 
to examine in ~eat detail the tn"Oblems they are expected to handle. a review of 
the literature would become ~utine. If convinced that researcb Cindin&rs had 
practical value. police administrators would develop into more sophisticated 
users of such reseuch; their responsible criticism could. in tum. contribute to 
1l;I2l"aciin2 the qualitY and...llsefulness of future research efforts. -. 
Explorin&r Alternatives 

After the information assembled about a specific problem is analyzed. a 
(resh. Wlinhibited search should be made for alternative responses that miitht be 
an improvement over what is currently beinlt done. The nature of such a search 
will differ from past efforts in that. presum.lbly. the problem itself will be better 
defined and understood. the commitment to 'past approaches (such as (oc:using 
primarily on the identification and prosecution of offenders) will be shelved 
temporanly. and the search will be much broader. extendin&r well beyond the 
~resent or (uture potenti.:ll of just the police. 
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But caution is in order. Those intent on im:lrovinll the op~r3tiens of tb~ 
cri.tn.inal justice system (by divesting it of some of its current burdens) and those 
who are principally occupied with improving the operating effiCIency o( police 
ageneies frequently recommend that the problem s~mplY be shift.ed to some other 
aienc~,. of government or to the private sector. Such recommendat.ions cften 2libly 
imply that a health department or a social work a"ency. for example. is better 
equipped to handle the problem. Experience over the past decade. howeve!", 
s!lows that this is rarely the case.26 Merely shift.in" responsibiht.y {or the 
problem. without aome assurance that more adequate provisions have been made 
for dealin~ with it. achieves nothina'. 

Police in many jurisdiction •• in .. commendable effort to ~mploy alternatives 
to the criminal justice system, have arranlled to make referral. to various social. 
health. and lellal alleneie •• By t;Yin.r into the servic;es provided by the Whole 
ranlle of other hel,ing alleneiea in the communitY. the police in these cities have 
t.a.Xen a Q"iant step toward improvin&: the qualitY of their response. But there is a 
iTeat danller th-at referral will come to be an end in itself. that the police And 
others .dvocatina' the use of such a aystem will not concern themselves 
adequately with the consequences or referral. It referral does not lead to 
reducica' the citizens' problem. nothing will bavel been i'ained by this chana-e. It 
may e"-en cause hann. Expecutiona that are raised and not (ulfilled may lead to 
further (ru~;tration; the arii'inal problem may. as a consequence. be compounded: 
and e:e resultin~ bitterness about i'0vernment services may (eed the te1lsiotls 
that ce'''elop in urban are ••• 

... 
7.:~ search for alternatives obviously need not start from seratcb. There i$ 

much to build on. Crime prevention «'JUOttS ot zome police aE''encies Ule!, 

e:q::'er~el:lts with developina' alternatives to the criminal justice system and with 
divertinz caseS (rom the 3ystem should be reasaessed [or their impact go. 
apeci!ic problems; those that appear to have the ll1'eatest potential should be 
develo;leci and promoted.21 Several alternatives should be explored (or e.&eh 
proble.-n. 

Can the problem be reduced or eliminated through physical or technicd 
chanires? Some reCer to thia .s part of a J:jroll1'am o( "reducinsr opportunities" or 
·uJ"lret hard.enin;r." Extensive effort has already gone into reducinsr. through urb~1ll 
desip. facton that contribute to bebavior requiriq police attention.2: Impro~\Scl 
locks on homes and cara, the requirement Of exact C .. res 011 buses.2S and the 
proviaioQ (or mailinsr .ocial security check. directly to the recipie~:ns' banks 
exetn;llity recent e{{orta to control crime through this alternative. 

What additionAl J:jhysical or technical changes might be made that weuld 
have an .crect 011 the J:jroblem} Should such chanlles be mandatory. or can they ge 
volw:uar,y? What iDcentives might be o!tered to encourago their implemenutiolU 
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2. Chan~es in tbe Provision of Governm~nt: Services , . 
Can the problem be alleviated by chan5res in other liovcrtlJTlcnt services? 

Some of the most pettY but annoying problems the police must handle orisdnate in 
the policies, operatinli practices. and inadequacies of other public aflencies: the 
scatterinli of liarbaljie because of delays in collection. poor llousinli conditions 
because' of lax code enforcement. the interference with traffic by children 
playinli because they have not been provided with adequate plaYflround 
facilities. th'e uncappinfl of hydrants on hot summer nilillts because available 
pools are closed. Most police aflencies lonli aliO developed procedures for 
relaying reports on such conditions to the appropriate liovernment service. But 
relatively few police agencies see t.~~!r role as pressinli for chanlies in policies 
and operations that would eliminate tn= recurrence of the same problems. Yet the 
police are the only people who see and who must become responsible {or the 
collective neliative consequences of current policies. 

3. Conveying Reliable Informacion 

What many people want. when they tum to the police with their problems. is 
simply reliable information. 30 The tenant who is locked out by his landlord for 
failure to pay the rent wants to know his rilihts to h.is propertY. The car owner' 
whose licenset plates are lost or stolen wants to know what r~portinli obliliations 
be has. how he !ioes about replacinli the plates. and whether he can cnve his car 
in the meantime. The person who suspects his neilihbors of abusinli their child 
wants to know whether he is warranted hi'reporti:l2 t.'1e matter to t!le police. And 
t!le person who receives a series oC obscene telephone calls Wants to know What 
can be done about them. Even if citi:z:e~s do not ask specific quest':ons. the best 
response the police can make to many requests '01" help is to provide accurate. 
cOllcise infonnation. 

4. Developini New Skills among Police Officers 

The ~eatest potential (or improvement in' the handling o( some problems is 
in providinli police officers with new {OtTnS oC·-specialized train~nli. This is 
illustrated by several recent development:J. For exa..,mple. the major componen~ in 
the famHy-crisis intervention projects launched .U over the countrY is 
instruction of police officers in the peculiar ckills required to de-escalate 
hi2hly emotional family quarrel's. First aid trainin~ for police is beinli ~xpanded. 
consistent with the current trend toward ~eater use of paramedics. One 
unpleasant task faced by the police. seldom noted by outsiders. is notifying 
families of the death of a family member. Often. this problem is handled poorly. 
In 1976. a film was made specifically to demonstrate how police sbould carry out 
thi:s responsibility.]' Aliainst this backfiT'Ound of recent developments. one should 
ask whether specialized trlilininli can brini about needed improvement in the 
bandlin2 of each specific problem • 
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06 the police need a specific, limited (orm of authority wh.ich they do not 
now havej) It the most intelli~ent response to a problem, such as a per-son 
causin~ a d.isturbance in a bar, is to order the person to leave, should the police 
be authorized to issue such an order, or should they be compelled to arrest the 
individual in order to stop the disturbance? The S41me question C3n be asked 
abotn the estranged husband who has returned to his wife's apartment Or about 
th'e IZTOUP of teenai;ers lInnoyina' passersby at .. street eomer. Police are called 
upon to re'solve these common problems, but their authority is questionable 
unless the behavior constitu~es a criminal offense. And even then, it may not be 
desirable 'to prosecute the offender. Another type of problem i. presented by the 
intoxicated person who is not sutficientlY incapacitated to W3r"!'ant, bein~ taken 
into protective custody. but who apparently intends to drive hi. car. Should a 
police oC!lcer have the authority to prevent the person from drivina' by 
temporarily conCiscatina' the car keys or, as a last resort, by taki!l~ him into 
protective custodyj) Or must the officer wait (or the individual to ~et behind the 
wheel and actually atterupt to drive and then make an arrest? Limited specific 
authority nuy enable the police to deal more directly and intelli~ently with a 
numbe~ ot comparable situations. 

6. Deve/opiD~ .Yew Community Resources 

Analysis of a problem may lead to the conclusion that assistance is needed 
from' another stovemmcnt -~&rency. But often the problem i;'l not clearly within the 
province of an exi.tina' 8steincy. or the a&reney may be unoaware of the problem or. 
iC aware. without the resources to do anythin&r about it. In such cases. since the 
problem is Hkely to be of little concern to the community as a whole, it will 
probably remain the responsibility of the police, unless they themselves take t.h~ 
initioative. as a sort of' community ombudsman. in stettina' others to address it. 

A aubst.antial percenUli:e of an police business involves dealina' with 
persons aufferina' from mental illness. In the most acute eases, where the: 
individual may cauae immediate harm to himself or others. the police are usually 
authorized to initiate an emer;rency commitment. Many other cases that,do nat 
warrant hospitalization nevertheles~ require some form ot attention. The nu."l'lbel' 
of' these situ~tion. ha. increaaed dramatically aa the menul heillth system bOIlS 

beQ'Ull treati11&' more and more of ita patients in the cOmmJ,l.t1ity. It the conduct of 
these persons, who are bein&r tau&rht to cope with the world around them. creates 
problems tor othera or exceeds community tolerance, should they be referred 
back to a mental health a~ncy? Cr, because they are be ina' encoura&red to adjulSt 
to the reality of the community. should they be arrested it their beh.ilvior 
constitutes a criminal of(ensej) How are the police to distinirUish between thO!iE/ 

who have never received any assistance. and who should therefore be referred to 
a mental health a .. ency. and those wbo are in community treatment? Should .% 

community agency establish services (or these persons comparable to the 
crisis-intervention services now offered by specially 011lanized units operatini;' 
in acme ccmmunities~ 
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Such crisis-intervention units are amon2' a number of new resources that 
have been ~estab1ished in the past few yean for dealin", with several 
10n2'-neElected problems: detoxification centers for those incapacitated by 
alcohol. shelters and counseling for runaways, shelters (or battered wives. and 
support services for the victims of sexual Assault. ProETams are now beiowr 
desiiiPled to provide a better response to citizen disputes and &rrievances, 
another 10n2'-ncglect"ed problem. Variously labeled. these pro2't'ams set up 
quasi-judicial forums that are intended to be inexpensive, easily accessible. 
and liteared to the speclfic needs oC their neilithborhoods. LEM has recently 
funded three such experimental prolitTams. which they call :-ieiwrhborhood Justice 
Center$.32 These centers will receive many of their cases from the police. 

Thus. the pattern of creatinwr new services that bear a relationship with 
police operations is now well ~stablished. and one would expect that 
problem-oriented policinlit will lead to more services in 2't'eater variety. 

7. Increased Re~ularion 

Can the problem be handled throuih a tiihteninwr oC rei:\llatory codes? Where 
eASY access to priVAte premises is a factor. should city building codes be 
amended to require improved lock systems? To reduce the noise problem, should' 
more soun.dproofinlit be required in construction? The incidence of shop!iftini is 
determined. in part. by the number of salesi'eople employed, the -manner in which 
merchandise is displayed. and the use made of various antishoplifting dC'wices. 
Should the police be expected to, combat shopliftIng without reitard to the 
merchandisinlit practices by a \r:iven merchant. or should merchants be required by 
a "merchandisinlit code" to meet some minimum staf;1c!ards before'they can turn to 
the police for assistance? 

8. Increased Use of City Ordin.nces 

Does the problem call for some community sanction less drastic than a 
crimin.,~ sanction? Many small communities process throu~h their local courts. as 
ordinanc.e violations. as many eases of minor misconduct as possible:JOf course. 
this requires that the communitY have written ordinances, usually pat~med after 
the atate 3tatutes, that define suc1:l misconduct. Several factors make this (orm 
of proces5in~ desirable (or certain offenses: It is less (ormal than criminal 
4.:tiOa.; physical detention is not necessary; eases may b~ disposed of without a 

. court appearance: the judll:e may select from a wide rJlIllite of alternative 
penalties; and the o((ender is spared the burden of • erimin;al record. Some 
jurisdictions noW use a system of civil forfeitures in proceedinll alitainst persons 
found to be bl possession o( marijuana, thoulitll the le~al status of the procedure 
is unclear in those state.s whose statutes define possession as criminal and call 
(or a more Itevere fine or (or imprisonment. 
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9. Use of Zonint , 

Much po1icin~ involves resolvio~ dispctes between those who have 
competinff interests in the use made of .2 ~iven sidewalk. street. park. or 
nei~hborbood. Bi~er and more basic conflicts in land use were 'resolved Ion" 
a~ by zoning, • concept that is now firmly established. Recently. zonin~ has 
been used by a number or cities to limit the pomoiTaphy stores lind adult movie 
houses in a ffi;"en area. And at least one city has experimented with the opposite 
approach. creatini£ an idult enteruin.ment :zone with the hope of curtailing the 
spread of such establishments and simp1i{yin~ the ~na~ement of attendant 
problems. Much more experimeoution i. needed before any judgment can be made 
as to the value of zonin~ in such situations. 

Implementing the Proce •• 

A fully developed process for systematically addressing the problems that 
make up police business would call for more than the three steps just 
explored--definina the problem, researcbioll it. and explorin;, alternatives. I 
have focused on these three because describin;, them truly be the most effective 
way or communicatinff the nature of • pl'loblem-oriented approJlch to impro ... ·ing 
police service. A number of intervening steps are required to fill ou~ the 
processes: methods fOf: eyalua~.insr the e((ectiveness of cutTent responses. 
procedures for choosin& from amona avaibble alternatives. means of involving 
the communitY in the decision m.aki~ •. prclcedures for obtaining the approval of 
the municipal officials to wbom the police alre formally accountable. methods for 
obtaininsr any additional funding tliat ma~r be neC1!:ssary. adjustments in the 
ot'i'anization acd sur(inll of the agency \.halt may be required to implement all 
aliitl"eed-upon <:.bange. and methods (or evaluaticg the eft'ectivenes of the chanliZe. 

How does .. S?olice alleney make the shitt to problem-oriented policini;? 
Id~.ally. the initiative will come frem police administratoMl. What is needed ie 
not a single decision implementina' a speci!ic proeram or a .in;,le memorandum 
announcina' .. uniqUe way of fUlUling the ot'i'llnizJltion. The concept represents a 
new w .. y of looking at the process 01 improvinli' police functioning. It is • way of 
thinkina about the police acd their function thu. canied out over an extecded. 
period. W'Ould be reflected in all that the administrator does: in the relationship 
with personnel. in the lJriorities he aets in his OW'll work schedule. in what.he 
focuses Oft in addl'ensina' communitY grouPS. in the choice of trainina' 
curriculum •• and in the questions raised with local and sUte leffislators. Once 
UltrClduced. this orientatioG would affect .ubordinates~ iT.dually filter through. 
the rest of the ot'itani:ation. and reach other administrators and agencies as 
well. 

An adm.inistrator's success will depend heavily. in particular. on the use 
made of planning staft. for systematic analysis of substantive problems requires 
developiq a capacitY within the ot'i'anizatiolS to collect and analyze data and to 
conduct evaluations of the effec:.tivene •• of police operation •• Police planneMl 
(now employed in sisrnificant numbers) will have to move beyond their traditional 
concern with operatinlf pf'Ocedures into what might b~st b. characterized liS 

wproduct rese&rch.· . . 
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The poloice administrator who focuses on the substance of policin~ should be 
able to eount on support from others in key positions' -in the police field. 
Colleges with programs especially desiirOed for police personnel may exert 
eonsiderable leadership Ulrouljth their ehoice of offerings and through the subject 
matter of individual eourses. In an occupation in which so much deference is 
paid to the value of a college education. if college instructors reinforce the 
impression that purely administrative matters are the most important issues in 
policing. police personnel understandably will not develop their interests beyond 
this concern. . 

Likewise. the LEM. its state and local off'spring. and other llI"ant-making 
organizations have a unique opportunity to draw the attention of operatillf 
personnel to the importance of aderessing substantive problems. The manner i.., 
which these organizations invest t.!leir funds sends a strong message to tJ..e 
poliee about what is thought to be worthwhile. 

Effect on the Organization 

In the context of this reordering of police priorities. efforts to improve the 
staUin", management. and procedures of police agencies must continue. 

Those who have been strongly committed to improving policy through better 
administration and organization may be disturbed by any move to 'subordinate 
their interests to a broader concern .... ;th the end prodUct o( policing. However. a 
problem-oriented approach to polic; improvement may actually contribu·te in 
several important ways to aehieving t.!leir objectives. 

The approach cans for the. poliee to take greater initiative in attempting to 
deal with problems rather than resi2'fl themselves to living with them. It calls for 
tappinlZ poliee expertise. It calls for the poliee to be more aggressive partners 
with other pUblic agencies. These ebanges. which would place the police in a 
mueh more positive ligbt ill the community. would also contribute siw;nificantly to 
improvinll the working enviroz:uneot within II police agency--an environment that 
suffers mueh from the tendeney o( the police to assume responsibility for 
problems which are insolvable or ignored by others. And an improved workin2 
environment increases. in tum. the potential (or recruiting and keeping qualified 
personnel and (or bringing about needed orzanizational change. 

Focusing on problems. because it is a praetic~1 and conerete approaeh. is 
attractive to both citizens and the police. By eontrast. some of the most frequent 
proposals for improvinlZ police operations. because they do not produee 
immediate ana specifically identifiable results. have no such attraction. A 
problem-oriented approach~ with .its greater appeal. has the potential (or 
becominll I. vehicle through which long-sought organizational ehan"e might be 
more efieetively and more rapidly achieved. 

Administrative rule makinlZ. (or example. has gained considerable support 
(rom policy makers and some police administrators as a way of structuring police 
discretlcm, with t.h~ e:t,peet,ation that applying the coneept would improve the 
quality of th~ ~~c:isions made by the poliee in the field. Yet many police 
·administrators regard administrative rule making as an idea without practieal 
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sisrtlificance. By contrast, police administrators are usually ent!lusiastic i~ 

. invited to explore the problem of car theft or V ..... -:!3 Ii sm. And within such 
e~'Plout.ioa, there i. the o'PPortunitY to demonstrate the value of atruc:tunng 
police discreti.on in responding to reports or v:1ndalism and car theft. Approac:l:ed 
from this practical point of view, the concept or adminstrative rule m.kiDg is 
more likely to be implemented. 

Long-advocated changes in the structure and operations or police agencies 
have been achieved because of • concentrated conl:ern with a given problem. The 
focus on the domestic disturbance. ottPn.Uy in New York and now else ..... here. 
introduced the generalist-apeciaH&t concept that bas enabled many police 
agencies to make more eifectivQ use of thelr personnel: the problem in 
controlIinlt narcotics and the high mobilitY of drug sellen motivated police 
agencies in maay m'!trO'Politan areas to pool their resources in sp'ecial 
investigative units. thereby achievin$l in .. limited way one of the objectives or 
those who have ur'ired cansolidatioll of police agencies: and the recent interest 
in the crime of rape has resulted in widespread backing ror the establishment or 
victim-support prosrrams. Probably the support for any of these changes could COt 
have been generated without the problem-oriented context in which they have 
been .advocated • 

• "-n important factor eoatributinlir to these l,ucceS$es is that M 

prcbler.l-oriented approach to improvement ia less likely to be seen as a direct 
challenge to the police esublishment and the prevailing police value system. As 
& consequence. rank-and-file personnel. do not resist and subvert the resultin;r 
changes. Traditional ptogtama to improve the police--labeled as drorts to 
"ehat:lie." "uJ::.-rade," or "'refonn'" the police or to ·achieve mznlmum 
sundards·--require that police offi-::enl openly acknowledge their own 
deficiencies. Rank-and-Cile officenl are much more likely to suppOrt aa 
innovation that i. cast in the fonn of • new respoase to an old problem--a 
problem with which they have stru(l;iled for maay yean and whicll they would. 
like to see handled more effectively. It may be that addresllin&r: the quality o( the 
police product will turD out to be the most elective way o( achieving the 
()bjectives that have (or sO toait been the lioal of poliee reform. 
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Notes 

The authors extend their thanks to Hermaa Goldstein (or permission to 
reproduce this seminal article. 

Hermaa Goldstein is Professor. Law School. University of Wisconsin at 
Madison. [He] is indebted to the UniversitY of Wisconsin Extensioa Depar'JTlent of 
Law for makin~ the time available to produce this article as part of a larger 
effort to reexamine the university's role in researcb and trainin~ fot' the police. 

1. Newspaper report from Midlands of En~land. cited in Patrick Ryan. "Get Rid of 
the People. and the System Runs Fine." Smithsonian (September 1977), 140. 

2. The recent study in Kansas City found that the effect of response time on t..1.e 
capacity of the police to deal with crime was ne~li~ible. primarily because 
delays by citizens in reporting crimes make the minutes saved by the police 
insil?:I1ificant. See Kansas City. Missouri. Police Department. Response Time 

. Analysis. Executive Summary (Kansas CitY. Mo.: 1977). 

3. See President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. 
'rhe Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (W a shing-ton. D.C.: t:.S. Government' 
Printin~ Office. 1967); National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders. Report of 
the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Covenunent Printin~ Office. 196~); National Commission' On the Causes: .and 
Prevention of Violence. To Establish Ju-stice. to Insure Domestic Tranquiliry. 
Final Report (Washin~ton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Orfice, 1969); 
President's Commission on Campus Unrest. Report ot the President's 
Commission on Campus Unrest (Washin~on. D.C.: U.S. Covernment Printin~ 
Office. 1970): And National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals. Police (Washin&rton. D.C.: U.S. Government Printin" Office. 1973). 

4. See. for example. National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, Report. 
158. 

5. Geo~e L. Kellin", Tony P~te. Duane Dieckman, and Charles E. Brown. The 
Kanaa. City Preventive Patrol Experiment: A Sammary Report (Washing1.on. 
D.C.: Police Foundation. 1974): and Peter W. Greenwood and others r The 
Criminal Inve.ti~ation Process. 3 vols. (Santa Monica. Calif.: Rand Corporation, . 
1976). 

6. Fot" questionin" by II police administrator of the findin~s of the Kansas City 
Preventive P~trOl Project. see Edward M. Davis and Lyle Knowles. ·A Critique of 
the Report: An Evaluation of the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment." Police 
Chief (June 1975). 22-27. For a review of the RAnd Study on detectives. See 
Daryl F. Gates and Lyle Knowles." An Evaluation of the Rand Corporation's 
Allalysis and the Criminal Investi~ation Process." Police Chief (july 1976), 20. 
Each of the two papen ;~ followed by a response from the authors of the ori~inal 
studies. In addition. fo.r the position of the International Association of Chiefs 
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or Police on the results of the Kanus City project, Setl "IACP Position Paper on 
the Kanus CitY Preventive Patrol Experime:::," Police Chid (September 1975), 16. 

*' • 
7. The NationAl Institute of Law Enforceme!nt and Criminal Justice is Ipon$orin~ a 
replicAtion or the K.ans.ts City Preventi~e Patrol Experiment and is supportin~ 
further exploratkllls of the criminal investi 4 ation process. See National lnstitute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Program PJ,an. Fiscal Year 1978 
(Washiallton. D.C.: U.S. Government Printic. OUice, 1977). 12. 

8. Admittedly. preciae.ppr~is .. 1s And compuisons are cllifficult. For a N:cent 
example or .1%1 examination by the press or one departmelilt that has enjoyed a 
reputation ror good management. ~ee -!"be LAPD: How Good is It.?'" LO. An~ele. 
Timea (Dec. 18. 1977). 

9. Examples of ci:Jes in wbicb police unions recently bave (ought villOrously to 
oppose innovations introduced by police administrators are Boston. 
ltbssaehusetts. and Troy. !';ew YOnt. 

10. These proiTams are reflected in the training opponunitit:ls routinely listed in 
such publications .s Police Chief. Criminal L.aw Reporter, Law Enforcement 

. New •• and Crime Control Digest. and by the abstnctin&r service of the NAtional 
Criminal Justice Reference Center. 

11. See • .for example, SHion.] Institute of La",: Enforcement lAnd Criminal J1,lstice. 
uw Enforcement Assistance Ac!miQistratioc. "Pl.annin&r Cuidellines and Pro~ram to 
Reduce Crime,· mimeo~!,phed (Washirisrton. D.C.: 1972). vi-,tiii. For .. discussion 
of the concept, lIee Paul X. Wormeli ace:! Steve E. [olodne)". ·"The Crime-Specific 
Model: A New CriminA1 Justice Perspective,- Jounull of Relseuch in Crime and 
DelinquencY' 9 (1972), 54-65. 

12. Ronald J. Allen, ~e Police and SUbstAntive RulemAkinr. RecoQcilinll 
Principle and ExpediencY," Unlv-enlity of Pennsylvania LIIW Review (November 
1976). 97. 

13. J!~on Bittner comes clos. to this point of view when he describes police 
functioning as .pplyin~ immediate solutions to an endless array of problems. See 
EltOn Bittner. "Florence Nigbin&rale in Pursuit of Willie Sutton,- in The Potenti81 . 
fer Reform of Criminal Justice. edited by Herbert Jacob (Bt!verly Hilts. C&lif~ 
Sa&re-:-" 1974). 30. Jamea Q. Wilson don also when he describes poticin~ lIS 

handlina' sitUAtions. See James Q. Wilson. Varieties of Police Behaviot: The 
!laDagement of Law and Order· In Eight Communities (Cambrid~e. Mass.: 
Harvard University Pre ... 1968). 31. 

14. I develop this poict in an earlier wo:-k. See Herman Coldstein. Pollcina a 
Ftee Scciet;y (Cllmbrid~e. M.us.: Ballin&ret. 1977), 30. 34-35. 

15. In the 1977 book I presented a brief summary of these studies. Goldstein. 
POlicinsr a Free: Society. 26-25. 
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16. For 'an' up-to-date descn;Jtion oC the concept oC plannin~ and research as it 
ha,s evolved in police agencies. see O. W. Wilson and Roy C. McLaren. Police 
Administration. 4th ed. (~ew York: ~icGraw-Hil1. 1977). 157-EH. 

17. For examples. ·see National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice. Police Crime Analysis Cnit Handbook (WashinEton, D.C.: U.S. 
Government PrintinE Office. 1973). 90-92. 113-21. 

lS. For a brief description. see loac..ne W. Rockwell. "Crime Specific ••• An 
Answer?" Police Chief (September 1972). 38. 

19. The pro~am is described in Eleanor Chelimsky. Hh,h Impact Anti-Crime 
Prosrram. Final Report. vol. 2 (Was!:li::g-ton. D.C.: U.S. Governmen:. ?rintin~ Office. 
1976). 19-3S. 

20. Chelimsky. Anti-Crime Program. 14S-50. 418-21. 

21. For an excellent example of what is needed. see t.he typology of vandalism 
developed by the British sociologist. Stanley Cohen. Quoted in Alben M. 
Williams. Jr., "Vandalism.- Mana.cment InformAtion Service Report 
(Washiniton. D.C.: International CitY ~[anaEement Associat'on. May 1976). 1-2. 
Another excellent exam;:lle o( an e(f::Jn to break do\l!ol'O a problem o( concern to the 
police--in this case, heroin--is (ound in ~Iark Harrison. Moore. Buy and Bust: 
The Effective Regulation of an Illicit Market in H~roin (Le»ington. Mass.: 
LexinEton. 1977). 83. 

22. See Bruno v. Codd. 90 ~tisc. 2d 10H. 396 N. Y.5. 2d 974 (1977), {indinE a 
cause of action 4Eaillst the :-i'ew York City Police Department (or failing to protect 
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his wife andlor. has violated an O:-eer o( Protection or Temporary Order or 
Protecdon." See Consent Decree. Bruno a~ainst McGuire. New York State Supreme 
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as moot in 50 !ar a. it involved the police department. From il reading of the 

.court's reversal as to the other parts o( the ca~e. however. it appears that it 
• would also have reversed the decision of the lower 'Court in sustaining the action 

against the police departmeM i( there had not been a consent decree.) 

23. It was reported that. on a recent three-day holiday weekend in Madison. 
Wisconsin. police handled sli;htly more than 1.000 calls of which 118 were loud 
parties. and other types o( noise disturbance. See "Over 1 .. 000 Calls Made to 
Police on Weekend." Wisconsin State Journal (~ladison. WI: June 1, 1978). 

24. See, for example. t.'le detailed accounts o( police functioning in Minneapolis. 
in Joseph M. Livermore. "Policinw: .. ~1innesot. L.aw Review (March 1971), 
649-729. Among the works descr:.i"bini the. police officers' varying styles in 
responding to similar si.tuaticns are Wilson. Varieties of Police Behavior; Alben 
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Editor's note: The fol/owing is an edited transcript reflecting 
strongly held opinions by members of the Kennedy School's 
Executive Session on Policing about "The Evolving 
Strategy of Policing ," a companion piece to this transcript 
in the Perspectives on Policing series. Excerptsfrom 
"The Evolvzng Strategy of Policing" are included to clarify 
parts of the discussion,' they appear in large, indented type 
such as that following this note. 

We have found it useful to divide the history 
of policing into three different eras. These eras 
are distinguished from one another by the 
apparent 'dominance of a particular strategy 
of policing. The political era, so named because 
of the close ties between police and politics, 
dated from the introduction of police'into 
municipalities during the 1840's, continued 
through the Progressive period, and ended 
during the early 1900's. The reform era 
developed in reaction to the political. It took 
hold during the 1930's, thrived during the 
1950's and 1960's, began to erode during the 
late 1970's. The reform era now seems to be 
giving way to an era emphasizing community 
problem solving. 

By dividing policing into these three eras 
dominated by a particular strategy of pOliCing, 
we do not mean to imply that there were clear 
boundaries between the eras. Nor do we mean 
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The police chiefs, mayors. scholars. and others invited to the 
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strategies as community-based and problem-oriented policing. 
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agencies signal important changes in the way American 
policing now does business. What these changes mean for the 
welfare of citizens and the fulfillment of the police mission in 
the nellt decades has been at the heart of the Kennedy School 
meetings and this series of papers. 

We hope that through these publications police officials and 
other policymakers who affect the course of policing will 
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Executive Session have done. 
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that in those eras everyone policed in the same 
way. Obviously, the reat history is far more 
complex than that. Nonetheless, we believe 
that there is a certain professional ethos 
that defines standards of competence, 
professionalism. and excellence in policing, 
that at any given time. one set of concepts 
is more powerful. more widely shared, and 
better understood than others: and that this 
ethos changes overtime. 

Mark Moore: This paper analyzes stages in the evolution 
of the concept of policing. It is both an analytic framework 
and a historical analysis. When we last presented the paper, 
people had difficulty with the distinction between the 
community policing of the future and the political policing 
that we imagine as a relic of the past. 

Jim Wilson described the central challenge of community 
policing as protecting the gains that resulted from profession
alism, and the separation of the police fr()m political influ
ence without expanding the distance between the police and 
the community. 

Kenneth Newman: As a police chief ~ho sat on top of 
policing in London, [ think it leaves out very important 
dimensions of policing-for example, the way in which 
policing problems have evolved over the last two decades, 
particularly in relation to terrorism and organized crime. 
It seems to me that we are ignoring a whole superstructure 
of crime which is at the base of policing. We are talking 
about fundamentals, but are virtually ignoring many of the 
evolutionary factors about policing. 

I am not sure the paper catches the full weight of the "sea 
change" that is taking place. If you are looking for a rubric 
for the change, it is something like the "mobilization of the 
citizenry in their own defense." It is receiving expression in 
the whole range of activities like neighborhood watch and 
business watch. I have no doubt the whole concept has 
extended in America as it is extending in Europe, that you 
are getting areas of functional surveillance like cab watch, 
where you harness the eyes and ears of the cab trade to the 
purposes of crime prevention. 

You have hospital watch; you have programs like crimI! 
stoppers. where you mobilize the bU5iness community 
to support policing. Now, this has a very deep political 
s;gnificance, too, because in England these neighborhood 
watch groupings. although they began as local units. are 
aggregating to regional and national units'

e 
You now have 

the formation. I believe with the sponsorship of the Home 
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Secretary. of a national crime prevention organization 
which will actively encourage the"e aggregations of 
citizens' mobilization. 

Now, that is a very important, evolutionary ".,ea change" that 
is· not captured in what we are sa>ing here about policing, 

Mark Moore: Chips Stewart has often articulated that there 
is a frontier of policing that demands regIOnal consolidation 
or the creation of specialized capability to take on more 
serious kinds of problems. 

Kenneth Newman: Now. about terrorism and organized 
crime. You must deal with those matters because there IS an 
intimate relationship between the superstructure of organized 
crime and what happens in communities. 

In some of those communities you find that condommiums 
are owned by organized crime, as are shopping parades. 
You can find a substantial part of the economic infrastructure 
is dominated by organized crime. We ha\le to spell out how 
the organization for community policing interacts with the 
different kind of organization, the more highly centralized 
organization, thalYou need for dealing with those matters. 

Michael Smith: When Sir Kenneth was speaking. 1 was 
thinking about a paper that Zach Tumin presented' to this 
group. In that paper, he reached for a way of lodging the 
authority. and to some extent the strategy, of law enforce~ 
ment in ideas of "community" that were different from the 
political forces at play at a given moment in a given locale. 

[t struck me, when Sir Kenneth was talking, that organized 
crime and terrorism are indeed properly encompassed within 
the community policing idea because it is the restoration, 
maintenance, and nurturing of the institutions that are 
important to community life, which is law enforcement's 
function. Described that way, "community" lends both 
authcrity to what is done and strategic content to the way 
in which it is to be done. 

It does not suggest that patrol officers in beal'i ought to 
be handling the terrorism function. To that extent this paper 
may be misleading. But the idea qf community goes wen 
beyond the idea of the beat officer or the idea that commu
nity organizing can lend authority to the police. One might 
argue that it is the vision of community life. held by the 
larger society, that lends authority to the community 
policing idea. 

I. Zachary Tumin. "Managing Relationll with the Community," 
Working Paper #86-05-06. Program in Criminal Justice Policy and 
Management. John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard 
University, November 1986. 



In retrospect, the reform strategy was 
impressive. It successfully integrated its 
strategic elements into a coherent paradigm 
that was internally consistent and logically 
appealing. Narrowing police functions to crime 
fighting made sense. If police could concen
trate their efforts on prevention of crime and 
apprehension of criminals, it followed that they 
could be more effective than if they dissipated 
their efforts on other problems. The model 
of police as impartial, professional law 
enforcers was attractive because it minimized 
the discretionary excesses which developed 
during the political era. Preventive patrol and 
rapid response to calls for service were 
intuitively appealing tactics, as well as means 
to both control officers and shape and control 
citizen demands for service. Further, the 
strategy provided a comprehensive, yet simple, 
vision of policing around which police leaders 
could rally. The metaphOr Q:f the thin blue line 
reinforced their need to create isolated 
independence and autonomy in terms that 
were acceptable to the public. The patrol car 
became the symbol of policing during the 
1930's and 1940's; when equipped with a 
radio, it was at the limits of technology. 
It reprosented mobility, power, conspicuous 
presence, control of officers, and professional 
distance from citizens. . 

Patrick Murphy: It troubles me that on the very first page, 
it says: One, political; two, reform; and three, community. 
I do not think there was a reform era in policing, except for 
California, where they were and still are so far ahead. 
Dudng the era thatis labeled reform. there were a lot of 
other things happening. Vollmer. Wilson, and Parker's 
effect on American policing was a major happening. 

You cannot talk about American policing without talking 
about J. Edgar Hoover and hi:; enormous contributions. 
I attended the FBI' National Academy in 1957. and for the 
first time in my career, I had the opportunity to spend 12 
weeks with people from other police departments. The 
exchange of knowledge that went on was so eye-opening 
to me, after 10 or 12 years in the greatest police department 
in the world, that it was almost shocking to find out abollt 
how advanced some departments were. 

If we are talking about the history of policing in the United 
States, we have to talk about Federal assistance. We have to 
talk about the crime commissions. 

Edwin Meese ill: I think t:,e paper is good, but perhaps a 
shade grandiose. Suggesting that we have "a whole new era" 
to be compared with the reform era is too grand an approach. 
It is only one component of the whole picture. 

I like the term "strategic policing" because we have been 
talking about the deployment of field forces. However. a 
very important aspect that Ken has repeatedly mentioned 
is the idea of analysis and intelligence as explaining how 
you use these people and how you use the information that 
they get. 

We have not talked very much about how to support these 
deployed field forces in the community, with specialist 
services that are going to focus on homicide, citywide 
burglary rings, car theft rings, and organized crime and 
terrorism. We have neglected to talk about these except 
when we said. "If we do not have the other resources of 
the department readily available to those people in the 
community, the citizens are not going to be happy." 

If we talked about community-involved policing as a part 
of a new era of policing, rather than being the total denomi
nation, many of the concerns raised here would disappear. 
Everybody would realize that this is a very important 
contribution which. along with other things happening in 
the police field. marks a new era of strategic policing in 
which people are thinking about what they are doing. 

Herman Goldstein: There should be some additional 
acknowledgment of these other concerns. Having deliberated 
for several years, we a.., liZ";. !!l a position in which papers 
that reflect the views of some members can be issued. 
I certainly do not agree with everything in this paper, but 
I assume that there will be a caption that will say that not 
everyone buys into this. While it reflects the benefits of these 
deliberations, it is the work of the authors and not the total 
product of this group's work. 
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Hoover wanted the FBI to represent a new 
force for law and order, and saw that such 
an organization could capture a permanent 
constituency that wanted an agency to take a 
stand against lawlessness, immorality, and 
crime. By raising eligibility standards and 
changing patterns of recruitment and 
training, Hoover gave the FBI agents 
stature as upstanding moral crusaders. 
By committing the organization to attacks 
on crimes such as kidnapping, bank robbery, 
and espionage--crimes that attracted wide 



publicity and required technical sophistication, 
doggedness, and a national jurisdiction to 
solve--Hoover established the organization's 
reputation for professional competence and 
power. By establishing tight central control over 
his agents, limiting their use of controversial 
investigation procedures (such as undercover 
operations), and keeping them out of narcotics 
enforcement, Hoover was also able to maintain 
an unparalleled record of integrity. That, too, 
fitted the image of a dogged, incorruptible 
crime-fighting organization. Finally, lest anyone 
fail to notice the important developments within 
the Bureau, Hoover developed impressive public 
relations programs that presented the FBI and 
its agents in the most favorable light. (For those 
of us who remember the 1940's, for example, 
one of the most popular radio phra:ses was, 
"The FBI in peace and war"-the introductory 
line in a radio program that portrayed a vigilant 
FBI protecting us from foreign enemies as well 
as villains on the "10 Most Wanted" list, another 
Hoover/FBI invention.) 

Struggling as they were with reputations for 
corruption, brutality, unfairness. and downright 
incompetence, municipal police reformers found 
Hoover's path a compelling one. 

Oliver "Buck" Revell: The myth has grown up that J. Edgar 
Hoover in particular, and the Bureau in general, sought to 
limit itself to simple crimes in order to gain positive public
ity. That myth is inaccurate. The Bureau of Investigation was· 
founded in 1908 with 32 people, so that the Attorney General 
would not have to use Secret Service agents. Congress had 
pr<,?hibited the Attorney General from using Secret Service 
agents to conduct investigations for the Justice Department 
Its jurisdiction was essentially the Mann Act, prostitution, 
and various crimes that the Attorney Generai designated. 
When Hoover came in, in 1924, as a young attorney, the 
FBI had grown to about 200 people and was primarily 
conducting investigations for which no other entity had a 
particular responsibility. Very rapidly, as laws were passed, 
and the InterstatC? Acts were among the first, the Dyer Act 
and so forth, they were given to the Bureau. 

I have done quite a bit of research in Bureau files and 
archives,. and I do not know that any Federal offense was 
ever declined or shunted off to another agency, with one 

exception. Back in the sixties. Hoover was asked if he 
wanted to take on the Bureau of Narcofics. He indicated 
that the FBI and the Bureau of Narcotics should not be 
combined because drug offenses are crimes of a very 
different type and require a single dedicated agency. That 
was in an era when we did not have the mixture of drugs 
throughout criminal activity. And second, he did not want the 
corrupting influence of drugs on FBI agents. Thai is 
how this myth has grown up. 

The role of the National FBI Academy as a force within 
American policing has been raised by Pat Murphy. The 
Academy brought police together for the first time, allowed 
them to exchange ideas, and created the awareness that 
experimentation was taking place in various departments. 
The Academy made it appropriate for law enforcement 
officers to pursue academic review of their activities and 

. established that law enforcement could learn from the 
. example of other organizations. 

The IACP (International Association of Chiefs of Police) 
made a very important contribution in centralizing certain 
police services, such as the identification process, which 
became the Identitication Division of the FBI, the National 
Laboratory, and so forth. And UCR (Uniform Crime 
~eports) is another contribution, of course. 

If you are going to talk about the evolution of law enforCe
ment in the United States, these themes are very important 
to the ov~rall progress. 

James "Ch~ps" Stewart: I want to compliment George 
because he captured the essence of the issues in one of 
his other articles better than anybody else has. However, 
I think that this particular paper is flawed in the way it 
characterizes policing. 

Lee Brown handed out a pamphlet about his new police 
substation. In it, a paragraph says, "What has happened here 
is not a revolution but an evolution that will change policing 
and the management involved in providing that policing." 
That captures more of what we are doing than George 
Kelling's statement of community policing does. 

One theme of the evolution in policing might be the use of 
force and the law. The political era's concept offorce could 
characterize police as 800-pound gorllIas who sit where they 
~ant to sit. Political era police are the law and they manage 
through intimidation, selective use of force, and harassment. 

In the reform era, there is a reaction to this personal and 
arbitrary use of force. The police become very defensive 
about their use of force; they use the rule of law as authority 
for their actions. They did not use the rule of law during the 
political era at all. In fact, they very rarely appealed to the 
courts when policing the community. . 
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The refonn era saw a tremendous movement IQf the courts 
into the arena of policing. The courts' impact on refonn 

. policing has been enonnous and it is neglected in this paper. 
The law authorized police actions and courts reviewed them 
in the context of the law, not the community nor politicians. 
This influence ought to be included. 

The civil rights and antiwar demonstrations can be seen as 
an extension of the refonn movement. They are an effort 
to extend legalistic control over the police. The police and 
their use of force had to be authorized by the rule oflaw, 
not politi<?s. 

Now we are moving into what George characterizes as the 
community era: I would describe it as problem oriented. 
Ed Meese articulates it as strategic policing as does Sir 
Kenneth, I believe. I look at it as an era when police took 
a proactive approach to their work, in tenns of seeking out 
problems in the community so that they can have impact 
on them: 

The refonn era, I believe, directed police to rely exclusively 
on the criminal justice system and to operate within a 
narrow, legalistic frame of reference. This coincided with 
an explosion in crime that overloaded and overburdened the 
criminal justice system. 

The police believed they could not do much because 
they were not empowered by law and the courts to do it. 
The public began to say "no, we want more from our 
police," and the demands of the public forced us out-of 
this legalistic envelope. 

Community or strategic policing relies not just on the law to 
solve crime problems, but on a spectrum of solutions, some 
of which lie in the criminal justice system. Other solutions 
are in the community, the private sector, volunteers, and a 
whole host of resources beyond the justice system. 

Another thread that goes through this evolution in policing is 
the use of discretion. who controls i!. and how it is infonned. 

These themes-discretion, the use of force. and the law
are better ways to approach the description of this evolution. 
They capture what the group really has in mind and address 
a number of the areas of concern that have been brought up. 
In continuing to use the tenn "community policing," we 
unnecessarily narrow the evolution that we all perceive is 
taking place. . 

I agree with Sfr Kenneth that there has been a sea change in 
public attitudes and the police are part of that change. I think 
the paper falls short of reflecting that change accurately. 

Mark Moore: These are very articulate criticisms. 
Let me say why we keep talking about this phrase 
"community policing." 

Let us imagine. for a moment, that there are two different 
fronts on which new investments in policing are likely 
to be made. One lies in the direction of more thoughtful, 
more infonnation-guided. more active attacks on particular 
crime problems. Some are local crime problems like 
robbery and burglary, and some tum out to be much bigger 
problems for which additional resources need to be brought 
to bear. These would include organized crime. terrorism, 
and sophisticated frauds. 

That is oI1e frontier. In many respects it is a continuation 
of an increasingly thoughtful, professionalized, forensic, 
tactical-minded police department. 

The other front is the developing theme of how to strike up 
a relationship with the community so that we can enlist their 
aid, focus on the problems that tum out to be important, and 
figure out a way to be accountable in a world in which the 
story about being accountable for the full and fair application 
of the law is no longer a plausible story. And we want the • 
freedom to deploy a variety of remedies in addition to the 
simple application of the law and we want to be able to talk 
to somebody about whether we are doing that satisfactorily. 

The first strand is captured by notions of strategic and 
problem-solving polidng. The second strand is captured 
by the concept of community policing. 

We all know that when you try to move an'organization, 
only a certain amount of energy can go into new investments 
and the construction of new capabilities. My judgment is 
that the problem solving-strategic thing will take care of 
itself because it is much more of a natural development in 
policing. If you are going to make a difference, you ought 
to describe a strategy that challenges the police in the areas 
in which they are least likely to make investments in reposi
tioning themselves. That is this far more problematic area 
of fashioning a relationship with the community. 

Given the opportunities for improvements and advancement 
along both fronts, that would be the argument why one front 
might be described in a slightly exaggerated way compared 
with the other. The other front is going to take care of itself. 
The one that you want to talk about is the hard one. 

The paper is not a whole description of what is going on: 
it is naming the most problematic thing that needs to be 
worked out. 

Allen Andrews: Then the paper needs to say that, and I hope 
that it would not be exaggerated, but emphasized. 

I hav~ several concerns about the history. "The thin blue 
line," to my recollection, arose in the sixties, as crime almost 
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exploded about our ears and, to be perfectly frank, you 
academics were at war with us as to whether there was a 
real crime increase. The police felt that they were standing 
alone, talking about a crime increase that everybody said 
was not happening. And then, of course, we had disorder to 
boot, unprecedented in the careers of most of us in service 
at that time. 

I have a concern about the statement "the community need 
for rapid response to calls sometimes is largely the conse
quence of police selling the service." I do not recall it that 
way and r have been mixing with police chiefs for nearly 
30 years. The fact is that you have had an evolution here. 

Learning from Hoover, police reformers 
vigorously set out to sell their brand of urban 
policing. They, too, performed on radio talk 
shows, consulted with media representatives 
about how to present police, engaged in 
public relatir,ms campaigns, and in other ways 
presented ali image of police as crimefighters. 
In a sense, they began with an organizational 
capacity-anticrime police tactics-and 
intensively promoted it. 

Allen Andrews: The advent of the motor car permitted 
police to get to some places with the speed that they could 
not before. As the motor car developed, it became inevitable 
that the public wanted more response, asked for it, and police 
responded. It just makes common sense. There are a lot of 
incidents occurring; you are expected to get there. The 
impact of the Depression arrived in American cities and 
on police. There was not a reform movement demand for 
efficiency to abolish foot patrol-these things developed 
because of money pressures. Police chiefs went down 
fighting over the issue of abolishing and retracting foot 
patrol. In 1954, New York City had Operation Twenty-Five,. 
a major experiment to demonstrate that foot patrol was still 
valuable and that cutting back foot patrol was a costly 
mistake in results, although it saved money. 

Yet the paper portrays the reform police chief calling foot 
patrol "an outmoded, expensive frill." Ultimately it got that 
way, and I have said it myself. But, by then, it was an issue 
of reversing the tide. 

Daryl Gates: Well, I have·to agree with Allen. Those of 
us who are older read this and find it just does not fit the 
history. For example, our response time has always been 

. . 

poor principally because we have a very small police 
department and an awful lot of area to cover and we found 
that there are many other things that need to be done besides 
answering calls. We try very hard to answer emergency 
calls quickly, but it is difficult. 

I have a hard time fitting the history of policing. as I know 
it, to the pattern that I see in this paper. The eras carved 
out in the paper are not precise at all. For example, in 1969 
we began the basic car plan. In 1970 we were fully imple
menting the basic car plan-that was community-oriented 
policing. The neighborhood watch-we were meeting with 
the people. In the early 1970's the entire operation went to 
team policing. Three thousand people were involved in team 
policing-detectives, traffic, everything that we did. In 1973, 
we decentralized our department. 

Also, when we talk about these reform areas, we talk about 
ridding the police of political control. If anyone here believes 
today that political influence does not prevail in major cities 
in this country, you are deluding yoU!'<:.eJves. 

Chiefs today are unfortunately deeply tied to politics and 
politicians. res a very sad commentary on local policing. 
How do chiefs refer to their mayor? "My mayor." "Is your 
mayor going to win this election? Yes, I think she is going to 
win; yes, I think he is going to win." And if they do not, that 
is the last time we see that commissioner or that chief. Gone, 
because of political whim, not his or her performance as a 
chief. So, if you do not think politics are tied into policing 
today, you are being very, very foolish. 

George Kelling: Let me respond: little has been said that 
I disagree with. Allen and I would interpret some things 
differently. Because I look at it from the outside, I interpret 
the role of the FBI differently from Buck Revell and maybe 
EdMeese .. 

What we are talking about is a model. To the extent that 
a model is adhered to or not is of less concern than the 
extent to which it is a model which the profession identifies 

. with and presents as its ideology. Of course, there are wide 
variations. Certainly, the reform era did not get politics out 

. of policing. 

Yet, we all believe that it is heresy to say that politics 
should influence the decisions of police and the allocation 
of personnel, or anything else. But we all know that happens. 

What I tried to examine was the development of a set 
of myths that dominate the profession and against which 
the profession measures itself, the central beliefs of the 
occupation. 

You may not h~ve had 911, but did have rapid response to 
calls for service; 911 has come to'symbolize that. The paper 
is an attempt to characterize stages of history by the ideology 
which dominatl!d. 
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Edwin Meese Ill: I think that you are trying to reduce this 
to an academic definition which is not helpful for either 
the public or for the people working in the field. Some of 
us are concerned that these definitions are too rigidly 
compartmentalized. 

You suggested that it is "heresy" to say that politics guides 
police decisions. Well, it is not heresy, because in our 
discussions we are substituting new political forces-the 
community and the people in the community-for the old 
political forces, which at one time were the mayor or the 
party leaders. More recently, after reform, the political 
influences are the people in police work themselves. 
Mayors and others still have a great deal to say, but the 
police professionals have a firmer grasp of implementation. 
This is an evolution of understanding rather than strictly 
compartmentalized periods. 

Francis X. "Frank" Hartmann: George, what do you hear 
in this conversation? 

George Latimer: I hear two levels of criticism. One 
concerns the hhtorical accuracy of the facts. The more 
fatal criticism is related to the model itself, that it is net 
as encompassing as the current challenges. And I hear 
the mixing of words, for different purposes. Daryl Gates 
descnbes politics of a kind which will always playa role. 
Ed Meese has introduced the notion of a different kind of 
politics, a good kind of politics, if you will. Not that a 
minority cannot threaten you with violations of people's 
rights, but it is different from the "ward heeling" ~ystem. 
That is what Ed is saying. 

James "Chips" Stewart: During the sixties, seventies, and 
eighties, the police have been aligned with the crime victims, 
while academia, the courts, and the press have seemed more 
concerned with defendants' rights. In the eighties, however, 
the courts and the press are talking about a new partnership 
with the victims movement. This is where the police have 
been all along. . 

New legislation talks about greater penalties and the rights of 
both the accused ~d the innocent are promoted. Our efforts 
to work on DNA, our efforts to work on better forensics, to 
improve the police delivery of service. are all part of this 
very important change in police and community. That has 
not been mentioned in the paper. The characteristics that you 
have identified miss important characterizations of what was 
going on in the past. 

Daniel Whitehurst: What I hear is the same thing that 
happens when a politician is being labeled either liberal 
or conservative. They always resist the label. There is 
resistance to being pigeonholed. 

The purpose of the paper is to put today' s policing in a box. 
A model has to be created, which everyone will resist, yet 
it is a helpful and useful methodology. 

I agree with the gist of the paper and buy into the idea of 
several different eras and yet see that you can find things 
today that still reflect the political or reform era. There are 
no neat, carefully drawn lines. But, maybe I do not resist 
the labeling because I am not the one being labeled. 

George Kelling: Let me say that Pat Murphy and Chips 
Stewart are absolutely right that when I ~valuate the changes, 
I have not included a section on the legal changes, like 
Miranda. That should be added, because you are right 
about that. 

Mark Moore: The other thing that I keep hearing is that 
we missed the civil rights movement. 

George Kelling: Yes. I believe that several things need 
redoing: the section on environment is wrong. When I am 
talking about environment I emphasize the level of intimacy 
between police and citizens. The concept of environment 
generally also includes an organization's relationship to 
technological, social, demographic, and cultural changes 
and the occupation's response to it. 

Allen Andrews: If the history could be elaborated, as 
George has already indicated, that is well on the way to 
satisfying my principal concern. In terms of Sir Kenneth's 
concerns, I think the fact we are zeroing in on the role of the 
uniformed police officer and the basic police function in the 
neighborhood needs to be acknowledged. 

George Kelling: Well, in England, Sir Kenneth has 
responsibilities for organized crime and for terrorism, 
which is much less of a condition here. 

Oliver "Buck" Revell: Perhaps the empirical data do not 
support the conceptualization itself. on the community era 
response and results. That is as troubling as what I see as 
inaccuracies in the history which mayor may not have a 
significant impact on the model itself. I do not believe, when 
we talk about the quality oflife and citizen satisfaction. that 
foot patrol and problem solving and team policing have been 
demonstrated as successful by the empirical data. 

Robert Kliesmet: I came on the police department in 1955, 
when cops beat confessions out of people. I stood outside 
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while hired guns in ·the department who were deft at beating 
the truth out of people got it. 

I saw Miranda come and 1 saw police executives go scream
ing out of the era of beating confessions out saying that we 
are going to continue doing what we have always done. 
Yet, in fact, there was a drastic change in. the way police' 
dealt with the community. 

I then went through the 1960's, the war, LEAA, and I saw 
all kinds of new concepts coming into being, team policing 
being one of them. It was a damn good idea, but the chiefs 
did not buy it, because academics proposed it. I see the labor 
relations era of the 1970's oifferently than you do. We won 
some major court cases in terms of the rights of police 
officers. This made them more satisfied and, hopefully. 
they performed their duties better. 

Now, I read a paper that delves into history, and I think it 
is accurate. I believe that the reform era is not gone; we are 
still in the reform era. HOy.'ever, I do believe that politics 
overrides, and that anything that we do here will ultimately 
come down to the political issue. 

I have talked to Daryl Gates at length. He has a good system 
but that is Los Angeles, California. I can go to Burbank. 
which is in Los Angeles County, or Redondo Beach, or 
Sacramento, and they do not have a similar situation. 

I travel the whole country talking to police officers who talk 
about joining our union, or who belong to our union. They 
are nowhere near where you are. How do we get them to this 
plateau? Is this group going to put them there? 

Nothing is going to happen unless we actively talk about 
what we intend to do 2, 3, 5 years down the road. HIstory 
does not mean a damn thing to the cop on the street. He will 
have to suffer until we implement the real solution to job. 
satisfaction. 

Patrick Murphy: The great heroes ofpoHcing in the United 
States are t,* cops who have 'to put up with the terrible 
management and the terrible organization. How can you 
expect to have decent organization and management when a 
Philadelphia captain will not spend a day going up the road 
90 miles to see what happens in New York, or down to 
Baltimore, or to Washington? They are all closed institu
tions. Middle management is the big problem. 

You cannot grapple with the problem of American policing 
at all if you do not start with the fact that we have 17,000 
police departments. We have a nonsystem of local policing, 
but out there among those 17,000 I?olice departments are 

some gems of departments, and we have had outstanding 
chiefs. Unfortunately, chiefs come along and bring about 
reform or upgrading, and that is lost when they leave. 

George Kelling: This paper was my attempt. on the basis 
of a lot of experience in many police departments. to get 
way back from the occupation and take a very long view, 
through binoculars. I suspect that when you do that. you see 
it differently from somebody who worked inside the field 
for a long period of time. This long view identifies what I 
consider to. be the central tendencies of the occupation. 

Now, in the paper, I deliberately put them in very stark 
terms. It is intended as a polemic. It is meant to raise issues· 
for discussion. 

There was always movement toward community, toward 
problem solving, that did not fit 'with the general direction 
of the organization. Police officers were always problem 
solving. The Kansas City experiment was a pj'oblem-solving 
exercise by Bob Wasserman. A group decided that the main 
problem was teenagers around schools. Then carne the 
reaction, "Vfe have to keep doing preventive patrol: we 
cannot concentrate on that problem because if we depart 
from preventive patrol the community might be tom apart 
by the bad people of the community." The rhetoric and the 
organization did not change. 

Why are we making this transition now, and making it faster 
and with more ease than one would expect? Because there 
are people with weight now in the organization who have 
always thought in terms of community and addressing 
problems. And now, as we go through an evolution or a 
revolution or whatever, the organization is utilizing these 
capacities and making them part of the central tendencies 
of the organization. 

Mark Moore: So the fraction of problem-solving or commu·· 
nity-oriented things that were sanctioned as opposed to done 
illicitly is gradually changing. 

George Latimer:The model is just crude enough to be 
perfect for a mayor and for a police chief. It is very helpful 
from a political standpoin't, but that is just one use. I am 
prepared to simplify. because I am comfortable with it and 
the voters understand it. 

It really does not matter whether the reform era ever ended, 
What does matter is that, conceptually, it is quite different 
to approach policing this way than the way we would in the 
hierarchical operation of a department. Most of the country, 
and this group of people, believe we ought to move away 
from the traditional hierarchical management system of 
operating police. 
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The rest of our deliberations are about how to connect it up 
with the community. 

Dary) Gates: George [Kelling], when you started to 
describe what you were doing here as stepping back, from 
a viewpoint outside the police profession, and looking at the 
profession with binoculars, that put this paper in a different 
perspective. But the paper should say that in a preamble. 
Then the paper begins to make more sense to me. It is not 
history as such. 

I have been sitting with major city chiefs for 19 years and 
have noted how policing in America is different from city to 
city. While there are great similarities, there is also a greal 
deal of dissimilarity, even in community-oriented policing or 
community-based policing. The most interesting aspect of 
attending a major city chiefs' meeting is listening to the great 
diversity as expressed by each chief, yet noting how similar 
some of the problems are. 

George Kelling: The existence of a unifying strategy does 
not mean that there were not regional and other variations 
among police departments during the refom\ era. Yet a 
model developed, and the model shaped how police thought 
about the business t1}ey were in and the kind of organizations 
police departments ought :0 be. 

Oliver "Buck" Revell: A small elite did, but most police 
did not. 

George Kelling: I think Buck is wrong, and I think Daryl 
is wrong about this, too. The characteristics of policing 
during the forties, fifties, and sixties are important issues 
for this group. 

Hubert Williams: I liked the paper. The question in part 
is one of comprehensiveness. Outside of a few questions 
related to accuracy, the issues that are raised go largely t.o 
comprehensiveness. I have wate,hed police for over 25 years, 
in departments and in pursuit of degrees in policing and 
criminal justice. 

1 see policing primarily as a reaction to the conditions that 
exist in our society at various times. America was once a . 
very segregated society. A separate set of laws was enforced 
on the black community, the only significant minority. That 
has changed. We now have communities with a number of 
minorities. many of them at each other's throats. 

We had, in 1967, a presidential commission on law enforce
ment, which was followed by the Kerner Commission 
Report. Both reported on the differences within our society. 

--------- -----~ 

The civil rights movement brought about an empowerment, 
it brought about greater democratization. It brought about 
a significant change in American life, both in terms of 
perceptions, and in terms of the acceptance by the minority 
community of what police and government do. Today there 
are minority chiefs in many of the major cities. 

Unless we include the effect that the civil rights movement 
had on policing, we are not really dealing with the various 
movements that have changed policing. Before the riots 
occurred in this country, the salaries of police and the 
attention given to police by government officials was 
negligible. They just did not care about cops. The riots 
came, and suddenly everybody realized that the police are 
the ones that protect us out there. The police became 
important. Then, LEAA came about and there was a 
tremendous infusion of money into the system. 

Patrick Murphy: The police were changed from the villains 
to the critical role of making this thing happen. The thin blue 
line of law and order is related to race. 

Richard Larson: We have focused on a number of issues 
primarily because this is an advocacy piece. If I were to write 
such a piece, it would differ markt:dly from the current one 
on such issues as costs and feasibility of implementing these 
kinds of procedures in today's "tax cap" environments and 
the role of technology, to name two. 

James "Chips" Stewart: My criticism from the beginning 
is that the community era is not distinguishable from the 
political era in this conceptualization. Decentralization 
is present in both, both have intimate relationships with 
community, both have foot patrol, both have political 
satisfaction, citizen satisfaction, both have law, both 
have politics. 

Our discussions have reflected the evolution of police 
accountability and the paper should do that as well. Police 
accountability in the political era simply maintained the 
status quo. As Hubert indicated. accountability in the 
reform era was different. It evolved because police were 
not providing the sort of justice expected by society. \yhen 
that happens, other institutions, such as the courts, will 
intrude on police discretion and hold the police accountable 
to new standards. 

We are now moving out of the reform or legalistic era of 
accountability and trying to push to a new level of accounta
bility responsive to the broader community. That is what is 
forcing this issue, a concern with crime and fear that merges 
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the victims movement, the civil rights movement, and the 
larger interests of the society. We have talked about how we 
integrate the notion of accountability with responsiveness to 
the community. The word "community" can be used as a 
code word for special interests. 

We have taken that community idea and homogenized if 
and we think that we have a new community out there, 
not a community of special interests but the community 
of many interests concerned about crime and disorder. 

George Latimer: Buck, you made the point that a correla
tion between community satisfaction and community 
policing has not been demonstrated by the evidence. In the 
so-called reform era, was community satisfaction considered 
a primary good and objective? 

Oliver "Buck" Revell: Yes, but I have trouOle with the 
concept of reform movement because as a participant 
observer of25 years, I have probably dealt with four or five 
hundred police departments. August Vollmer. O.W. Wilson. 
and Bill Parker were not even known to the majority of these 
police departments. They had no concept of a reform 
movement Most of them had heard of Hoover but they 
had not read him. 

The.things that really led to reform are Miranda. Mapp 
versus Ohio, the civil rights movement, bringing police 
into the modem era. . 

In response to your question, though, my point was that 
I do not think empirical data have proven that community 
satisfaction and quality of life are in fact improved by the 
models presented. I hope that we can find a model, because 
the police and the community need to be integrated on a 
much more s~cif~_and ~upportive basis. 

George Kelling: Buck, you are thinking about the current 
era. I am talking about the reform that occurred at the . 
beginning of the century. It was an extension of the progres
sive reform movement, professional management .•• 

Oliver "Buck" Revell: Scientific management, machine 
theory was working its way into police ideology. 

George Kelling: Yes, but that is notthe 1960's. The 1960's 
begins the shattering, the unraveling of that. 
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Hubert Williams: We should take a look at the history and 
write further on this. I will take some responsibility for that. 
Pat Murphy and I have had the same perspectives on these 
issues. so Pat and I can write one together. 

Mark Moore: We do not want to proclaim an answer: we 
want to have a conversation. George and I both feel this very 
strongly-that papers should reflect the deliberations of the 
group and genuinely emerge from the group. sometimes in 
opposition, sometimes in concert with the group. That is our 
pUblishing philosophy. The audience that we are trying to 
find is an audience of people who might be having this 
conversation at the FBI National Academy. at the PERF 
(Police Executive Research Forum) Executive Program. at 
the U.S. Conference of Mayors, at the New Mayors Meetings 
at the Kennedy School. and in discussions between mayors 
and police chiefs. 
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Policing. like all professions.leams from experience. 
It follows. then. that as modem police executives search 
for more effective strategies of policing. they will be guided 
by the lessons of police history. The difficulty is tlUt police 
history is incoherent. its lessons hard to read. After alL 
that histocy was produced by thousinds orIocai depanments 
pursuing their own visions and I'C!potlding to local condi
tions. Although that vuied experie~ is potentially a rich 
SOW"CC of lessons. departments ~ve left few records that 
reveal the trends shaping mode~ policing. Imerprel:uion. 
is neces.saty. 

Methodology 

1bis essay presents an interpretation of police history that 
may help police executives considering alternative future 
strategies of policing. Our reading of police history has 
led us to adopt a particular point of view. We find that a 
dominaiu trend guiding tod2y's police executives-a trend 
that encourages the pursuit of independent. professional 
autonomy for police depan:ments-is ca.rrying the police 
away from achieving their maximum potential. especially 
in effective crime fighting. We are also convinced that this 
trend in policing is weakening public policing rel~tiv~ 10 

privau security as the primary institution providing security 
to society. We believe that this has dangerous long-term 
implications not only f.or police depanments bu~ also for 
society. We lhink that this trend is shrinking rather than 
enJarging police capacity to help create civil communities. 
Our judgment is mat this trend can be reversed only by 
refocusing police attention from me pursuit of professional 
autonomy to the establishment of eff~tive problem-solving 
partnerships with the communities mey police. 
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Community policing is quite different: it is not incident
or technology-driven; officers operate on a decentralized 
basis. it emphasizes officers being in regular contac~ with 
citizens. and it allocates police on the basis of neighbor
hoods. The question is. how retoncilable are these two 
strategies? Some (Lawrence Shennan of l~e University 
ofMaryiand is one example) have taken a strong stance 
that radical alterations will be required if police are to 
respond more effectively to community problems. Others 
(Richard Larson of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. for example) disagree. believing that com
munity policing is reconcilable with rapid response 
w:hnology-indecd Professor Larson would emphasize 
that current computer technology can facilitate commu-
nity policing. . 

Will tht community policing strategy lead 10 in· 
crta.sed police corruption and misbehavior? 

The initial news from Houston, New York, Flint, 
Newark. Los Angeles, Baltimore County. md other 
police departments which have experimented with com
mUnity policing is good. Community policing has not led·· 
to increa$ed problems of corruption or misbehavior. 

Wby is it, however, that policymakers fear that commu
nity policing has the potential to increase the incidents 
of police running amok? The answer? Community polic
ing radically decentralizes police authority; officers must 
create for themselves the best responses to problems; and, 
polic~ become intimately involved with citizens. 

These ingredients may not sound so troublesome in them5 

selves-after all, many private and public sector organia 
utions radically decentralize authority. encourage 
creativity, and are characterized by relative intimacy 
between service providers and consumers. Nevertheless, 
in police circles such ingredients violate the orthodox 
means of controlling corruption. For a generation. police 
have believed ttiat to eliminate corruption it is necessary 
to centralize authonty. limit discretion. and reduce inti
macy between police and citizens. They had good reason 
to: Early policing in the United States had been charac
terized by financial corruption. failure of police ~o protect 
the rights of aU-·eiti~ns. and zealotry, 

But just as it is possible to squander police resources in 
the name of efficiency. it is -also possible to squander 
police resources in the quest for integrity. Centralization. 
standardization. and remoteness may pretlude many op
portunities for corruption. but they may also preclude the 
poss~biIity of good policing. For example. street-level 
cocame and ·heroin enforcement by patrol officers, now 
known to have crime reduction value, has been banned 
in cities because of fear of corruption. It is almost as if 
the purpose of police was to be corruption free. rather 
than to do essential work. If. as it appears to be, it is 
necessary to take risks to solve problems. then so be it: 
police will have to learn to manage risks as well as do 
managers in other enterpr.ises. _ 

Does this imply softening on the issue of police corrup
tion? Absolutely not. Police and city managers will have 
to continue to be vigilant: community policing exposes 
officers to more opportunities for traditional financial 
corruption; in many neighborhoods police will be faced 
with demands to pro~ct communities from the incursions 
of minorities; and. police will be tempted to become 
overzealous when the,)' see .citizens· problems being iga 
nored by other agencles. 

These dangers mean. however, that police executives will 
have to manage through values, rather than merely 
policies and procedures, and by establishing regular 
neighborhood and community institution reporting 
mechanisms. rather than through centralized command 
and control systems., 

Each of these issues-use of police reso~, organiza
tional compatibility. and comlption-is complicated. 
Some will be the subject of debate. Others will require 
research and experimentation to resolve. But most police 
chiefs will begin to address these issues in a new way. 
They will not attempt to resolve them in the ways of the 
past: in secret, behind closed doors. Their approach will 
reflect the values of the individual neighborhoods as well 
as the community as a whole. _ 

Policing is changing dramatically. On the one hand, we 
wish policing to retain the old valur.s of police integrity, 
equitable distribution of police resources throughout a 
community. and police efficiency which characterized 
the old model of police. But the challenge of contempo- . 

. rary police and city executives is ~ redefme these con· 
cepts in light of the resurgence of neighborhood .... itality. 
consumerism, and more realistic assessments of the in
stitutional capacity of police. 

The quiet revolutio.n is beginning to make itself heard: 
citizens and police are joining together to defend 
communities. 

The Executive Session" on Policing, like other 
Executive Sessions at Harvard's Kennedy School of 
Government, is designed to encoUr.lge a -~W form of 
dialog between high-level practitioners and scholars. 
with a view to redefming and proposing solutions for 
substantive policy issues. Practitioners rather than 
academicians are given majority representation in the 
group. The meetings of the Session are conducted as 
loosely structUred seminars or policy de~ . 
Since it began in 1985. the Executive Session oh .. 
Policing has met six times. During the 3-day meet
ings. the 30 members have energetically discussed the 
facts and values that have guided. and those that 

. should guide, policing. 
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Legitimacy and authorization 

Early American police were authorized by local municipali
ties. Unlike their English counterparts, American police 
departments lacked the powerful, central authority of the 
crown to establish a legitimate, unifying mandate for their 
enterprise. Instead, American police derived both their 
authorization and resources from local political leaders, 
often ward politicians. They were, of course, guided by the 
law as to what tasks to undertake and what powers to utilize. 
But their link to neighborhoods and local politicians was so 
tight that both Jordan4 and FogelsonS refer to the early police 
as adjuncts to local political machines. The relationship was 
often reciprocal: political machines recruited and maintained 
police in office and on the beat, while police helped ward 
political leaders maintain their political offices by encourag
ing citizens to vote for certain candidates, discouraging 
them from voting for others, and, at times, by assisting in 
rigging elections. 

The police function 

Partly because of their close connection to politicians, police 
during the political era provided a wide array of services to 
citizens. Inevitably police departments were involved in 
crime prevention and control and order maintenance, but 
they also provided a wide variety of social services. In the 
late 19th century, municipal police departments ran soup 
lines; provided temporary lodging for newly arrived immi
grant workers in station houses;6 and assisted ward I~ders 
in finding work for immigrants, both in police and other 
forms of work. 

Organizational design 

Although ostensibly organized as a centralized, quasi
military organization with a unified chain of command, 
police departments of the political era were nevertheless 
decentralized. Cities were divided into precincts, and 
precinct-level managers often, in concert with the ward 
leaders, ran precincts as small-scale departments-hiring, 
firing, managing, and assigning personnel as they deemed 

.appropriate. In addition, decentralization combined with 
primitive communications and transportation to give police 
officers substantial discretion in handling their individual 
beats. At best, officer contact with central command was 
maintained through the call box. 

External relationships 

During the pol~tical era, police departments were intimately 
connected to the social ami political world of the ward. 
Police officers often were recruited from the same ethnic 
stock as the dominant political groups in the localities, 
and continued to live in the neighborhoods they patrolled. 
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Precinct commanders consulted often with local political 
representatives about police priorities and progress. 

Demand management 

Demand for police services carne primarily from two 
sources: ward politicians making demands on the organiza
tion and citizens making demands directly on beat officers. 
Decentralization and political authorization encouraged the 
first; foot patrol, lack of other means of transportation, and 
peor communications produced the latter. Basically, the 
demand for police services was received, interpreted. and 
responded to at the 'precinct and street levels. 

Principal programs and technologies 

The primary tactic of.police during the political era was 
foot patrol. Most police officers walked beats and dealt 
with crime, disorder, and other problems as they arose, or 
as they were guided by citizens and precinct superiors. 
The technological tools available to police were limited. 
However, when call boxes became available, police adminis
trators used them for S'Jpervisory and managerial purposes; 
and, when early automobiles became available, police used 
them to transport officers from one beat to another.' The new 
technology thereby increased the range. but did not change. 
the mode. of patrol officers. 

Detective divisions existed but without their current prestige. 
Operating from a caseload of "persons" rather than offenses, 
detectives relied on their case load to inform on other 
criminals. 8 The "third degree" was a common means of 
interviewing.criminals to solve crimes. Detectives were 
often especially valuable to local politicians for gathering 
information on individuals for political or personal, rather 
than offense-related. purposes. 

, , Most police officers walked beats 
and dealt with crime, disorder, and 
other problem~ as they arose . .. " 

Measured outcomes 

The expected outcomes of police work included crime and 
riot control. maintenance of order, and relief from many of 
the other problems of an industrializing society (hunger and 
temporary homelessness, for example). Consistent with their 
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political manda~e, police emphasized maintaining citizen and 
political satisfaction with police services as an important 
goal ofp'olice departments. 

In sum, the organizational strategy of the political era of 
policing included the following elements: 

" Authorization-primarily political. 

• Function-<rime control, order maintenance, 
broad social services. 

• Organizational design--<iecentralized and 
geographical. 

• Relationship to environment-close and personal. 

• Demand-managed through links between politicians 
and precinct commanders, and face-to-face contacts 
between citizens ami foot patrol officers. 

• Tactics and technology-foot patrol and rudimentary 
investigations. 

• Outcome-polirlcal and citizen satisfaction with 
social order. 

The political strategy of early American policing had 
strengths. First, police were integrated into neighborhoods 
and enjoyed the support of citizens-at least the support of 
the dominant and political interests of an area. Second, and 
probably as a result of the first, the strategy provided lIseful 
services to communities. There is evidence that it helped 
contain riots. Many citizens believed that police prevented 
crimes or solved crimes when they occurred.9 And the 
police assisted immigrants in establishing themselves in 
communities and finding jobs. ___ ~_a. ________________________________ .. 
, , Officers were often required to 
en/orc!! unpopular laws foisted on 
immigrant ethnic neighborhoods by 
,crusat!ing reformers . .. , , 

-
The political strategy also had weaknesses. First. intimacy 
with community, closeness to political leaders, and a. 
decentralized organizational structure, with its inability 
to provide supervision of officers, gave rise to police 
corruption. Officers were often required to enforce unpopu-
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lar laws foisted on immigrant ethnic neighborhoods by 
crusading reformers (primarily of English and Dutch 
background) who objected to ethnic values. lo Because 
of their intimacy with the community, the officers were 
vulnerable to being bribed in return for nonenforcement 
or lax enforcement of laws. Moreover, police closeness to 
politicians created such forms of political corruption as 
patronage and police interfer~ce in elections. I I Even those 
few departments that managed to avoid serious financial or 
political corruption during the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries, Boston for example, succumbed to large-scale 
corruption during and after Prohibition. 11 

Second, close identification of police with neighborhoods 
and neighborhood norms often resulted in discrimination 
against strangers and others who violated those norms, 
especially minority ethnic and racial groups. Often rulLflg 
their beats with the "ends of their nightsticks," police 
regularly targeted outsiders and strangers for rousting 
and "c~rbstone justice. "13 • 

Finally, the lack of organizational control over officers 
resulting from both decentralization and the political 
nature of many appointments to police positions caused 
inefficiencies and disorganization. The image of Keystone 
Cops-police as clumsy bunglers-was widespread and 
often desc~ptive of realities in American policing. 

The reform era 

Control over police by local politi,cians, conflict between 
urban reformers and local ward leaders over the enforcement 
of laws regulating the mOrality of urban migrants, and abuses 
(corruption, for example) that resulted from the intimacy 
between police and political leaders and citizens produced 
a continuous struggle fo~ control over 'police during the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries.14 Nineteenth-century 
attempts by civilians to reform police organizations by 
applying external pressures largely failed; 2Oth-century 
attempts at reform, originating from both internal and 
external forces. shaped contemporary policing as we knew 
it through the 1970'S.13 

Berkeley's police chief, August Vollmer, first rallied police 
executives around the idea of reform during the 1920's 
and early 1930's. Vollmer's vision of policing was the 
trumpet call: police in the post-flapper generation were 
to remind American citizens and institutions of the moral 
vision that had made America great and of their responsibili· 
ties to maintain that vision.16 It was Vollmer's protege, 
O.W. Wilson, however, who taking guidance from 
J. Edgar Hoover's shrewd transformation of the corrupt 
and 9iscredited Bureau of Investigation into the honest 



and prestigious Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 
became the principal administrative architect of the police 

. refonn organizational strategy.\7 

Hoover w?.nted the FBI to represent a new force for law 
and order. and saw that such an organization could capture 
a pert1}anen~ constituency that wanted an agency to take 
a stand against lawlessness. immorality, and crime. By 
raising eligibility standards and changing patterns of recruit
ment and training, Hoover gave the FBI agents stature as 
upstanding moral crusaders. By committing the organization 
to attacks on crimes such as kidnapping. bank robbery. 
and espionage-crimes that attracted wide publicity and 
required technical sophistication. doggedness. and a national 
jurisdiction to solve-Hoover established the organization's 
reputation for professional competence and power. By 
establishing tight central control over his agents. limiting 
their use of controversial investigation procedures (such as 
undercover operations). and keeping them out of narcotics 
enforcement, Hoover was also able to maintain an unparal
leled record of integrity. That, too, fined the image of a 
dogged. incorruptible crime-fighting organization. Finally. 
lest anyone fail to notice the important developments within 
the Bureau, Hoover developed impressive public relations 
programs that presented the FBI and its agents in the most 
favorable light. (For those of us who remember the 194O's, 
for example. one of the most popular radio phrases was. 
"The FBI in peace and war"--the introductory line in a radio 
program that portrayed a vigilant FBI protecting us from 
foreign enemies as well as villains on the "10 Most Wanted" 
list, another Hoover/FBI invention.) 

, , 20th-century attempts at reform, 
originating from both internal and 
external forces, shaped . .. policing as 
we knew it through the 1970's." 

Struggling as they were with reputations for corruption, 
brutality. unfairness. and downright incompetence, munici
pal police reformers found Hoover's path a compelling one. 
Instructed by O.W. Wilson's texts on police administration. 
they began to shape an organizational strategy for urban 
police analogous to the one pursued by the FBI. 

Legitimacy and authorization 

Reformers rejected politics as the basis of police legitimacy. 
In their view. politics and political involvement was the 
problem in A.merican policing. Police reformers therefore 
allied themselves with Progressives. They moved to end the 
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close ties between local political leaders and police. In some 
states, control over police was usurped by state government. 
Civil service eliminated patronage and ward influences in 
hiring and firing police officers. In some cities (Los Angeles 
and Cincinnati, for example), even the position of chief of 
police became a civil service position to be attained through 
examination. In others (such as Milwaukee), chiefs were 
given lifetime tenure by a police commission, to be removed 
from office only for cause. In yet others (Boston, for 
example), contracts for chiefs were staggered so as not 
to coincide with the mayor's tenure. Concern for separation 
of police from politics did not focus only on chieftl, however. 
In some cities. such as Philadelphi~, it became illegal for 
patrol officers to live in the beats they patrolled. The purpose 
of all these changes was to isolate poi ice as completely as 
possible from political influences. 

. 
Law, especially criminal law, and police professionalism 
were established as the principal bases of police legitimacy. 
When police were asked why they performed as they did, 
the most common answer was that they enforced the law. 
When they chose not to enforce the law-for instance. 
in a riot when police isolated an area rather than an-ested 
looters-policejustificalion for such action was found in 
their claim to professional know!clge, skills, and values 
which uniquely qualified them to make such tactical deci- , 
sions. Even in riot situations. police rejected the idea that 
paliticalleaders should make tactical decisions; that was a 
police responsibility," 

So persuasive was the argument of reformers to remove 
political influences from policing, that police departments 
became one of the most autonomous public organizations in 
urban government. 19 Under such circumstances, policing a 
city became a legal and technical matter left to the discretion 
of professional police executives under the guidance of law. 
Political influence of any kind on a police department came 
to be seen as not merely a failure of police leadership but as 
corruption in policing. 

The police junction 

Using the focus on criminal law as a basic source of police 
legitimacy, policein the reform era moved to narrow their 
functioning to crime control and criminal apprehension. 
Polic(;" agencies became law enjorcemenJ agencies. Their 
goal was 10 control crime. Their principal means was the use 
of criminal law to apprehend and deter offenders. Activities 
that drew the police inlo solving other kinds of community 
problems and relied on other kinds of responses were 



identified as "social work," and became the object of 
derision. A common line in police circles during the 1950's 
and 1960's was, "If only we didn't have to do social work, 
we could really do something about crime." Police retreated 
from providing emergency medical services as we\l
ambulance and emergency medical services were transferred 
to medical, private, or firefighting organizations.20 The 1967 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admini
stration of Justice ratified this orientation: heretofore, police 
had been conceptualized as an agency of urban government; 
the President's Commission reconceptualized them as part 
of the criminal justice system. 

Organizational design 

The organization form adopted by police reformers generally 
reflected the scientific or classical theory of administration 
advocated by Frederick W. Taylor during the early 20th 
century. At least two assumptions attended classical theory. 
First, workers are inherently uninterested in work and, if 
left to their own devices, are prone to avoid it. Second, 
since workers have little or no interest in the substance of 
their work, the sole common interest between workers 
and management is found in economk incentives for 
workers. Thus, both workers and management benefit 
economicaily when management arranges work in ways 
that increuse workers' productivity and link productivity to 
economic rewards. 

Two central principles followed from these assumptions: 
division of labor and unity of control. The former posited 
that if tasks can be broken into components, workers can 
become highly skilled in particular components and thus 
more efficient in carrying out their tasks. The latter posited 
that the workers' activities are best managed by a pyramid of 
control, with all authority fina\ly resting in one central office. 

, , ... a generation of police officers 
was raised with the idea that they merely 
enforced the law . .. , , 

Using this classical theory, police leaders moved to routinize 
and standardize police work, especially patrol work. Police 
work became a form of crimefighting in which police 
enforced the law and arrested criminals if the opportunity 
presented itself. Attempts were made to limit discretion in 
patrol work: a generation of police officers was raised with 
the idea that they merely enforced the law. 
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If special problems arose, the typical response was to crea1f 
special units (e.g., vice, juvenile, drugs, tactical) rather 
than to assign them to patrol. The creation of these special 
units, under central rather than precinct command, served 
to further centralize command and control and weaken 
precinct commanders.21 

Moreov~r, police organizations emphasized oontrol over 
workers through bureaucratic means of control: supervision, 
limited span of control, flow of instructions downward and 
information upward in the organization, establishment of 
elaborate record-keeping systems requiring additional layers 
of middle managers, and coordination of activities between 
various production units (e.g., patrol and detectives), which 
also required additional middle managers. 

External relationships 

Police leaders in the reform era redefined the nature of 
a proper relationship between police officers and citizens. 
Heretofore, police had been intimately linked to citizens. 
During the era of reform policing, the new model demanded 
an impartialla' ... !nforcer who related to citizens in profes
sionally neutral and distant terms. No better characterization 
of this model can be found than television's Sergeant Friday, 
whose response, "Just the facts, ma'am," typified the idea: 
impersonal and oriented toy.rard crime solving rather than 
responsive to the emotional crisis of a victim. 

The professional model also shaped the police view of the 
role of citizens in crime control. Police redefined the citizen 
role during an era when there was heady confidence about 
the ability of professionals to manage physical and social 
problems. Physicians would care for health problems, 
dentists for dental problems, teachers for ed'~cational 
problems, social workers for social adjustment problems, 
and police for crime problems. The proper role of citizens 
in crime control was to be relatively passive recipients of 
professional crime control services. Citizens' actions on 
their own behalf to defend themselves or their communities 
came to be seen as inappropriate, smacking of vigilantism 
Citizens met their responsibilities when a crime occurred 
by calling police, deferring to police actions, and being good 
witnesses if called upon to give evidence. The metaphor that 
expressed this orientation to the community was that of the 
police as the "thin blue line." It connotes the existence of 
dangerous external threats to communities, portrays polin' 
as standing between that danger and good citizens, and 
implies both police heroism and loneliness. 

Demand management 

Learning from Hoover, police reformers vigorously set out 
to sell their brand o( urban policing.22 They, too, performed 
on radio talk shows, consulted with media representatives 



about how to present police, engaged in public relations 
campaigns, and in other ways presented this image of police 
as crime fighters. In a sense, they began with an organiza
tional capacity-anticrime police tactics-and intensively 
promoted it. This approach was more like selling than 
marketing. Marketing refers to the process of carefully 
identifying consumer I,leeds and then developing goods 
and services that meet those needs. Selling refers to having 
a stock of products or goods on hand irrespective of need and 
selling them. The reform strategy had as its starting point a 
set of police tactics (services) that police promulgated as 
much for the purpose of establishing internal control of 
police officers and enhancing the status of urban police as 
for responding to community needs or market demands.23 

The community "need" for rapid response to calls for 
service, for instance, was largely the consequence of 
police selling the service as efficacious in crime control 
rather than a direct demand from citizens. 

, , Foot patrol, when demanded by 
citizens, was rejected as an outmoded, 
expensive frill. , , 

Consistent with this attempt to sell particular tactics, police 
worked to shape and control demand for police services. 
Foot patrol, when demanded' by citizens, was rejected as an 
outmoded, expensive frill. Social and emergency services 
were terminated or given to other agencies. Receipt of 
demand for police services was centrali~ed. No longer were 
citizens encouraged to go to "their" neighborhood police 
officers or districts; all calls went to a central communica
tions facility. When 91 I systems were installed, police 
aggressively sold 911 and rapid response to calls for service 
as effective police service. If citizens continued to use 
district, or precinct, telephone numbers, some police 
departmentS disconnected those telephones or got new 
telephone numbers.24 

Principal programs and technologies 

The princi'pal programs and tactics of the reform strategy 
were preventive patrol by automobile and rapid response to 
calls for service. Foot patrol, characterized as outmoded and 
inefficient, was abandor.ed as rapidly as police administra
tors could obtain cars.2S The initial tactical reasons for 
putting police in cars. had been to increase the siz~ of the 
areas police officers could patrol and to take the advantage 
away from criminals who began to use automobiles. Under 
reform policing, a new theory about how to make the best 
tactical use of automobiles appeared. 
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O.W. Wilson developed the theory of preventive patrol by 
automobile as an anticrime tactiC.26 He theorized that if 
police drove conspicuously marked cars randomly through 
city streets and gave special attention to certain '''hazards'' 
(bars and schools, for example), a feeling of police 
omnipresence would be developed. In turn, that sense of 
omnipresence would both deter criminals and reassure good 
citizens. Moreover, it was hypothesized that vigilant patrol 
office.rs moving rapidly through city streets would happen 
upon criminals in action and be able to apprehend them, 

As telephones and radios became ubiquitous, the availability 
of cruising police came to be seen as even more vaiuable: 
if citizens could be encouraged to call the police via 
telephone as soon as problems developed, police could 
respond rapidly to calls and establish control over situations, 
identify wrong-doers, and make arrests. To this end, ?11 
systems and computer-aided dispatch were developed 
throughout the country. Detective units continued, although 
with some modifications. The "person" approach ended and 
was replaced by the case approach. In addition, forensic 
techniques were upgraded and began to replace the old 
"third degree" or reliance on informants for the solution 
of crimes. Like other special units, most investigative units 
were controlled by central headquarters. 

Measured outc.omes 

The primary desired outcomes of the reform strategy were 
crime control and criminal apprehension.2' To measure 
achievement of these outcomes, August Vollmer, working 
through the newly vitalized International Association of 
Chiefs of Police, developed and implementeQ a uniform 
system of crime classification and reporting. Later, the 
system was taken over and administered by the FBI and the 
Uniform Crime Reports became the primary standard by 
which police organizations measured their effectiveness. 
Additionally, individual officers' effectiveness in dealing 
with crime was judged by the number of arrests they made; 
other measures of police ~ffectiveness inciuded response 
time (the time it takes for a police car to lUTive at the location 
of a call for service) and "namber of passings" (the number 
of times a police car passes a given point on a city street). 
Regardless of aU other indicators, however, the primary 
measure of police effectiveness was the crime rate as 
measured by the t niform Crime Reports. 

In sum, the Teform organizational strategy contained the 
following elements: 



-

• Authorization-law and professionalism. 

• Function-crime control. 

• Organizational design-centralized. classical. 

• RelatJionship to environment-professionally remote. 

• Demand-channeled through central dispatching 
activities. 

• Tactics and technology-preventive patrol and rapid 
response to calls for service. 

• Outcome-crime control. 

, , •.• oJ.rlCers' effectiveness in dealing 
with crime was judged by the number 
of arrests they made . •. , , 

In retrospect, the refonn strategy was impressive. It success
fully integrated its strategic elements into a coherent para
digm that was internally consistent and logically appealing. 
Narrowing police functions to crime fighting made sense. IT 
police could concentrate their efforts on prevention of crime 
and apprehension of criminals, it followed that they could be 
more effective than if they dissipated theLr efforts on other 
problems. The model of police as impartial. professional law 
enforcers was attractive because it minimize!! the discretion
ary excesses which developed during the political era. 
Preventive patrol and rapid response to calls for service 
were intuitively appealing tactics. as well as means to control 
officers and shape and control citizen demands for servi~e. 
Further, the strategy provided a comprehensive. yet simple. 
vision of policing around which police leaders could rally. 

The metaphor of the thin blue line reinforced their need to 
create isolated independence and autonomy in terms that 
were acceptable to the. public. The patrol car became the 
symbol of policing during the 1930's and 1940's; when 
equipped with a radio. it was at the limits of technology. 
It represented mobility, power, conspicuous presence, 
control of officers, and professional distance from citizens. 

During the late 1960's and 1970's. however, the reform 
strategy ran into difficulty. First, regardless of how police 
efft:ctiveness in dealing with crime was measured, police 
failed to substantially improve their record. During the 
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1960's. crime began to ri..se. Despite l2lfge increases in the 
size of police departments and in expenditures for new 
forms of equipment (911 systems. computer-aided dispatch, 
etc.). police failed to meet their own or public expectations 
about their capacity to control crime or prevent its increase. 
Moreover,research conducted during the 1970's on . 
preventive patrol and rapid response to calls for service 
suggested that neither was an effective crime control or 
apprehension tactic.2lI 

Second, fear rose rapidly during this era. The consequences 
of this feM were dramatic for cities. Citizens abandoned 
parks, public transportation, neighborhood shopping centers, 
churches, as well as entire neighborhoods. What puzzled 
police and researchers was that levels of fear and crime did 
not always correspond: crime levels were low in some areas 
but fear high. Conversely, in other areas levels of crime wef~ 
high, but fe2lf low. Not until the early 1980's did researchers 
discover that fear is more closely correlated with disorder 
than with crime.29 Ironically, order maintenance was one of 
those functions that police had been downplaying over the 
years. They collected no data on it, provided no training to 
officers in order maintenance activities. and did not reward 
officers for successfully conducting order maintenance tasks. . 
Third, despite attempts by police departments to create 
equ.i~ble police allocation systems and to provide impartial 
pohcmg to all citizens, many minority citizens, especially 
blacks during the 1960's and 1970's, did not perceive their 
treatment as equitable or adequate. They protested not only 
police mistreatment, but lack of treatment-inadequate or 
insufficient services--as well. 

"Not until the early 1980's did 
researchers discover that fear is more 
closely correlated with disorder than 
with crime. , , 

Fourth, the civil rights and antiwar movemen~ challenged 
police. This challenge look several fonns. The legitimacy 
of police was questioned: students resisted police, minoritie~ 
rioted against them, and the public. observing police via live 
television for the fIrst time. questioned their tactics. More~ 
over, despite police attempts to upgrade personnel through 
improved recruitment, training, and supervision. minorities 
and then women insisted that they had to be adequately 
represente~ in policing if police were to be legitimate . 

. Fifth, some of the myths that undergirded the reform 
strategy-:police officers use linle or no discretion and 

I 
• I , 



the primary activity of police is law enforcement-simply 
proved to be too far from reality to be sustained. Over 
and over again research showed that use of discretion 
characterized policing at all levels and that law enforcement 
comprised but a small portion of police officers' activities.30 

Sixth. although the refonn ideology could rally police chiefs 
and executives. it failed to rally line police officers. During 
the reform era, police executives had' mov~d to professional
ize their ranks. Line officers. however. were managed in 
ways that were antithetical to professionalization. Despite 
pious testimony from police executives that "patrol is the 
backbone of policing." police executives behaved in ways 
that were consistent with classical organizational theory
patrol officers continued to have low status: their work was 
treated as if it were routini7.ed and standardized; and petty 
rules governed issues such as hair length and off-duty 
behavior. Meanwhile. line officers receiv~ little guict.ance 
in use of discretion and were given few. if any, opportunities 
to make suggestions about their work. Under such circum
stances. the increasing "grumpiness" of officers in many 
cities is not surprising, nor is the rise of militant unionism. 

Seventh. police lost a significant portion of their financial 
support, which had been increasing or at least constant over 
the years. as cities found themselves in fiscal difficulties. 
In city after city. police deparonents were reduced in size. 
In some cities. New York for example. financial cutbacks 
resulted in losses of' up to one-third of cieparonental person
nel. Some. noting that crime did not increase more rapidly 
or arrests decrease during the cutbacks. suggested that 
New York City had been overpoliced when at maximum 
strength. For those concerned about leveJs of disorder and 
fear in New York City. not to mention other problems •. 
that came as a dismaying conclusion. Yet it emphasizes 
the erosion of confidenc!: that citizens. politicians. and 
academicians had in urban police--an erosion that was 
translated into lack of political and financial support. 

~nally. urban police dep~ents began to acquire competi
non: private security and the community crime control 
movement. Despite the inherent value of these develop
ments, the fact that businesses. industries, and private 
citizens began to search for alternative means of protecting 
their property and persons suggests a decreasing confidence 
in either the capability or the intent of the police to provide 
the services tha( citizens want 

In retrospect. the police reform strategy has characteristics 
similar to those that Miles and SnowJ1 ascribe to a defensive 
strategy in the private sector. Some of the characteristics of 
an organization with a defensive strategy are (with specific 
characteristics of reform policing added in parentheses): 

• Its market is stable and narrow (crime victims). 
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• ~ts success is dependent on maintaining dominance 
10 a narrow, chosen market (crime control). 

• It tends to ignore developments outside its domain 
(isolation). 

• It tends to establish a single core technology (patrol). 

• New technology is used to improve its current 
product or service rather than to expand its product 
or service line (use of computers to enhance patrol). 

• Its managemeru is centralized (command and 
control). 

• Promotions generally are from within (with the 
exception of c.hiefs. virtually all promotions are 
from wiihin). 

• There is a tendency toward a functional structure with 
high degrees of specialization and formalization. 

A defensive strategy is successful for an organization when 
market conditions remain stable and few competitors enter 
the field. Such strategies are vulnerable. however, in unstable 
market conditions and when competitors are aggressive. 

, , ... the reform strategy was unable 
to adjust to the changing socwl 
circumstance~ of the 1960's and 1970's." 

The reform strategy was a successful strategy for police 
during the relatively stable period of the 1940's and 1950's. 
Police were able to sell a relatively narrow service line and 
maintain dominance in the crime control market The social 
changes of the 1960's and 1970's, however, created unstable 
conditions. Some of the more significant changes included: 
the civil rights movement; migration of minorities into 
cities; the changing age of the population (more youths and 
teena~ers); i?creases in crime Md fear, increased oversight 
of polIce acuons by courts; and the decriminalization and 
deinstitutionalizatici'Q movements. Whether or not the private 
sector defensive strategy properly applies to police, it is clear 
that the reform strategy was unable to adjust to the-chancing 
social circumstances of the 1960's and 1970's. '" 

I 
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The community problem-solving era 

AU was not negative for police during the late 1970's and 
early 1980's, however. Police began to score victories which 
they barely noticed. Foot patrol remained popular, and in 

. many cities citizen and political demands for it intensified. 
In New Jersey, the state funded the Safe and Clean Neigh
borhoods Program, which funded foot patrol in cities. often 
over the opposition of locaJ chiefs 9f police. Jl In Boston, 
foot patrol was so popular with citizens that when neighbor
hoods were selected for foot patrol. politicians often made 
the announcements. especially during election years. 
Flint, Michigan. became the first city in memory to return 
to foot patrol on a citywide basis. It proved so popular 
there that citizens twice voted to increase their taxes to 
fund foot patrol-most recently by a two-thirds majority. 
Political and citizen demands for foot patrol continued to 
expand in cities throughout th~ United States. Research 
into foot patrol suggested it was mQre than just politically 
popular, it contributed to city life: it reduced fear. increased 
citizen satisfaction with police. improved police attitudes 
toward citizens, and increased the morale and job satisfaction 
ofpoike.JJ 

Additionally, research conducted during the 1970's 
suggested that one factor could help police improve their 
record in dealing with crime: infonnation. If information 
about crimes and criminals could be obtained from citizens 
by police. primarily patrol officers. and could be properly 
managed by police departments, investigative and other 
units could significantly increase their effect on crime.14 

Moreover, research into foot patrol suggested that at least 
part of the fear reduction potential was linked to the order 
maintenance activities of foot patrol officers.J5 Subsequent 
work in Houston and Newark indicated that tactics other 
than foot patrol that. like foot patrol, emphasized increasing 
the quantity and improving the quality of police-dtizen 
interactions had outcomes similar to those of foot patrol 
(fear reduction, etc.j.36 Meanwhile. many other cities were 
developing programs. though not evaluated, similar to those 
in the foot patrol, Rint. and fear reduction experimeflts.J7 

• 

The findings of foot patrol and fear reduction e~perimen!S, 
when coupled with the research on the relationship between 
fear and disorder. created new opportUnities for police to 
understand the increasing concerns of citizens' groups about 
disorder (gangs, prostitutes. etc.) and to work with citizens 
to do something about it. Police discovered that wben they 
asked citizens about their priorities. citizens appreciated the 
inquiry and also provided useful information-often about 
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problems that beal officers might have been aware of, but . 
about which deparunents had little or no official data (e.g., 
disorder). Moreover. given the ambiguities that surround 
both the definitions of disorder and the authority of police 
to do something about it, police learned that they had to 
seek authorization from local citizens to intervene in 
disorderly situations.» 

, , ... foot patrol and fear reduction 
experiments [helped] police to understand 
the increasing concerns of citizens . .. , , 

Simultaneously, Goldstein's problem-oriented approach 
to policingl9 was being tested in several communities: 
Madison, Wisconsin; Baltimore County, Maryland; and 
Newport News, Virginia. Problem-oriented policing rejects 
the fragmented approach in which police deal with each 
incident, whether citizen- or police-initiate'..d, as an isola~ed 
event with neither history nor future. Pierce's findings about 
calls 'for service illustrate Goldstein's point: 60 percent of the 
calls for service in any given year in Boston originated from 
10 percent of the households calling the police.4O Further
more, Goldstein and his colleagues in Madison, Newport 
News, and Baltimore County discovered the following; 
police officers enjoy operating with a holistic approach to 
their work; they have the capacity to do it successfully; they 
can work with citizens and other agencie.'i to solv~ problems: 
and citizens seem to appreciate working with police
findings similar to those of the foot patrol experiments 
(Newark and Rint)'" and the fear reduction experiments 
(Houston and Newark).·2 

The problem confronting police, policymakers, and academi· 
cians is that these trends and findings seem to contradict 
many of the tenets that dominated police thinking for a 
generation. Foot patrol creates new intimacy between 
citizens and police. Problem solving is hardly the routinized 
and standardized patrol modality that reformers thought was 
necessary to maintain control of police and limit their 
discretion. Indeed, use of discretion is the sine qua non of 
problem-solving"policing. Relying on citizen endorsement 
of order maintenance activities to justify police action 
acknowledges a continued or new reliance on political 
authorization for police work in general. And. accepting the' 
quality of urban life as an outcome of good police service 
emphasizes a wider definition of the police function and the 
desired effects of police work. 

These changes in policing are not merely new police tactics. 
howev.er. Rather. they represent a new organizational 



approach, properly called a community strategy. The 
elements of that strategy are~ 

. Legitimacy and authorization 

There is renewed emphasis on community, or political, 
authorization for many police tasks, along with law and' 
professionalism. Law continues to be the major legitimating 
basis of the police function. It defines basic police powers, 
but it does not fully direct police activities in efforts to 
maintain order, negotiate conflicts, or solve community 
problems. It becomes one tool among many others. 
Neighborhood, or community, support and involvement 
are required to accomplish those tasks. Professional and 
bureaucratic authority, especially that which tends to isolate 
police and insulate them from neighborhood influences, 
is lessened as citizens contribute more to definitions of 
problems and identification of solutions. Although in some 
respects similar to the authorization of policing's political 
era, community authorization exists in a different political 
context. The civil service movement, the political centraliza
tion that grew out of the Progressive era, and the bureaucrati
zation, professionalization. and unionization of police 
stand as counterbalances to the possible recurrence of the 
corrupting influences of ward politics that existed prior to 
the reform movement. 

The police function 

As indicated above, the definition of police function 
broadens in the community strategy. It incl.udes order 
maintenance, conflict resolution. problem solving through' 
the organization, and provision of services. as well as other 
activities. Crime control remains an important function. 
with an important difference, however. The reform strategy 
attempts to control crime directly thro,ugh preventive patrol 
and rapid response to calls for service. The community 
strategy emphasizes crime control and prevention as an 
indirect result of, or an equal partner to. the other activities. 

, , ... police function . .• includes order 
maintenance, conflict resolutio.n, 
problem solving . .. , and provision 
of services . .. , , 

Organizational design 

Community policing operates from organizational assump
tions different from those of reform policing. The idea that 
workers have no legitimate, substantive interest in their work 
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is untenable when programs such as those in Flint. Houston, 
Los Angeles, New York City, Baltimore County, Newport 
News. and others are examined. Consulting with community 
groups, problem solving, maintaining order, and other such 
activities are antithetical to the reform ideal of eliminating 
officer discretion through routinization and standardization 
ofpoJice activities. Moreover, organizational decentraliza
tion is inherent in community policing: the involvement of 
police officers in diagnosing and responding to neighbor
hood and community problems necessarily pushes opera
tional and tactical decisionmaking to the lower levels of the 
organization. The creation of neighborhood police stations 
(storefronts, for example), reopening of precinct stations, 
and establishment of beat offices (in schools, churches. etc.) 
are concrete examples of such decentralization. 

Decentralization of tactical decisionmaking to precinct or 
beat level does not imply abdication of executive obligations 
and functions, however. Developing. articulating. and 
monitoring organizational strategy remain the responsibility 
of management. Within this strategy. operational and tactical 
decisionmaking is decentralized. This implies what may at 
first appear to be a paradox: while the number of managerial 
levels may decrease, the number of managers may increase. 
Sergeants in a decentralized regime, for example, have 
managerial responsibilities that exceed those they would 
have in a centralized organization. 

At least two other elements attend this decentralization: 
increased participative management and increased 
involvement of top police executives in planning and 
implerrentation. Chiefs have discovered that programs are 
easier to conceive and implement if officers themselves 
are involved in their development through task forces, 
temporary matrix-like organizational units, and other 
organizational innovations that tap the wisdom and experi
ence of sergeants and patrol officers. Additionally, police 
executives have learned that good ideas do not translate 
themselves into successful programs without extensive 
involvement of the chief executive and his close agents 
in every stage of planning and implementation. a lesson 

. learned in the private sector as welLH 

One consequence of decentralized decisionmaking, 
participative planning and management, and executive 
involvement in planning is that fewer levels of authority 
are required to administer police organizations. Some 
police organizations, including the London Metropolitan 
Police (Scotland Yard), have begun to reduce the number of 
middle-managj!ment layers, while others are contemplating 
doing so. Moreover, as in the private sector, as computerized 



infonnation gathering systems reach their potential in police 
departments, the need for middle managers whose primary 
function is data ~olIection will be further reduced. 

External relationships 

Community policing relies on an intimate relationship 
between police and citizens, This is acr.omplished in a 
variety of ways: relatively long-tenn assignment of officers 
to beats, programs that emphasize familiarity between 
citizens and police (police knocking on doors, consultations, 
crime control meetings for police and citizens, assignment 
to officers of "caseloads" of households with ongoing 
problems, problem solving, etc.), revitalization or develop
ment of Police Athletic League programs, educational 
programs in grade and rugh schools, and other programs. 
Moreover, polire are encouraged to respond to the feelings 
and fears of citizens that result from a variety of social 
problems or from victimization. 

"Community policing relies on an 
intimate relationship between police 
and citizens. , , 

Further, the police are restructuring their relationship with 
neighborhood groups and institutions. Earlier, during the 
refonn era, police had claimed a monopolistic responsibility 
for crime control in cities, communities, and neighborhoods; 
now they recognize serious competitors in the "industry" of 
crime control, especially private security and the community 
crime control movement. Whereas in the past police had 
dismissed these sources of competition or, as in the case 
of community crime control, had attempted to coopt the 
movement for their own pUrposes,044 now police in many 
cities (Boston, New York, Houston, and Los Angeles, to 
name a few) are moving to structure working relationships 
or strategic alliances with neighborhood and community 
crime control groups. Although there is less evidence of 
attempts to develop alliances with the private security 
industry, a recent proposal to the NationallnstilUte of Justice 
env.isioned an experimental alliance between the Fon 
Lauderdale, Florida, Police Department and .the Wackenhut 
Corporation in which the two orgaruzations would share 
responses to calls for service. 
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Demand management 

In the community problem-solving strategy, a major portion 
of demand is decentralized, with citizens encouraged to 
bring problems directly to beat officers or precinct offices. 
Use of 911 is discouraged, except for dire emergencies. 
Whether tactics include aggressive foot patrol as in Flint 
or problem solving as in Newport News, the emphasis is 
on police officers' interacting with citizens to detennine 
the types of problems they are confronting and to devise 
solutions to those problems. In contrast to refonn policing 
with its selling orientation, this approach is more like 
marketing: customer preferences are sought. and satisfying 
customer needs and wants, rather than selling a previously 
packaged product or service, is emphasized. In the case of 
police, they gather information about citizens' want'>, 
diagnose the nature of the problem. devise possible solu
tions, and then determine 'which segments of the community 
they can best serve and which can be best served by other 
agencies and institutions that prov.ide services, including 
crime control. 

Additionally, many cities are involved in the development 
of demarketing programs:5 Toe most notewonhy example 
of demarketing is in the area of rapid response to calls. for 
service. Whether through the development of alternatives tb 
calls for service, educational programs designed to discour 
age citizens from using the 911 systt:m, or, as in a few cities, 
simply not responding to many calls for service, police 
actively anempt to demarkel a program that had been 
actively sold earlier. Often demarketing 911 is thought of 
as a negative process. It need not be so, however. It is an 
anempt by police to change social, political, a.,d fiscal 
circumstances to bring.consumers' wants in line with polict' 
resources and to accumulate evidence about the value of 
particular police tactics. 

" .. : demarketing 911 ... is an attempt 
by police to ... bring consumers' wants 

. in line with police resou,:ces ... , , 

Tactic~ and technoloKY. 

Community policing tactics include foot patrol, problem 
solving, infonnation gathering, victim counseling and 
services, community organizing and consultation, education. 
walk-and-ride and knock-on-<ioorprograms, as well as 
regular patrol, specialized fonns of patrol, and rapid response 
to emergency calls for service. Emphasis is placed on 



infonnation sharing between patrol and detectives to 
increase the possibility of crime solution and clearance. 

Measured outcomes 
The measures of success in the community strategy are 
broad: quality-of life in neighborhoods, problem solution. 
reduction of fear, increased order, citizen satisfaction with 
police services. as well as crime control. In sum, the 
elements of the community strategy include: 

• AuthClrization-community support (political), law, 
professionalism. 

• Function-crime control. crime prevention. problem 
solving. 

• Organizational design-ciecentra1ized, task forces, 
manices. 

• Relationship to environment-<onsultative. police 
defend values of law and professionalism, but listen 
to community concerns. 

• Demand-<hannelled through analysis of underlying 
problems. 

e Tactics and technology-foot patrol. problem 
solving. etc. 

• Outcomes-quality of life and citizen satisfaction. 

Conclusion 

We have argued that there were two stages of policing in 
the past. political and refonn. and that we are now moving 
into a third, the community era. To carefully examine the 
dimensions of policing during each of these eras, we have 
used the concept of organizational strategy. We believe 
that this concept can be used not only to describe the 
different styles of policing in the past and the present. but 
also to sharpen the understanding of police policymakers 
of the future. 

~.. I 

For example. the concept helps explain policing's perplexing 
experierce with leam policing during the 1960's and 1970's. 
Despite the popularity of team policing with officers 
involved in it and with citizens. it generally did not remain 
in police deparnnents for very long. It was usually planned 
and implemented with enthusiasm and maintained for 
several years. Then, with little fanfare. it 'would vanish
with everyone-associated with it saying regretfully that for 
some reason it just did not work as a police tactic. However, 
a close examination of team policing reveals that it was a 
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strategy that innovators mistakenly :\pproacbed as a tactic. 
It had implications for authorization (police turned to 
neighborhoods for support), organizational design (tactical 
decisions were made at lower levels of thr; organization). 
definition of function (police broadened their service role). 
relationship to environment (pennanent team members 
responded to the needs of small geographical areas). demand 
(wants and needs came to team members directly from 
citizens). tactics (consultation with citizens, etc.), and 
ouf.comes (citizen satisfaction, etc.). What l,)ea)mes clear. 
though, is that team policing was a competing strategy 
with different assumptions about every element of police 
business. It was no wonder that it expired under such 
circumstances. Team and refonn policing were strategically 
incompatible-one did not fit into the other. A police 
department could have a small team policing unit or 
conduct a team poliCirlg experiment, but business as 
usual was reform policing. 

Likewise, although foot patrol symbolizes the new strategy 
for many citizens. it is a mistake to equate the two. Foot 
patrol is a tactic, a way of delivering police services. In Rint, 
its inauguration has been accompanied by implementation of 
most of the elements of a community strategy, which has 
become business as usual. In most places. foot patrol is not 
accompanied by the other elements. It is outside the main
stream of "real" policing arld often provided only as a sop.to 
citizens and politicians who are demanding the development 
of different policing styles. This certainly was the case in 
New Jersey when foot patrol was evaluated by the Police 
Foundation:46 Another example is in Milwaukee. where two 
police budgets are passed: the first is the police budge~ the 
second. a supplementary budget for modest levels of foot 
patrol. Ii1 both cases. fqat patrol is outside the mainstream 
of police activities and conducted primarily 'IS a result of 
external pressures placed on departments. 

, , ... team policing . .. was usually 
planned and implemented Wil~'z enthu
siasm . .•. Then, with little fanfa ... e, it 
would vani$h ... , , 

It is also a mistake to equate problem solving or increased 
order maintenance activities with the new strategy. Both 
are tactics. They can be implemented either as part of a new 
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organizational strategy, as foot patrol was in Flint, or as an 
"add-on." as foot patrol was in most of the cities in New 
Jersey. Drawing a distinction betwe\:n organizational add
ons and a change in strategy is not an academic quibble; 
it gets to the heart of the current situation in policing. 
We are arguing that policing is in a period of transition 
from a reform strategy to what we call a community strategy. 
The change involves more than ,making tactical or organiza
tionaladjustrnents and accommodations. Just as policing 
went through a basic change when it moved from the 
political to the reform strategy. it is going through a similar 
change now. If elements of the emerging organizational 
strategy are identified and the policing institution is guided 
through the change rather than left blindly thrashing about. 
we expect that the public will be better served. policymalq:rs 
and police administrators more effective. and the profession 
of policing revitalized. 

, , If . .. policing . . is guided through 
the change rather than left blindly 
thrashing about, ..• the public will be 
better served . .. , , 
2LL 

A final point: the classical theory of organization that 
continues to dominate police administration in most 
American cities is alien to most of the elements of the new 
strategy. The new strategy will not accommodate to the 
classical theory~ the latter denies too much of the real nature 
of police work. promulgates unsustainable myths about the 
nature and quality of police supervision. and creates too 
much cynicism in officers attempting to do creative problem 
solving. Its assumptions about workers ar~ simply wrong. 
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Organizational theory has developed well beyond the stage 
it was at during the early 1900's. and policing does have 
organizational options that are consistent with the newly 
developing organizational strategy. Arguably, policing. 
which was moribund during the 1970's. is beginning a 
resurgence. It is overt.hlowing a strategy that was remarkable 
in its time. but which could not adjust to the changes of 
recent decades. Risks attend the new strategy and its imple
mentation. The risks, however. for the community and the 
profession of policing. are not as great as attempting to 
maintain a strategy that faltered on its own terms during 
the 1960's and 1970's. 
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Police and Communities: 
the Quiet Revolution 

By George L. Kelling 

Introduction 

A quiet revolution is reshaping American policing. 

Police in dozens of communities are returning to foot 
patrol. In many communities. police are surveying citi
zens to learn what they believe to be their most serious 
neighborhood problems. Many police departments are 
finding alternatives to rapidly responding to the majority 
of calls for service. Many departments are targeting re
sources on citizen fear of crime by concentrating on dis
order. Organizing citizens' groups has become a priority 
in many departments. Increasingly, police departments 
are looking for means to evaluate themselves On their 
contribution to the quality of neighborhood life. not just 
crime statistics. Are such activities the business of polic
ing? In a crescendo, police are answering yes. 

True, such activities contrast with popular images of 
police: the "thin blue line" separating plUndering villains 
from peaceful residents and storekr.epers, and racing 
through city streets in high-powered cars with sirens wail
ing and lights flashing. Yet, in city after city, a new 
vision of policing is taking hold of the imagination of 
progressive police and gratified citizens. Note the 1987 
report of the Philadelphia Task Force. Dismissing the 
notion of police as Philadelphia' s professional defense 
against crime. and its residents as passive recipients of 
police ministrations, the report afflrms new police values: 

Because the current strategy for policing Philadelphia 
emphasizes crime control and neglects the Depart
ment's need to be accountable to the public and for'a 
parmership with it. the task force recommends: The 
police commissioner should formulate an explicit mis
sion statement for the Department that will guide plan
ning and operation,..s toward a strategy of "community" 

This is one in a series of reports originally developed with 
some of the leading figures in American policing during 
their periodic meetings at Harvard U niyersity' s John F. 
Kennedy School of Government. The reports are published 
so that Americans interested in the improvement and the 
future of policing can share in the information and pers~c
tives that were part of extem;ive debates at the School's 
Executive Session on Policing. 

The police chiefs. mayors. scholars. and others invited to 
the meetings have focu~ on the use and promise of such 
strategies as community-based and problem-oriented polic
ing. The testing and adoption of these strategies by some 
police agencies signal important changes in the way Amer
ican policing now dOes business. W)lat these changes mean 
for the welfare of citizens and the fulfillment of the police 
mission in the next decades has been at the heart of the 
Kennedy School meetings and this series of pa~rs. 

We hope that through these publications police officials 
and other policy makers who affect the course of policing 
will debate and challenge their beliefs just as those of us 
in the ~xecutive Session have done. 

The Executive Session on Policing has been developed 
and administered by the Kennedy School's Program in 
Criminal Justice Policy and Management and funded by 
the National Institute of JuStice and private sources that in
clude the Charles Stewan Mott and Guggenheim Foundations. 

James K. Stewart 
Director 
National Institute of Justice 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Mark H. Moore 
Faculty Chainnan 
Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 
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or "problem solving" policing. Such a statement should 
be developed in consultation with the citizens of 
Philadelphia and should reflect their views. (Emphases 
added.) . 

These themes-problem solving, community policing, 
consultation, partnership, accountability-have swept 
through American policing so swiftly that Harvard U ni
versity's Professor Mark H. Moore has noted that "We 

. in academe have to scramble to keep track of develop
ments in policing." Professor Hennan Goldstein of the 
University of Wisconsin sees police as "having turned a 
comer" by emphasizing community accountability and 
problem solving. 

The new model of policing 

What comer has been turned? What are these changes 
that are advancing through policing? 

Broken windows 

In February 1982, James Q. Wilson and I published an 
article in Atlantic known popularly as "Broken Win
dows." We made three points. 

1. Neighborhood disorder--drunks. panhandling, youth 
gangs, prostitution, and other urban incivilities-creates 
citizen fear. 

2. Just as 'llnrepaired broken windows can signal to 
people that nobody cares about a building and lead to 
more serious vandalism, untended disorderlv behavior 
can also signal that nobody cares about the 'community 
and lead to more serious disorder and crime. Such sig
nals-untended property, disorderly persons. drunks, 
obstreperous youth, etc. -both create fear in citizens and 
attract predators. 

3. If police are to deal with disorder to reduce fear and 
crime, they must rely on citiz~ns for legitimacy and 
assistance. 

"Broken Windows" gave voice to sentiments felt both by 
citizens and police. It recognized a major change in the 
focus of police. Police had believed that they should deal 
with serious crime, yet were frustrated by lack of success. 
Citizens conceded to police that crime was a problem, 
but were more concerned about dailv incivilities that 
disrupted and often destroyed neighbOrhood social. com
mercial, and political life. "We were trying to get people 
to be concerned about crime problems." says Darrel 
Stephens, former Chief in Newpon News·and now Execu
tive Director of the Police Executive Research Forum. 
"never understanding that daily HYing issues had a much 
greater impact on citizens and commanded their time and 
attention. " 

Many police officials, howe.ver. believed the broken win
dows metaphor went fu.rth~r. For them. it not only 
suggested changes in the focus of police work (disorder. 
for example), it l.11so suggested major modifications in 

the overall strategy of police departments. What are some 
of these strategic changes? 

" Citizens conceded to police that crime was 
a problem, but were more .concerned about 
daily incivilities that disrupted and often dea 
stroyed neighborhood social, commercial and 
political life " ' 

Defense of a community 

Police are a neighborhood's primary defense against dis
order ~d crime. right? This orthodoxy has been the basis 
?f pol~ce ~trate~y for a generation. What is the police 
Job? Flghtmg cnme. How do they do this? Patrolling in 
cars, responding to calls for service, and investigating 
~rimes: What is t~e role of.cit~zens in all of this? Suppon: 
mg polIce by callIng them If trouble occurs and by being . 
good wimesses. 

But using our metaphor, let us again ask the question of 
whether police are the primary defense against crime and 
disorder. Are police the "thin blue line" defending neioh
borhoods and communities? Considering a specific ex~~ 
pie might help us answer this question. For example, 
sho~ld police have primary.l\':sponsibility for controlling 
a nelghborhood youth who, say, is buUying other' 
children? 

Of course not. The first line of defense in a neighborhood 
against a troublesome youth is the youth's family. Even 
if the family is failing, our immediate answer would not 
be to Involve police. Extended family-aunts. uncles, 
g~dparents-might become involved. Neighbors and 
fnends (of both the parents and youth) often offer assist
ance. The youth's church or school might become 
involved. 

On occasion police will be called: Suppose that the youth 
is severely bullying other children to the point of injuring 
them. A bullied child's parents call the police. Is the 
bully's family then relieved of responsibility? Are neigh
bors? The schoql? Once police are called, are neighbors 
relieved of their duty to be vigilant and protect their own 
or other neighbors' children? Does calling police relieve 
teachers of their obligation to be alert and protect children 
from assault? The answer to all these questions is no. 
We expect families, neighbors, teachers, and others to 
be responsible and prudent. 

If we believe that community institutions are the first line . 
of defense against disorder and crime. and the source of 
strength for maintaining the quality oflffe, ·what should 
the strategy of police be? The old view \\<as that they 
were a community'S professional defense against crime 
and disorder: Citizens should leave control of crime and 
maintenance of order to police. The new strategy is that. 
police are to stimulate and buttress a community's ability 
to produce attractive neighborhoods and protect them 
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against predators. Moreover, in communities that are 
wary of strangers, police serve to help citizens tolerate 
and protect outsiders who come into their neighborhoods 
for social or commercial purposes. 

But what about neighborhoods in which things have got
ten out of hand-where , for example, predators like drug 
dealers take over and openly and outrageously deal drugs 
and threaten citizens? Clearly. police must playa leading 
role defending. such communities. Should they do so on 
their own, huwever? 

Police have tried in the past to control neighborhoods 
plagued by predators without involving resi?ents. C~>n
cerned, for example, about serious street cnme. poltce 
made youths. especially minority youths. the targets of 
aggressive field interrogations. The results, in the United 
States during the 1960's and more recently in England 
during the early 1980's, were disastrous. Crime was 
largely unaffected. Youths already hostile to police be
came even more so. Worst of all, good citizens became 
estranged from police. 

Citizens in neighborhoods plagued by crime and disorder 
were disaffected because they simply would not have 
police they neither knew nor authorized whizzing in and 
out of their neighbornoods "takin' names and kickin' 
ass." Community relations programs were beside the 
point. Citizens were in no mood to surrender control of 
their neighborhoods to remote and officious police who 
showed them little respect. Police are the first line of 
defense in a neighborhood? Wrong-citizens are! 

Defending communities-from incidents to 
problems 

The strategy of assisting citizens maintain the quality of 
life in their neighborhoods dramatically improves on the 
former police strategy. To understand why, cne has to 
understand in some detail how police work has been 
conducted in the past. Generally, the business of police 
for the past 30 years has been responding to calls for 
service. 

" Beat officers ... have known intuitively what 
researchers . . . have confirmed . . . : fewer than 
10 percent of the addresses callingfor police service 
generate over 60 percent of the lotal calls for service 
during a given year' , 

For example, a concerned and frightened citizen calls 
police about a neighbor husband and wife.who are fight
ing. Police come and intervene. They might separate the 
couple, urge them to get help, or, if violence has occurred, 
arrest the perpetrator. But basicallJ;:, police try to resolve 
the incident and get back into their patrol cars so they 
are available for the next calL Beat officers may well 
know that this household has been the subject of 50 or 

100 calls to the police department during the past year. 
In fact. they have known intuitively what researchers 
Glenn Pierce in Boston and Lawrence Sherman in Min
neapolis have confirmed through research: fewer than 10 
percent of the addresses calling for police service generate 
over 60 percent of the total calls for service during a 
given year. 

fndeed, it is very likely that the domestic dispute described 
above is nothing new for the disputing couple, the neigh
bors. or police. ~lore likely than not. citizens have pre
viously called police and they have responded. And. with 
each call to police. it becomes more likely that there will 
be another. 

Thi~ atomistic response to incidents acutely frustrates 
patrol officers. Herman Goldstein describes this frustra
tion: "Although the public looks at the average officer as 
a powerful authority figure, the officer very often feels 
impotent because he or she is dealing with things for 
which he or she has no solution. Officers believe this 
makes them look silly in the eyes of the public." But, 
given the routine of police work, officers have had no 
alternative to their typical response: Go to a call. pacify 
things. and leave to get ready for another call. To deal 
with the problem of atomistic responses to incidents, 
Goldstein has proposed what he calls "problem-oriented 
Rolicing ... 

.... m=u. .............................. ... 

" Stmed simply, problem-oriented policing is a 
method of working with citizens to help them iden
tify and solve problems" 
1IIIII~1._ ....... _ .. _ .... __ .. __ .. _ .. IIIU'tmJ 

Stated simply. problem-oriented po'licing is a method of 
working with citizens to help them identify and solve 
problems" Darrel Stephens. along with Chief David 
Couper of Madison, Wisconsin, and Chief Neil Behan 
of Baltimore County, Maryland, has pioneered in prob
lem-oriented policing. Problems approached via problem
oriented policing include sexual assault and drunk driving 
in Madison, auto theft, spouse abuse, and burglary in 
Newport News, and street robbery and burglary in Balti
more County. 

Stephens's goal is for "police officers to take the time to 
stop and think about what they were doing." Mark Moore 
echoes Stephens: "In the past there were a small number 
of gu ys in the police chief s office who did the thinking 
and everybody else just carried out their ideas. Problem 
solving gets thousands of brains working on problems." 

The drive to r.hange 

Why are these changes taking place now? There are three 
reasons: 
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1. Citizen disenchantment with police services; 

2. Research conducted during the 1970's; and. 

3. Frustration with the traditional role of the police 
officer. 

1. DiSenchantment with police services-At first, it seems 
too strong to ~ay "disenchantment" when referring to 
citizens' attitudes towards police. Certainly citizens ad
mire and respect most police officers. Citizens enjoy 
contact with police. Moreover, research shows that most 
citizens do not find the limited capability. of police to 
prevent or solve crimes either surprising or of particular 
concern. Nevertheless, there is widespread disenchant
ment with police tactics that continue to keep police of
ficers remote and distant from citizens. 

Minority citizens in inner cities continue to be frustrated 
by police who whisk in and out of their neighborhoods 
with little sensitivity to· community norms and values. 
Regardless of where one asks, minorities want both the 
familiarity and accounta~~ility that characterize foot pa
trol. Working- and middle-class communities of all races 
are demanding increased collaboration with police in the 
determination of police priorities in their neighborhoods. 
Community crime control has become a mainstay of their 
sense of neighborhood security and a means of lobbying 
for diffe.rent police services. And many merchants and 
affluent citizens have felt so vulnerable that they have 
turned to private security for service and protection. In 
private sector terms, police are losing to the competi
tion-private security and community crime control. 

2. Research-The 1970's research about police effective
ness was another stimulus to change. Research about 
preventive patrol. rapid response to calls for service. and 
investigative work-the three mainstays of police tac
tics-was uniformly discouraging. 

Research demonstrated that preventive patrol in au
tomobiles had little effect on crime. citizen levels of fear, 
or citizen satisfaction with police. Rapid response to calls 
for service likewise had little impact on arrests, citizen 
satisfaction with police, or levels of citizen fear. Also, 
research into criminal investigation effectiveness 
suggested that detective units were so poorly administered 
that they had little chance of being effective. 

3~ Role oflhe patrol officer -Finally, patrol officers have 
been frustrated with their traditional role. Despite pieties 
that patrol has been the backbone of policing, every police 
executive has known that, at best, patrol has been what 
officers do until they become detectives or are promoted. 

At worst, patrol has been the dumping ground for officers 
who are incompetent, suffering from alcoholism or other 
problems, or simply burned out. High status for police 
practitioners wentto detectives. Getting "busted to patrol" 
has been a constant threat to police managers or detecti ves 
who fail to perform by some standard of judgment. (It 
is doubtful that failing patrol officers ever get threatened 
with being busted to the detective unit.) . 
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Never mind that patrol officers have the most important 
mission in police departments: They handle the public's 
most pr.essmg problems and must make complex decision!. 
almost mstantaneously. Moreover, they do this with littk. 
~upervision or training. Despite this, police administrator!.i 
treat patrol officers as if they did little to advance the 
organizati<:>n's mission. The salaries of patrol officers also 
reflect their demeaned status. No wonder many officers 
have grown cynical and have turned to unions for leader
ship ratherthan to police executives. "Stupid management 
made unions," says Robert Kliesmet, the President of the 
International Union of Police Associations AFL-CIO. 

The basis for new optimism 

Given these circumstances, what is the basis of current 
optimism of police leaders that they have turned a corner? 
Optimism arises from four factors: 

1. Citizen response to the new strategy; 

2. Ongoing research on police effectiveness; 

3. Past experiences police have had with innovation; and 

4. The values of the new generation of police leaders. 

1. Citizen response-The overwhelming public response 
to community and problem-solving policing has been 
positive, regardless of where it has been instituted. When 
queried about how he knows community pOlicing we)rks 
in New York City, Lt. Jerry Simpson responds: "The 
District Commanders' phones stop ringing," Simpson 
continues: "Commanders' phones stop ringing because 
problems have been solved. Even skeptical commanders 
soon learn that most of their troubles go away with com
munity policing." Citizens like the cop on the beat and 
enjoy working with himlher to solve problems. Crisley 
Wood, Executive Director of the Neighborhood Justice;; 
Network in Boston-an agency that has established a 
network of neighborhood crime control organizations··· 
puts it this way: "The cop on the beat, who meets regularly 
with citizen groups, is the single most important service 
that the Boston Police Department can provide." 
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" The cop on the beat, who meets regufurly with 
citizen groups, is the single most important service 
that the Boston Police Department can·provide" 

........................................ E?~· 

Testimonies aside, perhaps the single most compelling 
evidence of the popularity of community or p,oblem~ 
solving policing is found in Flint, Michigan, where, it 
will be recalled, citizens have twice voted to increase 
their taxes to maintain neighborhood foot patrols-the 
second time by a two-to-one margin. 

2. New research on effectiveness-Research conducted 
during the early and mid-l 970 's frustrated police execu~ 
tives. It generally showed what did not work. Research 
conducted during the late 1970's and early 1980's was 
different. By beginning to demonstrate that new tactics 



did work, it fueled the move to rejuvenate policing. This 
research provided police with the following guidance: 

Foot patrol can reduce citizen fear of crime, improye 
the relationship between police and citizens. and in
crease citizen satisfaction with police. This was disco
vered in Newark. New Jersey, ane Flint. In Flint. foot 
patrol also reduced crime and calls for service. More": 
over, in both cities. it increased officer satisfaction 

. with police work. 

The productivity of detectives can be enhanced if patrol 
officers carefully interview neighborhood residents 
about criminal events, get the informatipn to detectives. 
and detectives use it wisely, according to lohn Eck of 
PERF. 

Citizen fear can be substantially reduced, researcher 
Tony Pate of the Police Foundation discovered in 
Newark. by police tactics that emphasize increasing 
the quantity and improving the quality of citizen-police 
interaction: 

Police anti-fear tactics can also reduce household 
burglaries, according to research conducted by Mary 
Ann Wycoff, also of the Police Foundation. 

Street-level enforcement of heroin and cocaine laws 
can reduce serious crime in the area of enforcement, 
without being displaced to adjacent areas. according 
to an experiment conducted by Mark Kleiman of Har-

·vard University's Program in Criminal Justice Policy 
and Management. 

Problem-oriented policing can be used to reduce thefts 
f:.Jm c~"S, problems associated with prostitution. and 
household burglaries, according to William Spelman 
and John Eck of PERF. 
These positive findings about new police tactics provide 

of Excellence were n?t available to police administrators. 
The cUIT;nt generatIon of reformers has an edge: They 
have avalled themselves of the opportunity to learn from 
the documented successes and failures of the past. Not 
~onte~t :vith merely s~udyi~g innOlJation and management 
In poliCing, Ho~ston s C;hI~f u:e Brown is having key 
personnel spend internshIps m pnvate sector corporations 
noted for excellence in management. 

4. New breed of police leadership -The new breed of 
pol!c~ leader~hip is unique i~ the history of American 
pohc1Og. Unlike the tendency 10 the past for chiefs to be 
local and inbred, chiefs of this generation are urbane and 
cosmopolitan. 

Chief Lee Brown of Houston received a Ph.D. in 
criI?inology from the University of California-Berkeley; 
ChIef Joseph McNamara of San Jose, California, has a 
Ph.D .from Harvar~ l!niversity, and is a published 
novehst: Hubert Wilhams, formerly Director of the 
Newark Police Department and now President of the 
Police Foundation. is a lawyer and has studied criminol
ogy in the Law. S~hool at Harvard University; Benjamin 
Ward, CommIssIoner of the New York City Police De
partment. is an attorney and was Commissioner of Cor
rections in New York State. 

These are merely a sample. The point is, members of 
this generation of police leadership are well educated and 
of diverse backgrounds. All of those noted above. a5 well 
as mallY others t have sponsored research and experimen
tation to improve policing. 

Problems 

police with both the motive and justification for continued We have looked at the benefits of community policing. 
efforts to rejuvenate policing. What is the down side? What are the risks? 

3. Experieru:e with innovatioD-The desire to improve 
policing is not new with this generation of reformers. 
The 1960's and 1970's had their share of refonners as 
well. Robert Eichelberger of Dayton innovated with team 
policing (tactics akin in many ways to problem solving) 
and public policymaking; Frank Dyson of Dallas with 
team policing and generalist/specialist patrol officers: 
Car! Gooden with team policing in Cincinnati: and there 
were many other innovators. 

But innovators of this earlier era were: handicappe.d by a 
lack of documented successes and failures of imp lemen
tation. Those who experimented with team policing were 
not aware that elements of team policing were simply 
incompatible with preventive patrol and rapid response 
to calls for service. As a result. implementation of team 
policing followed a discouraging pattern. It would ~ 
implemented, officers and citizens would like it. it would 
have an initial impact on crime. and then business as 
usual would overwhelm it-the prosmun would simply 
vanish. -.-

Moreover. the lessons about innovation and excellence 
that Peters and Waterman brought together in In Search 
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These questions led to the creation of the Executive SesQ 

sion on Community Policing in the Pn.."'gram in Criminal 
Justice Policy and Management of Harvard Univ~sity's 
John F. Kennedy School of Government. Funded by the 
National Institute of Justice and the Charles Stewart 
Mott, and Guggenheim Foundations .. the Executive Ses
sion has convened police and political elites with a small 
number of academics around the issue of community 
polici:tg. Francis X. Hartmann, moderator 0 f the Ex
ecutive Session, describes the purpose of the meetings: 
"These persons with a special aud irnponant relationship 
to contemporary policing have evolved into a real work
ing group, which is addressing the gap between the reali
ties and aspirations of American policing. Community 
policing is a significant eifort to fill this gap." 

Among the questions the Executive Session has raised 
are the following: 

I. Police are a valuable resource in a community. Does 
community policing squander that resource by concentrat
ing on the wrong priorities? 
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2. How will community policing fit into police depart
ments given how they are now organized? and, 

3. Will community policing open the door to increased 
police corruption or other inappropriate behavior by line 
officers? 

Will community policing squaniier police 
resources? 

This question worries police. They understand that police 
are a valuable but :sparse resource in a community. Hubert 
Williams, a pioneer in community policing, expresses 
his concern. "Are police now being put in the role of 
providing services that are starutorily the responsibilities 
of some other agencies?" Los Angeles's Chief Gates 
echoes Williams: "Hubie' s (WiUiams is) right-you can' t 
solve all the problems in the world and shouldn't try." 
Both worry that if police are spread too thin. by problem
solving activities for example. that they .will not be able 
to properly protect the community from serious crime. 

" It is simply wrong 'to propose abandoning 
foot patrol in the name of short response time 
and visibility vis-a7vis patrolling in cars" 

This issue is now being heatedly debated in Flint. There. 
it will be recalled, citizens have passed two bills funding 
foot patrol-the second by a two-lo-one majority. A 
report commissioned by city government. however, con
cludes: 'The Cost of the Neighborhood Foot Patrol Pro
gram Exceeds the Benefit It Provides the Citizens of 
Fluu.," and recommends abandoning the program when 
funding expires in 1988. 

Why, according to the report, should foot patrol be aban
doned? So more "effective" police work can be done. 
What is effective police work? Quick response to calls 
for service, taking reports, and increased visibility by 
putting police officers in cars. "Itis simply wrong," says 
Robert Wasserman, noted police tactician and Research 
Fellow in the Program in Criminal Justice at Harvard, 
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"to propose abandoning foot patrol in the name of short 
response time and visibility vis-a-vis patrolling in cars. 
~very shred of evidence is that rapid response and pattol
l~ng 10 cars doesn't reduce crime, increase citizen satisfac
tion, or red~ce fe~. ~ich is the lUXUry," Wassennan 
concludes, a tactlc like foot patrol that gives you two, 
and maybe three: of your goals, or a tactic like riding 
around m cars gomg from call to call that gives you none?" 
Experienced police executives share Wasserman's con
cerns. Almost without exception, they are attempting to 
find ways to get out of the 1l10rass that myths of the ef
ficacy of rapid response have created for large-city police 
departments. It was Commissioner Ben Ward of New 
York City, for example, who put a cap on resour.ces that 
can be used to respond to calls for service and is attempt
ing to find improved means of responding to calls. Com
missioner Francis "Mickey" Roache expresses the deep 
~rustration felt by so many police: "I hate to say this, but 
10 Boston we run from one call to another. We don't 
accomplish anything. We're just running all over the 
place. It's absolutely insane." . 

A politician's response to the recommendation to end 
Flint's foot patrol progti!:-n is interesting. Daniel 
Whitehurst, fonner Mayor of Fresno, California. reflects: 
"I find it hard to imagine ending a program that citizens 
not only find popular but are willing to pay for as well." 

'The ~>verwhelming danger," Mark Moore concludes. "is 
that, In the name of efficiency, police and city officials 
will be tempted to maintain old patterns. They will think 
they are doing good, but will be squandering police reu 

sources." "Chips" Stewart emphasizes the need to move 
ahead: "As comfortable as old tactics might feel, police 
must continue to experiment with methods that have 
shown promise to improve police effectiveness and 
efficiency. " 

, , As comfortable as old tactics might feel, 
police must continue to experiment with methods 
thot have shown promise to improve police 
effectiveness and efficiency , , 

Win community policingfit within policing as it is 
now organized? 

m 

Many police and academics believe this to be the most 
serious problem facing cities implementing community 
policing. Modern police departments have achieved an 
impressive capacity to respond quickly to calls for servic~ 
This has been alccomplished by acquiring and linking 
elaborate automobile, telephone: radio, and computer 
technologies, by centralizing control and dispatch of of
ficers. by pressing officers to be "in service" (rather than 
"out of service" dealing with citizens), and by allocating 
police in cars throughout the city on the basis of expected 
calls for service. 
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Community policing is quite different: it is not incident
or technology-dri yen; officers operate on a decentralized 
basis, it emphasizes officers being in regular contact with 
citizens, and it allocates police on the basis of neighbor
hoods. The question is, how reconcilable are these two 
strategies? Some (Lawrence Sherman of the University 
of Maryland is one example) have taken a strong stance 
that radical alterations will be required if police are to 
respond more effectively'to community problems. Others 
(Richard Larson of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, for example) disagree, believing that com
munity policing is reconcilable with rapid response 
technology-indeed Professor Larson would emphasize 
that current computer technology can facilitate commu
nity policing. 

Will the community policing strategy lead to in
creased police corruption and mlsbehavior? 

The'in'itial news from Houston, New York. Flint. 
Newark, Los Angeles, Baltir:'lor~ County, and other 
police departments which have experimented with com
munity policing is good. Community policing has no! led 
to increased problems of corruption or misbehavior. 

Why is it, howevel', that policymakers fear that commu
nity policing has the potential to increase the incidents 
of police running amok? The answer? Community polic
ing radically decentralizes police authority; officers must 
create for themselves the best responses to problems; and, 
police become intimately involved with citizens. 

These ingredients may not sound so troublesome in them
selves-after all, many private and public sector organi
zations radically decentralize authori ty, encourage 
creativity, and are characterized by relative intimacy 
between service providers and consumers. Nevertheless, 
in police circles such ingredients violate the orthodox 
means of controlling corruption. For a generation, police 
have believed that to eliminate corruption it is necessary 
to centralize authority, limit discretion, and reduce inti
macy between police and citizens. They had good reason 
to: Early policing in the United States had been cHarac
terized by financial corruption, failure of police to protect 
the rights of all citizens, and zealotry. 

But just as it is possible to squander police resources in 
the name of efficiency, it is also possible to squander 
police resources in the quest for integrity. Centralization, 
standardization~ and remoteness may preclude many op
portUnities for corruption, but they may also preclude the 
possibility of good policing. For example, street-level 
cocaine and heroin enforcement by patrol officers, now 
known to have crime reduction value, has been banned 

• in cities, because of fear of corruption. It is almost as if 
the '''1?ose of police was to be ~orl"Jption free, r~~er 
th~ do essential work. If, as It appears t'O be, It IS 
necessary to take risks to solve problems, then so be it: 
police will have to learn to manage risks as well as do 
managers in .other enterprises. . 
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Does this imply softening on the issue of police corrup
tion? Absolutely not. Police and city managers will have 
to continue to be vigilant: community policing exposes 
officers to more opportunities for traditional financial 
corruption; in many neighborhoods police will be faced 
with demands to protect communities from the incursions 
of minorities; and, police will be tempted to become 
overzealous when they see citizens' problems being ig
nored by other agencies. 

These dangers mean, however, that police executives will 
have to manage through values, rather than merely 
policies and procedures, and by establishing regular 
neighborhood and community institution reporting 
mechanisms, rather than through centralized command 
and control systems. . 

Each of these issues-use of police resources, organiza
tional compatibility, and corruption-is complicated. 
Some will be the subject of debate. Others will re4uire 
research and experimentation to resolve. But most police 
chiefs will begin to address these issues in a new way. 
They ~ill not attempt to resolve them in the ways of the 
past: in secret: behind doseu doors. 'Their approach will 
reflecnhe values of the individual neighborhoods as well 
as the community as a whole. 

Policing is changing dramatically. On the one hand, we 
wish policing to retain the old values of police integrity, 
equitable distribution of police resources throughout a 
community, and police efficiency which characterized 
the old model of police. But the challenge of contempo
rary police and city executives is to redefine these con
cepts in light of the resurgence of neighborhood vitality, 
consumerism, and more realistic assessments of the in
stitutional capacity of police. 

The quiet revolution is beginning to make itself heard: 
citizens and police are joining together to defend 
communities. 

The Executive Session on Policing, like other 
Executive Sessions at Harvard's Kennedy School of 
Government; i~·designed to encourage a new form of 

. dialog between high-level practitioners and scholars, 
with a view to redefming and proposing solutions fQr 
substantive policy issues. Practitioners rather than 
academicians are given majority representation in the 
group. The meetings of the Session are conducted as 
loosely structured seminars or policy debates. 

Since it began in 1985. the Executive Session on 
Policing has met six times. During the 3-day meet
ings, the 30 members have energetically discussed the 

.' facts and values that have guided, and those that 
should guide, policing. 



1997 Award"tor Excellence-Cify of Rockville 

Community-Oriented Police Services 

by DONALD H. VANDREY. Public fnfonnaflon Offlcer. RoclcvIle 

a Community-oriented policing is how Rockville's SO
member police agency has responded to citizen cancel'itS that 
police officers are too remote and OUi of lCUch with the people 
they serve. In brief, cammunity-oriented policing means 
removing barriers that separate police officers and individual 
citizenls, promoting direct, positive contact with citizens and 
neighborhood groups, and' turning the police officer into a 
community resource, rather than just an enforcer of the law. 

RCICIcviUe, like many growing suburban communities, 
discovere'if that its police c;>fficers had become isolated from 
the citizens by both physical and psychological barriers. This 
isolation resulted in tenSion. mistrust, miswlderstanding, and B 

poor public image. which in turn produced low mom Ie, high 
turnover, and difficulty with recruitment 

Community-oriented policing is not a project or a prognun 
within the police department Rather, it is a philosophy of law 
enforcement that embraces aI1 police activities. It produces 
spin-offs in the fonn of ideas,and initiatives by individual offi
cers that become new programs d~.Uy impacting the deliv
ery of services to the community. 

In Rockville these ideas have included two t.ha1 are receiv
ing nationwide attention. One is Officer Tuttle, a mannequin 
that sits in a police car along roads where speeding has been 
identified as a problem. A coffee can hangs outside the rear 
window to mimic a radar device. This program helps the 
department respond to neighborhoo:l speeding complaints 
without always pt.¥::ing an offacer at the scene. 

Another community-oriented policing initiative is the 
implementation of bicycle paIrols. In 1990, it was detennined 
that Ibe IX'lice could have a closer mppoo with citizens and 
maneuver better in crowded areas on bicycle. A local bike 
shop and bicycle manufactUrer don~ the bikes, and two 
officers spent part of the summer of 1990 patrolling Rock
ville's Town Center area, several paries, as well as special 
events, on two wheels. The impact was immediate. The offi
cers found it easy to strike up a conversation with people of all 
ages. Movement through congested traffic was much easier 
within the Town Center. The bicycle patrol gained broad 
publncity and reflected positively on the Rockville police. 

Community-orie..nted policing docs not occur overnight. It 
begins with the commitment ~ftop police administrators and 
elected officials. But it can be implemented only through the 
efforts of the officer on the street. Training and equipping of 
officers cannot be overlooked. While the Rockville Police 
Department changed its focus to community oriented policing. 
its officers were also among the first in the suburban area to 
switch to 9mm semiautomatic weapons. 

The measurable results of community-oriented policing in 
!eons of crime redoction· take several years to appear. In the 
shat leml, results are beu.er reflected in public opinion toward 
the police, the inteleSf. and enthusiasm of police officers for 
their work as reflected by recruitmen: and retention of offi
cers, and the degree of individual officer involvement in 
neighborhood or community activities. In Rockville, these 
sha1-tenn results are all very positive. 

·Community-onented policing requires no specific addi
tions to the police budgeL It may result in resources being 
allocated in new ways, or new resources being requested for 
special initiatives. For example, the Montgomery County 
Police were responsible for bringing DARE, Drug Abuse 
Resistance. Education, to the county elementary schools, 
including those in Rockville. In traditional policing, Rockville 
officers would have had liule or no involvenrent with or 
concern about the prognun. But our community-aiented offi
cers recognized that very few elementary schools in Rockville 
would receive the benefits of the prograIll in a timely manner. 
This resulted in a request to commit one full-time officer to 
bring DARE to {'very city elementary school within this 
school year. The Mayor and Council approved the reallocation 
of resources. To date, five out of nine schools have completed 
the program. 

Community~ented policing is rapidly evolving as the 
police technique of the future. The Montgomery County and 
District of Columbia police departments have recently 
announced plans to implement the concept. Small, rural 
communities may already have many aspects of community
oriented policing and will find the transition e:JS'j or, perhaps, 
Wlnecessary. Communi[y-oriented policing ~uires all of the 
skill, training, and equipment required for handling serious 
crime, but it places a priority on policing with people, not 
policing of people •• 

~--------,--------------------------------~---.-----------------------~_----------__ --J 
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J~hn F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University 

Neigbborhoods and Police: 
The Maintenance of Civil Authority 

By George L. Kelling and James K. Stewart 

A cardinal ~enet of community policing is that a new 
relationship between police and neighborhoods is required if 
the quality of residential and commercial life is to be , 
protected or improved in cities. This assertion raises several 
questions, What are neighborhoods'? Do they exist, or are 
they largely a concoction of nostalgic policymakers, police 
reformers, and revisionists who perpetuate ideals that mayor 
may not have existed in the paSt, but certainly are outside of 
current urban experience? Assuming that neighborhoods 
exist. what should their relationship be with police? What 
opportunities are offered both to neighborhoods and to police 
by restmcturing their relationship? How should police 
resolve the potential conflict between the rule of law and 
neighborhood standards of conduct which they might be 
asked to uphold? 

Tfiis paper addresses these questions by focusing upon three 
aspects of neighborhoods: (1) the neighborhood as polity; (2) 
the ability of a neighborhood to defend itself against crime 
and disorder without eliminating civility and justice from 

. social relations there; and (3) alternate visions of the role of 
municipal police in neighborhoods. 

Neighborhood as polity 

At a minimum. neighborhoods are places in which people 
live or work near each other, recognize their recurring 
proximity, and signal this recognition to each other.' As 
Suttles! notes, residents of cities constmct "cognitive maps" 
in which they allocate distinctive places as "theirs"-their 
neighborhood. Moreover, neighbors are not just the residents 
of a special geographical area but also include shopkeepers 
and their employees, other workers who frequent areas 
regula'rly (postal workers, for example), and even the 
homeless.) 
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This is one in a series of reports originally developed with 
some of the leading figure:; in American policing during their 
periodic meetings at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy 
School of Government. The reports are published so that 
Americans interested in the improvement and the future of 
policing can share in the information and perspectives that 
were part of extensive debates at the School's Executive 
Session on Policing. 

The police chiefs, mayors, scholars, and others invited to the 
meetings have focused on the use and promise of such 
strategies as community-based Md problem-oriented policing. 
The testing and adoption of these strategies by some police 
agencies signal important changes in the way American 
policing now does business. What these changes mean for the 
welfare of citizens and the fulfillment of the police mission in 
the next decades has been at the heart of the Kennedy School 
meetings and this series of papers. 

We hope that through these publications police officials and 
other policymakers who affect the course of policing will 
debate and challenge their beliefs just as those of us in the 
Executive Session have done . 

The Executive Session on Policing has been developed and 
administered by the Kennedy School:s Program in Criminal 
Justice Policy and Management and funded by the National 
Institute of Justice and private sources that include the Charles 
Stewart Mott and Guggenheim Foundations. 

James K. Stewart 
Director 
National Institute of Justice 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Mark H. Moore 
Faculty Chairman 
Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 



The intensity of neighboring relationships depends on many 
factors. including geographical and physical characteristics 
of the community. ethnic and kinship networks, affective 
attachment of residents to the neighborhood. home and 
business ownership, building con~truction features. local 
facility usage. pedestrian and automotive traffic patterns. the 
amount of time neighbors spend in the area. as well as 
demographic patterns (e.g .• the number of children. non
working adults. and aged who live in a community). The 
content of neighboring can range from curt nods of the head 
("good fences make good neighbors") to regularly scheduled 
neighborhood meetings ("strength through unity").~ 

Periodicity characterizes both the intensity and content of 
neighboring. Citizens live in time. as well as area. zones. 
Periodicity has two sets of implications. 

, , .. . neighboring can range from curt 
nods of the head ('goodfences make good 
neighbors') to regular . .. meetings 
('strength through unity'). " 

First, many residents abandon their neighborhoods during 
the day: workers may commute to their workplaces and 
children may be bused to schools outside their immediate 
neighborhood. Other people use neighborhoods during 
particular times: merchants arrive for the opening of their 
shops and depart after closing; shoppers arrive and depart; 
postal workers move through a neighborhood on a relativtly 
predictable schedule. During particular times. the homeless 
can compri.se the residents of a neighborhood. Traffic on 
major thoroughfares ebbs and flows daily. Bars open and 
close. 

Second, citizen perceptions about areas change depending on 
the time of the day or day of the week. During rush hour 
while awaiting transportation. citizens can view a neighbor
hood as 'being theirs, in a sense, and a comfortable place in 
which to be. The same area at another time of day or week 
(midnight or Saturday) may be perceived as extraordinarily 
alien and threatening. 

Citizen participation in neighborhood activities and govern
ance has long been perceived in this country as central to the 
formation of an individual's character. the inculcation of 
traditional values. and the maintenance of freedom. Integral 
parts of this participation have been self-help and self
governance. Despite this political philosophy. the aim or the 
consequence of American urban policy during the last 
hundred years has been to decrease the influence of neigh
borhoods iJ.1 American life. What factors have contributed to 
this decline? 

First. the progressive reform movement that centralized city 
government has contributed to a decline in neighborhood 
influence. As Glazernotes: ~ 

All during the twentieth century. indeed until the mid-
19695, proposals for city reform generally follov..ed . , , 
progressive tradition: make the mayor or the board of 
supervisors stronger.' 

The consequence of strengthening centralized city govern
ment has been the reduction of the political strength and 
capacity for self-help of neighborhoods. 

Second, congruent with the centralization of political power 
were the professionalization and bureaucratization of 
services. especially social and police services. Proble.m 
solving and the provision of services not only came under 
the political and administrative control of executives, but 
also were provided by newly developing bureaucracies with 
full-time staff recruited and promoted on the basis of 
achieved qualifications. profeSSional or otherwise.h Within 
neighborhoods. self-help in many areas. such as education, 
was eliminated'or, in the case of police, denigrated and 
discouraged. 

Third. during the 1950's and 1960·s. urban renewal policies 
decimated many neighborhoods in the name of eliminating 
slums, improving the urban housing stock, and integrating 
ethnic groups into America's "melting P("t." It seems ironic 
that many neighborhood self-help groups organized in 
resistance to the implementation of such policies in their 
immediate locales. 

, , The consequence of strengthening 
centralized city government has been the 
reduction of the political strength and 
capacity for self-help of neighborhoods." 

Fourth, low-income housing developments concentrated on 
the construction of high-rise apartments rather than on low
rise or single-dwelling residences. Jane Jacobs an~ Oscar 
Newman have written persuasively about the largely 
negative consequences of such building practices on neigh
borhoods and cities.' 

Fifth, transportation policies concentrated on facilitating the 
movement of automobiles into and out of cities. at the 
expense of the public building, improvement. or even 
maintenance of transportation into and within cities. Such 
policies encouraged the abandonment of cities for suburbs 
and left isolated those citizens who did remain in urban 
neighborhoods.H 
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Sixth. during the twentieth century, public spaces have been 
redefined. The street traditionally was a diversified place 
enjoyed and used for its own sake-a place to congregate. . 
meet others, enjoy human-scaled architecture. But during the 
midcentury the tower-block-high-rise buildings surrounded 
by open spaces-came to symbolize the new use of public 
space: segregated by purpose, with the street serving 
primarily as a means of transportation between facilities. 
Thus, streets became public areas through which people pass 
to gain easy access to specific facilities: quasi-public and 
quasi-phvate shopping, recreational, residential. and work 
areas in which internal control is privatized.Y • 

Finally. for good or ill, social policies that relied on busing to 
ensure equality of educational opportunity eroded the 
strengths of neighborhoods. 

To be sure, thes.e trends did not operate uniformly across 
cities. Moreover, these forces notwithstanding, destruction of 
neighborhood life and polity has not been uniform withi~! 
individual cities or throughout the country. In some cities 
such as Chicago, at least through the administration of the 
late· Mayor Daley, neighborhoods and wards maintain con
siderable power over the provision of city services and the 
allocation of political goods and services. Likewise, in 
Boston for example, some neighborhoods have considerably 
more power and access to goods and services than others. 1o 

One neighborhood, for example, not only garnered its ow!,\ 
foot patrol officer who patrolled the area regularly at a time 
when neither foot patrol nor regular beat assignments 
characterized police tactics, but successfully lobbied to 
restrict the types of off-duty assignments police could 
accept. 1 1 These variations in neighborhoods are ex.plained by 
factors such as the political culture of the city, the form of 
city government, the demographic composition of the given 
neighborhood, the extent to which neighbors feel threatened 
and have been able to mobilize. 

, , ... for good or ill, social policies that 
relied on busing . .. eroded the strengths 
of neighborhoods. , , 

Moreover, contemporary trends rejected the centralization of 
governmental power. During the 1960's, dissatisfaction with 
centralization had its inchoate beginnings. 

At the local level, in the 1960s for the first time the 
intellectual elite and the liberal national media aban
doned the argument of progressive reformers and 
supported demands for decentralization of city 
functions. 12 
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Although support of decentralization was initiated by 
advocates from the political left, by the late 1970's it had 
become as popular with the political right. 'l 

Today the call for devolution of power and control over 
services. indeed. the call for a ~elf-help approach to problem 
solving, has spread from the intellectual and political elite to 
residents within communities and neighborhood!>. ~o longer 
are citizeflS in many communit:e~ willing to heJi from 
remote puliticians what government CUI/I/ot do and citizen~ 
sholild not do: citizens are demanding new kinds of ac
countability and responsibility: and neighborhoods are 
becoming sources of polity rather than mere locales in which 
people live and work. 

" No longer are citizens in many 
communities willing to hear from remote 
politicians what government cannot do 
and citizens should not do ... , , 

Yet there is one important dimension in which neighbor
hoods, even those that actually function as political units. do 
not operate as a true political system: the exercise of lawful 
coercive force. Neighborhoods can serve as a polity, whose 
citizens lobby, unofficially govern in many dimensions, 
indeed even patrol streets and parks. But the exercise of 
official coercive force is reserved for city hall, for govern
ment. This is not to say that neighborhoods do not use 
coercion. Most often it takes the form of social persuasion, 
threats, and informal means of approval and disapproval. 
Sometimes, however. illegal force is used in neighborhoods 
by criminal gangs, for example, who may use threats, 
vandalism, extortion, and other forms of coercion. 14 Regard
less, "official" government largely maintains a monopoly 
on legitimate use of force, primarily through its police 
departments. 15 

Neighborhoods defending themselves 

Six factors in neighborhoods may contribute to the defense 
of a neighborhood against crime and disorder: 

1. Individual citizens in association with police and 
criminal justice agencies. Individuals may act on their own 
to notify police of something untoward in their neighborhood 
or elsewhere. Moreover, citizens can become involved in 
other elements of the criminal justice system in other ways, . 
for example as witnesses in court hearings. 

2. Individual citizens acting alone. Individuals malact on 
their own to protect themselves, others, and their neighbor-



hood from crime. disorder, and fear. These actions include: 
buying locks. weapons. alarm systems. and other hardware: 
avoiding certain locations; restricting activities: assisting. or 
nol assisting, other persons who have difficulty: moving out 
of the neighborhood: and hiring protection from private 
security firms. . 

3. Private groups. Groups of citizens may act on their own 
behalf to protect the neighborhood. its residents. and users. 
Their actions include holding meetings: organizing neigh
borhood watch groups; patrolling. lobbying, creating 
ielephone trees and "safe houses" for children: and monitor
ing courts. Further. they may purchase private security to 
protect their homes, streets. entranceways. or lobbies. 

, , Groups of citizens may act on their 
own behalf to protect the neighborhood, 
its residents, and users." 

4. Formal private organizations. Organizations such as 
funded community activist and community development 
organizations implement and maintain neighborhood 
programs that may include recreation for youths. victim 
assistance. gang and other forms of youth work. and commu
nity organization. (These organization'S are different from 
traditional social agencies that operate citywide.) 

5. Commercial firms. Small shopkeepers and large corpora
tions such as hospitals. universities. shopping malls. and 
other institutions may purchase, or in some cases provide 
their own. proprietary protective services. 

6. Public criminal justice agencies. Police, as well as the 
other elements of the criminal justice syst.em. may operate on 
their own to defend the safety of neighborhoods. 

Several observations can be made about these elements of a 
community's self-defense capacity. First. in the Anglo- . 
Saxon tradition. crime control was a private. community 
responsibility that only recently has become primarily a 
public responsibility. Most public organizations of social 
control are barely 150 years 01d. 16 Moreover. American 
political ideology stilI holds that private solutions to prob
lems. whether the problems are related to health. 
education. welfare. or crime and disorder. are preferable to 
public solutions. Just as neighborhoods provide the informal 
political infrastructure that keeps urban government afloat. \1 

neighborhood and private social control provide the under
pinnings on which public institutions of control build. 

Second. the impact of the elements of neighborhood social 
control is not necessarily cuniulative: As the following 

examples suggest. each element can detract or contribute to 
the competence of a neighborhood to defend itself against 
crime and disorder: 

• A person who withdraws behind heavy doors and 
substantial locks. armed with a guard dog and weap
on!>. and who ft!fuses to interact with neighbor!>. even 
to the extent of ob!>erving behavior in the ~treet. may 
be detracting from the self-defense of the community 
rather than contributing to it. Such behavior may well 
be an example of poor citizenship and irre!:>ponsibility 
rather than prudent civil behavior. 

• A neighborhood anticrime group that consists exclu
sively of homeowning whites in a racially mixed 
neighborhood with many renters may detract from 
community order by increasing the level of racial an
tagonism between groups. -

• A community agency that sponsors a food program 
for homeless persons may increase the level of citi· 
zen fear as a result of the increasing number of 
homeless persons who frequent the area. 

• A large food chain that develops a neighborhood 
shopping center that includes a record-video store 
and a video-game pm:-)Jr may attract many youths to 
the facility. Moreover, if the chain retains substantial 
numbers of off-duty police officers. it may keep order 
and control youths in the facility. Nevertheless. al
though the facility might be secure with more police 
in the neighborhood. the police might define their re
sponsibility as protecting the assets of the food chain. 
Increased numbers of youths. who now congregate in 
areas adjacent to the shopping center, might engage 
in horseplay. commit minor acts of vandalism on 
nearby residences. and, as a consequence. signifi
cantly increase the level of disorder and fear in the 
neighborhood. 

, , ... the more police tend to solve 
problems, the less likely it is that people 
will resort to their own devices. " 

• Black and BaumgartnerlS raise the interesting point 
thanhe relationship between the intensity of police 
presence in neighborhoods and the amount of citizen 
self-help in solving problems might be inverse: that 
is. the more police tend to solve problems, the less 
likely it is that people will resort to their own 
devices. A consequence of increased police presence 
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and activity might be just the opposite of desired re
sults-the weakening, rather than the strengthening, 
of a neighborhood. 

Note that the forms that neighborhood defense take can not 
only increase or decrease the capacity of neighborhoods to 
defend themselves, but also can influence the quality of 
neighborhood life in other ways as well. Purchasing guns 
and locks does little or nothing to create or sustain commu
nity relationships; they might even interfere with their devel
opment or maintenance. Similarly, calling police to deal with 
incidents does little to create relationships within neighbor
hoods. Citizen patrols, neighborhood watch, neighborhood 
meetings with police to discuss problems. on the other hand. 
all foster the development of neighborhood relationships and 
sense of community. 

There are legitimate reasQns to be concerned about fairness 
and equity in the supply of resources for community defense. 
The poor are in need of as much protection as the rich-at 
times, more. Moreover, there are reasons to fear that the 
actions of the well-to-90 to defend themselves might 
increase the jeopardy of the less well-off. Thus. we are 
concerned about the public quality of individual and organ
izational responses to crime. disorder, and fear. Guns and 
locks might protect individuals but do nothing for neighbor
hood security. Walling off corporations from communities 
by architectural and security measures ean secure those 
organizations but further erode community bonds and 
safety. 19 

, , The poor are in need of as much 
protection as the rich~t times, more.' , 

Also, ensuring the rights of those who have a different sense 
of public morality and the rights of offenders is an important 
part of the public quality of a community's self-defense 
efforts. We will discuss these issues in some detail later. 

In sum; although we are developil)g some knowledge about 
the ecology of crime in cities and neighborhoods,20 we know 
practically nothing about the ecology of neighborhood or 
city self-defense. Depending on circumstances, elements of 
control (1) complement each other and thereby improve 
overall neighborhood self-defense; (2) neutralize each other 
and cancel out their impact; or (3) interact to make problems 
worse. We simply do m)t know how to take the different 
circumstances into account 

. Both critics and supporters of the idea of neighborhood 
primacy in efforts to control crime. fear. and disorder have 
been troubled by the limited evidence of the success of 
community crime control efforts and by the limited number 
of citizens who participate in such efforts. Although we hope 
that such efforts will meet with success ('und believe that 
over the long term t~ey wil\) and wish that many more 
citizens would involve themselves in such efforts. we do not 
share the concerns mentioned above. 

, , ... many neighborhoods appear to be 
in the hands of (caretakers' ... Their 
numbers may not be large . .. but their 
influence and potential are. " 

Regarding the issue of effectiveness, we agree with Nathan 
Glazer: 

Whatever the failures of community control and com
munity participation, whatever the modification of the· 
new procedures built on the slogan of more power to 
the people, the the§is that had characterized the old 
progressivism, with its enthronement of the strong 
mayor; the single powerful board, the strong federal 
government, and the wisdom of the experts they 
selected, a thesis that had been dominant for sixty years 
or more among liberal experts on government, never 
returned. Community control and participation may not 
have been a great success, btlt it led to no desire to 
return to a situation that was seen as even less 
desirable. 21 

Given the continuing intolerably high levels of crime, fear, 
and disorder, and the inability of police and other criminal 
justice agencies to manage it effectively, this is as true in 
community self-defense as in other areas Glazer may have in 
mind. 

Moreover, we do not despair at the number of citizens who 
actively participate in neighborhood governance. Elsewhere, 
one of the authors (Kelling) has discussed this issue and 
noted that many neighborhoods appear to be in the hands of 
"caretakers"-persons who meet regularly, note neighbor
hood conditions, schedule a few annual events, maintain 
liaison with other neighborhood groups and "official 
government," and rally neighborhood forces in the face of 
some threat.!! Their numbers may not be large (often six to 
ten persons), but their influence and potential are. Suttles 
describes a similar situation: 
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'protest groups, conservation committees, landowners' 
groups, and realty associations spring into existence, 



thrive. and then decline. as the issue which brought 
them into existence waxes and wanes. All this tends to 
give the defended neighborhood an ephemeral and 
transient appearance, as if it were a social artifact. But 
these ~ocial forms are real enough. and they leave at 
least a residue of a formula for subsequent cohesionY 

.What is clear is that just as neighborhoods vary in their 
ability to obtain goods and services. they also vary in their 
competence to defend themselves against predators. Defining 
neighborhood competence. however. is difficul~. Peter Hunt. 
a member of the Executive Session on Community Policing 
and former executive director of the Chicago Area Project. 
uses such phrases as "problem-solving community," "self
regulating," "organized," and "able to eXert power on behalf 
of its interests" to describe neighborhood competence.1~ 
Crenson~~ would add others: "rich in civility," "able to 
respond to crises:' and "well governed." Suttles1h identifies 
strong communities as places in which "communion" of 
personal thoughts and feelings can take place among others 
with whom one has chosen to live or work. 

, , Stripped of working- and middle-class 
residents-the skills they possess, the 
values they represent, and the institutions 
they support-such neighborhoods and 
their residents experience massive 
problems. , , 

The issue of neighborhood competence is of ~normous 
significance. Current discussions of extraordinarily troubled 
neighborhood areas, such as the Robert Taylor Homes in 
Chicago. raise basic issues of the competence of neighbor
hoods to defend themselves.!' Stripped of working- and 
middle-class residents-the skills they possess, the values 
they represent. and the institutions they support-such 
neighborhoods and their residents experience massive 
problems. As Wilson notes: 

, .• the communities of the underclass are plagued by 
massive joblessness, flagrant and open lawlessness, 
and low-achieving schools, and therefore tend to be 
avoided by outsiders. Consequently, the residents of 
these areas, whether women and children of welfare 
families' or aggressive street criminals. have increas
ingly been socially isolated from mainstream patterns 
of behavior.!ll 

It is widely believed that a key element of the vitality. or 
competence, of neighborhoods is commerce, especially small 
shop's that appear to have a substantial stake in the civfr 

functioning of neighborhoods. Yet little is known. beyond 
narrative discussions. about the contribution of commerce to 
neighborhoods. especially commerce's contribution to the 
capacity of a neighborhood to defend itself against cnme. 
fear. and disorder, 1~ 'II Ho'Wever. as one of the author~ of 
thi~ paper points out: 

Reducing crime and its disruptive eft:ect on community 
.ties eliminates the largest and most devastating 
ob~tacle to development in many poor neighborhood~. 
And whei't! businesses can develop. the} encourage 
further growth and help create a comlnunity'~ cohe
siveness and identity.'l 

Neighborhoods and their self-help activities also have their 
dark side. By their very nature. cities. and neighborhoods 
within them. are pluralistic places in which strangers 
routinely meet. These characteristics. pluralism and tne 
interaction among strangers. present latitude for civil and 
moral injustices. 

Pluralism characterizes neighborhoods in two dimen.,ions: 
the relationship of different groups (often ethnic or racial) 
hetween neighborhoods. and the relationship of different 
groups within neighborhoods. Interneighborhood 
pluralism needs little discussion-it is widel¥ accepted as 
descriptive of cities. Intraneighborhood plurali.,m. however, 
has not been as readily apparent. 

The ethnic, racial. and cultural homogeneity of neighbor
hoods has been emphasized in popular images of neighbor
hoods as well as in scholarly workYYet, contemporary 
research has demonstrated that neighborhoods, even those 
that appear to be homogeneous on some basis, are character
ized by considerable heterogeneity. A particular group might 
culturally dominate an area; yet as Suttles11 and Merry'-l have 
demonstrated, neighborhoods are characterized by extensive 
internal diversity-individuals and groups move into and out 
of neighborhoods. differing groups share space, and bounda
ries (cognitive, as well as physical) shift over time. 

, , ... neighborhoods, even those that 
appear to be homogeneous Oil some basis, 
are characterized by considerable 
heterogeneity. , , 

Intra- and interneighborhood pluralism and the use of 
neighborhoods by strangers create the possibility for conflict 
between groups and individuals who maintain different 
lifestyles, define neighborhood civility in different ways. or 
wish to impose their standards on others-either in terms of 
how they behave or how they wish others to behave. 
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Most transactions between members of different !troups or 
strangers occur with little difficulty. GoffmanJ5 demonstrates 
clearly that even strangers meet in patterned uncommitted 
interactions. That is. a'traffic relationship is maintained, the 
purpose of which is to avoid untoward physical contact. 
achieve satisfactory spatial distance. avoid eye contact, and 
manage civilly the numerous contacts that occur as strangers 
negotiate cities. 

, , When an offense occurs between 
strangers, the incident itself and the 
behaviors signifying offense are generally 
mino,..-part of the cost of living a 
cosmopolitan life. , , 

Within or between neighborhoods. problems develop when 
individuals. groups, or residents of a neighborhood either 
take or give offense.36J7 When an offense occurs between 
strangers. the incident itself and the behaviors signifying 
offense are generally minor-part of the cost of living a 
cosmopoljtan life. Feelings may be ruffled. demeanor turned 
grumpy. but all of meager consequence. 

When, however, the offense is major (prostitutes haranguing 
pedestrian and automotive traffic) or neighbors become 
aggrieved too easily (neig"'borhood residents resenting 
minorities passing through their neighborhood), civility is 
shattered and the possibility of serious conflict erupting is 
created. In the case of prostitutes haranguing citizens, almost 
everyone in the neighborhood would agree that something 
should be done. if necessary by poli~e. 

The case of minorities in neighborhoods, however. is an 
example of the potential tyranny of neighborhoods, indeed. 
the potential tyranny of democracy-the suppression of 
persons who for Qne reason or another are considered 
objectionable.38 This is the dark side of intimate neighbor
hoods: just as neighborhoods can be places of congeniality. 
sociability, and safety, they can also be places of smallness. 
meanness. and tyranny. ' 

The role of police in neighborhoods 

Police have been depicted as a community'S bastion against 
crime, disorder. and fear: the "thin blue line" fortifying a 
community against predators and wrongdoers.J9 This notion, 
if not promulgated by the current generation of police 
leaders, at least has not been denied by most police. In this 
view, police are a city's professional defense against crime 
and disorder; the responsibility of citizens is to.report crimes 

quickly to poli,ce via 911 systems. provide information to 
police about criminal events. and to cooperate with prosecu
tors and courts in the adjudication of offenders. 

This is a troubling and deeply mistaken metaphor for police. 
First. it suggests that police are out there alone fighting evil 
misdoers. This is specious. We knoo,y that citizens. groups. 
and organizations are deeply involved in de~ling with 
community problems. Second. the imagery of the thin blue 
line misrepresents the origins of crime and dborder. True. 
some predators do enter neighborhoods from outside. but a 
significant portion of neighborhood problems. even serious 
crime problems such as assault, child abuse. burglary, date
rape, and others have their origins within a neighborhood as 
well as from without. Third. it misrepresents the objectives 
of the majority of police; work. The imagery suggests 
isolating persons who are dangerous from the good people of 
the community. This might be true for some serious and 
repeat offenders. If, however, we believe that the origins of 
many problems are within neighborhoods and involve 
disputes, disorder. and conflicts. as well as serious crime. a 
more proper representation of police is that of problem 
identifiers. dispute resolvers. and managers of relations-not 
merely persons authorized to arrest criminals . .u! 

, , ... the imagery of the thin blue line 
misrepresents the origins of crime and 
disorder. , , 

, i 

The metaphor of the thin blue line is deeply mistaken not just 
because it misrepresents police business, but because it has 
largely determined how police have shaped their relationship 
to neighborhoods and communities in the past. Moreover, it 
has often put them in conflict with neighborhoods. 

• Police saw their primary responsibility as crime 
control and solving crimes; citizens wanted police to 
improve the qualhy of urban life and create feelings 
of personal security, as well as to control crime. 

• Police wanted to be independent of political and 
neighborhood control-they viewed such accounta
bility as tantamount to corruption; citizens wanted 
police to be accountable to neighborhoods-inevit
ably 'a form of political accountability. 

• Police wanted to structure impersonal relations with 
citizens and neighborhoods; citizens wanted intimate 
relations with police. 

• Police tactics emphasized automobile preventive 
patrol and rapid response to calls for service; citizens 
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wanted foot patrol or other tactics that would increase 
the quantity and improve the quality of police/Citizen 
interaction (as well as rapid response). 

• Police saw themselves a!. the thin blue line between 
order and chaos: citizens often saw themselves as the 
primary source of control. backed up by police. 

• Police emphasized centralized efficiency: citizens 
desired decentralized operations and local decision
making. An expression of this is participation in 
meetings: police send community relations or crime 
prevention personnel outside the decisionmaking 
chain of command for the neighborhood: citizens 
prefer personnel empowered to make·decisions.J ( 

Police are starting to modify their po!;itions. however. and in 
doing so have begun to change the nature of their relation
ship to communities.J~ We believe that the following 
principles are now shaping the relationship between police 
and neighborhoods in many cities and should shape the 
position of police in most communit~es. 

L Community self-defense against crime and disorder is 
primarily a matter of private social control supported. but 
never supplanted, by public police. 

2. Because neighborhoods vary in the nature of their prob
lems and in their capacity for self-help (their ecology of 
self-defense), police tactics must be tail;~red to specific 
neighborhoods. 

, , Deprived of community authorization, 
police are vulnerable to charges of both 
neglect and abuse. , , 

3. Tailoring tactics to neighborhoods will require decentrali
zation of police authority and tactical decisionmaLdng to 
Jow,er levels of the organization and the empowerment of 
sergeants and patrol officers to make decisions about the 
types of problems with which they will deal and the tactics 
they will employ to deal with them. 

4. Precinct and beat configuration must be changed to reflect 
community and neighborhood form. 

5. In the most trotlbled neighborhoods, especially those now 
being ravaged by the problems associated with drugs, police 
must at least seek authority from residents to act on their 
behalf. In neighborhoods that are most bereft of self-help 

capacities. in inner-city undercla~~ areas. and in neighbor
hoods most plagued by lawlessness. it is tempting for police 
to operate independently and without community consulta
tions. The problems are so acute and the re~ources ~o meager 
that con~ultations may appear inefticient and needle~~ly 
time-consuming. This .,erves neither police nor re~idents 
well. Deprived of ~ommunity authorization. police are 
vulnerable to charges of both neglect and abuse. Moreover. 
the willingness of police to till in the gap and "do it them
selves" deprives citizens of the very kinds of exp!!rience'i 
that American political philosophy suggests will lead them to 
"acquire a taste for order" and develop their capacities as 
citizens .• 

------------------------------------------
, , Police, like other agencies of 
government, should not do for citizens 
what citizens call do for tizemseiJ'es. , , 

"" 
6. If it is believed that the function of police is to support and 
increase the inherent strengths and self-governing capacities 
of neighborhoods that enable them to defend themselves 
against crime and disorder. it follows that a priority of police 
in bereft neighborhoods is not only to gain authorization for 
police action but also to help develop capacities for commu
nity self-defense. Given the desperate circumstances of some 
inner-city neighborhoods, this will be an extremely difficult 
task. It will. at times. be extraordinarily risky for citizens to 
attempt to defend their neighborhoods. The risk can be 
justified only if police commit themselves to pervasive 
presence for long durations of time. Such presence must 
always support and encourage self-help. 

7. In neighborhoods that are capable of self-help and 
governance. police activities should be designed and 
implemented for the purpose of strengthening neighbor
hoods. Police, like other agencies of government. shourd not 
do for citizens what citizens can do for themselves. There are 
reasons to believe that when government does supplant self
help. the capacity of citizens for self-help diminishes. 

8. Because different neighborhoods have different interests, 
interests that at times conflict with each other, police will 
have to manage interneighborhood. as well as intraneighbor
hood. relations. Neighborhoods require free commerce and 
penetration by strangers and other groups if they are to 
thrive. 

9. Police must unders,rand that just as their task is to support 
the self-help capacities of neighborhoods when those 
capacities are used for appropriate ends. they must thwart 
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self-help capacities of neighborhoods when they tum petty, 
mean, and tyrannical. Police are well-equipped for this. 
During the past two decades "constitutional policing:' at first 
resisted by many police but later embraced and incorporated 
by the great chie,fs and police leaders of the era, has empow
ered police' to withstand parochial pressure.~\ This does not 
mean that police will not have to be vigilant in resisting 
inappropriate pressures; it means that police executives havle 
moved to instill the values and policies that will help them 
maintain constitutional practice. Justice is as important as 
security in policing. 

Conclusion 

Police are now adapting to changes taking place in American 
society. One of those changes is the reversal in the trend 
to centralization in government and the reemergence of 
neighborhoods as a source of governance. This change 
raises a hot issue for police. Are they agents or servants of 
neighborhoods? 

While we have emphasized restructuring police and increas
ing their accountability to neighborhoods, we do not see 
them as servants of neighborhoods. Police protect other 
values, as well as neighborhood values. What are those 
values? At least three. 

First, public police must be distributed fairly across cities on 
the basis of neighborhood need, not neighborhood political 
clout. 

Second, police must be able to maintain organizatio,nal 
integrity. Police departments must have the right to develop 
and maintain their own personnel, administrative, and 
technological capacities without political interference. 

Finally, they must defend minority interests and civil rights 
against the more parochial interests of some neighborhoods. 

II. 

, , .. . police must view their role in 
neighborhoods as a means of reestablish
ing the 'neighboring relationships and 
strengthening the institutions that make a 
community competent . .. , , 

Neighborhoods need police for assistance in the control of 
crime, fear, and disorder. Some neighborhoods need police 
only rarely; in other neighborhoods pervasive police pres
ence is required to assure the simplest of rights-shopping, 

keeping one's property. even keeping Qne's life or physical 
well-being. Regardless of the severity of neighborhood 
pmh!ems or the competence of neighborhoods in dealing 
witrh them. the police monopoly over legitimate use of force 
requore;s that police assist neighborhoods when force might 
be rt!w~tlired to settle neighborhood problems. 

To< fe';!xmd appropriately police must view their role in 
neigl'it'INhoods as a means of reestablishing the neighboring 
rei\n'II,:)\~ships and strengthening the institutions that make a 
;;2'mn1l.rnity competent and able to deal with its problems. 
t;tl:h;!,,',lo' Tumin has summarized the role of a police officer in 
I:a.!'t~ tflg: through such a function: 

The role of the professional police officer as a profes
~k'nnl is therefore to know the status of his local 
m$ii'!lHions~ to understand how, when. and why they 
work; to understand their strengths and their vulnera
bilities; to know their members or users. that is, to. 
kilO'",,' the people whose relationships comprise the 
irlstitutions. and why they participate or don 't.-l-I 

Police: are now attempting to create a world in which they are 
mon~ responsive to neighborhoods and communities, Their 
task is not just to serve; it is also to lead by helping to foster 
wider tolerance of strangers, minorities. and differing 
definitions of morality. How will this be accomplished?, 
Many tactics will be used. But, at a minimum. it will require 
setting firm control over their own conduct and embodying a 
civil approach. 

Notes 
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POLICING IN THE 
T R E N.D 5 I I 5 5 U E 5 & C ON C ERN 5 

<8
'" esponding to a > Changing 
'" Environment 

By Commissioner Lee P. Brown, 
New York aty Police Depart
ment, New York 

KNOWLEDGE. I NFOR
mation. Perspective. Each one leads td and 
supports the others. If any one is absent 
or deficient. then the picture one draws 
of .-eality is necessarily inaccurate-an 
intolerable situation Cor poUce adminisa-.
tors. who must deal on a daily bais with 
the needs of a div~ population. Re
sponding to present needs. hO"'l!Vef, re
quires l'I\ore than an understanding of the 
way things are today. It also requires an 
understandlng of the past and a perspec
tive of the future. 

Society, for example. is not the same 
today as it was in the past; nor will it· 
be the same tomorrow or years &om now. 
The variety of interest groups th.tt como, 

prise the country's hetecigeneoua com
munities all have a specific reacn, or 
rallying point. for emting. Some have a 
short·Jjved, ~ lasting only until a 
spec:iDc Objectivl:! has been met; othes are 
more enduring, preferring instead to 
chamPion ongoing caU3eS. Poace admin
istrators the!'l!fore must recognize and be 
able to deal. with the Ioca1 community's 
fragment,~tion as it presents itself on any 
given day. The old ways of making de
cisions and delivering poUce !ft"Ifia!s and 
programs will no longer suffice. Central
ization must yield to decentralization, and 
the myth that aD knowledge and inb
mation resides in the office of the chief 
of police must be ~ Presc:il!nt 
poUce aclmiImtr.ators must take the many 
JMMgeD\ent concepts once betieved to 

. be YCred and ch.alJenge them vigorouI1y, 
yielding mor-e appropriate approaches to 
law enforcement activities of the fUture. 

One of tht.5e so-calJ.ed sac:t'I!!d con..--epts 
is the notion of a chain of command in 
which apersorl has l1'Wly subordinates 
but report3 to only one superior. As new 
and bette- ways of delivering poIia: sev
ices are analyzed, tIN! chain~f<ommand 
concept may well aumble. RepIacins the 
old system may be one in which poQce 
of6cen become generalists. n:porting to 
differen~ superiors Cor c:lifment purposes. 
During an investigation. for example, the 
officer may report to a detective with 
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~ inaimi:rW investigatiocl:l. When 
his duties lead him to cis:ne-prevmlion 
activit:iI!s, the of6a!r then may repoit to 
a specialist in that area for guid.ance. fu 
administrative purposes, the officer 
would report to still another individWJ1. 
Supervis;M:ln thus becolile task-specific. 
Officers benefit from the specW.ized 
knowledge at their disposal while the 
department maximizes the use of ii$ reo 
5OW'CeI and beconiei InOI'C! responsive to 
the changes occuning in society. 

THE ABILITY OF LAW 
l!UocCetilf!itt administratcn to rapond 
aJ'l'l'OPl'iately to these changes ~ in 
Large part on their wiJIinsnesI to R.'CGve 
aM act upon citizen input. In the! put. 
potic:e administzattn have .JU\1D1ed they 
were the experts QNi then!{ore knew what 
poOce services the community ~ed 
and how thee services shouJd be pr0-
vided. To Ii Large extent. however, it is 
the cilizens themaeives who kJw# best 
what the community's problems are and 
how they can be solved. They are on the 
front line. They are the ones who know 
the pain aI victimization. who see rela; 
tives and frimdI die at the han~ of 
crimiNJs, w!to dearly understand that 
one does not have to be a police officer 
to know what actions should be t:1ken. 



This is not to suggest, however, that 
police decision m.a1cing should be twned 
Over to the community. Police depart
ments of the fuhue can be expected to 
retain some of their traditional puamil
itary characteristics while accepting a 
greater role for the citizen md greater 
flexibility within their own orgaruzationa.! 
structures. 

The new rallying cry will be team
work-police and citizens working jointly 
to achieve a particular goal For the most 
part, individual officers will assume great
er responsibility for the areas to which 
they Mve been assigned. In doing so, they 
will take on multiple role5, such as 
planner, problem solver, community 
activist, community organizer and com
munity leader. Such a scenario is not un
like that found within the Japanese 
policing system. where the pcb officer 
becomes the leader rather than the fol· 
lower in the community. 

Because the goal is teamwork,. police 
administrators must develop mechanisms 
for encouraging citizett involvement in 
the policing effort. This can be done in 
part by stressing to the community that 
crime is not solely a police problem-that 
if afme is to be brought under control 
and neighborhoods made safer places to 
live, then both the police and individual 
citizens must join the fight, since no one 
person or group can win the battle alone. 
The garnering of community involvement 
in th.e fight against crime is a significant 
cha.Uei'lge facing contemporary pob ..d
ministrators. but one that can be accom
plished through determination and hard 
work. Those police agencies that have 
successfully involved citizens in the 
decision-making, problem-solving and 
.strategy-development processes continue 
to reap the rewards of their efforts in the 
form of more effective responses to 
citizens' needs and greater public support 
for policing ~ 

POLICE ADMINISTRATORS 
must recognize and adc\.rea the unique 
challenges precipitated by the monumen
tal changes occurring both in this COWltry' 
and around the wodd. The key to meet
ing these ch,illenges is strong leadership. 
Without it, police administIators ue likely 
to Bounder as the dynamics of change 
sweep over them. leaving in their wake 
old and ineffective ways of dealing with 
a rapidly changing society. 

Some of the main problems confronting 
police administrators at the start of the 
new decade include the following: 

• Perpetual change will be the byword 
of the 1990s. The status quo will be the 
exception rather than the rule. 

• As citizens &Sic. for more services, the 
demands on police will increase. 

• PoOce agencies will be under increas
ing pressure from the community, their 
own employees and eJected officials to 
bring about desired changes. 

• The public's demand5 will be voiced 
by special interest groups, particularly 
those at the neighborhood level. 

• The public and elected officials will 
continually demand greater accountabil
ity from police agencie. 

• Tighter fiscal controls will be placed 
upon police agenc:ie5, and budgets sub
mitted by police ch.ie£s will be ~;crut:i:nized 
more closely. 

To meet these challenges, police chief:s 

of the 19'X>s must asaumt! i leadership 
role in executing the foDowing seven
point plan of action: 

• StJ-r«gic plsmning. The police chief 
must implement a strategic planning 
process that will enable the ciepa.rt:ment 
to infiuence the fuhlre. Strategic plannirtg 
is a tool that can help an agency to both 
guide and shape its detivery of services. 
It is a means of facilitating participatioa. 
communication and systematic decision 
maldng. 

• MultiltDd ;mfti1iu; ThE police chief 
must deveklp 14 multilevel penpective ftx 
the deliverY of ooIke services. AmoruI; the 
components of this penpective ue neigh
borhoods. individuals and special interest 
groups. Each component his its own pu
ticular needs. and the police chief must 
be 6exibIe enough to deN with such com
peting demands. 

• AwiD!!aes&. The police chief must keep 
abreast of what is happening not orUy in 
the. community but alao withln his own 
iigene}'. He cannot ..now h.imseH to be-
come isolated from either constituency 
and must develop mec.hanisms to ensure 
that he does not \oee touch with reality. 
The key to KCOmpliVUng this goal is 
twoioid: listening to what o£5cm and 
citizens (&om individuals to civic leaders 
to ~ officials) have to say and giving 
such input careful consideration: The 
more voices tNt ue heard. the broader 
the pe:r:spective the police chief can de
velop and the more accu.."llte pV:ture of 
reality he can draw. When ~ dtiefs 
chooee not to listen to either citizens or 
their own officers, they deprive them~ 
selve of valuable firsthand in.fonniiiion
information that could be used to refine 
strategies, programs and policies. and 
possibly avert problems before they arise. 

• .5troi% pcll"tnm. The police chief must 
include the community as a partner in 
the agency's efforts to deliver police 
semces and acknowledge that the police 
are not the only ones qu.ali6ed to deter
mine which services would be most 
beneficial to the persons who need them. 
A successful partn~ req~ il com
mitment by the police .chief to include 
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the community in everything &om the 
development of policy to the identifica
tion and resolution of neighborhood pr0b
lems. In effect, the police chid becomes 
not only a community leader but also an 
agent of positive change. 

• CommunUy Te!OIltaS. Because local 
budget constraints will not disappear any 
tirrle soon. the police chief must tap com
munity resources to achieve his objec
tives. He must recognize that. corpora
tions fully understand and increasingly 
are ful..6lling their commitment to the 
public. in the form of both financial as
sistance and in-kmd contribution:! (e.g.. 
printing services, use of facilitie!l). . 

• DtDe/opment of amfidc!a. The po~ 
c:hief must be capable of nurturing the 
community's confidence in the police de-

· partInent. No police agency can be suc
cessful without the understanding, sup"" 

· port and cooperation of the people it 
serves. As the key figure in the d~el· 
opment of such support. the dUet must 
cfuplay a willingness to listen to all per
sons and groups and show a genuine 

· concern for each citizen's safei.y and well
being. 

• ~ Police chiefs must fa
cilitate a change in the organizational 
structure of their agencies. They r:'ust 

move iW1iy &om the paramiliW'y modEl 
and adopt an appropriate corporat~ 
model. that will. result in a Battening of 
the organization. 

Responding to the ch.allenges of the fu· 
ture present! formidable obstacle5, par
ticularly for the police administrator who 
fails to take the pulse of his commuruty 
today and use that information to gaug(!' 
its net!ds for tomorrow and the years to 
come. But for the poUce administrato&' 
who leads his agency into the future by 
becoming an integral part of the commu
nity, the challenges are not insurmoun, 
table. 

Neighborhood policing, in all of its 
many applications. is the key to success. 
Centralized effort5 no longer will suffice. 
The responsibility for positive change 
must be spread among the participants 
and the bene6ciarie5. The landscape of 
society has cbanged and will continue to 
change. Unless the providers of service:; 
to the community change as well. they 
risk being swept aside and consumed by 
the rising tide of change. 

+ 



Community 
Oriented 
Policing 

in Small Agencies 

By V. Lavoyed Hudgins 
Deputy Chief 

Orange Beach 
Department of Public Safety 

M-any large police departments in the United 
States are aggressively pursuing a com

munity-oriented policing concept (COP), These 
programs are att~mpt~ng to link ~olice off!cers and 
citizens together m cnme preven:lOn tec~llllques and 
tactics that stress a more personal mteractIon between 
the two groups. 

The Face in the Car 

Over the years, in large and small communities 
alike police officers have become what has been 
refe~d to as a "face in a car." This perception by 
citizens, real in some cases. imagined in others. ~as 
tended to isolate law officers from the very m
dividuals who could provide useful info~~tion for 
our agencies. Police managers and admmlstrators. 
clinging to the "we know best" philosophy,. ali:?ated 
entire segments of a populace by ramroddmg solu
tions" to a problem down the collective throats of the 
citizenry. 

Fonunately, for the benefit of all o~ us, some far
sighted adminis~tors ~aw ~t to begm to ~ead the 
public by close mteractIon Wlt~ formal and mformal 
groups of citizens. What they dIscovered was that the 
public seemed to have a better grasp of the problen;s 
facing a particular area and usually had some s?hd 
ideas on a coping strategy. Channels of commumca
tion were re-opened with the neglected m~sses, <l?d 
new options were developed for dealmg With 
problems for which traditional solutions had been 
mostly unsuccessful. 

For large agencies, COP has become a major thrust 
(as it should be) with great resources and effort placed 
toward this worthwhile endeavor. For smaller agen
cies, this re-direction of prioritie~ has created some 
difficulties. Most smaller agencles are strapped for 
resources and feel they cannot commit to anything 
except ordinary functions. Or cait they'] 
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The Orange Beach Experience 

The Orange Beach Department of Public Safety has 
undergone p-henomenal growth in the last 18 months. 
Sworn oersonnel have increased from 5 to 17. with a 
total o{22 employees. The city has been recognized 
as the fastest-growing community in Alabama with a 
!!rowth rate of some 647 percent over the past 8 years. 
..... The area is gaining in popularity as a reson and. 
therefore, the problems of policing in a location such 
as this are unique. For example, the city has some _. 
2,500 pennanent residents and a~ut 4,5~ resid~n
ces, which lends itself to problems inherent m havmg 
a lare:e number of unoccupied dwellings, such as 
burglanes and vandalism. It is also difficult for an 
agency to get a handl: on perm~ent mem~rs of the 
community due to a hlghly tranSIent populatton. Ad
ditionally. the department has reorganized from a 
police department t~ a fcllly-consolidated departme.nt 
of public safety. With growth and change such as thIS, 
how can an agency manage its growth while moving 
toward a COP concept as well? 

. Commitment at the Top 

The answers lie in several areas. First, top manage
ment has a commitment to the COP concept 'This hflS 
proven to be one of the most eff,:c?ve and i~po~t 
"pieces of the pie." As any ~dlttonal or non-~adi
tional managelnent theory WIll s~te, leadershIp by 
example is highly t~ffective. The director and depuo/ 
director of the Orange Beach Department of PublIc 
Safety attempt to have a great deal Of one-on-Oile 
contact with all personnel. 1?e m~harucs of a sm~l 
agency serves to enhan!=e t!ll.s acuvlty. However, In 
many locations. chief adnl1~llS~tors become caug~t 
up in nonnal day-to-day operauons and neglect thiS 
important management tooL 

We take advantage of this clos~ contact with line 
and supervisory personnel to conunually re-stat~ our 



· objectives and vision for the agency. while reinforc
ing the basic methods of achieving these goals. i.e .. 
increasing the number of positive public cOIHacts and 
being open with the public concerning department 
functions. Officers are encouraged to make one-on
one contacts with citizens by exiting vehic les and foot 
patrolling high density business districts and per
sonally introducing themselves to business owners 
ana employees. 

The institution of this dialogue has resulted in 
increased information from these individuals. Also. 
the department follows up on all complaints regard
less of the severity. All victims are contacted after the 
initial reporting of an incident. This makes victims 
aware that there are no "write the report and forget 
'em" calls. It must be said. however. that a sincere 
effort should be made to suitably resolve all com
plaints so as not to give the impression that the depart
ment is concerned about P.R. only. 

Many officers are being reprogrammed by these 
interactions and finding the "us versus them" men
tality is no longer a functional theory. 

Another integral part of any COP program is that 
personnel never give the impression to citizenry that 
"there is nothing we can do." These words can do 
more to damage-a program that virtually anything an 
office\.' or agency can say or do. In private industry it 
has long been accepted that the best advertising is by 
word of mouth. The same holds true in our field. The 
negative impression of a citizen most surely translates 
into negative feedback from that person to other com
munity members and slowly erodes support for the 
agency. We believe a basic education for personnel 
in community relations is imperative to the success of 
the COP program. 

Active Citizen Inyolvement ~eeded . 

Programs must be launched that encourage the 
active involvement of residents. As a public entity. 
we must also be aware of the various agendas of 
different organizations in the community. both formal 
and informal. and tailor programs to address those 
agendas and concerns. 

For instance. one of our first efforts focused on a 
Neighborhood Watch program in a large residential 
area. The program was resoundingly rejected by 
these citizens. It was later learned that the concerns 
of the residents actually centered on basic services not 
normally delivered by the Department of Public 
Safety. 

The traditional bureaucratic response would have 
been to r~fer these complaints to the proper depart
ment. B~ we in the Depamm!nt of Public Safety 
chose to act as a vehicle of information for the citizens 
to make certain the concerns were carried to the 
proper authority. Personnel are advised about wh.ich 
departments in the city perform various function;) and 
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they know key individuals in each department to 
contact to attempt to solve citizen problems. Con·o 

tinued efforts have been made to work with this 
particular [residential] group to define their concerns 
and problems as they perceive them. 

In any COP program., it is imperative that the 
agency act as a conduit of information and assist all 
requests for aid whether Ithe request is for a normal 
police function or not. The benefits and rewards of 
this strategy will ultimately result in an improved flow 
of information from citizens to police, thereby allow
ing us to not only solve more offenses. but to an
ticipate potential problem areas as well. 

Current police management theories abound with 
a plethora of programs, some of which mayor may 
not be suited to a particular agency. Some of the 
programs that have been. or are being implemented, 
in our area include Realtor Watch. Heet Watch. 
Operation l.D. and the training of officers to serve as 
D.A.R.E instructors. 

The Realtor Watch and Reet Watch programs have 
involved working with realtors and other organiza
tions in the area. i.e .• utilities. etc .. that maintain a fleet 
of vehicles. These individuals have been schooled by 
our department in basic observational skills in an 
attempt to add additional eyes and ears to our limited 
resources. Our department has also committed two 
officers to the Drug Abuse Resistance Education 
(D.A.R.E.) program and has received positive com
munity support with the receipt of a $2..500 donation 
before the prograin was even officially begun. Other 
traditional and non-traditional programs are also 
being considered. 

The COP Concept Can Work in Communities of 
All Sizes 

In summary, small agency COP programs do not 
differ greatly from larger agency programs with the 
possible exception of the amount of resources allo
cated to the task. However, all programs. large or 
small. require the following: 

~ Commitment from the top. Management must 
not be reluctant to experiment with new concepts and 
ideas. They must remember that many solutions can 
come from line personnel and citizens as well. 

o Proper education of officers regarding the plan 
of implementation and how the efforts of individual 
officers relate to the big picture. 

.. Proper education of the public concerning the 
benefits they will derive fror.} the program. while 
encouraging feedback reg~ding their concerns. 

• Old fashioned hard work:. 
As with any task humans undertake. success can 

only be measured by the attainment of goals set and 
an undying persistence in reaching those goals. Not 
only do we owe our best efforts to the public we serve. 
we also owe it to ourselves. 0 
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Police Accountability an~ 
Community Policing 

By George L. Kelling, Robert Wasserman, and Hubert Williams 

The accountability of individual police officers is a 
fundamental issue for police executives. This is fitting: 
police officers are the public officials society has authorized, 
even obliged, to use force. Ensuring that police officers 
use that warrant equitably, legally, and economically on 
behalf of citizens is at tile core of police administration. 
The enduring concern of police executives to ensure 
accountability in American policing is a reflection of their 
professional commitment. 

Not only is it fitting that a police executive give high priority 
to ensuring the accountability of police officers, it is essential 
to surviving as the leader of a police department. Police 
chiefs continually worry about abuse of authority; brutality; 
mis,use of force, especially deadly force; ovei-enforcement 
of the law; bribery; manufacture of evidence in the name of 
efficiency or success; failure to apply the law because of 
personal interests; and discrimination against particular 
individuals or groups. These issues are grist for the mill of 
persistent and influential watchdog groups concerned about 
impartial enforcement under the law-the media, civil rights 
groups, and lawyers. Rising crime or fear of crime may be 
problematic for police administrators, but rarely does either 
threaten their survival. Scandals associated with abuse of 
authority, however, do jeopardize organizational stability 
and continuity ofleadership. 

As a consequence, it is not surprising that police leaders have 
developed organizational mechanisms of control that seel< to 
ensure police accountability to both the law and the policies 
and procedures of police departments. This paper reviews the 
ways police administrators try to control the accountability 
ofindividual police officers and examines the relationship 
between accountability procedures and community policing. 
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This is one in a series of reports originally developed With 
some of the leading figures in American policing during their 
periodic meetings at Harvard University'S John F. Kennedy 
School of Government. The reports are published so that 
Americans interested in the improvement and the future of 
policing can share in the information and perspectives that 
were part of extensive debates at the School's Executive 
Session on Policing. 

The police chiefs. mayors, scholars. and others wvited to the 
meetings have focused on the use and promise of such 
strategies as community-based and problem-oriented policing. 
The testing and adoption of these strategies by some police 
agencies signal important changes in the way American 
policing now does business. What these changes mean for the 
welfare of citizens and tL! fulfillment of the police mission in 
the next decades has been at the heart of the Kennedy School 
meetings and this series of papers. 

We hope that through these publ,ications police officials and 
other policymakers who affect the course of policing will 
debate and challenge their beliefs just as those of us in the 
Executive Session have done. 

The Executive Session on Policing has been developed and 
administered by the Kennedy School's Program in Criminal 
Justice Policy and Management and funded by the National 
Institute of Iustice and private sources that include the Charles 
Stewart MOlt and Guggenheim Foundations. . 

James K. Stewart 
Director 
National Institute of Justice 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Mark H. Moore 
Faculty Chairman 
Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 



The paper's focus on accountability and community policing 
results from the concerns of many police executives and 
policy makers that certain characteristics of community 
policing threaten police officer accountability. These 
characteristics of community policing include organizational 
decentralization; increased intimacy between police officers 
and citizens and neighborhoods: receipt and interpretation of 
citizen demand for servi"e by. individual patrol officers; and 
deyelopmenr of patrol and policing tactics (problem solving, 
fer example) by patrol officers at a neighborhood or commu
nity level. All of these characteristics require increased 
officer use of discretion and empowerment of patrol officers. 
Advocates of community policing who call for empower
ment of officers should be extraOidinarily scrupulous about 
ensuring that officers are held accountable for their actions. 

Police organizations, like all organizations, rely on distinc
tive structural forms and management processes to maintain 
accountability. Characteristically. their structures are 
centralized with functionally defined bureaus, and their 
management processes emphasize preservice tra.ining and 
elaborate command and control mechanisms. In many 
respects. police organizations have typified the classical 
command and control organization that emphasizes top-level 
decisionmaking: flow of orders from executives down to 
line personnel, flow of information up from line personnel to 
executives. layers of dense supervision! unity of command. 
elaborate rules and regulations. elimination of discretion, and 
simplification of work tasks. 

-
, , ... command and control systems . .. 
resolved many of the inherent tensions 
of policing . . . , , 

Command and control management has met two sets of 
needs in American policing. First, command and control 
systems have strengthened the ability of police to respond to 
civil disturbances, riots, labor disputes, and other problems 
for which coordinating large numbers of police was required. 

Second, command and control systems have resolved many 
of the inherent tensions of policing-tensions, for example, 
beiween constraints imposed on police by law and the 
opportunities for effectiveness provided by their warrant to 
use force. There are other tensions as well-tensions 
between efficient processing of offenders and protectio!l of 
their constitutional guarantees; between confEcting defini
tions of morality in communities and neighborhoods; 
between competing political interests. 

Cqmmand and control systems have appeared to resolve 
these tensions by (1) instituting rules that prescribe the 

behavior of officers: (2) creating dense patterns of command 
ar.d supt!rvision to enforce these rules; (3) establishing the 
principle of unity of command to eliminate ambiguity in the 
chain of authority; and (4) routinizing the job of police 
officers by d:.!fining it as law enforcement. 

This strategy has its successes. These successes include 
reduced political control of officers; reduced corruption; 
improvement in qualifications and training of police officers: 
constraints on police officer use of force. especwlly deadly 
force: production of more equitable police service: and 
arguably, enhancement of the tenure of police chiefs. 
Additionally. command and control management has 
improved the capacity of police to respond to riots and 
other disturbances that require coordinated group responses. 

But there are strains in this strategy as well. As logically 
appealing as the command and control organization seems, 
many aspects of police work are not compatible with 
classical command and control organizations. First, patrol 
work is not amenable to attempts to simplify or routinize it. 
The types and multiplicity of problems with which police 
deal preclude the simplification or routinization of patrol 
work. I The metaphor of the assembly line. basic to classical 
management theories, has proved to be inapplicable to the 
realities of patrol. Second, police officers. unlike assembly
line workers or military troops, do not work under the direct 
scrutiny of supervisors. Even when sergeants are in the tield, 
the unpredictable timing and location of police activities 
thwart ordinary supervision of performance. Consequently. 
although serious attempts have been made to eliminate or 
structure discretion, it has remained an integral and pel."a
sive feature of police work,! especially at the level of 
patrol officer. 

This strain between the realities of police work and the 
command and control systems of departments creates 
problems for administrators. First, the mechanisms of 

. command and control are elaborate and expensive to 

maintain; layers of command, extensive training, and the 
maintenance of multitudinous rules and procedures obligate 
time, personnel, and money. Second, the discontinuities 
between organizational prescriptions and work realities 
are not lost on police officers. The results? At least two: 
(1) considerable role strain on officers who are portrayed as 
professionals on one hand but treated as recalcitrant semi
skilled workers on the other and (2) the rise of the union 
movement, which, at times, fosters acrid labor-management 
relationshi ps. 

Further, there are additional, more subtle costs to police 
departments. First, use of individual discretion has been 
driven underground; creativity and productive adaptations go 
unrecognized and unrewarded. Second, police departments 
often fail to tap the potential abilities of their officers. An 
ethos of "stay out of trouble," which has developed in many 
departments, stifles officers who are otherwise resourceful 
and abets officers who "perch" in their positions: Finally, a 
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police culture has developed that maintains values that are 
alien to both police departments and communities. This 
police culture is characterized by suspiciousness, perceptions 
of great danger, isolation from citizens, and internal solidar
ity (the "blue curtain"). 

"An ethos of 'stay out of trouble' . .. 
stifles officers who are otherwise 
resourceful . .. , , 

Managing police culture 

-

Are there alternatives to command and control for managing 
police culture and improving accountabili~y? 

It is generally acknowledged that a primary determinant of 
police officer behavior is the culture within which officers 
'find themselves. This is true not only in policing, but also 
in most other types of organizations. Good management is 
often described as the management of organizational 
culture.3 

The tendency in policing, however, is to emphasize the 
importance of the formal elements of the organization and 
ignore the informal elements (organizational myths. heroes 
and villains, informal patterns of communication. the norms 
and mores of the organization. etc.). The point. however. is 
not whether culture is influenced, but who influences it. To 
the extent that management has not worked to shape police 
culture. other forces have. 

Often, management's attempt. te) manage culture through 
command and control merely fosters suspicion, isolation. 
insularity, demeaning perception of citizens, grumpiness. the 
"blue curtain." and cynicism.4 The result is an attitude on the 
part of police officers that says: "Management, leave me 
alone-let me do my work." In the worst of circumstances, 
police culture implies: "I am being paid for being a police 
officer. Beyond staying out of trouble, if you want me to do 
anything, bring me in on overtime." 

The traditional approach has been to work against culture 
through the use of command and control. That workers do 
not like work and have little to contribute to its substance or 
conduct are basic tenets of classical organizational theory. 
-Alternate managerial approaches recognize the importance of 
informal leadership and peer influences, assume that workers 
do care about the substance of their work, and strive to use 
informal leadership and peer influences on behalf of the 
mission of the org~nization. We believe that successful 
management of culture is achieved in three ways: 

• Leadership through values. 
• Accountability to the community. 
• Administrative mech&nisms of control. 

Leadership through values 

All organizations have values. They are implicit in every 
action of organizational incumbent!;. When explicit. 
statements of values attempt to set forth the beliefs of an 
organization, the standards that are to be maintained by its 
members. and the broader mission expected to be achieved 
through their activities. Most often. values operate at several 
levels of individual and organizational awareness. At times, 
workers make decisions by considering and selecting from 
alternatives-well aware of their value implications. At 
other times, workers make decisions without conscious 
recourse to their value dimensions. Often the values that 
undergird routine decisions and practices are so deeply 
ingrained as to make them automatic.; 

Values, even those we consider positive. can conflict. For 
example, loyalty to peers can conflict with the maintenance 
'of high standards of professional practice. When police 
officers decide to close their eyes to the incompetence or 
corruption of colleagues and draw the "blue curtain" around 
them, they choose the value of loyalty to peers over other 
values, such as quality service to the community. In many 
police departments. other values. some explicit and others 
implicit, can be identified that shape and drive police 
performance: "stay out of trouble," "we are the fine~t." 
"machismo," "serve and protect," and many other~. 

" Often the values that undergird 
routine decisions . .• are so deeply 
ingrained as to make them automatic. , , . 

The responsibility of police managers is to (1) identify 
values that flow from the law and the Constitution, that 
represent the highest norms of the profession. and that 
are consistent with the ideals of communities and 
neighborhoods, and (2) enunciate them persuasively 
and unambiguously. 

How are a department's values properly enunciated? First. 
many departments make their values explicit through the 
development of concise value statement:;. Such practices are 
not new in policing: O.W. Wilson developed visionary value 
statements both in Wichita and Chicago; the Los Angeles 
Police Department's statement of values had its origins in 
the administration of Chief Ed Davis. More recently, such 
statements have been developed in departments in Houston, 
Texas; Madison, Wisconsin; Dayton, Ohio; and many others. 

Second, statements of policy, on issues such as use of 
deadly force for example, are derived from departmental 
values and inform and guide police officers and citizens-
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whether the department maintains a clear-cut value statement 
or not-about values of the department. Equally important. 
the absence ofpoIicy statements in crucial areas such as 
use of deadly force expresses values and creates policy as 
well through administrative inaction.6 In tum. procedures 
(methods of performance that direct action in distinct 
situations) and rules (specific prohibitions or requirements 
stated to prevent deviance) are derived from value-based 
policies.7 • 

Without rejecting all procedures and rules, the primary 
focus in value-based administration and leadership is not on 
prohibitions constraining officers but rather on encouraging 
police Officers to weigh their actions constantly in light of 
departmental values. This switch in emphasis from rule 
conformity alone to quality action and outcome empowers 
officers to select appropriate courses of action from within 
.a range of options rather than in the rote fashion too often 
prescribed by advocates of command and control. Leadership 
by values addresses the issue of accountability by attempting 
to link the nature of police work (application of discretionary 
judgments to a wide range of problems) with mechanisms 
of control that emphasize professional self-regulation rather 
than mere obligatvry accommodation to rules. 

Accountability to the community 
Two familiar forms of police accountability to communities 
are community relations units and civilian review boards. 
Community relations units are supposed to carry the message 
of police departments to communities but have proven to 
be insufficiently responsive to community definitions of 
problems and solutions. In the few places where they exist. 
civilian review boards focus primarily on the performance of 
individual police officers. particularly on mistakes and 
incompetence. 

The difference between the role of citizens in community 
policing and in civilian review boards is that civilian review 
boards concentrate on perceived or real abuses while 
community policing focuses on the substantive issues of 
problems. crime. and quality of life in neighborhoods. 
Citizens bring to the relationship their sense of community, 
knowledge about the problems in their neighborhoods. their 
own capacities to solve problems. and the potential to 
support or authorize police action. Police bring to communi
ties concerns not only for their welfare but for the constitu
tional rights and the welfare of all individuals and the 
community-at-Iargc-thus countervailing the tendencies of 
neighborhood residents to be overly parochial or opposed to 
the legitimate interests of strangers or particular subgroups. 

To us, accountability to the community means something 
different. It implies a new relationship to the community in 
which police departments establish an understanding with 
communities. This can take several forms. One form is 
for the community to be brought into policy-setting proce· 
dures:-a practice pioneered during the 1960's by Chief 

Robert Igleburger of Dayton. Ohio. A second form of new 
relationship to the community. but not necessarily exclusive 
of the first. is for both police and citizens to nominate the 
problems with which police and citizens will deal, the 
tactics that each will use to address those problems. and 
the outcomes that are desired. 

The understanding between police and community, more or 
less explicit. establishes a mutual accountability. It provides 
measures against which each can evaluate the other. This 
understanding does not abrogate police officers' responsibil
ity for their professional knowledge. skills, or values. 
Likewise. it does not free citizens from their responsibility 
for their own safety. To use a mf!dical analogy. it makes 
physician and patient accountabh.' to each other. 
____________________ .. .u. _________ ~ ______ ~ 

, , ... understanding between police 
and coinmunity ... establishes a mutual 

. accountability." 
____________ ~~ ____ .m ______________ ... ___ 

Administrative mechanisms of control 

The list of administrative mechanisms of contro~ that are, 
available to managers is conventional: education. training. 
rewards. discipline, peer influence. direction. supeIYision, 
recognition, and career opportunities. Use of, and emphases 
on, these mechanisms varies across occupations. Police in 
the past, using classical organizational principles, \lave 
emphasized direction, supervision. discipline, and pre service 
training. (This does not mean that other mechanisms were 
not used as well. The primary mechanisms, however. were 
those we identified.) These mechanisms can be adapted by 
police to improve accountability, just as they have been 
adapted by many other professional and private sector 
organizations. In the section that follows we shall briefly 
discuss the adaptation of control mechanisms to contempo
rary policing: supervision, training. program auditing, 
discipline, rewar.d, and peer control. 

Supervision 

Supervision of police is essential to improving the quality 
of police services. Typically, police administration portrays 
supervisors as directors who oversee workers who perform 
specific activities laid out in advance by management. Given 
the conditions of police activity, however--officers work 
alone, events occur in locations and at times that make them 
unavailable for direct oversight, the problems citizens 
present to police require novel solutions-different forms of 
supervision are required. These forms of supervision are 

• more akin to coaching than directing. They include teaching, 
reviewing, considering alternatives. training. and other 
similar techniques. 
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A special function of supervisors is to empower officers. By 
empower we mean providing officers with the authority to 
use their knowledge, skill, and values to identify problems 
and work toward their solution. Empowerment of officers is 
the opposite of encouraging them to "stay out of trouble" or 
"not bother" their sergeants. Confronted with ambiguous 
problems not responsive to standard solutions, police officers 
can be empowered by sergeants to search for creative 
solutions to problems rather than respond in some rote 
fashion. Organizational policies should be sufficiently 
pliable to accommodate the breadth of discretion that 
officers will be expected to exercise under this arrangement. 

It is our contention that as departments shift away from the 
authori'tarian model of policing to a more flexible commu-

· nity-oriented approach, a reexamination of the structure of 
the bureaucracy will be essential to the efficient performance 

· of the officer on the beat as well as the effectiveness of the 
department's operations. 

We recognize that the complexity of this issue mandates 
· 'far more thought and consideration than can be given in 
this paper. Departments cannot expect to eliminate an entire 
structure one day and begin with a new one the next. But 
they must begin to address the question of whether or not 
the existing rank structure and its functioning lend them
selves to the type of police performance required to meet 
the needs and expectations of the communities served by 
the department. 

This is particularly true in cities with a diverse ethnic and 
cultural mix. In these jurisdictions, the varying interests 
and demands of neighborhoods necessitate flexibility at the 
point of contact through which the department provides the 
services. This means that patrol officers need greater discre
tion and flexibility and less rigid adherence to monolithic 
rules and procedures. Thus, it might be possible to eliminate 
some of the tiers of authority within the bureaucracy while 
at the same time being more cost effective. 

We should begin with the establishment of a career track' 
for patrol officers that would provide incentives for meeting 
specialized goals. Many of these goals could be the result 
of an accord between neighborhoods and department 
representatives in which the line officer is an active partici
pant, provided with sufficient authority to draw upon 
required departmental resources to ~chieve objectives. 
This requires more functional supervision than direct line 
authority over the officer. Therefore, it would be possible 
under this configuration to reduce the number of sergeants 
and increase the opportunities for advancement within the 
patrol officers' line. Thus, promotions based upon abstract 
exanlinations could be replaced by a mere practical system 
of performance measures that link community needs with 
departmental objectives. 

Training 

Police recruit training is organizationally based, preservice 
training that emphasizes law, rules and procedures, and 
officer discipline.8 This is consistent with the thrust or 
earlier reform to enhance the lawfulness and eliminate 
the discretion of police officers. It can be argued that this 
training serves its purpose very well, at least as far as it 
goes. It does emphasize important values: adherence to law 
and discipline. 

The difficulty with training that concentrates primarily on 
law and discipline is that it fails to take into account the 
workaday circumstances of police officer activity: dealing 
with unpredictable events, most often when alone and 
without available supervision. Knowledge of law in such 
circumstances is important, but insufficient. More often than 
not it tells officers what they cannot do rather than what they 
can or should do. Military discipline is almost irrelevant 
under conditions in which a police officer confronts a 
situation alone, diagnoses it, selects one set of responses 
from a range of alternatives, and develops followup plans. 

For routine circumstances, officers require basic knowledge 
about the kinds of events they encounter, skills that are 
applicable in such encounters, and values that inspire and 
constrain officers in their practice.9 Moreover, the knowl
edge, skills, and values that are required to shape officer' 
discretion in the handling of events must be internalized into 
the professional self of each officer. This can come about 
only through prolonged socialization that emphasizes 
discretionary application of a range of skills to a variety of 
real-world circumstances. Yet, academy training is notori
ously deficient in the provision of such training. 

There are models from other disciplines for the acquisition 
of such knowledge, skills, and values: engineering, educa
tion, and others. They offer possibilities for police leaders 
for the future. 

, , ... man.agers will have to be 
ever vigilant. , , 

~~ ........ ----.......... --.... ----.... ~~ 
Audit mechanisms 

No matter how good the training. how instrumen(:al manage
ment has been in shaping the culture, and how positive 
supervision has been, the circumstances of police work will 
continue to allow for corruption, malfeasance, and incompe
tence. Policing is not unique in this respect, but stakes are 
higher when lethal governmental power is involved. There 
are reasons to believe that skillful administration will 
reduce such problems. Even so, managers will have to be 
ever vigilant. 
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One form of vigilance is auditing. An analogy is found in a 
financial audit of a business. It is conceded that a financial 
audit cannot be universal; indeed. attempts to audit every
thing may result in auditing nothing. Audits. instead. sample 
a representative number of transactions (events) from the 
relevant universe. There is nothing to prevent police from 
adopting similar schemes. An example: undercover decoy 
squads are often valuable anticrime units. They can be 
problematic. however. It is not uncommon for enthusiasm 

. to become zealotry. Auditing a given Sample of arrests by 
interviewing witnesses, defendants, and other interested 
parties is one way of maintaining control of such units. 
Another example is found in departments that routinely 
send postcards to a sample of "customers" to determine how 
satisfied they were with police service. Other departments 
routinely monitor samples of citizen complaints to determine 
whether they are being properly handled. 

, , We are concerned about quality 
over quantity. , , 

Three additional points should be made about audits. 
Typically, audits tend to become inspections of production 
quantity rather than quality. We are concerned about quality 
over quantity. It is well known that the number of arrests 
is a measure subject to enormous manipulation if not 
carefully monitored to ensure that the arrests are legitimate, 
properly conducted, appropriate, and fair. If arrests are to 
be a measure of individual or unit effectiveness, the only 
systematic means of ensuring their quality is through careful 
auditing of each step of the process that led to the :mest. 

Second, audits are a form of after-the-fact accountab·ility. 
They are no substitute for other mechanisms of administra
tive control, like leadership. education, and training, that 
attempt to ensure quality performance in advance rather 
than discover mistakes after they occur. 
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Finally, audits can be administered in a variety of ways. 
They can be carried out by high-level inspectors as well 
as by sergeants who are responsible for units. In "orne 
circumstances, they can be carried out by 'ipecia\ly 
charged task forces comprised of officers of varying ranks, 
including patml. 

Discipline 

DiSCipline will always be an important mechanism to en~ure 
officer accountability: every organization. no matter how 
well managed. will have a small number of officers who 
perform irresponsibly or incompetently. Because the stakes 
are so high in policing. strong messages must be given to 

officers at all levels that incompetent performance-brutalitv 
and corruption. for example-is intolerable. We believe -
that if supervision and audits are well performed and docu
mented, discipline can be exercised in ways that are both 
fair and perceived as fair. 

One caveat, however. Line officers are understandably 
sensitive about how discipline is exercised in many depart
ments. In a world in which staying out of trouble is a primary 
measure of officer adequacy, it shOUld be no wonder that 
discipline is seen as arbitrary and unjust. Too often discipline 
follows the commission of mistakes. rather than officer 
incompetence or irresponsibility. Mistakes. incompetence. 
and irresponsibility are different issues. Mistakes, which are 
bound to occur in aJ1 work, should routinely evoke coaching. 
consideration of options, training, and other such control 
options. Incompetence and irresponsibility should result in 
discipline. Managers cannot.have it both ways. They cannot 
ask officers to be risk-takers and then discipline them when 
occasional mistakes occur. Those who take risks on behalf 
of an organization-if they use methods and have goals that 
are within the values of that organization-and then make 
mistakes, need support and assistance, not discipline. 

Rewards 

Rewards continue to be powerful motivators for workers. 
Rewards can take the fonn of increased pay. job perks, 
promotion. special assignments, recognition, and other 
forms. Police agencies have used every conceivable form. 
The questions that arise in policing about rewards are not 
whether they are used fairly and appropriately. Questions 
about the fairness and propriety of police reward systems 
are based on the concern that only a small range of police 
officer acti vities is reflected in current measures of police 
performance. A good many areas-dispute resolution, crime 
prevention, problem solving, and order maintenance, for 
example-are rarely reflected in the data coJ1ected about 
officer performance. Given the importance of these activI •• .!s 
in community policing, ways of evaluating ~he quality with 
which officers peiform these functions and then linking these 
evaluative measures to rewards will have to be developed. 
A research project funded by the National Institute of Justice 
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now underway in Houston wil! attempt to develop perform
ance meat;urement criteria consistent with the priorities of 
community policing. 

" Mistakes, incompetence, and 
irresponsibility are different issues. , , 

.... ------...... --------.. ------.. ---~ 
Two innovative ways of recognizing and rewarding officers. 
methods compatible with other elements of community 
polir,ing. would be peer review of performance and perform
ance contracts. Peer review of performance is discussed 
below, Performance contract5. a method of supervision in 
which a supervisor or colleagues negotiate a set of perform
ance goals over a distinct period of time. are now being 
experimented with in, Madison, Wisconsin. There. in an 
experiment in community policing and organizational 
decentralization, officers and their supervisors are negotiat
in~ personal perfonnance contracts fQr the purpose of 
evaluatirig the performance of patrol officers. 

Peer control 

Peer control is an important means of achieving accounta
bility. Although heavy reliance on peer control has been 
traditional in the professions of medicine. law. and science. 
it has not always ensured the desired quality of performance. 
However, when combined with other mechanisms of control. 
it will continue to be an important !fIeans of maintaining the 
staridards of professional performance for police. 

~te the potential of peer review. police administrators 
haYe been reluctan~ to use methods of control that exploit 
opportunitie:s for collegial or peer review. There have been 
exceptions to this generalization: the Peer Review Project 
in Kansas City during the mid-1970's (which foc.used on 
excessive use of force) and stress and alcohol-abuse pro
grams in other depanments. Other exceptions that (;ome to 
mind are the Home Beat Officer program in the London Met
ropolitan Police. the Senior Lead Officer program in the Los 
Angeles Police Depanment. and the current experiment in 
decentralization in Madison where officers have eJected their 
own lieutenants. For the most pan. however, collegial review 
Of basic police practice has been extremely limited. 

Conclusion 

The concern of this paper is not the reduction of police 
aCcountability but rather its increase and strengthening. 
In a sense. there is a paradox. Those mechanisms that have 
seemed most cenain to ensure control (command and 
control systems) have created the illusion of control. but 
often little more than that. Other mechanisms of control 
recognize and promote the use of discretion by police 

officers. These mechanisms. such as auditing. rewards. and 
peer control. offer significant opponunities for increasing 
officer accountability. 

From this brief discussion of managing police culture and 
accountability, it is clear that we do not believe thai commu
nity policing threatens police accountability. Rather, the 
proper management of community policing adds additional 
opponunities for the maintenance of accountability in police 
organizations. 
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The Executive Session on Policing. like other Executive 
Sessions at Harvard's Kennedy School of Govemment. 
is "; ... 'Signed to encourage a new form of dialog between 
high-level practitioner.; and scholars, with 1\ view to 
redefining and proposing solutions for substantive policy 
issues. Practitioners rather than academicians are given 
majority representation in the group. The meetings of the 
Session are conducted as loosely structured seminars or 
policy debates. 

Since it began in 1985. the Executive Session on Policing 
has met seven times. During the 3-day meetings. the 31 
members have energetically discussed the facts and values 
that have guided. and those that should guide. policing. 
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Corporate Strategies for Policing 
By Mark H. Moore and Robert C. Trojanowicz 

Police department<; embody a substantia! public investment. 
Each year, the nation spends more than $20 billion to keep 
police departments on the street and vigilant. I More impor
tant, each year society puts its freedoms in the hands of the 
police by empowering them to use force to compel obedi
ence to the nation's laws. That, too, is an investment, for 
the grant of legitimate authority is a resource granted to 
police by the citizens. As the Philadelphia Study Task 
Force explained: 

The police are entrust.ed with important public 
resources. The most obvious is money; $230 million 
a year flows through the police department. Far 
more important, the public grants the police another 
resource-the use offorce and authority. These are 
deployed when a citizen is arrested or handcuffed, 
when an officer fires his weapon at a citizen, or even 
when an officer claims exclusive use of the streets 
with his siren.2 

These resources-money and authority--potentially have 
great value to society. If wisely deployed, they can substan
tially reduce the level of criminai victimization. They can 
restore a sense of security to the nation's neighborhoods .. 
They can guarant~e civility and tolerance in ordinary social 
interactions. They can provide a first-line response to various 
medical and social emergencies such as traffic accidents, 
drunkenness, domestic disputes, and runaway youths. 

Stewardship over these resources is entrusted to the nation's 
police executives. They largely decide how best to use these 
assets. They make such decisions every time they beef up a 
narcotics unit, or establish priorities for the dispatching of 
calls, or write neW policies governing the use of deadly force 

This is one in a series of reports originally developed .... uh • 
some of the leading figures in American policing during their 
periodic meetings at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy 
School of Government. The reports are published so that 
Americans interested in the improvement and the future of 
policing can share in the information and perspectives that 
were part of extensive debates at the School's Executive 
Session Gn Policing. 

The police chiefs, mayors, scholars, and others invited to the 
meetings have focused on the use and promise of such 
strategies as community-based and problem-oriented policing. 
The testing and adoption of these strategies by some police 
agencies signal important changes in the way American 
policing now does business. What these changes mean for the 
welfare of citizens and the fulfillment of the police mission in 
the next decarles has been at the heart of the Kennedy School 
meetings and this series of papers. 

We hope that through these publications police officials and 
other policymakers who affect the course of policing will 
debate and challenge their beliefs just as those of us in the 
Executive Session have done. 

The Executive Session on Policing has been developed and 
administered by the Kennedy School's Program in Criminal 
Justice Policy and Management and funded by the National 
Institute of Justice and private sources that include the Charles 
Stewart Mott and Guggenheim Founda~ions. 

James K. Stewart 
Director 
National Institute of Justice 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Mark H. Moore 
Faculty Chairman 
Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 
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or the proper use of high-speed auto chases. At such 
, moments, the police executives redeploy the money and 

authority entrusted to them in hopes that their organizations 
will produce greater value for society. 

Judging how best to use the assets and capabilities of a 
police department is the principal task of police executives. 
As Professor Kenneth Andrews of the Harvard Business 
School says: 

The highest function of the executive is ... leading 
the continuous process of determining the nature of 
the e{1'Lerprise, and setting, revising, and aChieving 
its goals.s 

Performing this function well is no trivial task. It requires 
vision, judgment, and imagination, as well as disciplined 
analytical capabilities. . 

, , ... to use the assets and capabilities 
of a police department ... requires vision, 
judgment, and imagination, as well as 
disciplined analytical capabilities. , , 

In the private sector, executives seek to perform this 
function through the development of a "corporate strategy." 
A "corporate strategy" defines the principal financial and 
social goals the organization will pursue, and the principal 
products, technologies, and production processes on which 
it will rely to achieve its goals. It also defines how the 
organization will relate to its employees and to its other 
constituencies such as shareholders; c;reditor5. suppliers. 
and customers. In short, a corporate strategy seeks to define 
for the organization how the organization will pursue value 
and what sort of organization it will be.4 

A corporate strategy is developed through an iterative 
process that examines how the organization's capabilities fit 
the current and future environment. The execlltive surveys 
the environment to see what customers want to buy, what 
competitors are likely to sell, and what investors are willing 
to stake money on. He analyzes what his own organization is 
able to do, what new technologies and products are becom
ing available, and what investments CQuid be made to widen 
current capabilities. A strategy is defined when the executive. 
discovers the best way to use his organization to meet the 
challenges or exploit the opportunities in the environment. 

In the public sector, executives often consider the question 
of how best to use their assets much more narrowly. They 
tend to assume that basic purposes and operating objectives 
of the organization were set long ago and now remain filted. 
Their job is to optimize performance with re~pect to these 
objectives, not to consider new challenges, threats or 
opportunities, nor to discover new capabilities ..... ithin their 
own organizations. They also often assume that in conduct
ing their organization's business, they are restricted to 
orthodox policies and programs. White public sector 
executives might field a few innovative programs to deal 
with special problems, the innovative programs are rarely 
seen as part of a sustained. staged effort to change the 
organization's basic strategy. 

Recently, some police executives have begun considering 
different corporate strategies of policing. While these 
executives see enormous value in the knowledge and skill 
that have accumulated within police departments over the 
last 50 years, they are increasingly aware of the limitations 
of the past conceptions. They are reaching out for new 
ideas about how police departments should define their basic 
goals, deploy their assets, and gamer support and legitimacy 
in the communities they now police. 

The purpose of this paper is to facilitate the search for a 
corporate strategy of policing that can deal with the principal 
problems now besetting urban communities: crime, fear. 
drugs, and urban decay. The paper first explores the 
strengths and limitations of the corporate strategy that 
has guided policing for the last 50 )I;!ars-a strategy that has 
been characterized (perhaps caricatured) as "professional 
crime fighting.'" It then contrasts this concept with three 
other concepts that have been discussed, and to some degree 
developed, within Harvard's Executive Session on Policing. 
The other concepts are "strategic policing," "problem
solving policing," and "community policing." 

'" 
, , ... the corporate strategy that has 
guided policing for the last 50 years . .• 
has been characterized (perhaps 
caricatured) as 'professional crime 
fighting.' , , 

The concept of corporate strategy 

61 

Defining a corporate strategy helps an organization, its 
employees, and its executives. An explicit corporate strategy 
tells outsiders who invest in the organization what the 
organization proposes to do and how it proposes to do it. 
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It explains to employees what counts as important contribu
tions to the organization. It helps managers maintain a 
consistent focus in sifting the material that comes through 
their in-boxes. It directs their attention to the few activities, 
programs, and investments that are critical to the implemen
tation of the proposed strategy. 

For any organization, many possible strategies exist. Three 
criteria are useful for evaluating and choosing among them. 
The first is the value of the strategy if successfully imple
mented. The second test is feasibility-whether the strategy 
is internally consistent in terms of the prvducts, programs, 
and administrative arrangements emphasized, and whether 
it is based upon solid information and proven technologies. 
Feasibility is related to distance from current operating 
practice; greater distance makes the proposed changes more 
costly and difficult. The final criterion involves the degree of 
risk associated with a given strategy. Those strategies that lie 
close to existing expectations and capabilities involve little 
risk for the manager to pursue. Those that stretch expecta
tions and capabilities, that are founded on experiments and 
hunches, involve much greater risk and often depend on 
substantial investments for their success. 

The development of a corporate strategy is a complex 
matter. Often, however. complex corporate strategies can 
be captured in relatively simple phrases or slogans. William 
Ruckelshaus defined the mission of the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as "pollution 
abatement."6 Michael Pertschuk declared that his goal for the 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) was to make it "the largest 
public interest law firm in the U.S."7 These apparently 
simple slog~s embodied complex judgments that important 
changes in the operations of these organizations were both 
valuable and feasible. "Pollution abatement" focused EPA's 
efforts on finding sources of pollution and restricting them, 
not on monitoring levels of pollution or estimating damages. 
Challenging the FTC to become the "largest public interest 
law firm" not only raised professional standards in the 
organization, but also redefined the principal clients of 
the FTC to be consumers who needed protection from 
businesses rather than businesses that wanted protection 
from other businesses. 

Simplicity in defining corporate strategies is a virtue for 
several reasons. Firs.t, a simple concept is easy to remember 
and repeat and therefore more likely to guide discretionary 
decisions throughout a large organization. Second, a simple 
concept helps to focus an organization's attention by what it 
explicitly emphasizes, or implicitly excludes, or the way in 
which it contrasts with previous strategic concepts. Third, 
a simple phrase has the virtue of openness. Its very lack of 
detail allows improvisation, innovation, and evolution in the 
operations of the organization. Because there is no detailed 
plan, only general guidance, employees with new ideas can 

find sanction for their efforts. And because the corporate 
strategy sets out purposes in broad language, many 
outside the organization can find reasons to support the 
organization's efforts. 

Labels and corporate strategies I1f policing 

The simple phrases that came to stand for complex ideas 
about corporate strategies of policing within the discussions 
of Harvard's Executive Session on Policing included 
"professional crime fighting," "strategic policing," 
"problem-solving policing:' and "community policing."K 
At the outset, the discussion treated these concepts as 
nothing more than labels to be attached to the same 
elements of a future strategy of policing. 

Indeed, many participants thought that the.elements empha
sized by these new concepts had already been incorporated 
in contemporary versions of the professional crime-fighting 
model. Others saw little difference between the concepts of 
prOblem-SOlving policing and community policing. Since 
there was little substantive difference among these concepts, 
the only issue in choosing among them appeared to be a 
marketing question: how powerful were the labels in 
attracting support from the public, in dignifying the work 
of the police, and in mobilizing them to action'? . 

, , ... a simple phrase has the virlue of 
openness . ... [allowing] improvisation, 
innovation, and evolution . .. , , 

In later discussions the words seemed to acquire important 
substantive significance, reflecting real differences in 
judgments about such crucial matters as: 
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• The fundamental purposes of the police. 

• The scope of their responsibilities. 

• The range of contributions they could make to 
society. 

• The distinctive competences they had to deploy. 

• The most effective programmatic and technical 
means for achieving their purposes. 



• The most suitable administrative arrangements for 
directing and controlling the activities of a police 
department. 

• The proper 0;: most useful way to manage the 
relationship between the police and the communities 
for whom they worked. 

al 

" ... while . .. crime control [remains] 
a central purpose of policing, ... " 
problem-solving policing and community 
policing accord greater significance to 
the order-maintenance and fear-
reducing junctions . .. , , 

For example, while all the concepts make crime control a 
central purpose of policing, the concepts of problem-solving 
policing and community policing accord greater significance 
to the order-maintenance and fear-reducing functions of 
the police than they hold in the concept of professional 
crime fighting. 

Similarly. while professional crime fighting encourages 
the police to maintain their distance from the community 
to e~sure the fair and impartial enforcement of the laws, 
community poliCing emphasizes a close embrace with the 
community to achieve more effective crime control and to 
ensure that the police respond to the issues that concern the 
community. Such differences seemed large enough for 
some participants to advocate adopting one concept and 
dismissing the others. 

Still later, it seemed that the concepts were valuable because 
each highlighted a different challenge or defined a different 
frontier for police executives to explore in managing their 
departments for increased value and effectiveness in deploy
ing the police against the principal problems of the cities. 
Many departments, for example, are still working at the 
frontiers defined by professional crime fighting. such as 
enhanced technical capacities to respond to serious street 
crimes, greater discipline and skill in the use of force and 
authority, and greater independence from inappropriate 
political influence.9 

Other departments have already realized the value associated 
with the strategy of professional crime fighting and now 
face the new challenges defined by these other strate~ic 
concepts.1O Strategic policing highlights the technicai 

challenges of dealing with the most difficult sorts of crimes 
and offenders: for example, terrorism. narcotics trafficking. 
political corruption, and sophisticated white collar crimes: I 
Problem-solving policing emphasizes the value of being 
able to diagnose the continuing problems that lie behind 
the repeated incidents that are reported to police dispatchers 
and to design and implement solutions to those problems. ,e 
Community policing stresses the key role that a working 
partnership between the police and the community can play 
in solving crimes. reducing fear. and resolving situations 
that lead to crimes. IJ According to our Executive Session 
discussions, these are the challenges that define the frontiers 
of policing' in the next generation. 

It is possible that these challenges can all be met simultane
ously by a new, integrated corporate strategy of policing. 
In that case, police executives would not have to choose 
among competing strategic conceptions. They could meet 
all the diverse challenges. 

Alternatively. it might prove impossible to pursue all 
the different conceptions simultaneously. The challenges 
might be sufficiently diverse that. at least in the short run, 
managerial attention, the public's willingness to invest, and 
the officers' tolerance for experimentation are too limi ted 
to allow simultaneous advances on all fronts. In that cas~. 
police executives would have to decide which path to 
pursue first. 

Or, it could be that the different strategies are somehow 
fundamentally incompatible-that the pursuit of one strategy 
makes it virtually impossible for the police agency to pursue 
another. This could occur if the different strategies require 
fundamentally different value orientations or cultures within 
the organization, too many different.kinds of personnel and 
capabilities, Or inconsistent administrative arrangements. 
In that case, police executives might have to make difficult 
choices among corporate strategies. 

Whether executives must choose among these strategies, or 
whether some synthesis is possible. remains an important 
question. This paper seeks to help police executives answer 
that question. These different conceptions wili be developed 
first as relatively complete, competing corporate strategies 
of policing. Then, in a concluding section, the paper will 
consider how, and to what degree, the apparently competing 
conceptions may be synthesized in an overall corporate 
strategy of policing. 

Professional crime fighting 

The corporate strategy' that guided policing during the last 
half-century is captured by the phrase professional crime 
fighting. This strategy achieved a great deal for the police. 
It carned them from a world of amateurism. lawlessness, 
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and political vulnerability to a world of professionalism, 
integrity, and political independence. 14 The principal engines . 
of this transfonnation include: 

(1) a sharpened focus on crime control as the central 
mission of the police; 

(2) a shift in organizational structure from 
decentralized. geographically defined units 
to a centralized structure with subordinate units 
defined by function rather than by geo~raphy; and 

(3) substantial investments i.n modem technology and 
training of officers. 

The aim of the professional crime-fighting strategy was to 
create a disciplined, technically sophisticated, quasi-military 
crime-fighting force. Crime control and crime solving 
became the dominant goals in policing. Those goals, as 
well as the common views about the best way to achieve 
them, are embedded in the current standards of accreditation 
and form the basic assumptions underlying both the majority 
of police training and the deployment of police resources 
throughout the country. 

, ,. . . professional crime fighting . . . 
carried [police] from a world of amateur
ism, lawlessness, and political vulnerability 
to a world of professionalism, integrity, and 
political independence.' , 

The principal operating technologies of this strategy 
incli.lde (1) patrol forces equipped with cars and radios to 
create an impression of omnipresence and to respond rapidly 
to incidents of crime; and (2) investigative units trained 
in sophisticated methods of criminal investigation, such 
as automated fingerprint identification and the use of 
criminal histories. 

In addition, this strategy emphasizes accountability to 
the law by seeking to eliminate police discretion through 
increased centralization, written policies and procedures, 
dense supervision, and separation of the police from the 
corrupting influence oflocal politicians. 

This conception of professional crime-fighting policing 
embodies powerful values: crime control as an important 
objective, investment in police training, enhanced status and 
autonomy for the police, and the elimination of corruption 
and brutality. With the close connection to all these impor
tant values, it is no wonder that the concept of professional 
crime-fighting policing has been popular and endures as a 

corporate strategy of policing. There is much that citizens 
and police can rally around and great value to be claimed 
in pursuing this ideal. 

, , Several decades of . .. experience 
with these basic crime-fighting tactics . .. 
revealed some unexpected weaknesses.' , 

Still, there are some obvious (and not so obvious) weak
nesses of this strategy. The most significant is the limitations 
of professional policing in controlling crime. 15 Initially. it 
seemed that patrolling officers and skilled detectives would 
constitute an effective crime-fighting force. Several decades 
of operating experience with these basic crime-fighting . 
tactics have revealed some unexpected weaknesses. 

One is that the tactics are essentially reactive. They depend 
on 'someone noticing a crime and calling the police. That 
leaves many crimes-those "invisible others" that do not 
produce victims or witnesses who are willing to mobilize
beyond the reach of the police. 16 Such crimes include 
consensual crimes (such as drug dealing and bribery. in . 
which the participants do not perceive themselves as victim
ized). extortionate crimes (such as organized criminal 
extortion, often rape, and child and spouse abuse, in which 
the victims are too afraid to come forward), dispersed crimes 
(such as embezziement and fraud, in which victimization 
is diffused so broadly that people do not know that they 
have been victimized), and inchoate crimes (such as 
conspiracies, which do not have victims because the crimes 
have not yet occurred). Note that this list includes offenses 
which are committed by sophisticated, determined, and 
powerful criminal offenders. Thus, there is a gap in police 
capacities to deal with certain kinds of offenses and certain 
kinds of offenders. 

A second problem with these tactics is that they fail to 
prevent crimes, except through the mechanisms of deterrence 
and incapacitation. In the professional strategy of policing, 
crime prevention is de-emphasized in favor of reacting after 
the fact. Little emphasis is given to mobilizinp- citizens to 
defend themselves. Indeed, the help of amateu;s is discour
aged as inconsistel)t with the im:'l>ge of a disciplined profes
sional force that can deal with aU the problems. Nor is any 
emphasis placed on analyzing and eliminating the proximate 
causes of crime. That is viewed as social work rather than 
crime fighting. 
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A less obvious weakness of this strategy lies in its discour
agement of a close working relationship with the community. 
The concept of professional policing encourages distance 
between the police and the community in the interests of 
ensuring inlpartiality and avoiding c()rruption. That distance, 
useful as it is in pursuing these values, comes at a price. The 
police lose their intimate link to the communities. This hurts 
their crime-fighting capability because it cuts them off from 
valuable information about the people and conditions that 
are causing crimes. 17 

Ano,ther effect of maintaining professional distance from 
the community is that the police appear less accessible, 
Consequently the police become a less frequent recourse, 
even for fearful or cnme-ridden communities. It is not that 
the police become unpopUlar; they remain extremely 
important to the community,lS It is just that they seem less 
present, and therefor~ less able to meet the pressing needs 
and particular worries of citizens. 

In some big cities. professional distance became particularly 
problematic, for just as police departments were seeking to 
insulate themselves from the communities and set higher 
professional standards, the cities began to change. In the 
1960's, cities absorbed new migrant populations from the 
rural South, the Caribbean, Mexico, and Asia. Few police 
came from these immigrant popUlations and had little 
knowledge of these cultures. The result was that while the 
police thought of themselves as professionally distanced, 
the communities began to think of them as unresponsive and 
indifferent to their concerns. In extreme cases, communities 
saw the police as an alien, occupying army.19 The political 
legitimar.::y of the police began to erode along with their 
operational value. 

..... ~ .. --.. --.... --.......... --...... --.. 
, , ... cities absorbed new migrant 
popl~lations from the rural South, the 
Cafibbean, Mexico, and Asia. Few 
police came from these immigrant 
populations . ... while the police thought 
of themselves as professionally 
distanced, the communities [thought] 
th.em unresponsive and indifferent . .. " 

., ...... ------------.. ------........ -------
Newer conceptions of policing have developed in response 
to these weaknesses in professional crime fighting. just as 
professional crime fighting arose in response to the weak-

nesses of the older political conception of policing. The new 
conceptions differ from one another in that they respond to 
different weaknesses and offer different ways to eliminate 
the weaknesses of professional crime fighting. 

Strategic policing 

The concept of strategic policing seeks to improve on 
professional crime-fighting policing by aqding thoughtful
ness and toughne')s to the basic mission of crime fighting 
and crime control.~o In strategic policing the basic goal 
remains the effective control of crime. The administrative 
style remains centralized. And the police retain the initiative 
in defining and acting on the cri~~ problems of the commu
nity. In fact their initiative is enhanced as enforcement 
capabilities are improved-capabilities that allow them not 
only to deal more effe~tively with ordinary street crime but 
also to confront sophisticated offenders who lie behind the 
invisible offenses described above. 

, , ... strategic policing emphasizes 
an increased capacity to deal with 
crimes that are not well controlled by 
traditional methods. , , 

With respect to ordinary street crime, strategic policing seeks 
improvements through directed patrol,21 decoy operations to 
catch street robbers, and sting operations to disrupt burglary 
and fencing operations. Strategic policing recognizes that the 
community can be an lmportant il'lstrument aiding the police. 
Hence, block watch associations are emphasized, citizens art" 
urged to mark their property, and the police are available to 
offer advice on security to businesses and private homeown
ers.22 Such programs embody a strategic rather than a . 
reactive approach to street crime. 

\ 

In addition, strategic policing emphasizes an increased 
capacity to deal with crimes that are not well controlled by 
traditional methods. Two kinds of crimes are particularly 
salient. First are crimes committed by sophisticated, individ
ual offenders, such as career criminals or serial murderers. 
who operate beyond local boundaries. Second are offenses 
committed by criminal associations, organized crime 
families. drug distribution neiworks, gangs, sophisticated 
white-collar offe.lders engaged in computer and credit 
card frauds, and even corrupt politicians-the so-called 
superstructure of crirneY 

To attack the first kind of crime, more sophisticated investi
gative capabilities are necessary. To attack the second, 
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the police have to employ more intrusive investigative 
procedures, such as informants, undercover operations, 
electronic surveillance, and sophisticated intelligence 
analysis. It is also important that the police gain some 
independence from their local political base. They need 
to widen their jurisdiction to attack the sophisticated, 
multi-jurisdictional criminal offender. They need to separate 
themselves from the influence of the local political commu
nity to be able to attack the superstructure of crime. Unless 
they can do this, they find themselves subject to its control, 
and thus occasionally hamstrung. 

These po'ints have important implications for the administra
tive arrangements and organizational alignments of police 
departments. For strategic policing in big-city departments, 
the need for sophisticated skills and wide jurisdictions 
necessitates the establishment of sp~cialized, central investi
gative units. Such units are necessary to develop arid sustain 
the appropriate skills, files, and equipment to carry out 
complex investigations. Centralized control of these units 
is also often considered essential to ensure an appropriate 
degree of supervision over the use of relatively controversial 
investigative methods. 

Strategic policing in suburban and rural areas requires these 
smaller departments to band together in regional associa
tions. Otherwise, they cannot afford the investments in the 
required specialized capabilities. Nor do. they have a wide 
enough jurisdiction to deal with offenders operating across 
community boundaries. 

To get out from under the influence of powerful criminal 
elements, local police departments in both metropolitan and 
suburban areas form alliances with and establish operational 
ties to Federal enforcement agencie.s and the judiciary, rather 
than with local politicians. Such alliances enhance investiga
tive sophistication, effectively widen jurisdictions, and 
ensure that powerful allies are available when locally 
powerful offenders are the focus of investigation. 

In sum, in strategic policing the police response to crime 
becomes broader, more proactive, and more sophisticated. 
The range of investigative and patrol methods is expanded 
to include intelligence operations, undercover stings, 
electronic surveillance, and sophisticated forensic methods. 
The range of targets is enlarged to include sophisticated 
offenders and inchoate crimes. The key new investments 
involve the creation of specialized investigative capabilities 
and improved criminal intelligence functions. Patrol 
operations are generally reduced as a share of police opera
tions to make room for the specialized investigative units. 
The community is seen as an important auxiliary to the 
police in dealing with crime, but the police retain the 
initiative in defining and acting upon crime problems. 
The principal value claimed by strategic policing is improved 

crime controL The old values of political independence. 
lawfulness. and technical sophistication are also protected
even promoted-as police departments form alliances with 
Federal law enforcement agencies rather than with local 
politicians. In an important sense. strategic policing repre
sents the next step along the path marked out by professional 
crime fighting. 

, , The principal value claimed by strategic 
policing is irnproved crime control. The 
old values of political independence, 
lawfulness, and technical sophistication 
are also protected . .. , , 

Problem-solving policing 

Like strategic policing, the concept of problem-solving 
policing seeks to improve upon the older, professional 
strategy of policing by adding proactiveness and thoughtful
ness. It differs from strategic policing in the focus of the 
analytic effort. 

In professional and strategic policing. the underlying 
assumption is that crime is successfully controlled by 
discovering offenses and prosecuting the offenders. Such 
efforts control crime directly by incapacitating offenders. 
They also prevent crime by increasing the probability of 
arrest and successful prosecution (Le., through general 
and specific deterrence). Thus, they prescribe tactics that 
position the police to see offenses and respond to them. 

Problem-solving policing takes a different view of crime 
and its effective control. In problem-solving policing, one 
does not naturally assume that crimes are caused by preda
tory offenders. True, in all crimes there will be an offender 
vulnerable to prosecution under the law. But problem
solving policing makes the assumption that crimes could be 
caused by particular, continuing problems in a community, 
such as frustrating relationships or a disorderly milieu.24 

It follows, then, that crimes might be controlled, or even 
prevented, by actions other than the arrest of particular 
individuals. For example, the police might be able to ~I~solve 
a chronic dispute or restore order to a disorderly .street. 
Arrest and prosecution remain crucially important tools of 
policing. But ideas about the causes of crime and methods 
for controlling it are substantially widened. 
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This basic change in perspective requires police departments 
to widen their repertoire of responses to crime far beyond 
patrol, investigation, and arrests. For example. the police 
can Use negotiating and conflict-resolving skiIls to sort out 
disputes before they become crime problems.2S Disputes 
(between parents and children, landlords and tenants, 
merchants and customers, and between neighbors) might 
be mediated without waiting for a fight to occur and without 
immediate recourse to the criminal law, arrests, and prosecu
tions. Moreover, the police, with a heightened awareness of 
such underlying problems, might take such corrective action 
the 2d time they are called to the scene rather than the 6th or 
10th time, thus making substantial savings in the use of 
police resources. 

The police can make use of the civil powers vested in 
their licensing authority and other municipal ordinances 
to enhance neighborhood security. Bars can be cautioned 
on excessive noise,26 merchants urged to comply with traffic 
regulations, and children cautioned on curfew violations to 
reduce occasions in which fear and disputes arise. 

Community residents may be mobilized to deal with specific 
problems. They can replace lights in hallways, clean up 
playgrounds so that parents and young children no longer 
feel excluded from the park by teenagers,27 and accompany 
the elderly and the vulnerable on errands. 

, , Bars can be cautioned on excessive noise, 
merchants urged to comply with traffic 
regulations, and children cautioned 
on cUrfew violations to reduce occasions 
in which fear and di5putes arise.' , 

Finally, other government organizations may be mobilized to 
deal with situations leading to crimes. The Public Housing 
Authority can be asked to repair fences to prevent incursions 
by predatory offenders and to seal vacant apartments to ' 
eliminate shooting gallerie.s for drug addicts and club house~ 
for juvenile gangs. The Public Works Department can be 
encouraged to haul away abandoned cars and other debris. 

This change in tactics has ramifications for the organiza-' 
tional structure of the police department. To the extent that 
problem solving depends on the initiative and skill of 
officers in defining problems and devising solutions, the 
adminis~ative style of the organization must change. Since 

much more depends on individual initiative, the department 
must become more decentralized. Otherwise. the advantages 
of local knowledge and adaptiveness are lost. A further 
implication is that generalist patrol officers. knowledgeable 
about the communities they serve. become the new heroes 
of the organization (traditionally. the heroes have been the 
specialist investigators). 

The focus of police action is widened in a different way 
from that of strategic policing. Strategic policing challenges 
the police to deal with sophisticated crimes and powerful 
offenders in addition to the street crimes such as robbery, 
rape, and burglary that are ~he main focus of professional 
crime fighting. Problem-solving policing challenges the 
police to deal with the disputes and conditions that make life 
feel disorderly and frightening to citizens and therefore breed 
crime and underlie later demands on the police department. 

In sum, like strategic policing, problem-solving policing 
seeks enhanced crime control. The means, however, are quite 
different. They include diagnosing underlying problems 
which give rise to crime (rather than identifying offenders) 
and mobilizing the community and governmental agencies 
to act on the problems (rather than arresting and prosecuting 
offenders). Reliance on these means naturally encourages 
geographic decentralizatioll and dependence on resourceful 
generalist patrol officers. rather than on the centralized 
functional specialist units. The problem-solving approach 
also draws the police into a different relationship with the 
communities--one in which the cQmmunities and other 
government agencies help the police work on underlying 
problems. Because m<!,Oy of those problems are not, strictly 
speaking, problems of crime and criminal victimization, a 
police department pursuing a strategy of problem solving 
will end up pursuing a broader set of objectives than the 
effective control of street crime. It will pursue order mainte
nance and fear reduction objectives as well as crime ·control. 

Community policing 
The third new concept, community policing, goes even 
further in its efforts to improve the crime control capacities 
of the police. To achieve that goal, it emphasizes the creation 
of an effective working partnership between the community 
and the police. 

Many of the participants in the Executive Session see little 
difference between the strategy of problem-solving policing 
and community policing. They think of problem solving as 
a technique to be used in community policing rather than a 
different corporate strategy for policing. If there is a differ
ence between the strategy of problem solving and the 
strategy of community policing, however, it lies in a differ
ent view of the status and role of the community institutions, 
and in the organizational arrangements constructed to 
enhance community involvement. 
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, , ... families, schools, neigJzborhood 
associations, and merchant groups, are . .. 
partners to the police in the creation of safe, 
secure communities. The success of 
the police depends . .. on the creation 
of competent communities. , , 

In community policing, community institutions such as 
families, schools, neighborhood associations, and merchant 
groups are seen as key partners to the police in the creation 
of safe, secure communities. The success of the police 
depends not only on the development of their own skills 
and capabilities, but also on the creation of competent 
communities. Community policing acknowledges that 
police cannot succeed in achieving their basic goals without 
both the operational assistance and political support of the 
community. Conversely, the community cannot succeed in 
constructing decent, open, and orderly communities without 
a professional and responsive police force. 

To construct the working partnership and build competent 
communities, a police agency must view the community 
institutions as more than useful political allies and opera
tiollal partners in the pursuit of police-defined objectives . 

• They must see the development and protection of the 
institutions as partly an end as well as a means. Moreover, 
the police must recognize that they work for the community, 
as well as for the law and their professional development. 

Partly to recognize the status of the community institutions 
and partly to develop the working partnership, police 
agencies pursuing the strategy of community policing must 
become more open to community definitions and priorities 
ofprobiems to be solved. In problem-solving policing, the 
police retain much of the initiative in identifying problems 
and proposing solutions to the community. They are the 
experts. They know what crimes are bein:; committed. 
They know what citizens have been calling to complain 
about. They know how police resources can be deployed 
to deal with the problem. In community policing. the 
community's views have a greater status. Their views 
ahout what constitutes a serious problem count. So do 
their views about what would be an appropriate police 
response. In short, the police seek a wider consultation 
and more infonnation from the community. 

Consistent with that philosophy, a police agency pursuing 
a strategy of community policing relies on many different 
organizational devices to open the department to the commu
nity. Police executives direct their officers to make face-to
face contact with citizens in their areas of responsibility .28 

Where feasible, police executives establish foot patrols to 
enhance the citizens' sense of access to the department. l9 

The executives restructure the organization in decentralized. 
geographic commands. symbolized by neighborhood police 
stations.JO Community consultative groups are established 
and their views about police priorities .are taken seriously. 
Community surveys. as well as crime statistics, are incorpo
rated in evaluating the overall effectiveness of the police. 

Opening police departments to community concerns inevita
bly changes their operational focus. at least to some degree. 
As in problem-solving policing, the focus widens beyond 
incidents of criminal victimization to include lesser disorders 
that stimulate fears and conditions that suggest a general 
deterioration of community standards; for it is these things 
that are often of greatest concern to citizens. The inevitable 
police involvement in social and medical emergencies is 
also viewed differently in community policing. While the 
police roie in handling domestic disputes, runaway children. 
and traffic accidents is viewed as a dangerous distraction 
in professional crime fighting, these activities are viewed 
more positively in the strategy of community policing. since 
they provide a basis for developing the working relationship 
with the community. With community policing, a police 
executive might see value in deploying police resources for 
such activities as school-based drug education programs. 
programs to punish and educate drunk drivers, or a joint 
program with schools and the juvenile justice system to 
stop school violence and reduce truancy.31 

, , While the police role in handling 
domestic disputes, runaway children, 
and traffic accidents is viewed as a 
dangerous distraction in professional 
crime fighting, ... in community 
policing, ... they [develop] the working 
relationship with the community. '" 

= 

The close relationship with the community also raises 
important questions about political interference that must be 
resolved with new understandings of police accountability.32 
From one perspective, creating close links with local 
communities increases the risk that the police will be unduly 
influenced by illegitimate political demands. The police 
might be used by powerful local interests to undennine 
the interests and rights of less powerful citizen groups. 
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From another perspective, however, the relationship 
enhances police accountability by making the police more 
responsive to community concems as expressed in meetings, 
surveys, and face-to-face and telephone contacts. The issue 
here is whether the police are accountable to the law and 
its impartial enforcement, or to the community and its 
representatives who pass the laws. and consent to be policed 
in a particular way. 

This tension, between legal impartiality and political 
responsiveness as the basis of police legitimacy, can be 
theoretically resolved by saying that the police are strictly 
accountable to the law except where discretion exists. 
In those areas for discretion, the police may properly be 
guided by the desire to be responsive to legitimate expres
siol)s of neighborhood concerns. What this theoretical 
perspective leaves unacknowledged is that many of the 
most important questions facing police executives remain 
unanswered by the law. The criminal law simply distributes 
a set of liabilities through the society which the police are 
duty bound to act on if requested by a citizen. It does not tell 
police executives how they ought to deploy their resources 
in response to citizen complaints, nor what offenses they 
should emphasize as enforcement targets, nor the extent to 
which the police should feel responsible for preventing 
crime, reducing fears, or offering emergency services as 
well as enforcing the law. 

, , ... what the police must take from their 
legal foundation is the obligation to say 
no ... when the community asks them to 
do something . .. un/air, aiscriminatory, 
or illegal . .. , , 

As a practical matter, what the police must take from 
their legal foundation is the obligation to say no to the 
community when the community asks them to do something 
that is unfair, discriminatory, or illegal. In the end, although 
it is valuable for the poiice to seek a close working relation
ship with the community by being responsive to community 
concerns, the police must also stand for the values of 
fairness, lawfulness, and the protection of constitutional 
rights. Indeed, they must defend those interests from the 
interests of the politically powerful. That crucial lesson 
is the hard-won legacy of the strategy of professional 
crime fighting. 

Overall, under the community policing concept, the ends, 
means, administrative style, and relationship with the 
community all change. The ends expand beyor.J crime 
fighting to include fear reduction, order maintenance, and 
some kinds of emergency social and medical services. 
The means incorporate all of the wisdom developed in 
problem-solving approaches to situations that stimulate calls 
to the police. The administrative style shifts from centralized 
and specialized to decentralized and generalized. The role 
of the community is not merely to alert the police to crimes 
and other problems, but to help control crime and keep 
communities secure. While the department remains confident 
in it!> professional expertise and committed to the fair appli
cation of the law, it is more open to discussions with local 
communities about its priorities, its operating procedures, 
and its past performances. 

Excellence in policing: a synthesis 

The frontiers marked out for development by these different 
strategies of policing add up to a major challenge for police 
executives. If pursued simultaneously and aggressively, the 
different strategies would require significant changes in 
the mission. primary programs and technologies, and basic 
administrative arrangements of police departments. They 
would also require important changes in the relationship 
with the community. In some cases, the cumulative chal
lenges merely stretch the organization to incorporate new 
capabilities. In other cases, however. the different challenges 
seem to twist the organization in opposite directions. 

With respect to the mission of policing, the cumulative 
impact of these corporate strategies is to broaden more than 
to twist. The mission is no longer limited to the effective 
control of street crime. It also includes: (1) a strengthened 
attack on dangerous offenders, organized criminal groups, 
and white collar offenders; (2) a more determined effort to 
resolve the problems that underlie incidents reported to 
police dispatchers; and (3) a heightened concern for fear, 
disorder, and other problems that communities designate as 
high priority issues, or that the police choose to handle as 
the basis for forming a more effective partnership with the 
community. The mission might even widen to include police 
action on community problems such as drugs in schools, 
drunk driving. public drunkenness, unsupervised children. 
and other medical and social crises. While it is by no means 
easy for an executive to create an organization that can 
accommodate these diverse purposes, there does not seem 
to be any fundamental tension among these missions. 
Indeed, most police departments are already pursuing 
Y1ese diverse missions with reasonable degrees of success. 

With respect to the principal programs and technologies. the 
cumulative impact of the challenges is once again primarily 
to stretch and widen. not to twist. To deal with the broader 
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mission, new functions and programs must be created. 
Strategic policing demands much more effective intelligence 
and investigative techniques than are commonly used in 
professional crime fighting. Problem-solving policing 
demands greater diagnostic skills and a far broader repertoire 
of responses to problems than arrest and prosecution. 
Community policing demands a more varied set of interac
tions with individuals and groups' within the community. 
as well as the development of new capacities to deal with 
community-designated problems such as teenage drug use, 
violence in schools. or public drunkepness: 

" Strategic policing demands much more 
ejjective intelligence and investigative 
techniques than are commonly used in 
projessional crime fighting., , 

With respect to the administrative organization of the police 
department. the combined set of challenges twists police 
organizations in opposite diret.::tions. Strategic policing 
requires (1) centralization (to ensure tight administrative 
control over sensitive intelligence and investigative func
tions); (2) the establishment of specialized functional units 
(to ensure the development and maintenance of expertise in 
key areas); and (3) independence from local communities 
(to ensure a platform from which to attack powerful local 
interests if they are committing crimes). Problem-solving and 
community policing, however, require (1) decentralization 
(to encourage officer initiative and the effective use of local 
knowledge); (2) geographically defined rather than function
ally defined subordinate units (to encourage the development 
of local knowledge); and (3) close interactions with local 
communities (to facilitate responsiveness to and cooperation 
with the community). 

Perhaps the greatest torque created by the cumulative 
weight of these challenges exists in the domain of commu
nity relations. It is a deep philosophical divide as well as an 
administrative issue. In strategic policing, the community 
is seen as a potential threat insofar as it conceals. even 
nourishes, thr. superstructure of crime. In community 
policing, the community is seen as a crucial aid in dealing 
with crime and fear. In strategic policing, the community , 
is to be held at arm's length and worked on by the police 
department. In community policing, the community is to 
be embraced and worked with. 

These contradictions may be more apparent than real: 
a product of the stylized way in which the alternative 
strategies are presented. But as police executives contem
plate the demanding challenges envisioned in these 
strategies, two important con.clusions emerge. 

First, if police departments are to stake out the frontiers 
marked for exploration by these different corporate 
strategies, they will have to become more capacious, . 
flexible, and innovative than they now commonly are. 
They will have to contain within the organization a wider 
and more complicated set of functional capabilities than 
now exists. For example. they will need: 

• Sophisticated answering and call-screening 
capabilities to preserve time for activities other 
than responding to calls for service. 

• Generalist patrol officers who are as comfortable 
outside their cars as in. and as capable of organizing 
meetings and mediating disputes as of making 
arrests. 

• Analytical and intelligence capabilities that can 
discern both nagging community problems and 
activities of dangerous, sophisticated offenders. 

• Sufficient flexibility in deployment and capability 
to deal with different sizes and kinds of problems. 

Indeed, police departments might well have to shift from a 
relatively inflexible organizational structure based on stable. 
fixed chains of command to a structure based on projects and 
programs of different sizes and duration, led by people of 
many different ranks. That will cut deeply into traditional 
organizational structures and command relationships. 

, 'It seems relatively simple,jor example, 
to resolve the question of whether the 
police will seek to deal with street crime, 
sophisticated crimes, problems giving 
rise to incidents that trigger calls, or 
community-designated priorities. They 
have to deal with all of them. , , 

Second, if police organizations of the future are to respond 
to the various challenges posed by the different strategic 
concepts, police executives must face up to the apparent 
contradictions and be able to resolve them. In some cases, 
this will not be hard. It seems relatively simple, for example, 
to resolve the question of whether the police will seek to 
deal with street crime, sophisticated crimes, problems giving 
rise to incidents that trigger calls, or community-designated 
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priorities. They have to deal with all of them. None can 
safely be neglected. The only thing necessary to incorporate 
all of these within the mission of policing is to keep 
reminding the officers and others that the mission properly 
includes all these features. No single front represents 
"real police work." 

It also seems relatively easy to resolve the question of 
ythether the police are responsible for 'managing fear and 
disorder as well as serious criminal victimization. The 
answer is clearly yes; certainly no other government 
agency regards itself as specifically responsible for it. 
Without doubt. the police are responsible for these matters 
not only as an important approach to crime prevention. but 
also as important value-creating activities in their own right. 

It is a bit more diffi'cult to resolve the apparent tension 
between the further development of sophisticated investiga
tive techniques to deal with complex offenses and powerful 
offenders on the one hand, and, on the other, the develop
ment of the diagnostic capabilities and working community 
partnerships that can solve nagging community problems. 
There seems to be a cultural stumbling block in confronting 
these challenges. The crucial difference seems to be that 
professional crime fighting and strategic policing focus on 
"serious crime." view the cause of such crimes as the bad 
motivations of offenders, and seek to deal with the problem 
by arresting and prosecuting offenders. Problem-solving 
policing and community policing, on the other hand, focus 
on anything that is named as a community problem and seek 
to handle the problem with any means available-not simply 
arrest and prosecution. 

, , The longaignored reality, however, 
is that [detectives and patrol officers] have 
a great deal in common. , , 

Part of the reason that these distinctions strike a sensitive 
nerve in police departments is that the dJfferences are 
enshrined in an organizational distinction between detectives 
and investigative units on the one hand, and patrol officers 
and community relations units on the other. The long
ignored reality, however, is that these apparently diverse
functions have a great deal- in common. Both depend on 
being able to see behind the surface manifestations of a 
problem. The attack on sophisticated crimes and dangerous 
offenders requires an ability to discern a common mecha-

nism behind apparently unrelated incidents. The attack on 
community problems similarly requires the officers to see 
behind sets of incident-driven calls, widespread community 
fears. or persistent clime problems, and to l'nderstand and 
deal with the deeper causes. 

Both also require a great deal of imagination and initiative on 
the part of the officer in devising and executing a solution to 
the operational problems they encounter. In both countering 
sophisticated crimes and problem solving in the community, 
the investigative approaches must be invented and tailored to 
individual cases. 

In short, the investigative-detective style of operating needs 
to be applied to a wider range of problems than investigators 
now handle. It is therefore important that the investigative 
style (without the narrow focus on crimes and offenders) 
seep into the rest of the organization. The manager has to 
be aware that the same imagination and resourcefulness. 
which is invoked in combatting high-tech crime, can also 
be profitably spent on more common and more nagging 
problems facing the community. 

Perhaps the most difficult contradictions to resolve are those 
related to organizational structure and to the relationship. 
between the department and the community. These are 
firmly linked because the structure of the organization has 
strong implications for whether and how community 
institutions can have access to the police. Centralized 
structures tend to make midlevel managers responsive to 
the administrative demands of headquarters, rather than to 
the interests of local communities. Decentralized structures 
do the opposite. A functional organization (in which the 
subordinate units are based on technical specialties) tends to 
be unresponsive to local demands; a geographic organization 
(in which technical specialties are lumped together in units 
that are coterminous with organized communities) is much 
more responsive to local concerns. 

Initially, the tension between the centralized, functional 
structures suited to professional crime-fighting policing 
and strategic policing, and the decentralized, geographic 
structures suited to problem-solving and community policing 
seems irreconcilable. Professional crime-fighting policing 
needs the tight discipline and control that centralization 
seems to promise. Strategic policing requires the develop
ment of specialized skills that can be produced only by 
committing a portion of the force to the development of 
those skills, and by protecting it from ordinary demands. 
Problem-solving and community policing, on the other 
hand, need decentralization to encourage the initiative of 
the officers. They.require geographically based units to 
encourage the creation of working partnerships. And they 
need generalists to ensure that diverse skills can be combined 
to produce solutions to community problems. 
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, , ... one could create a narcotics squad 
to develop specialists who would be 
knowledgeable about drug problems . .. 
But . .. their principal assignment.would 
be to equip and assist the generalist units 
as narcotics problems arose.' , 

One possible resolution of this conflict is to create specialist 
units, but to keep them small. and use them as consultants to 
the generalist units 'father than rely on them for all operations 
within their sphere pf competence. For example. one could 
create a narcotics squad to develop specialists who would 
be knowledgeable about drug problems and the complex 
investigative techniques they require. But they would not 
be responsible for all narcotics operations. Their principal 
assignment would be to equip and assist the generalist units 
as narcotics problems arose. They might also function as 
program managers for narcotics enforcement throughout the 
department as a whole. The program would not be executed 
by the narcotics unit alone, "but instead by many officers 
outside the unit's command. 

An alternative would be to organize primarily around 
geographic commands, which wQuld include officers 
qualified by training and experience in specialized functions. 
Assignments of officers would be created from projects 
and programs that varied in terms of scale and longevity. 
When a problem arises that requires the services of an officer 
skilled in, say, juvenile matters, officers would be drawn 
from the geographic commands to resolve the problem. 
When a citywide program in narcotics enforcement is 
needed, officers skilled in narcotics enforcement would 
be calfed on to work on the problem. 

In short. instead of organizing by relatively large, durable 
commands. police departments would organize (and 
frequently reorganize) on the basis of specific problems 
and programs that are identified as being important. These 
would vary in terms of scale and longevity. This would 
require the police to shift from managing through specialized 
operational commands to managing through a combination 
of program managers and general geographical commands'
a change that challenges traditional conceptions of respon
sible police management. 

Even harder than creating flexible responses to specific 
problems is the issue of how to properly structure commu
nity relations. In professional crime fighting, the community 
is operationally important as an aid to solving crimes. Calls 
from individual citizens alert the police to crimes being 

committed. Victims and witnesses supply the evidence 
necessary to convict offenders. Thus. the community is a 
key operational component of professional crime fighting. 
But a key imperative of professional crime fighting is . 
separation from community demands lest law enforcement 
integrity be compromised. 

Strategic policing goes even further in seeking police 
independence as it tries to find a secure platform from which 
to launch attacks on powerful offenders. Problem-solving 
and community policing. on the other hand. seek a closer 
embrace with the community. In the interests of building 
effective working partnerships. both problem-solving 
policing and community policing reach out for a close 
relationship and respo~d to community concerns. 

The resolution of this paradox is conceptually simple. 
but exceedingly difficult to implement and to explain to 
outsiders. The police must remain loyal to the values that 
they have pursued for so long in professional policing: a 
commitment to the fair and impartial enforcement of the 
law; a capacity to use force and al!thority economically 
and fairly; a determination to defend constitutional rights, 
particularly those of minorities; a kind of discipline that 
allows them to resist both the desires of powerful people . 
to use them for their purposes and their own impulse to 
use the powers of their office for expressing their own 
angers, fears. and prejudices; etc. At the same time, they 
must recognize that while these values might be tested in 
seeking a close connection with the community, they need 
not be compromised. 

, , The police must remain loyal to 
the values that they have pursued for 
so long in professional policing . .. 
At the same time, ... in seeking a close 
connection with the community, [these 
values] need not be compromised. , , 

Indeed, to assume that the only way these values can be 
protected is by separating the police from the community 
is to give too little credit to the achievements that have been 
made in professionalizing the police. A true professional is 
one who can hold to his values (and exercise his skills) when 
they are tested in use. In practical terms. this means constant 
affirmation of these professional values throughout the 
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organization. especially as members of the force at all levels 
are urged to do more to respond to the public's concerns. 

These conclusions suggest the shape of a future corporate 
strategy of policing. It might be called "professional. 
strategic. community. problem-solving policing." It is 
a challenging task for police exec'utives to realize such a 
vision. They must overcome the powerful claims of tradition 
in articulating the'mission and organizing their departments. 
They must override the desires and expectation~ of many 
of their employees who have different visions of policing. 
They must cope with powerful external pressures to produce 
the illusion of accountability through rigid. centralized 
management. And, most important, they must cope with 
their own uncertainties about the best way to use the assets 
of their orga:nizati~n to produce dece.nt, civil, tolerant 
communities. It is up to loday's police executives to find 
the solution. 
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Policing a~d the Fear of Crime 
By Mark H. Moore and Robert C. TroJanoftz 

When crimes occur-when a ghetto teenager is shOt to death 
in a gang war, when an elderly woman is mugged for her 
socia! security check, when a nurse is raped in a hospital 
parking lot. when one driver is punched by anoLller in a 
dispute over a parking place, when a black family's new 
home is vandalized- society's attention is natwally focused 
"n the victims and their material losses. Their wounds, 
bruises, lost property, and inconvenience can be seen, 
touched. rutd COWlted. These are the concrete signs of 
criminal victimization. 

Behind the immediate, concrete losses of crime victims. 
however is a different, more abstract crime problem-that of 
fear. For'victims, fear is often the largest and most enduring 
legacy of their victimization. The raped nu,J':5C will feel 
vulnerable long after her cuts and bruise; heal. The harassed 
black family suffers far more from the fear of neighborhood 
hostility than the inconvenience of repairing their property. 

For the rest of us-the not-recently, or not-yet victimized
fear becomes a contagious agent spreading the injuriousness 
of criminal victimization. The gang member's death makes 
parents despair of their children' s future. The mugging of the 
elderly woman teaches elderly residents to fear the streets . 
and the'reenagers who roam them. The fight over the parking 
place confirms the,general fear of ~~~ers. The harassme:nt 
of the black family makes other mmonues reluctant to claun 
their rights. In these ways, fear extendS the damage of . 
criminal victimization. 

Of course, fear is not totally unproductive. It prompts caution 
among citizens and thereby reduces criminal opportunities. 
Too it motivates citizens to shoulder some of the burdens of 

. crirr:e control by buying locks and dogs, thereby adding to 
general deterrence: And fear kindles enthusiasm for publicly 
supported crime control measures. Thus, reasonable fears. 
channeled in constructive directions. prepare society to deal 
with crime. It is only when fear is unreasonable. or generates 
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This is one in a series of reports originally developed with some 
of the luding figures in American policing during their 
periodic meetings at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy 

. School of Gov~mment. The reports are published so that 
Americans interested in the improvement and the fut'.l1'e of' 
policing can share in the infonnation and perspectives that were 
pan of extensive debates at the School's Executive Session on 
Policing. 

The poli~ chiefs. mayors. scholars. and others invited to the 
meetings have focused on the use and promise of such 
srrategies as ccmmunity-based and problem-oriented policing. 
The testing and adoption of these srrategies by some poli~ 
agencies signal important changes in the way American 
policing now does business. What these changes mem for the 
welfare of citizens and the fulfillment of the poli~ mission in 
the next decades has been at the heart of the Kennedy School 
meetings 'and this series of papers. 

We hope that through these publicati0n3 poli~ officials.and 
other policymakers who affect the course of policing will 
debate and challenge their beliefs just as those of us in the 
Executive Session have done. 

The Executive Session on Policing has been developed and 
administered by the Kennedy School's Program in CriIninal 
Justice Policy a.'1d Management and fimded by the National 
Instiwte of Justice and private sources that include the Charles 
Stewart Mott and Guggenheim Foundatioll5. 
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counterproductive responses, that it becomes a social 
problem. 

This paper explores fear as a problem to be addressed by the 
police. It examines current levels and recent trends in the 
fear of crime; analyzes how fear is linked to criminal 
victimization; considers the extent to which fear is a distinct 
problem that invires separate control strategies; and assesses 
the positive and negative social consequences of fr..ar. It then 
turns to what is known about the efficacy of polic~ strategies 
for managing fear; i.e., for reducing fear when it is. mationa! 
and destructive, and for channeling fear along constructive 
paths when it is reasonable and helpful in controlling crime. 

The fear of crime 

Society does not yet systematically collect ~ta on fea:. Con
sequently, our map of fear-its levels, trends, and social 10-
cation-is sketchy. Nonetheless, its main features are easily 
identified. 

FIrSt, fear is widespread. The broadest impact was registered 
by "The Figgie Report on Fear of Crime" released in 1980. 
Two-fifths of Americans surveyed reported that they were 
"highly fearful" they would become vic-..irns of violent 
crime.1 Similar results were reported by the Harris poll of 
1975, which found that 55 percent of all adults said they felt 
"uneasy" walking their own streets.1 The Gallup poll of 19n 
found that about 45 percent of the population (61 percent of 
the women and 28 percent of the men) were afraid to walk 
alone at night.l An eight-city victimization survey published 
in 1977 found that 45 percent of all respondents limited their 
activities because of fear of crime: A statewide study in 
Michigan reported that 66 percent of respondents avoided 
certain places because of fear of crime.5 Interviews with a 
random sample of Texans in 1978 found that more than half 
said that they feared becoming a serious crime victim within 
a year." 

Second, fear of crime increased from the late 1960's to the 
mid-1970's, then began decreasing during the mid·1970's. 
According to the 1968 Gallup poll, 44 percent of the women 
and 16 percent of the men said that they were afraid to walk 
alone at night. In 1977, when a similar question was asked. 
61 percent of the women and 28 percent of the men reponed 
they were afraid to walk alone at night-an increase of 17 
percent for women and 12 pe:cent for men.' In 1975, a 
Harris poll found that 5S percent of all adults felt "uneasy" 
walking their own streets. In 1985, this number had fallen to 
32 pereen.t-a significant decline! 

Third, fear is not evenly distributed across the population. 
Predictably, those who feel themselves most vulnerable are 
also the most fearful Looking at the distribution of fear 
across age and sex categories, the greatest levels of fear are 
reported by elderly women. The next most frightened group 
seems to be all other women. The least afraid are young men. 

Looking at race, class, and residence variables, blacks are 
more afraid of crime than whites, the poor more afraid than 
the middle class or wealthy, and innet-city dwellers more 
afraid than suburbanites.' 

Indeed, while the CUfreI1t national trend may show a decline 
in fear, anecdotal evidence suggests that this trend has not 
yet reached America's ghettos. There, fear has become a 

. condition oflife. Claude Brown describes Harlem's problem 
in 1985: 

.•• In any Harlem building, •.. every door has at least 
three locks on it Nobody o~ns a door without fIrSt 
fmding out who's there. In the early evening, ••• you 
see people .•. lingering outside nice apartment hOllSe::.l , 
peeking in the lobbie.s. They seem to l::e casing the 
joint. They are actually trying to figure out who !~ in 
the lobby of their building. "Is this someone 1,,,,aiting to 
mug me'] Should I risk going in, or should I w'ait for 

. someone else to come']" 

If you live in Harlem, USA, yoo don't park your 
automobile two blocks from your aparunent house 
because that gives potential muggers an opporrunity to 
get a fIx on you. You'd better find a parlcing space 
within a block of your hoose, because if you have to 
walk two blocks you're mx going to make it ••• 

In Harlem, elderly people walking their dogs in the 
mOfiling aoss the street when they see some young . 
people coming. ••• And what those elderly men and 
women have in the paper bags they're carrying is not 
just a pooper scooper-it's a gun. And if those 
youngsters aoss the street, scmebody's going to get 
hurt.IO 

These fmdings suggest that one of the most important 
privileges one acquires as one gains wealth and status in 
American society is the oppommitY. to leave the fear of crime 
behind. The unjust irony is that "cri.minals walk city streets, 
while fear virtually imprisons groups like women and the 
eldetly in their homes."n James K. Stewart, Director of the 
National Institute of Justice, traces the imporrant long-run 
consequence of this uneven distribution of fear for the 
economic development of our cities: if the innet-city 
populations are afraid of crime, then commerce and invest
ment essentially disappear, and with them, the chance for 
upward social mobility .12 If Hobbes is correct in assen:ing 
that the most fundamental purpose of civil government is to 
establish order and protect citizens from the fear of criminal. 
attack that made life "nasty, brutish and shat" in the "state 
of nature," then the current level and distribution of fear 
indicate an important governmental failure.ll 

The causes of fear 

In the past, fear was '1ewed as primarily caused by cri,?ina! 
victimization. Hence, the principal strategy for controlling 
crime was reducing criminal victimization. More recently. 
we have learned that while fear of crime is associated with 
criminal victimization, the relationship is less close than 
originally assumed.1~ 
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The association between victimization and fear is secn most 
closely in the aggregate patterns across time and space. 
Those who live in areas with high crime rates are more afraid 
and take more preventive action than people living in areas 
where the risk of victimization is lower. IS The trends in 
levels of fear seem to mirror (perhaps with a Jag) trends in 
levels of crime. 

Yet, the groups that are most fearful are ~ot necessarily those 
with the highest victimization rates; indeed, the order is 
exactly reversed. Elderly women, who are most afraid, are 
the least frequently victimized. Young men, who.are least 
afraid, are most often victimized}6 Even more surprisingly, 
past victimization has only a small impact on levels of fear; 
people who have heard about others' victimizations are 
almost as fearful as those who have actually been victim
ized.17 And when citizens are asked about the things that 
frighten them, there is little talk about "real crimes" such as 
robbery, rape, and murder. More often there is talk about 
other signs of physical decay and social disorganization such 
as "junk and trash in vacant lots, boarded-up buildings, 
stripped and abandoned cars, bands of teenagers congregat
ing on street comers, street prostitution, panhandling, public 
drinking, verbal harassment of women, open gambling and 
dmg use, and other incivilities."'8 

In accounting for levels of fear in communities, Wesley 
Skogan divides the contributing causes into five broad 
categories: (1) actual criminal victimization; (2) second-hand 
infannaiion about criminal victimization distributed through 
social networks; (3) physical deterioration and social disor
der; (4) the characteristics of the built environment (i.e., the 
physical composition of the housing stock); and (5) group 
conflict '9 He finds the strongest effects or. fear arising from 
physical deterion:.uon, social disorder, and group conflict:ZO 
The impact of the built environment is hard to detect once 
one has subtracted the effects of other variablr;5 influencing 
levels of fear. A review article by Charles Murray also found 
little evidence of a separate effect of the built environment 
on fear. The only exception to this general conclusion is 
evidence indicating that Improved street lighting can some
times produce signifiont fear reductions.21 

The important implication of these research results is that 
fear might be attacked by strategies other than those that 
directly reduce criminal victimization. Fear might be reduced 
even without changes in levels of victimization by using the 
communications within social networks to provide accurate 
informatio:1 aoout risks of criminal victimization and advice 
about constructive responses to the risk of crime; by elimi
nating the external signs of physical decay and social 
disorder; and by more effectively regulating group conflict 
between young and old, whiles and minority groups, rich and 
poor. "'fhe more intriguing possibility, however, is that if fear 
coulct be rationalized and constructively channeled, not only 
would fear and its adverse consequences be ameliorated, but 
also real levels of victimization reduced. In this sense, the 
co~ventional understanding of this problem would be 
reversed: instead of controlling vktim~on to control fear, 
we would manage fear to reduce victimization. To under
stand this possibility, we must explore the consequences of 

fear-not only as ends in themselves, but also as means for 
helping society deal with crime. 

The economic and societal consequences 
of fear: costs and benefits 

Fe~ is' a more or less ralional response to crime. It produces 
soclal consequences through two different mechanisms. 
First, people are uncomfortable emotionally. Instead of 
luxuriating in the peace and safety of their homes, they feel 
vulnerable and isolated. Instead of enjoying the camaraderie 
of trips to school, grocery stores, and work, they feel anxious 
and afraid. Since these are less happy conditions than feeling 
secure, fear produces an immediate loss in personal wel1~ 
being. 

SeGond, fear motivates people to invest time and money in 
~ef~nsive measures to reduce their vulnerability. They stay 
lOdoors more than they would wish, avoid certain places, buy 
extra locks, and ask for special protection to make bank de
posits. Since this time, effort, and money could presumably 
be spent on other things that make people happier, such ex
penditures must also be counted as personal costs which, in 
turn, become social costs as they are aggregated. 

These are far from trivial issues. The fact that two-fLfths of 
the popUlation is afraid and that the Nation continues to 
nominate crime as one of its greatest concerns means that 
society is living less securely and happily than is desIrable. 
And if 45 percent of the population restricts its daily behav
ior to minimize vulnerability, and the Nation spends more 
than $20 billion on private security protection, then private 
expenditures on'reducing fear constitute a significant 
component of the national economy.22 />JI this is in addition 
to the $40 billion that society spends publicly on crime 
control efforts.23 In short, fear of crime claims a noticeable 
share of the Nation's welfare and resources. 

Fear has a further effect. Individual responses to fear 
aggregate in a way that erodes the overall quality of commu
nity life and, paradoxically, the overall capacity of society to 
deal with crime.~ This occurs when the d~fensive reactions 
of individuals essentially compromise community life, or 
when they exacerbate the disparities between rich and poor 
by relying too much on private rather than public security. 

Skogan has described in detail the mechanisms that erode 
community life: 

Fear ... can work in conjunction with other factors to 
stimulate more. rapid neighborhood decline. Together, 
the spread of fear and other local problems provide a 
form of positive feedback that can further increase 
levels 'Df crime. These feedback processes include (1) 
physical and psychological withdrawal from commu
nity life; (2) a weakening of the informal social conn...,l 
processes that inhibit crime and disorder; (3) a decline 
in the organizational life and mobilization capacity of 
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the neighborhood; (4) deteriorating business condi
tiom;; (5) the importation and domestic production of 
delinquency and deviance; and (6) further dramatic 
changes in the composition of the population. At the 
end lies a stage characterized by demographic col-
lapse.2! . 

Even if fear does not destroy neighborhood life, it can 
damage it by prompting responses which protect some 
citizens at the expense of others, thereby leading to greater 
social disparities between rich and poor, resourceful and 
dependent, well-organized and anomie communities. For 
example, when individuals retreat behind closed doors and 
shuttered windows, they make their own homes safer. But 
they make the streets more dangerous, for there are f~wer 
people watching and intervening on the streets. Or, when 
individuals invest in burglar a1anns or private security guards 
rather than spending more on public police forces, they may 
make themselves safer, but leave others worse off because 
crime is defle·cted onto others. 

Similarly, neighoorhood patrols can make residents feel safe. 
But they may threaten and injure other law-abiding citizens 
who want to use the public thoroughfares. Private security 
guards sometimes bring guns and violence to situations that 
would otherwise be more peaceably settled. Private efforts 
may transform our cities from communities now linked to 
one another through transportation, commerce, and recrea
tion, to collections of isolated armed camps, shocking not 
only for their apparent indifference to one another, but also 
ultimately for their failure to control crime and reduce fear. 
In fact, such constant reminders of potential threats may 
actually increase fear. 

Whether fear produces these results or not depends a great 
deal on how citizens respond to their fears. If they adopt 
defensive, individualistic solutions, then the risks of neigh
borhood collapse and injustice are Increased. If they adopt 
constructive, community-based responses, then the commu
nity will be strengthened not only in terms of its ability to 
defend itself, but also as an image of civilized society. 
Societies built on communal crime control efforts have more 
order, justice, and freedom than those based on individualis
tic responses. Indeed, it is for these reasons that social . 
control and the administration of justice became public rather 
than private functions. 

Police strategies for reducing fear 

If it is true that fear is a problem in its· own right, !hen it is 
important to evaluate the effe,.ctiveness of police strategieS 
not only in terms of their capacity to control crime, but also 
in terms of their capacity to reduce fear. And if fear is 
affected by more factors than just criminal victimization, 
then there might be some special police strategies other than 
controlling victimization that could be effective in control
ling the fear of crime. 

Over the last 30 years, the dominant police strategy has em
phasized three operational components: motorized patrol, 

rapid response to calls for service, and retrospective investi
gation of crimes.26 The principal aim has been to solve 
crimes and capture criminals rather than reduce fear. The 
assumption has been that if victimization could be reduced, 
fear would decrease as well. Insofar as fear was considered a 
separate problem, police strategists assumed that motorized 
palrol and rapid response would provide a reassuring police 
omnipresence.XI • 

To the extent that the police thought about managing 
citizens' individual responses to crime, they visualized a 
relationship in which citizens detected crime and mobilized 
th(~ police to deal with it-not one in which the citizens 
p~lyed an important crime control role. The police advised 
shopkeepers and citizens about self-defense. They created 
911 telephone systems to insure that citizens could [(~h 
them easily. And they encouraged citizens to mark their 
property to aid the police in recovering stolen property. But 
their primary objective was to make themselves society'S 
principal response to crime. Everything else was seen as 
a ux: iliary. 

As near monopolists in supplying enhanced security and 
crime control, police managers and union leaders were 
ambivalent about the issue of fear. On the one hand, as those 
responsible for security, they felt some obligation to enhance 
security and reduce fear. That was by far the predominant 
view. On the other hand, if citizens were afraid of crime and 
the police were the solution, the police department would 
benefit in the fight for scarce municipal funds. This fact has 
tempted some police executives and some unions to empha
size the risks of crime.ll! 

The strategy that emphasized motorized patrol, rapid 
response, and retrospective investigation of crimes was not 
designed to reduce fear other than by a reduction in crime. 
Indeed, insofar as the principal objective of this strategy was 
to reduce crime, and insofar as citizens were viewed as 
operational auxiliaries of the police, the police could increase 
citizens' vigilance by warning of the risks of crime. Never
theless, to the extent that reduced fear was considered an 
important objective, it was assumed that the presence and 
availability of police through motorized patrols and response 
to calls would achieve that objective. ' 

The anticipated effects of this strategy on levels of fear have 
not materialized. There have been some occasions, of course, 
when effective police action against. a serial murderer or 
rapist has reassured a terrorized community. Under ordinary 
circumstances, however, success of the police in calming 
fears has been hard to show. The Kansas City experiment 
showed that citizens were unaware of the level of patrol that 
occurred in their area. ConSequently, they were neither 
reassured by increased patrolling nor frightened by reduced 
levels of patrol.29 Subsequent work on response times 
revealed that fast responses did not necessarily reassure 
victims. Before victims even called the police, they often 
sought assistance and comfort from friends or relatives. Once 
they called, their satisfaction was related more to their expec~ 
tations of when fhe police would arrive than to actual 
response time. Response tiine alone was not a significant 
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factor in citizen satisfaction.3o Thus, the dominant strategy of 
policing has not performed particularly well in reducing or 
channeling citizens' fears. 

In conlIast to the Kansas City study of motorized patrol, two 
field experiments have now shown that citizens are aware of 
increases or decreases in levels of/oot patrol, and that 
increased foot patrol reduces citizens' fears. After reviewing 
surveys of citizens' assessments of crime problems in 
neighborhoods that had enhanced, constant, or reduced levels 
of foot patrol, the authors of The Newark Foot Patrol 
Experiment concluded: 

... persons living in areas where foot pauol was 
created perceived a notable decrea...-:e in the severity of 
crime-related problems.31 

And: 

Consistently, residents in beats where foot patrol was 
added see the severity of crime problems diminishing in 
their neighborhoods at levels greater than the other two 
[kinds of] areas.:n 

Similarly, a foot patrol experiment in Flint, Michigan, found 
the following: 

Almost 70 percent of the citizens interviewed during the 
final year of the study felt safer because of the Foot Patrol 
Program. Moreover, many qualified their response by 
saying that they felt especially sate when the foot patrol 
officer was well known and highly visible.33 

Whether foot patrol can work in l'!Ss dense cities, and 
wh~ther it is worth the cost, remain arguable questions. But 
the experimental evidence clearly supports the hypothesis 
that fear is reduced among citizens exposed to foot patrol. 

Even more significantly, complex experiments in Newark 
and Houston with a varied mix of fear reduction programs 
showed that at least some programs could successfully 
reduce citizens' fears. In Houston, the principal program 
elements included: 

(1) a police community newsletter designed to give 
accurate crime information to citizens; 

(2) a community organiz.ng response team designed to 
build a community organization in an area where none 
had existed; 

(3) a citizen contact program that kept the same officer 
patrolling in a particular area of the city and directep 
him to make individual contacts with citizens in the 
area; 

(4) a program directing officers to re-contact victims of 
crime in the days following their victimization to 
reassure them of the police presence; and 

(5) establishing a police f:ommunity contact center 
staffed by two patrol officers, a'civilian coordinat.or, 
and three police'aids, wilthin which a school program 
aimed at reducing truanc;y and a park program de
signed to reduce vandal'ism and increase use of a local 
park were discussed, designed, and operated.J.4 

In Newark, some program elements were similar, but some 
were unique. Newark's programs included the following: 

(1) a police community newsl~tter; 

(2) a coordinated community policing program that 
included a directed police citizen contact program, a 
neighborhood community police center, neighborhood 
cleanup activities, and intensified law enforcement and 
order maintenance; 

(3) a program to reduce the signs of crime that in
cluded: a) a directed patrol task force committed to 
foot patrol, radar checks on busy roads, bus checks to 
enforce city ordinances on buses, and enforcement of 
disorderly conduct laws; and b) a neighborhood 
cleanup effort that used 'police auspices to pressure city 
service agencies to clean up neighborhoods, and to 
establish a community work program for juveniles that 
made their labor. available for cleanup details.35 

Evaluations of these different program elements revealed 
that programs "designed to increase the quantity and improve 
the quality of contacts between citiZens and police" were 
generally successful in reducing citizens' fears.36 This meant 
that the Houston Citizen Contact Patrol, the Houston 
Community Organizing Response Team, the Houston Police 
Community Station, and the Newark Coordinated Commu
nity Policing Program were all successful in reducing f~. 

Other approach(',s which encouraged close contact, such as 
newsletters. the victim re-contact program, and the signs-of
crime program, did not produce clear evidence of fear 
reduction in ther.e experiments. The reasons that these 
programs did not work, however, may have been specific to 
the particular situations rather than inherent in the programs 
themselves. The victim re-contact program ran into severe 
operating problems in transmitting information about 
victimization from the reporting officers to the beat patrol 
officers responsible for Lie re-<:ontacts. As a result, the 
contacts came far too long aftel!' the victimization. Newslet
ters might be valuable if they were published and distributed 
in the context of ongoing conversations with the community 
about crime problems. And efforts to eliminate the signs of 
crime through order maintenance and neighborhood cleanup 
might succeed if t.he programs were aimed at problems 
identified by the community. So, the initial failures of these 
particular program elements need not condemn them forever. 

The one clear implication of both the foot patrol and fear 
reduction experiments is that closer contact between citizens 
and police officers reduces fear. As James Q. Wilson 
concludes in his foreword to the summary report of the fear 
reduction experiment: 

In Houston, ... opening a neighborhood police station, 
contacting the citizen'S about their problems, and 
stimulating the fannation of neighborhood organiza
tions where none had existed can help reduce the fear 
of crime and even reduce the actual level of victimiza-
tion.37 . 

In Newark, many of the same steps-including opening a 
storefront police office and din:cting the police to make con-
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tacts with the citizens in their homes-also had beneficial 
effects. . 

The success of these police tactics in reducing fear, along 
with the observation that fear is a separate and important 
problem, suggests a new area in which police can make a 
substantial contribution to the quality of life in the Nation's 
cities. However, it seems likely that programs like those tried 
in Flint, NeWark, and Houston will not be tried elsewhere 
unless mayors and police administrators begin to take fear 
seriously as a separate problem. Such programs are expen
sive and take patrol resources and managerial attention away 
from the traditional functions of patrol and retrospective 
investigation of crimes. Unless their effects are valued, they 
will disappear as expensive luxuries. 

On the other hand, mayors and police executives could view 
fear as a problem in its own right and as something that 
inhibits rather than aids effective crime control by forcing 
people off the streets and narrowing their sense of control 
and responsibility. If that were the case, not only would these 
special tactics become important, but the overall strategy of 
the department might change. That idea has led to wider and 
more sustained attacks on fear in Baltimore County and 
Newport News. 

In Baltimore County. a substantial portion of the police de
partment was committed to the Citizen Oriented Police En
forcement (COPE) unit-a program designed to improve the 
quantity and quality of contacts between citizens and the 
police and to work on problems of concern to citizens.38 A 
major objective was to reduce fear. The effort succeeded. 
Measured levels of fear dropped an average of 10 percent for 
the various projects during a 6 month pcriod.~ In Newport 
News, the entire dleparunem shifted to a style of policing that 
emphasized problem-solving over traditional reactive meth
OOs.4O This approach, like COPE. took citizens' fears and 
concerns seriously, as well as seriOllS crime and calls for 
service. 
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These examples illustrate the security-enhancing potential of 
problem-solving and community approaches to policing. By 
incorporating fear reduction as an important objective of po
licing, by changing the activities of the police to include 
more frequent, more sustained contacts with citizens. and by 
consultation and joint planning, police departments seem to 
be able not only to reduce fear, but to transform it into 
something that helps to build strong social institutions. That 
is the promise of these approaches. ' 

Conclusion 

Fear of crime is an important problem in its own right. 
Although levels of fear are related to levels of criminal 
victimization, fear is influenced by other factors, such as a 
general sense of vulnerability. signs of physical and social 
decay, and inter-group conflict. Consequently, there is both a 
reason for fear and an opportunity to work directly on that 
fear. rather than indirectly through attempts to reduce 
criminal victimization. 

The current police strategy, which relies on motorized patrol. 
rapid responses to calls for service, and retrospective investi
gations of crime, seems to produce little reassurance to 
frightened citizens, except in unusual circumstances when 
the police arrest a violent offender in the middle of a crime 
spree. Moreover, a focus on controlling crime rather than . 
increasing security (analogous to the medical profession's 
focus on curing disease rather than promoting health) leads 
the police to miss opportunities to take steps that would 
reduce fear independently of reducing crime. Consequently, 
the current strategy of policing does not result in reduced 
fear. Nor does it leave much room for fear reduction pro
grams in the police department 

This is unfortunate, because some fear reduction programs 
have succeeded in reducing citizens' fears. Two field 
experiments showed that foot patrol can reduce fear and 
promote security. Programs which enhance the quantity and 
quality of police contacts with citizens through neighborhood. 
police stations and through required regular contacts between 
citizens and police have been successful in reducing fear in 
Houston and Newark. 

The success of these particular programs points to the 
potential of a more general change in the strategy of policing 
that (1) would make fear reduction an important objective' 
and (2) would concentrate on improving the quantity and 
quality of contacts between citizens and police at all levels of 
the department. The success of these approaches has been 
demonstrated in Baltimore County and Newport News. 

Based on this discussion, it is apparent that a shift in strategy 
would probably be successful in reducing fear, and that that 
would be an important accomplishment. What is more specu
lative (but quite plausible) is that community policing wouid 
also be successful in channelingtbe remaining fear along 
constructive rather than destructive paths. Criminal victimi
zation would ~ reduced. and the overall quality of commu
nity life enhanced beyond the mere reduction in fear. 
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The Police and Drugs 
By Mark H. Moore and Mark A.R. Kleiman 

Many urban communities are now besieged by illegal drugs. 
Fears of gang violence and muggings keep frightened 
residents at home. Even at home. citizens feel insecure. for 
drug-related break-ins and burglaries threaten. Open dealing 
on the street stirs the community's fears for its children. 

The police sometimes seem overwhelmed. Occasionally they 
are outgunned. More often. they are simply overmatched by 
the resilience of the drug commerce. Furthermore, their 
potential impact is neutralized by the 'incapacity of the courts 
and penal system to mete out deserved punishments. 

Urgent problems and limited resources demand managerial 
thought for their resolution. Thus. police executives facing 
the drug problem might usefully consider four strategic 
questions: 

• What goals might reasonably be set for drug 
enforcement? 

• What parts of the police department engage the drug 
problem and to what effect? 

• What role can citizens and community groups 
usefully (and properly) play in coping with the 
problem? 

6> What basic strategies might the police department 
consider as alternative attacks on the problem? 

The goals of drug enforcement 

From a police chiefs perspective. the drug problem pr!!sents 
distinguishable threats tD commumty secunty. Most pressmg 
is the violence associated with s'.:'eet-Ievel drug dealing-
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particularly crack cocaine. I Much of this violence involves 
youth gangs.2 Often the violence spills over into the general 
population. leaving innocent victims in its wake. There is . 
also the worry that the practice in armed. organized violence 
is spawning the next generation of organized crime.3 

Also salient is the Close link between drug use and street 
crime.4 Criminal activity is known to vary directly with 
levels of heroin consumption.' Many of those arrested for 
robberies and burglaries use cocaine during the commission 
of their crimes or steal to support drug habits.6 Among the 
small group of the most active and dangerous offenders. drug 
users are overrepresented.7 Thus. controlling drug use (and 
drug users) opens an avenue for reducmg the robberies •. 
burglaries, and petty thefts that have long been the focus of 
the police. 

A third problem is that drug use undermines the health, 
economic well-being, and s~Jal responsibility of drug users. 
It is hard to stay in school, hold onto a job, or care for a child 
when one is spending all one's money and attention on 
getting stoned.8 The families and friends of drug users are 
also undennined as their resources are strained by obliga
tions to care for the drug user or to assume responsibilities 
that the drug user has abandoned. 

Fourth, drug trafficking threatens the civility of city life and 
undermines parenting. While parents can set rules for 
conduct in their own homes. the rules are hard to extend tu 
city streets and urban classrooms where drug trafficking has 
become; a way of life. Although these threats affect all city 
neighborhoods. they are perhaps worst for those in the most 

. deprived areas. There, the capacity of the community for 
seJi-defense and the ability of parents to guide their children 
are not only the weakest. but also the most in need of public 
support and assistance.9 

" ... drug trafficking threatens the 
civility of city life and undermines 
parenting. " 

Fifth. the police executive knows. even before he ccmmits 
his troops, that the police can accomplish little by them
selves. Drug arrests and prosecutions are exceedingly 
difficult, owing to the absence of complaining victims and 
wimesses.'o Even with these limitations. the police can make 
many more arrests than prosecutors can prosecute. courtS can 
adjudicate. and prisons can hold" I Furthennore. drug disni
bution systems. held together by the prospect of drug profits. 
will adapt quickly rather than collapse in the face of police 
action. 

Finally, the police executive knows from bitter experience 
that in committing his force to attack drug trafficking and 
drug use, he risks corruption and abuses of authority. 12 

Informants and undercover operations--so essential to 
effective drug enforcement-inevitably draw police officers 
into close, potentially corrupting relationships with the of
fenders they are pledged to control. The frustrations of the 
task lead some officers to cynicism or desperate anger. As 
the police become more cynical or more angry, the dealers 
will be standing there with cash in their pockets. ready to 
make a deal. Or they will mock the police with apparent 
invulnerability and provoke indignant officers to plant 
evidence or pursue justice through other illegal means. 

------------------.... __ ...... __ .. ...-m 

" As the police become more cynical 
or more angry, the dealers will be 
standing there . .. ready to make' a 

deaL " 

These threats define the goals of police a.ction against drug 
trafficking and use. The goals are: 

(1) reduce the gang violence associ,,;(ed with drug trafficking 
and prevent the emergence of powerful organized criminal 
groups; 

(2) control the street crimes committed by drug users; 

(3) improve the health and economic and social well-being 
of drug users; 

(4) restore the quality of life in urban communities by ending 
street-level drug det>Jing; 

(5) help to prevent children from experimenting with drugs; 
and 

(6) protect the integrity of criminal justice institutions. 

The operational question. of course. is how best to accom
plish these goals. Or put somewhat differently, the question 
is how best to deploy police resources to produce the 
maximum contribution to the achievement of these goals. 

Police organization and deployment 

The narcotics bureau is generally considered the center of the 
police response to drug trafficking and use. That operational 
unit aims directly at the source of the problem and mounts 
the most sophisticated investigations against drug traffickers. 
It also accumulates the greatest substantive knowledge about 
drugs in general and in the local community. 
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Alr.hough the narcotics bureau is at the center of the attack. 
police strategists must recognize that other operating 
elements of the police department also confront drug 
trafficking and use. For example, many police departments 
have established specialized units to attack organized crime 
or criminal gangs. These units deal with narcotics trafficking 
because (1) the organized crime groups'or gangs that are 
their central targets are involved in drug dealing; or (2) they 
have access to infonnants who can usefully guide narcotics 
investigations; or (3) they have specialized equipment that 
can be used in sophisticated drug investigations. 

Regular patrol and investigative units also inevitably attack 
drug trafficking, use, and rela'(ed violence. Insofar as their 
efforts are focused generally on street crime. and insofar as 
drug users commit a large portion of these crimes. patrol 
units and detectives wind up arresting a great many drug 
users. Regular patrol and investigative units also end up 
arresting some drug users for narcotics offenses such as 
illegal possession and use of drugs,13 In most cases, the 
person arrested will not be on probation or parole and must 
be tried to be punished. In other cases, however, the drug 
offenses 'will constitute probation or parole violations that 
could result in immediate incarceration if the local co un 
system took such offenses seriously. 

, ' .•. as drug users commit a large 
portion of these crimes, patrol units 
and detectives [arrest] many drug 
users.' , 

The patrol bureau will also be engaged in the fight against 
drugs as a result of calls from citizens complaining about 
drug dealing in specific locations. Often. in response to 
citizen complaints or at the initiative of the chief. special 
drug task forces will be fonned to deal with a particularly 
threatening or flagnl1lt drug market.l~ These operations draw 
on patrol forces as well as detective units. Typically, they 
last for a while and then go out of existence. 

Somewhat more specialized are those units committed to 
drug education. Although drug education seems like a 
significant deparrure from the usual objectives and methods 
of policing, increasingly police depamnents are establishing 
such pro~llls to fill a perceived void in this important 
demand-reducing funcrion. l.5 

The point of reviewing these different lines of attack is not 
only to remind enforcement strategists that a police depan
menl's overall strategy against drugs includes far more than 
the activities of the narcotics bureau. but also to raise an 
important managerial question: who in the police depamnent 

will be responsible for designing, executing, and evaluating 
the department-wide drug control strategy? In some cases. 
the department will make the head of the narcotics bureau 
responsible for the broad strategy as well as the narrower 
operational tasks of the narcotics bureau itself. That has the 
adv~mtage of aligning responsibility for the strategy with 
substantive expertise. It has the potential disadvantage of 
focusing too much of the organization's actions against 
drugs in the narcotics bureau itself. and of limiting the 
department's imagination about how it can and should 
engage the problem. 

In other cases, a special staff officer nught be assigned the 
responsibility of coordinating department-wide efforts 
without necessarily being given any line responsibility over 
the activities. This has the advantage of drawing more widely 
on the department's operational capabilities. It has the 
disadvantages of failing to establish clear operational 
responsibility and of requiring the collection of additional in-
fonnation throughout the department. • 

In still other cases, the chief might assume that responsibility 
himself. That has the advantages of elevating concern for the 
problem throughout the organization, of giving the depan
ment & powerful representative in dealing with other city 
departments and community groups. and of aligning opera-' 
tional responsibility with authority. It has the disadvantages 
of focusing the attention of the chief on only one aspect of 
the organization's fight against crime and disorder and of 
moving command further from operations. 

The community's resources 

Police strategists must also consider that the assets available 
to attack the drug problem are not limited to the money and 
legal powers channelled through the police department. The 
community itself has resources to deploy against drug 
trafficking and use. Indeed. without the community's own 
efforts at self-defense, it is hard to see how the police can 
possibly succeed. 

" .•. assets . .. to attack the drug 
problem are not limited to the . 
money and legal powers {of] the 
police . .. The community itself has 
resources . .. , , 

The imponance of community self-defense is evident in a 
review of the spatial distribution of drug dealing across a 
city. In some areas. drug dealers canIlot gain a foothold. 
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" 

There are too few users to make dealing profitable and too 
many vigilant yeople ready to expose and resist the enter
prise. Other pans of a city seem to have yielded to the drug 
trade. Drug users are plentiful. Drug dealers are an influen
tial social and economic force. Local residents and mer
chants have lost heart. 

, '. •. little policing sometimes pro-
duces safe communities while heavy 
policing somletimes fails to do so ... , , 

Often, these conditions bear no relationship to the distribu
tion of police resources. The areas that are safe rarely hear a 
police siren. Those that have yielded to the drug trade are 
criss-crossed by racing patrol cars' with sirens blaring. The 
reason 'that little policing sometimes produces safe communi
ties while heavy policing sometimes fails to do so is simply 
that success in confronting drug trafficking depends as much 
(or perhaps more) on the community's self-defense than on 
official police effon. Where community will and capacity for 
self-defense are strong, a little official policing goes a long 
way to keep the neighborhood free of drugs. Where it is 
weak. even heavy doses of official policing will not get the 
job done. 

Exactly what communities do to defend themselves varies 
greatly according to their character and resources.16 Most 
communities start trying to control the drug problem by 
calling the police to complain about drug dealing. Such calls, 
if they come through the regular 911 dispatch system rather 

.than a dedicated hotline. are very difficult for the police. as 
currently organized. to handle. They cannot be handled like 
robberies and burglaries, for those directly involved in the 
offense (and therefore able to give useful testimony) are 
reluctant to do so. Moreover. by the time the police arrive. 
the activity has ceased or moved to a new location. Because 
a response to these calls rarely produces a successful case. 
the calls tend to get shifted back and forth between the patrol 
division and the narcotics unit. 

When citizens cannot command police anention through 
telephone calls. they do what they can to defend themselves 
individually. They stay in their houses, buy locks and 
shutters, and fret about their children. nus, of course. makes 
their neighborhoods more vulnerable to the drug users and 
dealers. 

Sometimes citizens take more aggressive action against drug 
dealers. They harass drug users and sellers at some risk to 
themselves. They demonstrate against drug dealing in their 
neighborhoods to rally others to their cause. They invite 
groups such as the Guardian Angels or the Nation ofIslam to 
help them regain the upper hand against the dealers.!' On 
some occasions. they bum down crack houses. ls

• 

From the perspective of effectively controlling drug traffick
'ing and use, the police must be enthusiastic about direct 
citizen action against drug dealing. Such efforts extend the 
reach of social control over more terrain and longer periods 
of time than the police could sustain by themselves. 

On the other hand, direct citizen action poses new problems 
for the police. Citizens who directly confront drug dealers 
and users might be attacked and injured. If this occurs, the 
failure of the police to protect the community becomes 
manifest. Fearful of this result and solicitous of the welfare 
of citizens, the police often advise citizens not to take direct 
action against dealers and, instead, to leave enforcement to 
the polite. 

Another risk is that sharp conflict between drug dealers and 
citizens escalates into large-scale violence. Part of this risk is 
that the rights of citizens who are suspected by the commu
nity of being drug dealers and users will be abused; that is, 
they will be beaten, their property taken. their freedom of 
movement and expression limited. Although such threats are 
rarely taken as seriously as the physical threats to citizen 
activists, there comes a point when direct citizen action 
becomes vigilantism, and when the police, as officers of the 
law and defenders of the Constitution. must defend the rights 
of suspected drug dealers against mob hostility. 

Finally. the police have an interest in maintaining their 
position as independent experts in controlling crime prob
lems and as the principal suppliers of security services to the 
communities they police. To a degree, this can be understood 
as nothing more than an' expression of professional pride and 
bureaucratic self-interest. But, insofar as the community 
prefers the restraint, expertise, and professionalism of polic
ing to the risks of direct citizen action, the desire of the 
police to retain most of the responsibility and initiative fo! 
crime control is consistent with the public interest as well as 
their parochial interests. 

, ' ... the police must find a way of 
accommodating, regulating, and 
using citizen indignation .. . " 

While such concerns about the consequences of community 
action against drugs are entirely appropriate, they cannot 
lead to the simple conclusion that the police should suppress 
all such action. They particularly cannot justify this conclu
sion in a situation where the police have nothing eise to 
provide to the communities that feel outraged and frightened. 
Instead. the police must find a way of accommodating, 
regulating. and using citizen indignation to help them 
manage the drug problem. 
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A crucial first step in managing the potential parmership 
with the community is to learn how to diagnose the commu
nity's capacity for self-defense. This diagnosis begins with a 
community's own attitudes and practices regarding drug use. 

Although it is discouraging, an enforcement strategist must 
recognize that partS of communities are interested in continu
ing and facilitating drug use.19 They include at least the users 
and the dealers. They may also include people who make 
accommodations with drug dealing, such as those who run 
shooting galleries, landlords who milk the economic value of 
deteriorating properties by renting to drug users who are 
indifferent to their living arrangements, and local merchants 
or police who earn money from drug dealers to provide safe 
havens for drug dealing. 

Others in the community do not profit from drug dealing, but 
nonetheless have stopped fighting it. This group includes 
ordinary people who no longer use local parks and streets 
because they are intimidated by drug dealers and users. It 
could also include local police officers who conclude that 
dealing with the local drug trade is like shovelling sand 
against the tide and rum tl}eir attention to less frustrating 
problems. 

" ..• behind the shuttered windows 
..• and in the apartments off the 
streets, many citizens are outraged 
and afraid . .. , , 

Nevenheless, however widespread support for drug use 
seems to be, every community also contains some significant 
elements opposed to at least some aspects of drug use. This 
is particularly hard to keep in mind when the public face of 
the community-what is occurring on its streets and public 
places ofbusiness-seems openly tolerant. The reality is. 
however, that behind the shuttered windows of local mer
chants and in the aparttnents off the streets, many citizens are 
outraged and afraid of the drJg use in the community. What 
outrages them may not be the same things that outrage the 
police or violate the laws, but there is some level of opposi
tion to drug use. That opposition is the :lSset that needs to be 
assessed and mobilized. 

In thinking about how the police and citizens might reclaim 
territory from drug trafficking and use. police strategists 
must anticipate a special problem in helping neighborhoods 
make transitions from one condition to another. A commu
nity that has had a long tradition of being clean may find it 
relatively easy to mli!ntain its tradition.:o Such a community 
is likely to discover a drug probiem early because the 
community is vigilant and the drug problem sticks out. It is 
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likely to respond quickly and aggressively because the 
problem is both outrageous and small. Drug dealers and 
users. confirming their prior expectation that the community 
is inhospitable, will go somewhere else. The probe will be 
quickly routed. 

, , It may be more effective to organize 
and support citizen patrols than to 
chase the drug dealers from one 
block to another~' , 

A community that has had a long tradition of being toieI?nt 
of drug dealing has the opposite problem. It may have 
difficulty in changing its image and condition to one of 
intolerance. Changes in the level of drug dealing may be 
difficult to notice because it is so commonplace. The 
response to a campaign against drugs may be ambivalent 
because of active opposition by some elements of the 
community and a sense of despair and futility among the 
others. Even if an attack is successfully mounted. the dealers 
and users may view it as a temporary state of affairs. Thus. 
sustained efforts will not necessarily discourage the dealers 
and the users. 

In confronting drug trafficking and use, then. the task of a 
police departtnent is often to find a way to prime the commu
nity's own capacities for self-defense so that police efforts 
may ~ effectively leveraged through community self-help. 
This involves learnil1g enough about the community to know 
the sources of support for drug dealing and use in the neigh
borhoods and the potential opposition. It also means fmding 
ways to reach out to those people in the community who are 
hostile to drug dealing and to strengthen their hand in dealing 
with the problem. For example, it may be as important to 
organize community meetings as to make it easier for indi
viduals to call the police over rhe phone. It may be more 
effective to organize and support citizen patrols than to chase 
the drug dealers from one block to another. It may be more 
effective to organize groups of parents. educators. and youth 
leaders to resist drug dealing in and around schools than to 
increase arrests of drug dealers by 20 percent. In short. drug 
enforcement may be as much a political struggle to get 
neighborhoods to oppose drug use in small. informal ways 
every day as it is a technical law enforcement problem that 
can be solved by more resources or more sophisticated 
investigations. 

Alternative strategies 

Police departtnents rely on many different activities to deal 
with the drug problem. They conduct sophisticated investiga
tions of trafficking networks. They mount buy and bust 
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operations to suppress open drug dealing. They arrest 
robbers and burglars who also happen to be drug users. They 
arrest drug users for illegal possession. They conduct drug 
education programs in schools. 

Most departments do all of these things to some degree. In 
this sense. departments generally have "comprehensive" 
approaches t<?,. the problem. Deparonents differ. however. in 
the overall level of activities they sustain and in the relative 
emphasis they give to each. Some place greater emphasis on 
sophisticated investigations. while others stress "user 
accountability." Departments may alSfJ differ in terms of how 
much thought they have given to deciding on their most 
important objectives. and in tenr.s of the relationship 
between the overall objectives and the distribution of the 
activities. 

- , , 'expressive law enforcement' ... is 
what police departments know how 
to do-namely, enforce the law.' , 

To help police executives think about how to confront the 
narcotics problem. we describe seven alternative strategies. 
The strategies are different from activities not only because 
they typically involve bundles of activities. but also because 
each strategy is built upon its own assumption of why the 
effort is appropriate and valuable to pursue. 

Expressive ~w enforcement: 
nwximum arrests for narcotics offenses 

The most common narcotics enforcement strategy could be 
described as "expressive law enforcement." This differs from 
other strategies in that it takes all the activities in which the 
department is engaged and increases them by a factor of two 
or three. If a city's drug problem is getting worse. the 
response is simply to increase the resources devoted to the 
problem. The operational task is to increase the total number 
of narcotics arrests. The narcotics bureau is expanded and 
driven to higher levels of productivity. Special task forces 
are created to deal with brazen street dealing. The patrol 
force is equipped and encouraged to make more drug arrests. 
There is much to commend this strategy. First. it is a straight
forward approach that citizens. politicians. and police 
officers understand. It relies on common sense for its 
justification. It avoids th{! trap of being too cute. subtle. or 
sophisticated. 

Second. it is what police departments know how to do-
namely. enforce the law. It does not make them responsible 
for outcomes that they cannot control or for activities that 
they do not do well. 

Third. to the extept that the courts and corrections system do 
their part. the strategy may $ucceed in bringing drug traffick
ing and use under control through the mechanisms of 
incapacitati,on and deterrence. 

Fourth. the all-out, direct attack on the problem sustains and 
animates a general social norm hostile to drug use. That em
boldens and strengthens the hand of thclse within the commu
nity opposed to drug use. 

This strategy also has weaknesses. First, it does not admit 
that police resources. even when multiplied, may not control 
the problem. It ignores w.hether the rest of the system can 
deliver deserved punishments; disregards the scale arid 
resilience of the drug markets; and falls to establish any 
bencrunarks for success other than the promise of a valiant 
effort to increase arrests. 

Second. this strategy rarely examines its impact on the com
munity's own capacities for self-defense. There is a plausible 
argument that a strong police commitment to aggressive nar
cotics law enforcement will strengthen the community'S 
resolve to deal with the problem. Under the expressive 
enforcement strategy, however, no organizational means are 
created to build community opposition to drugs. Without 
such efforts. there is the risk that the police action will 
weaken rather than strengthen community efforts by suggest- • 
ing that the community has no role to play. Even worse. 
unilaterally designed and executed drug enforcement efforts 
may alienate communities from the police ratheT than build 
effective partnerships to control dmgs,ll In short. there is the 
risk that the expressive law enforcement strategy; effective 
as it may be in its own terms. wilt filiI to develop. and may 
even inhibit, the development of the self-defense capacities 
of the communities that must. in the long run. be the route to 
success. 

.. ----------------_.--------------... ' .... 
, '. .. the impact . .• would be greater 

if it could reach the source of the 
problem, the criminal entrepreneur ... , , 

-
Mr. Big: Emphasis 0111 high-le'vel distributors 

A second commtm strategy to deal with drug trafficking and 
use is the "Mr. Big" strat/:gy. Its principal operational 
objective is to reach high levels of the drug distribution 
systems. The primary tactics are sophisncated investigative 
procedures using wiretaps. informants. and undercover 
activities. Often these investigations also depend on "loose" 
money to purchase evidence and information. The "story" 
that makes· this a plausibly effecl1ve attack on the problem is 
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that the immobilization of high-level traffickers will produce 
larger and more pennanent results on the drug trafficking 
networks than arrests of lower-level, easily replaced figures. 

Again, there is much to commend this strategy. It is common 
sense that the impact of drug enforcement would be greater if 
it could reach the source of the problem, the criminal entre
preneur whose energy, intelligence, greed. and ruthlessness 
aniJDate and sustain the drug trade. This seems particularly 
true if enforcement and punishment capacity is limited, and 
must therefore be focused on high-priority targets. 

, , There may be almost as many 
potential Mr. Bigs as there are 
street-level dealers. There may also 
be a great deal of turnover· . •• , , 

It also seems more just to focus society's efforts on those 
who are becoming rich and powerful through the trade rather 
than on those lower-level figures. While lower-level dealers 
are hardly blameless. they are arguably less culpable and less 
deserving of punishment than the high-level traff'icker.5 who 
are the focus of the Mr. Big strategy. 

Finally, the Mr. Big strategy is consistent with the develop
ment of professionalism within flolice deparanents. The 
strategy challenges the deparanents to develop their investi
gative and intelligence capabUides. 

There are reasons to worry about the overall effectiveness of 
the Mr. Big strategy, however. First., it is not clear that 
current investigative techniques are powerful enough to 
reach Mr. Big. The time. resources. and luck needed to arrest 
him are much greater than those needed to reach intermedi· 
ate targets; therefore. the admittedly greater impact of 
attesting Mr. Big may turn out not to be worth the special 
effort. 

A related point concerns overestimating the significance of 
Mr. Big. There may be almost as many potential Mr. Bigs as 
there are street-level dealers. There may also be a great deal 
of turnover in the ranks of drug entrepreneurs. The implica
tion is that the value associated with arrestLrtg any given Mr. 
Big in terms of supply reduction impact may be much less 
than is usually considered. A further implication is that no 
one may know who Mr. Big is. Or. if we knew who he was 6 
months ago. the situation may now be different. Thus. the 
greater difficulty of arresting Mr. Big may not be offset by 
any larger, long-term impact. 

The final point is organizational. While it is true that the Mr. 
Big strategy will challenge the police to develop profession
alism in dealing with drug traffickers and thus increase the 

overall capabilities of the narcotics bureau. it is also true that 
this particular focus may lead to the atrophy of narcotics en
forcement efforts in other parts of the agency. Other units 
may decide to leave drug enforcement to the narcotics 
bureau. 

Gang strategies 

lunong the most urgent and oppressive aspects of the current 
drug problem is the violence of gangs engaged in street-level 
drug distribution. Some of these groups. like the various 
"Crip" and "Blood" factions now spreading out from Los 
Angeles, are formed from traditional youth gangs of the type 
once romanticized in '~West Side Story.''22 Others; like the 
"posses" of New York's Jamaican neighborhoods. simply 
began gang life as drug-deallng organizations.23 

A!though violence has always been a feature of drug traffick
ing, to many observers the current level of violence seems 
unprecedented. As The New York 'limes reported: 

Older drug rings, wary of drawing police attention, 
generally avoided conspicuous violence. New York's new 
gangs, like similar groups in Los AngeJ.es and Washing
ton. are composed mainly of undisciplined teen-agers and 
youths in their early twenties. They engage in gun battles 
on the street and have been known to execute customers. 
for not leaving a crack den quicldy enough.24 

Indeed. these gangs are held responsible for significant in
creases in homicide rates in the cities in which they oper
ate.;:' They use violerice'not only to discipline their own 
employees and to intimidate and rob their competitors but 
also to intimidate individual citizens and groups of citizens 
who resist their intrusion.26 

" [These gangs] use violence not only 
to discipline their own employees 
and to intimidate and rob their 
competitors but also to intimidate 
individual citizens .•• , , 

Exactly how the police can best deal with this aspect of the 
drug problem remains uncertain. One approach is to view 
drug gangs as similar to the youth gangs of the past and to 
use the same strategies that proved effective in the past 27 

That older strategy was designed primarily to reduce 
intergang violence. ~o prevent the extortion of neighborhood 
citizens and merchants by the gangs and to minimize the 
seriousness of the crimes committed by gang members. It 
was not designed to eliminate the gangs, although some 
efforts were made to turn them to legit:in1ate and constructive 
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activities. It depended for its success on such activities as 
establishing liaison with the gangs to communicate police 
expectations and aggressive police action against gang 

. members. their clubhouses, and their activities when the 
gangs stepped out of line. 

Such a strategy does not seem suitable for dealing with the 
new drug gangs. however. After all, the ole! gangs were 
viewed as threatening to society principally through their 
violence towards one another. Thus, it was possible for the 
police to make an accommodation: the gangs could remain 
intact so long as they refrained from violence. No such 
accommodation seems appropriate with.the drug gangs
particularly not with those that are making places for drug 
distribution through intimidation of local citizens and 
merchants. Such conduct requires a sterner response. 

" . What seems to be needed • .. once 
th"e gangs have been wounded is the 
willingniss of citizens to resist gang 
intimidation • .• , , 

A second approach is to view the drug gangs as organized 
criminal entetprises and to use all of the techniques that have 
been developed to deal with more traditional organized 
crime. These include: (1) the development of informants 
through criminal prosecutions. payments. and witness 
protection programs; (2) heavy reliance on electronic 
surveillance and long-term undercover investigations: and 
(3) the use of special statutes that create criminal liabilities 
for conspiracy. 'extortion, or engaging in criminal enterprises'. 

Such tactics work. They can. if executed consistently. 
destroy the capacities of organizl!d criminal enterprises.:! 
However. such efforts are also time-conswning and expen
sive. Perhaps these elaborate efforts are not required to deal 
with the relatively unsophisticated street-level drug gangs. 
Indeed, in the past, relatively superficial undercover ap
proaches seem to have been successful. ~ as were large-scale 
sweeps targeted on gang members. What seems to be needed 
to makr. poli(:e efforts succeed once the gangs have been 
wounded i£the willingness of citizens to resist gang intimi
dation 8fter the police return to ordinary operations. 

Citywide street-level drug enforcement 

A founh narcotics enfor~ement strategy, now widely 
discussed. can be described as ··citywide. street-level drug 
enforcement." The principal objective is to disrupt open drug 
dealing by driving it back indoors. or by forcmg the markets 
to move so frequently that buyers and sellers have difficulty 
finding one another. The primary tactics include buy-and
bust operations. observation sale arrests. and arrests of users 

who appear in the market to buy drugs.30 The major reasons 
to engage in such activities include: (1) enhancing the quality 
of life in the communities for residents who aie discomfited 
by the presence of drug dealers; and (2) discouraging young. 
experimental users from continuing to use drugs by making 
it harder for them ~o score.J! 

At first glance, the limitations and hazards of this strategy 
seem more apparent than its strengths. To many law enforce
mentprofessionals and commentators, the idea that one 
would invest the enormous amount of time and effort that 
continuing street-level enforcement requires for nothing 
more than increased inconvenience to buyers and sellers of 
drugs seems absurd. It hardly seems worthwhile to gend the 
police out daily to battle street-level drug dealers to achieve 
nothing other than market disruptions.32 

Second, the police know that they have nowhere near enough 
manpower to work at street levels across the city. Moreover, 
they are reluctant to begin doing this job in any particular 
place because they know that once they have committed • 
police to a given area, it will be hard to withdraw them. 

Third, police executives know from much prior experience 
that street-level narcotics enforcement is extremely vulner
able to various forms of corruption. Bribery. perjured 
testimony. faked evidence. and abused rights in the past have' 
accompanied street-level narcotics enforcement. Indeed, it 
was partly to avoid such abuses that many police depart
ments began concentrating on higher-level traffickers and 
restricted drug enforcement efforts to special units. 

" ... most street-level arrests [bring] 
several weeks in jail . •• , a bar
gained guilty plea, a sentence to 
time served, and • •• inadequately 
supervised probation. , , 

Founh. the police know that they can arrest many more drug 
traffickers and users than tPP. rest of the criminal justice 
system can process. If the practical value and moral vindica
tion of arrests for drug offenses only come with successful 
prosecutions and suitable punishment, then street-level 
enforcement is undermined from the beginning, for there is 
no reasonable prospect for such results. The likely outcome 
of most street-level arrests is several weeks in jail prior to 
trial. a bargained guilty plea. a sentence to time served, and a 
long period of inadequately supervised probation. JJ 

Knowing this, the police can take one of two stances: (1) 
they can recognize that. for ~atcotics offenses. the process is 
the only punish!nent that offenders are likely to receive and 
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choose to load inoo the process what they consider a reason
able level of punishment; or (2) they can grow cynical and 
refuse to make street-level arrests. In either case, a kind of 
conuption sets in. The least likely response is the only 
proper one: namely, to continue-to maintain discipline and 
poise in making narcotics arrests on the street. 

, ~ .•• ypung, experimentai users . .. 
have less experience with drugs, 
hence • •. less motivation to keep 
searching • .• , , 

Against these disadvantages, the advantages of street-level 
enforcement seem small and speculative. The most certain 
and concrete is that street-level enforcement can succeed in 
rel'tOring the quality of life in a community and bring a 
feeling of hope to the residents. It can regain, for those 
citizens, merchants. and parents who disapprove of drug tire, 
a measure of control over their immediate environment. It 
can reassure them that they have not been abandoned in their 
struggles against drug dealers. It can provide a shield that 
protects them from the intimidating 'taCtics of aggressive 
drug dealeI'li. That is no small effect, though it might be hard 
to quantify. 3" 

A second benefit, somewhat more speculative, is that the 
strategy might well succeed in discouraging experimental 
drug use, particularly among those teenagers who are not yet 
deeply involved in drugs.3$ Merely increasing the inconven
ience to drug buyers may be little deterrent to experienced 
and committed drug users. They will have enough connec
tions in the drug r.rade-and enough determination to find 
alternative sources. This same effect may be a significant 
deterrent for young. experimental users, however. They have 
less experience with drugs. hence fewer alternative sources 
of sl:pply and less motivation to keep searching when open 
drug markets are no longer available. It is also possible that 
with open drug bazaars effectively closed. parents and 
neighbors may feel sufficiently emboldened to exercise 
greater efforts at home and on the street. 

A third benefit is that street-level drug enforcement has. on 
occasion, been effective in controlling street crimes such as 
robbery and burglary.36 A crackdown on heroin markets in 
Lynn. Massachusetts. seems to have substantially reduced' 

. levels of robbery and burglary. Operation Pressure Point. 
directed at drug markets on New York's Lower East Side. 
also seems to have reduced robbery and burglary. A similar 
effon in La}Vrence. Massachusetts. however. failed to 
produce the expected effects. TIlls benefit must be treated.as 
uncertain panly because of measurement problem~ in 
identifying the effect. and panly because it seems that the 
tactic produces this effect only IlIlder some special cwum-

stances.J' On the other hand. it does provide an additional 
reason for considering the potential value of street-level drug 
enforcement 

Neighborhood crackdowns 

A fifth strategy that the police might consider could be called 
"neighborhood crackdowns." Instead of committing them
selves to citywide street-level enforcement, the police might 
decide to leverage their resources by cracking down on drug 
offenses in those neighborhoods that are willing to join the 
police in resisting drug use. Some of these neighborhoods 
might be those that are just beginning to be invaded by drug 
dealers. Others might be those that have long been Occupied. 
but have finally reached a stage where they are now deter
mined to rid their area of drugs. Police resources would be 
attracted to these areas precisely because there is some 
prospect that the impact of police crackdowns would be 
prolonged and widened by detennined citizens. 

News media coverage of the drug problem, particularly the 
violence associated with drug dealing, suggests that society 
is handicapped in dealing with the drug problem by a 
breakdown in the police-community parmership. Wherever 
there is an opening in a community's self-defense, aggres
sive young drug dealers seem to find a niche to develop the 
demand for crack. Sometimes it is a park that the police do . 
not patrol frequently enough and from which other citizens 
can be driven. Other times it is an abandoned house that can 
be turned into a shelter for both dealing and using drugs. Still 
other times it is an all-but-abandoned bUilding whose clwner 
is willing to have anyone pay the rent. and who does not 
notice that the new tenants arrive with no furniture or 
clothes, but lots of guns. 

, , The violence accelerates the process 
o/intimidation. Eventually, the 
drug dealers operate alone." 

Once established. drug dealers send a message that draws 
customers and other dealers. Many citizens. rmding the com
pany no longer to their liking. begin avoiding crack-dealing 
locales. Citizens who resist are incimidated. Citizens' groups 
that complain are also threatened. Occasionally violence 
breaks out among customers. between dealers and customers. 
or between competing dealers. The violence accelerates the 
process of intimidation. Eventually. the drug dealers operate 
alone.38 

Citizens cannot deal with these situations by themselves. 
They need laws and law enforcement to oppose the actions 
of the drug dealers and consumers and to take action against 
the landlords (both public and private) who allow the drug 
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dealers to operate in their buildings. They need the police to 
respond to their calls for assistance ...... including crackdowns 
designed to break the backs of the drug dealers and reclaim 
the territory for those not using drugs. They need the police 
to offer assurances that citizens who resist the drug dealers 
will be protected from attacks. 

It is also clear. however. that the police cannot do this job 
alone. They have only a certain number of officers and many 
other duties. Drug cases are hard to make and vulnerable to 
legal challenges. Police can conduct special operations, but 
eventually they must leave neighborhoods in the hands of 
citizens. At that time. whether the drug dealers rerum or.not 
depends a great deal on what citizens do. 

If this analysis is correct, a strategy that uses police crack
dc:.· •• :,5 to break the hold of drug dealing in communities that 
are prepared to assume some responsibility for holding onto 
the gains might make sense. The police could conserve 
resources by focusing on only a limited number of areas for 
relatively shonperiods of time. The community, working 
with the police, could shape a police intervention that would 
be most effective in helping them reclaim their streets. Eru::l 
would know what would be expected of the other. The 
results would be the same as those anticipated in a cityWide. 
street-level drug enforcement strategy: namely, an improved 
quality of life in the city, reduced experimentation with drugs 
among young people, and conceivably even reduced street 
crime in those neighborhoods that succeeded in keeping 
drugs out. 

, , The community, working with tlJ,e 
police, could shape a police inter
vention that would be most effective 
in helping them reclaim their 
streets.' , 

JU-5t such efforts seem to lie behind the most successful cases 
of drug enforcement. In one particular case in Brooklyn. a . 
neighborhood invaded by drugs managed to drive out the 
drug dealing by enlisting police efforts to close the buildings 
that were used for drug dealing. and then mounting patrols 
through a local branch of the Nation of Islam.39The police 
were willing to put resources on the line to go after the 
problem with an aggressive approach that was discussed in 
advance with the community. The community was prepared 
to try to hold onto the gains by taking disciplined action on 
their own that stopped well short of vigilantism. The police 
promised to back up the citizen groups in the future if their 
vigilance. now refined by prior experience. revealed a major 
new incursion of drug dealers. 
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The nature of the strategy is captured well by the testimony 
of two panicipants. The local police commander co'mmented:. 

I think the patrols are going well. We now have almost 
nonexistent drug activity in the locations that had been 
hard-core drug areas. This is a good example of what the 
police and the community can do together.40 

One of the patrolling citizens also gave grudging suppon 10 

the com;ept: 

We still believe there are problems with the police. with 
racism and corruption within the department But we feel 
we can solve the problems together. We learned a lot of 
lessons during this. The price you have to pay to fight . 
against drugs is ongoing struggle. We had to pay the price 
by standing in the cold and rain without pay. But the most 
interesting thing. I L'link, is that this has given people 
hope. Apparently, partnerships are hard and chancy 
enterprises. but when they succeed, they are wonh a great 
deal.41 

Controlling drug-using dangerous offenders 

The drug strategies that have been discussed so far have been 
primarily focused on drug trafficking and use. They are de
signed to produce arrests for narcotics offenses rather than 
for street crimes such as robbery, burglary, and assault. This 
is not to say that drug enforcement strategies have no effect 
on these crimes. Relationships between drug use and crime 
are so strong that when the police affect drug trafficking and 
use. they probably affect street crimes as well. The effect is 
indirect rather than direct, however. 

This suggests a drug ~nforcement strategy designed to 
achieve crime control rather than drug control objectives. 
Such a strategy would focus enforcement attention on those 
drug users who are committing large numbers of robberies 
and burglaries.42 Studies show that drug users account for a 
large proportion of those arrested for these crimes and that 
they are among the most active and dangerous offenders.';) 
Further. levels of criminal activity among heroin users are 
known to be higher when they are using heroin than when 
they are not. 44 It stands to, reason. then. that the police might 
affect a significant portion of the crime problem by control
ling the drug use of those active offenders who are heavily 
involved with drugs. 

The principal operational objectives of this !itrategy would 
be: (1) to arrest and convict drug-using criminal offenders 
for either narcotics offenses or street crimes such as robbery 
and burglary; (2) to identify such offenders after arrest 
through a combination of criminal record searches, physical 
examination for needle marks. urinalysis in the jails. and 
interviews; and (3) to sentence these offenders to disposi~ 
nons that work directly on their drug cons~prion such as 



intensive probation with mandatory regular urinalysis or 
compulsory drug treatment 

, ' .•• coerced abstinence, imposed as 
a condition of probation . .. and 
enforced through . •. mandatory 
urinalysis, can •..• [reduce] street 

crime. " 

The primary activities of the police department would be to 
continue making arrests for narcotics and street offenses. im
prove the records that would allow them to identify the dan
gerous offenders among the arrested population. and lobby 
for the development of urinalysis. intensive probation. and 
mandatory treatm<:nt capabilities. The important claim that 
can be made for this strategy is that it would address the 
primary reason that citizens worry about drugs. namely drug
related crime. and would do so more effectively, cheaply, 
and humanely than approaches that rely only on repeated 
arrests and costly jails to produce the same effects. 

There is a reasonable amount of evidence indicating that this 
approach would work. In California. mandatory treatment 
programs for drug users are effective in controlling both 
crime and drug use, both while the person remains undt!r 
supervision and afterwards.Aj There are also some reasons to 
believe that coerced abstinence. imposed as a condition of 
probation and parole and enforced through a system of 
mandatory urinalysis. can be effective in reducing street 
crime.46 -

The strategy would also have benefits for organizational de
velopment. It would challenge police departments to reach 
outside their own boundaries. 3,I1d outside the boundaries of 
the criminal justice system. to produce the desired effects. 
Prosecutors. judges, and corrections officials would have to 
be persuaded of the merits of the strategy .J,7 The dmg 
treatment community would also have to be mobilized. their 
capacity expanded. and their attention focused on the 
objective of crime control ~ well as improving the health of 
users. Perhaps the most challenging aspect of this strategy, 
however. is that it would require the ~lice to consider the 
possibility that their primary interest in controlling drug
related street crime could be achieved more directly. surely, 
and mexpensively by close supervision on the street rather 
than by the enormously expensive process of repeated 
arrests, jail, and impnsonrnent. 

1}le limitations of this strategy are the opPosHe Sides of its 
strengths. It does Iinle by itself to suppress drug trafficking 
or to discourage the spread of drug use. except ~sofar as l~ 

succeeds in supp~ssing the demand for drugs among those 
users brought into the network of coerced treaunent. More
over, it seems to reduce police control over the problem by 
forcing them to rely on cooperation with others to produce 

the desired effects. Finally. it does not seem like a suitable 
law enforcement approach to the problem. There is not 
enough punishment and jail to satisfy those who think that 
effective law enforcement by itself will be enough to Qeal 
with the problem. For these reasons, the police have gener
ally neither adopted ncr supported such strategies. 

Protect and insulate the youth 

A final police strategy for dealing with drugs could be built 
around the objective of drug abuse prevention. Instead of 
generally attacking drug trafficking, a police department 
ITright concentrate on trying to halt the spread of drug abuse 
to the next cohort of 16-year-olds. Part of this effort would 
consist of enforcement operations to suppress drug traffick· 
ing around and within schools. Another part might consist of 
~lice-s~nsored drug education designed not only to impart 
informatIon about drugs and discourage drug use, but also to 
create a favorable climate for police efforts to suppress drug 
trafficking. A third part might consist of police-sponsored 
efforts to create partnerships among parents. schools. and the 
police to define the outer limits of acceptable drug use and to 
establish a predictable community response to drugs. 

" Instead of generally attacking drug 
trafficking, a police department 
might concentrate on trying to halt 
the spread of drug abuse to the next 
cohort of 16-y'eal'~olds. , , 

The country now has operating experience with each of these 
elements. New Jersey has made a concerted effort to mount 
enforcement operations in and around schools to disrupt the 
trafficking networks that serve high school students. oil The 
Los Angeles Police Department's DARE program has shown 
:ne potential of involving police in drug education programs 
m the schools and has been widely emulated throughOUt the 
country.49 Massachusetts has experimented with establishing 
community partnerships to confront children with a consistent 
set of messages about drug use. None of these approaches 
has been systematIcally evaluated. however. Nor do we have 
any documented experience with combining the different 
aproaches in a concerted strategy to prevent new drug use. 
Thus. the potentIal of this strategy remams uncertain. 
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Conclusion 

Drug trafficking, use, and associated violence challenge 
teday's police executives to fmd ways of using the limited 
resources and capabilities of their departments to reduce the 
violence, halt the spread of drug use, and control drug
related crime. Moreover. they must do so while protecting 
the integrity of their own organizations and the legal system. 

Past ~pproaches that have relied only on police re
sources seem to be limited in their ability to achieve any 
of society's important goals in this domain. To reclaim 
neighborhoods now yielding to drug use. police must find 
ways to mobilize and use community opposition to drugs. 
That the opposition to drugs exists is evident in the willing
ness of many citizens to take direct action against drug 
dealers. This adds urgency to the task of thinking through a 
strategy that builds effective partnerships. for it suggests not 
only that a resource is available to the police. but also that 
failing to harness it effectively may compound the problem 
by inciting vigilantism. 

It also seems clear that successful approaches to the problem 
will rely on enlisting the assistance of other public agencies. 
For dealing with drug-related crime, the urinalysis and super
visory capacities of out-patient drug treatment programs 
might turn out to be valuable. To prevein the spread of drugs 
to new co~orts of teenagers. cooperation with schools and 
parents is essential. 

-
, '. .. investigative sophistication, 

and no small amount offorce, are 
required to deal with . .. organized 
crime . .. and the emergent 
gangs ... , , 

Thus. to a degree. the drug problem requires first-rate profes
sionallaw enforcement. Quality arrests for drug offenses are 
an important pan of all police strategies. Great investigative 
sophistication. and no small amount of force. are required to 
deal with the traditional organized crime groups and the 
emergent gangs that now dominate the trade. 

Yet it is also true that drug trafficking and use represent a' 
problem that must be addressed through remedies other than 
~sts and through agencies other than police. The police' 
can play an important role in strengthenmg neighborhood 
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self-defense capacities by cooperating with local demands 
rather than suppressing or ignoring them. They can play an 
important role in mobilizing parents and schools. And they 
might even succeed in focusing the attention of drug treat
ment programs on their great oppornmity to reduce crime as 
well as achieve other purposes. 

In this domain, as well as in dealing with crime and fear, the 
methods of problem-solving and community policing 
combine with the meiliods of professional law enforcement 
to produce a perspective and a set of results that neither can 
produce by itself. 
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Implementing Community Policing 
By Malcolm K. Sparrow 

A simple lesson, well understood by truck drivers, helps to 
frame the problem for this paper: greater momentum means 
less maneuverability. The professional truck driver does not 
drive his 50-ton trailer-truck the same way that he drives his 
sports car. He avoids braking sharply, He treats comers with 
far greater respect. And he generally does nO! expect the 
same instant response from the trailer, with its load, that 
he enjoys in his car. The driver's failure to understand the 
implications and responsibilities of driving such a massive 
vehicle inevitably produces tragedy: if the driver nies to tum 
too sharply, the cab loses traction as the trailer's momentum 
overturns or jackknifes the vehicle. 

Police organizations also have considerable momentum. 
Having a strong personal commitment to the values with 
which they have "grown up," police officers will find any 
hint of proposed change in the police culture extremely 
threatening. Moreover, those values are retlected in many 
apparently technical aspects of their jobs-sysTems for 
dispatching patrols. patrol officers constantly striving to 
be available for the next call. incident-logging criteria. etc. 
The chief executive who simply announces that communuy 
policing is now the order of the day, without a carefully 
designed plan for bringing about that change. stands in 
danger both of "losing traction" and of thrOWIng his entire 
force into confusion. 

The concept of community policing envisages a police 
department striving for an absence of crime and disorder 
and concerned with. and sensitive to. the quality of lif.; in 
the community. It perceives the commumty as an agent 
and partner in promoting security rather than as a passive 
audience. This is in contrast to the traditional concept of 
policing that measures its successes chiefly through response 
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times, the number of calls handled, and detection rates for 
serious crime. A fuller comparison between traditional and 
community policing models is given in the appendix in a 
qu~stion-and-answer fonnat. 

The task here is to focus attention upon some of the 
difficulties inherent in a change of policing style, rather 
than to defend or advocate community policing. So we 
will address some general problems of institutional change, 
albeit within.the context of a discussion of policing styles. 

Those who accept the desirability of introducing community 
policing confront a host of difficult issues: What snuctural 
changes are necessary, if any? How do we get the people 
on the beat to behave differently? Can the people we have 
now be forced into the new mold. or do we need to recruit 
a new kind of person? What should we tell the public, and 
when? How fast can we bring about this change? Do we 
have enough external suppon? 

These are the problems of implementation. The ~/TTl of 
this paper is to assist in their resolution. You will find here, 
however, no particular prescription-no organizational 
chan. no list of objectives, no sample press releases. Such 
a prescription could not satisfy any but the most particular 
of circumstances. The intent here is to explore some general 
concepts in organizational behavior, to uncover particular 
obstacles to desired change that might be found within police 
depanments, and then to find the most effective means for 
overcoming the obstacles. 

Dangers of underestimating 
the task: changing a culture 

Even the superficial review of community policing in the 
appendix indicates the magnitude of the task facing a chief 
executive. Implementing community policing is not a simple 
policy change that can be effected by issuing a directive 
through the nonnal channels. It is not a mere resuucturing 
of the force to provide the same service more efficiently. 
Nor is it a cosmetic decoration designed to impress the 
public and promote greater cooperation. 

For the police it is an entirely different way of life. It is 
a new way for police officers to see themselves and to 
understand their role in society. The task facing the police 
chief is nothing less than to change the fundamental culture 
of the organization. This is especially difficult because of the 
unusual strength of police cultures and their great resistance 
to change. 

The unusual strength of the police culture is largely attrib
utable to two factors. First. the stressful and apparently 
dangerous nature of the police role produces c()llegiate 
bonds of considerable strength. as officers feel themselves 

besieged in an essentially hostile world. Second, the long 
hours and the rotating shifts kill most prospects for a nonnal 
(wider) social life; thus, the majority of an officer's social 
life is confined to his or her own professional circle. 

$ m 

, , ... a huge ship can . •. be turned by 
a small rudder. It just takes time . .• " 

Altering an org-anizational philosophy is bound to take 
considerable time. Another analogy may be helpful: the 
greater the momentum of a ship, the longer'it takes to turn. 
One comforting observation is that a huge ship can never. 
the less be turned by a small rudder. It just takes time, and it 
requires the rudder to be set steadfastly for the tum through. 
out the whole turning period. 

It is worth pointing out, also, that there will be constant 
turbulence around a rudder when it is turning the ship-
and no turbulence at all when it is not. This analogy 
teaches us something if the office of the chief executive 
is seen as the rudder responsible for turning the whole 
organization. The lessons are simple. First, the bigger the 
organization the longer it will take 10 change. Second. 
throughout the period of change the office of the chief 
executive is going to be surrounded by turbulence. like it 
or not. It Vt(ill require personal leadership of considerable 
strength and perseverance. 

Rendering susceptible to change 

A chief executive may be fortunate enough to inherit an' 
organization that is already susceptible to change. For 
instance, he may arrive shortly after some major corruption 
scandal or during a period when external confidence in the 
police depanment is at rock bottom. In such a case the chief 
executive is fonunate. in that leadership is required and 
expected of him. His organization is poised to respond 
quickly to his leadership on the grounds that the new chief, 
or his new policies, may represenf the best or only hopes 
of rescue. 

A chief executive who inherits a smoothly running bureau
cracy, complacent in the statu~ quo, has a tougher job. The 
values and aspirations of the traditional policing style will 
be embodied in the bureaucratic mechanisms-all of which 
superficially appear to be functioning well. The need for 
change is less apparent. 

The task of the chief exec.utive. in such a situation. is to 
expose the defects that exist within the present system. That 
will involve challenging the fundamental assumptions of the 
organization. its aspirations and objectives. the effectiveness 
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of the department's current technologies, and even its view 
of itself. The difficulty for the chief is that raising such 
questions, and questioning well-entrenched police practices. 
may look and feel destructive rather than constructive. 
Managers within the deparunent will feel uneasy and 
insecure. as they see principles and assertions for which 
they have stood for many years being subject to unaccus
tomed scrutiny. 

The process of generating a questioning. curious. and 
ultimately innovative spirit within the deparunent seems 
to necessarily involve this awkward stage. It looks like an 
attempt by the chief to deliberately upset his organization. 
The ensuing uncertainty will have a detrimental effect upon 
morale within the depanment, and the chief has to pay 
particular attention to that problem. Police officers do not 
like uncertainty within their OWn organization; they already 
face enough of that on the streets. 

The remedy lies in the personal commitment of the chief 
and his senior managers. Morale improves once it is clear 
that the change in direction and style is taking root rather 
than a fleeting fancy. that the chiefs policies have some 
longevity. and that what initially appeared to be destructive 
cynicism about police accomplishments is. in fact, a healthy. 
progressive. and forgiving openmindedness. 

, , Morale improves once it is clear 
that the change in direction and 
.style is taking root rather than a 
fleeting fancy . .• , , 

The chief executive is also going to require outside help in 
changing the organization. For instance. the chief may be 
able to make a public commitment to a new kind of policing 
long before he can convince his organization to adopt it. He 
may be able to create a public consensus that many of the 
serious policing problems of the day are direct results of the 
fact that the new kind of policing was not practiced in the 
past He may be able to educate the pUblic, or the mayor. 
about the shoncomings of existing practices even before 
his staff is prepared to face up to them. 

He may identify pressure groups that he can use to his 
advantage by eliciting from them public enunciation of 
particular concerns. He may be able to foster and empower 
the work of commissions, committees. or inquiries that help 
to make his organization vulnerable to change. He can 
then approach his own organization backed by a public 
mandate-and police of all ranks will. in due course. face 
questions from the public itself that make life very uncom
fortable for them if they cling to old values. 

The chief may even accentuate his staff s vulnerability to 
external pressures by removing the protection provided by 
a public information officer and insisting that the news 
media be handled by subordinate officers. In so doing the 
chief would have to accept that some mistakes will inevita
bly be made by officers inexperienced in media affairs. 
High-level tolerance of those early errors will be critical to 
middle management' s a,eceptance of the new openness. They 
will need to feel that they ¥C working within a supportive. 
challenging. cO,aching environment-not that they are being 
needlessly exposed to personal risk. 

Two kinds of imbalance 

Two different types of imbalance within the organization 
may help render it susceptible to change: "directed imbal
ance" and "experimental imbalance." 

Directed imbalance: Return for a moment to physical 
analogies, and consider the process of rurning a comer on 
a bicycle. Without thinking. the rider prepares for the tum 
by leaning over to the appropriate side. Small children 
learning to ride a bicycle quickly discover the perils of 
not leaning enough, or too much. for the desired tum. 
The characteristics of the imbalance. in this instance. are 
that it is necessary and that it ollly makes sense in the 
context of the anticipated change in direction. It is. never
theless. imbalance-because the machine wiII fall over if 
the tum is not subsequently made. Inevitable disaster 
follows, conversely, from making the tum without the 
preparatory leaning. . 

Directed imbalances within a police organization will be 
those imbalances that are created in anticipation of the 
proposed change in orientation. They will be the changes 
that make sense only under the assumption that the whole 
project will be implemented. and that it will radically alter 
organizational prio~ties. 

Examples of such directed imbalance would be the move
ment of the most talented and promising personnel into 
the newly defined jobs; making it clear that the route to 
promotion lies within such jobs; disbanding those squads 
that embody and add weight to the traditional values: 
recategorizing the crime statistics according to their effect 
on the community; redesigning the staff evaluation system 
to take account of contributions to the nature and qucility 
of community life; providing inservice training in problem
solving skills for veteran officers and managers: altering 
the nature of the training given to new recruits to include 
problem-solving skills; establishing new communication 
channels with other public services; and contracting for 
annual communit~ surveys for a period of years. 
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Experimental imbalance: This differs from directed imbal
ance in its incorporation of trial and error-lots of trials and 
a tolernnce of error. The benefits of running many different 
experiments in different parts of the organization are more 
numerous th~ they might, at first sight, appear. Ther.: is the 
obvious result of obtaining experimental dara. to be used in 
planning for the future. There is also the effect of creating a 
greater willingness to challenge old assumptions and hence 
a greater susceptibility to change, at a time when the organi
zation needs to change most rapidly. 

, , The resourcefulness of police 
officers . .. can at last be put to the 
service of the department. , , 

There is also the effect of involving lots of officers in a 
closer and more personal way. It does not matter so much 
what it is that they are involved in-it is more important that 
they feel involved, and that they feel they are subject to the 
attention of headquarters. They will then be much more 
disposed to try to understand. what the values of headquaru:rs 
really are. 

Also. officers will see lots of apparently crazy ideas being 
tried and may, in time, realize that they have some ideas of 
their own that are slightly less crazy. Perhaps for the fust 
time they will be willing to put therr ideas forward, knowing 
that they will not be summarily dismissed. The resourceful
ness of police officers, so long apparent in their unofficial 
behavior. can at last be put to the service of the.depamnenl 
Creativity blossoms in an experimental environment that is 
tolerant of unusual ideas. . 

Managing through values 

Existing police stIltcrures tend to be mechanistic and highly 
centralized. Headquarters is the brain that does the thinking 
for the whole organization. Headquarters. having thought. 
disseminates rules and regulations in order to control 
practice throughout the organization. Headquarters must 
issue a phenomenal volume of policy, as it seeks to cover 
every new and possible situation. A new problem. new 
legislation, or new idea eventually produces a new wave 
of instructions sent out to divisions from headquancrs. 

The 1984 pUblication in Britain of the "Attorney General's 
New Guidelines on Prosecution and Cautioning Practice" 
provides a useful example. The purpose of the guidelines 
was to introduce the idea that prosecutions should be 

undenaken when, and only wheIi. prosecution best serves 
the public interest As such, the guidelines represent a 
broadening of police discretion. In the past, police were 
authorized to caution only juveniles and senior citizens. 
Under the new guidelines offenders of any age may be 
cautioned in appropriate circumstances. Unfortunately, the 
order was issued in some county forces through some 30 
pages of detailed, case-by-case, instructions distributed from 
headquarters. The mass of instructions virtually obscured the 
fact that broader discretion was being granted. 

Police officers have long been accustomed to doing their 
jobs "by the book," Detailed instruction manuals, sometimes 
running into hundreds, even thousands, of pages have been' 
designed to prescribe action in every eventuality. Police 
officers feel that they are not required to exercise judgment 
so much as to know what they are supposed to do in a 
particular situation. There is little incentive and little time 
to think. or to have ideas. There is little creativity and very 
little problem solving. Most of the day is taken up just 
trying not to make mistakes. And it is the voluminous 
instruction manuals which define what is, and what is not, 
a mistake. Consequently heavy reliance is placed upon the 
prescriptions of the manuals during disciplinary investiga
tions and hearings. 

How does the traditional management process feel from the 
receiving (operational) end? Something like this: "It all • 
comes from headquarters;.it is all imposed; it is all what 
somebody else has thought up-probably somebody who has 
time to sit and think these things up." New ideas are never 
conceived. evaluated. and implemented in the same place, so 
they are seldom "owned" or pursued enthusiastically by 
those in contact with the community. 

Why is this state of affairs a hindrance to the ideals of 
community policing? Because it allows for no sensitivity 
either on a district level (Le., to the special needs of the 
community) or on an individual level (i.e .. to the particular 
considerations of one case). It operates on the assumpnon 
that wealthy suburban districts need to be policed in much 
the same way as public housing apartments. While patrol 
officers may be asked to behave sensitively to the needs of 
the community and to the individuals with whom they deal, 
there is little organizational support for ~uc~ behavior. 

, , There is .•• little time to think, or to 
have ideas . ... Most of the day is taken 
up just trying not to make mistakes. , , 

Of course. there remains a need for some standing orders. 
some prepared contingency plans, and some set procedures. 
But such instructions can come to be regarded as a resource. 
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rather than as ~onstraining directives. In the past, instruction 
. manuals have been used.as much to allocate blame retro~ 
spectively after some error has come to light, as to facilitate 
the difficult work of patrol officers. Nany departments, in 
implementing community policing (which normally involve::; 
a less militaristic and more participatory management style), 
have deemphasized their instruction manuals. 

The instruction manual of the West Midlands Police Force, 
in England, had grOWl'. to 4 volumes, each one over 3 inches 
thick, totaling more than 2,000 pages of instructions. In June 
1987, under the direction of Chief Constable Geoffrey Dear, 
they scrapped it. They replaced it with a single-page "Policy 
StateIIlent" which gave 11 brief "commandments. "These 
commandments spoke more about initiative and "reasonable
ness of action" than about rules or regulations. All officers 
were issued pocket-size laminated copies of this policy 
statement so that, at any time, they could remind themselves 
of the basic tenets of their deparoi.lent. 

The old manual had contained some useful information 
that could not be found elsewhere. This was extracted, con
densed, and preserved in a new, smaller, "advice manual." 
It was only one-third the size of the old manual and, signifi~ 
cantly, was distributed with an explicit promise that it would 
never be used in the course of disciplinary investigations or 
hearings. The ground-level officers were !Jble to accept it as 
a valuable resource, whereas they had regarded the old 
manual as a constant weat, omniscient but unfeeling. 

The Chief Constable had set up a small team to be respon
sible for introducing the new policy statement and advice 
manual. One year after the first distribution of these two 
documents to the force, the feelings of that team were that 
the ground-level officers accepted the change and appreci
ated it, but that some of the mid-level managers found the 
implied management style harder to accept and were 
reluctant to discard their old manuals. I 

Another trend in the management of policing is for 
procedures "set in stone" to be played down in favor 
of accumuiated experience. There are growing repositories 
of professional experience. either in the form of available 
discussion forums for officers trying new techniques, or 
in the form of case studies where innovations and their 
results are described.:! One difficulty here is that police 
officers have 10 be persuaded that it is helpful, rather than 
harmful, to record their failures as v. ~n as their successes
and for that they will need a lot of reassurance. 

Senior managers have begun to emphasize the ideals, ethics, 
and motivations that underlie the new image of policing, as 
opposed to the correctness or incorrectness of procedures. 
Disciplinary inquiries, therefore, come to rest less firmly 
on the cold facts of an officer's conduct and more upon his 
intentions, his motivations, and !he reasonableness and 
acceptability of his judgment in the particular situation. 

The relationship between headquarters and district com
mands may also need to change. The role of headquarters 
will be to preach the values and state the principles and broad 
objectives, and then allow the districts a great deal 
of discretion in deciding on particular programs suited to 
their geographical area. Similarly, management within any 
one division or district should be, as far as possible, through 
values and. principles rather than rules and regulations; 
individual officers can then be encouraged to use their own 
judgment in specific cases. 

" [A] police force .• . 0/3,000 . .. has 
nine layers of ranks . ... [The] Roman 
Catholic Church ... does afairly good 
job of disseminating values with only 
five layers. , , 

The nature of the rank structure itself can be a principal 
obstacle to the effective communication of new values 
throughout the organization, primarily because it consists 
of many thin layers. A typical British police force (say of 
3,000 officers) has nine layers of ranks. The larger Metro· 
politan forces have even more. In the larger American forces, 
the number of ranks can vary from 9 to 13 depending on the 
size of the department. This is in contrast to the worldwide 
Roman Catholic Church (with over 600 million members), 
whieh does a fairly good job of disseminating values with 
only five layers. We know from physics that many thin 
layers is the best formula for effective insulation; fOf 
instance, we are told that the best protection from cold 
weather is to wear lots of thin layers of clothing, rather 
than a few thick ones. 

Certainly such a deep rank structure provides a very 
effective natural barrier, insulating the chief officer from 
his patrol force. It makes it possible for the police (hief to 
believe that all his officers are busily implementing the ideas 
which, last month, he asked his deputy to ask his assistants 
to implement-while, in fact, the sergeant is telling his 
officers that the latest missive from those cookies at head· 
quarters "who have forgotten what this job is all about" 
shouldn't actually affect them at all. 

During a period of organizational reorientation the communi
cation betwee .. !he chief and the rank and file needs to be 
more effective than that-and so will need to be more direct. 
The insulating effects of the rank structure will need to be 
overcome, if there is to be any hope of the rank and file 
understanding what their chief officers are trying to get 
them to think about. It means tha~ the chief must talk to the 
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officers, and must do so at length. Some chiefs have found 
it val"able to publish their own value statements and give all 
patrol officers personal copies. Alternativl:ly, the chief may 
choose to call meetings and address ,the officers himself. 

This is not proposed as a permanent state of affairs, as 
clearly the rank structure has its awn value and is not to be 
lightly discarded. During the period of acceler&.ted change, 
however, the communication between the top and the bottom 
of the organization has to be unusually effective. Hence, it is 
necessary to ensure that the message is not filtered, doctored, 
or suppressed (either by accident or as an act of deliberate 
sabotage) by intermediate ranks during such times. 

The likelihood of a change in policy and style surviving, 
in the long term, probably depends as much on its acceptance 
by middle management as on anything else. The middle 
managers, therefore. have to be coached and reeducated; 
they have to be given the opportunity and incentive for 
critical self-examination and the chance to participate in 
the reappraisal of the organization. Some chiefs have 
invested heavily in management retraining. seminars, and 
retreats, taking great care to show their personal commitment 
to those enterprises. 

Territorial responsibility 

One of the most obvious structural changes that has normally 
accompanied a move toward community policing is the 
assignment of officers to beats. It is important to understand 
how such a move fits into the general scheme of things. • 
At first sight it appears that patrol officers who drive cars on 
shift work have territorial responsibilitY; for 8 hours a day 
they each cover an arl]:a. In fact, there are two senses in 
which that particular area is not the officer's professional 
territory. First. officers know that they may be dispatched 
to another area at any time, should the need arise. Second, 
they are not responsible for anything that occurs in their area 
when they are off duty. The boundaries of their professional 
territories are more clearly defined by the,time periods when 
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they are on duty than by a geographical area. The fact that 
a professional territory spans a period of time rather than an 
area clearly has the effect of forcing the officer's concern to 
be largely focused on incidents rather than on the long-term 
problems of which the incidents may be symptoms. The 
patrol officers are bound to remain reactive rather than 
proactive. Long-term problems remain outside their 
responsibility . 

, , ... beat officers know . .. the 
opportunity and obligation to have 
an impact • •. , , 

In contrast, when patrol officers are given an area and told 
"this is yours, and nobody else's," their professional territory 
immediately becomes geographical. The 24-hour demand 
on police resources requires that some calls in their area will 
be dealt with by other personnel. But the beat officers know 
that they have principal responsibility for a street or streets. 
They have the opportunity and obligation to have an impact 
on difficult problems. The more committed beat officers 
demand to know what happened on their beat while they 
were off duty; they tend to make unsolicited followup visits, 
and struggle to find causes of incidents that woqld otherwise 
be regarded as haphazard. 

It is fairly easy to see how the chief officer, district com
manders. and individual beat officers can have a clear 
territorial responsibility. What about the remainder in 
middle management? There is a danger that community 
contact and concern will be the preserve of the highest and 
lowest ranks of the service, with the middle ranks living a 
cozy internal life of administration. 

Middle-ranking officers can continue to be a barrier to the 
dissemination of the new vaiues unless they too are made to 
live by them. This is perhaps best accomplished by making 
each rank correspond to some level of aggregation of beats 
or of community concerns. Thus middle managers should 
interact as fully with the community as the most senior and 
most junior officers. They thereby become a meaningful 
resource for the patrol officers rather than just one more 
level of supervision. They then can provide contextual 
frameworks, at successively higher levels, to assist sub
ordinates in the understanding and resolution of particular 
community problems. 

Resistance and sabotage 

The most robust resistance to any change in values within 
an organization will come from those parts that stand to 

benefit most by the perpetuation of the old set of values. 
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In introducing the ideals of community policing, the chief 
sliould anticipate substantial resistance from particular areas, 
the first of which is the detective branch. 

The idea that crime investigation is the single most imponant 
function of the police makes the criminal investigation 
division the single most important unit within the organiza
tion; it gives a detective higher status than a patrol officer. 
Should we expect the detective branch to applaud an absence 
of crime? It. seems that their values are sometimes shaped 
to p:refer an abundance of clime, provided it is all solved. 
It seems that special attention may have to be given to 
dismantling the detectives' view of what is, and what is 
not, important. Certainly the detective branch typically 
views the introduction-of community policing as a matter 
for the patrol officers-"our job is still to solve crime." 

Detectives' perception of their job will remain "my job is 
to solve crime" until they are .removed from the group that 
reinforces toat perception. Their goals will remain the same 
until their professional territory is redefmed. Their profes
sional territories, if the detectives are to adopt and under
stand the ideals of community policing. should be defmed 
segments of the community. 

The detectives may, or may not, share their segments with 
uniformed officers; they may, or may not, retain the title of 
det.ective. Such considerations will depend. to an extent, on 
the particular constraints imposed by union power. But they 
have to be incorporated into the community policing system. 
They have to be encouraged to work closely within neigh
borhood policing units. Thus the valuable intelligence that 
detectives gain through crime investigation can be fed back 
into the patrol operation. Also. the detectives are made to 
feel that crime prevention is their principal obligation. and 
not the preserve either of the patrol force or of a dedicated. 
but periphe1.al. unit. 

, , ... chief officers may have the 
authority . •• but they are frequently 
frustrated by administrators . .• , , 

The essential change. whatever the prevailing circum
stances, is that the detectives' professional territory has 
to be extended some considerable distance beyond the 
instances of reported crime. The detectives may end up 
looking mQre like "district investigators" than members of 
an elit;!, and separate. unit. 

A second area of resistance will probably be the bureaucraoc 
administration. It will include many key personnel who have 
been able to do their jobs comfortably and mechanically for 

many years. Such jobs will include the purchase of equip
ment and supplies, the r:cruiting and training of staff, and, 
perhaps most importantly, the preparation and atlministration 
of annual budgets. The chief officers may have tl'le authority 
to allocate police resources as they think best, but they 
are frequently frustrated by administrators who find some 
bureaucratic reason for not releasing funds for particular 
purposes, or by the cre3;tion of other bureaucratic obstacles. 

A fundamental reappraisal of organizational priorities is 
likely to "upset the apple cart" in these areas in a manner 
that bureaucrats will fmd difficult to tolerate. Such staff 
members need to be converted. The practical implication is 
that such personnel must be included in the audience when 
the new organizational values are being loudly proclaimed. 
If they are left out at the beginning, they may well become 
a significant stumbling block at some later stage. 

Conclusion 

One final cautionary note: the principal task facing police 
leaders in changing the orientation of their organizations has 
been identified as the task of communicating new values. In 
order to stand a chance of communicating values effectively, 
you need to believe in them yourself, and to be part of a 
community that believes in them, too. 

Notes 

I. The Metropolitan Police Department (London) is in the process 
of making a similar change. moving away from a comprehensive 
insttucnon manual au'; ~~ clear. brief statements of the 
principles for action. 

2. Much of this work stemmed from initiatives funded by the 
Nationallnstitute of Justice. the Police Executive Research Forum. 
the Police Foundation, and concerned philanthropic foundations. 

The Executive Session on PoIicing,like other Executive 
Sessions at Harvard' s Kennedy School of Government.. 
is designed to encourage a new fonn of dialog between 
high·level practitioners and scholars. with a view to 
redefIning and proposing solutions for substantive policy 
issues. Practitioners rather than academicians are given 
majority representau(in in the group. The meetings of the 
Session are conducted as loosely sttuctured seminars or 
policy debates. 

Since it began in 1985. the Executive Session on Policing 
has met seven times. During the 3-day meetings, the 31 
members have energetically discussed the facts and values 
that have guided~ and those that should guide. policing. 

NCJ 114217 
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Appendix 
. 

Traditional vs. community policing: Questions and answers 

Question: Who are the police? 

Question: What is the relationship 
of the police force to other public 
service departments? 

Question: What is the role of the 
police? 

Question: How is police efficiency 
measured? 

Question: What are the highest 
priorities? 

Question: What. specifically. do 
police deal with? 

Question: What determines the 
effectiveness o/police? 

Traditional 

A government agency principally 
responsible for law enforcement. 

Priorities often conflict. 

Focusing on solving crimes. 

By detection and amst rates. 

Crimes that are high value (e.g., 
bank robberies) and those involving 
violence. 

Incidents. 

Response times. 
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C'ommunity policing 

Police are the public and the 
public are the police: the police 
officers are those who are paid 
to give full-time attention to the 
duties of every citizen. 

The police are one department 
among many responsible for 
improving the quality of life. 

A broader problem-solving 
approach. 

By the absence: of crime and 
disorder. 

Whatever problems disturb the 
community most 

Citizens' problems and concerns. 

Public cooperation. 

, 
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Appendix (continued) 

Traditional vs. community policing: Questions and answers 

Question: What view do police take 
of service calls? 

Question: What is police 
professionalism? 

Question: What kind of 
intelligence is most important? 

Question: What is the essential 
nature of police accountability? 

Question: What is the role of 
headquarters? 

Question: What is the role of the 
press liaison department? 

Question: How do the police 
regard prosecutions? 

Traditional 

Deal with them only if there is no 
real police work to do. 

Swift effective response to serious 
crime. 

Crime intelligence (study of 
particular crimes or series of 
crimes). 

Highly centralized: governed by 
rules. regulations. and policy 
directives: accountable to the law. 

To provid~ the necessary rules and 
policy directives. 

To keep the "heat" off operational 
officers so they can get on with 
the job. 

As an important goal. 
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Community policing 

Vital function ~d great 
opportunity. 

Keeping close to the community. 

Criminal intelligence (information 
about the activities of individuals 
or groups). 

Emphasis on local accountability 
to community needs. 

To preach organizational values. 

To coordinate an essential 
channel of communi canon with 
the community. 

As one tool among many. 
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Problem-Oriented Policing 
At 1 :32 a.m. a man we will call Fred 
Snyder dials 911 from a downtown 
corner phone booth. The dispatcher 
notes his location and Cll}!.) the nearest 
patrol unit. Officer Knox arrives 4 
minutes later. 

Snvdc:r says he was beaten and robbed 
20' minutes before but didn't see the 
robber Under persistent questioning 
Snyder admits he was with a prosti-

From the Director 

Many caIl~ to police are repeated 
requests tor help They have a hiStory 
and a fUlUre-~ometimes tragIc. 
Rather than treat the call as a 30-minute 
event and go on to the next inCIdent. 
police need to Intervene In the cycle 
and trv to eliminate the source of the 
problem 

A wealth of research sponsored by the 
National InstItute of Justice h~ led to 
an approach that does just that. 

The problem-solving approach to 
poliCing described In this Research In 

Brief represents a significant evolu
tionary step in helping law enforcement 
work smarter not harder. Rather than 
approaching calls for help or servIce a~ 
separate. indiVIdual event~ to be 
processed by traditional methods. 
problem-oriented policing emphasizes 
analyzing groups of inCIdents and 
deriving solutJ0'1s that draw upon a 
wide variety m ,Jublic and private 
resource!>. 

Careful followup and a~!>es~ment of 
police performance in dealing with the 
problem completes the ~y~tematlc 
process. 

William Spelman and John E. Eck 

tUle, picked up In a bar Later. In a 
hotel room, he discovered the prOSlI" 
tUle was actuallv a man, who then beat 
Sn,vder and wo'k /11.1' wallet 

SnYder wants to let the whole mailer 
dr;)p He refuses medica/treatment 
for his injurte,s. Knox finishes hI::. 
report and letl Sn,der go home. Later 
thaT da) Knm' s report rew·hel Detee-

But problem-Oriented polH':lng I~ a~ 
much a phll() ... oph~ or polJclng a~ a ... et 
of techmque ... and procedure~ The 
approach can be applied to I,\. hute\cr 
type or problem I'> con,>ummg polll.:e 
tIme and re ... oun:e ... 

WhIle man~ problems are likely to be 
crime-oriented. dl~orderl\ behavIOr. 
Sltuallom, that contrlbute'to neIghbor
hood deterioration. and other inCident ... 
that contribute to fear and msecuritv in 
urban nelghborhood~ are abo target,> 
for the problem-... olvmg approuch 

In de\-I'>mg re"earch to te~t the Idea. 
the ~atJ()nal In~tJtute wanted to mo,e 
!:Tlme analY'>I'> be~ond pm-map~ We 
were fortunate to find a receptive 
collaborator m Darrel Stephen.,. then 
Chief of PolIce In :-.;e ..... port !'iel,\. .... 
VIrginia 

The !'iatlOnal Institute I~ Indebted to the 
~el,\.port ~el,\.'" Police Department for 
~ervlng as a laboratory for testing 
problem-Oriented policmg The re~ults 
achIeved In ~()Ivmg problem~ and 
redUCing target cnme., are encouraging 

Problem-Oriented pollcmg mtegrate'i 
know ledge from pa~t re~earch on 
police operation!> that ha~ converged on 
two main theme~: Increased operational 
effectiveness and cJo!>er Involvement 
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/n'e Alexander.) desk She knmn from 
experience the caSt- Hill go nOHhere 
but she calls Snyder at work 

Snyder confirms the report but relu:,e, 
to cooperate further. Knox and A/ex
under go on to othn UHe.l. J1ont!z.\ 
later, reneWing crime statlStlLl. the 
('It\ counnl deplore.s the diffi( uft\ " 
attracting bu.\lIle.\se.~ or people. 
dcmntowfl 

With the communlt\ The evo\lIthm of 
Idea~ will go on • 

L nder the Jn~tJ!ute·., .,pon~or~hlp. the 
Poll!:e Executl\e Research Forum will 
Impkment problem-Oriented policmg 
10 three other clue~ The test WIll 
ena~Je U\ to learn whether the re.,ult., 
are the ... arne under dillerent manage
ment .,t~ Ie., and 10 deahng with dIffer 
ent lo!:al problem., Thl., I., hoI,\. 
national re.,earch benefit~ local com· 
munlllc,>-by provldmg tested ne ..... 
optIOn ... they can comlder 

The full potential of problem-Oriented 
poliCing ~tlll mu .. t be a~se\~l!d For 
nO\l;. the approach otfer~ promIse It 
doe~n't (.l)~t a fortune but can be 
developed within the re~oun:e., of mo'>t 
police departmenb 

Problem-Oriented poliCing <,uggew, 
that polKe can realile a ne ..... dimen'iion 
ot effectl'vene<,., By coordinating a 
I,\.lde range of informatIOn. pollce 
admml'>trator'> are In a unique leader
.,hlP po..,ulon In their communltie ... 
helpmg tc, Impro\e the quallt~ of hit' 
for the !:ltlzen~ they .,enc 

lame') K Stewart 
Director 
National In.,utute of Ju'>tlce 



The problem-oriented approach 

Midnight-watch patrol officers are 
tired of taking calls like Snyder's. 
They and rheir sergeant, James 
Hogan, decide to reduce prostitu
tion-related robberies, and Officer 
James Boswell volunteers to lead 
the effort. 

First, Boswell interviews the 28 
prostitutes who work the downtown 
area to learn how they solicit, what 
happens when they get caught, and 
why they are not deterred. 

They work downtown bars, they 
tell him, because customers are 
easy to find and police patrols don't 
spot them soliciting. Arrests, the 
prostitutes tell Boswell, are just an 
inconvenience: Judges routinely 
sentence them to probation, and 
probation conditions are not 
enforced. 

Reacting to incidents reported by 
citizens-as this hypothetical example 
illustrates-is the standard method for 
delivering police services today. But 
there is growing recognition that 
standard "incident-driven" policing 
methods do not have a substantial 
impact on many of the problems that 
citizens want police to help solve. 
Equally important, enforcing the law 
is but one of many ways that police 
can cope with citizens' problems. 

This Research in Brief describes an 
alternative approach to policing. 
Called problem-oriented policing, it 
grew out of an awareness of the 
limitations of standard practices 
described in the opening vignette. 

Police officers, detectives, and their 
supervisors can use the problem
oriented approach to identify, analyze, 
and respond, on a routine basis, to the 
underlying circumstances that create 
the incidents that prompt citizens to 
call the police. 

Although alternative methods of 
handling problems have long been 
available, the police have made 
relatively little use of them. Or they • 

Points of view or opinions expressed in 
this publication are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily represent the 
official position or policies of the U.S. 
Department of Justice. 

Based on what he has learned from 
the interviews and his previous 
experience, Boswell devises a 
response. He works with the 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board 
and local barowners to move the 
prostitutes into the street. At police 
request, the Commonwealth's 
Attorney agrees to ask the judges 
to put stiffer conditions on 
probation: Convicted prostitutes 
would be given a map of the city 
and told to stay out of the downtown 
area or go to jail for 3 months. 

Boswell then works with the vice 
unit to make sure that downtown 
prostitutes are arrested and 
convicted, and that patrol officers 
know which prostitutes are on 
probation. Probation violators are 
sent to jail, and within weeks all 

have been used only sporadically, 
more often by a special unit or an 
informal group of innovative officers. 

Problem-oriented policing is the 
outgrowth of 20 years of research into 
police operations that converged on 
three main themes: increased effec
tiveness by attacking underlying 
problems that give rise to incidents 
that consume patrol and detective 
time; reliance on the expertise and 
creativity of line officers to study 
problems carefully and develop 
innovative solutions; and closer 
involvement with the public to make 
sure that the police are addressing the 

. needs of citizens. The strategy consists 
of four parts. 

1. Scanning. Instead of relying upon 
broad, law-related concepts-rob
bery, burglary, for example-officers 
are encouraged to group individual 
related incidents that come to their 
attention as "problems" aqd define 
these problems in more precise and 
therefore useful terms. For example. 
an incident that typically would be 
classified simply as a "robbery" might 
be seen as part of a pattern of prostitu~ 
tion-related robberies committed by 
transvestites in center-city hotels. 

2. Analysis. Officers working on a 
well-defined "problem" then collect 
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but a few of the prostitutes have left 
downtown. 

Then Boswell talks to the prosti
tutes' customers, most of whom 
don't know that almost half the 
prostitutes ~orking the street are 
actually men, posing as women. He 
intervenes in street transactions, 
formally introducing the customers 
to their male dates. The Navy sets 
up talks for him with incoming 
sailors to tell them about the male 
prostitutes and the associated safety 
and health risks. 

In 3 months, the number of 
prostitutes working downtown 
drops from 28 to 6 and robbery 
rates are cut in half. After 18 
months neither robbery nor 
prostitution show signs of returning 
to their earlier levels. 

information from a variety of public 
and private sources-not just police 
data. They use the information to 
illuminate the underlying nature of the 
problem, suggesting its causes and a 
variety of options for its resolution. 

3, Response. Working with citizens, 
businesses, and public and private 
agencies, officers tailor a program of 
action suitable to the characteristics of 
the problem. Solutions may go beyond 
traditional criminal justice system 
remedies to include other community 
agencies or organizations. 

4. Assessment. Finally, the officers 
evaluate the impact of these efforts to 
see if the problems were actually 
solved or alleviated. 

To test the value of this approach, the 
National Institute of Justice sponsored 
the Problem-Oriented Policing Proj
ect, conducted by the Newport News 
(Virginia) Police Department and the 
Police Executive Research Forum. 
Results of the project are encouraging: 

• Downtown robberies were reduced 
by 39 percent (see boxed account 
above). 

• Burglaries in an apartment complex 
were reduced 35 percent. 



• Thefts from parked vehicles outside 
a manufacturing plant dropped 53 
percent. 

This Research in Brief describes the 
research that led to problem-oriented 
policing, the approach used in New
port News, andsomeofthe'problems 
officprs there solved. It shows that 
police can link a detailed understand
ing of specific local problems and a 
commitment to using a wide array of 
community resources in solving them. 
By so doing, they increase the effec
tiveness of their operations. 

The present system 
Under incident-driven p.olicing, 
police departments typically deliver 
service by 

• reacting to individual events 
reported by citizens; 

• gathering information from victims, 
witnesses, and offenders; 

• invoking the criminal justice 
process; and 

• using aggregate crime statistics to 
evaluate performance. 

No department operates solely in this 
reactive fashion, but all do it to some 
extent almost all the time. The way 
that Newport News tackled prostitu
tion-related robbery (see box) illus
trates how problem-oriented policing 
minimizes the I imitations of traditional 
concepts and conduct of police work. 

The focus on underlying causes
problems-is not new, Many police 
officers do it from time to time. The 
new approach. however, requires all 
officers to implement problem-solving 
techniques on a routine basis. 

Problem-oriented policing pushes 
beyond the limits of the usual police 
methods. The keystone of the ap
proach is the "crime-analysis model. .. 

This checklist includes many of the 
usual factors familiar to police inves
tie:ators-actors, locations. motives. 
But it goes further, prompting officers 
to ask far more questions than usual 
and in a more logical sequence. The 
results give a more comprehensive 
picture of a problem. 

The process also requires officers to 
collect information from a wide 
variety of sources beyond the police 
department and enlist support from 

public and private organizations and 
groups-initially to describe the 
problem and later to fashion solutions 
that meet public needs as well as those 
of the criminal justice system, 

The research basis 
Problem-oriented policing has as its 
foundation five areas of research 
conducted during the past two 
decades, 

Discretion. In the 1960's, researchers 
pointed out the gre?t discretion police 
officers exercise and concerns about 
the effects of discretion on the equity 
and efficiency of police service de
livery. Althoue:h some discretion 
appeared necessary, research sug-

, gested that police could prevent 
abuse'i by structuring discretion. 
Through guidelines and policies, po
lice a!.!encies guided their officers 
on the~best me~ns of handling sensitive 
incidenr.s.! 

But where should the policies come 
from'} In 1979 Herman Goldstein 
described what he called the "problem
oriented approach" as a means of 
developing such guidelines for a more 
effective and efficient method of 
policing.~ 

Problem studies. A number of 
studies over the past 20 years aimed 
at developing a deeper understanding 
ofthe nature and causes of crime and 
disorder problems in order to lead to 
better police responses. 

Research of the late 1960's and early 
1970's focused on burglary, robbery, 
and other street crimes.' In the later 
1970's and 1980's. research turned to 
other problems not earlier considered 

I. Gerald M. Caplan. "Case for Rulemaking by Lay, 
Enforcement Acenc!e~," Lu\\' und Contemporary 
Problem.! 36 (197 I I; 500-5 I 4; Kenneth Culp Davi~. 
~Approach to Legal Control of the Police," Te.ws 
LUIi Rei'iell 52 (1974)' 715; Herman GoldMem. 
PnliClIlg (( Fret' 50('/('1\' (Cambridge. Ma~sachusetts: 
Ballinger. 1977) ·93-130. 

2. Herman Gold\tem. "Improving Policing: A 
Problem-Oriented Approach." Crime und 
Delmql/ellCY 25 (1979): 236-258. 

3. Thomas Reppetto, Residential Crimes 
(Cambridge. Ma!>sachusetts: Ballinger. 1974): Harry 
A. Scarr. Pat/erns o/Bufgla" , 2d ed. (Washington, 
DC .. U.S. Government Printing Office. 1973); 
Aoyd Feeney and Adrianne Weir. Pre\·entio." and 
ColltrtJl of Robbery. summary volume (DaVIS: 
liniver!>ity of California. 1974): Andre Normandeau. 
Crimes afRobbe!)" unpublished diss, (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania. 1968). 
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central to police work: domestic 
violence, drunk driving. mental 
illness, and the fear of crime, for 
exa·mple.· 

Researchers and practitioners learned 
through these studies that they would 
have to collect more information to 
understand problems, and involve 
other organizations if responses were 
to be effective. Police needed to con
sider seriously many issues besides 
crime alone. 

~Ianagement. Meanwhile the charac
teristics of American police officers 
were changing. More were getting 
college degrees and thinking of them
selves as professionals, Like industrial 
workers, officers began to demand a 
greater role in decisionmaking: 

Many police managers, recognizing 
that job satisfaction and participation 
in decisions influence job perform
ance, made better use of officers' 
skills and talents. Managers made the 
work more interesting 'through job 
enrichment, and they made working 
conditions more flexible. ~ Many 
departments established task forces, 
quality circles, or management-by
objectives programs. b 

4. Lawrence W. Sherman and Richard A. Berk. 
"Spedfil' Deterrent Effects of Arrest for Domestic 
A"ault." Americ'allSociological Re~'iew49 (1984): 
261-272; Fred Heinzelmann et al.. Jailing Drunk 
Dm·us. Impa('t on the Criminal Justice System 
iWu,hin!!toll, D.C ; Nationalln,t.itute of Justice. 
(984); Gerard R Murphy • Special Care. Improving 
thl' Pal/(e Response to the Mentally Disabled 
(Washington. D.C.: Police Executive Research 
Forum. 1986); Antony M. Pate et al.. RedUcing Fear 
o{CrimelllHousron and Newark: A Summary Reporr 
rWa,hington, DC: Pohce Foundation. 1966). 

5. The best example was the Managing Criminal 
Investigallons program. which gave patrol officers 
authority to conduct many of their own followup 
investigations. Ilene Greenberg and Roben 
Wa!>serman, Managing Criminal Investigalions 
(Washington. D.C.: National Institute of Justtce. 
1979) More generally, see James Q. Wilson. 
"Future Policeman." in bsues ill Police Patrol ed 
Thomas 1. Sweenev and William Ellingswonh 
(Kansas City. Missouri: Kansas Ci,ty Police 
Depanment. 1973) 207-221. 

6. GF. Carvalho. "Installing Management by 
Objectives: A New Perspective on Organizational 
Change" in Police Administration; Selecled 
Readlllgs ed. William J. Bopp (Boston: Holbrook, 
(975); Michael D. Norman. "Quality Circles: A 
Program To Improve Employee Attitudes and the 
Quality of Police Services." The Police Chief 
<November 1984); 48-49. For a more radical 
proposal. see John E. Angell. "Toward an 
Alternative to the Classic Police Organizational 
Arrangements: A Democratic Model:' Criminology 
19 (1971): 186-206. Henry P Hatry and John M. 
Greiner. Impro\'ing the Use of Quality Circles in 
Police Departments and Imprm'illg the US(> of 
Management by ObJectil'es in Police Departments. 
The Urban Institute (Washington, D.C.; Nauona1 
Institute of Justice. both fonhcoming). 



Community relations. The riots of 
the 1960' s made police aware of their 
strained relations with minority com
munities. Community relations units. 
stringent restrictions on shooting, and 
civilian review boards attempted to 
reduce dissatisfaction with police 
among minorities.' . 

By the'mid-1970's, departments 
provided storefront police stations and 
foot patrols to improve public attitudes 
through increased personal contact 
between the police and citizens.K As 
the police began to recognize how 
vital citizen action is to crime control, 
some agencies began to work closely 
with citizens to reduce crime and fear, 'I 

Effectiveness. An important impetus 
toward problem-oriented policing 
came finally when research on preven
tive patrol, response time, and inves
tigations showed that merely reacting 
to incidents had, at best, limited 
effects on crime and public satisfac
tion.lo Rapid response and lengthy 
followup investigations were not 
needed for many incidents, suggesting 
that police managers could deploy 
their officers more flexibly without 
reducing effectiveness. 

Experiments in flexible deployment 
such as split force, investigative case 
screening, and differential response to 
calls confirmed tQat time could be 

7. Lee P. Brown and HubenLocke, "Police and the 
Community" in Progress ill Policing. Essays on 
Change ed. Richl'u-d A. Staufenberger {Cambridge. 
Massachusetts: Bllllinger. 1980): 85-102. 

8, Storefronts and foot patrol!- were imponant 
elements in many team policing schemes. See. for 
example. Lawrence W. Sherman. Catherine H. 
Milton, and Thomas V, Kelly. Team Policing: Seven 
Case Studies (Washington, D.C.: Police 
Foundation, 1973). 

9. See. especially, lawrence H. Holland. "Police 
and the Community: The Detroit Ministation 
Experience," FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 54 
(Februarv 1985). 1-6; Police Foundation, Newark 
Foo/Patrol Experimenr (Washington, D.C.: 1981), 
Roben C, Trojanowicz, EvaluaTion of :he 
Neighborhood Foot Patrol Program in FUnt. 
Michigan CEastLansing: Michigan State University. 
n.d.);AntonyPate et al ,Reducing Feara/Crrme. 

J O. George L. Kelling e! al .. Kansas City Preventive 
Patrol Experiment: A Technical Report 
(Washmgton, D.C; Police Foundation. 1974): 
William Spelman and Dale K. Brown. Callmg Ihe 
Police: Citizen ReporTing afSerious Crime (reprin!. 
Washington. D.C.; U.S. Government Pri~":1g 
Office. 1984); John E. Eck. Solving Crimes' Th,' 
lnrestigation afBurglary and Robbery (Washington. 
D.C.: Police Executive Research Forum. 1')82). 

freed for other activities. II Managers 
turned to crime analysis to use this 
time, focusing on groups of events 
rather than isolated incidents. By 
identifying crime-prone locations, 
crime analysis hoped to use patrol and 
detective time more effectively .I~ 
Although crime analysis was restricted 
to crime problems. traditional police 
data sources, and criminal justice 
responses, it marked the first attempt 
at problem-oriented policing. 

Designing problem-oriented . 
policing 
Some departments had previously 
applied problem-solving approaches 
in special units or projects. 11 None 
before Newpon News had taken a 
problem-solving approach agency
wide. The National Institute of Justice 
and Police Chief Darrel Stephens 
required that the experimental ap
proach follow four basic principles: 

.• Participation. Officers of all 
ranks, from all units, should be able 
to use the procedures as part of their 
daily routine. 

• Information. The system must 
encourage use of a broad range of 
information not limited to conven
tional police data. 

II. James M. Tien, James W Simon. and Richard 
C Larsen. AITerna/il'e Approach in Palia Parrol 
The Wilmington Split. Force E.tpertment 
(Washington, D.C.: e.s Government Prlntmg 
Office. 1978); John E, Eck. Managmg CaSt' 
Assignments; The Burglary Inl'f.lTigaTilllt DeciSlQn 
Model ReplicaTion (Washington. DC: Pohce 
Executive Research Forum. 1979); J. Thomas 
McEwen. Edward F. Connors. and Marcia I. Cohen, 
Evaluarion o/lhe Differential Police Response FIeld 
Test (Alexandria. Virginia: Research Management 
Associates. 1984), 

12. G, Hoban Reinier. M,R. Greenlee. and M,H. 
Gibbons. Crime Ana/~si.! in Support of Patrol, 
National Evalu<Itlon Program Phase I Repon 
(Washington. D.C.; University City SCience Center. 
1984) 

13 Among.lhe most notable examples: John P Bales 
and Timothv N. Oeumeler. "Houston's DART 
Program-A Transition to the Future," FBI La,,' 
Enforcement BulleTin 54 (December 1985): 13-17; 
William Dejong. "ProjeCt DARE; Teaching Kids To 
Say 'No' to Drugs and Alcohol." NlJ Reports 196 
(March 1986,: 2-5 (Los Angeles Police Depan
men!); Philip B. Taft. Jr. FighTing Fear.' The 
BaltimoreCouM' C.O.P.E Program (Washington. 
D.C.: Police Executive Research Forum. 1986) The 
New York City Police Depanment's Community 
Patrol Officer Program (CPOP) is by tar the largest 
problem-oriented unit implemented to date. More 

. information on CPOP is available from the New 
York City Police or the Vera Institute of Justice. 
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The problem~solving process 

Scanning 

~ 
Analysis 

~ 
Response 

~. 
Assessment 

L--.. 

• Response. The system should 
encourage a broad range of solutions 
not limited to the criminal justice 
process. 

• Reproducibility. The system must 
be one that any large police agency 
could apply. 

The Newport News Police Department 
named 12 members, from all ranks 
and units. to a task force to design the 
process. Having no experience with 
routine problem solving, the task 
force decided to test the process it was 
designing on two persistent problems: 
burglaries from an apartment complex 
and thefts from vehicles. All sub
sequent problems, includir.g the. 
prostitution-related rob~ery problem 
described on page 2, were handled by 
patr01 officers, detectives, and super~ 
visors on their normal assignments.' 

As stated above, the process has four 
stages. Officers identify problems 
during the scanning stage, collect and 
analyze information during the 

. analvsis stage, work with other 
agencies and the public to develop and 
implement solutions in the response 
stage. and evaluate their effectiveness 
in the assessment stage. The results of 
assessment may be used to revise the 
response. collect more data, or even 
redefine the problem. 



The heart of the process is the analysis 
stage. The task force designed a 
problem analysis model, breaking the 
events that constitute a problem into 
three components-actors, incidents, 
and responses-with a checklist of 
issues that officers should consider 
when they study a problem. 

All sergeants and higher ranks were 
trained in the model, the use of the 
systematic process, and the research 
background. The training also em
phasized encouraging officer initiative 
in uncovering problems, collecting 
information, and developing re
sponses. Officers throughout the 
department then began to apply the 
process. 

Problem-oriented 
policing at work 
By June 1986, some two dozen prob
lems had been identified and were in 
various stages of analysis. response. 
and assessment. Some problems af
fected citizens throughout the city; 
others were confined to neighbor
hoods. Some problems related to 
crime. others to the order mainte
nance~ regulatory, or s'ervice roles of 
the police. 

In addition to the prostitution-related 
robberies, Newport News selected 
apartment burglaries and thefts from 
parked vehicles as test problems. 

Burglaries in the New Briarfield 
Apartments. Built as temporary 
housing for shipyard workers in 1942, 
the 450 wood-frame units called the 
New Briarfield Apartments remained 

. The problem analysis model 

Actors 
Victims 

Lifestyle 
Security measures taken 
Victimization history 

Offenders 
Identity and physical description 
Lifestyle. education, 

employment history 
Criminal history 

Third parties 
Personal data 
Connection to victimization 

Some problems being considered by Newport News Police 

Citywide 
Assaults on police officers 
Thefts of gasoline from self-service filling stations 
Domestic violence 
Drunk driving 
Repeat runaway youths 

In neighborhoods 
Commercial burglaries. Jefferson A venue business district 
Heroin dealing, 32d and Chestnut 
Residential burglaries, New Briarfield Apartments 
Residential burglaries. Glenn Gardens Apartments 
Thefts from automobiles. downtown parking area 
Dirt bikes. Newmarket Creek 
Rowdy youths, Peninsul:a Skating Rink 
Rowdy youths, Marshall Avenue 7-Eleven 
Robbery and prostitution. Washington Avenue 
Vacant buildings. central business area 
Larcenies, Beachmont Gardens Apartments 
Unlicensed drinking places, Aqua Vista Apartments 
Disorders and larcenies. Village Square Shopping Center 

in use during the postwar housing 
shortage-and into the present. 

By ) 984, New Briarfield was known 
as the worst housing in the city. It also 
had the highest crime rate: burglars hit 
23 percent of the occupied units each 
year. The task force assigned Detec
tive Tony Duke of the Crime Analysis 
Unit to study the problem. 

Duke had patrol and auxiliary officer!> 
survey a random one-third sample of 
the household in January 1985. The 
residents confirmed that burglary was 
a serious problem. but they were 
equally upset by the physical deterio
ration of the complex. Duke then 

Incidents 
Sequence of events 

Events preceding act 
Event itself 
Events following criminal act 

Physical contact 
Time 
Location 
Access control and surveillance 

Social context 
Likelihood and probable actions 

of witnesses 
Apparent attitude of residents 

toward neighborhood 
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interviewed employees of other city 
departments and found that the 
burglaries were related in part to the 
general deterioration of the housing. 

The Fire Department called New 
Briarfield a firetrap. Public Works 
worried about flooding; the complex 
had no storm sewers. Standing water 
rotted the floors, noted the Department 
orCodes Compliance. Cracks around 
doors and windows made it easier for 
burglars to force their way in. Vacant 
units. unfit to rent. sheltered burglars 
and drug addicts. 

Officer Barry Haddix. responsible for 
patrolling the area, decided to clean 

Responses 
Community 

Neighborhood affected by 
problem 

City as a whole 
People outside the city 

Institutional 
Criminal justice agencies 
Other public agencies 
Mass media 
Business sector 



up the grounds. Working with the 
apartment manager and city agencies, 
he arranged to have trash and aban
doned appliances removed. aban
doned cars towed, potholes filled, and 
streets swept. 

Detective Duke meanwhile learned 
that the complex owners were in 
default on a loan and .that the U.S .. 
Department of Housing and .Urban 
Development (HUD) was about to 
foreclose. Duke wrote a report de
scribing the crime problem, the 
tenants' discouragement, and the 
views of ?ther city agencies. 

Police Chief Stephens used the report 
to enlist other departments in a joint 
recommendation to the city manager: 
Help the tenants find better housing 
and demolish New Briarfield. The city 
manager approved. In June 1986. he 
proposed, replacing Briarfield with a 
new 220'-unit complex, a middle 
school. and a small shopping center. 
Negotiations are underway with HUD. 

The long-range solution will take time 
to implement. For now., the police 
force assigned Officer Vernon Lyon~ 
full-time to organize the neighborhood 
residents. Since January 1986 the 
New Briarfield Community Associa
tion has been persuading residents to 
take better care of the neighborhood 
and lobbying the resident manager and 
city agencies to keep the complex 
pl'operly maintained. 

Visibly better living conditions have 
resulted-and the burglary rate has' 
dropped by 35 percent. 

Thefts from vehicles in shipyard 
parking lots. Newport News Ship
building employs 36,000 people. 
Most drive to work and park in nearby 
lots. In 1984. thefts from these cars 
amounted to $180.000 in losses. not 
countin!! vehicle dama!!e-a total that 
accounted for 10 percent of all serious. 
reported crime. 

Police were frustrated. They answered 
many calls but made few arrests. The 
task 'force chose Officer Paul Swartz 
to analyze the issues. 

Personal robberies: An average reduction of 39 percent 
in downtown area 
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Larcenies from autos: An average reduction of 53 percent in 
downtown area 
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In these three graphs, all time series have been exponentially smoothed to account for 
short-term fluctuations, long-term trends. and seasonal variations. Estimated crime 
reductions due to police action are statistically !.ignificant at the .0 I level or lower 

He tracked current cases and reviewed 
offense and arrest records for the 
previous 3 years. He interviewed 
patrol officers and detectives who 
knew the area. and talked with ship
yard security officers. This led to 
identification of theft-prone lots-and 
of a small group of frequent offenders 
who might be committing most of the 
thefts. 

As a result, one person was arrested 
in the act of breaking into a car, and 
Swartz interviewed the offende~: after 
he was convicted, promising that 
nothing he said would bring extra 
punishment..Swartz learned that drugs 
were a prime target of the thieves. who 
looked for "muscle" cars, rock-and
roll bumper stickers, or other hints 
that the car owner used marijltisna or 
cocaine. 

The informatioJ;) led to m'1re atTests 
and convictions, further interviews, 
and still further arrests. 

The police department is still develop
ing a long-term solution, working 
with parking lot owners and shipyard 
workers to develop a prevention 
program. In the interim. however. the 
arrest. conviction, and incarceration 
of the most frequent offenders has 
reduced thefts by 53 percent since 
April 1985. 

New information, new 
responses 
One reason for these successes has 
been the police use of information 
from a wider variety of sources. A 
survey of residents is an example. like 
interviews with thieves and prosti
tutes, but so are literature reviews. 
interviews.with runaways and their 
parents, business surveys, photo
graphing of problem sites, and 
searches of tax and title records. 
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The responses to prostitution-related 
robberies and parking-lot thefts are 
standard tactics, but in these cases the 
involvement of people outside the 
criminaljustice system was important. 
The resources used are as diverse as 
the problems themselves. 

Problem-oriented policing helps en~ 
sure that police respond to a wide 
variety of problems affecting the 
quality of life, not just crime. It lets 
line officers use their experience and 
knowledge to improve the com
munities they serve . 

The Newport News Police Depart
ment-and other departments that 
adopt and refine this approach-will 
continue to respond to specific crimi
nal events. But they will go beyond 
this step, preventing future incidents 
by solving the problems that would 
otherwise lead to crime and disorder. 

The prOblem-oriented police depart
ment thus will be able to take the 
initiative in working with other agen
cies on community problems when 
those prohlems touch :)ii Fu/ice reo 
sponsibilities. Such a department can 
make more efficient use of its re
sources when. for example, it reduces 
the number of prostitutes and thus 
needs fewer officers to patrol 
downtown. 

This police force will be more respon 
sive to citizen needs. enjoying bettt; 
community relations when citizen~ 
see the police demonstrating concern 
for their day-to-day needs. 

The result will be a more effective 
response to crime and other troubling 
conditions in our cities. ' 

A mort' (IImplNe report on rhe 
N(' ..... pllrt N(' ..... ,f pmirci soon will hI' 
puhli.fhl't/ hy th(' Nmionall nsflllltc' "I 
.Il1slicC'. III Ihe meantime. thoSt' 
.feeking additional information mC/\ 

contllct thr Project Director: John 
Eck. Senior Research AssociClle. 
Police ExC'clIlil'e Research Forum 
2301 M S(reel NW .. WashingTOn. DC 
20006. William Spelman. a/so (/ 
Senior Research Associate at PERF. 
is Assistant Project Director. 
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Sitting Ducks, Ravenous Wolves, and Helping Hands: 
Ne"\v Appr.oaches to Urban Policing* 

by \ViIIiam Spelman and John E. Eckt 

Drug dealers have taken overapark. Neigh
borhood residents, afraid to use the park. 
feel helpless. Foot patrols and drug raids 
fail to roust the dealers. 

A CilY is hit with a rash of convenience Slore 
robberies. Slai<.eouts.jasl response 10 rob
bery cails. and enhanced investigalions lead 
to some arrests-but do not solve lhe rob
bery problem. 

Disorderly kids invade a peaceful residen
tial neighborhood. Although they have 
committed no serious crimes. they are noisy 
and unpredictable: some acts of vandalism 
have been reported. The Idds are black and 
the residents white-ond the police fear a 
racial. incident. 

• A revised version of this articl~ will appear in 
James J. Fyfe. ed., Polic~ M(JniJgOMnl Today; 
Issues and Case Studies. 2d cd. (Washington. 
D.C.: International City Management Associa-
tion. 1989). . • 
t William Spelman is an Assistant Professor at 
the LB] School of Public Affairs. Before com
ing to Te"'(as in 1988. he worked for seven years 
as a researcher with the Police Executive Re
search Forum. a nstionaI association of big -city 
police chiefs. and for three years as a Junior 
Fellow at Harvard Law School. • 

John E. Eck is Associate Director for Re
search at the Police Executive Research Forum 
and project director fot the forum's problem
oriented policing project. He has been a con
sultant for the London Metropolitan Police and 
laught research methods at the Canadian Police 
College. 

Problems like these plague cities evmr
where. Social incivilities. drug dealing and 
abuse. and violent crime hun more than the 
immediate victims: they ~eate fears among 
the rest of us. We wonder who will be next. 
but feel incapable of laking action. 

Until recently • there was little the crimi
nal justice system could do to help. Police 
continued to respond to calls for service. 
and attempted (usually without success) to 
arrest and pun;sh the most serious crimi
nals. Sometimes they tried to organize a 
neighborhood watch. But research con
ductedin the 1970sandearly 1980sshowed 
repeatedly that these strategies were se
verely limited in their effectiveness. 

Since the mid-1980s. some innovative 
police deparunents have begun to test a 
new approach to these problems. This 
"problem-oriented" approach differs from 
the traditional methods in several ways: 

• Police actively seek ways to prevent 
crime and better the quality of neighbor
hood life rather than simply react to calls 
for service and reported crimes. 
• Police recognize that crime and disor
der problems arise from a variety of condi
tions and that thorough analysis is nceded 
before they can tailor effective responses to 
these conditions. 
• Police understand that many crime and 
disorder problems stem from factors be
yond the control of any single public or 
private agency. If these problems are to be 
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solved. they must be attacked on many 
different fronts. with the police. otheragen
cies. and the public "coproducing" neigh. 
borhood securi ty • 

Recent research shows that when po
lice adopt a proactive stance. analyze local 
conditions. and recognize the value of 
coproduction in framing and implementing 
a response, they can reduce crime and fear 
of crime. This new approach has profound 
implications for the management and op
erations of police agencies, and for Ule 
relationship between the police and the 
communities they serve. 

THE PROBLEM: 
THE INCIDENT·DRIVEN 

APPROACH 

Problem-oriented policing is the clll· 
mination of more than two decades of fe:
search into the nature of crime and the 
effectiveness of police response. Many 
strands of research led to the new approach, 
but three basic findings were particularly 
imponant: 

• Additional police resources, if applied 
in response to individual incidents of crime 
and disorder. will be ineffective at connol. 
ling crime. 
• Few incidents are isolated; most are 
symptoms of some recurring, underlying 
problem. Prob!em analysis can help police 
oevelop effective, proactive !Bclics. 



• Crime problems are integrally linked 
to other urban problems. and so the most 
eff cctive responses require coordinating the 
activities of private citizens. the business 
~tor. and government agencies olUSide 
the criminal justice system. 

In short. "incident-driven policing." 
the prevailing method of delivering police 
services. consistently treats symptoms, not 
diseases. By working with others to iden
tify. analyze. and treat the diseases. police 
can hope to make headway against crime 
and disorder. 

Adding Police Resources 
Will Be Ineffective 

Most police worle is reactive--a re
sponse to crimes and disorders reported by 
the public. And CUll'ent reactive tactics 
may be effective at controlling crime, to a 
point. For example, by maintaining some 
threat of apprehension and punishment. 
current police actions may deter many 
wouid-be offenders. I 

:~evertheless, t'Nenty years of research 
into police operations suggest that the 
marginal value of additional police re
sources. if applied in the traditional, reac
tive ways. will be very smalV For ex
ample, preventive palIOl tactics probably 
will not deter offenders unless the pattel 
force can be increased dramatically--:-{lef' 
haps by a factor of thirty or more.1 Only 10 
percent of crim~s are reported to the police 
within five minutes of their being commit· 
ted; thus even the fastest police response to 
the scene will not result in apprehension of 
a suspect for the vast majority of crimes! 
And .-;.ase solution rates are low because 
deteCtives rarely have many leads to work 
with; even if the number of detectives could 
be doubled or tripled. it would have virtu
ally no effect on the number of cases solved.' 

Research has also revealed that alter· 
native deployment methods-split force. 
investigative case screening, differential 
response 10 ca1Js.-can succeed in shifting 
scarce resources 10 those inCldents where 

~ they are mostnee'ded.' In the ~ srudied, 
these schemes, often directed by crime 
analysis, made police operations more effi
cient and freed up resources for other ac· 
tivities. But they did not make operations 
more effective. 

Crime Analysis Can Lead 
to More Effective Tactics 

Three elements must generally re 
present before a crime will be coml\l~iUed: . 

someone must be motivated to commit the 
cnme; a suitable target m USl bC present; and 
the target must be (relatively) unguarded, 
providing the offender with an opponunity 
to commit the crime.' These elements are 
more likely to be present at some times and 
places than at others, forming crime pat
terns and recurring crime problems. The 
removal ofjustoneofLheelements can alter 
a crime pattern. Thus, by identifying the 
elements that are easiest to remove and 
working to remove them, police can make 
crime prevention tactics more efficient and 
effective. 

The most obvious crime patterns are 
spatial. Since the 1930s, researchers have 
shown that crime types and offender meth
¢s of operation-not to mention gross 
crime rates-differed substantially among 
neighborhoods.' One reason for these d.if~ 
ferences is that some kinds of neighbor
hoods have fewer unguarded targets than 
others. For example, neighborhoods with 
diverse land uses, single-family houses and 
garden aparunent buildings, and intense 
street lighting provide criminals with fewer 
opponuniLies and incur lower crime rates.' 
Social characteristics such as residential 
stability, homogeneity of lifestyle, and 
family orientation empower residents of a 
neighborhood to "handle" bad actors with· 
out calling the police.lo 

Another reason crime rates differ be
tween neighborhoods is that some areas 
have more potential offenders and victims 
than others. Adolescents. the poor, and 
members of minority groups commit prop
erty crimes at higher rates. Also, pooryouths 
have few sources of transportation. so it is 
n01 surprising that burglary and robbery 
rates are highest in neighborhoods with 
many poor Black and Hispanic youths. 
·Some neighborhoods attract more than their 
share of offenders because open·air drug 
marlcets or bars that cater to the especially 
rowdy or criminal are located there. Poten
tial victims who have the money to do so 
can make themselves unattractive to of
fenders by keeping valuables in safe de
posit boxes or safes, garaging their cars, 
and buying houses with sturdy locks and 
alanns. 

Thus n~ighborhood crime patterns 
differ in predictable ways. for comprehen
sible reasons. The implications for crime 
prevention policies are obvious: if our aim 
is to reduce the crime rate in a given neigh-
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borhood. it is clearly important to know 
what crimes are committed there. and what 
might be done either to reduce the number 
of available offenders or victims or to in
crease tbenumberofwilling and able guard i
ans. Since neighborhoods differ, the best 
crime prevention strategies will differ from 
one neighborhood to the nexL. Omcers 
assigned to an area must study the social 
and physical conditions there before devel
oping and implementing strntegies. 

These strategies are given a focus by 
one regularity that seems to hold for crime 
problems in all neighborhoods: crime is 
concentrated. Suppose we took all the crimi
nals active in a community and lined them 
up in order of the frequency with which 
they committed crimes. Those who com
mitted crimes most often would go to the 
head of the line: those who committed 
crimes only occasionally would go to the 
end. If all offenders were alike. then it 
would not matter much where we lined the 
offenders up: the offenders at the from of 
the line would commitabout as many crimes 
as those at the end. For example, the "worst" 
10 percent of criminals would account fol' 
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Figure 1 

Ducks, WolYes, and pens: Crime is Concentrated 
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about 10 percent of all crimes. But if there 
were significant differences among offend
ers. those at the head of the line would 
account for far more than their share of all 
crimes committed; the worst 10 percent 
would aCCGunt for much more than 10 per- . 
cent of all crimes, Analysis of arrest records 
and offender interviews shows that offend
ers differ substantially. and that the worst 
10 percent of criminals commit about S5 
percent of the crimes (see figure 1).11 

The same principle applies to ',ictims 
and places. A few particularly vulnerable 
people run risks of victimization that are 
much higher than average-the most vul
nerable 10 percent of victims are involved 
in about 40 percent of all crimes,l: And 
over 60 percent of crimes are commiued at 
a few particularly dangerous locationsP 
Research suggests that there are usually 
good reasons why these ~ffenders, victims. 
and locations account for so many crimes. 
If something can be done about these 
"ravenous wolves." "sitting ducks," and 
"den's of iniquity." the crime problem can. 
in theory, be reduced dramatically. 

This is all the more true because cur
rent police policies systematically over
look the most crime-prone people and 
places. For example, until recently, police 
gave little atteution to cases of family via
lcnce-cven though abused family mem
bers suffer particularly high risks of being 
abused again.14 If repeat calls LO a single . 

location are made at different times of the 
day, they will be distributed over several 
shifts; thus even the beat officers may not 
recognize the continuing nature of the prob
lem. The most frequent offenders are also 
the most successful at evading arrest.15 

These concentrations of crimes among 
victims, locations, and offenders are im
portan~ handles for proactive crime-pre
vention activity. They are the ~'problems" 
that are the focus of problem-oriented po
licing,. Government and private agencies 
have mounted a wide variety of programs 
aimed at preventing these most predictable 
of crimes. For example, police, prosecu
LOrs.judges,and parole boards have adopted 
programs and policies aimed at deterrence 
and incapacitation of frequent, serious of-

o fenders.I ' Especially vulnerable people
abused spouses and children. the elderly, 
the mel,tally disabled-have been the sub
ject of many recent crime prevention ef
forts. Through directed patrols" and envi
ronmental and situational crime 
prevenouon," police and other agencies have 
begun to deal with crime-prone locations as 
well. 

But because the nature of these con
cenlrations is different for every problem, 
standardized responses will not generally 
SllCCeed. Previous experience can be a 
gllide: but police must study and create a 
somewhat different response for each prob
lem they take on. 
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Nl";-ighborbood Problems 
Are Linked to Other 
Urban Problems 

Knowing whether a given crime or 
disorder problem results from frequent 
offenders, high-risk victims, vulnerable 
locations, or some combination of the three 
may be helpful, butit is often insufficientto 
allow the police to identify a workable 
solution. To solve many problems, the 
police need the help of outside agencies. the 
business sector, or the public. 

Often this cooperation is necessary 
because the police lack the authority to 
remove the offending conditions. If a rowdy 
bar produces many assaults, itcan be closed 
down-by the state alcoholic beverage 
control board. If a blind comer produces 
many automobile accidents, a SLOp lighlcan 
be installed-by the city traffic depart
ment If a woman is continually beaten by 
her husband, she can move out-by her 
own volition, perhaps with the assistance of 
a battered women' s shelter; the police cannot 
force her LO do so, however. 

Perhaps a more impOrtant reason for 
coopcrativesolutions is thatrecurringprob
lems have many parts, and no single agency 
is responsible for all of them. A run-down 
aparunenl complex may look like a seriolls 
burglary problem to the police. But the fire 
deparunent sees burnt-out. vacant apan
ments and a high risk of rue. The housing 



department ~s code violations and the 
health department sees an abundance of 
trash and taLS. The bank sees a bad ri!i~ and 
refuses to loan the apartment owner the 
money needed to renovate the vacant »part
menlS Laken over by the drug addicLS who 
commit the burglaries. The residents. beset 
on all sides. see no hope-they cannot 
afford cleaner and safer housing. 

Clearly. no single agency will be able 
to solve this problem. because the various 
parts feed off one another. On the other 
hand. if all the parts could be addressed at 
the same time, it is possible that the condi
tions could be removed and the problem 
solved. This would req uire the cooperation 
of the police, fire, housing, and health 
deparunents. the bank. and the apanment 
owner. It might also require the help of the 
residents, to ensure that tJle approprialte 
agencies are notified should the problems 
start to return. 

There is evidence that citizens in par
ticular "coproduce" crime control with 
public agencies. In addition to cooperating 
with the police and pressuring public and 
private agencies to deliver the goods and 
services the neighborhood needs, citizens 
sometimes intervene directly in disorderly 
or criminal incidents. Although some 
experts maintain that these informal inte:r
ventions are the most important determi
nants of a neighborhood's crime rate. the:y 
are difficult to maintain in high'crime ar· 
eas. The physical design of urban neigh. 
borhoods-public housing, in particular-
discourages surveillance and interventicm 
by neighbors. I' Often the residents of these 
poor neighborhoods are fearful of coojJ(:r
ating with the police; they have little in 
common with one another; they do nOL 
expect to stay long; and they do not even 
recognize one another. Thesecharacteris
tics make it hard for neighbors to control 
the minor disorders that may contr.ibu\.C! to 
crime. When families are headed by single 
parents who must work. parents may not 
even be able to control their own childre:n.l° 
On the other hand. the physical and scx:ial 
environment of high-Crime nyighborhoods 
can be improved by governments and busi
nesses. in tum increasing the prospects for 
intervention a.'ld cooperation. 

All this suggests thal crime prevention 
strategies are incomplete and possibly mef
fcctive unlcsstheyrecognize the close links 
between crime. the physical environment, 
neighborhood culture. and othc.r factors. In 
general. these links require that the public 

and outside agencies work with the police 
to eliminate or ameliorate the conditions 
that cause the problem. 

A SOLUTION: 
PROBLEM·ORIENTED POLICING 

Police could be more effective if they 
reduced their reliance on traditional meth
ods and instead relied on tailor-made reo 
sponses that coordinate the activities of 
peopleand agencies both inside and outside 
the criminal justice system. How would 
such a police department work? How would 
it be structured? How well would it control 
crime and disorder? The problem-oriented 
approach is new, but the experiences of 
innovative deparunents suggest some in
triguing answers. 

. 
Designing Problem.Oriented Policing 

The hean of probtem-oriented polic
ing IS systematic thinking. Although prC'~ 
lem solving has been conducted in vetj 
different ways in differentdeparunents, the 
mpst methodical approach has been adopted 
in Newpon News. Virginia. 

The NewponNews Police Department 
based its problem·solving system on tJ-J!ee 
prinCiples. First. officers of all ranks, from 
all units. should be able to use the proce
dures as part of their daily routine. Second. 
the system must encourage officers to col
lect information from a broad range of 
sources and not limit themselves toconven~ 
tional police data. Finally~ the,system should 
encourage "coproduction" solutions not 
limited to the criminal justice process. 

After several months of work, a de
partment task force developed a problem
solving process that fit these criteria. It 
consists of four parts: 

" Scanning: As part of their daily rou. 
tine. officers are expected to look for pos
sible problems. 

.. Analysis. Officers then collect infor
mation about the problem. They rely on a 
Problem Analysis Guide. developed by the 
task force. which directs officers to exam· 
ine offenders, victims, the social and physi
cal environment. and previous responses to 
the problem. The goal is to understand the 
scope. nature. and causes of the problem. 
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• Response. The knowledge gainc9 in 
the analysis stage is then used to develop 
and implement solutions. Orocers seck the 
assistance of other police units, public and 
private organizations. and anyone else who 
can help. 

• Assessment. Finally, officers evalu
ate the eff ecti veness of their response. They 
may use the results to revise the response, 
collect more data, or even redefine the 
problem. 

Newport News's systematic process 
has since been adopted by other agencies 
interested in problem solving. including 
San Diego. Tulsa. Madison. and New York 
City. Similar approaches I".ave been adopted, 
although less explicitly. by other police 
agencies that have experimented with prob
lem-oriented policing. 

Problem Solving in Practice 

Since the. early 1980s. police agencies 
have applied the prOblem-solving approach 
to a wide variety of problems. To illustrnte 
the breadth of problems and solutions that 
are possible. threecast;~tudies are descrijxlc! 
here. The flISt two are serious and complex 
problems-one affecting a residential 
neighborhood, the other an entire city
that succumbed to careful analysis and 
comprehensive responses. The third case is 
an apparently difficult neighborhood prob· 
tem that was solved in only a few hours 
through careful observation and a little 
thought. 

New York Retirees Sting "Drug Dealers. 
When out·of·towners think of New York 
City. they think first of the Empire ,Slate 
Building. Wall Street. and Broadway-the 
glitz and glitter of Manhauan. But New 
Yorkers lend to think first of districts like 
Sunset Park in Brooklyn. a neighborhood 
of row houses and small businesses peopled 
by a mix of working- and middJc<class 
Irish. Italians. Puerto Ricans. and Blacks. 
Contrary to the national stereotype, Sunset 
Park is clean. Many streeLS are lined with 
trees. The district is dotted with vest·pockel 
parks containing such amenities as hand· 
ball and basketball courts for the vigorous: 
sandboxes and swings for the.Y0ung, and 
sunny benches for the relaxed. 



Chief Clifton knew that he could nOl 
stop lhe robberies with police presence 
unless he assigned his officers to £I2.nd 
guard at every con venience store in lhe city. 
Instead. he directed his officers to SWJfCh 
for anolher way of mandating crime pr:e
vention measures. Their research revealed 
that the cities of Akron, Ohio, and Coral 
Gables, Aorida. had passed ordinances 
requiring merchants to take cer!ain crime 
prevention measures, and !.hal these ordi
nances had reduced the incidence or rob
bery. Clifton and his officers began draft
ing such an ordin3:JlCe for Gainesville. 

By lhe summer of 1986, the depart
ment was ready to prese~l its finding:Ho lhe 
City Commission. The propoSl"..d ordinance 
would require convenience stores to re
move window advertising, place cash reg
isters in full view of the street. insWl secu
rity cameras and outside lighting, and limit 
the amount of cash available in the register. 
Most important. it would require two or 
more employees. !rained in crime preven
tion tcchniques, to work late at night. In 
July, lhe City Commission overruled the 
objections of the convenience store owners 
and passed the ordinance. 

The stores fought the ordinance in coun. 
arguing that the crime prevention measures 
would be costly and ineffective. But the 
judge found the police department's re
search to be persuasive. The store owners' 
injunction was denied. and the ordinance 
took effect on schedule. 

The ftrSt year afu:r the adoption of the 
new ordinance brought encouraging results: 
convenience store robberies were down by 
6S percent overall. and by 75 percent at 
night. Best of all. the robbery rate was 
reducoo far below its pre-198S levels. 
Convenience stores continue to do a land
offic·e business in Gainesville, and many' 
store owners now admit-a bit grudg
ingly-tllat thg police depanment's city
wide approach has solved a difficult prob
lem. 

Persistent problems are natural targets 
of problem solving. 11 is easy til see how 
time-consuming resezrch and complex 
crime prevention m~ures can be worth 
the effon if they will help to remove a 
longstanding problem. But many crime 
and disorder problems are temporary and 
nagging, rather lhan persistent and severe; 
they do not merit lengthy analysis and 
complicated responses. Still, thinking 
systematically about even a minor problem 

can often reveal quick solutions th:ll arc 
easy to implement. 

Newpor.t New:; Slultes out a/Trouble. The 
quiet nighLSof a middle-class NewponNews 
neighborhood were spoi led when groups of 
rowdy teenagers began to frequent the area 
on Fridays and Saturdays. There had been 
no violence. and the kids' primary offenses 
were loud music. horseplay, and occasional 
vandalism. But residents felt the teenagers 
were unpredictable, particularly since they 
came from the city's mostly Black south
east side, several miles away. The neigh
borhood became a regular stop for officers 
working the evening shift. 

Sergeant Jim Hogan recognized that 
responding to lhese calls took time but 
accomplished Iiltle except to irritate every
one involVed, One Friday night he asked 
the beat officer, Paul Summerfield, to look 
into lhe problem and develop a better solu
tion. 

Summerfield suspected that the source 
of the problem might be a roller skating 
rink. The rink had been trying to increase 
business by offering reduced rates and trans
portation on Friday and Saturday nights. 
As he drove north toward the rink later that 
night, Summerfield saw several large groups 
of yout:.; -.valking south. Other kids were 
still hanging around the rink. which had 
closed shortly'before. Summerfield talked 
to several of them and found that they were 
waiting for a bus. The others, he was told, 
had become impatient and begun the three
mile walk home. Then Summerfield talked 
to the rink owner. The owner told him he 
had leased lhe bus to pick up and drop off 
kids who lived far from therink.. Buthesaid 
lhere were always more kids needing rides 
at the end of the night than the bus had 
picked up earlier. 

When Officer Summerfield returned 
to the skating rink early thenexlevening, he 
saw about fifty youngsters get out of the bus 
rented by lhe skating rink, But he saw 
others geloulofthe public transit buses 1\"" 
stopped running at midnight, and he saw 
parents in pajamas drop their kids off. then 
turn around and go home. Clearly the rink's 
bl1S would be unable to take home all the 
kids who would be stranded at closing time. 

Summerfield consulted Sergeant 
Hogan. They agreed that lhe skating rink 
owner should .be asked to bus the kids 
home. Summerfield returned to the rink 
Monday and spoke with the owner. When 
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infonned of the size of the problem he had 
unwiltingly crealed. the owner agrccd to 
lease more buses. By lhe nexl wcckend.lhe 
buses were in use and Summerfield and 
Hogan saw no kids walking home. 

Elapsed time from ~roblem idcnufica 
tion to problem solution: one week. Re
sources used: about four hours of an officer's 
time. Results: fewer calls. happier !dds, 
satisfied homeowners. 

Institutionalizing 
Problem-oriented Policing 

Problem-oriented policing is a stale of 
mind, not a program, technique, or proce
dure. Problem-solving procedures and 
analysis guides can be helpful. but only if 
they encourage clear-headed analysis of 
problems and an uninhibited search for 
solutions. Moreover,lhere are any Ilumber 
of ways of implementing lhe ap,proach. 
The New York Police Deparunem estab
lished a special unilLO focus on neighbor
hood problems full time; in NewponNews. 
all officers are obliged to spend some of 
their time identifying and wrJrking out 
problems. There is a place for problem 
solving in any agency's stand2.rd operating 
procedures. In the long run, however, lL is 
likely that the problem.oric'Ilted approach 
will have its most dramatic. impact on Lhe 
ma.'1agement structure of American polic
ing and on the relationship between the 
police, other city agenciC';s. and the public. 

Changes in Management Structure. As 
the case studies considered above suggest, 
crime and disorder problems are funda
mentally local and specialized in nature. 
As a result, they are best analyzed and 
responded to on a case-by-{;ase basis by the 
line officers and det.eGtives assigned to the 
problem neighborhood or crime type. 
Implementing lhis approach will require 
changes in thecenualized, control-oriented 
organizational structure and managemen~ 
style of most police agencies. Command 
staff and mid·level managers can structure 
problem-solving efforts by creating WID' 
dard operating procedures, such as the 
problem-solving process created in New
port News_ They can also encourage effec:
tiveand innovative efforts by rewarding the 
officers who undertake them. But they 
cannot make the many individual decisions 
!.hat are required to identify, analyze, and 
solve problems. 
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Despite these amenities. for years the 
neighborhood park at the comer of 49th 
Strc.ct and 5th Avenue had ,lured only drug 
users looking for a quick scorc. Respect
able residents aVOIded the park, fearing 
confrontations with the drug traffickers. 
The New York Police Depanmenttried to 
respond to the problem, directing its offi
cers to patrol the park and issuc loitering 
citations to apparent dealers. This dis
persed the dealers and users-unti1lhe patrol 
car had turned the comer and disappeared 
from view. Then businessretwned to nor
mal. Not swprisingly, the problem per
sisted. 

In May 1986, Officer Vinny Esposito 
was assigned to the 49th Streetbeat As one 
of the first members of New York's mnova
tive Community Patrol Officer Program 
(CPOP), Esposito was expected to do more 
than just handle indi vidual incidents on his 
beat His job was to identify and solve 
recurring problems. The drug-ridden 49th 
Street park clearly tit the bill. and Esposito 
went to work. 

At first, Esposito used the old tactics. 
He spent as much time in the park as he 
could. dispersing dealers and making ar
rests whenever possible. Unfonunately. 
his beat was large and the time he could 
spend in the park was limited. Worse yeL. 
every arrest lOOk him away from the park 
for an hour or more-and whenever he left, 
the junkies returned. Weeks passed with no 
apparent effect on the drug trade. Esposito 
considered the problem further, and de
cided to take a different tack. 

He began by recognizing thatloit.ering 
citations and even drug arrests were at 
worst minor inconveniences to the dealers 
and users, since few arrests led to jail or 
prison terms. On the other hand, Esposito 
reasoned, the threat of losing hundreds or 
thousands of dollars wonh of drugs could 
be a serious deterrent Dealers.recognizing 
their vulnembility in the event of a police 
field stop, typically hid their staShes in the 
park. Esposito could seize the dope if he 
knew where it was hidden-bul that re
quired the assistance oflocal residents. 

Esposito held meetings of the tenants 
in the apartment buildings that overlooked 
the park. Many tenants were elderly ana 
spent rnOSl of their days at home. Esposito 
asked them to watch the dealers from their 
windows and report the locations of any 
drug stashes they saw to the local precinct 
station. Reassured that their tips would 

remain completely anonymous, the frus
tr.lted tenants readily agreed to help. 

Calls began coming 10. For each one, 
a CPOP officer at the prCCIOCt SLatlon took 
down the IOformallon and radlocd the loca
tion of the stash to Officer Esposito, who 
then confisc:ued the drugs and lOOk them to 
the SLauon. Within twenty mlOutes of each 
up. Esposito was back on the beat and the 
dealers were a Hule bit poorer. 

This new strategy had several effects. 
Some dealers found themselves having to 
explain to unsympathetic suppliers where 
their goods had gone. Others began keep
ing their stashes on their person, making 
them more vulnerable to arrest Others 
simply quit the park. Within one month, all 
the dealers had gOllen the message-and 
the park was free of drugs. 

Today, the park is a different place. 
Children play on the swings, youths play 
basketball. Many of the older residents 
who once sat at home, phonlOg In anony
mous tips, now spend their days sunning 
themselves on the benches of "their" park. 
They show no signs of giving it back to the 
dealers. 

The actlons taken by Officer Esposito 
and local resIdents may not work as well 
anywhere else. But the thinking that led to 
their acuons can. Like the Sunset Park 
case, many persIStent problems affect resi
dents of small neighborhoods the most. As 
Officer Esposito's actions iIIustr.lte. these 
problems can often be solved with the 
resident's help. But other such problems 
are not restricted to smaliiocalities-they 
affect residents throughout the city. For 
problems like these, citywide changes in 
policies and practices are necessary. Some
Limes there is a citywide "community of 
interest" that can be relied upon to assist the 
police in much the same way that the eld
erly residents of Sunset Park helped clear 
the drug dealers Oul of .their vesl-po:ket 
park. Merchant associations, chain retail 
slOres,andcitywidecommunity groups may 
all be of assistance. Even when these 
cQmmunities are uncoopernuve, however, 
the police may still be able to solve the 
problem. 

Gainesville Puts the Brakes on Qui/cStop 
Crime. When the university town of 
Gainesville, Rorida. was hit with a rash of 
conveniencestorerobberies in spring 1985. 
the police recognized that they were deal· 
ing with'more llan just a series of unrelated 
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incidents. The deparunenl'Scnme analysts 
expected to find that one or two repeat 
offenders were responsible for the robber 
les, but suspcct descripuons prOVIded b~ 
the vlcums proved othcrv'Ise-many dlf. 
ferent offenders were responSible. Word 
had apparently spread that convenience 
stores were an easy target Police Chief 
Wayland Clifton, Jr., wondered why, and 
detailed several members of his deparunenl 
to fmd outll 

Gainesville police officers compared 
the stores that were robbed to others that 
were not Their conclusions were reveal
ing. Many of the stores that had been 
robbed had posted large adverusements In 

their front Windows. blockini:; the view 
[rom the street. Often, the checkout stand 
could not be secn by a passing car or pedes" 
lOan.. Many stores failed to light their 
parking lots, further limiung visibility. 
Others kept large sums of money in thecash 
register, and some provided only one inex
perienced employee during the late night 
hours. The stores that had not been robbed 
tended to prOVIde better viSibility ,limit the 
amount of cash in the regISter, and tram 
thelt employees in crime prevenuon tech 
niques. Thus the criminals seemed to be 
focusing on the most lucrative and vulner· 
able targets. 

To confirm thetr findings. the 
Gainesville Police arranged for a psycholo
gist at a local university to interview sixty. 
five offenders who were serving sentence~ 
for convenience store robberies. This inde
pendenl analysis provided even clearer 
results: would-be robbers avoided stores 
staffed by two clerks. Many of the robbers 
were simply taking advantage of available 
opponunities; if they had had trouble find
ing Slores with only one clerk on duty. 
many of the robberies might never have 
been committed at all. 

The police department presented these 
findings to an association ot local met
chants that had b!en established to develop 
a response to the problem. The policeaskcd 
for a commitment to change the conditions 
thatmaderobbcries easy to commit. They 
were disappointed: the merchants fell that 
tr.e solution lay in more frequent police 
patrols. and they refused to agree to volun
tary crime prevention standards. In effccL. 
the merchants argued that the costs of con. 
venience store crime prevention $hould be 
borne by th.e public as a whole ralhcr than 
by ~ stores themselves. 



Inevitably, tl':e changes in structure 
and style will affect line supervisors-ser
geants-the most. Problem solving puts a 
dual burden on supervisors. On the one 
hand, they must make many of the to~gh, 
operational decisions: setting priorities 
among different problems, facilitating 
communication and cooperation with other 
divisions of the police deparunent and 
outside agencies, and making sure their 
officers solve the problems they are as
signed. On the other hand, sergeants must 
also provide leadership, encouraging crea
tiveanalysisandresponse. Asthesergeam's 
role shifts from taskmaster to team leader, 
police agencies must take greater care in . 
selecting. training, and rewarding their line 
supervisors. 

As the structure and style of police 
agencies change, managers must also shift 
their focus from internal management prob
lems to the external problems of the public. 
When a few routine procedures such as 
preventive patrol. rapid response, and fol
low-up investigations formed the bulk of an 
agency's activity, the manager's job was 
mostly to remove barriers to efficient exe
cution of these routines. Good ma.\1agers 
streamlined administrative procedures and 
reduced papenvorlc: they implemented new 
resource deployment schemes; they struc
tured officer discretion,ll They did not 
need to emphasize crime and disorder re
duction, since crimes and disorders would 
presumably take care of themselves if the 
routines were implemented properly. 

On the other hand. problem-solving 
activities are inherently nonroutine; it is far 
more important to choose the correct re
sponse from among many possibilities-to 
"do the right thing"-than it is to "do things 
right" Thus managers must shift their 
auention from internal efficiency measures 
to external effectiveness measures. And 
they must shift from global, city- and pre
cinct-wide measures to carefully defined, 
problem-specific measures. Instead of city
wide clearance and arrest rates, police must 
emphasize neighborhood crime rates; in
stead of counting the number of tickets 
written by all officers, they must count the 
number of auto accidents on particular 
stretches of road. Implicitly, police must 
recognize that problem-spccificcrime rates, 
accidellt rates, and the like are partly within 
their control. Whereas no agency can be 
held accountable for citywide crime and 
accident rates, police managers and offi-

cers must accept partial responsibility for 
conditions in their areas. 

Changes in Police Role. Of course, crime, 
disorder, and other evils are only partly the 
responsibility of the police. As the three 
case studies illustrate, police cannot solve 
these problems by themselves: they need 
help from other public sen/ice agencies. the 
business community, and the public. The 
need to obtain cooperation and assistance 
from these "coproducers" of public safety 
requires that the role of the police agency 
must change. 

One fundamental change will be in the 
autonomy of the police relative to other 
public service agencies. Urban bureaucra;
cies are currently structured along func
tionallines-public works maintains roads 
and sewers, codes compliance ensures that 
building codes are met, and so on. But if 
urban problems are interrelated and con
centrated. as the research and case studies 
presented above suggest. then these func
tional distinctions begin to blur. The activi
ties of the public works, codes, and other 
deparunents affect (and perhaps worsen) 
the problems of all the other departments, 
so at a minimum they must communicate to 
one another what they are doing about a 
problem and why. A more ambiUous and 
effective strategy would be for 'them to 
develop and implement a common response. 
In the shonrun. each agency gives up some 
of its "turf'; in the long run, each agency 
saves itself a lot of work. 

Problem-oriented police agencies have 
found that line personnel in other agencies 
can be "hidden allies," bending procedures 
to get the job done. For example, one police 
agency attempted to solve a recurring traf
fic accident problem at a blind comer by 
convincing the traffic engineer to install a 
stop sign. The engineer rcfused to comply 
until he had conducted his own study; un· 
fonunately, many similar problcms 'were 
already awaiting study, so the engineer 
would not be able to consider the comer for 
several months. Then a police officer dis
covered that the public works personnel 
who actually installed the signs could re
place a missing or deteriorated sign within 
a few days, and thal the road workers would 
be happy to install the "missing" SlOp sign. 
The work order was placed, and the sign 
was inst:1lled within a week. Now police 
officers in this jurisdiction regularly bypass 
the traffic engineer and deal directly with 
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public works officials. 
Hidden allies may help get the Job 

done, but in the long run turf difficulties arc 
best surmounted when top managers-{;Ily 
managers and dcparunent heads-recog
nize the value of a cooperative, problem
solving approach and urge their managers 
and line personnello comply. This PULS the 
onus on problem-oriented police adminis
trators to educate and lobby their colleagues. 
running interference for their officers. As 
will be discussed later. such an educallon 
effon may .ultimately result in substantial 
changes in the city bureaucracy. 
• Problem-oriented policing also reqUIres 

that police take on a different role with 
regard to the public it serves. At present, 
police ask litlle more of citizens than that 
they repon crunes, be good Witnesses, and 
stand aside to let the professionals do thelt 
job. As with public service agencies, 
however, problem solving requires thal the 
police and the public communicate and 
cooperate more frequently. on a wider 
variety of issues. In particular, problem
oriented police agencies recognize that 
citizens often know their problems more 
intimately than the police do, and that 
sometimes citizens know beuer what must 
be done. 

This raises many difficult questions 
Just as different public service~gencies see 
different3SpeCtS ofa problem,so do differ
ent groups of citizens. If there is no consen, 
sus among the community of interest as !O 

the nature of the problem, but public coop
eration is necessary to solve it. the police 
must playa role in forging this consensus. 
Few police agencies are well equipped for 
such essentially political activities. 

Thcdilcmmaisevenmoreseriouswh~n 
the conflicl is of values, not just percep· 
tions. Quiet residents of an urb:m neighlxir. 
hood may see nothing wrong with police 
harassment of their rowdier neighbors: 1.1'1(.'; 

rowdies may legitimately claim thai thc~ 
have the right to be raucous so long as.lh,~~ 
end their loud parties before midnig~~t llH,:l 
do not threaten other residents. In dealing; 
with such a problem, police must balance 
the rights and needs of the two groups. This 
is hardly new-police have always had to 
balance the goals of serving the majority 
while guarding the liberties of the minority. 
Because the problem-oriented approach 
encourages police to seek such difficult 
situations, however, they may find them
selves making such tough choices more 



often. On the other hand. problem solving 
also emphasizes the power of information 
and cooperative action over the power of 
formal. unilateral authority. If police can . 
develop a broader repertoire of solutiMs to 
conflicts like these. they may fmd that these 
tough choices are easier to make. 

It remains to be seen how the limits on 
police authority will be set. but it is cenain 
that problem solving will require a new 
consensus on the role. authority. and limi
tations of the police in eachjurisdiction that 
adopts it.1J 

THE FUTURE: 
BEYOND PROBLEM-ORIENTED 

POLICING 

Problem-oriented policing is new. 
Traditional procedures die hard. problem 
solving methods are still under develop
ment, and no one knows for sure how 
successful the ::Ipproach will be. As a result, 
no police agency has adopted the approach 
fully, and it will be a long time before many 
agencies do. On the other hand. problem
oriented policing is a realistic response to 
thelimitationsoftraditional.incident-driven 
policing. It relies on our growing knowl
edge of the nature of crime and disorder. 
and it has been successful in a wide variety 
of police agencies. for a wide variety of 
urban crime and disorder problems. The 
problem-oriented approach seems to be 
where police work is going. 

It also seems to be where other urban 
service agencies are going. Problem-ori
enled approaches have been implemented 
on an experimental basis in electric utili
ties.2' urban transit authorities,l.S and rec
reation and parks depanments.u Over the 
next few ye:lfS. it makes sense to expect 
dramatic growth in the use of problem
solving techniques not only in municipal 
policing but in other areas as welL It is 
likely, then. that problem-oriented police 
officers will find problem-oriented fire
fighters, housing inspectors, and others to 
work with. 

This seems to be the case in Madison, 
Wisconsin, where city agencies have been 
working on problem solving since 1984. 
The city has implemented a program of 
quality and productivity improvement, a 
form of problem solving originally devel
oped in the private sector to improve the 
quality of manufactured goods. Project 
leams have been established within most 

city agencies. consisting of line personnel. 
supervisors. and managers. often working 
with a statistical consultant. They identify a 
recurring problem within their agency. 
usually an administrative bottleneck. and 
use methods successful in private industry 
to analyze and solve it 17 Although most 
Madison city agencies have concentrated 
on administrative problems. some-i nclud
ing the Madison Police Department-are 
beginning to extend the metliods to public 
problems. When Madison police officers 
take on a public problem. chances are they 
will find sympathetic and experienced 
problem solvers to work with in otheragen
cies. 

The growing use of problem-oriented 
approaches should help to reduce turf prob
lems. As standard operating procedures 
become more flexible and decisionmaking 
becomes decentralized. line officials may 
find that they owe as much allegiance to 
their colleagues from other agencies as they 
do to their own bureaucracies. One natural 
method of institutionalizing these develop
ments would be to adopt a matrix organiza
tional structure. Neighborhood teams, 
consisting of members of the police, nre, 
public works. and otherdepanments, would 
work together on a formal basis to deliver 
urban services. Although full implementa
tion of a matrix is a long way off, the 
foundation for such a structure has already 
been laid in New York City. All urban 
service agencies are decentralized into 
eighty-eight districts with identical bounda
ries; citizens participate in agency dec i
sionmaking through community boards, a 
permanent part ofthecily govemmentstruc
ture.lI 

A central element of problem-oriented 
policing is thatadm inistrati ve arrangements 
are less important than the activities that 
line officers undertake. But just as the 
centralized. control-oriented police struc
ture helped police administrators to institu.
tionalize incident-driven policing. so might 
a decentralized. team-based matrix help 
city managers to institutionalize problem
oriented urban service provision. 

Such an interagency team approach 
would also provide long-term benefits for 
the relationship between city government 
and the puoHc. Moreproblem solvers would 
be available, with cUCferent backgrounds,. 
viewpoints, and opportunities for contact 
with the public; this would improve the 
chances of early identification and com-
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plete analysis of problems. Because they 
would report to different bureaucracies. 
members of problem-solving teams would 
act as a check on one another. reducing 
many of the potential dangers of commu
nity.problem solving. Finally. the teams 
would provide a unified contact point for 
frustrated citizens who would otherwise be 
unable to negotiate their way through the 
city bureaucracy. Ifproblem-solving teams 
can be linked to community organizations. 
the oppottunities for cooperative efforts 
would increase dramatically. 

Such benefits, like the interagency team 
'or matrix structure. are speGulative. Prob
lem-oriented policing is not It provides a 
tested, practical approach for police agen
cies frustrated with putting Band-Aids on 
symptoms. By responding to recurring 
problems. and by working with other agen
cies, businesses, and the public whenever 
Possible. innovative police agencies have 
begun to develop an effective strategy for 
reducing crime and other u'Oubling condi
tions in our cities. . 
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Darrel stephens: My name's Darrel stephens. I'm the Executive 
Director for the Police Executive Research Forum. I'm with Betsy 

Watson, who is the Police Chief from the City of Houston, Texas. 
I don't know how many of you sat in this morning on the session 

on "The Move to Community Policing." 

Betsy Watson: How many did? 

Darrel Stephens: This afternoon's session is aimed at talking 
about issues with respect to changing the police department and 
its structure to serve this notion of community policing. We 
thought this afternoon we would both hit just a couple of issues, 

things we think are important with respect to changing the 
structure to be more responsive, a police department that focuses 
on this philosophy of community-oriented policing, and not spend 
as much time ~ith us talking about thos~ issues, Dut give more 
~pportunity for us to have a discussion, anQ for people in the 

audience to make comments and that type of thing, rather than 
using the time for one-way communication. 

There's five or six issues that we've seen in our experiences 

with different communities, cities around the country, with 
implementing these concepts that are going to be issues that . . 

.people have to confront. They are probably not issues that you 
don't confront in some respects with the traditional kinds of 
policing that you have, but ~hey are issues that you have to 
confront when you move this way. 

Whenever you start talking in a police department about doing 
community-oriented policing or problem-oriented policing, or 
doing something that people in the organization view as extra, 
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you immediately confront the resource allocation issue. I've 
never worked in a police department or worked for a police. 
department that when you started talking about change, that the 
immediate response was we don't have ~nough people.· We can't 
handle the calls we've got now. We can't deal with the crime 
problems. We can't fill the cars that we have out there. So one 
of the very first things you have to confront is the staffing 
levels of the police department. Part of the reason that those 
questions are there has to do with how officers are scheduled or 
deployed or how the calls for service are managed, and those kind 
of things. Part of the reason those questions are there is 
becaus~ it never really occurs much to ,the police that if we're 
going to dq something different that we stop doing, or handle 
something in a different way than weld been doing before. The 
automatic assumption is, well, if you ~/ant me to meet with the 
community, or you want me to look at problems and issues in a 
different way and work on analysis, that means I have to do that 
in addition to whatever I've been doing before. Initially, or 
to a certain extent, you might, but we have had some experiences 
in police departments where, as they start looking at repeat 
calls, for example, and start looking at why the police continue 
to go back to these same locations over and over again, and they 
begin to find some solutionsQ They're not always law entorcement 
or police solutions, but they begin to find some solutions to 
.tho~e, and rather than accepting the idea that calls for service 
are something that is going to grow from now on and for the rest 
of.our lives and into the future, they begin to have an impact on 
the number of calls for service. They solved the problem at the 
convenience store, for example, that generates 5-600 calls for· 
the police each year. They ~olved·the pr@blem at the apartment 
complex that calls a continual stream of police officers to be 
responding to that place over and over and over again. Instead 
of making 500 calls, they may only make 100 ~alls, and the time 
that they ga'in from that is time that can be redirected back into 
other activities'. 
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It is always a big issue in police departments as to whether or 

not we should start this program, and part ~f the problem is 
viewing it as a program, is whether we should start this in a 
special unit or we should aim at having this ide~ everyone in the 
police department involved in, officers on the street, 

investigators, and that type of thing. A good number of 
departments respond to these things by starting special units. 
They say, well, we are doing community policing, and here's our 
community policing officers over here to the side, or here's our 

-
community policing effort that's in, I mean, two weeks .ago it was 
crime prevention and now it's community policing, but we overlay 
that on top of whatever structures we have, and never reach the 
point to where the officers on the street themselves are engaged 
in these kind of activities. It's okay to start as a special 
unit. sometimes it's a good strategy to introduce some change 
into the organization, but if there's no thought given to how we 
transfer that idea frr,m this special unit into the everyday 

operating life of the bulk of your resources in your police 
agency, and then you're not making as much use of this kind of 
philosophy, and it actually won't survive very long, because 
that's one of the first things that goes under the resource 
pressures, is some of the special units. The bulk of the 
resources in a police department, everybody knows, is in 
operations, patrol and investigations, and if whatever you do is 

your main thrust and your main strategy of a police department, 

if it doesn't affect those people, and if those people aren't 
doing something different than what they were doing before, then 
you are not going to have any real change take place in the 
organization and the organizational life and the way they serve 
the public. 

This philosophy of policing that we're talking about requires 
some good solid, strong informational support, both from within 
the police department and within other aspects of city 
government. -Many, ~any times as officers start to look at some 
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of these issues, and they search the police files, and they find 
out that, yeah, we're going there a lot. We're arresting a lot 
of people. There's a lot of crimes that occur here, but quite 
frequently they never realize until they start looking outward, 
that in addition to the police department, whatever health 

services are there are spending a lot of time dealing with some 
of those same issues: problems are over in public works, or 'codes 
people are spending a lot of time and energy all in that same 
location, and they don1t communicate a lot until they start 
looking at that underlying problem and searching for the 

.information that may have a much greater impact on this problem 
than just what the police issues are. 

Supervisory and management ro1es--when,you start pushing 
authority and responsibility and discretion down to the lowest 
levels of the organization and begin to ask police officers to 
start looking for problems and granting them wider ranges of 
authority to work on these issues, there begins to b~ some 
tension and some struggles with the supervisory and management 
parts of t~e police department. It's a much more complex kind of 
environment.for a sergeant or a lieutenant or a captain to manage 
than it is where you view your role as making sure the officers 
show 'up, and calling roll call, a'nd getting them out in the car, 
and assigning them a case to go investigate, and that type of 
thing. So there's a lot of issues with respect to supervision 
and management. 

This idea of policing also pushes, in my view, to be effective in 
the long run, pushes you toward a more decentralized structure, 
and I know that we spent a lot of time in the 60s and 70s in 
pOlicing in bringing things under tighter control--centra1fzing-" 
doing away with all those sUbstations and doing away with a lot 
of things that we viewed as being inefficient over those times, 
and centralized command and centralize the decision making . 
process within the organizations as much as it can be in 
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policing. But, again, when you ask officers to st~rt working 
with the community and lpoking for problems and looking for the 
underlying causes'of those problems, we've got to push that 
authority back out. We've got, to look for ways that they can 
make decisions, and they can follow through with, and they can 
deal with these issues without going--they've got to be able to 
talk to the public works department and codes and compliance 
without going on up to the chief of police and over to the head 
of codes and back down. There's a lot of issues that police 
departments encounter along those lines. 

Those are a few issues that I've seen as you begin to take this 
concept and operationalize it within police departments, and 
Betsy is going to talk about a few more, and then we'll open up 
the floor and try to address questions or talk. 

Betsy Watson: As Darrel started out saying, I am chief of the 
Houston police Department and have served in that capacity only 
since January of this year. I have been in the department, 
however, for 18 years, having served in all of the lower ranks 
before this one. For the past three years, my sole 
responsibility as deputy chief was to implement this community
based policing style, and there is no question that it involves 
changing the way people think about police service, and I don't 
think there's much debate over the fact that police organizations 
generally tend to be very tradition~,l, very conservative, to hold 
steadfastly and proudly to this title of law enforcement officer, 
and yet the research definitely has shown that we spend the vast 
majority of our time doing things that are not directly related 

,to law enforcement. Whether it'is spending time in schools on 
drug education programs with the children, or finding shelter for 
the homeless, or doing the myriad of public service kinds of 
things we are called upon to do, it doesn't generally involve 
enforcing the law~ . What we have come to understand about all 
these other ~inds of. service activities is that they are somehow' 
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a diversion, something to pull us away from the primary task at 
hand which is arresting criminals and putting them in prisons. 

So we are kind of in a dilemma in many respects. We are victims 
of our own success. We have arrested so many people that the 
prisons are full to overflowing, and we have early release in 

most of the major cities, and a kind of paranoia that se~s in to 
the community, and a sense of frustration that sets into the 

minds and hearts of the police officers. 

What we have been trying to do is to look for creative 
alternatives, new ways to look at old problems, because we are in 
dire need of a new way of approaching old issues. 

There are a number of things that happened in my experience at 

Westside Command that lead me to believe that no m~tter how many 
procedures we put in place, no matter how many programs we 
establish, and no matter how hard we try to tell our officers to 
be nice and to respect people and to smile when they deliver 
service, it's just not that simple. It is far more co~plex, and 
invariably, what comes back to management is a kind of cynicism 
on the part of the officers who say, yeah, you talk a good talk. 

You live in an idealistic world where everything is supposed to 
turn out right, but the fact of the matter is, we don't get any 

support for the kinds of things we are doing. I listened to that 
for a long time from the naysayers. I had in my command there at 
wests1de, and I had only about 350 police officers, and they 
divided into camps. You had the ones who went out and did the 
job that we asked them to do, and they did a magnificent job. I 
mean, single officers would go into neighborhoods and make 
incredible changes by forming these little working coalitions 
with people in the neighborhoods. On the other hand, I had a 

wh~le camp of officers who not only did not believe that was the 
direction the department should be taking, but who underminad the 

efforts of the officers who were out there doing it. They would 
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say things like, "yeah, fine, you're out there kissing babies and 
shaking hands, and who do you think's carrying your call load 
while you're out of the car, bubba? I'm the one who's picking up 
the load. I'm the one who's carrying your share of the burden. 
And why don't you get back in the car and do what policing is all 

about." 

So I sat down with some of these naysayers and said, "all right, 
tell me really what the problem is." Once we got back to things 
like "what's in it for me? I'm not getting paid any more. 
Nobody ever got fired for doing nothing. Why should I go out 
there and take all these risks? Where's the benefit?" When we 
got through the initial phase of complaints, we started zeroing. 
in on some areas that are incredibly important, and the common 
theme that runs among them is that we can't just talk about 40ing 
things differently. It isn't even enough for a few managers in 
the organization to start thinking differently. We really have 
to create a culture and an environment throughout the 
organizat~on that is one which rewards activity which is over ana 
above the norm. 
problem solving 

actually do it, 

Activity which is indicative of initiative and 
and crea t.i vi ty, and to the extent that we don't 

to the extent that we only talk about it, we 
create not only in the minds of the police officers, but in the 
community generally, a sense of frustration because there's this 

false expectation. Som~thing is going to happen differently, 
only nothing ever does. 

So as I had started talking about it this morning, what we are 
about in Houston is revamping and reevaluating every system, 
every function, every division in the department so it more 
clearly reflects the commitment we have to neighborhood-oriented 
policing. 

Fo~ one thing, we have revamped our disciplinary process. 
Traditionally, we have had automatic discipl~ne. If an officer, 
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for example, fails to attend court when he has been subpoenaed, 
that's a day off. No discussion; no debate; you lose a day's 
pay. We have a situation where officers are supposed to qualify 
with their firearms during their birthday month. If they don't 
do it, it's a day off. You don't talk about it; you lose your 
day. And so it; is with much of the discipline where an officer 
is written up and penalty imposed, and there is nothing done in· 
terms of trying to find out why the problem occurred or to keep 
it from happening again. It is purely negative discipline; 
purely punitive. We have revamped the disciplinary system so 
that there :\s a great deal more participation on the part of the 
officer who has actually been accused of the wrongdoing, to give 
his or her side of the story, and on the part of the managers in 
the organization to contribute what each thinks will correct the 
behavior in the future. 

We are moving toward a value-based system as opposed to directive 
because fc.)r too long we have tried to manage what the officers do 
by written word. It seems to me that if an officer is guilty of 
some miscctnd~J,ct, it is insufficient for me as chief to pull ou~ 
the rule emd regulation 'that's been violated, and say here, 
here's the zule and regulation and here's your discipline, 

. becat1lsewt'j,z~/t happens' is the officers hire an attorney who then 
attacks the written word and says this is a really poorly written 
rule.. 'Yt:'b~~:' reason the officer violated it is because he didn't 
undf~7C'stc~lf;:I~,lt ~ So it becomes a debate on words I on directives, not 
on what it is ~hat we value as an organiztion. 

It seems-, to me that the burden of proof ought to fall not only on 
m.anagement with regard to the written rule, but also on the 
officer, to show that he behaved in a way that reflects what it 
is we beli.eve in; that did, in fact, preserve the sanctity of 
human 1if·e :that was intended to reinforce the strength of the 
neighbo.rhood, to enhance quality of life in the community; that 
the officer did, indeed, exhibit professional d~meanor, and if 
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all of those things exist, then the actual procedures are less 
important. It's a distinction that we haven't often made in 
policing, and certainly not in Houston. 

We are taking a look at our calls for service management, because 
one of the frequent complaints is I don't have time to problem 
solve: I don't have time to talk to people in the neighborhoods 
because there are too many calls for service. Indeed, some of 
that argument is correct, although none of the officers could be 
as busy as each says ' that he is; it's not possible. 

There, nevertheless, is an escalating volume of calls for service 
and diminishing resources with which to answer them, so we have 
established teleserve capability as a first step. We did that a 
couple of years ago, and we found out when we did our workloads 
demand analysis, just as a result of the teleserve unit, we 
needed 500 fewer police officers than we would have without the 
teleserve unit. One officer can handle 20 reports on the phone, 
whereas it takes an officer in the field to handle 4. 

We have to take a look at developing working relationships with 
the constables and the security guards and all of the private 
·~yes, the detectives, that the communities hire to handle some of 
their security problems. There has been a natural animosity in 
the past between the public police officer and these private 
security guards, but there are a number of things those 
individuals can do that will take some of the call load off; for 
example, loud noise complaints, dumping, vandalism, and mischief 
complaints. There are some things that they can, in fact, serve 
to supplement what it is we are doing, and we are exploring those 
kinds of things. 

We are taking a look at our recruiting and the kinds of training. 
Rather than,pull officers in for ~lassroom instruction and then 
turning them loose into the departm~nt, we're coming up with a 
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more interactive training relationship. You know, when I came 

through the academy in 1972, I spent four months in the 
classroom, and when I got out on the street, the first thing I 

. heard wa's II forget all that crap you learned in the academy; I 1m 

going to teach you what policing's really about." It is part of 

the culture that the officers learn very quickly. What we're 
doing now is pulling the officers in for classroom training and 
then sending them out into the field to practice what it is they 
have learned. Then we bring them back into the classroom and 
say, "okay, how was -it different from what you expected?" We go 
on to phase two. This is something we are just now developing, 
but the idea is to build in a ,sense in the officer's mind, the 
young cadet's mind, that this is my neighborhood. This is where 

I'm going to work, a~d I'm responsible for what it is that 
happens there. If it's good, I'm responsible, and if it's bad, 
I'm responsible. 

We have changed the way in which we prioritize calls for service, 
and we have transferred the management of the'calls for service 
from the central dispatch function to the first line supervisor 
in the field. I don't know how it's done in police departments 
across the country, but generally speaking, you have a 

centralized dispatch unit that classifies the calls for 'service, 

then you have a dispatcher that decides who is going to run what 
call and when. 
responsibility. 

What we have done in Houston is had a shared 
We have the dispatchers classify the call and 

announce the call, but seeing to it that it gets answered and 
when is the responsibility of the officer and his first line 
supervisor. Now the sergeants have resisted that. They keep 
saying it's not their job; it's the dispatcher's job to handle 
those calls for service, to manage them. When I go back to them, 

as I have, and said, okay, so tell me exactly what your job is, 
they say, well, you know. Well, I do know, and I know that it . 
could be more than it is. 
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So I guess what I'm saying to you is there's not one system or 
function in the department that is not being completely revamped. 
We have, fortunately, enormous support from the people in the 
organization, because when we attack some of these problems, 
we're not attacking them because we are dissatisfied, but because 
the officers themselves are dissatisfied. The officers don't 
like the fact that there's no reward for doing good. 'They don't 
like the fact that there's no penalty for doing nothing. They 
don't like the fact that there's so many calls for service they 
can't answer them all. When we offer them an opportunity to come 
together with management and say, all right, let's troubleshoot 
this thing and come up with a strategy that might work 
differently and better, and let's bounce it off some members of 
the community, they like it. They like the idea of having input, 
and.I think the product that we achieve as a result is a better 
product than many that we have had up until now. 

At this point, I guess we can open it for questions. 

Audience: Could you be a little more specific on what you have 
done to counter the attitude that there's no penalty to doing 

nothing? 

Betsy Watson: Okay. The pervasive mentality about no penalty 
for doi~g nothing is one that I think is more talked about than 
actually perceived. One of the reasons I say that is because one 
of the officers at a roll call that I made recently said that he 
was just going to find himself a shade tree because there is no 
penalty for doing nothing. He wasn't going to go out there and 
expose himself to any kind of risk. An hour later, I saw that 
same officer furiously working at the computer and barking orders 
out to some of his compadres saying, well, you know, you need to 
contact Ms. Jones and tell her we're going to be out there, and 
you need to have the surveillance over here, etc. What had 
h tened is that he had been dispatched to a burglary call first 
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thing out of the gun, and at the burglary scene he had found a 

slip of paper that had a series of addresses on, and when he went 

back and checked them in the computer, seven of the addresses had 

been burglarized. There were five more that had been spotted, 

including the one at that location, so he knew he had a shopping 
list, and he jus,t really went to town. When I walked up to him 

a,nd sawall that, I said, "is this what a shade tree looks like?" 

He looked at me, and he said, "Yeah, but this is different." 

Okay? So the fact of the matter. is, we are dealing with, in ~y 
view, a very small proportion. It's not a perVasive thing. Most 
of the officers talk about not wanting to do anything, but very 

few actually carry it out. 

In order to deal with that, particular .dile~a, what I have done 

is pulled some of the brightest and the best officers and said, 
"okay, you tell me what makes a good officer a good officer, and 
how it is I reward a good officer for being that. What we are 
developing this fiscal year, as a matter of fact, which ends in 
June, is what .y,e,3 are calling a master police officer alternate 

career path. We have never had one. I don't know if you have 
them in your cities. In Houston we have a system where all 

police officers get paid the same. It's governed by state law. 

You cannot pay an officer any kind of a bonus or any kind of an 
incentive for doing something extraordinary. We are this year 
creating an alternate career path wnere officers have a choice of 
doing one of several different things. One, they can take the 
written examination to be a sergeant and proceed up the 

administrative and supervisory ladder. Alternatively, they have 
i~creased opportunities to go into some of the specialized units 
in the department. That's number two. Number three, they can 
stay in patrol in the uniformed component and get paid extra for 
it. In order to get paid extra, we're establishing criteria 
whereby you have to be involved in community activity off and on 
duty. You have to have completed so many extracurricular hours 
or'training, which is available both at the police academy and in 
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some of the local universities. other criteria are being 

developed by police officers, by those officers ~ho recognize 
that there are some individuals who create more, and by 
extrapolating those qualities and then paying extra for them, we 

,have an opportunity to reward the high performers. 

One of the things that 8 s coming about as a result of just their 
preliminary discussions is that some of the people who haven't 
been doing anything for years are saying, "well, now wait. I·f 
there's money attached here, maybe I can take another look at 

this." 

Audience: To what extent did you get employee participation and 
consensus building in order to support this change? 

Betsy Watson: All right. Initially we did too little. 
Initially what we had is a group of academics who came up with a 
training program, and we administered it to our officers and said 
this is what we want you to do differently. We also told the 
supervisors, this is what your officers are going to be doing 
differently, so you will know. Okay? And it just didn't work. 
It didn't work at all. wllat we are doing differently now: 
several months ago we established what we call an employee 
council. The employee council consists of a representative from 
every shift of every division in the department, and we meet on a 
monthly basis. There's 142 people that are represented in that 
way, and they come together monthly to meet with the chief and 
the members of the command staff, the assistant and deputy 
chiefs. The first session that we had was to identify all of the 
gripes that everybody has, and I'm telling you, there were pages. 
Then we had the people prioritize them, assign a score. What ~e 
are doing nml is we're going down methodically dealing with the 
primary issues first, and we developed task forces of like ten 
people each, and say, okay, here is the problem. It is not 
sufficient for you to identify a problem and tell management it's 
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management's fault it's not fixed because we don't know how to 

fix it any better than you do, but together we probably can work 

it out. So we get this task force of ten people, and we assign 

an assistant chief to th~ group to make sure that they have the 
resources that tpey need to do the research, etc. Every month 
they go back in written form and orally and give a briefing to 

the larger group. Each member of that group then goes back to 

his own roll call and delivers the message, and just Thursday I 

was in a meeting with my employee group leaders. Now I have four 

employee groups in Houston. I meet with them monthly. The chief 

has always done that, I mean, for years, as far as I can 
remember. certainly since Lee Brown was there, these meetings 
occurred. So one of the employee group leaders said he didn't 

think it was fair that I was meeting with all of these people 

throughout the organization, and why couldn't they go to this 
employee council and deal with some'of the issues. So I think 
it's getting a whole lot better. Initially when I first did it, 
there was a lot of resentment. People said, "well, you know the 

Economic Summit is coming to Houston, and the chief is concerned 
we're going to make fools of ourselves. She's just trying to 
throw some oil on the water here." But it has evolved into . 

something really good. 

Audience: (couldn't hear) 

Betsy Watson: Did everybody hear the question? How critical to 
the change process are the supervisors and mid-level managers? 
What have we done to try to deal with that issue? That is one of 

the things that I look back now and realize was wrong, because by 
taking our message to the patrolmen, we left out the middle 
managers, and we had to pay a very dear price for it, because 
w~en the patrolmen tried to create new strategies, they would go 
to the sergeant with things like, "look, I've got a burglary 
problem. All I need is a plainclothes unit for three days," and 
the sergeant would say, "oh, so nGW you are a detective," and you 
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know, disco~rage this kind of activity. So what we did is we 

started kind of again at ground zero. The assistant chiefs 

developed an educational platform for the deputy chiefs and 

administered the training, because it seems to me the best Wily to 

learn s?mething is to teach it. The assistant chiefs taught the 

deputy chiefs. The deputy chief~ then developed and administered 

a training component to the captains. The captains to the 

lieutenants, and next week we start the first session for 

sergeants. Now we have almost 600 sergeants in the organization, 
so it's going to take us a while to get through the curriculum, 
but every time we do it, it gets better, because every time we do 
it, we draw from an experience at each of the area stations where 

some officer has done something that reflects what we have been 

talking about all these years. Then we have these particular 
individuals get up and tell their story. It sounds different 
when you have sergeants hearing from another sergeant something 
that they have done versus hearing it from the chief. YOll know I 
it kind of hurts my ego, but sergeants have more credibility 
among sergeants than I do or than any chief. So it seems to be 
working very much better, and we'~e getting closer. 

Darrel Stephens: If I could comment on that just a second, there 

have been different approaches in different communities ~round 
the country in dealing with the middle management, 
sergeant/lieutenant/captain area. While I was still in Newport 
News, and we went in this direction, because of some prior 
experience with change we focused pretty heavily on middle 
management level people. We brought them in in the vel~ 
beginning in planning. They were the people that were guiding 
the direction in tel~S of the thinking of the officers, and we 
spent a lot of time with training and retreats, and still ended 
up with not a·very good response from that group. It was still a 
struggle for us, and it's a struggle that six years from when we 
started, they are still struggling with middle managers. 
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A couple of activiti~s that I participate in where we have two 

different groups that come together that talk about these issues, 

~iddle management is a struggle for almost every police 

department that I've been associated with or heard about, trying 

to wrestle through these issues. 

I'm getting more.and more to believe that in policing we need to 

step back a little bit and ask ourselves if we need a sergeant 

and a lieutenant and a captain and an inspector and a major and 
an assistant chief and a deputy chief, and however many others 
names they are called, and in some places corporals and 

supers~rgeants and just lots and lots of levels of organization. 
We keep struggling with defining roles at those 'levels, and I 

think it's fair for us to ask if there is·a role for all of those 
levels, and maybe we need to redefine some of those jobs. 

Audience: Are there any strategies for building better 
relationships between community groups and particular minorities? 

Betsy watson: We have a lot of different organizations 
throughout the city, and many of them are minority groups that 

are designed to have that kind of rapport. We emphasize in the 

minority community the c~urches, because both in the Hispanic and 
the black communities the ministers have a great deal of 
influence and prest.ige over the community at large. We meet with 
the ministers on a monthly basis, and hear their input and attend 
functions, go to the various churches, etc. We also endeavor to 
involve some of the community leaders into th~se problem solving 
sessions that we bave to just talk through some of the issues. I 
find that it's not surprising there is no such thing as one 
voice. There isn't one Hispanic community; there isn't one black 
community;. or one white community. It's a bunch of individuals 
with a bunch of different agendas that are trying to be played 
out, and the best thing from my perspective, what seems to work 
is really getting the officers and the managers, everybody, into 
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the community for the various functions that are going on, being 

seen and known, and then bringing the information back. It seems 

to work the best. 

Darrel stephens: One of the biggest issues is to focus on 

substance. I think you can only show your canines and you can 

only show your horse patrols, and you can only show your robot 

and those kinds of things at community meetings so many times. 

People get tired of that after a while. The departments that are 
most effective at dealing with neighborhoods and community groups 
are those that once they begin to establish this relationship, 

they focus on the problems of that neighborhood, and they become 
a partner in understanding the nature of those problems and 

trying to resolve them. One of the big issues that a lot of 
police departments are wrest.ling with that are moving toward a 

strategy is what's the proper role for them in community 
organizing, or is there a role? 

END OF TAPE 

•••• police departments are making conscious decisions to provide 

training to people in that skill and in that area, but dealing 
with SUbstantive problems are the best relations. 

Audience: I'd like to take it from a little different 
perspective. What have you done in the way of tying the city 

councils into this process? It seems to me if you're talking 
about a culture change and values here that these are the values 
that city council ties into, and it also seems to me that if 
you've got a problem or a serious problem in the police 
department buying into a new initiative, it won't be long before 
that surfaces politically, and the city council likes to take 
quick action in the public safety sector, in terms of dealing 
with serious crime or serious problems. I'm just wondering--I've 
heard a lot about the internal structure--I'm kind of wondering 
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what you've done with the city councils in pulling them into the 

process. 

Audience: May I add to that question? From a personal 

perspective, not only are you a woman, but you don't have gray 

hair. You don't meet the expectation of what a police chief is 

supposed to' look like. 

Betsy watson: Well, it's interesting. When the mayor first 

became serious about offering me this job, and I first became 
serious about saying no, I really don't want that job, I thought 
there was going to be a great deal of resistance from the 
community at large because I don't fit the mold. And also from 
the department, not only because I don't fit the mold, but 
because I have been known to take some pretty unpopular stands 

through the years. I'm a known commodity, and I thought I'm 
going to have resistance on that scale. It didn't happen, oddly 

enough. I have widespread support (knock on wood), I might find 
it different when I get back, in the community and in the 

department~ I spend a great deal of time talking to the 
individual councilmembers, more than I would li~e, but really it 
just sometimes requires that on the various issues. What the 
councilmembers really want to know is not the way the department 
runs, but that the problems of their constituencies that are 

being raised on an individual basis are being addressed. To the 
extent that there is a problem with their constituency, then they 

want to know all the ins and,outs about that particular thing, so 
it does take a lot of time and energy. 

I have introduced the command level people into that process, 
because it used to be only the chief. I have the commanders also 
developing relationships with the various councilmembers, so that 
each knows that he or she can call not only me, but can call one 
of the commanders that they've learned to get to know, and get 
answers to their questions. We also have a very ~apid turnaround 
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on any issue that the council raises. It's treated as a priority 

so they know they' can geG an answer out to whoever it is that's 

complaining to them, and it seems to go well. 

In terms of my being a ~emale, etc., in many respects it has 

worked to my advantage; not to say that I haven '.t taken on some 

political controversy. I have. I was talking to one of the 

leaders in the community, and I said, "you know, what's 

interesting here is that there's a lot of opposition for my 

particular view on this, but before someone gets up and speaks 
out against me, he starts by saying, 'now don't take this 
personally; we stili want you to be chief.,n I said, "why is 

this? Why is it everybody keeps apologizing before they say 

something bad?" He said, "well, you know, you don't beat up on 
Uncle Sam, you don't beat up on apple pie, and you don't beat up 
on motherhood." So, you know, well, it works. 

Darrel stephens: I think city council is an area where most of 
the introduction to these concepts in communities around the 
country ha.$ been in the normal processes of your interaction with 
them. At budget time you may need additional money for training 
or additional money to do a certain thing, and you may have some 

discussions there. When you get a complaint about response time 
on a particular issue, you take that opportunity to try to 

educate city council people if the complaint happens to come from 
there, and you are involved in that response. It's more in the 
day-to-day interaction and work of the police department in 
trying to respond to those issues rather than sitting down and 

talking about the values that people are talking about in police 
departments, or an overall shift in strategy from a reactive 
focus on incidents to a more proactive focus on problems. It's 
probably not the best way to do it, but in my experience the 

council's got a lot of things on their plate, and it's hard to 
·get them to focus,. even though they deal a lot with police issues 
and complaints and things, it's hard to get them to focus and 
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step back and talk about philosophic~l issues and philosophical 

changes in the way you police a community, and the police role 

vis-a-vis the neighborhoods and the community themselves. It's 

just not something that seems to grab their attention long enoush 
to where you can make a real substantive discussion. 

Ar10ther thing is, a lot of these things are developing as they 
go. There is a sense that we want to focus on ·effectiveness. 

There's a sense and some of our research tells us that if we've 
got a stronger relationship with the community·, we I re better even 

in the traditional sense at solving crimes and dealing with these 

issues, but a lot of tqese things are developing, and they have 

been developing with people like Betsy and Reuben and some other 
chiefs around the country that have an idea, and they are . 
pursuing it, but it's developing along the way, so it's hard to 

say here's exactly what we are talking about in some coherent 
way, and they are not able to take the time to sort of work 
tnrough these things with you. 

Audience: You talk about middle management and city councils, 
some of us might have problems with the police themselves. How 
popular is this concept of (unable to hear) 

Darrel stephens: I would estimate that of the, and I don't know 
whose numbers, you get numbers of 1~-14 to 16-17,000 and 
sometimes higher police departments in the country. My 

estimation is there's probably 250-300 of them that are really 
giving some serious attention to these issues and trying to 

figure out how to handle the work19ad and the drugs and the 
violence and the crime at the same time you want to restructure 
and redirect the energies of your organizations. I've been doing 
these workshops in police groups while I was a police chief and 
since then for the past five or six years. Betsy and I have done 
a number of them together. Surprisingly enough, the rooms are 
usually full. There's a lot of chailenges about whether or not 
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this is the right way ~o go. People say how can you get friendly 
with the community when yo~'ve got all this crime and drugs and 

violence? How can you find the time and resources? The chiefs 
themselves struggle with the idea of being able to do all of 
those things and want more people to do it, but there have been 
some major changes that have taken· place Over the past year or 
two versus what it was two or three or four or even five years 
ago. Today you've got a lot more people that are willing to 
accept the idea that the police can be much more effective if. 
they're closer with the community, if they work with other parts 
of government,. and other parts of business, and the issues are 
not arguing and debating those points. It's more how do you go 
about doing that? I've seen some ~eal shifts in that. To say 
that the majority are engaged in these kind of activities, even 
though they may have a community policing unit or problem solving 
thing, that's really not the case, but I think that by the end of 
the decade you will see from the experiences of people who are 
wrestling through these, and communities who are wrestling 
through these, those,will be the models, and citizens will begin 
to expect a different kind of police service than they experience 
right now. 

Audience:' (couldn't hear). 

Darrel Stephens: Yes, sir. We firs.t started doing them about 
five years ago, and it has been on all the time. 

Audience: How do you. achieve this.working in a community where 
(can't hear) 

Betsy watson: Well, that's one of the most--did everybody hear? 
How ,do you see this in a community of 7~lO,OOO citizens where 
you've got 20-40 police officers? Well, the same argument holds, 
really, city after city after city. In Houston, we have two 
million people; we have 4,000 officers: and only half of those 
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are actually assigned to street duty, and that includes the 

c.ommanders. So I think the problems change only by magnitude. 

'No matter what chief you talk to in what city, the issues are the 
same. only the size seems to change. Would you differ with 

tha t , Da,rrel? 

Darrel: No. 

Audience: (cou.ldn't hear) • 

Betsy Watson: Well, you know my view has always been, the 
question is if y~u've got 4,000 officers you can do all this 

sophisticated training, but if you've only got 20 or 40, how do 
you do this? You know, it's so interesting, because when I 

started out doing this thing in Houston, I thought, my God, I've 
got 4,000 officers; that's unmanageable. I can't possibly handle 
4,000 officers. I had to take off a piece of the organization, 

so I got 

thought. 
it is to 

only 350 because anybody can manage that many, I 

It seems to me that the smaller the number, the easier 

manage, and yet I was talking to a high police official 
from sydney, Australia, who said when they started doing it, I 

think they had 18,000 officers, and so they decided to deal with 
a small group of only 4~000, because that was more manageable. 

Darrel: I think in many ways in a smaller community you may not 

need the same kind of training program because in a lot of ways 
smaller communities behave this way to begin with. They don't 
have the special units and the resource bag that is available to 
a city like Houston, so there's a natural tendency to go to other 
parts of the government, and for people to be more willing to 
help each other cut. There's a lot of times a greater level of 
y~owledge of neighborhoods and people in·the community, so 
there's probably some things that are happening by accident that 

we work very hard at introducing into some of our larger cities. 
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Audience: You were talking earlier about value-based management 
where you had been the chief.; how'do you get your values down in 

the organization? 

Betsy Watson: What we're doing is revamping the directive 
system, and once again, every change that "we are making involve~ 
police officers. We're talking about values for those of you in 
the back of the room. Making sure that values get instilled 
within the organization. The values are not new. We have had 
values for years, but what we have done is we have written them 
on a piece of paper and hung them on a wall. Every division 'you 
go into has the values printed. You walk up to a police officer 
and say, "what are our values? Recite them." And they say, 
"Hu.h?" So it seems to me what we have to do is go back to the 
hundreds of rules, reg~lations, and standard operating procedures 
that we have; eliminate those that are extraneous, because many 
have been written one on top of another, and those that conflict, 
and start each one out saying here's the intent. This is what we 
,believe in as an organization. This is what the intent is. 
Forget the words h~re; this is the intent of what we are trying 
to do. The intent here is to enhance quality of life in the 
community, for example, through thus and such. Then we go 
through the procedure which is meant to be guidance. The real 
hard, binding value is what it is that the officer's accountable 
for fulfilling, and procedure is meant to be a guideline. on here 
in the majority of cases are ways we think you can probably carry 
this out, but it's the actual value that he's held accountable 
for explaining. It's very mUch more difficult for them. It's 
very much more difficult for an officer to defend his actions 
that are based on values than if it's based on a written word. 

Audience: So the object is (unclear); assuming that you've had 18 
years in the organization and now you're getting a chance to put 
your imprint on that group. How ar~ your values getting 
implemented in the department? Are you rewriting, doing it by 
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task force, or meet in small groups. What;s the implementation 

of this? 

Betsy Watson: All of those things. There is no one way to 
implement values •. Values have to be stated over and over again 
in everything that is done, whether it is a task force, whether 
it I S my employee council that I s meeting, whether it I S a commar\d 

staff, when we rewrite our directive system, when we take a look 
at our recruiting, it all begins with a statement of values •. 
This is what we are doing, because it's not a procedure. I can't 
mandate values. I have to live them, and I have to make the 
people in the organization do it. So no matter what it is we do, 
it starts with a statement of values. 

Darrel Stephens: For police officers it's living the part. It's 
easy for police, and we've done it for years, to produce nice 
flowery statements and procedures and policies, but they've seen 
them forever, and what happens is that if the chief, new or old, 
continuing to develop, docasn't live by those values, if you say 
we have a respect for human li:lce and then overlook a shooting 
situation or look the other way when you've got a real fuzzy 
p~licy issue and don't talk about that within the organization, 
then the police officer's say, "aha, that's just that scroll 
that's on the wall f and it really doesn't mean anything to a 
police department." Have you all changed your basic values? 
Probably for Betsy it's going ~o be testing. People are going to 
say, well, even though she was involved in that, developing them, 
they are going to wait to see if she lives by those values as a 
police chief, and that's probably the day-to-day stuff. 

Audience: As far as your structural issues, your police 
officers, or maybe in other communities, is it incompatible, this 
philosophy, with requiring officers to meet certain minimum 
stats, x number of arrests, x number of anything, and also what 
did you do structurally with rotation and assigning officers 
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permanently to some beats, and is that really something that is 

essential to this community-based thing, and can you apply this 

same philosophy to smaller communities where it's difficult to 

keep somebody to one area for more than ~eeks at a time without 
having to move them somewhere else, and if you've got shift 

rotation problems, trying to establish a rapport, 'person, officer 

works one shift of the day, and doesn't return in the daytime, 

120 days or 90 days. 

Darrel Stephens: I didn't plant that question, but that's a 

great one. I think that really gets at the heart of a lot of 
implementation issues.' Firs~, the number things are not 

,incompatible with community policing. It's the empha~'is that you, 
place on them. What you really want to focus on is the 
identification of problems and the resolution of those problems. 
If you identify a burglary problem in the neighborhood, for 
example, and you measure the result of that effort based on 
arrests and the burglaries continue, you know, you haven't really 
done much, and a police department historically would stop with 

the arrest issue. They would say, ~ell, we've had 50 burglaries 
in the neighborhood, and we've made lots of arrests, and what, 

else do you want us to do, but the burglaries continue to go on. 
That's one ~spect of that measurement, but you wQuld also want to 
look to see what the department has done, or the officer in that 
particular neighborhood has done to resolve that larger issue of 
burglaries. 

If you want to look at the number of tickets, citations that an 
officer writes, that's not as important as is the number of 

accidents at a particular intersection, or maybe even the number 
of injuries from pedestrians, or maybe the kinds of complaints 
that you get from a particular community for speeding or that 
kind of thing. If you continue to get the complaints, it doesn't 
make any difference the number of tickets an officer writes. 
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What you want to focus on is whether or not the problem is 

resolved. 

It's a useful measure, but it's not the measure of your results 

in dealing with the problem. 

Audience: Special officers are not meeting the stats. 

Darrel 'stephens: . I think that's absurd. I don't think that's a 

good approach because it again focuses on means over ends. What 

we want to try to do in policing and what some of these people 
a:r:'e working on is trying to focus on the ends. What is it that 
you want a police department and a police officer to do? 

Betsy Watson: I've got to run catch a flight, but I don't want 
to leave without having one final thing here. On this particular 
issue, we used to have years ago a quota of three tickets a day. 
You've got to have your three tickets or a day, or you're in 
trouble. okay? So when we started. this NOP thing, we said, all 
right, no more quotas; you're going to focus on results; Well, 
one of the sergeants, two of the sergeants, came to me and said, 

~you are a crazy woman because now they are going ~o write . 

zippetydoodah, zero, and you're going to be qn me because they 

are not productive," and I said, "no, because you see, the 
officers are assigned individual neighborhoods, and if the 
officer is not writing any traffic, what he is telling you is 
there1s no traffic problem in his neighborhood, and you have 
statistics that tell you if there's accidents, so if.there's no 

traffic probls,m, then he shouldn't be writiD9. tickets." The 
sergeant said, "well, of course, there's traffic problems." 
"Well," I said, "that's your answer. Three a day probably won't 
correct it. II I've got to run. 

Darrel Stephens:. The other part was the beat assignments and the 
shift rotation. Shift rotation, depending on how frequently it's 
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done (there's a lot of police departments that rotate on a 

monthly basis, some rotate every week, and that's probably one of 

the worst things you can do if you want to try to introduce your 

officers into the community and get them to know them), so you 

have to have some consistency in assignment both in time and in 

location. I don't think it's unreasonable for an officer to work 

a particular area of the community for a couple of years before 

you move them. It takes that long to really get to know the 

people that you're working with. In the rotational aspect, if 

you want to not have accountability of officers, then one of the 
best ways to do it is to rotate your shifts. 

Audience: What your talking about in many ways sounds like what 

.is happening to the educational system in this country. We 
decided twenty years ago that teachers were not only going to 

teach, but they were going to worry about nutrition and physical 
fitness, family counseling, and pregnancy problems and all the 
rest of it. We have essentially destroyed the educational system' 
in the united states, and when you talk to high school principals 
or grammar school principals and teachers, and we ask them why 

can't our kids read and write any more, they ,say we don't get to 
teach any more. We're doing all these other things. I'm 

concerned that is what we might be talking about happening to law 
enforcement here; it's easy to lose track of what our initial 
focus is in law enforcement. The underlying focus is to protect 
property, arrest the bad guys, and put them in jail. 

Darrel Stephens: Well, see, I don't agree with you at all on 
that being the focus. I'm not even sure I like using the term 
any more of law enforcement. I think policing is a better term 
because the reality is what the citizens we serve call on us to 
do. The majority of what they call on us to do is not law 
enforcement kinds of activities; it's policing kind of 

activities, and this philosophy of policing that the people are 
taking to is directing the police towards solving those problems, 
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the crime situations and difficulties in a way looking at it 
broader than just arrest. Arrest is a good deal, sometimes, and 
it's an appropriate thing sometimes. More often than not, if you 

,start to change your lens a little bit and broaden it and ask 
yourselves, and the police contribute to asking and contribute to 
working toward a solution that looks toward resolution beyond law 
enforcement, there's a lot of possibilities that open up, not 
necessarily that police have to do themselves, but in working 
with others, a'lot of possibilities that open up that doesn '.t 
j.ust rely on the criminal justice system. If you force the 
police and everything they do into the criminal justice system, 
and that doesn't work, then you're pretty much through, and I. 
think that's what we've done. That's what we've done for years, 
and I don't think by any stretch of the imagination we could say 
that everything's working just fine. One more question and then 
we'll close. 

Audience: I just have a question on what is being done in 
dealing with the cynicism and ? that police officers tend to 
develop over time. They become suspicious because of the work 
and the nature of the work, then it finds its way into dealing 
\,d. 'f;h their own forces internally I and I think you referre~ to 
that, and something's got to be done in communication; if it's 
not dealt with, communications can't be open. 

Darrel Stephens: The question has to do with police officer 
cyrticism and how you deal with that as it develops over time, and 
it certainly develops after a period of years in some, if not 
all, officers for a short period of time anyway. What this 
philosophy of policing that I've seen in a lot of different 
organizations has done has begun to basically rejuvenate officers 
who had given up a long time ago. They begin to see the results 
of thetir work, and arrest is not as satisfying an activity as 
many people would want-you to believe, because they see the same 
people over and over again. They don't see all these people 
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going to jail. It's not the officer's fault. It's not the 
court's fault. It's maybe even not the correctional system's 
fault, because all of those things are full. As they begin to 
work through some of these problems and some of these issues from 
the beginning to the end, they may have some arrests. They 
establish a relationship with a neighborhood or people in the 
community who they didn't know before. It was an us and them 
kind ot environment. They saw hostility every. time they looked 
out the windshiel~ of their car, but never really qot to know 
th~se people. The more that otficers move into this kind of 
policing, the level of cynicism begins to go down, and they begin 
to feel empowered, ,and basically you're empowering police 
officers to do some things that they'd never had th3 capacity or 
the authority to do before, and their job takes on a much 
difterent meaning. We've got police departments in this country, 
one that I was the chiet in, after we had moved in this direction 
for a couple of years, and they are still working on it, we had 
trouble getting people, officers on the street, to compete to be 
a detective, to go through the process for detectives. 
Detectives, of course, thought that was just the absolute end of 
the world, that they didn't know how we were' going to do this any 
more, but when officers want to stay in patrol, want to work in 
the neighborhoods that they were working in, and pass up 
opportunities to go to the detective divisions, 'something has 
really begun to change in those organizations, and the cynicism 
begins to decline. 
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•••• throughout the nation. My name is Darrel stephens. I'm 

executive director of a group called the Police Executive 

Research Fo~ that's located in Washington, DC~ We're going to 

spend the time we have this morning talking about what we think 

is the strategic change taking place in policing. from the . . 
perspective of experienced and thoughtful local government 

executives. We haye three outstanding panelists that I want to 

introduce.in the order in which they will speak, and then I want 

to give j'ust a brief overview of this concept before we go to the 

panelists. 

Our first speaker will be Chief Reuben Greenberg. He's the 

police chief in Charleston, south carolina, and has been since 

1982. Prior to tbat he was deputy director of ·the Florida 

Department of Law Enforcement. He served as the chief deputy 

sheriff in Orange county, Florida, and also as chief of police in 

Opalocka, Florida, and several other law enforcement positions 

throughout his career. He served at the state, local, and county 

level in law enforcement. He has recently published a book 

called Let's Take Back Our streets, has spent quite a lot of time 

thinking about how the police should relate to and deal with the 

community, and on police effectiveness. He did his undergraduate 

work at San Francisco state University, and has two masters 

degrees from the University of California at Berkeley, one in 

public administration and one in city planning. 

Our next speaker is Elizabeth Watson. She's a wife, a mother, a 

law enforcement professional, and the first woman police chief of 

a major American city. Prior to her appointment last January, 

she was a deputy chief of the Westside Command station for more 
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than two years. While she was there, she won widespread 

recognition and accolades for her implementation of the 

department's highly innovative neighborhood-oriented policing 

philosophy. For three years prior to that, she served as a 

captain, overseeing the operations of inspections and the auto 

theft divisions, and in 1981, she reached the rank of lieutenant, 

after having served five years as a detectiye. She's an honors 

graduate with a degree in psychology from Texas ,Tech University. 

She's affiliated and works closely with the International 

Association of Chiefs of Police, the Police Executive Research 

Forum, and the state and county Texas Police Chiefs Associations. 

lqbile she's not on the road speaking or at work, she is busy with 

her two children ages 9 and 4, and her husband, this is truly a 

law enforcement family, is also a member of the Houston Police 

Department. 

Our final speaker is Dr. Camille Cates Barnett. She's currently 

the city manager of Austin, Texas. She has worked in Houston as 

the director of finance and administration. She served in 

Dallas, Texas, as the deputy city manager, and has worked in 

local government at various positions in Sunnyvale, california, 

Grand Rapids~ Michigan, and Washington, DC. She has a Ph.D. from 

the University of Southern California, an MPA from Southern 
California, and a BA from Lawrence University in Appleton, 

Wisconsin. 

Something has been going on in policing for the past five to ten 

years that some have called a quiet revolution. In the face of 
research in the 1970s, the question, basic assumptions, on which 
the police dealt with crime and service demands, some police 
executives spent the 1980s looking for alternatives. In the face 
of steadily increasing violence, crime, drug abuse, calls for 

service, and declining resources, in many communities some police 

executives began to look more closely at the underlying causes of 
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these problems, and began to ask questions about police 

effectiveness. 

In the face of what seemed to be increasing tension between the 

police and communities that they served, some police executives 

began to examine those police-citizen relations~ips and to seek 

. ways of co-producing neighborhoods th~t ~ere relatively free of 
crime and disorder. In the face of increasing civil litigation 
and police union activities, some police executives began to look 
at managing by values, decentralizing authority, and enhancing 

the role of the police officer on the street. 

This quiet revolution has been called community-oriented 
policing, problem-oriented policing, neighborhood-oriented 
policing, and a variety of other names. For those interested in 
something besides jumping on the bandwagon and making a name 
change, there are some common elements in those various efforts. 
The police are actively working with members of the community, 
other departments of government, and business in the 
identification, analysis, and development of solutions tailored 
to the problems of those neighborhoods. 

Police are shifting their focus on true problems rather than just 
responding to incidents and are placing much greater emphasis on 
outcome measures other than process measures like response time 

and arrests. Police are looking outside the criminal justice 

process for solutions to crime and disorder. Police are managing 
by values and looking for ways to fit the department structure to 
tne service needs rather than the other way around. 

As the 1990s progress, I believe that we will see even more 
change take place in the way the police relate to the communities 
that they serve, and the way that they look at the problems and 
issues that people look to the police for help to deal with. 
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This morning we have these three panelists who have spent a lot 

of time thinking and working on these issues, and they are going 
to share their experiences ,with you. We will have time for 
questions and comments and answers after they finish their 

presentations. 

Chief Reuben Greenberg: Well, thank you very much. Probably 

most of you wonder what is this so-called new thing'called 
community-oriented policing. How does it differ from 
neighborhood policlng or team policing or a number of other 
different types of approaches that have been tried in this 
country for, I guess, the last two decades. Community-oriented 
policing, from my perspective, certainly isn't new. What it 

really is and most nearly approximates with a few little changes 
is the kind of policing that I had in my neighborhood when I was 
growing up; that is to say, not only were the police one with the 
community, at least so far as dealing with criminal victimization 
was concerned, but they were part of the community. We knew 

them, we saw them in various kinds of locations, churches, and 
various types of social events. These'people were part of our 

lives in addition to being police officers. 

But that realization for my part came, really, about the last ten 
years. I have been in this business getting close to a quarter 
of a centurJ now, and people might ask if we had performed in a 
certain way for a long time, why would we want to change what we 
were doing in going to this community-oriented policing or 
whatever else fancy name you want to give it. Well, myself and 

'probably hundreds of thousands of other officers in this country 
that have served during that same almost quarter of a century 
could never really understand why is it, particularly after the 
1960s, that we risked our lives, worKed hard, got shot, got 
beaten up, and still people hated us. Not only did they hate u'
not only just criminals hate us (we might expect 'that), but • 
ordinary citizens, law-abiding people, certainly didn't like us 
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very much. 

To give you an example, we are just government agents even though 

we wear a uniform and carry a gun, but there are a lot of other 

government agents that are much more familiar with the public 

that wear uniforms as well. Take, for example,_ a postal employee 

who de~ivers mail ~o your house. He drives u~ i~ a cruiser if 

you will, has a little yellow l,ight on top of it, has a decal on 
the door, red and blue stripes along the sides, striped up real 

nicely, and he's in a unifci~~, and he comes to your door just 

about every day, and he brings good news, but he also brings bad 

news. Perhaps that was the reason ~hy people look upon the 

mailman exactly as what he,is, a public servant, someone in the 

community who is providing a very, very important function. But 
too often, the public came into contact with law enforcement 

officers only when something "bad" had happened. You would knock 

on someone's door, they would open it up; see your uniform, and 

immediate~y the hands would come in front of their face, and they 

would ask, "is my husband all right? Is my wife all right? Has 

anyt:t:ing happened to my son?" or whatever. Because people really 
didn't associate us with anything except something unpleasant. 

Tbat postal employee brought notices that people were going to be 

audited from the IRS. In the old days he brought draft notices, 

and brings all kinds of bills and everything else. But 
nonetheless, he wasn't received, at least, with the same kind of 

abhorrence that we were, because he also brought good news, 

something positive, you know, like a check or' an unexpected 

letter from some long-lost friend who finally found your address 

or whatever, or perhaps something from the Publishers' Clearing 
House to tell you that you could have won a million dollars. 

Police officers never brought anything like! that to people. It 
was always something negative, something bad, some injury, some 
shooting,' some catastrophe, soneone, your son, your daughter, 
your wife, your husband in jail. This is one of the reasons I 
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believe we've had such rapid turnover in police officer ranks. 

The people don't want to work for a long period of time without 
getting some kind of positive reinforcement from the people one 

works for. .I don't just mean the people in the city government. 

I'm talking about the general person on the street. Many police 

officers in our country today ride around on th~ir appointed 
rounds, and people flip them the bird, throw rocks and bottles, 

etc., to the extent that in some areas of our large cities the 

police don't even operate, sven in the daytime .. They simply 
don't go there. Not because they're afraid, but because it's too 
painful to come into contact with hundreds, maybe even thousands 

of people everyday who tell you in ways much more effective than 

words that they hate your guts. 

We thought that perhaps there might be a better way, and that 
better way was right there in the minds of people who worked in 
the police department, people primarily in the lower ranks of the 
depart~ent. By that I mean the sergeants, the corporals, the 
pfcs., the privates, the officers, the senior patrolmen. These 
are the people who were the closest to the work and could see 
where the problems were and what things might be implemented in 
order to ameliorate the conditions that face them every day. 

The problem is p the people on the top, that is to say the bosses, 
just about anybody from the rank of captain and above, were 
looking at law enforcement with a dif~erent eye. They weren't 

looking at the people relationship situation. That's the thing 
that really counts with the people who work on the street, is the 
relationships they have with individuals. Police officers are 
pretty much like anybody else. They like to be liked. They want 
to be perceived as doing some~hing that is worthwhile in the 
community. They don't want to be an occupying army or perceived 
as such any place. 
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So we listened to some of these people. What can we do to make 
things better? And we came to some very, very simple answers to 
that. The reason why we came to simple answers is because we 

didn't need any complex answers. It wasn't something that we've 

never had in American society. We've had it before in this 

country, so we knew that i~ could exist. The question was could . . . 
we make it exist again where the police and the community were 
really one and the same. Where the sheriff or the police chief 
or the town marshal could raise a posse, for example: say "come 
on fellas, follow me. This crime has happened. We need your 
assistance." Could we get back to something like that? 

We decided to take a look at some of the complaints people make 
against police officers. Those complaints primarily had nothing 
to do with excessiv~ force, as people might expect, had nothing 
to do with shootings, no matter what the outcome of the 
particular shooting was, people didn't remember those things. 
They really .forgot about the time the police officer was alleged 
to have shot this person for no reason, or that they used 
excessive force on this person. The things that they remembered 

were the day-to-day contacts that they had with police officers 
in which they were treated very badly. 

So we had to.decide to stop treating people badly. There's 

really nothing complex about that. We had to act like we were 
selling a product, and the product we were selling was reduced 
incidents. of criminal victimization in our community. That's 
really the product we were selling. We were selling it to people 
who were receiving it in a resentful type of mode because of the 
way we were handling it., 

I'll give you a perfect example. Every police chief and probably 
most city managers have come across this problem--an armed 
robbery or some other serious crime occurs; the police get a 
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description, you might say in this case a black male, white t
shirt, blue jeans, white tennis shoes, last seen going north on 

smith street. Immediately this photo goes out, and all the 

.police officers cong;-egate in that area, and in the next thirty 
or forty minutes they will stop perhaps as many as fifteen or 

twenty persons who meet that general description--height, weight, 

race, clothing characteristics, etc., and moving in that 

direction. sometimes the armed robber or other criminal is 
located among those fifteen or twenty persons. .That's sometimes 
the case, and that person is apprehended as a result of that 

activity. 

Quite often, however, that person is not located among those 
twenty, but nonetheless, we manage to alienate all of the other 
19 if, in fact, we stop 20 people, and one guy was the one we 
were looking for. We alienated 19 others by the way we went 
about it. Or in some cases, most often, we alienated all 20 of 
them as we went about our task. You get something on this order l 

"hey, hey you, come here!" The person would hesitate, naturally. 
They didn't know what was going on. The officer would take out 
his baton or his PR 24, and held come over to that particular 

person and say, "I told you to come here." Held check the person 
out, get some identification, do an NCIC check on them, a local 
wanteds check, pat him down, see that he wasnlt the one, might 
even possibly bring the witness over to them, and as soon as the 
situation is over, theyld say something along this order, "okay, 

get out of here. Beat it. Get out of here. II The guy would go 
off. The police officers were trying to do something really 
worthwhile--trying to find a very ser~ous and dangerous criminal 
in the community. But we went about it in such a way, and we did 
that in such a fashion that we alienated people who had committed 
no crime, and you can do that in any major city where you have 
maybe 30-40 armed robberies a day, and you come into contact on 
each one of those occasions with 20 persons who were in the 

, 
general area, meet the description, and you can see, after a very 
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short period of time, even in a small community you get large 

numbers of people who don't like the police. Police never struck 

them, never threate~ed them, it's simply on the basis they were 

treated. 

We decided we were going to start a different t~ctic. We would 

stop the person, and we, would be absolutely, just like all pol.i,ce, 
officers, prepa,red to kill that person because ~e suspected them 

of being the armed robber. If we did not suspect they were the 

armed robber, we would not have stopped them in the first place, 

but we know that we are probably not going to have the person. 

Nonetheless, we are prepared to do away with them, if it comes to 

that, but we decided not to tell them so by. the way we spoke to 

them or by our body language. We are prepared to defend 
ourselves. "Excuse me, sir, could you step over here, please?" 
Most often when we did that, the person broke and ran if it was 

the actual armed robber. So then the situation resolves itself. 

We y~ew who we had, and the situation is perceived in a different 

manner. But most often, as I indicated earlier, the person did 

not run, reluctantly ,came over, they didn't know what was going 

on, they could obviously see something serious, a backup officer 

had arrived, or whatever, and we check them out, speaking with 
them as if we were speaking to somebody very, very important in 

the community and very, very powerful in the community. In other 

words, we made no distinction between those who we recognized to 

be people who had money or influence and people who we recognized 

had no money or influence or wherewithal, and we would find out, 
just like we did before, that in most cases, he was not the right 
person, and we would tell'them why they were stopped, which was 
never done before. I don't know why we ne~er told people that. 
"It's a police matter." So they 'thought they were harassed, or 

as we say in South Carolina, they thought they were harassed, 
because they were black, because they were Hispanic, because they 
were young, white and had'an earring in their ear, or whatever 
the reason is, they thought they were subj ect: to harassment. 
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That's what they thought and that's what they 't.oe)k wi:!l:h them. 

But we let them know why they were stopped, alnd ithattheir 

clothing matched a particular individual, and we. ask them it they 
see that .individual in the ne~ghborh(;:ndF lie T!7c:)u.ld appreciate them 
dialing 911~ We also tell them, not "eo apprt:;ach that particular 

person; don't approach that person, becaus.~4:: they are extr~mel y 

dangerous. The person's got a g'.J.n '; ~jt.:.ay away from them; t:iut it' 

you see them contact us. They are ":iJtassed very 1 very slJltilarto 

what you are, you're a black ma~e, (;Irwhatever the case would be, 
and we gave them our card with our name signed on it and the time 
and the date. We said, "you may be Si,topped by an,other officer in 

the next half hour that you're in this area. If you are, give 
him this card with my name and tt,\e time, and he can call me on 
the radio and verify that I've a,lready checked you out." 

So you turn a negative situation into one that is positive for a 
person you've already determined was not the one you were lookil'lg 
fora You'll find that they hold to that card and that person's 
name on it no matter what. So if they walked along and another 

officer stopped them, they wouldn't be offended. They would know 
why .they were being stopped, show them the card, and he would 

call in. Very, verI simple thing like that. 

We found out that we wound up coming to a crime scene, and the 
first officer that gets there, we teach him to protect the crime 
scene. That's what he's going to do. He g~ts out his ,PR 24, and 
he runs everybody away from ~~e crime scene. The other officers 

arrive, the body's lying there--knife in the back, shot, 
whatever, sexual assault-:-and ~.;e investigate the crime, and the 
officer invariably '.;rites in his report, no witnesses.' I said to 
myself, of course there were no witnesses. The fir~~t thing he 
did when he got to the scene was run all the witnesses off down 
the street. Of course there 'are not going to be any witnesses. 
We stopped doing that. We go~ to the scene, and we asked people 
not to leave, because there was no reason for them to leave. 
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Just get away from the initial crime scene, and you might even 

pick one or two people from the crowd to assist us in protecting 

the crime scene. So the people see something quite different 

than what they had seen before, and that is a police officer and 

a citizen on the same side of the ~ine trying to keep other 

citizens away from this crime scene. 

When we tried it in Mobile, Alabama, tried it in charles~on, 
South carolina, it absolutely blew people's minds. We said, 
don't leave. Most of·them left anyway. They thought something 

must be up. Something's up, we don't know what it is, because 

they were accustomed to being immediately shunted off. Our 

message was there's nothing that's going to happen in this 

neighborhood today th.at you shouldn I t see. This is your 
neighborhood. You need to know what's happened here. Before we 

leave here, we might not be able to tell you right now, we are 

going to tell anybody who wants to know what has happened here, 

what information that we have, because we are depending on these 

indiVIduals to help us solve this particular crime. 

What happened, the long and the short of it, is that our 

solvability rate, our clearance rate went up tremendously--like 
88 percent in the cases of sexual assault, armed robbery 60 

percent. Can you imagine having it more likely to arrest an 

armed robber than it is for him to get away with it. It's not 

because we're any smarter than cops any place else. It's because 

criminals can successfully hide from the policeQ But they cannot 
hide from everybody. By changing our tactics, and we'll get into 
a number of other things we can talk about how to do that later 
this morning, we begin to instead of s!mnting people away, where 
people are looking at the police through the blinds and little 

kids are saying, "hey, momma, there's a police'man out there," 

people are peering at us through the blinds, they can come out on 
their porches and confront us and find out what's going on, and 
we will be very happy to tell them. 
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That's the kind of change that ~elre talking about. Instead of 

looking at individuals as if they are part of the criminal 

element themselves, taking them as individuals and ferreting .out 

the criminals from among their midst with the assistance of the 

population. Thank you very much. 

Betsy Watson: In Houston, we have been experimenting, if you 

will, with this thing that we call neighborhood-oriented policing 

or NOP since the early 80s, and we have evolved from what could 

only have been termed as a programmatic approach to policing to 

one that is more systemic, and the distinction is that we started 

out with the illusion that if we had enough community relations 

programs that we somehoW would then have an organization that was 

tied to the community, and which was dependent upon the community 
for support. We found that simply does not occur. 

What we have developed is what we call a philosophy of policing, 
and it permeates every function, every aspect of the 

organization, and it recognizes that the police department is 

only one part of city goY~~rnment, and city gCNernment is only one 

part of the community. hf we are ever going -to come to grips 

with the problems of drugs and crime and violence, we can no 

longer view those, issues as police problems, and, in fact, that's 
what we have done. V;hen I say we, It,m talking about we, the 

police and wet, our sl,',ciet.y'q because in policing we have done a 

.very good j ob n'~'er 1':~any d·ecades Cj'f Glducating the public on what· 

policing is all GI,l)enlt. Untortur:Hitely I we have educated the 

public in many r;yths • For'fllxample , we have perpetuated a notion 
that police effeetiveness is IJeasured in terms of the crime rate. 
If crim~ g0.es up, then you mus~ have a bad police department, and 
if crime goes down, well, the police must be really good. It 
fails t;o consider the myriad of economic and social indicators 

that really have far more.. rel!:lt:ionship on a crime rate than what 
poiice officers are or are no~ do~ng. 
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We have also perpetuated a myth that police effectiveness should 

be gauged in terms of response time. Response time is the only 

criteria in many communities whereby the number of police are 

calculated. Every time the phone rings, a police officer is 

supposed to respond, and what we have done is created an endless 

cycle. In Houston, we handle three million calls in dispatch 

center every year. We respond, mobile response, to ,a million of . . 
them. We have at any given time about 2,000 officers that are 

actually assigned to uniformed patrol, and once you figure in 
vacation, relief factor, 24 hour coverage, maybe a couple of' 

hundred of them in a 600 square mile radius are available to 

answer those calls for service. It doesn't take much to figure 

out that the response time on some lower priority calls for . 

service is going to be considerable. 

So we have generated a system whereby complaints are the norm. A 

citizen is· led to believe that if they don't get a response time 
of less than 5 minutes there must be something wrong. We spend a 

lot of time answering complaints and trying to explain how 

difficult it is to respond rapidly every time the phone rings. 

What we started about three or three and a half years ago was a 

process of educating our' police officers, not so much to do 

different things, but to think differently about the things we 
have always done. So that instead of measuring activity for 

activity's sake, we begin to take a look at what we get' for the 

time and effort that we are spending in the community. We 

started asking ourselves questions like why is it that we spend 
so much time answering the same calls for service in the same 
neighborhoods over and over again. Itts incredibly expensive. 
Yet the mindset of the average police officer is to get out of 
the car, settle the problem as quickly as it can be settled, and 

get back in that car, because the calls are waiting, and if you 
don't get to the next call quickly, there's' another complaint. 
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We asked our officers to begin thinking analyticallYt to take a 

look at why it is we keep responding to the same problems,' and to 

attack the underlying cause of the problem, and as we began doing 
that, we found it wasn't just the police that needed to spend 
time and attention on a given situation; that invariably it 

required the city attorney, the district attorn~y, the public 

works department, city council, the schools, the hospitals, the 

social service age~cies; that it wasn't just the police. 

We have many, many stories which indicate to us that forming 
these coalitions with the broader sector of the community, we can 
have remarkable success. We have, in neighborhoods allover the 
city, targeted a particular crime problem, invariably narcotics, 
and dedicated the resources not just of the police but of the 
corporate sector, of the civic leaders in an area, of the 
schools, etc., and we have found sustained improvement in some of 

those areas • 

. In one area that comes to mind we did an analysis before our 
intensive efforts and eight months later, and we found out that 
not only had the violent crime rate dropped by one third, but our 
calls for service had dropped by 42 percent. Now what that means 
to us is that we begin to have a way out of the endless cycle 
where our whole response time is driven by activity indicators, 
how many calls are there. If we can begin to take a look at the 
underlying problem, then we can generate and create a reduction 

in the demands for service, and that likewise can then be 
transfer+e~ into further proactive strategies. 

When the system works, it works extraordinarily well. But I have 
to tell you that when it works, it works in spite of the police 
organization and not because of it. Our organization, and I . 
speak of Houston because we are one of many, and ours is not 
particularly different in terms of culture than what you will 
find in cities allover the country. The police culture is one 
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that has developed in reaction to some catastrophic events that 

happen in a comm~nity. I 'think it's pretty well ackn~wledged 
that in any large city there are going to be underlying tensions, 

whether they are racial tensions, social tensions, economic 

tensions. Invariably where there is a mix of people there is 

tension. A police incident, a shooting, someth~ng will happen 

that causes an officer to take action against a citizen that is 

unjustified, and that incident will then cause all of those 
underlying tensions and animosities to boil to the surface. The 

poli;e will become the target of negative press and hostile 

emotion from the community. 

What we have done in policing over the decades is a series of 

things. Number one, we have defended ourselves because we 

recognize that one incident that happened is the exception rather 

than the rule; that officers spend all of their shifts, all of 

their days handling the most difficult of circumstances in the 

most adverse circumstances admirably well, but this one incident 

is an aberration, and we spend a lot of time talking about the 

aberration. 

The second thing we do is we fire the guilty party. Whichever 
officer committed the transgression, which we investigate and 

find out was improper, we terminate the employment of that 

individual. The third thing we.do is create a policy, a rule, a 

regulation that is intended to control the thousands of officers 
in the department who did nothing wrong, who wouldn ,'t ha~e done 

anything wrong, and who may not even understand what'it was the 
other guy did that was wrong, but nevertheless, we communicate to 
our society, to our citizenry that we have taken charge of the 
situation, that we are in control of it. 

Now what has happened over years is we have developed hundreds of 

rules and regulations, policies and procedures, that are designed 
to control the police. We police the police and make sure that 
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every activity that is undertaken is one which is documented . 

somewhere in a written manual. 

Now that flies in the face of the message we are now giving our 

officers which is if you want to make a difference in the 

community, you have to be part of the community,. You have to get 

out their and talk to people who live and work and play in the 

neighborhoods, and identify.re!;ources, not just from city 

government, but from the community as well that can be brought to' 

bear on a problem. You need to be creative and imaginative and 

intelligent, and you need to exercise all of y'our initiative and 

talent to identify and solve problems. The officers look at 

these hundreds of rules and regulations, and they say, IIright. 

As soon as I step outside the limits of policy, I will be 

disciplined and punished." We have a long record. 

So we find that it is not sufficient to simply talk about things 

that the o~ficers must do differently so much as it is important 

that we spend time on the infrastructure, that we develop systems 
and procedures within the police department and within city 

government that are designed to cause communication and 

cooperation to occur rather than to prohibit or discourage it. 

It means that within the police department we have to take a look 

at not just what we are doing, but what we are getting for the 

effort. The words are simple, but actually implementing it is 

incredibly difficult. It flies in the face of everything we have 
known for decades. 

An example I could give you is our performance evaluation system. 
Everybody knows how to measure the worth of an officer, just as 
we know how to measure the worth of a police department. You 

want to know if you've got a good department? Take a look at the . 
crime rate, the clearance rate, the response time, ipso facto. 

We're saying no more e and yet within the police department we 
deliver the same mixed message to our officer. We tell them that 
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quality counts. That the quality of -the interaction with our 

citizens is most important, and y~t, when we evaluate each 

individual's performance,- what do we look to? The numbers. How 

many calls has the officer run? How many tickets has he issued? 

How many reports has he written? How many people has he 

arrested? We even take the time and trouble to distinguish a 

felony from a misdemeanor arrest, and if the numbers are high, we 

must have a good officer, and if the numbers are low, well, we 

have an officer who needs to be lectured by his sergeant. Where 

is it that quality counts? Where is it that an officer is 

evaluated not just in terms of his act.ivity, but what the 

community benefited from those activit:ies. 

So we pulled a group of officers together and said, "Fine. 

You're criticizing us as management because we1re talking about 

quality and counting the numbers. What should we count 

differently?" This group of patrolmen came up with some good 

ideas. They said lIif you want to know whether or not an officer 

is contributing to the depart~ent and the city, don't just ask 

the sergeant for his opinion, because the ser-geant isn't with us. 

We1re out there, by ourselves, alone. Talk to the citizens that 

we serve. As·k them were we knowledgeable? Were we professional? 

Were we empathetic, and include that evaluation from the 

citizen's perspective back into what we get as a performance 

grade, and where we fall short, tell us we're short so we wonlt 

make the same mistake again." 

Those kinds of changes are the kinds of changes we need not just 

within the police department, but within the infrastructure of 

city government, in my view, because to the extent that we have a 

police department that is at odds with other aspects of the 

government, to the extent that we compete for limited resources, 

we will continue to be irustrated; we will continue to be 

confounded in our efforts to deal effectively with crime, and the 
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ones who will suffer the most are the citizens who are in fear 

and who li.ve everyday wanting to know what the answer is. 

camille Cates-Barnett: In the fall of 1969, I was driving with 

some of my friends down the street. We were stopped for no 

apparent reason by the Chicago police. They told us to get out 

of the car; they frisked us; they never told us what was going 

on. They treated us gruffly and told us to get in the car and 

drive off. That same fall, I watchetl as other members of that 

police department threw tear gas and beat up students who were 

demonstrating at the 5DS convention. That same fall, I met with 

Fred Hampton a few days before he was' killed in his bed, asleep, 

in the middle of the night, by the chicago police. Those 

experiences in the fall of 1969 changed my life. That's when I 

decided to get into the work of cities. After what I had seen, I 
kept saying to myself, there must be a better way to run cities. 

There must be a better way. 

I think one of the things tha~ made those experiences so life
changing for me was obserVing the abuse of force, and observing 

how our local governments no longer were the paragons of 

democracy I thought they should ~e. Now after being in the 

business for about 20 years, I'm happy to'say that there are some 

news ways of thiriking about how we use force, how we operate 

police departments, how we operate local governments •••. 

END OF TAPE 

•••. it's here. We're talking about it now in our popular press. 
In fact, many of you may have seen articles in Newsweek or 
Atlantic Monthly. It's also not just in the professional press, 

but in the popular press. Several of you picked up documents as 

you walked in that describe'what's going on. They look like 

this. There's even a book that talks about these ideas and 
police practices around the world. This seems to be an idea 
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whose time has come. I've had the privilege the last four years 

of getting together with police professionals around the country 

every six months at Harvard University, trying to talk about 

what's going on in policing, and how we can think about it, shape 

it, and disseminate it. 

We call this new way of policing community policing. It goes by 

lots of other names: problem solving policing, neighborhood

oriented policing; there's lots of names for it; all the same 

idea. 

One of the things I think we need to understand as city managers 

is we have an opportunity to encourage this kind of thinking in 
police departments as well as in the rest of local government. 

You see, most of us learned in city manager school that police 
were supposed to be professionals, just like we're supposed to be 

professionals. We take that seriously because we don't want to 

have what is known in the literature as the "political error of 
policing," where you have patronage and corruption, and we think 
that the professional response to that is what $h~uld'happen, and 

welre trained in lots of our green books and lots of our academic 

orientations to think about police in terms of routine oatrols in 
cars, of rapid response to calls for r;ervice, of criminal 
investigation. Welre trained that way; we think that way: we 

reward our police chief that waY,and that is d~spite the fact 
that over the past 15 years welve been doing research on whether 

these methods work, and we have found, for example, that doubling 
the number of patrol cars patrolling doesnlt reduce crime and 
doesn't reduce the fear of cri~e. 

We have found through the research that rapid response does not 

affect the probability of arrest, and we have found th~ough 
research that forensic technology is much less likely to 
contribute to investigations t~an the stories of victims and 
witnesses ,::\nd neighbors. Despite the fact that the research has 
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shown that the current method of policing doesn't work, we still 

foster it. What we're talking about up here in community

ori.ented policing is not a program. It is not a community 

relations division in your police department. It is not getting 
your police chief to sit down with other department heads 

occasionally and talk about what is going on. It's not a 

program; it's an attitude. It's a set of value's. It's a 

fundamental shift of mind, much like the kind of fundamental 
shift of mind we experience when we use customer service as the' 
primary value for everything that we do in local government. 

To make it clearer to you what we are talking about, I'd like to 
tell you what I have distilled from these discussions with police 
chiefs and police professionals, that are the qualities of 
community-oriented policing. Ther2 are four of them. One is 
partnership with the community; second is participative 

management; third is problem solving; and fourth is visionary 
leadership. I'd like to sp~nd just a minute on each one. 

First of all, partnership' with the community. I think yeu've 
heard from both of the chiefs who have spoken already that 
partnership with the community is something that fundamentally 
changes the way the police operate. It means shared power. It 
means that the police department, it means that the city 
government is no longer the sole person or sole organization that 
defines what it is that the community needs. It means that the 

community participates in the definition of the problem as well 
as in the devising of the solution. It means that police may 
lead or initiate, but not unilaterally control the process for 
crime prevention and protection in the community. It means that 
police departments and city governments will be encouraging 
citizen self-help. It means that one of the performance 
standa~ds that we are going to use td judge the effectiveness of 
police is community satisfaction. 



In terms of this morning's speech on managing diversity, it means 

that we will have diverse problem identification, d~verse goals, 

and diverse strategies for diverse communities. 

The second major component that I see in this new way of policing 

is participative management. I want you to know that I never 

thou9ht. I'd live to see the day where we were talking about 

participative manage~ent in police departments because police 

departments have been, to a greater degree, what all of 

government has been, mos~ly bureaucratic with an overlay of a 

militarycommand'structure. What community-oriented po~icing 

does is turn that organization upside down. You don't have a 

typical bureaucratic, hierarchical command structure and be able 

to respond to community-oriented policing. It means that in the 

police department there will be task farces and temporary 

organizations and people pulled out of rank to work on problems. 

It means that there will be much more decentralization and also 

that the problem definition comes from the bottom of the 

organization as well as the top, as well as the sides, as well as 

from without. 

So partnership with the community" participative management, and 

I think that the third area is problem solving. One of the 

things that a lot of the management 

Search of Excellence, says that YOQ 

you need to treat people as adults. 

literature, including In 

need for a good organization 

You need to give them the 

tools and the abilities to do the job, and the authority to think 

for themselves. That's what problem solving does. It treats 

officers and its treats citizens as adults. Officers, then, need 

different kinds of training to see patterns, not just a series of. 

events, and they need different kinds of authority to actually 

act on the patterns of the problems that they see. It means in 

the police depart~en~ that solutions come from experimentation,' 

not from standard orders, and that there is an action orientation 
that's backed up by empowering ~he front-line officer. It means 
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that the manager's role changes. Mid-managers, supervisors, 

capitains, lieutenants, are no longer seen as bosses, 

controllers, those who have the problem identification, but 

rather as facilitators, helpers, trying to make things happen. 

~t also means that you recruit a different type of person, and 
you evaluate differently. You recruit for dive~sity so that you 
can have the community represented in the police force, and, as 

one police chief said, "I no longer recruit for adventure. I 

recruit for service." So problem solving is a key component. 

The last component is visionary leadership. The people who are 

joining me on the panel today are unusual police leaders. I 
think they are unusual government leaders, because,they are ~ 

rethinking how we do our jobs. I think that community-oriented 
policing has an underpinning of values which I respect, and those 
values are primarily respect for the individual, shared power, 
and interdependence. Those kinds of values applied to the 

organization that uses force in our.community can make a big 
difference in the way the communities work. It also means that 
tho~e leaders look at their relationship, not only in their 
organization, but the relationship of their organization to the 

rest of city government and to the community at large. 

Partnership with the community, participative management, problem 
solving, and visionary leadership. This is a trend in policing 
that we can learn from. This is a trend in policing that I think 
we as managers need to encourage. 

Darrel Stephens: Thank you very much. Interesting insight from 
local government executives who are looking at policing in much 
different ways than we have in the past. We've got time for 
~lestions. There's a microphone in the aisle towards the middle 
of the room. Cpmments, whatever you'd like t·o share, the floor IS 

open. 
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Audience: Would you comment on the accreditation in light of 

what Chief Watson described as over-reliance on numbers. 

Betsy Watson: Houston is an accredited law enforcement agency. 

The question is, could I comment on accreditation in light of the 

comments I made earlier with regard to an over-reliance on 

numbers. Houston is an accredited law enforcement agency, and 

there is a storm of controversy brewing wj. t.hin the organization 

with regard to what is perceived by many as an apparent conflict 

between a results orientation and a process orientation. I do 

not see, however,· that accreditation is at odds with the whole . 

nQtion of quality, because really, if you take a look at what it 

is accreditation is trying to do, it is to focus on standards and 

results and to improve the quality of service. We have been 
successful in making some changes within the organization that 

Lave been extremely beneficial. For example, one of the things 

that we began through accreditation was routine and regular 

dialogue between the first line supervisor and the police officer 
to talJ~ about performance. What we used to do was once every six 

months we gave them a slip of paper and said, "here, this is what 

your performance evaluation looks like." Now largely as a result 
of the accreditation process, we focus more on the dialogue 

between the sergeant and the officer to find out what the 

problems are, hecause sometimes the reason an officer isn't able 

to make a quality difference in the field is becaUSe he's not 

getting support from the supervisor. I think there is a lot to 

be gained in both. We are entering a process now of self

analysis, and we are working with the accreditation board to see 
if there aren't some changes we can make together, understanding 
we're both trying to do the same things, and, you know, don't 
want to have a conflict. 

Audience: Question for Mr. Greenberg. You spoke in your 

remarks about an earlier era of policing in which the police 
officer knew the citizens who knew the police officer by name and 
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saw him frequently, and there was that personal contact. In 

Charleston, do you have a residency requirement for police 

officers to live in Charleston? If not, what about those 
communities that do not have that type of residency requirement, 

and when the police officer leaves the shift, he leaves ~he town, 

and does nbt shop in town; his children do not go to school in 

town. He does not get his hair cut in town. 

Greenberg: Were you able to hear that? Basically, what he's 
asking is whether or not we have a residency requirement in 
Charleston, particularly in light of the fact that I said it was 
very, very important for people to see a police officer other 

than when he's on duty, and, of course, when he goes to the 
barber shop, to the grocery store, church, and various other 
types of operations, if he does those things outside the 
community, then it is not building that type of association that 
I talked about. No, we do not have a residency requirement in 
Charleston, and the reason why we don't have a residential 
requirement is primarily because I believe, and I say I believe, 
and it really essentially in that city would be up to me, I 

believe that it would limit the kind and quality of people that 
we could hire. For example, I believe that the quality, the 
expertise of individuals that we could hire would be considerably 
less. Our city is surrounded by numerous other cities, and it 
really makes essentially one community. As a matter of fact, 
they ~efer to our city as "the city." In other words, they don't 
use the name, they call it the city from towns 65 miles away. 
They say, "I'm going to the city," and people understand that 
means Charleston. They go for entertainment and various other 
kinds of things. We do get a lot of the entertainment kind of 
situations, but we also make a direct effort for the police to 
involve themselves in the community in ways that are community

oriented. For example, Y:0u've heard of the "Adopt a Highway" 
type programs? We have adopted a stretch of highway--the 
Charleston Police Department's adopted that stretch of highway, 
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and we have police officers who go out there periodically to pick 

up paper and trash in order to say welre part of this community. 

We realize what the problem is. 

We also have baseball teams, police athletic league, boxing 

teams; we have the largest boy scout troop in t?e area; largest 

Explorer post; we get involved in events like sponsoring 

skatebpard contests. When I say the police, I don't mean the 

police department alone, but the Fraternal Order of Police and 

al.l tt.e other police officer associations within the department. 

We also organize steam train trips, camping trips; in other 

words, we'+e trying to show we're just like anybody else in the 
community. Among the things we do, we are also police officers. 

We think that has been very, very beneficial. 

But let's take a look just for a second at one kind of 

orientation. I gave you the example of how we approach that 

particular person. What we were saying to that person really is 
really not to help us look for the person we I re looking f(')r, 

because they mayor may not do that because of fear or whatever. 

What we're saying is we recognize you as being a person who is 

not a criminal. You're different than the person we're looking 

for, and we'd like you to help us look for that person. It's for 

that same reason when we go on narcotic raids, for example, and 

we kick the dn~~rs in, as you have to do on a lot of narcotic 

raids or other kinds of situations, you knock on the door and say 

police department, search warrant, open the door, they don't open 

it. There's all kind of movement in the room, and they're doing 
everything except moving toward the door. We're going to put the 
foot to the door as quickly as anybody else will for any other 
department. But when we arrest the person inside, we also repair 

the door. When I introduced that idea to Charleston, they were 

amazed, and in Mobile, Alabama, they thought I was crazy. They 
said, "why in the world do we want to repair the door of a drug 
dealer?" The answer was very simple. The person whom we arrest 
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is rarely the owner of the door, and we have in effect put a cost 

on a third party who's done nothing against the law. The 

landlord, the housing authority, his grandmother, his girl 

friend, or someone who has committed no crime, who is not 
arrested, and will likely not be arrested, yet they have a cost 
of several hundred"dollars as a result of police action. That is . 
the reason why we do it. What that does is rather than causing 

people to be afraid to call us, because it's going to cost them 

money, because they're going to have damage to ~eir property, or 
in' the case of a landlord, then they, in fact, will assist us in 
every way that they can. We found that's part of the community

oriented policing, not for the drug dealer, but for the other 
innocent parties that we would be inconveniencing by not having a 
secure place to sleep that night. 

Audience: I believe Betsy mentioned that the officers want to be 
evaluated by talking to the community. Was that talking to 

individuals or broad surveys, and what t~e of format and 

questions did you use? 

Betsy watson: What they suggested was that we have a random 

contacting of individuals with whom that particular officer had 
had contact, and that's exactly what we do. We have a 
computerized random sampling of community contacts which the 
sergeants then calls back, and we have a format, a questionnaire, 
"I understand. that officer so-and-so was at your residence on 
such and such a date, and could you give me some feedback? How 

long did it take him to get there? Were you satisfied with what 
he did? What else might he have done that he didn't do?" We 
plug that in~ and interestingly, we have found that the vast 
majority of the time, the citizens are delighted with the 
officer, even, you know, though they have been contacted on a 
random basis: they are not real ~hrilled about dispatch, so we' 
are having to take a look at our dispatch services training, so 
it had an unexpected benefit in that regard. 
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Audience: I'm interested in the experiences you've had in terms 

of the training resources that have been required as you 

transition, how much time it takes to transition into this, what 

the cost is, and how successful you've been from the patrol 

officer up to you~ management types of staff. 

Betsy watson: originally we ~ried training in three day blocks 

of time. When ~e pulled the officers in, we thought annually, 

for a three day intensive orientation of these techniques, we 

found out that is ineffective, particularly where.it comes to 

middle management. The major problem that we have encountered is 

not in the officers~ The officers are more than happy to go out 

and solve problems and be creative and do things differently, but 

the sergeants and the lieutenants do not understand how to 

translate this kind of training and this thinking into something 

that actually makes a difference in the field. When we talked 

about community contact and quality service, what the sergeants 

did initially was say, "okay, you have to have three contacts a 

week." So we have had to develop training now that is ongoing, 

and we identify particular problems that have developed form the 

perspective of the sergeant, from the lieutenant, from the 

community, and from the officer. We develop modules around. it, 

and we go into training like every quarter. Very expensive. 

Reuben Greenberg: We did it a little differently. I think the 

chief i~ lright. The sergeants, the lieutenants, the captains, 

the majors, etc. were the ones most di~ficult to deal with, so 

what we decided is one day a week to make them patrol officers, 

so they actually go out into the field, answer calls for service, 

whatever was on that beep, put on a uniform, because they had 

'somehow gotten the idea that they weren't police officers any 

more; they were police executives, whatever the hell that is. It 

did two things: it would relate to the community what real 

problems--some of these people hadn't made an arrest in ten 
years--put them into the stree~ handling domestics or whatever 
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particular calls and not to supervise. They were riding by 

themselves, and they got dispatched on a call, whatever that was, 

just like the officers were. It also gave them a tremendous 
amount of credibility with the police officers, because here 

finally they say, "the last,time I saw Major smith, he had a gun 

in his hand, you know rather than setting on hi~ fat rear end in 
his office, he had his gun in his hand, he was covering the back 

door, I ~as covering the front door, while we were waiting for 

the canine officer to arrive," and that kind of relationship gave 
a greater amount of credibility, so when the command staff made 
suggestions, lIyou shouldn't have fired this weapon, you shouldn't 

have done that," people would listen to it. People weren't 
listening to it before. They were laughing about it, because 
here was a person that hadn't made an arrest since the early 70s, 
and here he was judging other police behavior, and they had no 

respect for that. 

camille cates Barnett: I'd also like to come in on training , 
outside the police department. One of the things that we do in 
Austin is to train citizens. We have a citizen's police academy, 
which is a 12-week course for any interested citizen to go 

through much of the same training that a police officer goes 
through, so that we now over the years have built up several 
thousand people in Austin who understand what the training is, 
what the job is, and can be helpful in the community, as well as 
understand the job that th.e officer is doing. But it's also . 
important to train other departments in terms of interactions 
with the police, to do some things like Reuben was talking about 
in terms of actually getting people out on the street, in the 
neighborhoods, to provide different service and cooperation with 
the police~ There's an awful lot of training that needs to go on 
with the council and with the news media on how to report this 
type of activity, because it typically carr get reported as 
IIfluff," not police duty, and if the council is still making 
budget decisions and evaluation decisions on response time, crime 
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rate, and clearance rate, then you don't have the structure 

available to support this activity. So there's training that 

needs to go on outside of the police department as well as inside 

the police department: 

Audience: Mr. Greenberg, you operate in your cities some 

,aggressive," tough anti-drug, anti-crimE? uI'),its--I think you call 

them Jaguar teams? And I applaud you for that,as a police 

officer myself. I think we should be doing more of that, but I'm 

not sure I understand how that's compatible with some of the 

things that I'm hearing up there now, and I'd like "you to speak 

to that a little bit. As yo~ know, there's a lot of controversy 

about those teams, ~nd I'd like to hear a little bit about that. 

Reuben Greenberg: It's very, very much compatible. I understand 

the difficulty you have, because actually on first take it does 

seem to be one approach for one situation, and another approach 

in that same situation. We refer to them as Jaguar teams, and 

Mobile refers to them as F£ying Squads. Basically what they are 

(I don't want to call them hunter/killer type of group), but what 

they do is they orient themselves toward dealing with previously 

arrested and convicted criminals. That's the only thing they do. 

They would almost never come into contact with regular law

abiding citizens. They don't write traffic citations, they are 

looking for persons who are out of jail, on patrol, or on bond, 

who have previ"ous arrests and convictions. That's the sole, and 

so this requires a lot of research on their part, "to know people 

that they see, and recognize what their crimes were, and what 

tnese people are doing. Those particular groups confront people. 

You see, people have the idea somehow that.a police officer can't 
stop somebody on the street and ask them a question. Well, 

anybody can stop someone on the street and ask them a question. 

The question is, what do you do if they don't respond to your 

question. The answer to us is nothing, because we are not there 

to ask them for infor=a~ion. We're there to give them 
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information. Like if any crime occurs in that particular area, 

that he did it as far as we are concerned. We're there to give 

him information, not to take information from him, so it's very, 
very community oriented because it only deals, this group, with 

previously arrested and convicted felons. 

Darrel Stephens: Part of this concept is solving problems as 

well. In the kind of squad that Reuben's talking about, we know 
from research that 10 percent of the offenders commit about 50 
percent of the crimes that occur in a community. We know that 10 
percent of the victims account for 40 percent of the 
victimizations, and about 10 percent of the locations in your 
communities, if you've ever analyzed it, account for about 60 
percent of the calls for service that are generated in your 
community, so the police deal with repeat locations, repeat 
calls, repeat offenders, and repeat victims, so a squad like that 
while it doesn't sound on the surface like it's consistent, it's 
very much consistent with focusing in on solving problems. 

Audience: The question is aimed at all three of the panel. What 
role, if any, do you see citizen complaints as having within 

community-orientated policing, and related to that, do you see a 
role for individuals and structures external to police 
depa~ents in terms of handling those processes? Do you see 
that within the framework of community-orientated policing? 

Camille Cates Barnett: I'll take a stab at it first. One of the 
things I think we've all been taught is that citizen complaints 
are bad, and if we are doing a good job, the complaints should go 
down. I think with this type of orientation toward our jobs, 
what we'll be interested in is more feedback, not less. If you 

, 
look at the research on complaints and look at what happens in 
most ·businesses, including our own, the person who,complains 
probably represents a very large number of people wi.th the same 
• 

eomplaint who never tell you about it. The other thing that 
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happens is that if someone has a complaint, they are much more 

likely to do business with you again, even if you don't resolve 

that complaint, than somebody who doesn't complain. That 

indicates that the people who are complaining care about what you 

are doing, and obviously if you resolve the complaint, they'll 

usually tell about five people that you resolved the complaint. 

If you don't resolve the complaint, they usually tell about 10 

people that you don't resolve it, so one of the' th~ngs you need 

to do with citizen complaints is'view them as sources of 

information, and instead of waiting for them to come to you, you 

go and try to get them. That's what the surJey techniques are 

about: that's what calling back on how officers handle their 

performance, and you use that as data to improve the system. 
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Values in Policing 
By Robert Wassennan and \lark H. \loore 

This paper explores the role that the explicit statement of 
police values can have on the pursuit of excellence withIn 
pollce departments. Values are the beliefs that gUide an 
orgaruzatlon and the behavIOr of ItS employees. The most 
Important beliefs are those that set forth the uitlmare 
purposes of the organization. They prOVide the organization 
with ItS raison d'etre for outsiders and Insiders alike and 
Justify the connnumg investment m the orgaruzatlon' 5 

enterprise. : 

Often. however. the beliefs about purposes are hopelessly 
entangled With assumptions about the nature of the orgaruza
tion's environment. the principal means for achieVIng Its 
purposes, and the sorts of relationships and expectations that 
exist wlthm the organIzation. For example. in pohcmg. the 
strong beltef among many police officers that they stand as 
the from line of defense agatnst commuruty lawlessness
retlectmg what IS often a rather narrow defirunon of order
condmons the organizational environment wlthm which the 
police operate. These beliefs can easily become the prevalent 
values of the force. 

All organizations have values. One can see these values 
expressed through the actions of the organlzanon--the thmgs 
that are taken seriously and the things that are rejected as 
Irrelevant. mappropnate. or dangerous. Jokes. solemn 
understandmgs, and mternal explanations for actlOI1S also 
express values. 

Police depanments are powerfully mtluenced by their values. 
The problem IS that police departments. ltke ;nany orgamza
tlon.s, are gUIded by implIcit values that are often at odds 
with explicit values. TIm breeds confUSion. dIstrust. and 
cyntclsm rather than dam:. commItment . .ma high morale. 
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Values in the private sector 

High-performing corporations. the 
elite of American industry, have one 
thing in common. They operate with a 
core set of values that guides conduct 
throughout the orgwization. Compa .. 
nies such as Federal Express. Gore
Tex Fabrics. and Digital Equipment 
Corporation have all developed 
explicit corporate values that not only 
define excellence for the enterprise. 
but also help to achieve it. 

Take Federal Express. At the broadest 
level. the goal is to earn returns for 
shareholders. More concretely. the 
objective is to get packages where 
they are going on time. In addition 
to these substantive goals. Federal 
Express has values that define 

relationships within the company and 
. its markets. These values are: (I) to 
treat each customer and each transac
tion as though the entire success of the 
corporation rested on that transaction: 
(2) to make the workplace a satisfying 
environment for employees: and (3) to 
keep employees informed about 
company policy. Every Federal 
Express employee knows these values. 
Federal Express succeeds because all 
employees acknowledge them and 
understand that their survival in the 
corporation rests on embodying the 
values in their actions. 

At Gore-Tex. the values are somewhat 
different. They emphasize the produc
tion of high-quality material. creativity 

in the design of new products and 
production technologies. and the 
cultivation of a "worker-positive" 
workplace. The differences in values 
reflect the differences in their 
products. However. both companies 
share the explicit statement and 
emphasis on values as an important 
management tool. Management of 
the corporations believes that workers 
are pressed toward excellence not 
by autocratic direction but rather by 
management through values. creatmg 
a sense of purpose. direction. and 
performance that is uniform through
out the organization. 

Almost as bad. the explicit values articulated by some police 
organizations are unsuited to the challenges confronting 
today's police departments. FinalJy. there is a reluctance on 
the part of some police executives to rely on explicit state
ments of values as an important management tool for 
enhancing the performance of their organizations. Still. so~e 
police executives are working towards superior police 
performance by articulating a new set of values. and by using 
these as a primary management tool. 

nize that their survival in the police department rests on 
whether they embody these organizational values m their 
actions: This paper examines these questions. 

How are values aniculated or expressed? Some orgamza
tions state their values directly to clientele or employees. 
Even so. customers. clients. and organizational authonzers 
(communIty residents. mayors. and city council members m 
the mumclpal settmg. and bankers and institutional Investors 
in the corporate sphere) become aware of an organlzauml"s 
values only through the actions of members of the organiza
tion or the work of public relations officials. 

" ... police departments, like many 
organizations, are guided by implicit 
values that are often at odds with 
explicit values. " 

--

"Value orientation" has been neither the drivmg force nor the 
basis of organizational life in Amencan policing. Should the 
American police organization have a set of organizatIOnal 
values that are explicitly acknowledged and well known 
throughout the orgamzation: Should police oificers recog-

American corporations are far more sophisticated in 
communIcating values than are government organizations. 
In industry. values often are expressed through corporate 
value statements. pl:lblic advertising. and management 
pronouncements.: Yet. while public relations may create 
an ilJuslOn that a particular set of values IS important to the 
corporation. actual consumer experience often determmes 
eventually the true nature of the corporation's values. 

There IS often a disparity between the values explicitly 
estaplished by an orgamzation and those that are actually 
embraced and pursued. In such cases. corporate management 
focuses on one set of values while employees adopt an 
enurely different set. This occurs either because of the failure 
ot management to communicate organlzauonal values or 
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because stated organizational values fail to take into account 
the reality of the workplace. 

The disparity is particularly common in American policing. 
Mayors and city managers often give their police executives 
a dual set of objectives. such as "clean up the gangs in the 
park" and "don't break the law in doing it." Since cleaning 
up the park has primary importance. and the police are un
supponed in developing tools and tactics necessary to solve 
the underlying problems creating the situation. the mayoral 
concern with "don't break the law" implicitly becomes "don't 
tell me about it if you must break the law." 

Major corporations have had to deal with the same pressures 
and ambiguities. In the case of a large producer of orange 
juice. maintaining profitability was translated by midlevel 
managerial employees as being more important than product 
quality. thus making it acceptable to water down the juice as 
long as it went undiscover<!d. 

, , ... the mayoral concern with 'don't 
break the law' implicitly becomes 'don't tell 
me about it if you must break the law.' " 

-
In many organizations. values are, taken for granted until a 
crisis centers public attention on the disparity between the 
organization's stated values and those actually pursued. 
High-perfonning commercial organizations consciously 
strive to ensure that values expressed by employee actions 
and comments match the values of the organization. Many 
other organizations. however. function with a dual standard 
of public relations pronouncements and actual workplace 
values. 

Values as a management tool. The explicit statement and 
frequent pronouncement of organizational values becomes 
an important management tool in three circumstances: first. 
when management's explicit values are so well incorporated 
in the'administrative systems al1d culture of an organization 
that they become workplace values: second. when 
management's values seem well suited to the challenges and 
tasks facing the organization. and their pursuit will lead to 
organizational success: and third. when the organization's 
operations are such that management through values is 
superior to any other kind of management controL 

Values play this imponant role for several reasons. To the 
extent that the values actually influence substantive and 
administrative decisions facing the organization. they lend a 
coherence and predictability 10 top management's actions 
and the responses to t,he actions of employees. This helps 

empJoyees make proper decisions and use their discretion 
with confidence that they are contributing to rather than 
detracting from organizational perfonnance. That means that 
the necessity for strong control is lessened. Explicit values 
also lend significance and meaning to the activity of employ
ers. They transfonn small transactions and events into 
expressions of pen;,mai commitmen~ to particular values. 
Finally, explicit statements of values invite broad public 
suppon and facilitate accountability. To the extent that the 
values are attractive to shareholders. customers. and employ
ees in the private sector. and to constituents. clients. and 
employees in the public sector. a flow of resources to the 
organization is initiated. To the extent that the values are 
actually expressed in organizational actions. accountability is 
preserved. and the flow of resources sustained. J 

Note. that management through values is a panicularly 
important tool for organizations that find it difficult to codify 
procedures or measure their perfonnance. This occurs in 
organizations where outputs are hard to define. adaptations 
of operations to individual cases are often necessary. and 
technical innovations are occurring. It also occurs in organi
zations where operations make close supervision impOSSible. 
The reason is that in such organizations. the principal 
alternative methods of control are obviously infeasible. 

Values in policing. Policing styles reflect a depanment's 
values. A police agency that independently adopts an 
aggressive tactical onentation has a far different set of values 
than a police agency that carefully engages neighborhood 
residents in planning for crime control activities. The values 
inherent in policing before the reform efforts of the 1930's 
often reflected political and personal priorities of employees 
or special interest groups rather than a commitment to broad 
principles of professionalism. 

Sometimes the values of police organizations have been 
?ublicly stated. O.W. Wilson, for example, published a set of 
values for the Wichita Police Depanment when he was that 
city's chief of police: he did the same for Chicago when he 
served as that city's police superintendent.4 It is more usual. 
however. for the values that drive policing to be unstated. A 
number of police agencies. such as Los Angeles. have 
carefully incorporated values into their rules and procedural 
directives. Other police agencies. such as Madison t Wiscon
sin) and Houston. have aniculated individual value state
ments reflecting organizational commitments. 

Much of the current discussion about improving police 
perfonnance is l!oncemed about the values that should guide 
policing. To understand that discussion. it is useful to 
contrast the values of professional crime-fighting policing 

. with the values of commumty problem-solving policing. 
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The values of professional crime-fighting policing. Over 
the last four decades. as police departments have become 
increasingly professional. several key values have emerged 
to justify and guide the performance of police agencies. 
While often unstated, these values include the following: 

• Police authority is based solely in the law. Profes
sional police organizations are·committed to enforce
m::nt of that law as their primary objective. 

• Communities can provide police with assistance in 
enforcing the law. Helpful communities will provide 
police with information to assist them (the police) in 
carrying out their mission. 

• Responding to citizen calls for service is the highest 
police priority. All calls must receive the fastest 
response possible. 

• Social problems and other neighbo~hood issues are 
not the concern of the police unless they threaten the 
breakdown of public order. 

• Police. being experts in crime control. are best suited 
to develop police priorities and strategies. 

" [In professional crime-fighting 
policing] police authority is based 
solely in the law." 

Other values reflect the common belief among police officers 
(and some chief police executives) that police departments 
exist to advance the prOl'ession of policing. not to serve as an 
important part of mainr.aining democratic values and improv
ing the quality of life in urban communities. From these 
perspectives, there is little interest in. or respect for. the 
community basis for police authority. 

The values of community policing. In the ongoing dialog 
about community policing. there are two important new 
developments. A number of chiefs of police have defined a 
set .. .If vaiues reflecting internal (employee and administra
tion) and external (community and government) consensus 
about the nature of the police function and operation of the 
police agency. 

Second. from the discussion of values. these chiefs have 
discovered that communities are more thoughtful and 
receptive to discussion of police priorities and strategies if 

that discussion occurs within the context of mission and 
value considerations. No longer is the chief of police 
I(;onsidered out of place when he suggests to his community 
that public consideration of policing values and standards is 
in order. The experience of these chiefs has shown that the 
development of value statements can be illuminating to both 
the community and members of the police department. 

, , ... communities are . .. receptive 
to discussion of police priorities . .. 
withill the context of mission and value 
considerations. " 

In 1982. for example. Lee P. Brown. Houston's chief of 
police. made public a statement of the values of the Houston 
Police Department. This statement set forth the commitments 
of the police department in several critical areas such as 
policymaking, community access to decisionmaking. 
standards of integrity. and field strategy development. As 
Chief Brown noted. the statement established the criteria for 
evaluating the performance of the department. 

The value statement for the Houston Police Department 
includes the followmg: 

• The Houston Police Department will involve the 
community in all policing activities which directly 
impact the quality of community life. 

• :rhe Houston Police Department believes that 
policing strategies must preserve and advance 
democratic values. 

• The Houston Police Department believes that it must 
structure servIce delivery in a way that will reinforce 
the strengths of the city's neighborhoods. 

• The Houston Police Department believes that the 
public should have input into the development of 
policies which directly impact the quality of neigh
borhood life. 

• The Houston Police Department will seek the input 
of employees into rnaners which impact employee 
job satisfaction and effectiveness. 

By publicly stating values. the beliefs underpinning organ
izational actions. Chief Brown wished to have both the 
c~mmunity and the' police depart.."11em focus on imponant 
issues of pblice authority. standards. and operational limits. 
Indeed. he believed public acknowledgment of community
onemed values WaS an important step in his move to change 
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the culture of the Houston Police Deparunem from a defen
sive orientation designed to protect internal organizational 
patterns to an externally directed community-positive 
orientation. 

The developing emphasis on community policing lias 
generated a substantial amount of discussion about values 
because, by definition, community policing reflects a set of 
values, rather than a technical orientation toward the police 
function. It reflects a concern with the quality of police 
service delivery, the relationship between the police and the 
community, and the relationship within the police agency 
ber-lleen management and employees. As opposed to the 
more traditional perspective of professional crime-fighting 
policing which emphasizes the maintenance of internal 
organizational controls, community policing emphasizes 
service output. the quality of results, and the impact of 
police service on the state of urban living. 

, , ... by definition, community policing 
reflects a set of values, rather than a 
technical orientation ... " 

There have been several examples of values that reflect this 
orientation. In Boston. Commissioner Francis M. Roache 
has set forth the following commitment for the police 
depamnent: 

• The deparnnent is commined to the positive evolu
tion. growth. and livability of our city. 

Sir Kenneth Newman. former Commissioner of the 
Metropolitan Police In London. England. set forth the 
following values for that department: 

• In pursuing the aim and duty of maintaining a 
peaceful community, members of the Metropolitan 
Police view their role as one involving cooperation 
with others in the creation and maintenance of a way 
ofHfe in communities which strikes the optimum 
balance between the collective interests of all citizens 
and the personal rights of all individuals. 

e The aim of the Metropolitan Police will. therefore. be 
to work with other agencies to develop what is 
known as a "situational" or "problem-solving" 
approach to crime prevention. 

Discussions of the Executive Session on Communitv 
Policing: at Harvard Universltv's John F. Kennedv School of - . . 
Government have produced a set of values that represent the 

key characteristics of community policing. These character
istics are embodied in the following principles: 

• Community policing is committed to a problem
solving partnership: dealing with crime. disorder. and 
the quality of life. 

The value here is the orientation toward probiem solving. In 
community policing, incidents (such as crime or 911 
responses) are viewed from the perspective of community 
action which will seek to resolve the problem, not simply 
handle the incident. 

• Under community policing, police service delivery is 
decentralized to .the neighborhood level. 

Community policing holds that policing a city's neighbor
hoods is best done at the individual neighborhood level. not 
by centralized command and control. Since the solutions to 
most neighborhood problems are through neighborhood 
action. the community policing effort concentrates on 
developing a cohesive neighborhood capability reflecting 
responsibility. self-help, and co-production of service with 
the police. The value of decentralization suggests that every 
police effort is pushed down toward the neighborhood level 
unless there is a specific reason for the effort to be central
ized, such as a concern with a citywide problem or issue, 

• The highest commitment of the community policing 
organization is respect for and sensitivity to all 
citizens and their problems. Community policing 
values the skills of positive social imeraction, rather 
than simply technical application of prqcedures to 
situations. whether dealing with crime. disorder. or 
other problem solvin,g. 

, , Community policing holds that policing 
a city's neighborhoods is best done at the 
individual neighborhood level, not by 
centralized command . .. " 

As is the case with several notable private sector companies. 
community policing's officers have a service orientation. 
Citizens ru;e supposed to be treated with respect. regardless 
of the involvement of the citizens in the incident to which 
the police are responding. 

Police qfficers often rind this value difficult to accept. There 
is a widespread tendency to think of. and describe. street 
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criminals as maggots and other. even less endearing tenns. 
With a service orientation, such characterizations are 
avoided. if for no other reason than recognition that the 
initial police contact may erroneously' describe the true 
nature of the individual. 

• The community-oriented police department makes 
the highest commitment to collaborative problem 
solving. bringing the neighborhoods into substantive 
discussions with police personnel to identify ways df 
dealing with neighborhood problems. 

, , ... constructive action by police and 
community is always better than action by 
the police alone." 

The community-odented police department recognizes that 
constructive action by police and community is always bener 
than action by the police alone. Before any major action is 
undertaken. whether a shift in resources or implementation 
of a new problem-solving approach. the community-oriented 
police department discusses that change with the appropriate 
neighborhood. The Willingness to discuss publicly priority 
sening or selection of problem-solving tactics reflects the 
high value the organization places 011 bringing the commu
nity into the business of policing. It is also recognition that 
the commuflity is an important source of police authority. 

Robert Wasserman IS a Research Fellow in rhe Pro~ram In 

Criminal Jusrlce Polin' and Mana~ement. Murk H. Moore IS 
Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Professor of Criminal JusIlce 
Policy and Management. John F. Kennedy School of Government. 
Harvard UniversirY. 

Poin:s of view or opinions expressed in this publicarion are rhose 
of the aurhors and do not necessarily represent rhe official poslllon 
or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice or of Han:o.rd 
Uni\·ersiry. 

The ASSistant Altorney General. Office of Jusllce Programs. coord,
nares the :r::wties oflhe follOWing program Offices and Bureaus: 
National [nSfl[ure of Justice. Bureau of Justice Statistics. Bureau of 
Justice Assistance. Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquenc~' 
Rrevl!ntlon. and Office for Victims of Crime. 

• The community-oriented police department views 
both the community and the law as the source of the 
department's authority. 

Since police action is not prescribed by the law. the commu
nity empowers the police agency to deal with difficult 
problems of importance to neighborhood residents and 
accepts the·actions taken as long as the police are continually 
careful to engage the neighborhood in selecting tactics and 
priorities beyond those set forth under the law. When a 

• police agency has lost its community authority. a range of 
responses always occurs, from widespread dissatisfactIon 
with the department to substantial disorder when the police 
apply the law in the neighborhood. 

• The community-oriented police agency is committed 
to furthering democratic values. Every action of the 
agency reflects the importance of protectmg constitu
tional rights and ensuring basic personal freedoms of 
all citizens. 

The commitment to democratic values is a cornerstone of 
community policing. Placement of a high value on the 
democratic process provides police agencies with the shield 
they need to ensure that actions proposed by communities 
do not infringe on others' rights. Embodiment of this 
value by the organization. and its use as a defense against 
inappropriate neighborhood initiatives. will succeed only if 
the police themselves strictly adhere to the law in all aspects 
of their work. 

Implementing values. While a number of police agencies 
hav~ set forth wrinen statements of their values. few have 
carefully considered ways of implementing their values so 
that the actions of agency employees will match the value 
orientation of the organization. 

Police depanmems that have adopted the community 
policing philosophy have found it helpful to develop concIse 
value statements that reflect these principles and commit· 
ments. The philosophy then can be understood throughout 
both the department and the community, and serve as the 
basis for the application of discretion within the department. 

Wrinen value statements are useful if for n9 other reason 
than to force management to reach agreement on the 
organIzation's values. Experience in most police agencies 
indicates that this debate is not an easy task. But writren 
value statements are not sufficient. since the values eventu
ally must be reflected in all aspects of the organization. from 
traming to field operations. . 
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"Written value statements are useful 
if for no other reason than to force 
management to reach agreement on the 
organization's values. " 

Presenting values through training must involve more than 
simply handing out value statements. as hac; occurred in 
some agencies. Carefully developed case materials. class 
discussion. tests. and field officer programs must all reflect 
the official values of the agency. Policy statements no~ only 
state the values eltplicitly but also provide explanations of 
the reasoning betllnd the derived policies. 

When auditing field operations or investigative performance. 
the review must include careful co~sideration of the degree 
to which the actions follow stated department values. When 
riding in police cruisers; supervisors and managers must 
listen for the "talk of the department" to see if values ex
pressed by police officers re!lect those of the department. 

, , ... only when the formal values . .. 
match those . .. [of} the rank and 
file can the organization be ... 
'high performing.' " 

Some police administrators will claim that officers will never 
match the values articulated in their street talk with those of 
the organization as it pursues excellence. That. of course. is 
the greatest challenge the police adminis!rator faces: for only 
when the formal values of the organization match those acted 
out by the rank and file can the organization be comildered 
"high performing:' Community policing reqUIres that match 
of values: it provides a structure and orientation that make 
such a match easier. 

Summary. The values of community policing are different 
from those of previous eras in police history. Equally 
important. values are no longer hidden. but serve as the baSIS 

for citizen understanding of the police function. judgment:; 01 

police success. and employee understanding oi what the 
police agency :;eeks to achieve. 

Notes 

I. In de~cTlbing the characteri5tic~ of organil,ltions. Peters and 
Waterman note that eJ';celient companie!> "are fantasllc centrah~I" 
around the few core value~ they hold dear." Thoma" J. Peters and 
Robert H. Waterman. Jr .. In Scarrh of Er("cl/c'I/{C', New York. 
Harper & Row. 19~;1: I:' 

2. Thomas J. Watson. Jr .• the founding father of IBM. authored an 
early work about how values mu~.t be artIculated bv the 5ucce5sful 
corporation. Se~ Thomas J. Watson. Jr .• A 8Iwn{,J~t and lis Belich' 
The Ideas that Helped BUIld IBM. New York. McGraw Hill. 196J 

3. See George L. Kelling. "Police and Communities: the Quiet 
Revolution." PerspeclIl'es on P/1licin~. No. !. Washington. D.C.. 
National Institute of Justice and Harvard Universitv. J~lne 19RR: and 
George L. Kelling. Robert Wasslcrman. and Hubert' Williams. 
"Police Accountability and Community Policing." PrrJ[1cctn·C't (III 
Pnlicinl? No.7. Washington. D.C.. National Institute of Ju<;tice aod 
Harvard University. November 19RR. for a di<;cu<;Slon of how 
management through values les,~ens the need for reliance on strong 
command and control systems. 

4. Wilson published the values to provide both the police and the 
community with an under.;tanding of why the police department 
undertook many of its actions. See Orlando W Wilson. On TlJls Ifr 
Stand. Chicago Police Department. 19R3. 

The.Executive Session on Policing. like other Executive 
SessIons at Harvard's Kennedv School of Government. 
is deSIgned 10 encourage a ne~ form of dialog between 
high-level practitioner.; and scholars. wnh a view 10 

redefining and proposing solullon" ror <;uhstantive polley 
issues. PractItioner.; rather than academIcians are gIven 
majority representallon m the group. The meellng; of the 
SessIOn are conducted as looselv structured ~emina~ or 
poltcy debates. • . 

Since it began m I QRc;. the Execullve SessIon on Policine 
has met sevcn tlmc~. Dunng the 3-day meetings. the 31 
member.; have energellcally discus~ed the facts and values 
that have gUIded. and those that should gUIde. policing. 

~CJ lI·Ultl 
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The police and neighborhood safety 

BROKEN WINDOWS 
BY JA:ilES Q. WILSO:-; AND GEORGE L. KEw.'-;G 

I
N THE ~UD-1970S, TIlE STATE OF :\EW JERSF;Y AX

nounced a "Safe and Clean Neighborhoods Program." 
designed to improve the qu.ality of community life in 

twenty-eight cities. As part of that program. the state pro
vided money to help cities take police officers out of their 
patrol cars and assign them to walking beats. The gover
nor and other state officials were enthusiastic about using 
foot patroJ as a way of cutting crime, but many police 
chiefs were skeptical. Foot patrol. in their eyes, had been 
pretty much discredited. It reduced the mobility of the po
lice, who thus had difficuity responding to citizen calls for 
service, and it weakened headquarters control over patrol 
officers. 

Many police officers also disliked foot patrol. but for ciif
ferent reasons: it was hani work, it kept them outside on 
cold, rainy nights. and it reduced their chances for making 
a "good pinch." In some departments, assigning officers to 
foot patrol had been used as a form of punishment. _-\nd 
academic experts on policing doubted that foot patrol 
would have any impact on crime rates: it ·",·as. in the opin
ion of most. little more than a sop to public opinion. But 
since the state was paying for it. the local authorities were 
willing to go along. 

Five years after the program started. the Police Foun
dation. in Washington, D.C .. published an evaluation of 
the foot-patrol project. Based on its analysis of a carefully 
controlled experiment carried out chiefly in N' ewark. the 
foundation concluded, to the surprise of hardly anyone. 
that foot patrol had not reduced cri."l1e rates. But reside'nts 
of the foot-patrolled neighborhoods seemed to feel more 
secure than persons in other areas. tended to belie\'e that 
crime had been reduced. and seemed to take fewer steps to 
protect themselves from crime (staying at home with the 
doors locked, for example). :\Ioreover. citizens in the foot
patrol areas had a more favorable opinion of the police than 
did those living elsewhere. And officers walking beats had 
higher morale, greater job satisfaction. and a more favor
able attitude toward citizens in their neighborhoods than 
did officers assigned to patrol cars. 

These findin~ may be taken as evidence that the skep-

JaTfIU Q. Wtl&01l U Shatt:u.ck Profe:J3OT oj GOt'e77lment at H,an:ard 
and aut.Jwr oj Thinking About .Grime. George'L. KeUing, j'o~~ty 
director of 1M evaluation fold staff of tM Polu:e Foundation. IS cur
rently Il relltfJ.TCltfe/.lQw at th.e John F. Kennedy SchOOL oj'Gol-errrment 
at H aTl)o:rri.. 

tics were right-foot patrol has no effect on crime: it mere
ly fools the citizens into thinking that they are ~afer. But in 
our view. and in the view of the authors of the Police Foun
dation study (of whom Kelling was ,one). the citizen:; of 
N'ewark were not fooled at all. They knew what the foot
patrol officers were doing, they knew it was different from 
what motorized officers do. and they knew that havin!!, of
ficers walk beats did in fact make their neig-hbo~hoocl:; 
safer. 

But how can a neighborhood be "safer" when the Clime 
rate has not gone down-in fact. may have gone up? Find
ing the answer requires first that we undel'!'tanc\ what 
most often frightens people in public places. :'lany citizens. 
of course. are primarily fright.ened by crime. e~peciaily 
crime involving a sudden. violent attack by a strang-er. 
This risk is very real. in Newark as in many lar~e cltle:'. 
But we tend to overlook or forget ano~her source of fear-
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the fear of being bothered by disortierly people. ~ot vio
t~nt people, nor, necessarily, criminals. but disreputable or 
obstreperous or unpredictable people: panhandlers. 
drunks, addicts. rowdy teenagers. prostitutes. loiterers. 
the mentally disturbed. 

What foot-patrol officers did was to elevate. to the ex
tent they could, the level of public order in these neighbor
hoods. Though the neighborhoods were predominantly 
black and the foot patrolmen were mostly white, this ~or
der-maintenance" function of the police was performed to 
the general satisfaction of both parties. 

One of us (Kelling) spent many hours walking .,.,;th N ew
ark foot-patrol officers to see how they defined "order" and 
what they did to maintain it. One beat was typical: a busy 
but dilapidated area in the heart of ~ ewark. \\;th many 
abandoned buildings, marginal shops (several of which 
prominently displayed knives and straight-edged razors in 
their windows), one large department s~ore. and. most im
portant. a train station and several major bus stops. 
Though the area was run-down. its streets were iilled .,.,;th 
people. because it was a major transportation center. The 
good order of this area was imPortant not only to those 
who lived and worked there but also to many others. who 
had to move through it on their way home. to supermar
kets. or to factories. 

The people on the street were primaniy black: the offi
cer who walked the street was white. The peopie were 
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made up of "regulars" and "strangers." Regulars included 
both "decent folk" and some drunks and dereiicts who were 
always there but who "knew their place." Strangers were. 
well. strangers. and viewed suspiciously, sometimes ap
prehensively. The omcer-call him Kelly-knew who the 
regulars were. and they knew him. As he saw his job. he 
was to keep an eye on strangers. and make certain that the 
disreputable regulars observed some informal but widely 
understood rules. Drunks and addicts could sit on the 
stoops, but could not lie down. People could drink on SIde 
streets, but not at the main intersection. Bottles had to be 
in paper bags. Talking to. bothering, or begging from 
peOple waiting at the bus stop was strictly forbidden. If a 
dispute erupted between a businessman and a customer. 
the businessman was assumed to be right. especially if the 
customer was a stranger. If a stranger loitered. Kelly 
would ask him if he had any means of support and what his 
business was: if he gave unsatisfactory answers. he was 
sent on his way. Persons who broke the informal rules, es-· 
pecially those who bothered people waiting at bus stops. 
were arrested for vagrancy. Noisy teena~ers were told to 
keep quiet. 

These rules were defined and enforced in coilaboratlon 
with the "regulars" 01) the street. Another neIghborhood 
might have different rules. but these~ everybody under
stood, were the rules for tlns neighborhood. If someone 
violated them. the regulars not only ,turned to Kelly for 



help but ~ ridiculed the violator. Sometimes what Kelly 
did could be described as "enforcing the law," but just as 
often it involved taking informal or extralegal steps to help 
protect what the neighborhood had decided was the appro
priate level of public order. Some of the things he did prob
ably would not withstand a legal challenge. 

A determined skeptic might acknowledge that a skilled 
foot-patrol officer can maintain order but still insist that 
this sort of "order" has little to do with the real sources of 
community rear-that is, with violent crime. To a degree, 
that is true. But two things must be borne in mind. First, 
outside observers should not assume that they know how 
much of the anxiety now endemic in many big-city neigh
borhoods stems from a fear of "real" crime and how much 
from a sense that the street is disorderly. a source of dis
tasteful, worrisome encounters. The people of Newark. to 
judge from their behavior and their remarks to interview
ers, apparently assign a high value to public order, and feel 
relieved and reassured when the police help them maintain 
that-order. 

SECOND, AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL. DISORDER AND 

crime are usually inextricably linked. in a kind of de
velopmental sequence. Social psychologists and po

lice officers tend to agree that if a window in a building is 
broken and is'left unrepaired. all the rest of the windows 
will soon be broken. This is as true in nice neighborhoods 
as in run-down ones. Window-breaking does not necessar
ily occur on a large scale because some areas are inhabited 
by deternIined window-breakers whereas others are popu
lated by window-lovers; rather. one unrepaired broken 
window is a signal that no one cares. and so breaking more 
windows costs nothing. (It has always been fun.) 

Philip Zimbardo, a S~ord psychologist, reported in 
1969 on some experiments testing the broken-window the
ory. He arranged to have an automobile without license 
plates parked with its hood up on a street in the Bronx and 
a comparable automobile on a street in Palo Alto. Califor
nia. The car in the Bronx was attacked by '"vandals" within 
ten minutes of its "abandonment." The first to arrive were 
a family-father. mother. and young son-who removed 
the radiator and battery. Within twenty-four hours. virtu
ally everything of value had been removed. Then random 
destruction began-windows were smashed. parts torn 
oir, upholstery ripped. Children began to use the car as a 
playground. Most of the adult '"vandals" were well
dressed, apparently clean-cut whites. The car in Palo Alto 
sat untouched for more than a week. Then Zimbardo 
smashed part of it with a sledgehammer. Soon. passersby 
were joining in. Within a few hours, the car had been 
turned upside down and utterly destroyed. Again. the 
"vandals" appeared to be primarily respect2,ble whites. 

Untended property becomes fair game for people out for 
fun or plunder. and even for people who ordinarily would 
not dream of doing such things and who probablY consider 

themselves law-abiding, Because of the nature of commu
nity life in tte Bronx-its anonymity, the frequency with 
which cars are abandoned and things are stolen or broken. 
the past experience of "no one caring" -vandalism begins 
much more quickly than it does in staid Palo Alto. where 
people have come to believe that private possessions are 
cared for, and that mischievous behavior is costly. But \'an
dalism can occur anywhere once communal barriers-the 
sense of mutual regard- and the obligations of civility-are 
lowered by actions that seem to'signal that "no one ~ares, " 

We suggest that "untended" behavior also leads to the 
breakdoYtIl of community controls. A stable neighborhood 
offamilies who care for their homes, mind each other's chil
dren, and confidently frown on unwanted intruders can 
change, in a few years or even a few months. to an inhospi-
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table and frightening jungle. A pi~ of property is aban
doned, weeds grow up, a window is smashed. Adults stop 
scolding rowdy children: the children. emboldened. be
come more rowdy. Families move OUt. unattached adults 
move in. Teenagers gather in front of the corner store. The 
merchant asks them to move; they refuse. Fights occur. 
Litter accumulates. People start drinking in front of.the 
grocery; in time, an inebriate slumps to the sidewalk and is 
allowed to sleep it off. Pedestrians are approached by 
panhandlers. . 

At this point it is not inevitable that serious crime ..... il1 
flourish or violent attacks on strangers will occur. But 
many residents will think that crime. especially violent 
crime. is on the rise. and they \\iil modify their behavlOr 
accordingly. They will use the streets iess often. and when 
on the streets ",,'ill stay apart from their fellows. moving 

. . 
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with averted eyes, silent lips, and hurried steps. "Don't 
get involved." For some residents, this growing atomiza
tion will matter little, because the neighborhood is not 
their ~home" but "the place where they live. ~ Their inter
ests are elsewhere; they are cosmopolitans. But it will 
matter greatly to other people, whose lives derive mean
ing and satisfaction from local attachments rather than 
worldly involvement; fol' them, the neighborhood will 
cease to exist except for a few reliable friends \vhom they 
arrange to meet. 

Such an area is vulnerable to criminal invasion. Though 
it is not inevitable. it is more likely that here, rather than 
in places where people are confident they can regulate 
public behavior by i.nforma! controls, drugs \\ill change 
hands, prostitutes will solicit, and cars ""ill be stripped. 
That the drunks will be robbed by boys who do it as a lark. 
and the prostitutes' customers will be robbed by men who 
do it purposefully and perhaps violently. That muggmgs 
will occur. 

Among those who often find it difficult to move away 
from this are the elderly. Surveys of citizens suggest that 
the elderly are much less likely to be the Victims of crime 
than younger persons, and some have inferred from this 
that the well-known fear of cr.me voiced by the elderly is 
an exaggeration: perhaps we ought not to design special 
programs to protect older persons: perhaps we shouid 
even try to talk them out of their mistaken fears, This ar~ 
gument misses the point. The prospect of a coru'romation 
with an obstreperous teenager or a drunken panhandler 
can be as fear-inducing for defenseless persons as the pros
pect of meeting an actual robber; indeed, to a defenseless 
person, the two kinds of confrontation are often mdistin
guishable. ~loreover, the lower rate at which the eiderly 
are victimized is a measure of the steps they have already 
taken-ehieny, staying behind locked c1oors-to mInimIZe 
the risks they face. Young men.are more frequently at
tacked than older women, not because they are easier or 
more lucrative targets but because they are on the streets 
more. 
. Nor is the connection between disorderliness and fear 
made only by the elderly. Susan Estrich. of the Har\'ani 
Law School. has recently gathered together a number of 
surveys on the sources of public fear. One, done in Port
land, Oregon~ indicated that three fourths of the adults in
terviewed cross to the other side of a street when they see 
a gang of teenagers; another survey. in Baltimore. discov
ered that nearly half would cross the street to avoid even a 
single strange youth. When an intervie\\'er asked people In 

a housing project where the most dangerous ~pot was. 
they mentioned a place where young persons gathered to 
drink and play music. despite the fact that nOl a sing-Ie 
crime had occurred there. In Boston public housing proJ
ects, the greatest fear was expressep by persons living In 

the buildings where disorderliness and inCl\·llity. not 
crime. were the greatest. Knowing this helps one under
stand the significance of such otherwise harmless displays 



as subway graffiti. As Nathan Glazer has written. the pro
liferation of graffiti, even when not obscene. confronts the 
subway rider with the "inescapable knowledge that the en
vironment he must endill-e for an hour or more a day is 
uncontrolled and uncontrollable, and that anyone can in
vade it to do whatever damage and mischief the mind 
suggests." 

In response to fear. people avoid one another. weakening 
controls. Sometimes they call the police. Patrol cars ar
rive, an occasional arrest O<!curs. but crime continues and 
disorder is not abated. Citizens complain to the police 
chief, but he explains that his department is low on person
nel and that the courts do not punish petty ot" first-time 
offenders. To the residents. the police who arrive in squad 
cars are either ineffective or uncaring; to the police. the 
residents are animals who deserve each other. The citizens 
may soon stop calling the police. because "they can't cIo 
anything. " 

The process we call urban decay has O<!curred for centur
ies in every city. But what is happening today is different 
in at least two important respects. First. in the period be
fore, say, World War If, city dwellers-because of money 
costs, transportation difficulties, familial and church con
nectio~ould rarely move away from neighborhood 
problems. When movement did occur. it tended to be along 
public-transit routes. Now mobility has become exceptIon
ally easy for all but the poorest or those Who are blocked 
by racial prejudice. Earlier crime waves had a kind of 
built-in self-correcting mechanism: the determination of a 
neighborhood or community to reassert control over its 
turf. Areas in Chicago, ~ew York, and Boston would ex
perience crime and gang wars. and then normalcy would 
return. as the families for whom no alternative resi
dences were possible reclaimed their authority over the 
streets. 

Second, the police in this earlier period assisted in that 
reassertion of authority by acting, sometimes violently, on 
behalf of the community. Young toughs were roughed up. 
people were arrested "on suspicion" or for vagrancy, and 
prostitutes and petty thieves were routed. "Rights" were 
something enjoyed by decent folk, and perhaps also by the 
serious professional criminal. who avoided violence and 
could afford a lawyer. 

This pattern of policing was not an aberration or the 
result of occasional excess. From the earliest days of the 
nation, the police function was seen primarily as that of a 
night watchman: to maintain order against the chief 
threats to order-fire ...... -ild animals. and disreputable be
havior. Solving crimes was viewed nor as a police responsi
bility but as a private one. In the ~larch. 1969. A,tla1/tlc. 
one of us (Wllson) wrote a brief account of how the police 
role had slowly changed from maintaining order to fighting 
crimes. The change began 'Wlth the creation of pnvate de
tectives (orten ex-criminals1. who worked on a contm: 
gency-fee basis for individuals who had suffered losses. In 
time. the detectives were absorbed into municipal police 
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agencies and paid a regular salary; simultaneously. the re
sponsibility for prosecuting thieves was shifted from the 
aggrieved private citizen to the professional prosecuteI'. 
This process was not complete in most places until the 
twentieth century. 

In the 19605, when urban riots were a major problem. 
sO<!ial scientists began to explore carefullv the order-mam
tenance function of the police. and to suggest ways of im· 
proving it-not to make streets safer (its original function) 
but to reduce the incidence of mass violence. Ordel'-mam
tenance became. tq a degree. coterminous ..... ,th ·commu
nity relations." But. as the crime wave that began 10 tl'le 
early 1960s continued without abatement throug'hout the 
decade and into the 1970s. attention shifted to the roie oi 
the police as crime-fighters. Studies of police behanor 
ceased. by and large, to be accounts of the on:ier-malnte
nance function and became, instead. efforts to propose and 
test ways whereby the police could solve more cnmes. 
make more arrests, and gather better evidence. If the:,e 
things could be done. social scientists assumed. citizens 
would be less fearful. 



A
GREAT DEAL WAS ACCO!olPLISHED Dt.:RI~G THIS 

transition, as both police chiefs and outside ex
pertS emphasized the crime-fighting function in 

their plans. in the allocation of resources. and in deploy
ment of personnel. The police may well have become bet
ter crime-fighters as a result. And doubtless they re
mained aware of their responsibility for order. But the link 
between order-maintenance and crime-prevention, 50 ob
vious to earlier generations. was iorgotten. 

That link is similar to the process whereby one broken 
window becomes many. The citizen who fears the ill-smell: 
ing drunk, the rowdy teenager, or the importuning beggar 
is not merely expressing his distaSte for unseemly behav
ior; he is also giving voice to a bit of folk v.isdom that hap
pens to be a correct generaliz.ation-namely, that serious 
street crime flourishes in areas in which disorderly behav
ior goes unchecked. The unchecked panhandler is. in ef
fect, the first broken window. )'luggers and robbers. 
whether opportunistic or professional. believe they reduce 
their chances of being caught or even identified if they op
erate on streets where potential victims are already intimi
dated by prevailing conditions. If the neighborhood cannot 
keep a bothersome panhandler from annoying passersby, 
the thief may reason, it is even less Uk ely to call the police 
to identify a potential mugger or to interfere if the mug
ging actually takes place. 

Some police administrators concede that this process oc
curs. but argue that motorized-patrol officers can deal with 
it as effectively as foot-patrol officers. We are not so sure. 
In theory, an officer in a squad car can observe as much as 
an officer on foot; in theory, the former can talk to as many 
people as the latter. But the reality of police-citizen en
counters is powerfully altered by the automobile. An offi
cer on foot cannot separate himself from the street people: 
if he is approached. only his uniform and his person?lity 
can help him manage whatever is about to happen. And he 
can never be certain what that v.ill be-a request for direc
tions. a plea for help. an angry denunciation. a teasing re
mark, a confused babble. a threatemng gesture. 

In a car. an officer is more likely to deal Wlth street 
people by rolling down the v.;ndow and looking at them. 
The door and the window exclude the approaching citizen: 
they are a barrier. Some officers take advantage of this 
barrier, perhaps unconsciously, by actlng differently if in 
the car than they would on foot. We have seen this count
less times. The police car pulls up to a corner where teen
agers are gathered. The window is rolled down. The officer 
stares at the youths. They stare back. The officer says to 
one. "C'mere. ~ He saunters over. conveying to hIS friends 
by his elaborately casuai styie the iC:ea that he is not in
timidated by authOrity. ·\Vhat"s your name?" "Chuck." 
"Chuck who?" "Chuck Jones." ~What"ya doing, Chuck?" 
-!-Iothin'." "Got a P.O. [parole omcer}?" "~ah." "Sure'?" 
~Yeah." "Stay out of trouble. Chucide." :'leanwhile. the 
other boys iaugh and exchange comments among them
selves. probably at the officers expense. The officer stares 

'harder. He cannot be certain what is being said. nor can he 
join in and, by displaying his own skill at street banter. 
prove that he cannot be "put down." In the pMcess, the 
.officer has learned almost nothing, and the boys have de
cided the officer is an alien force who can safely be disre
garded, even mocked. 

Our experience is that most citizens like to talk to a po
lice officer. Such exchanges give them a sense of impor
tance. provide them with the basis for gossip, and allow 
them to explain to the authorities what is wOrrying them 
(whereby they gain a modest but significant sense of hav
ing "done something" about the problem). You approach a 
person on foot more easily, and talk to him more readily. 
than you do a person in a car. :'loreover. you 'can more 
easily retain some anonymity if you draw an officer aside 
for a private chat. Suppose you want to pass on a tip about 
who is stealing handbags, or who offered to sell you a sto
len TV. In the inner city, the culprit. in all likelihood. lives 
nearby. To walk up to a marked patrol car and lean III the 
window is to convey a visible signal that you are a -fink" 

The essence of the police role in maintaining order :s to 
reinforce the informal control mechanisms of the comrnu
nity itself. The police cannot, without committing extraor
dinary resources, provide a substitute for that informai 
control. On the other hand. to reinforce those natural 
forces the police must accommodate them. And therellllies 
the problem. 

. 

S
HOULDPOLICEACTIVITYO~THESraEETBESHAPED. 
in important ways, by the standards of the neIghbor
hood rather than by the rules of the state·? Over the 

past two decades. the shift of police from order-mamte
nance to law-eniorcement has brought them increaslllglY 
under the influence of legal restrictions. provoked by me
dia complaints and enforced by cOUrt decisions and depart
mental orders. As a consequence. the order·mamtenance 
functions of the police are now governed by ruies devei
oped to control poiice relations with suspected criminals. 
This is, we think. an entirely new development. For cen
turies. the role of the police as watchmen was judged pri
marily not in terms of it."isompliance with appropnate pro
cedures but rather in terms of its attaining a desired 
objective. The objective was order. an inherently ambigu
ous term but a condition that people in a given commuruty 
recognized when they saw it. The means were the same as 
those the community itself would employ, if its members 
were sufficiently determined. courageous. and authorita
tive. Detecting and apprehending criminals, by contrast. 
was a means to an end. not an end in itself; a judicial deter
mination of guilt or innocence was the hoped·for result of 
the law-eru'orcement mode. F'rom the first, the poiice were 
expected to follow rules defining that process. thoul!n 
states differed in how stringent the rules should be. The 
crirruna1-apprehension process was always understood to 
involve individual rights, the violation of which was unac-
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ceptable because it meant that the violating officer would 
be acting as a judge and jury-and that was not his job. 
Guilt or innoeence was to be determined by universal stan
dards under special procedures. 

Ordinarily, no judge or jury ever sees the persons caught 
up in a dispute over the appropriate level of neighborhood 
order. That is true not only because most cases are handled 
informally on the street but also because no universal stan
dards are available to settle arguments over disorder. and 
thus a judge may not be any wiser or more effective than a 
police officer. Until quite recently in many states. and even 
today in some places, the police make arrests on such 
charges as "suspicious person" or "\'agrancy" or ~public 
drunkenness"-eharges with scarcely any legal meaning. 
These charges exist not because society wants judges to 
punish vagrants or drunks but because it wants an officer 
to have the legal tools to remove undesirable p~rsons from 
a neighborhood when informal efforts ,to preserve order. in 
the streets have failed. 

Once we begin to think of all aspects of police work as 
involving the application of universal rules under special 
procedures. we inevitably ask what constitutes an ~unde
sirable person" and why we should "criminalize" vagrancy 
or drunkenness. A strong and commendable desire to see 
that people are treated fairly makes us worry about allow· 
ing the police to rout persons who are undesirable by some 
vague or parochial standard. A gro",;ng and not·so-com
mendable utilitarianism leads us to doubt that any behav
ior that does not "hurt" another person should be made 
illegal. And thus many of us who watch over the police are 
reluctant to allow them to periorm. in the only way they 
can, a function that every neighborhood desperately wants 
them to periorm. 

This wish to "decriminalize~ disreputable behavior that 
"harms no one"-and thus remove the ultimate sandon 
the police can employ to maintain neighborhood order-is. 
we think. a mistake . .Arresting a single drunk or a single 
vagrant who has harmed no identifiable person seems un
just. and in a sense it is. But failing to do anything about a 
score of drunks or a hundred vagrants may destroy an en
tire community. A particular rule that seems to make 
sense in the individual case makes no sense when it is 
made a universal rule and applied to all cases. It makes no 
sense beeause it fails to take into account the connection 
between one broken window left untended and a thousand 
broken windows. Of course. agencies other than the police 
could attend to the problems posed by drunks or the men
tally ill. but in most communitie~specially where the 
"deinstitutionalization~ movement has been strong-they 
do not. 

The concern about equity is more serious. We might 
agree that certain behavior makes one person more unde
sirable than another. but how do we ensure that age or 
skin color or national origin or hannle5:; mannerisms "'ill 
not also become the basis for distingwshing the undestr
able from the desirable? How do we ensure. in short. that 
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the police do not become the agents of neighborhood 
bigotry? . 

We can offer no wholly satisfactory answer to this impor
tant question. We are not confident that there is a .satisfac
tory answer, except to hope that by their selection. train
ing, and supervision, the police will be inculcated \\;th a 
clear sense of the outer limit of their discretionary author
ity. That limit, roughly, is this-the police exist to help reg
ulate behavior. not to maintain the racial or ethnic punty 
of a neighborhood. 

Consider the case of the Robert Tay~or Homes in Chi
cago, one of the largest public-housing projects in the 
country. It is home for nearly 20,000 people. all black. and 
extends over ninety-two acres along South State Street. It 
was named after a distinguished black who had been. duro 
ing the 1940s, chairman of the Chicago Housing Authont): 
~ot long after it opened, in 1962. relations between proJ
ect residents and the police deteriorated badl)~ The citi
zens felt that the police were insensitive or brutai: the 
police. in turn, complained of unprovoked attacks on them. 
Some Chicago officers tell of times when they were afraid 
to enter the Homes. Crime rates soared. 

Today, the atmosphere has changed. Police-citizen rela
tions have improved-apparently, both sides iearned 
something from the earlier experience. Recently. a boy 
stole a purse and ran off. Several young persons who saw 
the theft voluntarily passed along to the police iniormatron 
on the identity and residence of the thief. and they did thiS 
publicly, with friends and neighbors looking on. But prob
lems persist, chief among them the presence or" youth 
gangs that terrorize residents and recruit members 10 the 
project. The people expect the police to ~do something" 
about this. and the police are determined to do JUSt that. 

But do what? Though the police can obviously maKe .:l.r· 
rests whenever a gang member breaks the law. a ~g can 
form. recruit. and congregate without breakiril<; the law. 
And only a tiny fraction of gang-related crimes can be 
solved by an arrest: thus. if an arrest is the only recourse 
for the police. the residents' fears \lrilf go unassua~ed. The 
police \\-;11 soon feel helpless. and the residents will again 
believe that the police "do nothing. " What the police In iact 
do is to chase known gang members out of the project. In 
the words of one officer. "We kick ass. ~ Project reSIdents 
both know and approve of this. The. tacit police-citizen alli
ance in the project is reinforced by the police vIew that the 
cops and the gangs are the two rival sources of power In 

the area, and that the gangs are not going to win. 
~one of this is easily reconciled with any conception of 

riue process or fair treatment. Since both residents ana 
gang members are black. race is not a iactor. But It couid 
be. Suppose a white project confronted a black gang, or 
vice versa. We would be apprehens.ive about the pOlice tak
ing sides .. But the substantive problem remains the ~ame: 
how can the police strengthen the informal soclai-contro! 
mechanisms of natural communities In order to minImIZe 
fear in public places? 'Law enforcement. per se, is no an-



swel~ A gang ClUl weaken 01' destroy a community by 
stantlmg about in a menacing fashion and speaking rudely 
to pa.:;sersby \\1thout hi'eaking the law. 

'lY
E HAVE DIFFICt:LTY THI::-:KI::-:G ABOL"T seCH )tAT

ters, not simply because the ethical and legal is
sues are 50 complex but because we have be

come accustomed to thinking of the law in essentially 
individualistic terms. The law define:; Illy rights. punishes 
his behavior, and is applied by that officer because of this 
ham. We assume, in thinking this way. that what is good 
for the individual will be good for the community. and what 
doesn't matter when it happens to one ~rson won't matter 
if it happens to mlmy. Ol"dinalily. those are plausible as
sumptions. But in ca:ses where behavior that is tolerable to 
one person is intolerable to many others. the reactions of 
the othel's-fe~. withdrawal. flight-may ultimately 
make matters worse for"everyone. including the individual 
who first professe.<l his indifference. 

It may be their greater :.'ensiti\'ity to communal as op
posed to indJvidual needs that helps explain why the resi
dents of small communitie:s are more satisfied with their 
police than are the residents of similar neighborhoods in 
big citi~s. Elinor Ostrom and her co-workers at Indiana 
University compared the perception of police servil:es in 
two poor. all-black Illinois towns-Phoenix and East Chi
cago Heights-with those of three comparable all-black 
neighborhoods in Chicago. The level of criminal victimiza
tion and the ql\ality of polic~ommunity relations ap
peared to be about the same in the towns and the Chicago 
neighborhoods. But the citizel15 Ihing in their own villages 
were much more likely than those living in the Chicago 
neighborhoods to :say that they do not stay at home ior fear 
of crime. to agree that the local police have -the right to 
take any action necessary" to deal with problems. and to 
agree that the police "look OUt fol' the needs of the average 
citizen." It is possible that the residents and the police of 
the small towns :;awthemselves as engaged in a collabora
tive e1fort to maintain ·a certain standard of communal life. 
whereas those of the big city felt themselves to be simply 
requesting and supplying particular services on an individ
ual basis. 

If this is true. how should a wise police chil!f deploY his 
meager forces'? The first answer is that nobody knows for 
certain. and the most prudent course of action would be to 
try further variations on the ;.; ewark ex~riment. to see 
more precisely what works in what kinds of neighbor
hoods. The second answer is al50 a hedge-many aspects 
of order-maintenance in neighborhoods can probably best 
be handled in ways that involve the police minimaily. if at 
all. A busy, bustling shopptng center and a qUiet. well
tended suburb may need almost no visible poiice presence. 
In both cases, the ratio of re::;pectable to disreputable 
people is ordinarily 50 high as to make iniormal social con
trol effective. 
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Even in areas that are in jeopardy from disorderly ele
ments. citizen action without substantial police involve
ment may be sufficient. Meetings between teenagers who 
like to hang out 011 a particular corner and adults ~'ho want 
to use that corner might well lead to an amicable agree
ment on a set of rules about how many people can be al
lowed to congregate. Where, and when. 

Where no understanding is possible-Qr if possible. not 
cbserved-dtizen patrols may be a sufficient response. 
There are two traditions of communal involvement in 
Inaintaining order. One, that of the "community watch
men," is as old as the first settlement of the ~ew World. 
Until well into the nineteenth century, volunteer watch
men. not policemen. patrolled their communities to keep 
order. They did so, by and large. without taking the iaw 
into their own hands-without. that is. punishing person::; 
or using force. Their presence deterred disorder or alerted 
the community to disorder that could not be deterred. 
There are hundreds of such efforts today in communities 
all across the nation. Perhaps the best known is that of the 
Guardian Angels, a group of unarmed young pen;ons In 

distinctive berets and T-shirts. who first came to public 
attention when they began patrolling the :':ew York City 
subways but who claim now to have chapters in more than 
thirty American cities. Unfortunately. we have little infor
mation about the effect of these groups on crime. It is pos
sible. however. that whatever their effect on come. citl
~ens find their presence reassuong. and that they thus 
contribute to maintaining a sense of order and CiVliity. 

The second tradition is that of the ·vigilante, ~ RarelY a 
feature of the settled communities of the East. it was 00-

manly to be found in those frontier towns that gorew u; In 

advance of the reach of go\'ernment. :'tlore tha~ 0350 \:Igi. 

lante groups are kno\\'Tl to have exi::;leti: their distlnct1~'e 
feature was that their members did take the Jaw Into their 
0\\'Tl hands. by acting as judge, jury. and often executioner 
as well as policeman. Today. the \'igilante movement 1:.' 

conspicuous by its rarity, despite the great fear expre:,~ed 
by citizens that the older cities are becoming ·urban [i'on
tiers." But some community-watchmen groups have ~klrt· 
ed the line. and others may cros.:; It in the future, An am· 
biguous case. reported in The Viall Street '/u/lmaL. 
involved a citizens' patrol in the Silver Lake area of Belle
ville. New Jersey. A leader told t,he reporter. -We look for 
outsiders." If a few teenagers from outside the nei~hDor
hood enter It. "we ask them their business." he :.'~;d. -If 
they say they're gomg down the street to :ie!'! :'\l~, Jones. 
fine. we let them pass. But then we follow them clown the 
block to make sure they're really going to see :.\lrs, Jones.' 

T HOUGH CITIZE:-:S CAN DO A GREAT DEAL. THE POLICE 

are plainly the key to order-mamtenance. For one 
thing, many communities. such as the Robert Tay

lor Homes. cannot do the job by themselves, For :lnotner. 
no citizen In a neighborhood. even an organized one. i::i iik~-

. . 



ly to feel the sense of responsibility that wearing a badge 
confers. Psychologists have done many studies on why 
people fail to go to the aid of persons being- attacked ur 
seeking help, and they have learned that the cause is not 
"apathy' or "selfishness" but the abse11r.e of some plausible 
grounds for feeling that one must personally accept re
sponsibility. Ironically, avoiding responsibility is easier 
when a lot of people are Standing about. On streets and in 
public pl.aces, where order is 50 important, many people 
are likely to be "around," a fuet that redl,ces the chance of 
anyone person acting as the agent of the community. The 
police officer's uniform singles him out as a person who 
must accept responsibility if asked. In addition, officers, 
more easily than their fellow citizens, can be expected to 
distinguish between what is necessary to protect the safe
ty of the street and what merely protectS its ethnic purity. 

But the police forces of America are losing, not gaining, 
members. Some cities have suffered substantial cuts in the 
number of officers available for duty. These cuts are not 
likely to be reversed in the near future. Therefore, each 
department must assign its existing officers ."dth g-reat 
care. Some neighborhoods are so demoralized and crime
ridden as to make foot patrol useless: the best the police 
can do with limited resources is respond to the enormous 
number of calls for service. Other neighborhoods are so 
stable and serene as to make foot patrol unnecessary. The 
key is to identify neighborhoods at the tipping point
where the public oroer is deterioratmg but not unrecIaima
ble, where the streets are used frequently but by appre
hensive people, where a window is likely to be broken at 
any tim!::, and must quickly be fixed if all are not to be 
shattered. 

Most police departments do not have ways of systemati
cally identifying such areas and assigning officers to them. 
Officers are assigned on the basis of crime rateS (meaning 
that marginally threatened areas are often stripped so that 
police can investig-ate crimes in areas where the situation 
is hopeless) or on the basis of calls for service (despite the 
fact tmt most citizens do not call the police when they are 
merely frightened or annoyed). To allocate patrol wiseiy, 
the department must look at the neighborhoods and de
cide, from first-hand evidence. where an additional officer 
will make the g-reatest difference in promoting a sense of 
safety. 

One way to stretch limited police resources is being tried 
in some public-housing projects. Tenant organizations hire 
off-duty police officers for patrol work in theIr buildings. 
The costs are not high (at least not per resident). the offi-

cer likes the additional income. and the residents feel 
safer. Such arrangF!ments are probably more successful 
than hiring private watchmen, and the :-.Iewark experi
ment helps us understand why. A private secunty guard 
may deter crime or misconduct by his presence. and he 
may go to the aid of persons needing help. but he may well 
not intervene-that is, control or drive away-30meone 
challenging community standards. Being a sworn officer
a "real cop"-seems to give one the confidence. the sense 
of duty, and the aura of authority necessary to perform this 
difficult task. 

Patrol officers might be encouraged to go to ~d from 
duty stations on public transportation and. while on the 
bus or subway car, enforce rules about smoking, drinking. 
disorderly conduct, and the like. The enforcement need in
volve nothing more than ejecting the offender lthe offense. 
after all, is not one \!rith which a booking officer or a judge 
wishes to be bothered), Perhaps the random but relentless 
maintenance of standards on buses would lead to condi
tions on buses that approximate the !evei of civility we 
now take for granted on airplanes. 

But the most important reqUlrement is to think that to 
maintain order in precarious situatiuns IS a vital job. The 
police know this is one of their functions. and they also 
believe, correctly, that it cannot be done to the exciusion of 
criminal investigatIon and responding to calls. We may 
have encouraged them to suppose. however. on the basiS of 
our oft-repeated concerns about serious. \101ent crime. 
that they will be judged exclusively on their capacity as 
crime-fighters. To the extent that this is the case. police 
administrators \\,il contiDue to concentrate police person
nel in the highest-<:rime areas (though not necessarily in 
the areas most vulnerable to criminal invasion), emonaslZe 
their trairung in the law and cnminal apprenensl~n (and 
not their traming in managing street life). and join tOo 
quickly in campaigns to decnnunalize "hanniess" beha\1or 
(though public drunkenness. street prostitutIOn •• ind por
nographic displays can destroy a commumty more quickly 
than any team of professional burgiars). 

Above all, we must return to our long-abandoned view 
that the police ought to protect commumties as well as in
dividuals. Our crime statistics and victimization surveys 
measure individual losses. but they do not measure com
munal losses. JUSt as phYSIcians now recognIZe the Impor
tance of fostering heaith rather than simply treating tIl
ness. 50 the police-and the rest of us--ought to recogruze 
the importance of mamtaining. mtact. commurutie::i \'1tn· 
OUt broken .... ;ndow5. = 
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Sometimes "fixing broken rcindows" does mon 
/0 reduct m'me !han (ont'enrional "incident-orienud" policing 

MAKING NEIGHBORHOODS SAFE 
BY ]:\;"IES Q. \VILSO:--: :\~D GEORGE L. KELLI:--:G 

'NEW BRI. ... RFtELD .... P ..... RT\IE:--TS IS .... " OLD. Rt'''· 

down collection of wooden buildJng~ constructed 
in 1942 as temporary housln~ for shIpyard work· 

ers in :-':ewport ="ews. \,irgima. By the mld·1980s it was 
widely iegarded as the worst hOUSIng project in the CI~~ 
~lanv of its vacant units orovided hiding places for drug 
use~. It had the highest burglary rate in ~ewport ~e\<-s; 
nearly a quarter of its apartments ... ere broken IntO at least 
once a veal'. 

For d'ecades the poiice had we:lril\, Jns\~ ered c:lIls for as
sistance and had investigated crimes In ~ew Bnarfield. 
:--';oc much came of this police :menu\,cness-the build
ings went on deceriorating. the burgilnes went on occur
ring. the residents went on living In cerror. Then. In 1984. 
Detective Tony Duke. assigned to a newly cre:lted police 
task force. decided co interview the residents of ;':ew 

Briarfield about their problems, ;':oc surpmJngb. he fOlrnd 
that they were worned about the burglanes-but the\' 
were JUsc as concerned about the phYSIcal detenoratlon of 
the project. Rather than Investi!1;ating only che burglaries. 
Duke spent some of his time investigating the blJlldtn~s. 
Soon he learned chat many city agencies-the fire depa([. 
menc. che public-works department. che hOUSing depart· 
ment-reguded ="ew Briarfield as a major heJdache. He 
also dlsco\'ered th:lt ItS G,. ners \\ ere In def:lUlr on a federal 
loan and thac foreclosure ... as imminent. 

The report he ... rote to Darrel Stephef's. chcn the pollee 
chief. led Stephens co recommend to the el~ mana~et chat 
~ew Briarfield be demolished and its ten:l.ms relocated. 
The city manager agreed. ~le:J.n\\.hlle. 8m"\" HaddIX. the 
patrol officer aSSigned to the area. began \\orklng With 
members of other CIty agencies co fix up the proJect. pend. 

... ,. .. 
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ing its eventual replacement. Trash was carted away. aban
doned cars were removed. potholes were filled In. the 
streets were swept. According to a scudy recendY done by 
John E. Eck and William Spelman. of the Pol1ce Execu
tive Research Forum (PERF). the burglar. rate dropped bv 
35 percent after Duke and Haddix began their work. 

Stephens. now the executive director ot" PERF. tells the 
Story of the :'-:ew Briarfield project as an example at "prob
lem-oriented policing," a concept de\eloped bv Proiessor 
Herman GoldsteIn. of the L niverSlt\' of Wisconsin Law 
School. and sometimes also called communttv-onenced 
policing. The conventional pohce strate~ IS "Incldenc-orl
ented"-a cltlzen calls to report an mCldent. such as a bur
glar\'. and the pohce respond b\ recording miormanon rel
evant to the cnme and then m'mg to 501\ e It. Ob\lousl.,. 
when a crime occurs. the victim IS en titled to a rapid. ef
fective police response. But If respondmg to InCidents 15 

all that the police do. the commUOltV problems that cause 
or explain manv of these incidents wlil never be ad
dressed. and 50 the incidents will connnue lnd their num
ber will pernaps mcrease. 

This will happen for two reasons. One IS that a lot at" se
rious cnme 1<; advenmlous. not the result of Inexorable so
Cial forces or personal failings. :\ rash of burglaries m:1\ oc
cur because drug users have found a back alle\ or an 
abandoned budding 10 which to hang out. In thelf spare 
tIlfie. and in order to get mane\' to buv drugs. the\' steal 

from their neIghbors. If the back allevs are cleaned up and 
the abandoned buJidings torn down. the drug users .... tll :;0 

awa\,. Thev mav even use fewcr drugs. because tne\ \\ III 
have dIfficultv finding convenIent dealers and ~oit bur
glarv targets, Bv the same token • .1 neglected nelgnbur
hood mav become the turf of a vouch gang. \\ hose mer::· 
bers commIt more crimes together m a group than the\ 
would If the\' were acting alone. If the gang lS ~roKen uP. 

former members wlil snll commit some cnme~ but prot)
ablv not as manv JS before. 

.\IOSt cnme In most nelghborhood~ IS lucal t!1e ~'tferJ 
ers hve near their \lcnms BeclU~e or thiS, uoe .,n\.lulu ,,"C 
assume that changmg the ennronmencJI ':{lndlCl(ln~ ~n· 
dUCI\ e co cnme In one area will displace (he cnme (0 ocrter 
areas. For example. when che "\ew York CI('\ pClIlce -=~)m
miSSIOner. Ben \Vard. ordered OperatIOn Pressure P,)lnt J 

crackdo\\n on drue; dealIng on the Lower East "'Ide. jeJl· 
ing and the cnmmait('\ associated WICh IC \\ere reduceu .r: 
thac neIghborhood and apparenc!\ did not Immedlate:\ 
reappear tn other. conttguous neIghborhoods. "uburcJn 
customers at" the local drug dealers \\ere (nghter.ed J"\J\ 

bv the SIght oi dozens of poiIce otncers on t~e ,erects 
where these customers had once shopped "pen!\ IH 

drugs. Thev could not-dt leJ5t nut right J\\ a\ -tin.:l Jr.. 
other neIghborhood In whiCh to bu\ drugs J~ eJ'ill\ J'i the\ 
once had on the Lower East Side ,\t the S.lme tIme. :~e 
local population Included some people \\ ho \\ ere \\ lillng :0 

..J" ..... ~ -- ---
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aid and abeT. the drug dealers. When the police presence 
made drug dealing unattractive, the dealers could not
again, at !east not for the time being-find another neigh
borhood that provided an equivalent social infrastructure. 

The second reason that incident-oriented police work 
fails to discourage neighborhood crime is that law-abiding 
citizens who are ltfraid co go out onto streets filled with 
graffiti, winos, and loitering you'ths yield control of these 
streets to people who are noc frightened by these signs of 
urban decay. Those not frightened tum out to be the same 
people who created the problem in the first place. Law
abiding citizens, already fearful, see things occurring that 
make them even more fearful. A vicious cycle begins of 
fear-induced behavior increasing the sources of that fear. 

A Los Angeles police sergeant put it this way: "\Vhen 
people in this district see that a gang has spray-painted its 
initials on all the stOP signs. they decide that the gang, not 
the' people or the police. controls the streets. When they 
discover that the Department of Transportation needs 
three months to replace the stOP signs. they decide thac 
the city isn't as powerful as the gang. These people wane 
us to help them take back the meets." Painting gang sym
bols on a stop sign or a storefront is not, by itself. a serious 
crime. As an incident, it is trivial. But as the symprom of a 
problem, it is very serious. 

1
:-.: ... ;-.; EARLIER ARTICLE I~ THE .-\TL.-\''I,TTC(\IARCH. 1982) 

we called this the problem of "broken windows": If 
the first broken window in a building is not repaired. 

rhen people who like breaking windows will assume thac 
no.one cares about the building and more windows will be 
broken. Soon the building will have no windows. Like
wise. when disorderly behavior-say, rude remarks bv loi
tering youths-is left unchallenged. the signal given is 
that no one cares. The disorder escalates. possibly to seri
ous crime. 

The sort of police work practiced in :'\ewport :-':ews is 
an effort to fix the broken windows. Similar projects are 
under way in cities all over America. This pattern consti
tutes the beginnings of the most significant redefinition of 
police work in the past half century. For example: 

• When a gunfight occurred at Garden Village, a low
income' housing project near Baltimore, the Baltimore 
County police responded by investigatIng both the shoot
ing and the housing project. ChiefComelius Behan direct
ed the officers in his Community Oriented Police Enforce
ment (COPE) unit to find out what could bci done to 

alleviate the fears of the project residents and the gang 
tensions thac led to the shooting. COPE officers worked 
with members of other agencies to upgrade street lighting 
in the area, trim shrubbery, install door locks. repair the 
roads and alleys, and get money to build a playground. 
With police guidance, the tenants organized. At the same 
time, high-visibility patrols were started and gang mem
bers were questioned. When both a suspect in the shoot
ing and a particularly troublesome parole violator were ar
rested. gang tensions eased. Crime rates dropped. In· 
bringing about this change. the police dealt with eleven 
different public ageTlcies. 

• When local merchants in a ~ew York City neighbor
hood complained to. the. police about homeless persons 
who created a mess on the streets and whose presence 
frightened away customers, tht;: officer who responded dId 
not roust the vagrants but instead suggested that the mer
chants hire them to clean the streets in front of their stores 
every morning. The merchants agreed. and now the 
streets are clean all day and the customers find the scores 
more attractive. 

• When people in a Los Angeles neighborh!JOd com
plained to the police about graffiti on walls and gang sym
bols on Stop signs, officers assigned to the Community 
),lobilization Project in the \Vilshire station did more than 
JUSt try to catch the gang youths who were wielding 
the spray cans: they also organized citizens' groups ~nd 
Bov Scouts to paint over the graffiti as fast as the\" were put 
up. 

• When residents of a Houston neighborhood became 
fearful about crime in their area. the police not only redou
bled their efforts to solve the burglaries and thefts but also 
assigned some officers to talk WIth the citizens tn their 
homes. During a nine-month period the officers YIst[ed 
more than a third of all the dwelltng UnlCS tn the area. tn~ 
troduced themselves. asked about any neighborhood prob
lems. and left their bustness cards. When .--\ntonv Pate and 
~lary Ann \Vycoff. researchers at the PolIce FoundatIon. 
evaluated the proJect. they found that the people In 
this area, unlike others living in a Similar area \\ here no 
citizen-contact project occurred. felt that social'disorder 
had decreased and chat the neighborhood had become 
a better place to live. \Ioreover. :lnd qUite unex" 
pectedly, the amount of property crime wa~ noticeabh 
reduced. 

These are all examples of community-oriented poliCing, 
whose current popularity among police chiefs is as great ;IS 

the ambiguity of the idea. In a sense. the police have al
ways been community-orie.nted. Every police officer 
knows that most crimes don't get solvC!d if victims and Wlt
nesse's do not cO(1perate. One way to encourage that coop
eration is to cultivate the .good will of both victims and Wlt-

4 nesses. Similarly, police-citizen tensions. over raCial 
incidents or allegations of brutality or hostility, can often 
be allaved. and sometimes prevented, if police officers stay 
in close touch with community groups. Accordingly. most 
departments have at least one community-relations officer. 
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who arranges meetings between officers and citizens' 
groups in church basements and other neutral locales. 

But these commonplace features of police work are add
ons and rarely alter the traditional work of most patrol of-, . 
ficers and detectives: responding to radio c?!ls about spe
cific incidents. The focus on incidents works against a 
focus on problems. If Detective Tony Duke had focused 
only on incidents in ~ew Briarfield, he would still be in
vestigating burglaries in that housing project: meanwhile. 
the community-relations officer would be telling outraged 
residents that the police were doing all they could and urg
ing people [0 call in any useful leads. If a tenant at one of 
those meetings had complained abOUt stopped-up drains. 
rotting floorboards, and abandoned refrigerators. the com
munity-relations officer would have patiently explained 
that these were not "police matters ... 

And of course, they are not. They are the responsibility 
of the landlord, the tenants themselves. and city agencies 
other than the police. But landlords are sometimes indif
ferent •. tenants rarely have the resources to make needed 
repairs, and other city agencies do not have a ['\vency-four
hour emergency service. Like it or not. the police are 
about the only city agency that makes house calls around 
the clock. And like it or not. the public defines broadly 
what it thinks of as public order. and holds the police re
sponsible for maintaining order. 

Community-oriented policing means changing the daily 
work of the police to include investigating problems as 
well as incidents. It means defining as a problem whatever 
a significant body of public opinion regards as a threae to 
community order. It means working with the good guys. 
and not just. against the bad guys. 

The link between incidents and problems can some
times be measured. The police know from experience 
what research by Glenn Pierce. in Boston. and Lawrence 
Sherman. in )'linneapolis. has established: fewer than 10 
percent of the addresses from which the police receive 
calls account for more than 60 percent of chose calls. ~lany 
of the calls involve domestic disputes. If each call is treat
ed as a separate incident with neither a history nor a fu
t!,lre, then each dispute will be handled by police officers 
anxious to pacify the complainants and get back on patrol 
as quickly as possible. All roo often .. however. the dispu
tantS move beyond shouting insults or throwing crocker: 
ac each other. A knife or a gun may be produced. and 
somebody may die. 

A very large proportion of all killings occur in these do
mestic settings: A study of domestic homicides in Kansas 
City showed that in eight OUt of ten cases rhe police had 
been called to the incident address at lease once before: in 
half the cases thev had been calledfiv~ tImes or more. The 
police are familiar with this pattern. and they have learned 
how best to respond to it. An experiment in ~1inneapolis. 
conducted by the Police Foundation. showed that men 
who were arrested after assaulting their spouses were 
much less likel\" to commit new assaults [han those who 
were merely pacified or asked to leave the house for a few 

hours. Research is now under way in other cities to test 
this finding. Arrest may prove always to be the best dispo
sition, or we mav learn thac some kind of intervention by a 
social agency als'o helps. What is indisputable is that a do
mestic fight-like many other events to which the police 
respond-is less an "incident" than a problem likely to 
have serious, long-term consequences. 

Another such problem, familiar to ~ew Yorkers. is graf
fiti on subway cars. What to some aesthetes is folk art is to 
most people' a sign that an' important public place is no 
longer under public control. If graffiti painters can attack 
cars with impunity, then muggers may feel they can attack 
the people in those cars with equal impunity. When we 
first wrote in these pages abom the problem of broken 
windows, we dwelt on the graffiti problem as an example 
of a minor crime creating a major crisis. 

The police seemed powerless to do much .about it. 
They could arrest youths with cans of spray paint. but for 
every one arrested ten more went undetected. and of 
those arrested, few were punished. The :\ew York Transit 
Authority, led by its chairman. Robert Kiley, and its pres! . 
dent. David Gunn. decided that graffiti-free cars were a 
major management goal. :--.rew. easier-to-clean cars were 
bought. ~lore important. key people in the :\utho,:~' were 
held accountable for cleaning the ca~s and keeping them 
clean. Whereas in the early 1980s ['\\'0 OUt of ever\" three 
cars were covered with graffiti. today fewer than on~ in six 
is. The Transit Police have played their part by arrestlng 
those who paint the cars, but they have been more suc- • 
cessful at keeping cars from being defaced in the tim place 
than they were at chasing people who were spraving al
ready defaced ones. 

W
HILE THE PHRASE "CO\(\(l'~IT"t'-ORIE:-"TI-:1) POUc

ing" comes easily to the lips of police administrJ
tors. redefining the police mission is more diffi

cult. To help the police become accustomed to fixing broken 
windows as well as arresting window-breakers requires do
ing things that are very hard for many administrators to do. 

Authority over at least some patrol officers must be de
centralized. so that they have a good deal of freedom to 

manage their time (inciuding their pai.d o\crnme). This 
implies freeing them at least partly from the ~'rann\ of the 
radio call. It means giving them a broad range of responsI
bilities: to find and understand chI; problems that cre:m: 
disorder and crime, and to deal with other public Jnd prt
vate agencies that can help cope with these problems. It 
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means assigning them to a neighborhood and leaving them 
there for an extended period of rime. It means backing 
them up with department support and resources. 

The reason these are not easy things for police chiefs [0 

do is not simply that chiefs are slaves to tradition. though 
some impatient advocates of community-oriented policing 
like to say so. Consider for a moment how all these 
changes might sound to an experien~ed and intelligent po
lice executive who must defend his departl:nent against 
media criticisms of officer misconduct. political pressure to 

cut budgets. and interest-group demands for more police 
protection everywhere. With decentralized, authority. no 
one will know precisely how patrol officers spend their 
time. y{oreovcr. decentralized authority means that patrol 
officers will spend time on things like schmoozing with 
citizens. instead of on quantifiable tasks like issuing tick
ets. making arresr~. and clearing cases. 

:v1aking the community-oriented officers generalists 
means letting them deal with other city agencies. a responsi
bility for which few officers are well trained and which cuts 
across sensitive questions of turf and public expectations. 

If officers are left in a neighborhood. some of them may 
start taking money from the dope dealers and after-hours 
joints. To prevent that. officers are frequentlv moved 

around. ~{oreover. the best people are usualiy kept in the 
detective squad that handles the really big cases. Few po
lice executives wam their best people settling inro a neIgh
borhood, walking around the bus Stops and shopping malls. 

The enthusiasts for community-oriented policing have 
answers for all these concerns, but sometimes in their zeal 
they forget that they are contending with more than mere 
bureaucratic foot-dragging-that the problems are real and 
require thoughtful solutions. :-'fany police executives get 
in trouble not because the crime rate goes up but because 
cops are accused of graft. brutality. laziness. incivility. or 
indifference. 

In short, police management is driven more bv the con
straints on the job than by the goals of the job. You cannoc 
cope with those constraints without unde'rstanding them. 
This may be why some of the biggest changes toward com
munity-oriented policing have occurred in cities where a 
new chief has come in from the outside with a mandate to 

shake up a moribund department. Lee Brown brought a 
community orientation ro the Housron Police Department 
under precisely those circumstances-the rcputatlOr: I)f 
the department was so bad that almost any change would 
have been regarded as an improvement. 

\Vhat can we say to the worried polict: chid who IS JI-

.." 

SA.VING {vIEivIORY 

Summer nights we PUt pennies on rhe track. 

Even the station was quiet enough for crickets. 

~fountains surrounded us, middling high and purple. 

~o matter where we stood they protected us 

with perspective. People call them gende mountains 

but you can die in there: they're thick 

with creeper and laurel. Like voodoo. 

r drew pictures with a sparkler. A curved line 

arcked across the night. Rooted in its slope. 

one laurel tr:e big as the mountain holding it. 

You can hear the train in the rails. 

They're round. not flat. as you'd expect. 

and slick. \Ve'd walk the sound. one step. tWO. 

slip. on purpose, in the ballast. hopscotch 

and waltz on the ties. watching the big round eye 

enter the curve and grow like God out ot" the purple, 

the tracks rurning mean. molten sliver blazin-g 

dead at us. \Ve'd hul~. Tango. And the tirsc 

white plume would shoot up screammg long. lonely. 

vain as ~limma shooing starlings from ner latticed pIes. 
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Sing :-'lickey :-'fouse. the second scream rising long. 19ain. 

up and up. Stick our right hip out. the third 

wailing. Give it a hot-cha wiggle. the fourth 

surrounding us. And bidding elCf! other fond adieux. 

we'd count to three. turn our backs. flash it a moon. 

and materialize. flntaStlc. run over WIth lii{hr, 

the tram shrieking to pIeces. scared. meanIng It. 

short. short. ~hort. shore. pushing a nOIse: 

bigger than the vallev. It sent us riving, 

flattened. light as ideas, back on the platform. 

the Y6B :-'!allet compound rolling through 

southbound. steamborne, out of Roanoke. 

It wasn't to make the tram jump the track 

but to hold the breath-edged piece of copper 

grown hot with dying. thin with birch. 

wiped smooth of origm and homilIes. 

To hold such power. As big as the eve 

of the train. as big as the moon burntng 

like the sun, All the perspecm'e 

curved and gone, 

-Mary Stewart Hammond 



ready running a pretty good department? Start with cor
ruption: For decades police executives and reformers have 
believed that in order to prevent corruption. you have to 
centralize -control over personnel and discourage intimacy 
between police officers and citizens. ),laybe. But the price 
one pays for this is very high. For example. many neigh
borhoods are being destroyed by drug dealers. who hang 
out on every street corner. The best way to sweep them off 
the streets is to have patrol officers aw:st them for selling 
drugs and intimidate their customers by parking police 
cars right next to suspected drug outlets. But some police 
chiefs forbid their patrol officers to work drug cases. for 
fear they will be corrupted. When the citizens in these 
cities see police cars drive pase scenes of open drug deal
ing, they assume the police have been paid off. Efforrs 
to prevent corruption have produced the appearance of 
corruption. 

Police Commissioner Ben Ward. in ~ew York. decided 
that the price of this kind of anti-corruption strategy was 
too high. His Operation Pressure Point put scores of police 
officers on ihe streets to break up the drug-dealing bazaar. 
Police corruption is no laughing matter. especially in ~ew 
York, but some chiefs now believe that it will have to be 
fought in ways that do not require police officers to avoid 
contact with people. 

Consider the problem of getting police resources and 
managing political pressures: resources can be justified 
With statistics. but statistics often become ends in them
selves. One police captain we interviewed said that his de
partment was preoccupied with "stacking widgets and 
counting beans." He asked his superior for permission to 
take officers OUt of radio cars and have them work on com
munity problems. The superior agreed but warned that he 
would be watching to see what happened to "the stats." In 
the short run the stats-for example. calls answered. a\'er
age response time-were likely to get worse. but if com
munity problems were solved. they would get bener as 
citizens had fewer incidents to report. The captain wor
ried. however. that he would not be given enough time to 
achieve this and that the bean counters would CUt off his 
program. 

A better way to justify getting resources from the city is 
to stimulate popular demand for resources devoted to 
problem-solving. Properly handled. community-oriente~ 
policing does generate suppOrt for the department. When 
:--.rewark police officers. under orders from Hube'f[ Wil
liams. then the police director. began stopping city buses 
and boarding them to enforce city ordinances against 
smoking. drinking. gambling, and playing loud music. the 
bus patrons often applauded. When Los Angeles police of
ficers supervised the hauling aW'ay of abandoned cars. 
onlookers applauded. La,ter. when some of the officers 
had their time available for problem-solving work cut 
back. several hundred citizens attended a meetmg to 

complain. 
In Flint. ~lichigan, patrol officers were taken out of 

their cars and aSSIgned to foot beats. Robert Trojano'ficz. 

a professor at ~Iichiga!l State L'niversity. analyzed th,.: reo 
suIts and found big increasc:s in citizen satisfaction and of
ficer morale. and even a significant drop in crime (an earli
er foot-patrol project in 0rewark had produced equivalent 
reductions in fear but no reductions in crimel. Citizen sup
pore was not confined to statements made to pollsters. 
h.owever. Voters in referenda twice approved tax increases 
to maintain the foot-patrol system. [he second time bv a 
two-to-one margin. :--.rew Briarfield tenants unquestion
ably found satisfaction in the role the police played in get
ting temporalY improvements made on eheir hOUSing proj
ect and getting a commitment for its ultimate replace
ment. Indeed, when a department experiments With a 
community-oriented project in one precinct. people in 
other precinct') usually want one too. 

P 
OLiTICI .... :-JS. LIKE POLICE CHIEFS. HEAR THESE VIEWS 

and respond. But they hear other views as well. One 
widespread political mandate is to keep the tax rate 

down. ~lany police departments are already suetched thin 
by sharp reductions in spending that occurred in the lean 
years of the 1970s. Putting or.t additional patrol car on the 
streets around the clock can COSt a quarter of a million dol-
lars or more a year. . 

Change may seem easier when resources :ue abundant. 
Ben \Vard could start Operation Pressure Point because he 
had at his disposal a large number of new officers who 
could be thrown into a crackdown on street-level drug 
dealing. Things look a bit different In Los Angeles. where 
no big increases in personnel are on the horizon. As a re
sult. only eight officers are aSSigned to the problem-solving 
Community ~lobiliza(ion Project in the Wilshire district
an economically and ethnicallv diverse area of nearly 
300.000 residents. 

But change does not necessarily require more resources. 
and the availability of new resources is no guarantee that 
change will be attempted. One temptation is to trv [Q sell 
the public on the need for more policemen and decide lat
er how to use them. L'suallv when that script IS followed. 
either the public turns down the spending increase or the 
extra peITonnel are dumped into what one LAPD captain 
calls the "black hole" of existing commitments. leaVing no 
trace and producing no effects. 

What may have an effect IS how the police are deploved 
and managed. An experiment jointly conducted bv the 
Washington. D.C .• Police Department and the Police 
Foundation showed that if a few experienced officers con· 
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centrate on known repeat offender~. the number of serious 
offenders taken off the streets grows substantially. The 
Flint and ~ewark experiences suggest that foot patrols in 
certain kinds of communities (but not al1) can reduce fear. 
In Houston problem-oriented tactics seem clearly to have 
heightened a sense of citizen security. 

The problem of interagency cooperation may, in the 
long run. be the most difficult of all. The police can bring 
problems to the attention of other city agencies, but the 
system is not always organized to respond. In his book 
Ntigltborlzood Suvicts. John ~ludd calls it the "rat prob
lem": "If a rat is found in an apartment. it is a housing in
spection responsibility; if it runs into a restaurant, the 
health department has jurisdiction: if it goes outside and 
dies in an alley. public works takes over." .\ police officer 
who takes public complaints about rats seriously will go 
crazy trying to figure OUt what agency in the city has re
sponsibility for rat control and then inducing it to kill the 
rats. 

Matters are almost as bad if the public is complaining 
about abandoned houses or school-age children who are 
not in school. The housing department may prefer to con
centrate on enforcing the housing code rather than go 
through the costly and time-consuming process of getting 
an abandoned house torn down. The school department 
may have expelled the truant children for making life mis
erable for the teachers and the other students; the last 
thing it wants is for the police to tell. the school to take the 
kids back. 

All city and county agencies have their own priorities 
and face their own pressures. Forcing them to cooperate 
by knocking heads together at the top rarelv works: what 
department heads promise the mayor they will do may 
bear little relationship to what their rank-and-file employ
ees actually do. From his experiences 10 :\ew York City 
government '\ludd discovered that if you want agencies to 
cooperate in solving neighborhood problems. you have to 
get the neighborhood-level supervisors from each agency 
together in a "district cabinet" that meets regularly and ad
dresses common concerns. This is not an easy task (for one 
thing, police district lines ofcen do not match the district 
boundaries of the school, housing, traffic. and public
works departments), but where it has been tried it has 
made solving the "rat problem" a lot easier. For example. 
.\Iudd reports. such interagency issues as park safet:-' and 
refuse-laden vacant lots got handled more efTecti\'ely 
when the field supervisors met to talk about them than 
when memos went up the chain of command of one agen
cy and then down the chain of command of another. 

C 
O.\I:'IC:.IITY ORGA:-;IZAT1<."Sl,L9,G THE LlSES OF 

~eighborhood Watch programs may help reduce 
crime. bUt we cannot be certain. In particular. we 

do not know what kinds of communities are most likel\' co 
benefit from such programs. A Police Foundation study in 
~linneapolis found that getting effective communi[\' orga-

nizations started in the mosr troubled neighborhoods was 
very difficult. The costs and benefits of having patrol offi
cers and sergeants influence the deliverv of services from 
other city agencies has never been fully ·assessed. ~o way 
of wresting comrol of a neighborhood from a street gang 
has yet been proved effective. 

And even if these questions are answered. a police de
paitment may still have difficulty accommodating twO very 
different working cultures: the patrol officers and detec
tives who handle major crimes (murders. rapes, and rob
beries) and the cops who work on communir;.· problems 
and the seemingly minor incidents they generate. In everv 
department we visited, some of the incident-oriented offi
cers spoke disparagingly of the problem-oriented officers 
as "social workers." and some of the latter responded by 
calling the former "ghetto blasters." If a community-ser
vice officer seems to get coo close to the communi[\', he or 
she may be accused of "going native." The tension be
tween the twO cultures is heightened by the fact thar. In 
many departments becoming a detective is regarded as a 
major promotion, and detectives are often selected from 
among those officers who have the best record in making 
major arrests-in other words. from the ranks of the inci
dent-oriented. But this pattern need not be permanent. 
Promotion tracks can be changed so that a patrol officer. 
especially one working on community problems. is no 
longer regarded as somebody who "hasn't made detej:
rive." .\loreover. some police executives now believe that 
splitting the patrol force into two units-one oriented to 
incidents. the other to problems--is unwise. The\' are 
searching for ways to give all patrol officers the time and 
resources for problem-solving activities. 

Because of the gaps in our knowledge aboUt both the re
sults and the difficulties of community-oriented poliCing. 
no chief should be urged to accept. uncritical!v. the com· 
munity-oriented model. But the tradidonal model of po
lice professionalism-devoting resources to qUIck radlo
car response to calls abOUt speCIfic crime lOcldents
makes little sense at a time when the principal threats co 
public order and safer;.' come from (ollecrlt.,~. not indiVIdual. 
sources. and from problems. not incidents: from well-orga
nized gangs and drug traffickers. from uncared-for legIOns 
of the homeless. from boisterous teenagers taking advan
tage of their newfound freedom and affluence 10 congest
ed urban settings. 

Even if community-oriented policing does not produce 
the dramatic gains chat some of its more ardent advocates 
expect. it h~s indisputably produced one that the officers 
who have been involved in it immediatelv acknowledge: It 
has chan!?;ed their perceptions of the communIty. Officer 
Robin Kirk. of the Houston POlice Department. had to be 
talked into becoming part of a neighborhood fear-reduc
tion project. Once in it. he was converted. In his words. 
"Traditionallv. police officers';fterabouc three years get to 

thinkmg that everybody's a loser. That's the onh' people 
you're dealing with. In communit:\· policing you're de:1hng 

. with the good citizens. helping them solve problems." 0 
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Crime and Policing 
By Mark H. Moore, Ro~rt C. Trojanowlc:z, and George L. Keillng 

The core mission of the police is J!) control crime. No one 
disputeS this. Indeed. professioru;'J crime fighting enjoys wide 
public suppon as the basic strategy of policing precisely be· 
~ it embodies a deep commitment to this objective. In 
contrast. other proposed strategies such as problem-soiving 
or community policing appear on the surface to blur this 
focus.1 If these suategies were to leave the community more 
vulnerable to criminal victimization. they would be undesir
able alternatives. In judging the value of alternative police 
strategies in conttolling crime, however, one should not be 
misled by metofi.c or mere expressed commianenL to the 
goal; one must keep one's eye on demonstrated effectiveness 
in achievin~ the goal 

Professional crime-fighting now relies predominantly on 
three tactics: (1) motorized patrol; (2) rapid response to calls 
for service; and (3) retrospective investigation of crimes.1 

Over the past few decades, police responsiveness has been 
enhanced by connecting police to citizens by telephones, 
radios, and cars, and by matching police officer schedules 
and locations to anticipated calls for service.3 The police 
focus on serious crime has also been sharpened by screening 
calls for service, targeting patrol, and developing forensic 
technology (e.g., automated fingerprint systems, computer
ized aiminal record nIes, etc.).' 

Although these tactics have scored their successes, they have 
been criticized within and outside policing for being reactive 
rather than proactive. They have also been criticized for 
failing to prevent crime.5 

Reactive tactics have some virtues, of course. The police go 
where crimes have occurred and when citizens have sum
moned them; otherwise, they do not intrude. The police keep 
their distance from the community, and thereby retain their 
impartiality. They do not develop the sorts of relationships 
with citizens that could bias their responses to crime inci
dents. TIlese are vinues insofar as they protect citizens from 
an overly intrusive, too familiar police. 
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This is one in a series of reports orig1ru.lly developed with some 
of the leading figures in Americm policing during their 
periodic meetings at HarYarci University's John F. Kennedy 
School of Government. The reports are published so that 
Americans interested in the improveme:u and the future of 
policing can share in the information and perspectives thal were 
part of extenSive debates at the School's Ex~utive Session on 
Policing. 

The police chiefs. mayors. scholars. and others invited to the 
meetings have focused on the use and promise of such 
strategi~ as community-based and problem-oriented policing. 
The testing and adoption of these strategies by some police 
agencies signal important changes in the way Americm 
policing now does business. What these changes mean for the 
welfare of citizens and the fulfillment of the pollce mission in 
the next decades has been at the heart of the Kennedy School 
meetings and this series of papers. 

We hope that ~ugh these publications police officials and 
other policymakers who affect the course of policing will 
debate and challenge their beliefs just as those of us in the 
Executive Session have done. 

The Executive Session on Policing has been developed and 
administered by the Kermedy School's Program in Criminal 
Justice Policy and ManZLgement and funded by the National 
Instirute of Justice IIld private sources that include the Charles 
Stewan Mott and Guggenheim Foundations. 

lames K. Stewart 
Director 
National Instirute of Justice 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Mark H. Moore 
Faculty Chainnan 
Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 



Moreover the reacti ... e tactil:s do have preventive effects-at 
... '/0 • .. 

least in thea:y. The: prospect of the police amvlflg at a rome 
in progress as a result of a call or a chance observation is 
thought to deter crimes!The successful'prosecution of 
offenders (made possible by retrospective investigation) is 
also thought to detel' offendas? Arid even if it does not deter, 
a successfully prosecuted investigatioo incapacitates crimi
nals who might otherwise go on to commit other crimes! 

" Reactive tacJics do Mve prevenJive effects -
at least in theory • •. , , 

Finally, many police forces have developed proactive tactics 
to deal with crime problems that could not be handled 
through conventional reactive methods. In drug dealing, 
organized crime, and vice enforcement, for example, where 
no immediate victims exist to mobilize the.police, the police 
have developed special units which rely 0!1 informants, 
coven surveillance, and undercover investigations rather 
than responses to calls for service,' In the area of juvenile 
offenses where society's stake in preventing crimes seems 
panicularly great. the police have created a1h1etic leagues, 
fonned partnerships with schools to deal with drug abuse and 
ttuancy, and SO on.10 It is not strictly accurate, then, to 
characterize modern policing as entirely reactive, 

Still, the criticism of the police as being too reactive has 
some force. It is possible that the police could do more to 
control serious crime than they now achieve. Perhaps 
researt"b will yield technological breakthroughs that will 
dramatically improve the productivity of police investiga
tion. For now, however, the greatest potential for improved 
crime control may not lie in the contillued enhancement of 
re5JX!nse times, patrol tactics, and investigative teChniques. 
Rather, improved crime control can be achieved by (1) 
djaguosing and managing problems in the community IDat. 
produce serious crimes; (2) fostering closet relations with the 
community to facilitate crime solving; and (3) building self
defense capabilities within the community itself. Among the 
results may be increased apprehension of criminals. To the 
extent that problem-solving or community su:ategies of 
policing direGt attention to and prepare the police to exploit 
locallmowledge and capacity to control crime. they will be 
u.sefulto the future ofpoIicing. To explore these possibili
ties, this paper examines what is known about seri?us crime: 
wh.a1 it is, where and how it occurs, and natural pomtS of 
intervention. Current and proposed police tactics are then 
examined in light of what is known about their effectiveness . 
in fighting serious crime. 

Serious crime 

To individual citizens, a serious crime is an offense that hap
pene.d to them. That is why police departments throughout 
the country are burdened with calls requesting res{Xlnse5 to 
offenses that the police regard as minor. While there are 

. 
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reasons to take such calls seriously. there is also the social 
and administrative necessity to weigh the relative gravity of 
the offenses. Othe:wise, there is no principle foc apporti..)I'i~ 
ing SOCiety's indignatioo and determination !.O punish; nor is 
lhere any basis for rationing pouce responses. The concept of 
serious crime, then, is necessarily a social judgment-not an 
individual one, Moreover, iljs a value judgment-not simply 
a technical issue. !be question of what constitutes serious 
crime is resolved formally by the criminal code. But the 
criminal code often fails 10 give precise guidance to police 
administral.a"s who must decide which crimes to emphasize. 
1b:y need some concept that distinguishes !he offenses that 
properly outrage the citizenry and require extended police 
attention from the many lesser offenses thac pose less urgent 
threats to society, 

Like many things that require social value judgmentS, the 
issue of what constitutes serious crime is badly neglecr.ea.1l 

Rather than face a confusing public debate, society relies on 
convention. or administrative expertise, or some combination 
of the two, to set Sla1ldards. Yet, if we are to assess and 
improve police practice in dealing with serious crime. it is 
necessary to dev<Xe some thought to !he question of what, 
coostiwLeS serious crime. 

" To individUilI citizens, a serious crime is an 
offense tluu happened to them. That is why . 
police departments • .• are burdened with calls 
requesting responses to offenses that the police 
regard as minor. , , . 

Dejming serious crimt 

The usual view of serious crime emphasizes three character· 
istics of offenses. The most imponant is physical violence or 
violation. Death, bloody wounds, crippling injuries, even 
cuts and bruises increase the severity of a crime.Jl Sexual 
violation also has a special urgency.u Crime victims often 
suffer propeny losses as well as pain and violation. Ero
nomic losses count in reckoning the seriousness of an 
offense. Still, society generally considers physical attacks
sexual and nonsexual-as far more serious than attacks on 
propeny,l" . 

A second feature of serious crime concerns the size of the 
victim's losses. A robbery resulting in a murder or a perma
nenl, disfiguring injury is considered worse than one that 
produces only cutS, bruises, and fears. An annexed car heist 
netting millions is considered more serious than a ptlrSG~ 

.snaLChing yielding the price of a Junkiefs nextflX. 

Third, the perceived seriousness of an offense is influenced 
by the relationship between offenders and victims, Com
monly, crimes against strangers are viewed as more serious 
than crimes commiued in the context of ongoing relation
ships.u The reason is partly that the threat to society from 
indiscriminate p~rs is more far-reaching than the threat 



from offenders who limit their targets to spouses, lovers, and 
friends. Ma'eOVCf, society judges the evil intent of the of
fender to be more evident in crimes against strangers. In 
these crimes, there are no chronk grievances or provocations 
in the Packground to raise the issue of who anacked whom 
flI'St and in what way. The crime is an out-and-out attack, not 
a mere dispute. I' 

These characteristics-violence, signifICant losses to victims, 
predatory stran~ture mtx:h of what is important to 
societal and police images of serious crime. The inruitive 
appeal of these criteria is reflected in the categories of the 
FBI's Uniform Crime Reports. Murder, rape. robbery, 
burglary. aggravated assault, and auto theft (most presuma
bly committed by strangers) are prominently reported as Pan 
I Offenses. This key, national account of crime not only 
reflects. but anchors society's view of serious crime as 
predatory street crime. 

" Society judges the evil intent of the offender 
to be more evident in crimes against strangers. , , 

While this notion has the sanction of intuitive appeal, con
vention, and measurement, it also contains subtle biases 
which, once pointed out, might cause society and the police 
to adjust their traditional views. FU'St. the accepted image of 
crime seems to downplay the importance of crime committed 
in the context of ongoing relationships. From the perspective 
of the general citizenry. such offenses seem less important 
because they do not pose a general threat to society. From 
the perspective of the police (and other criminal justice 
officials), such crimes are less clear-cut because the exis
tence of the prior relationship muddies the distinction 
between offender and victim and increases the likelihood that 
a case will be dropped when the antagonists re..c:olve the 
dispute that produced the offense. 

From the victim's point of view, however, the fact of a rela
tionship to the offender dramatically intensifies the seria'lls
niss of the offense. A special terror arises when one is. 
locked into an abusive relationship witlt a spouse or lovrer. A 

. date th~t turns into a rape poisons a victim's psyche much 
more than an attack by a stranger.. And, as Boster. Police 
Commissioner Mickey Roache found when he was heading a 
unit dealing with interracial violence in Boston. serious 
interracial intimidation and violence did not appear in crime 
reports as robberies or burglaries. Rather, the serious crimes 
appeared as vandalism. What made the vandalism terrifying 
was that it was directed at the same address night after night 

Second, the view of serious crime as predatory yiolence 
tends to obscure the importance of fear as a separate, 
pernicious aspect of the crime problem. To a degree, the 
issue of fear is incorporated in the converuionai view of 
serious crime. Indeed, fear is what elevates predatory street 
crimes above crimes that occur within ~rsonal relationships. 
What the conventional view misses, however, is the empiri-

cal fact that mina- offenses and incivilities trigger citizens' 
fears more than acOJal crime victimization. Rowdy youth, 
abandoned cars, and graffiti frighten people. fCl'CC them to 
resttict their movements, and motivate them to buy guns, 
locks and dogs. To the extent that the conventiooal view of 
serious crime deflects attention from fear and the offenses 
that stimuJ:lte fear, it ~ay obscure an important opportUnity 
for the polJCC to contnbute to the solution of the serious 
crime problem. . 

Third, defining serious crime in tenns of the absolute magni
tude of material losses to victims (without reference to the 
victim's capacity to absocb the loss, a- the implications of 
the losses for people other than the victim) inttodoces the 
potential for injustice and ineffectiveness in targeting police 
attention. In the conventional view, a jewel theft at a swank 
hotel attracts more attention than the mugging of an elderly 
woman for her Social Security check. Yet it is clear that the 
stolen 'Social Security check represents a larger portion of the 
elderly woman's wealth than the losses to the hotel's well
insured customers. The robbery of a federally insured bank 
would attract more attention than the robbery of an inner-city 
convenience store. But the robbery of the gheuo store could 
end the entrepreneurial career of the owner, drive the store 
from the area. and, with the store's departure, deprive the 
neighborhood of one of its few social underpinnings. . 

Fourth, to the extent that the conventional view of crime 
emphasizes the reality of individual criminal victimization, it . 
underp~ys crimes that have symbolic significance. TIle 
current emphasis on child sexual abuse, for example, is 
important in pan because it sustains a broad soci~ commit
ment to the general care and protection of children. The 
current emphasis on domestic assault, among other things, 
helps to sustain a normative '!l0vernent that is changing the 
status of women in marriages. The interest in white-collar 
economic crimes and political comtption can be explained 
by the desire to set higher standards for the conduct of those 
in powerful positions. The social response to these offenses 
is important because it slrengthen$, or redefmes, broad social 
norms. 

, , The view of crime as pretiatory .•. misses the 
terror of the abused spouse or molested child, 
the wide social consequences of driving mer
chants out of business, the rot that drug dealing 
brings ... , and the pokzrizing effects of fear. , , 

• 

In sum, the view of crime as predatory, economically signifi
cant violence stresses the substantial losses associated with 
street offenses. It obscures the losses to society that result 
from offenses that poison relationships, transfonn neighbor
hoods into isolated camps, and undennine important social 
institutions. It misses the terror of the abused spouse or 
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molested child, the ~ide social consequences of driving mer
challis out of business, the rot that drug dealing brings to an 
urban community, and the polarizing effects of fear. 
An alternative view of serious crime would be one that ac.
knowledged violence as a key component of serious crime 
but added the issues of safety within relationships, tjle 
imponance of fear, and the extent to which offenses collapse 
individual lives and social instirutions as well as inflict 
individual losses. This enlarged conception rests on the 
assumption that the police can and should defend more social 
tc:mUn than the streets. Their challenge is to preserve justice 
and order within the institutions of the community. 

uveis, trends, and social location of serious crime 

It is no simple. matter to represent the current levels, recent 
trends, and social location of serious crime. Still, several 
important observations can be made. 

FlTSt, in any year, a noticeable fraction of American house
holds is touched by serious crime. In 1986,5 percent of 
American households experienced the violence associated 
with a rape, robbery, or assault. Almost 8 percent of house-· 
holds were toUched by at least one serious crime: rape, 
robbery, aggravated assault.. or burglaryP When considering 
the likelihood that a household will t:e victimized sometime 
in the next 5 years, these figmes increase dramatically, for a 
household faces these risks ~ach y~ar. Thus, most American 
households have fIrSt- or second-hand experience with 
serious crime. 

Second, from the mid-l96J's to the mid-1970's, the United 
States experienced a dramatic increase in the level of serious 
crime. In fact, tbe level of serious crime reached historic 
highs. Since the mid-seventies, the Jevel of serious crime has 
remained approximately constant, or declined slightly.tl 

, , Criminal victimization is disproportionately 
concentrated among minority and poor popula
tions in the United States. " 

Third, criminal victimization is disproportionately concen-
, trated among minority and p::x>r populations in the United 

States. Homicide is the leading cause of death for young 
minority males living in metropolitan areas.u Black house
holds are victimized by violent crimes such as robbery. rape, 
and aggravated assault at one and a half times the frequency 
of white families. The poor are victimized at one and a half 
times the rate of the wealthy.:lC These numbers probably 
underestimate the real differences in the losses- material 
and psychologica1-experienced by rich and poor victims, 
since those who are black and poor have fewer resources to 
deal with the losses associated with victimization. 
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Precipitating causes of serious crime 

In searching for ways to prevent OS' control serious crime. the 
police look for precipitating causes. While it may be useful 
to examine what some call the root causes of crime (e.g .• 
social injustice, unequal economic opportUnity, poor 
schooling, weak family structures,. or mental illness), such 
things are relativel.y unimportant from a police perspective 
sir.ce the police exercise little influence over them.21 The 
police operate on the surface of social life. They must handle 
incidents, situations, and people as they are oow-not 
societies or people as they might have been. For these 
reasons, the immediately precipitating causes of serious 
crime are far more important 10 the police than are broader 
questions about the root causes of crime. Four precipitating 
causes of crime seem relevant to policing: (1) dangerous 
people; (2) criminogenic situations; (3) alcohol and drug use; 
and (4) frustrating relationships. 

, , The police . .. must handle incidents, situ
ations, and people as they are now - not 
societies or people as they might have been. , , 

One way tbe police view fmous crime is to see the precipi
tating cause in the charact.et of the offender. A crime occqrs 
when a predatory offender finds a victim. One could reduce 
such events by teaching potential victims to avoid situations 
and behaviors that make them vulnerable. And, to some 
degree, the police do this. But the far more common and at
tractive path for controlling predatory crime is to identify 
and apprehend the predators. Thus, dangerous offenders can 
be seen as a precipitating cause of serious crime and an 
important focus of police attention.:n 

R~t research on criminal careers provides a fum empL';
cal basis for this view.Z3 Interviews with convicted criminals 
conducted by the Rand Corporation indicate that some 
criminal offenders committed crimes very frequently and 
sustained this activity over a long career.lA Moreover. these 
violent predators accounted for a substantial amount of tbe 
serious crime.2.:S Now, an investigation of the roo( causes of 
such patterns of offending might disclose strong influences 
of social disadvantage and psychological malrreaunent in 
shaping the personalities of such offenders. Moreover. the 
influence of these factors might r~nably mitigate their 
guilt. One might also hold out some hope for their furu.re 
rehabilitation (through the natural process of aging if nothing 
else). So, the criminal proclivities of violent predators need 
nOl be viewed as either inevitable or unchangeable. From the 
vantage point of the police, however, the presence of such 
offenders in the community can reasonably be viewed as an 
important precipitating cause of crime. Controlling such 
offendeci through incapacilation or close surveillance thus 
becomes an imponant crime control strategy. 

Having noted the role of dangerous offenders in producing 
serious crime, it is worth emphasizing that such offenders 



account for only a portion of the total amount of serious 
crime-far mae than their share, but still only about half of 
all serious crime.» The necessary conclusion is that a 
signifIcant portion of the serious crime problem cannot be 
attributed to deu:nnined attacks by career criminals or to 
predatory offenders. These crimes arise from quite different 
causes. . 

Some of these crimes might be produced by situational 
effects. Darkness and congestion around a subway exit may 
create an attractive location fCll' muggings. An after-hours bar 
may host more than its share of fights. A rock house from 
which crack is being sold may become a magnet for vio
lence. Closing time in a popular disco may produce fights 
az-nong teenagers leaving the scene. In sum, there are some 
places, times.. and activities that bring people together in 
ways that increase the likelihood of serious crime. 

The fact that this occurs is knowable to police. By analyzing 
calls fer service, they can observe that there are repeated 
caIJs made from certain places and at certain times. Z1 These 
"hot spots" become important targets of -police attention.2S 

For example, patrol units might be dispatched just to sit and 
observe at the appropriate times. There may also be other 
solutions including permaneni changes in the criminogenic 
situations. For example, the subway area could be lighted; 
the attention of a neighborhood watch group could be 
directed to the troublespot.: the after-hours bar could be put 
out of business; aggressive street-level enforcement could be 
directed against the rock house: or transponation could be 
arranged for the kids leaving the disco so the crowd thins out 
more quickly.;::' 

Crimes are also significantly related to alcohol or drug 
abuse.30 It is now quite clear thae (1) a surprisingly high 
percentage of those arrested for serious crimes are drug or 
alcohol users;l! (2) many offenders have d.rurU: alcohol or 
taken drugs prior to committing crimes;31 and (3) victims as 
well as offenders are often intoxicated or under the influence 
of drugs.l] What is unclear is exactly how alcohol and drugs 
produce their criminogenic effect. Four hypotheses have 
been advanced to explain this phenomenon.34 

" IntoxicateiJ.people make particularly good 
victims.' , 

The fIrst is that physiological effects stimulate or license the 
pecson to commit crimes. The theory of s;imulation may be 
appropriate to methamphetamines or PCP, which sometimes 
seem to produce violent reactions among consumers. The 
theory of licensing or disinhibition seems more appropriate 
in the case of alcohol where the release of inhibitions is 
arguably the mechanism that permits offenses to occur.l5 

Second. dependence or addiction forces users to spend more 
money on purchasing drugs, and they turn to crime in a 
desperate effon In maintain their habif:<i. This is a powerful 

theory in the case of heroin (Wlder conditions of prohibition), 
and perhaps for cocaine. It is far less powerful for alcohol or 
marijuana. ' 

Third. drug use gradually demoraliz.es people by putting 
them on the wrong side of the law, bringing them into 
contact with criminals, and gradually weakening their 
commionent to the obligations of a civil society. Again, this 
seems more appropriate for those who become deeply 
involved with drugs and alcohol ov~r a long period of time, 
and therefore relies more on the dependence-producing 
attributes of drugs rather than on the immediate intoxicating 
effects. 

Fourth, intoxicated people make particularly goad victims. In 
some cases, intoxication makes people vulnerable to victimi
zation.lfi In other cases"it causes victims to provoke their at
tackers." In either case, a serious crime can result. 

Whichever theory, or theories, is correct, the close associa
tion among drugs, alcohol, and serious crime suggests that 
the amount of serious crime might be decreased by reducing 
levels of alcohol and drug use, or by identifying those 
offenders who use diugs intensively and reducing their 
consumption.lI 

" Many serious crimes - including murders, 
robberies, rapes, and burglaries - are disputes 
and grievances among people rather t1uzn 
criminal attacks. , , 

Finally, the fact that many serious offenses occur in the 
context of ongoing relationships suggests thai some relation
ships may be criminogenic. Relationships can cause crime 
because they create expectations. If the expectations are not 
met, the resulting disappoinanent produces anger. Anger may 
lead to vengeance and retaliation. In such cycles, the question 
of who caused the ultimate crime becomes confused. 
Usually, the offender is the one least damaged after the fight 
A COIDt may conclude that the crime stemmed from the evil 
intentions of the person identifIed ~ the offender. But this 
may not be the best way to view the problem from the 
vantage point of crime control or crime prevention. 

1t might be more suitable to see the aimes as emerging from 
a set of relationships that are frustrating and provocative. The 
proper response might be to wcrl: on the relationship through 
mediation, restructuring, or dissolution. Indeed, this is often 
the challenge confronting the police when they encoWlter 
spouse abuse, child abuse, and other sorts of intrafamily 
violence. In such situations, arrests may be appropriate and 
effective in deterring future crime and in restrucwring the 
relationship.J9 There are many other crimes which emerge 
from less obvious relationships: the personal relationships of 
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neighbors and friends; the economic relations of landlord and 
tenant or employer and employee; or transient relations that 
last just long enough to provoke a quarrel a seed a grudge. 
Seen this way, many serious crimes-including murders, 
robberies, rapes. and burglaries-are disputes and grievances 
among people rather than crimina! anacks. 

Controlling serious crime 

Currently the police fight serious crime by developin.g a ca
pacity to intercept it~ be in the right pla~ at the !1ght 
time so that the crime IS thwarted. or to amve so qUIckly 
after the fact that the offender is caught Reac;tive crime 
fighting is intuitively appealing to both the police and those 
to whom the police are accountable. It is unclear, however, 
whether the reactive response really works. Over the last two 
decades, confidence in the reactive approach has been eroded 
by the accumulation of empirical evidence suggesting that 
these tactics are of only limited effectiveness. It is nOlthat 
the approacl1 fails to control crime. (It would be foolish to 
imagine that levels of serious crime would stay the same if 
police patrols and investigations were halted.~ Rather, the 
limits of the reactive strategy are now becommg apparent 
FW'ther gains in police effectiveness in deJ1ing with serious 
crime must come from different approaches. Key research 
fmdings suggesting the limitations of the reactive approach 
are these. 

FIrst., the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Study found that 
levels of serious crime were not significantly influenced by 
doubling the number of cars patrolling the streets.~This cast 
doubt on the potential for reducing serious crime simply by 
increasing the level of preventive pat.rOl. 

Second, a srudy of the effectiveness of rapid response to calls 
for service (also in Kansas City) found that the probability of 
making an a.rt"est for most serious crimes was unaffected by 
the speed with which the police responded. The crucial factor 
was not the speed of the police resporise, but the speed with 
which citizens raised the alarm. If citizens did not notice the 
crime, or did not call the police quickly, no amount of speed 
in the police response helped much:1 

" If citizens did not notice the crime, or did not 
call the police quickly, no amount of speed in the 
police response helped much. " 

I. 

Third, srudies of the investigative process revealed that the 
key factor in determining whether a crime was solved "''as 

the quality of the information contributed to the investigation 
by victims and wimesses about the identity of !.he offender.4l 
If they could not be helpful, forensic wizardry generally was 
not up to solving the crime. 
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It is important to understand that these weaknesses appeared 
in precisely those areas of crime control where the n-.xtive 
strategy should have been particularly strong: Le., in dealing 
with crimes such as murder, rape, robbery, assault., and 
burglary. These crimes could be expected to produce alarms; 
they also were interceptable and solvable by a vigilant police 
force waiting to be mobilized by outraged citizens. . 

There are, of course, many other kinds of serious crimes for 
which !.he reactive police strategy is much more obviously 
inappropriate. ~3 It cannot., fa example, deal with consensual 
crimes such as drug dealing behind closed doas. Nor can it 
deal with crimes such as extation and loan sharking where 
the .. ictims are too afraid to repon the crimes. A .reactive 
strategy cannot deal with sophisticated white collar crimes or 
political corruption where the losses associatedwith the 
crimes are so widely distributed that people do not notice 
that they have been victimized. Finally, a reactive strategy 
cannot deal even with traditional street crimes in those parts 
of cities where confidence in the police has eroded to such a 
degree that the citizens no longer call when they are victim
ized.. 

, , Confronted by high levels of crime and 
limited budgets, the police felt a growing need for 
initilltive and thoughtfulness in tackling serious 

crime. " 

Although these fIndings and inn"insic limitations of the 
reactive Stra1egy have not unseated the intuitive appeal of 
and wide experience with the reactive crime fighting 
strategy, they have added to a growing sense of frustration 
within police departments. Confronted by high levels of 
crime and limited budgets, the pelice felt a growing need for 
initiative and thoughtfulness in tackling serious crime. 
Working within the logic of their current approaches, but 
reaching for additional degrees of effectiveness, during the 
1970's the police developed new proactive tactics. 

Developments in proactive crime fighting 

To deal with serious street crime, the police developed the 
tactic of d.iret:ted patrol. Sometimes these patrols were aimed 
at locations that seemed particularly vulnerable to c;rimes, 
such as branch banks, convenience stores, and crowded bars. 
Other times, the patrols were focused on individuals who, Oll 

the basis of past record eX' recent infonnation, were thought 
to be particularly active offenders.'" 

The police sought to attack street robberies and muggings 
through anticrime squads that sent decoys into the streets to 
prompt active muggers mto committing a crime in the full 
view of the police. The police also sought to control home 
robberies and burglaries through sting operations involving 
undercover officers who operate as fences to identify and 
gather evidence against the offenders. 



Fmally the police sought to enhance the effective impact of 
their enforcement effortS by increasing the quality of the 
cases they made. Quality Investigation Prograrn.s" and 
IntegIated Criminal Apprehension Programst' were adopted 
by many departments to increase the likelihood that arrests 
would be followed by convictions and long prison sentences. 

For the most part, each of these innovations produced its 
successes. The perpetrator-oricnted pa~1s, sting operations, 
and quality investigation efforts were a little more successful 
than the location.roented directed patrols and the under
cover operations directed against street z:obbery. Nonetheless, 
the police did demonstrnte that concentrated efforts could 
increase arrests clearances, and convictions. These efforts 
did not show ~ these programs alone-without the support 
of courts and corrections and the involvement of the commu
nity--could reduce aggregate levels of serious crime in the 
cities in which they were tried. 

Moreover insofar as each program took a mm aggressive 
and proactive approach to crime, it also trouble? thos~ w~ 
were concerned that the police not become too intrUSive. 
Perpetrator-oriented pauoLs, for example, raised the question 
of whether it was appropriate to target offenders rat.hl:r than 
offenses, and if so, on what evidentiary basis." The use of 
undercover tactics to deal with both robbery and burglary 
raised important questions about entrapment. oil And the 
emphasis on producing convictions from arrestS prompted 
worries that the police might be motiv.ated to manufacture as 
well as simply record and preserve eVIdence. Arguably, these 
civil liberties concerns were inappropriar.e at a time when the 
police seemed unable to dr"al with high crime rates. TIle fact 
that these concerns arose, however, indicated that the JPOlice 
were in fact. using their authority more in~.r.iSively than they 
had ~hen they were relying principally on reactive str:ate
gies. Such concerns must be reckoned a cost of the new 
efforts. 

The police also made substantial invesunents in their ,Ibility 
to deal with those crimes that could nOl be handled tluough 
routine patrol or inves~gative operations" either,because the 
crimes were too compliCaled to handle With ordinary :tITest 
and investigative methods, or because the rou~ o~:ations 
would not disclose !he crime. In tennS of dealing wILh 
especially demanding crimes, like hosta'ge takings or well
anned offenders, the police developed Special Weapons and 
Arrest Teams. They also enhanced their capacities to deal 
with riots and demonstrations: And at the other end of the 
spectrum. the police developed special procedures fol' 
dealing with deranged and disordered offenders who I)f~en 
looked violent (and sometimes were) but mostly were: SImply 
mentally disturbed. 

To deal with crimes that were not always revealed thl'Ough 
the ordinary procedures of complain7l by ~cti~s an~ 
witnesses. the police developed special umts skilled m 
investigating the sensitive areas of child sex~ ~buse,. ~, 
and domestic assault. They also created special Invesug.auve 
units to deal with high-level drug dealing, organized crime, 
arson, and sophisticated frauds. These ~i~ ofte~ rel~ed on 
special intelligence mes as well as special Invesugau.v~ 

procedures, such as the recruiunent of informant!, electronic 
wiretaps, and sustained undercover investigatic:ns. These 
programs also scored their successes and enhanced the 
ability of the police to deal with serious crime. 

Missed opportunities in crime fighting? 

These innovations demonstrated the resourcefulness and 
creativity of the police as they faced the challenge of high 
crime rates with limited financial resources, diminished 
authority, and constrained managerial prerogatives. With the 
benefit of hindsight, however, some crucial oversights are 
apparent 

" Long before it was demonstrated lho.t the 
success of rapid response . •• t:h?pended on the 
willingness of victims and witnesses to reporl 
crimes •.. , the police had mounted campaigns 
mobilizing citizens to support their local 
police.' , 

FlI'St, there was little appreciation of the crucial role that 
better information from the co:n'llunity could play in 
strengthening police performance.'9 It was not that tJ1c police , 
were unaware of their dependency on citizens for informa
tion. Long before it was demonstrated that the success of 
rapid response to crime calls and retrospective investigation 
depended on the willingness of victims and witnesses to 
report crimes and aid in their solution, the police had 
mounted cam,Paigns mobilizing citizens to support their local 
police. 

The real problem was that the police did not adequately con
sider what was needed to attract that support. They thought 
that their interest and ready availability would be sufficient. 
They did not understand that citizens felt vulnerable to 
retaliation by offenders in the community and needed a 
closer connection with the police if Ibey were going to help 
them solve the crime. Nor did the police understand that a 
parmership with the community could be constructed only 
from the material of daily encounters with the public; in 
particular, by taking seriously the public's concern 'with less 
serious offenses. In short, while the police knew that they 
were dependent on the community for information about 
crime. they never asked the public what was needed to obtain 
help beyond setting up 911 systems. 

Second, the police rarely looked behind an offense to its 
precipitating causes. Nor did they think about crime preven
tion in terms of managing the precipitating causes. They 
knew, of course, that much crime was being produced by 
dangerous offenders, criminogenic siruations, alcohol and 
drug abuse, and aggravating relationships. But they were 
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ambivalent about acting on that knowledge. They tended to 
limit their responsibilities to applying ihe law 10 incidents to 
which they were summoned: they did not think in terms of 
applying instruments of civil law .or the capacities o.f Olhet 
city agencies to work on the pro.XInlate c.aus:s of crune. . 
Criminal investigations emphasized legal eVIdence of gwlt or 
innocence-not the question of precipitating causes. 

There were many reasons to maintain this narrow focus on 
law enforcement To a degree, it protected police organiza
tions from criticisms that they were lawless and out of 
control. The police could explain that they merely enforced 
the mws and that they exercised no discretion beyond this 
basic function. The narrow focus on law enforcement also 
protected the organization from failure in its basic crime con-

• trol mission. If the police role was limited to applying the 
criminal law to offenses rather than to the more challenging 
goal of actually preventing and controlling crime, the police 
could succeed even if crime were not controlled. They could 
blame the other parts of the criminal jus:lce system for their 
failures to dt.:ter and ipcapacitate the offenders .whom the 
police had arrested. Fmally, the narrow focus was consistent 
with the training and aspirations of the police themselves. 
Arresting people and using authority was real police work 
mediating disputes, mO.bilizing co~unities, and ?adgering 
other city agencies for unproved sernces was SOCIal work. 

, , Arresting people and using authority was 
real police work; mediating disputes, mobilizing 
communities, and badgering other city agencies 
for improved services was social work. , , 

Whatever the reasons, '.he police remained reluctant to 
. develop the internal capabilities needed to make their . 

anecdotal impressions of precipitating causes systemauc and 
powerful. Crime analysis ~tions merely kept statistic::s or 
characterized the location of crime; they did not identify 
dangerous offenders or trouble spots and avoided examining 
the role of alcohol and drugs in the serious crime problem. 
Nor did they propose alternative methods for dealing with 
crime problems. From the perspective of the poli~, it was 
far better to stay at the surface of social life and '.!SpOIld to 
crimes as they occurred rather than to intervene more widely 
and actively to manage the immediate conditions that were 
producing crimes. 

Third, the police never fully exploited the self-defense ca
pacities of the community itself. They did offer advice to 
merchants and citizen groups about how they could protect 
themselves from criminal victimization. And they helped 
organize neighborhood watch ~ups. But the main eff~rts 
went into helping the comrnwuoes become more effecuve 
operational alUiliaries to the police departments. Citizens 
were encouraged to mark their property not OI11y because it 
helped the police solve the crime, should the item be stolen, 
but also because it allowed the police to return the property 
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to the owners. Crime watch groups were instructed to call the 
police rather than to intelVene themselves. This was consis
Lent with the desires of the police to maintain their monopoly 
00 both expertise and operational capability in dealing with 
crime. They did not really want any growth in private 
security-whether it took the fonn of volunteer associations 
such as the Guardian Angels or commercial operations soch 
as Burns Security Guards. Because of that interest, police 
commitment to building a community's self-defense capaci
ties was always ambivalent And, because they were ambiva
lent. the police did not think through the question of whether 
and bow such efforts could actually help them control 
serious crime. 

Problem-solving and community approaches to 
crime control 

In the 1980's, police departments throughout the country 
have begun to explore the crime-fighting effectiveness of 
tactics that build on previous approaches, but seek: to extend 
them by looking behmd o,ffenses to the precipitating causes 
of crimes, building closer relations with the community, and 
seeking to enhance the self-defense capacities of the commu
nities themselves. These efforts are guided mostly by a 
theory of what might work and some illustrative examples. 
The theory is that the effectiveness of existing tactics can be 
enhanced if the police increase the quantity and quality of 
their contacts with citizens (both individuals and neighbor
hood groups), and include in their responses to crime 
problems thoughtful analyses of the precipitating causes of 
the offenses. The expectation is that this will both enhance 
the direct effectiveness of the police department and also 
enable the police deparunent to leverage the resources of 
citizen groups and other public agencies to control crime. 

Some examples, drawn from recent experiences, suggest !..he 
ways in which these new approaches can lead to enhanced 
crime controL 

Enhanced police presenu. From its inception, patrol has 
sought to prevent crime through the presence, or potential 
presence, of a conspicuous OffICer. Patrolling in cars is only 
one way to communicate police presence, however. Activi
ties such as foot patrol, visiting citizens in their homes, and 
attending group meetings also increase the awareness of 
police to which all citizens respond-those intern on crime 
as well as those not. This pre.~ both deters potential 
offendeJ"s from committing crimes and affords officers the 
opponunities to note criminal ~ts L, progress. 

Example: A youth walking down a street in a small business 
section of town sees an unlocked automobile with the key in 
the ignition. He is temt:>\i..".d to steal it Glancmg around, he 
notes a police officer a shon distance away walking down 
the street. The youth decides not to enter the car for fear of 
being caught by the officer.· . 

Example: An officer, through crime analysis. becomes 
aware of a pattern of burglaries in a neighborhood. Increas
ing her patrol in alleyways, she notes a youth attempting to 
enter the baclc window of a residence. She makes an arrest. 



" In Eng/a,nd • •• , when an anticrime unit is 
sent in to deal with a serious crime problem, as 
often as not iI consists of foot patroL' , 

Although the success of foot patrol tactics in controlling 
crime is counter-intuitive to those accustomed to patrol by 
automobile, confidence in this approach is common in 
England. 'The:e, when an anticrime unit is sent in to deal 
with a serious crime problem. as often as not it consists of 
foot patrol. The approach is successful because foot patrol 
officers have access to areas unavailable 10 officers in cars: 
walkways and areas between houses. for example. Unpub
lished work by Glenn Pie~ suggests that some crimes. such 
as burglary, tend to be patterned within limited geographical 
and chronological space. If this is true, when combined with 
what is known about how burglars enter homes and busi
nesses. properly targeted foot patrOl might be the strongest 
potential anticrime tactic to deal with such crimes .. 

Better surveillance and deterrence of dangerous oifeTUi£rs. 
From the outset, police have sought to control crime through 
close surveillance of those who have committed crimes in 
the past. The problem has been to accurately identify those 
offenders. Police officers who wak closely with a neighbor
hood are in a position to learn who behaves in criminal or de
linquent ways within the community. By stationing them
selves in particular locations. officers can surveil known 
troublemakers and forestall criminal behavior. 

Exam pie: Police investigation of a rash of robberies 
committed by juveniles involved house-to-house interviews 
of the neighborhood. In these interviews. photographs of 
suspects were shown to residents. While no information 
about the crimes was produced. the word rapidly spread 
through the neighborhood that the police were keeping close 
tabs on spedfic individuals. The robberies stopped without 
an arrest. 

It is also legally and procedurally possible to consider 
assigning neighborhood police officers to the surveillance of 
probationers and parolees. Such surveillance would be more 
immediate and regular than that now provided by probation 
or parole officers. Aware that neighborhood police officers 
had easier access to information about their activities. people 
who were in the community on a conditional basis might be 
deterred from committing illegal acts. 

Example: Paroled sexual offenders in a conservative state 
regularly move to a community known for its relatively open 
values. A plan is worked out between local police and the 
state correctional. agency. Upon parole. all sexual offenders 
returning to this community are interviewed by the chief of 
patrol and the neighborhood officer policing the area in 
which the parolee is to live. An offender known for attacks 
on teenage girls rewrns to the community. Regular contacts 
between the officer and parolee are scheduled to enable the 
police officer to oversee the parolee's behavior while in the 
community. The police o~ficer discovers that the parolee is 

DO~ working in ~e local fast f~ restaurant-a workplace 
~hich .regularly hires tunage girls. The offar, in conjunc
u.:m WIth ,the paro~e officer, reqt1ire3 that the parolee fwd a 
different .J.Ob, one m which young girls are not always 
presenL 

Incr~ased access to information. Commtmity policing em
phasizes the development of close communicaIion between 
~itizens ~d police. This communication helps police gather 
inforrnauon for both preventing and solving crime. 

Example: In an area frequented by many street people a 
street person approaches a neighborhood police officer' to 
inform ~ that a s~g:z from another neighborhood is 
attempung to reawt assIStance to commit a street robbery. 
The street person describes the newcomer to the police 
orr~. Shortly afterwards while patrolling, the officer 
naaees a person on the street who matches the description. 
The officeJ: approaches the person, questions him. tellS him 
~ he (th~ officer) is aware of what he is planning, and 
mstrUCts him to leave the area. 

'( Use ofinfonnation gathered by lKltrol 
officers is one of the most important ways in 
which police can improve tluir ability • •• , , 

Example: Shortly after ~ving her church a woman is . 
mugged on the street She appears to be seriously injlli"'ed as a 
result of being knocked to the ground. Police and meilics are 
called. The neighborhood officer responds by fool. She is 
aPpfOOChed by several children and their parents. The 
chil,dren were playing in an open space in the public housing 
projeCt across the street from the church and saw the youth 
mug the w?rnan. They know the youth and where he lives. 
Accomparued ~y a neighh,<>rh~ entourage, including the 
parents and children who Identified the youth, the officer 
proceeds to the apartment and makes the arrest. 

Familiarity with the social and physical characteristics of 
their beats also helps neighborhood police officers to 
understand linkages between various pieces of infonnaUoo 
gathered from their own observations and from other 
disparate sources. 

Example: Paren~ have complained to a neighborhood police 
officer about an mcrease of drug availability in their neigh
borhood. Several parents have found drugs in their children's 
possessi~. In ~ddition, the officer has noticed many youths 
congregaung around an entrance to a second-story apanrnent 
?ver several stores. The officer contacts the drug unit and 
lIl~orms them of his suspicion that drugs are being sold to 
children from that apanrnenL The drug unit arranges an 
unde:cover "buy" and then "busts" the dealers. 

Worle by Pa~.so Greenwood, Chaiken and PetersiIia.51 Eck.5l 

and ~kogan and Antunc,sS3 suggests that use of information 
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gathered by pa!I'Ol officus is one of the most imponant ways 
in which police can imJXOve their ability to apprehend 
offenders. In 1982. Baltimore County, Maryland initiated a 
Citizen Oriented Police EnfulY~.emC'llt unit (COPE). designed 
to bring the police into closer contact with the citizens and 
reduce their fears. A 1985 stUdy showed that not only had 
COPE reduced fear, but also it had apparently produced a 12 
percent reduction in the 1evel of reported crime."" 

Early jnJ~ntion to pt'evtnllhe escala1ion of disorrkr into 
c~. In a widely read article. Kelling and Wilson argue that 
there is an important causal link between minor inS'laDCeS of 
d.isader and the occurretlU of serious crime.j,5Disorderly 
behavior-youths congregating, dnln.C lying down, prosti
tutes aggressively. soliciting-teft Wltended, can escalate into 
serious crime. The implicatioo is that interventien by police 
to stOp uncivil behavior keeps it fromesca1atiMg. 

" An important part of community policing is 
providing anticrime consultation to citizens, 

. businesses, and other community institutions. , , 

Example: Youths panhandle in a subway station. Otizens 
give money both out of charitable motives and because they 
are fearful. Youths, emboldened by citizen fear, intimidate 
and. [mally, threaten and mug subway users. Intervention by 
police to end panhandling by youths reduces threatening and 
mugging of citizens. 

Although this argument has inwitive appeal, little d.irel;t em· 
pirical evidence exists about exploiting its anticrime poten
tial. 

Grinu pr~tntion activities. An important part of commWli£y 
policing is providing anticrime consultation to citizens, busi
nesses, and other community institutions. The recommenda
tions range from home target hardening (leeks, strengthened 
d()(X'S, etc.) to street and building design. 

Enmple: Residents of a neighbcrhood have been troUbled 
by daytime burglaries. In addition to planning a police 
response, police consult with homeowners about ways in 
which they can make their homes more secure from burglars. 
Suggestions include moving shrubs away from doorways, 
strengthening locks, securing windows, and taking other 
burglary prevention precautions. 

A 1973 evaluation of Seattle's Community Crime Prevention 
Program, which used this approach, found a significant re
duction in burglaries . .56 

Shoring up community instirutions. Instiiwtions of neighbor
hcxx1 social control include families.. cilUI'ChP...s, schools, local 
businesses, and neighborhcxx1 and cornmlffilly organizations. 
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In many communities, the corrosive effects of social disor
ganization have seriously weakened such organizations. 
Police, working with such institutions and organizations, can 
reinforce their normative strength in a community. 

Example: Drug dealing is a serious problem in an inner
city neighborhood. Drug dealers not only have dealt drugs 
freely, but also have intimidated residents to the extent t.ha!. 
they are afraid to complain to police. A local church decides 
that the problem is so serious that an organized effoi~ must 
be made to anack the problem. Church officials contact the 
police and ask them to work closely with the neighborhood 
group. Citizens demonstrate against drug dealing, getting 
both police protection and great publicity. Citywide and local 
political leaders, as well as other public and private agencies, 
~ome concerned about the problem and develop a con
certed effon to reduce drug dealing and intimidation. 
Sustained street-level enforcement ends drug dealing in that 
locatioo. 

Example: Using up-to-date technology, pol~ce are able to 
identify the patterns of a burglary ring which is mOving 
through a neighborhood. Police contact the local neighbor
hood anticrime group and inform its members of the patterns 
so that they can be alen and watch their own and each 
others' homes. 

Example: A woman who lives in public housing has been 
troubled by auempts of local gangs to recruit her youngest 
son. Up to now, his older brother has been able to protect 
him. Now, however, the older brother is going into the 
service. Approached by the mother, the neighborhood police 
officer now keeps an eye out for the youngster on the way 10 
and from school as well as on the playground.. 

Example: A local school is plagued by dropouts who con
tinually hang around the school intimidating both swdents 
and teachers. Crime has increased in and around the school. 
The principal decides to crack down 00 the problem. The 
neighborhood police officer becomes involved in the efforts. 
He teaches a course in youth and the law, increases his sur
veillance of the grounds, consults with the teachers about 
handling problems, and invokes other ageocies to become 
im'olved with the youths who have dropped out of schooL 

Although promising, it is unclear what impact the strength
ening of community institutions has on serious crime. It is an 
attractive idea, however. 

Problem solving. Police have historically viewed calls for 
servi:e ~ criminal eVents as individual incidents. Many 
such mCldents are pan of H chronic problem amenable to 
diagnosis and preventive intervention by either police or 
oilier agencies. 

Example: Police and citizens note an increase in daytime 
burglaries in a panicular neighborhood. This neighborhood . 
!W also been charac~zed by high rates of truancy_ Suspecl
I~~ that many burglaries ~e committed by truants, police, 
clUzens, and school officials plan a carefully integrated anu
truancy campaign. Daytime burglaries drop. 



Problem solving appears to be a promising approach to deter 
crime. When, in 1985, the Newport News Police Deparunent 
turned to problem-oriented policing as an approach to 
dealing with crime, ft was successful in dealing with three 
stubborn crime problems that had beset the community: a 
series of prostitution-related robberies; a rash of burglaries in 
a housing projed; and larcenies from vehicles pariced in 
downtown areas. In each case, the problem was solved not 
simply by solving the crimes and arresting offenders. nor by 
increasing levels of patrol (though both were done). but also 
by operating on the immediate conditions that were 'giving 
rise to the offenses.S? 

, , Police have historically viewed calls for 
service and criminal events as individual 
incidents. Many such incidents are part of a 
chronic problem amenable to diagnosis and pre
ventive intervention • •• " 

These ideas, examples, and results lend plausibility to the 
notion that problem-solvin~ or community policing can en
hance the crime control capabilities of professional crime 
fighting. They do not prove the case. however. 

A strategic view of crime fighting 

While police executives can produce increased levels of 
arrest a:nd local reductions in crime through the creation of 
special programs. they are frustrated because they do not 
know how to produce reductions in cityWide levels of crime. 
The m~lin reason for this might be that their main force is not 
engaged in a serious crime-fighting effort even though it 
seems that it is. After all. it would be unreasonable to 
imagine that any single small program, typically engaging 
less than 5 percent of the force, could have much impact on 
aggregate levels of crime. The important question is what is 
the remaining 95 percent of the force doing? For the IlKlst 
part, !he answer is that they are deployed in pauol cars, 
responding to calls for service and investigating crimes after 
they have occurred. These tactics have only limited effec
tiveness. 

What remains unanswered is the consequence of shifting a 
whole depanment to a radically different style of policing. 
Moreover, the answer is ha:rd to determine, since the period 
of transition would be quite awkward. In the short run, were 
officers taken from patrol and detective units to do problem
oriented or community policing, it is almost certain that 
resp:mse times would lengthen -at least until t.he problem
solving efforu reduced the demands for service by eliminat
ing the precipitating problem that was producing the calls for 
service.~ And even though an increase in response times 
does not necessarily indicate a real loss in crime-fighting ef
fectiveness, it would be perceived as such because the public 

and the police have learned to equate rapid response to crime 
calls with crime control effectiveness. 

What is tem~ting. of course, is to avoid choosing among 
these strategtes, and to adopt the strengths of these various 
approaches while avoiding their weaknesses. This would be 
reflected in decisions to establish special units to do prob
lem-solving or community policing within existing organiza
tions whose traditions and main forces remained committed 
to reactive patrol and reuospective investigatioo. 

But it may not be this easy. Indeed, experience demonstrates 
that it is not. Previous initiatives with team policing or split
force policing succeeded in building capacities for both 
styles of policing within the same department, but tended to 
foster eventual competition and conflict." The problem
solving and community policing aspectS have usually 
eventually yielded to administrative demands to keep 
resp:lnse times low, or to OfflCelS' desires to avoid the de
manding engagement with the community. TIle reason seems 
to be partly a malleI of resou:rces-there has never been 
enough manpower to m3ximize perfonnance in both do
mains at once. But it also seems to be a matter of administra
tive Style and. structure. Problem-solving and canmunity 
policing both require a greater degree of decentralization 
than does the currenrpolicing strategy. They depend more on 
the initiative of the officers. And they reach out for a close 
rather than a distant relationship with the community. These 
are all quite different than the administrative emphases of the 
current strategy which prescribe centralization conuol and 
distance from the community. " 

" Problem-solving and community policing . .. 
reach outfor a close rather than a distant 
relationship with the community." 

So while logic and evidence suggest the crime control 
potential of adding problem-solving and community policing 
t? th~ ~t of rapid response and retrospective investiga
~on, l~ IS hard to add these functions without increasing the 
~ and significantly changing the administrative style 
of a police organization. That is hard for a police chief to 
decid.e to do without convincing evidence that it would work. 
The only things that make such.a move easy to contemplate 
are: (1) a deep sense that the current strategy and tactics have 
reached their limits; (2) the plausibility of the idea that 
increased effectiveness lies in working on proximate causes 
and mobilizing communities; and (3) the little bit of evidence 
we have that the alternative approach works. A few depart- . 
ments, such as Houston, Newpon News, Baltimore County, 
and Philadelphia, have committed themselves to these 
alternative approaches. If they succeed over the next 3 to 5 
years in reducing serious crime as well as in attracting citizen 
suppon. then the field. will know that it has a better Strategy 
of policing available than is now being used. 
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Community 
Policing 
Six Years 
Later: 
What have we learned? 

When the New York 
City Police Depart
ment piloted a pro
gram called the 
Community Patrol Of
ficers Program 
(CPOP) in 1984. offi
cers knocked on 
neighborhood doors 

to introduce themselves to community 
members as the cop on the beat. Some 
startled residents called the nnd Precinct 
in Sunset Park. Brooklyn. and reported 
that a criminal was impersonating an 
officer. 

According to Lee Brown. New York 
City Police Department commissioner. 
community patrolling is the department's 
dominant strategic approach to crime
solving. "Under community policing. p0-

lice officers see problems being solved. 
They can see they're doing somethmg to 
better the lives of individuals." Brown 
said. CPOP. which now has 10 officers in 
the clty's 75 precincts. will be expanded to 
5.000 officers if Mayor David Dinkin"s 

new plan is passed. 
Community policing. also referred to as 

problem-oriented policing and community 
patrolling. has been implemented in cities 
nationwide. The Police Executive Re
search Forum (PERF) which has helped 
introduce community policing programs 
in several cities. claims that "signs are 
encouraging" that it can reduce the fear of 
crime. help organize neighborhoods to 
reduce crime. and affect both quality of 
life and more serious crime. 

What effect is community policing 
having on crime? Can it only address 
quality of Efe crimes-rubbish in a yard or 
abandoned cars--or can it help decrease 
more violent crime? Why are so many 
police departments hailing community 
patrolling as the greatest fad since the 
radIO car? And after SiX years of haVing It 
in several police precincts. what have we 
learned about how to make it more 
effecuve} 

Proponents belieye that community po
licing does more than involve the commu
nity and will change the face of policing 
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nationwide. Dennis Rosenbaum. directClr 
of the Center for Research of Law and 
Justice based in Chicago. noted that over 
80% of all police calls have nothing to do 
with catching criminals but involve a 
policeman's social skills. 

Mary Ann Wycoff. project director for 
the Police Foundation. pointed out that in 
order for community policing to be effec
tive the paramilitary structure of police 
departments must' be transformed. Police 
officers must be treated like ·'bright. 
thinking people. and that means managers 
operating as facilitators rather than order 
givers." . 

Community policing. she said. "is the 
next logical evolution in policing. It 
enables police organizanons to get back in 
touch with people. In so many big cines. 
we feel threatened. have a need for 
personal contact and more patrol. Com
munity policing offers that possibility." 

"Community policing is the most 
important new idea In policing." Dr. 
Samuel Walker. professor of Crirrunal 
Justice at the University of Nebr.lSka. said. 



He noted that community policing tackles 
• 'the underlying causes" of crime. encour
ages officers to become problem solvers. 
and turns them proactive rather than 
reactive. 

But not everyone is enamored of 
community policing. lack Greene. profes
sor of criminal justice at Temple Univer
sity, sees benefits to community policing 
but described it as "fuzzy feel good 
politics." Most police departments have 
nOl clearly figured out how they want to 

involve the community in policy making. 
He contended that community policing 
has not been eff~ctively implemented. that 
too much of it transpires in "th~ 

boardroom and not on the boardwalk." 
While police Clle proof of its effectivcne" 
by describing colorful anecdl)te~ of com
munity involvement. no group has ,ufti
ciently studied its Impact on minimiZing 
or solving crimes. . 

Herman Goldstein. professor of la~ at 
the University of Wisconsin. state.d I1ml] 
that community patrolling lead~ to mor~ 
effective problem solving. Mo~t expem 
recognize. he said. that the capacity of 
police to pre\'ent serious crime like homl
clde~ and rape or apprehend cnminals is 
extremely limited. Moreover. police ha\~ 
relied too much on an overwhelmed 
criminal ju~tice system. However. com
munity policing empowers officers to 
handle and resolve problems more effec
tively. 

In community policing. an offic~r can 
organize the community. identify and 
focus on Issues troubling reSidents. and 
work with appropriate agencies-law. 
health department. public works-to rec· 
tify these problems. A community patrol 
officer. Goldstein said. becomes "a diag
nostician who brings along a range of 
different alternatives to solve a wide range 
of problems." 

What underlies Goldstein's theSIS about 
community poliCing is the belief that "the 
iunction of police i< not just to solve rape 
but to deal with fear. to provide a sense of 
secunty." Furthermore. while many vet
eran police officers have turned cymcal. 
frustrated by the revoh ing door cnminal 
justice ~ystem. commumty policing "pro
\ ides officers ~ ith satlstaction on the job. 
a ~~n~e of dignity dnd respect that the;, 
long tor. They Jre recognized <1\ ha\ Ill!! 
the brain, Jnd "billt) to thiilk thrl'ugh 
,olutlon~ or problem,.:' 

!v1inlmlzlng a department"~ rehance ,'n 
patrol cars IS another benefit of commu
nity poliCing. With patrol cars. officer' 
became anon~mou~ tace~ m blue \\ho Ju,t 

!@NUBriUMtMb@[,JiM 
drove through neighborhoods. Former 
New York City Police Commissioner 
Patnck V. Murphy wrote In a New York 
Times op-ed imide that patrol ufficer\ 
'pent ,0 much of their tune an~~enng 91 I 
calls that they no longer had lime to 
"estubli~h community values and deter 
Illicit drug use. It wa~ as If physlclan~ had 
abundoned prevenll ve medicine:' 

RecogniZing that radIO CUr unicer, ~ere 
repeatt!uly returning to the ,arne addre,,~, 
to In\ e't1gate repcJt offenuer,. Captain 
J 1111 H.lrmlln uf the Se" port :-':e\\ '. VA. 
Polll:e [)t!pJrll11cnt IIltrouuceu communlt) 

policing with the help of PERF in 1984 
"to attack repeated calls for ,ef\ Ice .. 
Community poliCing. Harmon ,alu. 
"Iook, bejnnd d reacll\e JPpruach Jnu .I 

Banu·AII:! appro;Jch. It chalknge\ otficer, 
to look .It the problem Jnd ",1\ e It' 
Although It~ one deslgnat~d unit number, 
onl> 10 of the depanment'~ 265 llflicer\. 
Ham'on ue\cnbe, communlt) poliCing .I' 
"an orgamlatlOnal phllo,oph~. not lu't J 

program. 
Each ollicer hi.!, been trJlllt!tJ til ernplo\ 

communlt) poliCing. u'lng J ,et 01 ;!UIUt!·. 
IIne~ focu'lng on ,cJnnlng tht! rrobll'lll. 

Tips To Improve Community 
Policing In Your Department 
• If jou're newly assigned to community policing, first learn who the 

community leaders are. Discuss with them what they conSider are the 
primary crime issues in the neighborhood and arrange meetings to with 
other residents. A Madison. WI, police officer asSigned' to a poorer 
neighborhood where residents did not have the time to attend meetings 

! 

arranged informal gathenngs in apartment hallways at 5:30. Restdents I • 

could make dinner and leave their doors open. 
• Encourage residents to take an active role in community policing. A 

Houston officer invites different speakers each month-bankers about 
estate planrung, school administrators-to participate in commuruty 
meetings. 

• Community police officers have started storefront operations where 
residents come for a host of services; where they publish newsletters and 
have their questions answered. 

• For community patrolling to be effective. those who lead units must be 
flexible. encourage initiative by learn officers. and avoid falling into the 
trap of becoming too controlling. 

• Have a telephone number that resld.:nts can call to hear descnptlons of 
crime suspects, and which discusses other community information. 

• Training must be specifically geared to community policing to show 
officers how they can work with tire and health departments. Officers 
can learn to employ group problem ~olvlng to encourage creative 
thinking. 

• Working with the community justice system can help SlOp crime. \\l1en 
residents of a Newport News neighborhood used an abandoned lot for 
target practice. the community policing officer worked wtlh a judge and 
wrote 35 summonses. Target shooting qUickly ended. 

• The more community policing officers listen to the community, the mure 
apt they are to solve problems. 

The key to effective community poliCing, accordmg to Patrick V :-'turphy. 
director oi the United States Conferenc~ of :-'layors. m\olvc~ tiXJllg 
responSibility for one area with one person. ~Iost community. palrol 
-,ergeants are responSible for G.~)(}() to 8.000 reSldenL~ and operate h ke a 
"chief of p0hce" in thut sector. . 

For more Information on communIty polICing. contact John Eck at the PolIce 
EX9\:u!lve Research Forum, 2301 M Sireet NW. Wasnlngton. DC 20006. 
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analyzing it. responding to it. and then 
assessing the result The result has been 
more innovative and creative approaches to 
policing. Hamson said. For example. when 
prostitutes started working the downtown 
area in large numbers. a community pauol 
officer worked out a program with a judge 
to "map" how many times they were 
apprehended and am:st repeat offenders. 
Not only was prostitution reduced but so 
was resulting armed robbery downtown. 

Violent crimes can also be addressed. 
When the Newpon News homicide rate 

rose from 19 to 22 one year. community 
patrol officers. analyzing the data. discov

ered that II homicides were due to domes
tic arguments. Community patrol officers 
devised a special program called PRIDE to 
reduce such violence. Instead of making 
arrests. which put the abuser back on t\le 
street. the program involved co un
mandated counseling. removing them from 
the spouse who often could be intimidated 
to drop charges. Homicide by domestic 
violence has been reduced due to this 
program. Harrison said. 

By bringing police in closer contact with 
the community. the chances of solving 
crimes are enhanced. It breaks down the 
us/them carrier. When community policing 
is employed. citizens became an imponant 
information source to police. More access 
to the community. therefore. results in more 
am:sts. 

"The power of community oriented 
policing is officers begin to recognize that 
they have a major responsibility in address
ing quality of life. When citizens recognize 
that we're not cops wearing chrome-plated 
sunglasses. but we're actively trying to 
solve problems. it gives us a new lease on 
life 'and a sense of professionalism," Chief 
David Couper, Madison. WI. Police De
partment said. Couper has conducted com· 
muruty surveys. a kind of police marketing 
res~h. that reveals that community polic
ing leads to greater citizen satisfaction. 

Affecting a citizen's perception of crime 
makes a major difference, "You can have 
the best crime rates in the world but that 
won't rnan.er if citizens don't think it is 
so," he said. 

When Sergeant Andrew McGoey. a 
veteran or 16 years m a radit> car. was asked 
in 1984 to serve. as sergeant of the rirst 
lO-person New York City CPOP. he adrtuts 
that he was resistant and unenthused. 

Although he thought he knew everything 
there was to know about Sunset Park. his 
experience with community policing 
changed his perception. In a radio car. he 
spent his time answering 911 calls. gomg 
from one job to the next. dealing with only 
the neighborhood's bad elements and vic
tims. Now he interacts with the working 
class and middle class people' in the 
neighbornood. working with them to solve 
problems. 

Drug selling has been a persistent prob
lem in Sunset Park. Rather than just 
arresting drug dealers. who often return to 
the Streets within days. CPOP officers work 
with landlords to evict dealers from apart
ments. introduce drug rap sessions in 
schools for prevention. collaborate with 
block watchers to identify known dealers 
and with coun watchers who monitor 
judges to insure that fair penalties are 
handed out. 

Police officers have different reactions 
about whether community policing can 
solve crimes or just move it from one 
neighborhood to the next. McGoey SaId that 
commuruty policing does not purpon to 
er-dSC society's problems, "We're not solv
ing the drug problem," he admitted. "What 
you end up doing is solving the problem ror 
an individual group or an individual 
block." 

But If police continue to disperse drug 
dealers. cruninals will no longer have a 
base or operanons. If the community is no 
longer tolerant of drug dealers' activitles. 
he suggested. crime will decrease. 

. . 
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Statement of 
Organizational Values 

We; th ........ mploy ........ s uf th .... City of 
Hayward, believ .... that providing su~rior 
service to thl: citizens of Hayward is our 
primary responsibility ,md that all of our 
work shuuld be structured with that gool in 
mind. W .... further beli .... ve that in meeting this 
gll,lI we should be responsibl .... to decisions 
milde by the City Council .md the dti2;ens of 
the community. "In urdl'r 10' .1I:hi .... ve and 
maintain 5upcriorslandllrd:. ill bulh uurwurk 
product and our work jll'rform,IIll'l'. WI' .ut! 
cummitt .... d 10 Ihe following v,lltil'::': 

S lrung pl.mning .1Ild rll'l'ision m.1king 
involving employee p.ulicip.llilln 10 

!he gre,lll':.ll·xll'nl po:.::.ibk'. 

E xcelll·llc .... in ddivc.'ry of servke to till' 
publk. 

R L'Spect fur dignity of the emploYl'l' 
and rl'cugnililln <If ir.dividual 
contributiun:; and inilialiVl'. 

V igmous pursuit of compct .... ncy ,md 
rt.'Sponsibility in the performance (If 
our work. 

I nleg~ty and honesty in all ilSpects of 
service. 

C ommunication achieved and 
infonnation shared in a constructive 
open and supportive manner. 

E quitable treatment and opportunity 
for all employt.'CS. 
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We, the members of the Hayward 
Police Department, are committed to being 
responsive to our community in tIle 
delivery of quality services. Recognizillg 
our responsibility to maintain order, 
while affording dignity and respect to 
every individual, our objective is to 
improve the quality of life tllrougll a 
community partnership which promotes 
safe, secure neighborhoods. 
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DESPITE'THE 
changing times, most police agencies still 
emphasize strict control over their em
ployees, thus stifling the creativity so des
perately needed in policing. In many jur
isdictions, the community continues to be 
excluded from our operations as well But 
these antiquated practices of control and 
exclusion are contrary to what we know 
about how successful, customer-oriented 
organizations operate today. 

The New Era of Work 
A shortage of workers entering the job 

market will adversely affect the American 
job market throughout the 1990s. At the 
same time, the face of America's workforce . 
will be changing dramatically. By the end 
of this decade, 85 percent of the new 
workers will be minorities and women. 
Most women will have a pressing need 
for quality child" care and many will be 
single parents. For organizations that 
have traditionally hired mostly young 
white men, such as the police, it will 
require major changes in the workplace. 
On top of all this, many of the new 
workers will introduce cultural and edu
cational differences. 

In order to keep a smaller supply of 
workers motivated, leaders will have to 
adjust to market demands by creating 

By Chief David C. Couper, Madiscm 
Police Deparbnent, Wisconsin, and 
Sergeant Sabine Lobitz, Wisconsin 
State Capitol Police; Madison 

The Customer is 
Always Right 

Applying Vision; Leadership and 
the Problem-Solving Method 

to Community-Oriented Policing 

more flexible work arrangements, making 
sure emplo,yee: training is up to the minute 
and moving toward systems favoring 
employees, not employm;. 

One of the major demands from new 
employees will be for input into work
related. decisions. 

It will clearly be a new era of work. 
Although many people believe the 

autocnatk lJ-tyle was an effective method 
of leading;, workers from the industrial 
revolution into the 20th century, it will 
not MV~1 the same effect leading workers 
down the road to the 21st century. In 
today's. workplace, autocratic leaders who 
reserve the sole right to decide not only 
where th(1 organization is goin~ but also 
each st1ep they will take along the way, 
have chosen a route that is difficult, if not 
impossible. 

Today's workers, including police offi
cers. have little in common with their 
countea-parts at the tum of the century. 
'Then, workers had little education and 
their contribution to the organizations in 
which they worked was mostly by the 
sweat of their brows. 

Much of the 19th-century bureaucracy 
is still in place today,. especially in law 
enforcement, but it is proving costly. 
Organizations that have resisted moving 
toward, ;a more participative organiza
tional model have paid for it in lost 
business and production; workers in 
those organizations paid for it with their 
jobcJ. To survive, we must come to the 
understanding that people are our most 
impottant product. 

It is no coincidence that this concept 
1iJ.I\derlies the philosophy of community
oriented policing-perhaps the most im-
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portant step we can take toward effective 
policing in the 21st century. 

Vision: The First Step 
Where does a journey toward com

munity-oriented policing start? As with 
most journeys, it begins with a vision of 
your destination. One of any leader's most 
important tasks is to der...1are the vision
a clear, understandable picture of the 
future. As a statement to your employees 
and the community of the direction in 
which you, want your organization to go, 
a vision statement can be as simple as: 
''We will be a police department devoted 
to maintaining customer satisfaction and 
getting closer to the people we serve." 

Of course, no vision is developed in 
a vacuum. First, an assessment of employ
ees' needs, as well as the needs of the 
citizens they serve, must be made. This 
can be done by organizing a group to dis
cuss the future of the department, devel
oping problem-identification groups, 
conducting opinion surveys and creating 
other internal '1istening" methods such 
as an elected employee council Of course, 
leaders must also see that efforts are made 
to organize comn,\unity focus groups and 
conduct community feedback surveys. 
Otizen input must be constantly solicited 
at community gatherings. 

The next step is to set a course to meet 
these needs, developing agreed-upon 
goa1s and a mission'statement for the de
partment. (See Madison's vision and 
mission statements on page 21.) 

The Madison Police Department ~ 
lieves its mission for today and vision for 
tomorrow capture the essential needs of 



the department and the community and 
will help its members get where they 
want to go. . 

Making the vision a reality involves 
developing two to thret? visible and 
achievable first steps consistent with the 
vision and mission of the organization. 
These steps should be viewed by em
ployees as indicators of progress-that 
something is happening for the good. 

. Above alL employees will need to know 
there is a strong. unalterable commitment 
from the chief executive officer and other 
leaders to work hard and move ahead. 

Not to be overlooked are the organ-

izational "values" behind the vision and 
mission statements. Police organizations 
will benefit by identifying, defining. 
sharing. discussing and practicing their 
values. The following values were iden
tified as important to members of the 
Madison Police Department, guiding 
hiring and 'promotional decisions and 
policies, as well as tactical and problem
solving strategies. 

A member of the department 
LS Iumtst. trustworthy and rourage7llS 
resptrts ptOPle and thaT dlVf!TSlly 
obeys lhe law and de(mds lhe Bill of Rights 
is physu:a1ly and mentIzlly fii 

"A BETTER WAY" 
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V1eWS crtruns as customers 
ddim's qwdrty smna 
is amtmunrty tmc111!d 
works IJJ :dmi1{y and resolre comm un r.ty 

probltms 
is rourlmus and an actn:>t listener 
LS a /eoder and Imm playa' 
demonstrates amtrol In the US/! of {vrr% 
amhnuuusly !1!Iprot'I5 throughout hLS cart'£r 

The power of effective community
oriented policing comes from police or
ganizations that are value-guided rather 
than rule-driven. This is a significant de
parture from OUI past. 

Leadership: The Second Step 
We must begin immediately to max

imize the potential of OUI nation's police. 
This can most effectively be done by first 
improving the quality of work life for 
those inside OUI organizations and then 
moving to improve the service we pro
vide citizens through the problem
oriented approach to law enfurcement. 
The result will be effective community
oriented policing. You cannot effa::tir:ely do 
one without the other, nor can you reverse 
the sequence and attempt to establish 
problem-oriented policing without first 
improving the workplace for yOUI' em
ployees. 

Why is this important? Managers can
not effectively lead employees who are 
not treated with respect and dignity and 
expect that they will in tum treat citizens 
with respect and dignity. These are im
portant values in a free society and an 
important part of policing. As such, they 
need to be constantly modeled by police 
in a democratic society-both inside and 
outside the organization. 

Few police leaders would admit they 
run their oIg? .... ~tions in a manner that 
shows little respect or regard for their 

'employees' dignity. Yet, many demand 
centralization of decision making, "top
down" inspection and all uncompromis
ing chain of command, thus producing 
closed organizations with little room for 
openness, creativity or feedback. 

What do employees want? Nationwide 
surveys-such as that conducted by the 
Public Agenda Foundation-confirm that 
they want these qualities in their jobs: 

1. The opportunity to work with peo
ple who treat them with respect and listen 
to their ideas for improvement 

2 Interesting work ' 
3. Recognition for good work 
4. A chance to develop their skills 
5. A chance to think for themselves 
6. The opportunity to work for efficient 

managers 
7. A job that is not too easy 
8. The chance to see the end results 

of their work 
9. Knowledge about what is going on 
How well do we meet these needs? Do 

we have an organizational and leadership 



The Quality lmprovement Method: What Leaders Need to l(now 
1. Your employees are YOo/ most imPQrtant resource. They want 

to do a good job, but they need you to help them by training, 
developing and caring for them. as well as removing the obstacles 
that prevent them from doing the good jobs they wish to do. 

2. Improvement in employee treatment will result in improve. 
ment in citizen treatment. Employee treatment must be improved 
before you even think about improving ci(.<enicustomer treatment. 

3. Your employees are your customers. Citizens are your em· 
ployees' customers. Only a customer can define quality treatment. 

4. Feedback and f)pen, unfettered communication to and from 
your employees are necessary for organizational growth and your 
improvement as a leader. This .applies to citizens/customers as well. 

5. All work is accomplished through definable systems. Under; 
standing work system variation and eliminating the causes of prob· 
lems in those systems are necessary in order to remove obstacles 
and to improve work for employees and services to citizens. 

6. Employee work teams can solve major work and service 
delivery problems if you emPQwer them. encourage them and gIve 
them access to relevant information. 

7. Data and graphs should be used whenever PQssible to make 
organizational decisions and show improvements. 

8. Organizational improvement is constantly sought. It is a 
continuous journey, not a destination; it never ends. Improving 
things is the work of leaders. 

9. Improvements are the result o( a leader's focus, attention and 
passion for quality, as well as the involvement of-and respect 
for-everyone in the organization. Making work fun can also result 
in improvements. 

10. Leaders must have a vision and the will to pursue excellence. 
However, in the end, what leaders believe, know or talk about 
has little consequence; the only consequence is that employees 
know their leaders have improved. 
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Method = Effective Community-Oriented 
Policing. the Madisorl Police Department 
developed and implemented a Id-square
mile Experimental Police District (EPO) 
in January 1988. The EPO's three goals 
were to implement quality leadership, 
increase employee participation in deci
sion making and use the problem
onented policing method to addre'ss 
citizen-identified.cogununity problems. 

The first step, of course, was to develop 
a vision. Employees throughout the or
ganization were trained in quality im- • 
provement methods and quality leader
ship and they began working closer with 
community members in solving specific 
community problems. The department's 
new promotional system, developed by 
an employee project team, required that 
a quality leadership academy be estab-

. lished to train all future leaders in the 
new management style' before they were 
promoted. Although a deparanent-wide 
initiative, quality leadership was given the 
greatest organizational emphasis within 
the EPO. 

As a result, there has been real improve
ment in both the quality of the workplace 
and the service provided to citizens. Some 
obvious examples are a reduction in sick 
leave and overtime used by employees, 
as well as a reported increase in job 
satisfaction within the EPO. Externally, 
citizens in the EPO report increased 
satisfaction in their dealings with EPO 
emvloyees. This satisfaction level is higher 
than citizens report in their contacts with 
other units of the department. (Over the 
past three years, the department has 
conducted an ongoing survey of persons 
randomly identified in department inci
dents-arrested persons as well as vic
tims-to ~.J.01blish a base-line for the com
parison of citizen satisfaction with police 
services from year to year.) 

Our Future 
Employees are entering the police 

profession with a different set of job 
expectations and values than their 
predecessors held. They want-and 
expect-to be part of a team. They want 
their leaders to value their ideas and 
suggestions and to permit them to 
participate in organizational decision 
making. If we, as police leaders, do not 
attempt to meet these needs, we will find 
ourselves out of step with our employees 
as well as our communities. 

This is the first time we hav~ had an 
effective alternative to the way in which 
we have conducted business for so many 
years. The choice is up to us in police 
leadership. The time is right tO'mesh the 
needs of our employee.; and our commu
nities to forge a new alliance-corn
munity-orienteci policing. * 

Police 
and 

Citizen 
Partnerships · 

-3l3-

An Alliance 
That Works! 



ATTIffiOm. 
set, it is important to clarify the two terms 
in the title of this article. The formal 
definition of crime prevention is fairly 
straightforward: 'The anticipation, re::og
nition and appraisal of a crime risk and 
the initiation of some action to remove 
or reduce it." While this definition is good 
as fur as it goes, it doesn't go far enough. 
Fear reduction is also a significant aspect 
of cf.me prevention. Even if crime pre
vention efforts are only marginally 
effective in diminishing crime, they may 
help to reduce the citizen's ff!flT of crime 
and thus enhance his sense of secunty. 

Crime prevention per Sf is not new; on 
the contrary, Sir Robert Peel the founder 
of the London Metropolitan Police in 1829, 
dearly viewed crime prevention as one 
of the basic tenets of policing. But the 
contemporary, more formalized and 
structured emphasis on crime prevention 
in American policing is a fairly re::ent 
occurrence that can be traced to the 1971 
establishment of the National Crime Pre
vention L.,stitute (NCPI) at the UniversIty 
of Louisville. 

The definition of community policing 
is not nearly as simple and direct as that 
of crime prevention. Communrty Policing, 
an excellent new book by TrojanoWlcz 
and Bucqueroux. provides an in-depth 
examination of this complex phenome-

By Peter Horne, Ph.D., Criminal Jus~ 
tice Progr 'Coordinator, Mercer 
Coutrty Cvwf1tunity College, Tren
ton, New Jersey . 

-~-----------------

Not Just Old \A/ine 
in New Bott[es 

The lnextricab[e Relatlonship 
Between Crime Prevention and 

Community Pollclng 

non. The first paragraph of the page-long 
definition of commwtity policing reads as 
follows: 

Community policing IS a /IlW philosophy of 
polictng. ~ on tk cxmapt IMt poha 
officm and pr1'IJIZb! Ctttuns toorl:mg togdhc 
In cm:rtru U¥IYS am kip seiDl! ~'IT!pmZ1y 
ct:11m'7f1.lnuy prob/m!s mI11ai 10 C7"I7nl!. ftJZT of 
CTI77It. SIXUIi gnJi physla1 di.sordo and IYIgh
b:7rlwod db:Ay. ~ phibscphy IS pmiic.rzteri 
O1Ilk bdld tMt adtrmmg Illest got;zis TrqUtrfS 

that poilu depamnrnts develop II ntW 
rdatwnshrp WIth Ik f.auHUndlllg ~ In 

tk CClT!TTIUnlty, aimng thml a grtQ1rr t:CIa 

In sdhng local polla ~ and urooltnng 
them In effr:nts 10 1~ tk otmzlI qwdlty 
of lifo in therr ~ghborllOod.s. It shifts the 
focus of polICe IVCIrk from handling random 
calls 10 selwrg communuy problems.1 

Some law enforcement experts argue 
that community policing is simply a re
turn to the 19th-century British and 
American svstems built around officers on 
foot whos~ primary responsibility was 
maintaining order. But contemporary 
community policing is more than just Wold 
wine in new bottles." It is really a new 
way of thinking about policing. suggest
ing that police officers are creative, intel
ligent individuals who can do more than 
Just respond to incidents. By working 
with the people who live and work in 
an area, they can both identify the 
underlying problems and detemtine the 
best strategy to solve those problems. 

Herman Goldstein's problem-oriented 
policing (POP) concept is an essential 
component af community policing. Basi
cailv, POP is a department-wide proactIve 
str~tegy aimed at solving persIstent 
crime-related community problems. Po-
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lice are asked to identIfy, analyze and 
respond to the underlymg orcumstances 
that create incidents.3 

Crime Prevention and 
Community Policing 

Obviously, crime prevention and com
munity policing are inextricably related. 
Crime prevention is the cornerstone of 
community policing. Internatlonally, 
·community-based crime preventIon is 
the ultimate goal and centerpIece of 
community-oriented policing."'4 

One aitical element common to both 
concepts is citizen input and participa
tion; police crime prevention programs 
rely on the cooperation and voluntary 
involvement of individuals and groups In 

the community. True community policing 
acknowledges that the police cannot suc
ceed without the community's opera
tional and political support. The premise 
is that citizens will develop a sense of 
shared responsibility with the police to 
carry on an effective crime-fighting effort.s 

Mat are the Weaknesses? 
An in-d~th examination of crime pre

vention and policing today reveals a 
number of weaknesses in the approach 
most police departments have taken to 
crime prevention. White in some depart
ments crime prevention plays a greater 
role than ever before. too many agencies 
have erected a facade with no real sub
stance behind it. Many police chiefs gIve 
lip service to the concept, particularly in 
their talks with the commuruty, but then 
sabotage it (either consoously or uncon-



sClouslYJ through poor management 
practlces. 

In practice. cnme prevention unIts 
often operate as separate entItIes Wlthm 
the department. never fully integrated 
into the police milieu. In the organiza
tional s<:heme. the crime prevention unit 
is usually in the service track rather than 
the operations bureau. mearung the Jobs 
are manned bv staff and not line officers. 
The result is that cnme preventIon often 
is viewed as "arts and craits" by patrol 
officers and detectives. Crime preventlon 
officers tend not to be consIdered "real 
cops" who handle cnme and disorder on 
a datiy basis. This is particularly true since 
the 1980s, as many police agencIes have 
done away .... lth separate pollce.com. 
muruty relations units and merged them 
and the!! functIons into cnme preventIon 
uruts. 

Unfortunately. crime preventIon uruts 
tend to be vIewed as "dumping grounds" 
for all kinds of programs and mIScella· 
neous assIgnments. Crime preventIon 
officers are often responSIble for a whole 
host of functions. rnduding cnme preven
tIOn. commuruty relations. public rela· 
tions. media relations and anythIng else 
the chief can think of. Because of the 
structure of the cnme preventIOn urut. the 
nature of it~ datiy activities and the scope 
of its responsIbilities. cnme prevention 
officers are often looked upon as public 
relations flak-catchers. 

Although commuruty policing IS in its 
relative mfar.cy in American law enforce
ment, problems similar to those confront
ing crime prevention have emerged in this 
country and overseas. As Skolnick and 
Bayley note: 

Departmtntzzl ~" has by PlOW ber:ome 
an almost rrmiicttt.b~ prob~ of cammunrty 
polictng. CommunIty poilClng actrcniIts 1m 

asslgn.~ to MJJiy r:mztrd. sptruZitU!i unus
cn11ll! pmlCltum ImmcJus. mlnl'51atlDn cam· 
marufs and communltV reUztums squads. 
Community polict ~nnel. .·do 111m 
ollln Ihlng and aT! ~Ot In~attd Into 
tradltlonal patrOL ar cnmln.a1 zrmshgrznon 
actrznM. Polra ~ts aT! cornposei of 
Jet1WUS itefriDms that don I want to .. sluzrt 
lOOT 7'l!SponsliniZM u:l1h cammunrty pollClng 
Units. Community pollClng ~011ll!S 
anoth!r 5P1!C1aIr::td 'Uncnon. dlSNnd from 
oih!r ongoing tieparrmmt .:utIV'I1lIS.' 

What are the Remedies? 
As Dr. Forrest Moss. director of :--':CPL 

has stated. "Crime preventIon is still 
woefully underutilized. underappreaated 
and ... has not made It 'to the line' in 
terms of ... real orgaruzational corrurut· 
ment."1 fI these shoncorrungs are to be 
overcome. then crune preventlon must 
become totally rntegrated rnto police 

agencIes. Speoalist pos\tlonS rn cnme 
prevennon have to be reduced or elim· 
inated altogether. Just like' commuruty 
relatIons. crime preventlon must become 
part of the repertolIe of full·fledged street 
cops rn the community. 

fI there are to be speaalist cnme pre· 
vention uruts. they should be kept small 
amd used as consultants to the generalist 
units, rather than as staff to carry out 

. operational activitIes. Crime prevention 
units should be part of the line' organ· 
izational s~ructure .. where thev can 
coordinate the roles of oatrol officerS who, 
in essence. act as the field staff for crime 
prevention. TIle cnme preventIon special
ISt must assume the role of a planner. 
trainer, evaluator and supportIve resource 
-an "enabler" rather than a prunary 
IIdoer."8 

All officers should undergo mearungful 
and, pract1cal training regarding the myr· 
iad activities of crime prevention. Also. 
just as rn POP. field officers must be 
tfained and encouraged to Identifv and 
analyze a present or- potential c~e or 
public disorder problem and work toward 
its reduction or elimrnation. A cntical 
analysIS of problems IS needed to formu· 
late crime-soecilk tactIcs and avoid a 
·shotgun" approach to problem solving. 
This analysis should be undertaken with 
community members: after corrective ac
hons (e.g.. counseling, arrest) have oc-

_ curred. there must be evaluation and as
sessment of the success or failure of the 
actions. 

"Rule of thumb" and "gut-level" impres· 
sions have nO place in crime prevention. 
All crime prevention efforts must undergo 
cntical scrutiny by both the police and 
the public. Comprehensive evaluations 
should also consIder crime displacement 
ISSUes, as well as citizen perceptions and 
levels of fear. 

It may be uruealistic. though. to expect 
the police to devISe and implement new 
strategies. as well as evaluate their impact. 
This would be particularly true in small 
and medium-sized police departments. 
After alL the priorities of the police are 
operatlonal and "their expertise in eval
uanon limited ... , The responSIbility for 
evaluatmg program results should be 
shouldered by agencies outside the po
lice."'! 

Two other ISSUes should be bnefly 
noted. One has to do with the concept 
referred to as "crime prevention through 
environmental design" (CPTED). CPTED, 
which should become an integral part of 
every department's cririte' prevention 

'eiforts, seeks to integrate natural ap-
proaches to cnme prevention into build
rng desIgn and neIghborhood pIanrung. 
The fonnal aefinition of CPTED as de· 
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',eloped bv ~CPI IS that the <tr.e prop€! 
desIgn and errecnve use of the buLit en
V1!Onment can iead to a reducnon rn fear 
and the rnodence of cnme. and an un· 
provement rn the quality of life,"10 CPTED 
embodies the true value of cnme preven· 
tion rn that It IS a proactIve rather than 
a reactIve approach to the cnme problem 

[f cnme preventIon is gOing to become 
part of all officers' everyday routines, It 
is unportant to conSIder performance 
evaluation. An ongorng dilemma rn po· 
liclng concerns how sUperv1SOrs can best 
measure officer performance. TradItional 
quantitatIve measures-number of 
arrests. tickets ISsued. reports written. 
etc.-do not dJ.rectlv address such achv· 
ItIes as crime preve~tIon. problem solvmg 
or mamtauung order. [f officers are gorng 
to be motivated to engage rn comprehen· 
sive cnme preventlon actIons. then quali
tative as well as quantitative measures 
must be developed to 'provide an 
important barometer of officer actiVlty 
and success. as well as a measure of 
orgaruzational goals."11 And since rewards 
contlnue to be poweriul motivators. a 
rewar~ "ystem that recognizes officer 
achlevements rn nontraditional areas 
such as crime prevention must be created. 

Just as commuruty policrng and crim,e 
prevention share many common prob
lems. they also share many common 
remedies. Police officers will have to be 
adequately trained in community policing 
for them to understand the concept and 
how it is to be implemented. Performance 
evaluation issues will have to be ad
dressed in community policing. as will 
crime analysis and assessment issues. 

Community policing may be viewed by 
many as a radical and unproverl police 
strategy. While it is true that commuruty 
policing is still in its formatIve stage in 
such communities as Houston. Texas, 
Madison, Wisconsin, and Baltimore 
County, Maryland. considerable success 
has been experienced with this concept 
rn Great Britam. Japan and Singapore. 
Whether community policing is a radical 
approach depends on one's perspectlve 
and view of policing. A critical exarruna
tion of community poliCing and full 
understanding of the philosophy behind 
it make it seem far less radical Skolnick 
and Bayley note that "it is critically 
Lmportant to emphasize that community 
policing represents a change in the prac· 
tices-but not the objectives-of policing. 
Too often. the debate about comnturuty 
policing IS couched in terms of 'hard' 
versus 'soft' policing and crime fighting 
versus crime prevention. "I. 

But what is Lmportant to understand 
is that commuruty policmg does not reo 



quire an "either/or" choice rer;arding 
"hard" versus "soft" policing. mdeed. it is 
absolutely imperative that both types of 
police tactics coexist in the same depart
ment. Officers trained in special weapons 
and tactics will still be needed in the same 
police agency as officers trained in crime 
prevention and engaged in foot patrol. 
Centralized strategic police efforts will be 
needed to effectivelv deal \vith individual 
offenders such as - serial murderers or 
career criminals and criminal associations 
such as organized crime families, gangs 
and drug distribution networks. There
fore, community policing represents only 
a change in means rather than ends-public 
safety and security are still the bottom 
line. 

Conclusion 
Crime prevention is here to stay; it is 

more than just the latest fad in policing. 
The contemporarj police crime preven
tion movement is 20 years old this year, 
and there are no signs of it waning. But 
while law enforcement has increased its 
utilization of crime prevention programs 
and strategies, it is at a crucial midpOint 
m the process. Too many police admin
istrators talk a gpod game about crime 
prevention. but their follow-through is 
inadequate at best. They are more con
cerned \vith appearances tlian reality. 

Some administrators lump on the crime 
prevention bandwagon simply because to 
do so is "progressive: and makes for good 
public relations. They also recognize that 
crime prevention proVldes a rationale for 
urging the public to support the police. 
"Without necessarily being consciously 
cynical such leaders tend to develop one
directional (police to the community) 
outreach programs_ They fonn specIalized 
media relations units, undertake much
publicized programs in community edu
cation and organize Neighborhood Watch 
groups. But these programs are tacked 
onto existing operations.''1l. Thus, crime 
prevention in its typical fonn rarely 
touches operational practices, nor does it 
open up the police to a true partnership 
WIth the community. 

Crime prevention must be seen as more 
than Just an "add-on" to existing police 
operations. It must become more broadly 
utilized and more fully integrated into the 
day-to-day lives of street cops. It is im
portant for law enforcement to move 
ahead. regarding crime prevention. If po. 
licing remains stagnant and clings to the 
status quo, then neither the police nor 
t~e public will reap the complete benefits 
of crIme prevention. 

Crime 'preventlon can and does thrive 
in both traditional and communitv
oriented police d~partments. Of co~, 
one hopes that community policing catches 

on and becomes part of the maInStream 
of policing. smte inherent Wlthin the 
notion of commuruty policing IS the con
cept of c:rinle prevention. Indeed. com
munity policing presupposes that crIme 
prevention efforts are an integral instl
tutionalized part of police management 
and operations. But, even if commuruty 
policing does not become the non:' in 
American law enforcement, there still IS 

a vital ·and productive role for crime 
prevention in traditional-sty.Ie police 
agencies. 

Although crilne prevention has en
joyed a certain amount of success in Its 
short life span. the potennal eXISts for 
much greater success in the futu.-e. It 
appears that 

. . the greatest t>:Jtmhnl fur Improved cnme 
control mall not be In the contmued enhana
ment of risponse hmes. patrol tactrcs and 
Im:e;h8atroe ta:hnrqlJeS. Rmher. Im~ 
crime control can be achreveIi by t1} dl.llg
nosirig and managtng problmts In the 
commumty tlu:t produce senous cnmes: (2) 
fostmng close re/Dtums UlIth the community 
10 faalitaie cnme so/oIn~ and t3J buIlding 
self.defmse capabtllties wtthm./he community 
Ilself.l4 

Crime prevention in conjunction \vith 
community policing can help diminish 
crime and enhance security in the neIgh
borhoods of our nation. Amencan taw 
enforcement would do well to strive to
ward this objective. * 
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Problem-Oriented. Policing 
Shines in the Stats 

~ 
CD 

Dorothy Guyot 

M any police departments focus on 
one incident at a time as they re
spond to calls for service. They fail 

to put together into a single picture the sepa
rate symptoms they treat. A neighborhood 
may be experiencing a flood of troubles
street fights. insults to passersby, solicitation 
by prostitutes. pickpocketing. and drunken 
driving-but the poiice department does not 
recognize their source in a single ill-managed 
bar. When the sole police response to a com
munity problem is to arrest the current trou
blemakers, that department is not engaging 
in problem-oriented policing. 

Herman Goldstein. one oi the foremost 
thinkers in the police field. defines a police 
department as practicing prooiem-orfemed 
policing when it: 

• identifies substantive community problems: 
• inquires systematically into their nature: 
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Source: Newport News Police Deoanment 

Figure 1 Domestic Murders Reduced in 
Newport News. Virginia 
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• analyzes community interest and special in
terests in each problem: 

• assesses current responses; 
• conducts an uninhibited search for tailor

made solutions; 
• takes initiative in implementing solutions: 
• evaluates the effectiveness of solutions.; 

Murder 
Let us look at a clear case of success. Domes
tic homicide is a problem tackled in 1985 by 
the police department of Newport News. Vir
ginia. a city of 170,000 in a metropolitan area 
of 1,400.000. The department's systematic in
quiry showed that about half of the city's 20 
murders a year resulted from violence be
tween spouses. family members. or lovers. In 
developing the program Police Response to 
Incidents of Domestic Emergencies 
(PRIDE), the department enlisted the co
operation of those who run shelters for bat
tered women. judges, mental health profes
sionals. educators. ministers. and newspaper 
editors. They developed a variety of police re
sponses. including referring family members 
to counseling, obtaining court orders of pro
tection. and forcing spouses who had commit
ted assaults to undergo some fo'rm of correc
tive treatment in lieu-of a jail term. 

As shown in figure 1. the number of do
mestic murders fell sharply under the pro
gram .. while other murder rates remained 
high, We can infer. therefore. that the pro
gram caused the drop in the number of do
mestic murd<:rs. 

Local government managers interested in 
these results can contact Chief Jay Carey for 
information both on the specific efforts t~ 
prevent domestic murders and on the compre
hensive departmental changes that have en
couraged individual officers to take the initia
tive in problem-oriented policing. 

Paradoxicallv. the initial and most obyious 
influence probl~m-oriented policing has on 
statistics is to create the appearance that a 
community is engulfed in a crime wave. Be
cause most crim~ incidents are not reported 



to the police. they are not entered into the 
Uniform Crime Reports (UCR).! Later when 
a department begins to identify problems. it 
begins to receive citizens' reports of crimes of 
the sort that previously had seldom been re
ported. Hence, the ,official crime rates rise. 
Let us take an in-depth look at two jurisdic
tions where solid statistics enable us to sort 
out true success from the appearance of 
failure. 

Theft and Burglary 
Bicycle theft was a problem tackled by the 
police department of Troy, New York, an old 
industrial town of 52,000. To reduce thefts 
and increase the number of stolen bicycles 
that are recovered. the department launched 
a bicycle registration program that combined 
tips to youngsters about traffic safety and 
theft prevention with registration of the own
ership, description, and identification number 
of the bikes. The department reached chil
dren through the schools and new owners 
through bicycle dealers with the message to 
lock their bikes and report the theft if they 
are stolen. This type of program deals di
rectly \1r;th some of the most common reasons 
citizens give for not reporting theft: lack or" 
proof that the item was stolen. the beliei :hat 
police would not want to be bothered. and 
lack of identification.> 

Nationally, the average rate of reporting 
thefts of bicycles and bicycle pans is 40 per
cent;1 In Troy, the number of stolen bicycies 
reported to the police increased from 69 in 
the year before the program to 294 during its 
first year. This flood of stolen bike reportS 
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could have resulted solely from an increase in 
reporting if the reporting rate had risen from 
10 percent to 43 percent. 

The rates at which citizens report most 
types of crime are rather similar to the mea
ger reporting of bicycle theft and are unlike 
the nearly accurate reporting of murder. Po
lice efforts to involve citizens in reducing spe
cific crime problem') therefore almost always 
stimulate enough increase in reporting to 
make the problem'appear worse. 

Figure 2 shows the national rates at w,hich 
people report common predatory crimes. The 
National Crime Survey provides annual esti
mates of crime trends based on a survey of 
50,000 households.s Conducted by the Cen
sus Bureau, the survey asks all residents age 
12 and up about their experiences with vio
lence and theft during the previous six 
months. Each household is surveyed again at 
six-month intervals for three years. The rates 
at which people report crimes to the police 
have increased only slightly since the vic
timization surveys began to measure them in 
1973. In contrast to the high rate of repordng 
motor vehicle theft, occurring because insur
ance companies require a police report. the 
rate is near 50 percent for robbery, rape, and 
assaults with serious injury or a weapon. The 
rate of reportmg household burglary varies 
sharply depending upon whether the burglars 
got inside and whether they used force. for 
thefts, the average rate of reporting is quite 
low. only 27 percent. When police-community 
cooperation succeeds in increasing crime res 
porting faster than prevention efforts show re
sults, the official figures show a crime wave 
which in fac~ is imaginary. 
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45% 41% .----
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Figure 2 National Rates of Reporting Crimes to the Police 
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Trend 
1970-72 1973-75 1976-78 1979-81' 1982-84 1985-86 1970-86 

Motor 
Vehicle Theft 249 176 167 165 143 163 -35% 

Robbery 55 73 59 70 87 89 +62% 

Rape 11 15 15 18 18 23 -;.109% 

Larceny 897 1,317 1,475 1.625 1,614 1,907 -112% 

Source: Guyot. Policing as Though People Matter (Philadelphia: Temple University Press. 1991). ex
plains the Changes In police work that brought about the substantial increase in citizen reporting of 
cnme. The larceny figure includes all larcenies. despite the fact that during 1970-73 the UCR ex
cluded the theft of goods valued under S50 from Part I crimes. 

Figure 3 Reported Crime in Troy, New York 

A local government manager facing an 
across the board rise in reported crimes can 
look into burglary statistics to estimate what 
lies behind tJiis increase and then generalize 
to other crimes. 

1972 1977 
Before DUring Percentage 

Type of Burglary Upgrading Upgrading Increase. 

Attempts 39 170 336 

Completed without 
Force 101 279 176 

Completed Forced 
Entry 463 ·981 112 

Total Reported 602 1.430 

Source: State of New York. DIVIsion of Criminal Justice Services. 

Figure 4 The Trend in Reported Burglary Showing the 
Likelihood of Increased Reporting 
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When Cqmmissioner of Public Safety 
George W. O'Connor was moving the Troy, 
New York, Police Department to a basic 
form of problem-oriented policing. he ex
plained this phenomenon in a speclal report 
to City Manager John Buckley: 

It is not rational to expect reported 
crime to decrease in Troy .... As we 
build ever stronger ties to the citizens we 
serve, their confidence will grow. With 
that growth come additional requests for 
help-requests which three or four years 
ago would not have been made." 

Troy's UCR statistics in figure 3 bear out 
O'Connor's assessment. The reported num
bers of rapes. robberies. and larcenies jumped 
when O'Connor took charge of the depart
ment in 1973 and then remained continuously 
high through 1986, when he retired early to 
establish a consulting service for local govern-

. ment executives. The statistics are given for 
three-year averages in order to smooth out 
the normal annual fluctuations. Bv contrast. 
the number of motor vehicle thefts known to 
the police fell immediately and stayed at the 
new level in the official statistics. Figure 3 ar
ranges the types of crimes from most re
ported to least. showing that the better re
ported the crime, the less the apparent rise. 

The simplest overall explanation for the di
vergent trends in the incidence of crimes 
kno;'n to the police is that the annual num
ber of each of these crimes actually did not 
rise. This stability, however. was masked by 
rises in reporting rates that were progressively 
steeper for crimes that Were previously pooriy 
reported. 



Puzzling StatistIcs 
Are rising UCR statistics the result of an ac
tual rise in crimes or tbe result of increased 
police persuasion of tbe public to report more 
crimes? This puzzle can be solved. A local 
government manager facing an across the 
board rise in reported crimes can look into 
burglary statistics to estimate what lies be
hind this increase and then generalize to 
other crimes. The technique is to compare re
lated types of crimes to see whether much 
faster increases occur in poorly reported 
crime categories. Completed crimes and at
tempts are combined into a single figure in 
the published UCR statistics, but types of 
burglaries are available separately from each 
police department and each state office of 
crime statistics. 

Nationally, all household burglaries are re
pol1:ed on average about 51 percent of the 
time and those using force about 74 percent 
of the time, but those in which a burglar 
walks through an unlocked door about 41 per
cent of the time. Attempted burglary is re
ported only 32 percent of the time as shown 
in figure 2. The greater the rise in the num
ber of attempts known to the police, com
pared with completed crimes, the greater the 
increase in citizen reporting. If the rise in cit
izen reporting is large enough, it could ac
count entirely for the rise in the UCR 
statistics. 

Figure 4 shows that for Troy, the rise in the 
UCR report of attempted burglary was 336 
percent, but the rise in entry without force 
was onl)' 176 percent, and the rise in forced 
entry 112 percent. 

When actual increases in crime take place. 
completed crimes and attempts usually rise 
together. When the largest change occurs in 
tbe type of burglary whiCh is most underre
ported and the smallest change occurs in tbe 
best-reported one, a tentative conclusion is 
tbat much of the increase was due to changes 
in reporting. 

Because research has documented 13 vears 
of upgrading of police service in Troy, it is 
possible to add two other sources of informa
tion not normally available to a government 
manager to confirm the conclusion that in 
Troy there was no increase in burglary.7 A ma
jor source for the jump in the official COUnt of 
burglaries was that the department previously 
had undercounted crime reports when sending 
statistics to the CCR. A review of the files for 
six months of the year before O'Connor took 
leadership revealed 452 reports on compieted 
burglaries. but only 245 had been Included in 
the CCR. Assuming that this same proportlon 
of buned repons held for the rest of the year. 
the department should have submitted 1.058 
reports on compieted burgiary rather than the 
574 it did submit. 

Thus, if we taketbe estimate of 1,058 com
pleted burglaries in the files. and add the 39 
auempts reported to the UCR, we estimate 
that about 1,097 burglaries were reported by 
citizens in 1972. If we make the generous as
sumption that citizens were reporting house
hold burglaries at the national average, 50 
percent, there actually were about 2,194 bur
glaries in Troy in 1972. 

Second, a special victimization survey of 
950 households in Troy found that the rate of 
reporting for household burglaries had 'risen 
to about 70 percent overall in 1977. That the 
reporting of commercial burglaries rose pro
portionately is suggested by the trivial inci
dents reported by a bank and a liquor store
lollipops from the parking lot kiosk and a can 
of deodorant from the window sill. Byapply
ing the 70 percent reporting rate to the 1,430 
known burglaries, we estimate that 2,050 oc
curred in 1977. 

Figure 5 compares the UCR figures wit,h 
this estimate that takes into account depart
mental underreporting and increasing citizen 
reporting. The conservative way in which the 
numbers have been handled suggests that the 
drop in burglary rates was probably greater 
than this. But the size of the drop is not of 
consequence. What is important here is that 
the rise in reported attempts was 300 percent. 
comp'ared with the 100 percent rise in official 
statistics on forcible-entry burglaries. This 
difference signals such a large increase in cit
izen reponing that there probably was no rise 
in the actual occurrence of burglary. 
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Figure 5 Troy UCR Statistics on Burglary and Estimates 
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Straightforward Statistics 
Problem~riented policing routinely uses sim
ple, straightforward statistics. Let us return 
to Newport News where an officer took the 
initiative, collected a few appropriate statis
tics in identifying the problem, and did a bit 
more counting in evaluating the solution. lo 

The problem.was that toeal hunters and other 
gun owners were doing target practice at a 
large pit where dirt had been excavated for 
1-64. Officer Ron Hendrickson found out 
that between April and September 1987, the 
department had been called 45 times to chase 
away shooters, and that the problem had ex
isted for at least 15 years. Most of the calls 
had come from a couple whose nearby home 
was bullet-riddled and who thought the police 
were doing a good job because each time 
they chased away the shooters. 

When Officer Hendrickson decided. with 
the support of his sergeant. to end the prob
lem, he interviewed shooters and learned that 
most were soldiers from nearby Ft. Eustis 
and that many others were sent to the pit by 
gun shop owners. The officer determined that 
the pit was close enough to 1-64 to make any 
firearms discharge illegal there. Deciding to 
use education backed by legal sanctions. he 
first took photographs of damage and other 
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evidence. These he used to persuade a judge 
to give anyone convicted of illegal shooting a 
suspended sentence and !J. small fine, with a 
warning that a second appearance would re
sult in confiscation of the weapon and a jail 
sentence. The officer obtained from the prop
erty owners permission to arrest on their 
property and the same from the C & 0 Rail
road for shooters crossing the trac~ to reach 
the pit. In a crucial step, he wrote a pam
phlet which defined the problem and the de
partment's intended enforcement action. He 
distributed the pamphlet to the military base 
and to ail gun shops in the area. Fmally, he 
had no parking-tow zone signs erected on 
the shoulder where most shooters were 
parking. 

The statistics on the results were simple. 
Officers issued 35 summonses to shooters in 
September. only 15 in October. and the last 
on November 12, 1987. The pit soon became 
so overgrown that it was uninviting for target 
practice. . 

What we have seen is both skilled police 
use of relevant statistics in handling problems 
and the paradoxical impact that their atten
tion to problems has on official crime statis
tics. Implementing problem~riented policing 
in any city or county requires the full knowl
edge and support of the jurisdiction execu
tive. Because police work like this is a 
collaboration with other agencies to address 
specific local needs, it offers real prospects 
for long-term solutions to a wide variety of 
commu~ty problems. 

Figures 3 and 4 and bnef passages of the text are from a 
study that explains standards for pohce performance and de· 
scribes a I J·year pencd of police upgrading. Dorothy GU\·ot. 
PoliCing as though Ptoplt Mallu (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press. J 991). a study that e~pJalns standards for 
police oerfonnance and descnbes a 13-year penod of pohce 
upgradmg. Passages are repnnt<:d by pennJsslon. 

I Hennan Goldstein. Probltm-Orltnud PoliCing lPhiiadeJ· 
phia: Temple University Press. 1990). ch. 4. 

J U.S. Federal Bureau of Ir.vestlgatlon. Uniform Crlm~ 
Rtporu.- Crimt In tht Unit~d Srares (Washington. p.C.; 
Government Priming Office). Published annually. 

J U.S. Depanmel)t of Justice. Bureau of Justice Statistics. 
Crim"UJI Vicrimi:atlon In rht Uniud Sraus. 1988'(Washm2' 
ton. D.C.; Government Pnntlng Office. 1990). p. 86-87. -

'The Bureau oi Justice Statistics prOVIded victimization 
data on the 1.706.537 bicvcle thefts in 1989 estimated from 
the National Crime Surv;y. thanks to the counesy of the dl' 
rector. Dr. Steven D. Dillingham. 
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by George 17lOmas ,".fiers 

Designing Community-Oriented 
Police Facilities 

In the aftennath of the assautt charges filed against four City of Los 
Angeles police officers, U.S. Attorney General Richard Thornburgh 
has authorized an investigation of 15,000 alleged cases of police 

brutality with the expressed goal of finding commonalities to be iden
tified and addressed. While the investigation undoubtedly will focus 
on officer training techniques and the relationship of the specific 
charges to demographics, one area of study which could be of sur
prising importance is the effect of the work environment on employee 
behavior. While it would be incorrect to imply that police facilities 
themselves are exerting so negative an influence on police personnel 
as to prcwoke such incidents, there is significant documentation to 
suggest that poor working conditions can contribute to and reinforce 
"negative" behavioral tendencies. ' 

The relationship between environment and 
behavior relates not only to police facilities: 
but all working environments. Rather than 
contributing to an individual's stress level 
or reinforcing negative behavioral patterns, 
built environments should be contributing 
towards a healthier daily outlook. Just as 
the great European cathedrals have for 
centuries exerted a power to stir the emo
tions, work environments can, in perhaps 
less profound ways, effect similar subcon
scious responses. The design challenge is 
to insure their influence supports, rather 
than undermines. performance. 

Throughout the 1960s and 70s. social 
scientists focused considerable atten
tion on the relationship between 

enVironment and human behavior as they 
studied myriad environmental settings. 
including the effects of color on prison 
inmates: the impact of lighting on office 
_productiviry. and the relationship of living 
environments to child development. While 
the results varied. findings were conclu
sive: Environmental settings directly affect 
human behavior and well being. Ironically, 
during the last 20 years the importance of 
these lessons has diminished relative to 
more popular design preoccupations v.;th 

_ building styles and s}mbolism. This is not 

to say that the overall appearance and sym
bolism of a facility are not ill1POrtant; how
ever. it is the everyday internal working 
environment which generally has the great
est long-term effect on users. 

As state. federal and municipal employees 
well know, serving the public and interfacing 
with the public are two different issues. 
Those employees who interface with the 
public are often dealing directly ,vith peo
ple's problems. Being able to respond effec
tively and sensitively to these "clients" and 
their problems is of the utmost importance. 
Yet ironically. it is generally the facilities and 
departments with the greatest public contact 
which, while interfacing with the most crit
ical and personal of community problems. 
are housed in the least frienClly or supportive 
of environments. In addition. there is often 
an expectation that these facilities - police 
departments. social service offices. housing 
authorities and even hospitals to mention a 
few - are places that are not supposed to be 
pleasant. either as an internal working envi
ronment or as an external public image. 

Police facilities harbor many unique envi
ronmental characteristics which tend to ren
der occupants more susceptible to the neg
ative effects of stress and isolation. For 
example. notwithstanding their physical con
dition. public safety facilities by their nature 
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require above'average security. and hence. 
have generally been designed as self-con
tained. inward-oriented environments ,vith 
little. if any. relationship to the outside world. 
While public safety buildings simply do I!' t 
need to be such bastion-like environments. 
the reality is that they often are. Further
more, these characteristics tend to mirror 
and reinforce many widely held perceptions 

of the nature oflaw enforcement - percep
tions held not only by the public but by many 
in the law enforcement profession as well. 

By necessity police officer training tends 
to focus on the negative rather than the nor
mal. From the Academy onward. their pro
fessional careers revolve around the curtail
ment of aberrant behavior as they focus on 
the thief. not the citizen. the drug U<:""<:l;'~-. 
not the businessman. This c 
focus. combined with the un 
stress and danger inextricably 
to tl:ie job. places police officers. 
patch operators and other public 
safety employees in one of the 

. most precarious psychologi- . 
cal situations of any public 
service employee. ~he 
result is that all too 
often police officers. 
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The photo soon-to-be reno-
vated Hayward 6~cility illustrates a 

building whose wa,uea_~ discourages pub-
lic contact. In the photo of an old New 

Orleans police station, with holiday 
wreaths and human scale, offers a . face 

to its neighborhood. 

The old floor plan for the Livermore 
currently undergoing redesign, shows 
rectangle with no clear sense of circulation 
By contrast, plansfor Antioch~ new station 
maUy windowless rooms for physical training, 
ing, and the lounge around a landscaped 
Circulation accommodates the flow of police 
and from their specific work areas. 

Livermore Public Safety Facility 
L ve"Tlo'e. Ca. 
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as well as entire police departments, find 
themselves entrenched in an "us against 
them" syndrome. perhaps best exemplified 
by the Hill Street Blue roll call admorJtion, 
"Let's do it to them before they do it to us." 
At the same time, citizens, while bting 
served by police personnel, tend to be in 
stressful circumstances. Police "clients" 
come to the station, not to complain about 
growtl) rates or lost permits, but about the 
crllne rate, lost children, rape, assaults and 
family disputes! Given the negative and 
often aggressive nature of these interac
tions, the last feature a police facility 
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can significantly impact visitors to a facili
ty Contrary to popular belief. most visitors 
to a Police Department are not criminals 
but crime 'victims, their families. and aver
age. law abiding citizens, many of whom 
are experiencing significant stress, anxiety 
and even embarrassment. Criminals and 
suspects are generally brought in from 
non-public, secure parking areas such as a 
patrol entry or vehicular sallyport. In com
munities with high multi-ethnic popula
tions. visitors may also experience a host 
t.)f other anxieties ranging from communi
cation problems to general confusion over 

the nature and pro
cedures of the insti
tution itself. Given 
these circumstances, 
the lobby of a pub
lic safety building 
h; a very important 
point of orientation 
and therefore should 
offer an inviting 
and informative set
ting. with .comfort
able seating areas 
for individuals and 
families to wait. 
Other public uses 
such as meeting 
rooms and informa
tion boards should 
also be encouraged 

TIle City of Dublin Civic Center's Police and City Hall willgs offer a 
welcoming PI/try-way that draws ill visitors. 

as a means of pro
"iding more community-oriented services. needs is an inward-focused environment 

which reinforces all the hostile, insular and 
isolated feelings which police employees 
may inwardly harbor. 

\Vhile more sensitively planned environ
ments will never be a panacea for overly ag
gressive police officers, they may significant
ly alleviate the stress levels under which 
employees operate, Imagine the psycholog- • 
ical difference of a patrol officer leaving the 
roll call room. and on the way out to the 
passing a landscaped courtyard rather than 
blank walls and security cameras on the way 
to the patrol car. Or t,he effect on dispatch 
operators who can look up from their con
soles and see the outdoors. Clearly. one of 
the challenges confronting t1)e police profes
sion is the need to balance the inherently 
dangerous and .,ecurity-oriemed aspects of 
police work \\ith greater community sensi
tivity and openness. Within this context. the 
Justice Department should be asking 
wht>ther police working environments are 
supporting or undermining efforts to inte
grate these concerns. 

Just as the "secure" working environ
. ment affects employees. "public" areas 

The exterior image of a public safety 
building also can be positive and reassuring 
rather than convey the impression of an un
approachable fortress. 'While many would 
find it difficult to describe the myriad func
tions and services offered by today's public 
safety facility. almost everyone has a fairly 
vivid image of how a police facility should ap' 
pear: !'1eedless to say, "s"'~!1r"'." "window
less," "self-<:ontained" and "hard" art' words 
which often would be used. Unfortunately, 
these images are all too often corn'(l. This 
problem is not only confined to older facili
ties; even in newer. more spacious, "stlte-of
the-art" facilities. the image of an inward
focused. hard and impersonal environment 
is generally the rule. 

W ile specific training and counsel
ing techniques may be the most 
direct way of mitigating the 

effects of stress and the many misinformed 
a,ttitudes about police enforcement. many 
design issues, which, if properly addressed. 
can contribute towards a more positive, 
supportive environment. While these fea-
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tures are relevant for most buildings, they 
are discussed herein specifically in terms of 
police facilities. 

L Building Image - "\bile a building's 
image may not be the most important issue 
impacting employees, it may greatly influ
ence the community's impression of the in
stitution itself. The examples below illustrate 
the range of impressions a facility can im
part. The Hayward Police Facility, a photo
graph of which appears on pages 3 23- 24 , 
with its minimal windows, hard materials 
and main public entry hidden from view be
hind a l()'foot high concrete bulwark. sends 
a very negative. protective message which 
discourages visitors from entering. By con
trast. the second example, which is a ~ew 
Orleans Precinct Facility. both conveys a 
friendly image and is harmonious with its 
neighborhood. The spirit of the holiday 
wreaths is further evocative of a public insti
tution which relatts positively to its commu
nity. In the photo at left, our firm's Dublin 
Police Facility has been organized around a 
central courtyard as an integral part of the 
Civic Center Complex. Its entry, directlyad-. 
jacent to City Hall. is convenient and visually 
accessible to the public, while its lobby, fin
ishes and furniture are consistent with other 
public departments. 

2. Public Areas - The public uses of 
a police facility were once limited to a small 

. lobby. bathrooms, and a fingerprinting 
area. Today's multitude of services often 
calls for public meeting rooms. social ser
vice offices, "sc/t" interview rooms for 
crime victims. press briefing rooms, licens
ing windows, etc. While each city's pro
gram requirements \\ill vary, most facilities 
are generally experiencing a steady 
increase of "clients", This increased usage, 
combined ,vith the nature of the visits, sug
gests a more sensitive design for the lobby, 
such as allowing flexibility in seating 
arrangements. whereby crime victims and 
their families can \\;ait in semi-private areas. 
While security and visibility from the front 
desk is certainly a prime consideration, 
these program requirements can be satis
fied ,vi thin a friendlier context through the 
use of carefully designed counters. The 
judicious use of carpet rather than harder 
floor materials, attention to color and tex
tures and the careful study of lighting are 
all essential components of a more comfort
able. supportive lobby environment. 

3. Buildinf! Qrganization - A build
ing's floor plan can be extremely revealing 
as to a department's underlying organiza
tion and philosophy. Example 1 illustrates 



the existing livermore Police Facility, 
which is a simple. inward fOOlsing rectan
gle with no clear sense of circulation or 
organization. By contrast. the new Antioch 
facility is arranged around a landscaped 
courtyard where normally windowless 
rooms. such as Physical Training, Report 
Writing, and the l.Dunge. open directly onto 
a garden view. In addition, the c:ircu1ation 
has been clearly organized in a manner that 
accommodates the t10w of police employ
ees to and from their specific areas of work. 
While these features are not intended to 
supplant the need for proper training. they 
do offer a more supportive environment 
which should better enable police employ
ees to provide the public with a more effi
cient and sensitive level of service. 

4. Specific Employee Work Areas -
Public safety' buildings house many differ
ent employee positions and work areas. 
The needs of dispateh operators, for exam
ple. are quite different from those of admin
istration and investigation employees. 
Similarly. the work areas of patrol officers. 
who may be in the facility for only short 
periods of time. are unique to u~eir specific 
duties such as report writing, the roll call 
room. physical training. etc. Two important 

criteria should govern the design of these 
ateas. First the design obviously should 
accommodate a given division's specific 
program requirements, such as careful 
lighting and acousticil treatment for dis
patch areas. By contrast officers in 
Administration and Investigations. while 
having clear adjacency needs. are. for the 
most part, similar to many other general 
office employees and their areas should be 
designed with that in mind. Individuals 
who need the privacy of an enclosed office 
should have one; and others. who work 
well in fl~"<ible modular partitions. should 
be equipped accordingly. The second 
criterion is the recognition that despite the 
different internal requirements. each of 
these areas should be a pleasant. support
ive place to work. There is no reason. other 
than lack of design effort and the limita
tions of our own preconceived notions. why 
employees should not have access to naru
rallight and exrenor areas or be provided 
finishes and amenities commenst.trate with 
other "non-secure" working environments. 

Public buildings will never offer better 
work environmentS if the standard for their 
design is the ciuplication of long-held 
stereotypes. While the everyciay functional 
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needs of different organizations may va.ry. 
the psychologica! needs of individuals are 
relatively similar. As a result. the attention 
to both the Psychological and functional 
needs of its users is critically important If 
these goals are met the level of public ser
vice will not only be more efficient. but will 
also be provided with greater sensitivity to 
those served. 

• 
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